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PREFACE

The use of simulation techniques in soni form to represent conditions in flight has been one of the cornerstones
of aeronautical research and development from its inception. Initially the wind-tunnel was the primary tool in such
testing, but in recent times ground- and in-flight- simulation, flight demonstrators including piloted aircraft and remotely
piloted vehicles, and analytical prediction methods have all been used to represent in-flight conditions in order to predict
flight behaviour in advance of actual flight of the simulated project.

The question of the extent to which the simulation, in whichever form it is performed, truly represents the con-
dition which it is intended to simulate, has consequently always been of primary concern, and it has been addressed
many times. Until now this consideration has been directed primarily to comparison of wind-tunnel and flight data,
and this focussed attention on the need to improve wind-tunnel simulation. A Flight Mechanics Panel meeting at
Valloire in 1Q75 dealt primarily with wind-tunnel/flight comparisons, and this could be said to have raised as many
problems as it solved, in both wind-tunnel and flight test techniques. The Flight Mechanics Panel decided in 1t 80 that
the time was ripe for a further review of progress, this time on a wider basis than the Valloire neeting and addressing
the spectrum of simulation techniques now in use. This led to the symposium, held in Turkey in October 1982. which
is reported in these Proceedings.

The Symposium noted that there have been major improvements in predictive capabilities in the last decide, Large
advances in wind-tunnel and flight test instrumentation and data processing have provided better confidence in the data
and, consequently, improved comparison bases. Even larger advances have been mamde in computational aerodynamics
and this has provided the basis for an efficient design tool for transport aircraft. New wind tunnels on both sides of the
Atlantic have significantly enhanced prediction capabilities. Improved flight test techniques and measurement accuracy
have provided a powerful tool in support of prediction. However. in spite of all these improvements there is still a
problem in providing accurate and satisfactory performance predictions. Examples were cited which noted that for
twelve American commercial aircraft, the drag prediction was just as apt to be high as low. Concern was also expressed
that with the increasing sophistication of test and prediction techniques, engineers may lose "'track" of the physics of
the process of prediction and comparison.

Future symposia and/or specialist meetings should be conducted on a regular basis to ensure an adequate exchange
of information.

P.POISSON-QUINTON F.STOLIKER
Member, FMP Member. FMP
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE FMP SYMPOSIUM IN VALLOIRE (1975)

AND PROGRESS ON GROUND/FLIGHT CORRELATION

by Ph. POISSON-QUINTON, ONERA, Fr.

More than seven years have elapsed since our first Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium focused
on the review of test techniques available at that time both on the ground and in flight for the
development of new aircraft (ref. 1).

I) The major conclusions and recommandations derived from a large number of informative papers and from
discussions are summarized below:

- Difficulty in defining the lowest test Reynolds number in a wind-tunnel which gives flow
conditions adequatly representing those of actual flight conditions: that is why there is a strong
need for tunnel testing at Reynolds numberaas close as possible to the flight value5;

- Many of the problems ascribed to Reynolds number effect are probably the result of inadequacies in
the modeling techniques: wall and support effect5, flow quality, detailed and precise model
representation, aeroelastic deformation of the model under large loads, choice of adequate rough-
ness for boundary layer transition tripping, etc.;

- The computer will play an over-increasing role:

" for monitoring and on-line data processing and analysis in ground facilities and in flight;

* for interpretation, correction and extrapolation of wind-tunnel data;

* and for theoretical predictions used to reduce testing time and cost.

- There is a need for more direct communication between the design team and wind-tunnel/flight

personnel...

... that is why, 7 years later, we are again together to review our progress on these various

statements, which are still valid.

However, I shall try, in this short introduction, to show you some typical advances we have made

everywhere in the AGARD community to improve our techniques for a better prediction of performance
and flying qualities.

On the other hand, we shall conclude this Symposium by a Round Table discussion centred on the
answers to a five-items questionnaire sent by the Technical Programme Committee to well known
specialists in the AGARD community:

1 - What are the advantages/disadvantages of different prediction techniques?

2 - What portions of the flight regime cannot/should not be addressed by ground based techniques?

3 - Are there areas where analytical predictions can be better than wind- tunnel and/or simulation

results, and vice versa?

4 - Are there methods of reducing differences between predictions and flight test results?

5 - Are there new prediction techniques that should be emphasized?

The analysis of a great number of answers will be presented by Dr. John Williams, who is also in

charge of writing the Technical Evaluation Report of our Symposium (ref. 2).



II) Now, let's see some examples of' progress we have made in the major test ,enters represented ini this
symposium:

11.1) A BETTER DUPLICATION OF TH-E REYNOLDS NUMBER IN WIND-TUNNEL TESTING:

On Fig~ure 1, we have given) the various methods to increase the tvo:f Pe -nolds; rumtber I, at
wind-tunnel ornd on Fiue.1 we have 1 istigd the various facilities I,(-. ,ii 1.v developed !'o thzt
purpose:

A) Tunnels with very large test-sections:

-NASA has f'ound that the size limitation of' their, Ames 40 x 8U tooit wind-tunnel pri marily
constrained fixed-wing Aircraft investigation%, while the existing speed limitation primar-
ily constrained rotary-wing testing; to meet these requirements, (ref. 3), modification of
the 40 x 80 ft tunnel includes:

*repowering the existing tunnel (12.7 MW to 1(10 MW' to attain higher speed in the existing
closed test section (100 m/s to 150 m/s)

*and adding a new and larger test section (80 x 120 f't x '43x m-)
able to reach a speed of 50 m/s and utilizing the same power, installation.

The modified tunnel with its new open circuit is sketched on Fig 3; furthermore the
background noise in the test-sections have been minimized by an acoustic treatment to
perform aeroacoustic research.
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1-3

-A large Dutch-German subsonic tunnel (UNW) has been recently built in the Polders and is
operated since 1980 by NLR and DFVLR; 3 interchangeable test sections are available:
9,5 x 9,5 - 8 x 6 and 6 x 6 m

2 
with speeds ranging from 60 to 150 m/s (Fig. ).

B) Testing of Full-Scale Aircraft parts (half wing-fuselage, fuselage- engine, etc.) are often
tested in the ONERA SI Modane sonic tunnel (P = 8 m); thus flight conditions'can be duplicated
on an actual wing before flight testing with the full instrumentation, as shown on Fiure 5
for a DORNIER/ONFRA research programme on an advanced wing, fitted on the Alphajet Trainer
(see paper Nr. 4 in this Symposium).

Another interesting example of the Flight Reynolds number duplication (20 x 10 ) is given by a
special rig installed in the 8 ft transonic tunnel at NASA-Langley, where a large wing is
tested between area ruled walls to validate the laminar flow control concept at full-scale
kFigure 6 and ref. 4).
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C) New Pressurised S4onic Tunnels have been recently put in operation by ORA at Toulouse-Le
Fauga (4,5 x 3,S m-, ptn . 4 bars) and g RAE at Farnborough (5 x 4,2 a , p ao- 3 bars)
which permit to reach o i than Rec= 7.10 on a complete model with high lift wntems and to
analyse separately Reynolds and Mach numbers effect (Fig. 4).

D) Finally, cryogenic temperatures in the return circuit can be obtained by liquid nitrogen
injection which permit to multiply the Reynolds number by a factor of 4 for given stagnation
pressure and Mach number (ref. 6). This cryogenic technology have been recently developed both
in US and in Europe, at first on several transonic pilot tunnels (NASA-TCT, ONERA-T2)t a.d
then for the 6 ew large transonic NTF tunnel at NASA/Langley (test-section: 2,5 x 2,; m
Re = 120 x 10 at hM 1, see Fig. 7 2 and ref. 5) and.for a modified subsonic tunnel at DFVLR/
Porz.-Wahn (test-section: 2,4 x-2,4 m ,Re -8 x 10 ); an European Transo~ic Cryogenic ETJ
tunnel is under study by a NLR/ONERA/RAE/ftVLR team (test-section 2,2 x 2 m , Rec - 50 xc 10
at M = 0,9).c

It is interesting to s te, on Figure 8, that the strong influence of the Reynolds number
variation, up to 40 x 10 , has been already demonstrated by a 2Dim. supercritical wing testing

(NASA/DFVLR) in the Langley cryogenic pilot tunnel and in other facilities.

But it must be reminded some new problems, unique to cryogenic tunnels, with their very cold
testing environment (120*K instead of 30011(l):

- New testing techniques and procedures;
- New model fabrication techniques (metal, composite...)
- New model equipment (forces, pressures, accelerometers...)

Sophisticated instrumentation must be developed for:

a precise detection of the boundary layer transition, and

precise model thermal conditioning and control.

It remains also some old problems in such pressurized tunnels:

interference corrections for huge model-support systems;
precise on-line measurement of model deformations.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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11.2) BETTER APPROACHES TO REMOVE THE WIND-TUNNEL WALLS CONSTRAINTS:

- Better wail corrections are now calculated for both plain and transonic perforated/ slotted teat
aectiona (see next paper Nr. 2, by AEDC/ONERA);

- But another approach is the development of "adaptive walls" with a computer in the loop to
monitor the wall deformation giving an "infinite" environment around the model (ref. 6), thus
avoiding wall correction; furthermore a larger model chord can be used for a given test
section; such a concept ia already operational in the ONERA/CERT T2 tunnel for 2Dim. transonic
tinting, (Figure 9) and will be combined with the cryogenic technology in the near future
(blow-down operation with cold model injection in the teat section).

11.3) INTEGRATION OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS AND WIND-TUNNEL TESTING

The increasing role of the computer is certainly the moat important fact in the last few
years. Aa shown on the table of Figure 10, the computer is already used for improving the test
operations, and to correct wind-tunnel data; in the near future, its role will be extended for
CFD codes asaesament and as a guide during testing (interactive CFD).

The spectacular improvement of wind-tunnel efficiency (measured in millions of informations given
to the customers every year) is illustrated on Figure 11 for the two major tunnels of the
ONERA/Modane Center, thanks to a better computer integration for data acquisition/reduction
during the last ten years.

11.4) PROGRESS IN COM4PUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (C.F.D.J:

The exponential progress in both hardwirt- and software since twenty years will certainly open the
way to very powerful "sup --computers" (din ated to CFD in the next twenty years (ref. 7).

This trend is illustrate,. .. "'j& Le, where we have plotted the capability of Computational
Fluid Dynamics to solve n tnd itturze sophisticated equations for a theoretical approach of
Aircraft Design, as a function of the computer development since 1960 and for the future
(spproximatly scaled in computatianal speed, in ?4flop).
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But there are some important conditions for progress in CFD:

- Increasing storage capacity of the computers available on the market.

- Better ability to generate coordinate systems for complex Aircraft configurations.

- Development of sophisticated algorithms to solve the flow field equations, including discon-
tinuities (shock-waves, vortex sheets, strong separations,... ) by finite difference, finite
element, spectral methods,...

- Capability for modelling turbulent flow to be introduced in future Navier-Stokes approaches
(Reynolds averaged, large eddy simulation)

.and better ability to visualize the computed results (quick analysis, decision to reorient a
costly programme ... ).

11.5) TOWARDS A NEW AERODYNAMIC DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR AIRCRAFT:

Up to now, with the present computer capability, the Aircraft design work is limited to the study H
of simplified models before extensive wind-tunnel evaluation of various shapes of a new project;

and the computer is extensively used for "identification", i.e. to understand the problems shown
by the wind-tunnel results and to extrapolate them to flight conditions.

In the future, with the availability of some "supercomputer" the manufacturer will certainly be

able to calculate an "optimized" design before wind-tunnel testing, for validation, on a
sophisticated large model in the best facility available (cryogenic capability?).

This trend is illustrated on Figure 13; but wind-tunnel and computer approaches will still remain
balanced and complementary to develop an optimized new Aircraft during the next decade.
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-On the Wind-Tunnel side, Figure 17 illustrates the main methods used for ACT Research:

'rests on "rigid" models with active control surfaces to generate a comprehensive data base on
unsteady aerodynamics, mardatory for an ACT Aircraft project; such a programme recently

performed by ONERA! MR13,VFW/AER0SPATIALE in the large Si Modane Tunnel is illustrated or,
Figure 18.

*Two other approaches: free-flying Aircraft model catapulted through a local jet (to simulate

vertical or lateral gust, French IMFL Laboratory), or semi-free model behind a gust gen~erator

in the test-section (DEVLP-Braunschweig) will be described in paper Nr. 17 during this

Symposium; at ONERA, we have recently validate a gust generator system in a pilot-tunniel for

future application in the large S1 Modane tunnel in view of generating, in the front of nig

models, some prescribed gusts up to transonic cruise regime.

*Another approach is used by NASA/Larigley with remotly piloted free- flying ACT model irn their

full scale tunnel open section.

*Finally, aeroelastic modeLs with active flutter control system are used since several years ir.

the NASA/Langley TDT tunnel and in the ONERA/Modane S2 tunnel to validate adequate flutter

control laws for military Aircraft (with dangerous external stores) or civil Aircraft pro-ect

(with flexible high aspect-ratio wings;. This approach is also used in flight on FPRV uy

NASA-Dryden (see paper Nr. 20 during this Symposium).
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SUMMARY

In response to the increased complexity and cost of testing, wind tunnel operators
are doing many things to improve test effectiveness. This paper describes several recent
innovations designed to increase the amount of information obtained during a test, to re-
duce information unit cost, and to improve data quality.

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years the complexity of wind tunnel tests has increased dramat-
ically. In the larger facilities, it is exceptional to conduct a test with only a single
six-component balance and a base pressure measurement. It is not now uncommon to install
a wind tunnel model with two or more balances and make a few hundred pressure measure-
ments at the same time. It is not surprising that ONERA's experience, Fig. 1, shows that
the amount of steady-state data acquired in ONERA tunnels SIMA and S2MA has increased by
1000 percent in the past decade. As a result of this activity, wind tunnel operators
have been encouraged by their customers to improve test effectiveness. The operators are
responding along three fronts (1) increasing the amount of information, as opposed to
data, which can be obtained in ground test facilities, (2) reducing test costs per data
unit, and (3) improving data quality. These goals are interrelated, but their evaluation
is generally difficult because a good measure of test effectiveness applicable to a wide
range of test types has not been found. However, the lack of an effective measure is not
a deterrent to progress. Efforts to increase the amount of information have led to im-
proved test techniques, improved model and environmental simulation, and new and improved
instrumentation systems. Efforts to reduce costs have taken several approaches: develop-
ing methods of (a) obtaining only the required information rather than full data matrices,
(b) taking data faster, (c) testing at the lowest possible Reynolds number, and (d) using
computations to plan, correct, verify, extrapolate, interpolate, and interpret test data.
Efforts to improve the data quality are being directed toward (a) improving tunnel flow
uniformity, (b) reducing and correcting for support interference, (c) reducing and cor-
recting for wall interference, (d) improving simulation techniques, and (e) improving
measurement techniques and accuracy. A potpourri of the results from several of these
efforts chosen either from AEDC or ONERA experience are discussed herein.

PROPULSION SYSTEM SIMULATION FOR TRANSPORT CONFIGURATIONS

Today about half of the direct operating costs of civilian transport aircraft are
spent for fuel. This fact has induced the aerodynamicist to embark upon a tremendous ef-
fort to reduce cruise drag. A large drag contributor, and one which can be reduced, is
the engine "installation" drag which depends upon the shape of the engine nacelle and
pylon, its placement with respect to the wing, and the interaction of the jet efflux with
the surrounding flow field. Two methods are being used currently at ONERA to simulate
engines and their jets - blown nacelles and turbine-powered simulators (TPS). A typical
TPS installation is shown in Fig. 2.

The force accounting system used by ONERA with the two techniques is depicted in Fig.3. A flowthrough
configuration must be tested with the blown nacelle technique to obtain the inlet drag increment between
the flowthrough and faired inlet configurations as well. The TPS eliminates the main part of this incre-
ment by simulating the fan inlet mass flow and the total exhaust flow. In that case, flowthrough confi-
gurationc Are still used to measure the smaller difference between the drag of the TPS inlet (adapted
to the fan mass flow) and the drag of the real aircraft inlet (adapted to the total engine mass flow).

There are two factors that are critical to the success of each technique. First,
the thrust calibrations must be done accurately at the altitude pressure of the wind tun-
nel tests. Second, the high-pressure air must be ducted around the balance to provide
repeatable interactions which can be removed through calibrated correction tares. Be-
cause of the piping/balance interactions, the techniques are generally used with half-
span models and external balances wherein sufficient space exists external to the model

* The research reported herein was performed by the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Air Force
systems Command and by Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Atrospatiales (FRANCE).(U.S. work and
analysis for this research were done by personnel of Calspan Field Services, Inc., operating contractor of
the aerospace flight dynamics facilities at AEDC). Further reproduction is authorized to satisfy needs of
the U.S. and French Governments.
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to duct the high-pressure air around the balance. A typical installation is shown in
Fig. 4, which is an i11u~tration of a transport aircraft configuration in the SIMA tunnel
at Modanc. Figure S gives two examples of data repeatability within a test program.
The quality of these results, improved by repeating some tests and statistical surveys,
allows the ranking of model configurations differing by less than one percent of drag at
the cruise condition.

lNt;INt! AIRFRAMF IN'rI'iRAI'ION TESTING FOR COMBAT AIRCRAFT

Dassault and ONERA have worked out a combat aircraft model design and measuring sys-
tem to give reliable determination of improvements to (1) internal duct performance and
stability, especially at high incidence and transonic conditions, and (2) thrust-minus-
drag at supersonic conditions. Both kinds of tests are done on the same model (about
li4-scale) in SIMA at high incidence and in S2MA for the supersonic conditions. Figure 6
shows the principle of the model design. The forebody including the inlet is metric; the

loads are measured by a six-component balance. The forebody is linked to the rear por-
tion of the model by rubber seals that provide the necessary air tightness. Mass flow
and pressure recovery are measured at the compressor face and are used in an engine math
model to calculate thrust. Thus, it is possible to compare forebody configurations on
the basis of thrust-minus-drag. This procedure reduces the amount of testing previously
needed for such comparisons and improves the reliability of the results. The drag coeffi-
cient repeatability is approximately ±0.0002.

CONSTANT PARANIErER TESTING

One of the most obvious ways to reduce testing costs is to reduce the amount of
data required to obtain the desired information. A method of doing this is to place a
model and support system under computer control such that the model may be tested at a
constant value of some aerodynamic parameter. 2 The advantage of such a test technique is
shown by the example in Fig. 7. The traditional method for determining optimum cruise
Mach number entails taking as many as 180 data points per configuration to establish the
incidence versus Mach number at constant lift coefficient from which the cruise drag co-
efficient versus Mach number is derived. However, under computer control, one may test
at a constant value of lift coefficient and obtain the same information with only 20
points; Mach number is varied manually or by the computer if the tunnel is automated. In
addition, if the model contains remotely movable control surfaces, the constant lift co-
efficient data can easily be obtained at trimmed conditions corresponding to onc or more
center-of-gravity locations. With the use of the online plotting capability available in
many tunnels, the optimum cruise Mach number can be identified almost immediately, saving
all the posttest data analysis time required when using the traditional method. Thus,
using the constant parameter method, configuration variables can be evaluated much more
economically. Of course, once a configuration is found which satisfies the design re-
quirements a complete set of static stability data can be obtained for the final configu-
ration.

The constant parameter technique has been very effectively employed in full-scale3

tests with operating engines such as the one shown in Fig. 8. Data were desired at five
flight conditions, each spanning the flight vehicle weight and center-of-gravity range.
A schematic of the control system is shown in Fig. 9. The vehicle contained a six-
component balance and five remotely controlled parameters: the engine throttle and four
control surfaces. The PDP-15 computer serves as the data acquisition system that passes
engineering unit data to the facility computer. The facility computer contains the trim
control algorithms and computes the command functions for the independent variables which
are passed either to the PDP-15 or an independent controller which sets model attitude.
The constant parameter system was set up so that all moments were held at zero about a
specified center of gravity. The engine throttle was automatically controlled so that
vehicle thrust-minus-drag was either zero or some specified value. Corrections for strut
interference and tunnel flow angularity were included in the control algorithm. After
the computer had set a point which corresponded to steady flight at a given Mach number,
attitude, vehicle weight, and center-of-gravity location, a full set of data was auto-
matically taken to define completely the vehicle performance at that point. It was esti-
mated the cost of the program was between 15 and 25 percent of that required by tradi-
tional methods.

OPTIMIZING PARAMETERS

A natural outgrowth of constant parameter testing is the development of a technique
to optimize a given aerodynamic parameter by computer manipulation of the available con-
trol surfaces. The optimization concept consists of automatically adjusting a model con-
figuration parameter (wing flap or slat deflection, horizontal tail angle, canard angle,
etc.) to maximize a designated merit function (lift, drag, etc.) subject to various, im-
posed constraints (constant lift, constant drag, structural limits, etc.). A program to
demonstrate the technique 4 utilized four independent model variables - leading- and
trailing-edge flap angles, horizontal tail angle, and angle of attack - to minimize drag
for a constant value of lift coefficient, to maximize lift for a given value of drag, and
to maximize lift-to-drag ratio for a given drag.

The optimization program operates in two distinct modes termed "incremental" and
"simultaneous." The optimization process indicated in Fig. 10 begins with the incre-
mental mode wherein at a given Mach number and altitude condition each independent vari-
able is perturbed from its initial setting to generate gradient influence vectors of the
function to be optimized and any specified constraints, for example, optimize lift-to-drag
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ratio and constrain drag coefficient. After the gradient vectors are established, the
gradient projection algorithm calculates the independent variable directions for either
minimizing the specified merit function or satisfying the constraint. The simultaneous
mode then systematically drives all independent variables in the proper direction at rela-
tive increments for a sequence of 11 test points. The sequence is aborted if any of the
constraints is violated by more than a prescribed tolerance. Upon completion of the
sequence, the computer selects the best of the simultaneous mode points, repositions the
independent variables to that condition, and repeats the incremental mode. The incre-
mental-simultaneous cycle continues to convergence. An example of a convergence sequence
is shown in Fig. 11 in which lift-to-drag ratio is maximized, constraining drag coeffi-
cient to 0.22 ± 0.006. The optimization used three independent variables: pitch angle,
leading-edge flap angle, and trailing-edge flap angle.

The most complicated optimization done to date was accomplished on the Self-
Optimizing Flexible Technology (SOFT) wing program.5 The SOFT wing model, Fig. 12, had
12 independent variables which controlled the wing camber, thickness and twist distribu-
tions along the span, pitch angle, and tail angle in a manner to optimize specified merit
functions while satisfying specified constraints as a function of flight conditions. The
wing was constructed using a steel center span and a flexible steel and fiberglass skin
attached to 12 individually controlled hydraulic actuators. The 12 actuators were de-
signed to vary the leading-edge radius and the wing contour at the 15-, 25-, 65-, and 80-
percent chord lines. However, in practice the leading-edge radius was not changed to
avoid excessive stress in the skin. A hydraulic actuator was also used to control the
horizontal tail so that tests could be conducted with the vehicle continually trimmed.
An example of a series of iterations to minimize drag with lift coefficient constrained
to 0.25 and pitching moment to zero is shown in Fig. 13 along with the drag polars of the
basic and optimum wing contours. A drag reduction of 0.0026 was achieved at the lift co-
efficient value of 0.25.

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Airfoil deflections caused by airloads were expected to be larger than normal for
the SOFT wing model because of designed flexibility of the wing. In addition, proper in-
terpretation of the data required that the wing contour be measured under load. The only
practical means to accomplish this was through the use of a photogrammetric technique
wherein stereophotographs of the model were taken of the optimum contours during testing
and processed offline to obtain the actual airfoil shape, wing twist, and dihedral.

The photogrammetric analysis system developed at AEDC 6 uses 70-mm Hasselblad
cameras and a Keffel & Esser DSC-3/80® analytical stereocompiler interfaced to the AEDC
computer system. A light system has been devised which will project an orthogonal grid
onto a featureless model to aid in reading the film. A photograph of a body used in
verification of the system, illuminated with the orthogonal grid, is shown in Fig. 14.
The model was photographed from eight positions. The data were read, merged into a three-
dimensional representation of the model and displayed on an interactive graphics system,
Fig. 15, which is used for quickly checking the results. As part of the system verifica-
tion, the stereophotographs were read by three operators and compared with precise meas-
urements of the body. A measurement accuracy which varied from ±0.13 to ±0.25 mm was
obtained.

A portable-computer interfaced digital theodolite system, Fig. 16, is being devel-
oped which will be used to measure control point locations on a given test article. Con-
trol points are points of known locations which are used to ensure data accuracy. When
the theodolites, which are a known distance apart, are vectored to a given point in space,
a computer program will compute its location with respect to the mounting bar and trans-
form the coordinates into any other desired axis system.

In addition to use in the SOFT wing program, the stereophotographic system has been
used to measure twist and dihedral of a full-scale cruise missile wing, deflection of a
cryogenic space shuttle tank under airload, and ice buildup on the leading edge of an air-
foil. The icing test posed a peculiar problem. At some test conditions glaze ice (clear)
formed which did not have enough opacity to cause the projected orthogonal grid to be
visible at the ice surface. Fortunately, however, the ice buildup was very irregular and
contained enough features so that good results could be obtained by a skilled operator.

Two future applications appear very promising. The stereophotographic system can
be used to obtain as-built, test model coordinates which can be fed directly to a compu-
tational fluid-dynamics grid generation program. Work is underway to develop the soft-
ware for this application. The second application is to obtain coordinates of ablating
or eroding reentry vehicles under test in either ballistic ranges or arc heaters.

CONTINUOUS CAPTIVE TRAJECTORY SYSTEM

The captive trajectory system (CTS) installed in the AEDC 4-ft transonic Aerodynamic
Wind Tunnel (4T) provides the capability to determine the separation trajectory of a
store as it moves away from its aircraft. The system uses a computer-controlled six-
degree-of-freedom mechanism to position the store at the appropriate place in the flow
field. A typical CTS installation is shown in Fig. 17. The store model contains a five-
or six-component balance with balance diameters as small as 4.8 and 7.6 mm, respectively.
Trajectories beginning from the captive position are generated by the computer solving
the equations of motion to predict a position change based on the measured store loads.
The "move and pause" technique based upon position control has been used at AEDC since
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1968. The system automatically moves the store to the predicted position, Pauses, com-
pares the new position with the predicted value and, if within tolerance, rnak, s a new
prediction.

In 1978, motivated by increased testing costs, a research program was undertaken at
AEiDC to speed the trajectory generation process. That effort has produced a velocity-
controlled system that provi Ides continuous store motion and a significant decrease in
test time. The increased productivity was accomplished by moving from a single-user,
single-task computer system (circa 1955) to a multilevel, hierarchial, distributed pro-
cessing system,7 shown in Fig. 18, which applies processing power at the point it is
needed. The distributed process network is attractive because of the decrease in cost
and the increase in processing power of small computer systems. in the generic system
depicted in Fig. 18 the center computer (level 1) provides archival data -storage, data
editing, and analysis capability through interactive graphics and a large processing
capability for mathematical modeling of aerodynamic phenomena. The facility computer
(level 2) is a medium-size machine whose function is to provide the management, coordina-
tion, and direction of testing events and to perform the primary data calculations and
display functions. The third and fourth level machines are various mini- and microcom-
puter systems dedicated to a single function. The typical minicomputer at the third
level is a srall-to-medium-size machine with perhaps 256K bytes of 16-bit main memory and
IOM bytes of :emote disk storage. These systems have multichannel analog and digital in-
put systems through which raw data are obtained. Information can be output through
digital-to-analog converters for test article or test environmental control functions.
The third level computers, through computational speed and restricted functions, provide
essentially real-time control and data display functions. The fourth level of the dis-
tributed network utilizes 8-bit microprocessors. They provide instrumentation and process
status, alarm monitoring, dedicated control, and data acquisition functions.

That portion of a distributed processing network concerned with trajectory genera-
tion is shown in Fig. 19. The complete data set for a given test is kept on file in the
central computer until the final test report is completed. During that time the data are
available for editing, recomputation, and plotting through the interactive graphics ter-
minals. The facility computer contains the test management software required to coordi-
nate the testing process and all of the initialization information required for the tra-
jectories. In addition, it performs some post-trajectory data processing and passes the
total data information, online, to the central archival storage.

The trajectory generation processor performs the real-time trajectory generation
function. Test conditions, updated twice per second, are obtained upon request from the
Digital Multiplexer and Control System, which also contains operator-selected parameters
and serves as the aircraft controller. The Digital Data Acquisition System provides en-
gineering unit store loads and position information acquired at 100 Hz and passed through
an autoregression digital filter that maintains a continuous average (over one-half
second) of the data. The real-time graphics system allows the progress of the trajectory
to be monitored as it is generated and provides near-real-time transfer of the data to
the facility computer. The system is interactive which allows local selection of param-
eters to be displayed. The CTS control system is a network of seven dedicated micro-
processors that accept position or velocity commands for each of the six-degree-of-free-
dom mechanisms and controls the drive motors to maintain the commanded parameters.

Implementation of velocity control required modifications to the software pre-
viously used to control position. Trajectory positions have been predicted by integrat-
ing the acceleration vectors determined from the measured store forces and moments. Of
course, the component velocity vectors can be calculated from the same information. The
calculated velocity components are modified so that (1) the CTS rig movement in the six
directions is in a coordinated time scale and (2) one of the six drive motors is operat-
ing near its maximum speed. In the maximum efficiency mode, the time scale is changed
along the length of the trajectory so that both of the above constraints are always
satisfied. Some of the other program options available are pivoting two-stage fuel tank
release, missile rail launch; aircraft pull-up or push-over maneuvers; aircraft banked
and/or diving flight attitudes; calculated add-on aerodynamic coefficients, to simulate
drogue chute deployment, for example; and active autopilot guidance and control system
simulation.

The data acquisition cycle is initiated when the store passes through the last pre-
dicted trajectory position. The trajectory calculations and communication requirements
between the several processors require a finite amount of time, Fig. 20. The time re-
quired depends upon which of various program options are exercised, but ranges between
0.1 and 0.5 sec. During that time the CTS rig will have moved some distance, AS, from
the last predicted position. In order to compensate for the error that could be intro-
duced, the new position vector is calculated from the actual position at the time the
command is given, Sx, rather than the old predicted value, Si, i = 1,2,3,.... in Fig. 20.
This procedure tends to eliminate an accumulated position error in the system.

Verification tests have been conducted by comparing trajectories obtained at the
same conditions utilizing both the continuous and move-pause modes. Figure 211 shows such
a comparison. In most instances, the parameters describing the trajectories, particular-
ly the distance coordinates, are identical as shown in Fig. 21a. Discrepancies which do
occur are generally in the angular directions. Figure 21b shows one of the worst agree-
ments, which is approximately 0.5 deg in store pitch angle over a sm-.ll portion of the
trajectory. Although the full-scale time for the two trajectories is, of course, identi-
cal, the actual time required for the -ontinuous mode is up to a factor of seven shorter
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(depending upon the trajectory) than that required for the move-pause mode. The decrease
in time for a trajectory translates into an average increase in trajectories per air-on
hour from 4.5 in 1977 to 16 in 1981. In one instance, a rate of almost 29 trajectories
per air-on hour was obtained, indicating the potential for additional improvements in the
average.

FLOW-FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Improvements to calculation methods and research on new wing shapes require a better
knowledge of the flow fields about aerodynamic configurations than is provided by measure-
ments of surface pressures and gross loads. The computer-controlled CTS mechanisms pro-
vide an excellent tool to obtain the desired information. An installation of a five-
degree-of-freedom mechanism in SIMA is shown in Fig. 22. Various sensing probes from
standard wake rakes to hot wires to five-hole directional sensors may be attached to the
mechanism and measurements taken at precise locations under computer control. Figure 23
shows an example of a cross-flow velocity vector map obtained in essentially real time in
S2MA using a five-hole probe. The probe gave at each location a very accurate measure of the flow
magnitude and direction. The data were used for comparison with tneoretical calculatiens.

In other instances, flow-field measurements outside the range of classical tools
may be obtained with laser anemometry. Figure 24 shows the vorticity distribution just
downstream of a two-dimensional profile obtained in S3MA. 8 These data were also used for
comparison with theoretical calculations.

INSTRUMENTATION IMPROVEMENTS

Store Position - The quality of CTS trajectories has been increased by an improve-
ment in the alignment of the store in the captive position. The previous technique used
a touch wire contained in the carriage device to indicate when the store was in the car-
riage position. The disadvantage of the touch wire is that it only provides alignment in
the vertical direction and the touch wire load into the store causes an error in the ini-
tial (carriage position) loads. Recent developments have replaced the touch wire with a
diode light source and a phototransistor detector shown in Fig. 25. The diode emits in-
frared radiation whose reflection from the store is detected by the sensor. The strength
of the reflected radiation is inversely proportional to the separation distance. A typi-
cal calibration curve is shown in Fig. 26. Because of the double-valued calibration
function, software is used to detect the sign change in the rate of change of voltage
with position as a safety feature in addition to the normal electrical "grounding" safety
feature which stops all rig movement if any part of the CTS rig or store encounters the
aircraft model. The maximum useful working distance between the store and sensor is
about 5 mm. The minimum working distance can be as small as 0.5 mm if the sensor is re-
cessed a millimeter or so into the pylon. The primary advantages of the optical sensor
are (1) there is no carriage preload into the store, (2) the sensor size is small (ap-
proximately 4 x 5 mm), (3) the sensor has good stability and repeatability, (4) the in-
frared detector is insensitive to the tunnel environment, and (5) the sensor cost is low
($4 each),

Recently, alignment has been improved by adding a small torous target on the store
to provide axial (x) and lateral (y) alignment. The target consists of a black annulus
which absorbs the infrared and a silver center which provides sufficient reflected radia-
tion for the detector. A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig. 27. It should be
possible to improve the 1-mm x,y position accuracy by reducing the size of the target's
reflective center. Tests demonstrating the effectiveness of the device and thus the im-
proved accuracy in setting the store to the carriage position have been conducted.

Electro-Optical Interferometer - The application of electro-optical devices to the
measurement of model angle of attack or component deformation has also been demonstrated.
The technique does require small retroreflectors to be mounted flush with the model sur-
fice. The measurements are made with a two-beam laser interferometer 9 shown schematical-
ly in Fig. 28. Linearly polarized light from a S-mw helium-neon laser is passed through
a half-wave plate to adjust the polarization angle for efficient transmission through the
downstream prisms. The light beam then passes through a 34-MHz Bragg cell where it is
split by diffraction into two nearly equal intensity beams. In addition, the first-order
beam is increased in frequency by 34 MHz while the zeroth-order beam remains unchanged in
frequency. Both beams are reflected to a beam-separating lens system. The first-order
beam is passed through a birefringement (Wollaston) prism and reflected onto a retrore-
flector located on the model or onto a stationary surface that is used as the reference
beam. The zeroth-order beam is passed through a 49-Mtlz Bragg cell to provide an object
beam which has been shifted 15 MHz from the reference beam and which still has nearly
half its original intensity. Using two Bragg cells to obtain the desired IS-MHz optical
carrier provides sufficient separation between the optical carrier frequency and the RI:
signals driving the Bragg cells to allow the signal band (carrier ± signal frequency) to
be processed without disturbing crosstalk from the Bragg cell drivers. The beam which
has been shifted 49 MHz is reflected to a Glan-Air prism and onto a second retroreflector.
The two pairs of quarter-wave length plates and the birefringement prisms separate the
outgoing beams from the returning beams. The returning beams are deflected to the vari-
able beam splitter where they are combined and reflected to the photodiode.

Optical heterodyning the two beams at the photodiode can be considered as establish-
ing moving virtual interference fringes of period X/2 normal to the propagation vector of
the beams incident on the retroreflectors. Thus, if the retroreflectors are stationary
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the photodiode will output a IS-MHz carrier signal. As a retroreflector moves, its ve-
locity will cause the virtual fringe frequency to increase or decrease depending upon the
direction of motion. Thus, the frequency change can be integrated with respect to time,
applying appropriate constants, to obtain a displacement or differentiated with respect
to time to obtain an acceleration.

Application of the technique has been demonstrated in the AEDC Transonic Wind Tun-
nel (16T). 1 0 The laser optics and detection electronics were housed in a special environ-
mental box bolted to the top of the test section. The environmental box was isolated
from the acoustic and vibration conditions of the tunnel and cooled with a nitrogen purge
to dissipate the heat from the laser and electronics. As indicated in Fig. 29 the model
rotation point is some distance behind the retroreflector location, causing the retrore-
flector to move downstream up to 10 cm as the model is pitched. To compensate for this
movement and provide maximum signal strength, the optics package within the environmental
box was rotated by a precision, computer-controlled actuator as a function of sting angle.
Although not demonstrated, the ±2-deg rotation of the optics package would theoretically
allow tracking of the model up to SI deg.

Data processing is accomplished with a microprocessor which also corrects for the
movement of the optics package as it tracks the retroreflectors. For the demonstration
experiment, retroreflectors S mm in diameter and about 5 mm deep were imbedded in the
fuselage of a 1.2-m-long model operating over a pitch range from -4 to 35 deg. The
retroreflectors were 9 cm apart. The resolution of the system is 0.001 deg. Shown in
Fig. 30 is the difference between offline measurements with the interferometer and a pre-
cision inclinometer and between the interferometer and the conventional angle-of-attack
calculation using sting and balance readings. The inclinometer and interferometer read-
ings agree to within +0.002 to -0.005, whereas comparison of the values from the inter-
ferometer and the conventional method is worse by a factor of up to 20. During the on-
line demonstration, the interferometer experienced a signal interruption which, because
the interferometer provides a relative rather than absolute measurement, in essence re-
zeroes the measurement. Since the model did not contain a bubble pack there was no way
to establish a known reference without coming offline.

The deficiency of signal loss has not been easily overcome. Nevertheless, the in-
strument has been successfully used in two other testing applications. In the first in-
stance, the dynamic displacement of a sample of the thermal protective tile on the Space
Shuttle was measured during a wind tunnel test. The tile samples were subjected to a
dynamic environment by the flow over the cavity around the liquid oxygen line into the
Shuttle. The interferometer can measure displacements as low as 0.1 micron at a maximum
frequency of 30 N111z.

The second application was the measurement, during the separation dynamics, of the
first 50 msec of a missile staging event in the 12-ft vacuum chamber. The two stages
were mounted on an I-beam system, Fig. 31, which permitted each to move at the initiation
of separation. Two interferometers were used, each measuring the displacement of the
respective stage center of mass from a stationary reference point on the optics package.
Simulation of the separation event indicated that the reference point moved less than
0.013 mm during the event. Cornercube retroreflectors 1 cm in diameter were used on each
stage. The separation event was initiated by firing a short duration solid-propellant
rocket motor in the upper stage.

Typical data from the upper stage are shown in Fig. 32. The sharp slope change in
the velocity and acceleration data occurring at 40 msec was caused by the stage en-
countering honeycomb deceleration material. Thirty tests were accomplished without a
single instrument failure. Additional applications for the laser interferometer are
limited only by the imagination of the users.

Inlet Distortion Instrumentation and Data Requirements - Both the steady and un-
steady pressure recovery and distortion patterns of the airflow intakes are normally mea-
sured with rakes containing about 40 pressure probes. The unsteady pressure transducers
used in this application are necessarily small to minimize duct blockage. However, the-
are also highly temperature sensitive which, while not affecting their ability to measure
the dynamic pressure componeat, does make them unsuitable to measure the steady pressure
component. As a result, either dual probes must be installed in the inlet, which doubles
the blockage, or tests must be conducted twice, 1l,12 once for the mean pressure and once
for the dynamic component. This problem has been alleviated at ONERA by temperature com-
pensating the dynamic transducers following an original method worked out in cooperation
with the Kulite Corporation. A photograph of a 20-cm-diam, 43-inlet duct dynamic probe
array (37 totals, 6 statics) showing some of the 43 temperature compensation networks is
presented in Fig. 33. The quality of the compensation brings the transducers to an accu-
racy comparable with steady-state transducers used with Scanivalvesm.

In the mid-1970's engineers concerned with inlet-engine compatibility were asking
for time-dependent pressure maps showing maximum instantaneous distortion patterns. An
example is shown in Fig. 34. Frequencies of interest corresponded to the compressor rpm,
i.e., about I kliz for 0.25-scale models. Today, frequencies of 16 kltz sampled for several
seconds are being requested. For a typical SO-channel system this leads to data acquisi-
tion rates of 800,000 measurements per second. Two minutes of data recorded at this rate
yield as many data words as are recorded for steady-state tests in a whole year of tunnel
operation. A recording and pulse-coded modulation coding system to satisfy this need is
in service at the ONERA facilities. However, not all of the problems raised by handling
such enormous amounts of data have been solved.
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AUTOMATIC MODEL/DATA/TUNNEL CONTROL

in the last decade development of mini- and microcomputers and progress in data ac-
quisition systems have provided very efficient tools to improve wind tunnel efficiency to
reduce costs in spite of energy cost increases. In most of the large test centers, a
wide range of methods has been worked out to accelerate wind tunnel runs and very often
increase the quality of the data.1

3

one technique, which has been in operation for more than 10 years, consists of ac-
quiring data while the model is continuously moving, generally through a pitch polar.
Taking some care with analog and/or digital filtering, one gets polars at pitch rates of
several degrees per second in supersonic wind tunnels and between 0.2 and 0.6 degrees per
second in large transonic wind tunnels. That method requires that every measurement
(strain gage, pressure orifice, probe, etc.) be connected to an independent measurement
channel. That is not possible at the moment for large models having more than several
tens of pressure orifices. A recently developed multiport, semiconductor pressure trans-
ducer will probably remove this limitation. Experiments have been made in this way in
S2MA with a 32-channel multiport transducer which has given correct pressure distribu-
tions during a pitch polar at a rate of 0.2 degree per second.

A second technique, strongly associated with minicomputer development, is indicated
in Fig. 35. Evolving from the "pitch-pause" method, automated data systems began in 1971
at AEDC with the Automatic Model Attitude Positioning and Data Acquisition System. The
system became rather sophisticated at ONER.A's S3MA by 1973 with the addition of angle-of-
attack positioning, pressure rake position control, and some measurement quality checking.
Automatic control of all wind tunnel activities is still improving with the ultimate aim
of complete automation of the entire tunnel operation, model operation, and data acquisi-
tion processes. The system depicted in Fig. 35 functions as follows:

*The wind tunnel run program is stored in advance in a dedicated computer in the
form of a series of interactive tables specifying model attitude, control surface deflec-
tion, Mach number, Reynolds number, etc. However, the operator is allowed to intervene
to modify any table at any tine from an interactive keyboard.

*Permissible deviations of all set parameters are also specified, for example,
AM = 0.002, and automatically checked by the computer before each data point is acquired.
In addition, allowable rates of change of dependent parameters may be specified to ensure
that steady-state data are being acquired, for example, Ap/At = ±10 Pa/sec.

*The sequence is begun by the operator who selects the beginning table and starts
the cycle. The automatic system reads the first table values, adjusts the aierody~namic
and mechanical parameters, initiates the data acquisition cycle when all specified param-
eters are within tolerance, checks the validity of some measurements before they are ac-
quired, displays enough engineering unit information in real time to allow the test team
to stay informed of the status of critical parameters, transfers the data to another,
generally larger, computer for complete processing, and cycles to the next value of the
independent test variable.

* Safety of the system is also ensured by the minicomputer which monitors critical
parameters, e.g., forces, moments, angles, etc., to ensure that specified limits are not
exceeded.

The automation of testing has two major benefits. First, the automatic system op-
erates at maximum speed all the time, whereas a human operator can sustain such speed for
only a few minutes. Time and energy savings for a complete tunnel run is between 10 and
40 percent. In some particular tests, such as an ONERA power plant simulation which is
limited by air storage capacity, as much data are realized in one run as were previously
acquired in two runs. Second, the data are much more repeatable because the computer is
able to hold much tighter tolerances on all independent parameters and ensure steady-
state values of many dependent measurements.

AUTOMATIC CHECKING OF MEASURING UNITS

The improvement of testing techniques and the appearance of powerful digital means
for data acquisition has resulted in a regular increase in the number of measuring chan-
nels used during tests.IS For example, within 10 years the number of channels in the
SIMA and S2MA tunnels has increased from an average of 20 to 45 to over 100. Although it
is possible for an operator to check rather rapidly, once a day, the quality of a few
tens of measuring channels, the operation is quite lengthy for a hundred channels if an
accuracy of a few parts in ten thousand is required as well. Moreover, experience has
shown that some failures of analog-to-digital converters would lead to isolated unrealis-
tic readings that would be difficult to detect without the help of computer tools. Thus,
with a view toward improving the measurement accuracy, accelerating the tests, and de-
tecting errors or failures in measuring units, hardware and software have been imple-
mented in the main facilities at AEDC and ONERA.

The problem of checking measurement devices is that of rapid detection of a possible
difficulty in a system composed of several hundred instruments (Fig. 36). An overall
checking method which consists of applying known physical values, whether static or dy-
namic (forces, pressures, etc.), to the measurement device is obviously effective and fre-
quently used, but it is often difficult to implement and, consequently, limited most of
the time to a few elementary tests: pressure steps on transducers, polars without wind,
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and verification of the zeros on the balances. These tests have, however, the merit of
revealing most of the failures occurring at the level of transducers and their wiring.

With consideration for the extent of the instrumentation implemented, the technique
discussed below is more restricted in purpose but more ambitious in the precision sought:
the point is to provide rapidly the written proof that the fixed parts of the measuring
units, viz, amplifiers, filters, multiplexer-converter(s), various connections and wir-
ings, arl in the correct state required by the test and provide an overall accuracy of
±2 x 10- of full scale. As the transducer supply voltage is automatically checked by
other means, the search for failure is shorter, being restricted to only the transducers
and their wiring. Furthermore, any doubts that may appear concerning the state of the
measuring unit long after a test has been completed will have no foundation if the checks
described below are made.

Figure 37 presents a diagram of the general principle of the ONERA checking method
illustrated with a standard analog channel. In addition to the most direct "path" be-
tween the transducer and the computer and the decoupling amplifiers, there are voltage
and function generators controlled by the data acquisition minicomputer and capable, via
a "low level switch", of sending calibration signals instead of transducer signals
through the amplifiers and other data acquisition components. A simplified channel, with-
out amplifier or filter, allows direct access to the multiplexer-converter. The general
principle of the checks consists in comparing a theoretical signal controlled by the
minicomputer with the signal measured by the multiplexer-converter with an accuracy on
the order of 1 x 10- 4 . This is made possible by the quality of the instruments, and
above all by that of the "low level switch" which does not introduce any contact voltages
higher than one microvolt.

The checking method presently functions as follows:

* A/Dmultiplexer-converter - The device is calibrated by automaticall) applying
voltages in 100 steps between ±10 volts. Ten of the steps occur very close to zero. Not
only do these fine increments ensure that zero crossing occurs properly, but they also
ensure that the low order bits are functioning properly at the higher voltage values. A
mean value is calculaLed from 32 readings at each step. The entire process requires
about four minutes.

*Correct gain and cutoff frequency - Both the amplifier gain and filter cutoff fre-
quency, which are set manually, are rapidly checked by applying a step voltage to the
measuring channel and monitoring the instantaneous signal value at several chosen times
after the step initiation. The complete procedure takes about one minute.

e Zero, gain, and linearity of the measuring unit - Eight voltages are applied to the
measuring unit. After allowing time for the filters to respond, an average value is
calculated from the 32 samples at each step and compared with expected values. The value
is considered correct if it does not deviate from the expected value by more than ±2 my
(10 v full scale) except around zero where only ±1 mv is allowable. Because 32 samples
are taken it is also possible to have an idea of the noise on each channel. An error
message is emitted if the peak-to-peak deviation reaches 5 my. The duration of this
check depends upon the filter cutoff frequency. For a 1-Hz low-pass filter, the check
lasts about six minutes.

The complete checking procedure takes nearly 15 minutes or longer if heavy filter-
ing is required. It has been proposed to have the checking procedure initiated automat-
ically by the clock before the arrival of the wind tunnel staff. Subsequent checks would
be performed during the operating shift if any doubt appears during the test unit opera-
tion.

REPEATABILITY OF THE TESTS DATA

Wind tunnel operators must constantly strive to privide test data that is not only accuratebut also more relia-

ble. At first, the repeatability of polars during the same test period is essential. But during the develop-
ment of an aircraft family, the manufacturer often uses a calibration model as a reference during several
testing programs which can extend over s(veral years : wind tunnel tests data must then satisfy a long
term repeatability.

Some improvements of the data repeatability have been obtained in the transonic test section in the
ONERA S2 Modane wind tunnel. The horizontal walls of the test section are perforated and equiped with per-
forated sliding plates inside the plenum chamber (figure 38) which allows for porosity adjustement.

Chiefly in the subsonic range and for the maximum porosity (geometrical porosity 6 ".), the repeata-
bility if the data was deficient. For example, four contiguous polar curves at Mach 0.5 gave deviations of
5.3 10 for CD (figure 39) Such discrepancies are too large for transport aircraft project evaluation
which requires about 2.10 "4 for CD as typical specification

In the closed wall configuration, the repeatability is clearly better (figure 39) : 1.5 10- 4 for CD.
Such walls perform to the above specification but, unfortunately, involve too large a wall interference
as opposed to the perforated configuration giving negligible constraints,

Spectral analysis of both CN and CA coefficients recorded during four minute intervals sbows a large
disparity for the two wall configurations (figure 40), increasing towards low frequency end of the spectrum.
For the closed walls, the amplitudes of CN and CA are very near those recorded without wind. Thus the
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repeatability deficiences were due to very low frequency phenomena induced by a non-linear characteristic
of the perforated walls : static pressures on the walls and total pressures inside the perforations exhi-
bited pressure variations (with long periods) when the difference between test section and plenum
chamber pressures were negligible.

For the case of the maximum porosity walls, a numerical filtering, at very low cutting frequency,
was applied to the data. This method improved the repeatability by a factor of two (figure 39) but still
does not meet the criteria. As a result the angle of attack sweeping speed during the tests must be redu-
ced.

But thanks to a reduction of the porosity, by sliding the translation plates, the CL variances are
quickly improved (figure 41). For the value of the geometrical porosity 2.9% the CL variation is reduced
to the value obtained for closed walls. Under these conditions, the repeatability for four contiguous
polar curves are now 1.5 10-

4 
for CD. The lift gradient deviations are reduced by 5times (figure 42); the

wall interference is tolerable (2.5 % in CLg).

This example shows the effects of improvements in the flow quality on the repeatability of the
dat aprovided to the customers.

CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO WIND TUNNEL DATA

Generaly, the model size is chosen as large as possible to obtain large Reynolds number. On the other hand,
the support system size increases with the aerodynamic loads; accordingly the determination of equivalent
data corresponding to "unconfined" flow, without support needs some corrections.

The sting interferences can be deduced from measurements of local pressures, at the fuselage loca-
tion, with and without the sting to take account into the flow quality. Figure 43 shows the pressures in-
duced by a "Z" sting used in the S2 Modane wind tunnel for a transport aircraft model in longitudinal
configuration. Theoretical calculations can give the overall field of the support (intensity and orienta-
tion). For this purpose, Aerospatiale [16] has developed computer programs based on subcritical potentiel
calculation in inviscid flow using a method of singularities distributed on panels with compressibly cor-
rection. Such theoritical data are in good agreement with experimental measurements (figure 43).

The current computer capacity allows caculations of sophisticated mounting schemes , as illustrated
on figure 44, for the analysis of the drag interference due to a "7" sting on a fuselage afterbody. By
comparison with the Kpdistribution, without the "Z" sting, such calculations allow an optimization of the
mounting for minimum interference. The interference of the two-stings on the fuselage shown on figure 45
are very small (AKV 0.01).

Another example is relative to the study of the longitudinal location of the "Z" sting in the rear
part of the fuselage : a rearward location gives a small interaction localized on the afterbody, whereas
a forward location of the sting modifies the whole fuselage field.

Even with the optimized sting location, the buoyancy correction remains important : for the con-
figurations shown on figure 43 the CD for Mach 0.8 must be corrected by 16.10 -4.

The downwash at the horizontal tail, due to the sting effect must be known to obtain the true tail
setting; Up to now this correction is obtained by a theoritical approach.

Wall interferences usually involve corrections for conventional test sections. The knowledge of the
perturbation ve ocities axial and vertical) induced by the walls gives the corrected Mach number and
local angle of attack distributions along wing, tail and fuselage. By integration, these local corrections
give the overall correstions to the aerodynamic coefficients and$. Much better wall corrections can be
applied since the development of sophisticated computer programs. A recent AGARD/FDP meeting, in London
(may 1982) has devoted two sessions for the wall effects in conventional test sections and one session
for the new adaptive walls concept [171.

At ONERA, new approches are in progress 1181 to increase the accuracy of the wall corrections,
especially for large transport aircraft models in the transonic S1 and S2MA wind tunnels, The mathemati-
cal description of the model has been improved by increasing the number of singularities and by taking
into account their exact location inside the test section : this parameter is more important for large
angles of attack of fighter models. Moreover, the mathematical modeling includes the model support sys-
tem.

A sufficient theoritical description is verified by measurements of the wall pressures for closed
wall testing : the comparison between measured and calculated distributions shows (figure 45) a poor a-
greement with only one doublet representing the model volume; a good agreement is limited to the first
part of the fuselage with 20 doublets representing the model volume; but with 15 more doublets for the
sting, the agreement becomes satisfactory all along the walls in front of the model. For the lifting
term, described by a vortex sheet, the comparison deals with the measured and calculated gradient of
Mach number between top and bottom walls versus CL. Figure 46 shows the good agreement obtained on two
orthogonal sections (X, Y = 0).

Formerly, the porosity factor laws were deducted, for a test section from reference tests in a clo-
sed wall section or in a very large tunnel, with the same model; but now, the porosity distributions,
along the walls, are obtained "in situ" from a comparison between measured and calculated pressure distri-
butions.

For 2 Dim. testings, the wall corrections are calculated directly from the model "signature" on
the walls, avoiding the using of porosity factor [19].
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For 3 Dim. testings, the formulation of the same method exists, but is not yet applied for routine
tests; an indirect method is studied through the explicite evaluation of the porosity factor distri-
bution on the walls. Some investigations on uniform porosity concept are in progress in Si and S2MA
tunnels. Using a parametric calculation of the blockage and lift "signatures" on the walls, versus
the porosity factor, a comparison with the measured distributions has been obtained in the S3MA wind
tunnel equiped with perforated walls. The above assumption of the uniform porosity concept is confirmed
as shown on figure 47 and 48, at least for this case.

The corrected data accuracy depends directly on the sophistication of this mathematic modeling.

Up to now, some parts of the model, like nacelles, separated regions for ventilated walls, etc.., are not
taken into account in the mathematical description of the aircraft model, due to computing difficulties
and/or excessive time requirements.

TEST DATA COMPARISONS

The usual way to evaluate test data accuracy remains the comparisons of various test, obtained from:

- data on the same model in the same wind tunnel with various configurations (plain, slotted, perforated)

- data on the same model in several wind tunnels with various test section sizes,

- data on similar models in several wind tunnels.

Of course, a correlation between wind tunnel and flight data will be the ultimate objective.

In this view, a program was initiated in 1969 by ONERA [20] to test a serie of similar calibra-
tion models, representative of a transport aircraft in various transonic tunnels in seven countries. A
paper, limited to the results obtained with the largest model (MS) in six establishments (AEDC, NAE,
NASA Ames, NLR, ONERA, RAE) was presented at the AGARD/FMP Meeting in Paris in 1977 [21]. Figures 49,
50 recall some of these comparisons on the aerodynamic forces and on mean chord pressure distributions.

For development tests, ONERA has in operation : three tunnels at Modane (S1, S2, S3MA), one at
FAUGA (FI) and one at TOULOUSE (T2); thus many correlations are available between data obtained in these
tunnels on the same or similar models.

In two-dimensional flow, the recent operation of the T2 tunnel with adaptive walls [221 allows
an interesting comparison with the data on the same supercritical CAST 7 wing section obtained in S3MA tun-
nel equiped with conventional pertorated or plain walls. The CL, A curves, obtained at S3MA with closed
and perforated walls are very different before wall ,orrections. Applying these corrections, a good
agreement is obtained. Furthermore those S3MA results (figure 51) correlated very well with the T2 data.
Although the wall signatures are very different for the three test section configurations, the pressure
distributions on the profile are very quite similar (figure 52). The advantage of adaptive walls is ob-
vious, because the ratio between the profIl chord and the tunnel height in T2 is twice the value used
in S3MA.

In three dimensional flow, a comparison of data obtained in FI and SIMA tunnels on a fighter mo-
del (figure 53) shows a good agreement even at very large angles of attack, up to 35 degrees. Some other
correlations are not so encouraging, especially with separated flow (figure 54) even before the vortex
bursting [23].

Figure 55 gives a comparison between the Fl tunnel data on a 1/10th scale model of the MERCURE 100
aircraft and the flight data provided by the DASSAULT company. For cruise and take-off configurations,
the agreement is very good. For the landing configuration tests were made with the undercarriage up in F1
and down in flight : but the trimmed polar curves are still parallel for the take-off configuration as
indicated.

Such correlations give confidence in wind tunnel predictions but they need a permanent effort
from wind tunnel operator to improve the test methodologies and specific contributions from the manufac-
turers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper does not give an exhaustive review of recent innovationsin wind-tunnel operation. For
exemple, Acroelasticity and Active control, to be discussed by other authors In their symposium, have
been omitted as well as discussions of cryogenics and adaptive walls tunnels and on-line wall interference
assessment in conventional tunnels which are today not ready for customers. Progress in test effectiveness
has taken so many approaches thata full survey would look like a windtunnel operator handbook. However
the authors endeavoured to illustrate the trends along the "three fronts"

- increasing the amount of information,

- reducing test costs per data unit, and

- improving data quality.

These permanent challenges arise from the evolutionary requirements of flying vehicles. Figure 56
sketches some of the relations between customers needs and test improvements. These improvements make up
a fundamental aspect of wind-tunnel work, strongly supported... and seldom challenged.., by computer pro-
grams. Future progress will continue the integration of computational power with improved test techniques
to yield and optimal wind tunnel system to maximize test effectiveness.
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SUMMARY

A systematic approach of integrating the best of ground tests, flight simulators, and flight tests was
developed and used for aerothermodynamic flight envelope expansion for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Equations
and parameters were selected which were appropriate for the flight simulator at the Air Force Flight Test
Center (AFFTC) and also for the reduction of flight data from imbedded thermocouples. Transient flight test
maneuvers were designed using the simulator and suggested to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) at the Johnson Space Center. Parameters were estimated from flight thermocouple data during the ma-
neuvers by a new data reduction technique. The parameters were compared with simulator parameters which were
based on ground test data and theory. The objective, however, was envelope expansion and not data comparison.
Simulator parameters were appropriately and quickly updated before the next flight test. The new flight data
reduction technique could also be valuable in analyzing wind tunnel thermocouple data to reduce test time.

INTRODUCTION

A systematic approach of integrating ground tests, flight simulators, and flight tests is described. The
first step in this approach consists of integrating predictions and ground test data for the heat transfer to

critical points on the Orbiter Thermal Protection System (TPS) into the flight simulator. The data must be
scaled to flight conditions and appropriate simulator equations and parameters selected prior to use in a real

time man-in-the-loop simulator. Next, the simulator is used for flight planning, parametric studies, and de-
sign of transient flight test maneuvers which will enhance flight test data reduction and envelope expansion.
After the flight test, best estimates of simulator parameters are obtained by a new data reduction technique
for imbedded thermocouples which is based on systems identification theory.

Time history comparisons or comparisons at a particular time often result in difficulty. The parameters
that caused variations between predicted and flight time histories can not be identified readily by comparing
time histories. With the new technique, parameters whichwould cause variations are estimated during transients

and compared directly with simulator parameters, which were based on predictions and ground test data. If ap-
propriate, simulator parameters are updated with perhaps some conservatism in mind. These steps are repeated
with subsequent flights, and the data base is enhanced by flight data. Envelope expansion may he accomplished
with transient test maneuvers, while never comimitting the Orbiter to a more severe environment for any signif-
icant duration.

Predictions and ground test data from various sources must be incorporated into one simulator data base.
Ground tests are normally not exactly at flight conditions, and data must be corrected and extrapolated.
Methods of accomplishing this are often numerous and vary in complexity, and is not a topic for this paper.
The best available data was used and was often constrained by timeliness and by conservatism to insure flight
safety. Simplified equations for the aerodynamic heat rate to the Orbiter TPS, which were used for flight
planning by NASA, were used for some locations.

1
,
2 

Wind tunnel data for the ratio of the film transfer coef-
ficient to a reference coefficient on a sphere were used directly for the upper surface especially. A data
base evolved with improvements for the ratio of heat rate to a reference heat rate on a sphere with the var-
iables of angle of attack, sideslip, Reynolds number, elevon deflection, flap deflection, and Mach number.

The simulator equations for aerodynamic heat rate were essentially based on linear interpolation of the
tabulated ratios. This data base can be related to the aerodynamic data base where, for example, stability
and control derivatives are assumed to be linear locally, and tabulated as functions of the appropriate var-
iables. A similar assumption for the heating results in derivatives for the heat rate with respect to each
variable which are referred to as heating parameters.

Since the TPS is an excellent insulator and radiator, the surface temperature could be approximated by
assuming that the radiation is in equilibrium with the forced convective heating.

1 2 
Equilibrium is not as-

sumed, however. The heat rate is assumed to be independent of the wall temperature, and a one-dimensional
assumption through the tile from the surface to the structure accounts for conduction. The temperatures at
discrete nodes or elements through the TPS are obtained from the solution of differential equations which re-

sult from an energy balance. An implicit finite difference or finite element solution technique is used.
3

The one-dimensional assumption is also appropriate for the flight data reduction method and for simulating the
response of imbedded thermocouples.
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The simulator at AFFTC was used to study the response of existing thermocouples which were imbedded in
the TPS. Numerous thermocouples were located near the surface of the TPS just beneath the surface coating,
as well as others through the TPS to the structure. During some maneuvers which are normally used for per-
formance, the simulated responses of the thermocouples were significant. Transient maneuvers were then de-

signed which would enhance data reduction and envelope expansion.
4 

Estimation of stability and control der-
ivatives from data during transient maneuvers is a standard technique at the AFFTC.

5
'
6  

The technique has als,
been used for the Orbiter.

7 
Aerodynamic instrumentation is designed specifically for parameter estimation,

and provides a measurement for each state variable.

The estimation of heating parameters is more difficult, but is possible with current methods from systems

identification theory.
8 

Other parameters in the one-dimensional thermal equations can also be estimated, and
are referred to as thermal parameters. Thus, the thermocouple installation and thermal equations can be ver-
ified and possibly corrected. Confidence will be higher in the heating parameters than in conventionalmetihods
which do not take advantage of transients.

9 ,10  
In addition, only data during the maneuvers have to be ana-

lyzed.

The primary purpose of the transient maneuvers, however, is safe envelope expansion. The ranging capa-
bility of a lifting reentry vehicle such as the Orbiter varies considerably with angle of attack. Current

constraints are based primarily on heating. The angle of attack can be varied during a transient maneuver oi
approximately thirty seconds duration which is referred to as a Push-Over-Pull-Up (POPU). The angle of attack
envelope can be expanded or placards identified from analysis of a POPU. Limits on the aft center of gravity

are also based on heating constraints for the deflection of the elevon and flap. A similar transient maneuver
during which the flap deflection is varied is referred to as a flap maneuver. The elevon deflects in an op-
posing direction to maintain vehicle trim. Limits on the lateral center of gravity are also based on heating
constraints for sideslip, but a maneuver of sufficient duration has not been designed. The data reductinn
method has been developed to take advantage of the transients, as opposed to other techniques which do not

-
,1

0

The data reduction method is referred to as HEATEST for HEATing ESTimation. A digital computer has been

programmed for HEATEST. One-dimensional differential equations are solved numerically to propagate the tem-
perature, the sensitivity of the temperature to each parameter, and the covariance of the temperature to the
next discrete time at each discrete node through the TPS. Whenever a thermocouple sample is available, the
temperature, sensitivity, and covariance are updated by an extended Kalman filter. At the end of the tran-
sient maneuver, or for any time segment, parameters are updated by a gradient algorithm to maximize a maximum

likelihood function for each parameter. These parameters may be the magnitude of the heating rate ratio,
heating derivatives or variations, and thermal parameters such as effective thermocouple depth, emissivity,

and conductivity factor. Selected parameters are estimated for each sequential time segment, thus allowing
nonlinearity in heating parameters over longer durations.

Originally, feasibility of HEATEST was demonstrated with simulated thermocouple data, wind tunnel thermo-

couple data, and limited first flight thermocouple data with no maneuvers.
4 ,8 

Some of these results are pre-
sented. Further development and modifications have been made in HEATEST to improve capability and efficiency.
The present HEATEST program was used to reduce thermocouple data from the second Space Shuttle flight (STS-2)
in which a POPU was performed at Mach 20. Three flap maneuvers were performed at Mach 21, 17, and 14. Results
from the first two maneuvers, at Mach 21-20, are presented. Variations in the heat rate ratio and temperatures
are emphasized and not magnitudes. Although heat rate magnitudes did not agree always with simulator data or
ground test data, derivatives or variations did agree at many locations.

SIMULATOR EQUATIONS

Both the flight simulator and the data reduction program (HEATEST) require suitable simulation equations
for the aerothermodynamic performance of the TPS. These equations and their parameters are referred to in

systems identification theory as the model. Since the Orbiter TPS has a low conductivity and most of the heat
is radiated from the TPS, the heating rate at the surface is assumed to be independent of the surface tempera-
ture. Therefore, the heat rate or heating model can be calculated and then input to the one-dimensional equa-
tions or thermal model.

The heating rate depends upon the vehicle trajectory and the atmosphere. This dependence is partially

accounted for by nondimensionalizing the heat rate by a reference heating rate on a one foot radius sphere.
1 ,2

The reference heating (q r) for the Orbiter is given emperically by

q = 17700 P (V /10
4
)
3 0 7

(l-hw/ho) (Ia)
r (-w/) o1a

hw - .24 (qr/(oE)) .25 (ib)

hO - .24 T + V 2/50063 (lc)

where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.761 x 0-13 ), £ is emissivity, p is the atmospheric density, V

is the relative velocity, and T is the atmospheric temperature. The EnglisK Engineering System of units is
used where the heat rate is in fritish Thermal Units per second per foot squared. Other choices for reference
heating could be used.

The ratio of the heating rate (q) to the reference heating rate (qr) was assumed locally to be a linear

function of the form

q q/qr " qo + % ( ) + 0 (8"B )

r



+ qlog(R) C
l
o
g (
RE) - log(REo)]

+ q6e(6e-6eo )  
q6bf (6bf

- 6b fo )

+ qM - )(2a)

Aq = q -q (2b)

where qo is the magnitude or intercept at the reference conditions specified by the zero subscript on each
variable. The subscripts on the heating ratio (4) represent partial derivatives or slopes with respect to each
variable. The variables are angle of attack (-), sideslip (B), logarithm to the base ten of the Reynolds num-
ber (RE) based on characteristic length, elevon deflection angle (

6
e), flap deflection angle (

6
bf), and Mach

number (M_,). The variation in heat rate ratio (Aq) from the reference conditions is given by 6q. (2b) where the
magnitude is subtracted. To emphasize a comparison with trends and not magnitude during a maneuver, Aq and
the variations in temperature are used for comparisons. For a short time duration or time segment, these par-
ameters or derivatives are assumed constant. The heating ratio 4 can be tabulated as a function of all the
variables, or each parameter can be tabulated as a function of appropriate variables. The simple form of Eq.
2 allows flexibility and generality to allow corrections or updates to an ae:othermodynamic data base, as well
as being similar to wind tunnel data formats. The derivatives are also appropriate for estimation techniques.

Once the heat rate to the TPS surface is specified, temperature through the tile can be calculated by
solving the system of ordinary differential equations which result from a one-dimensional energy balance tsim-
ilar to the partial differential heat equation). A typical TPS cross section for Reusable-Surface-Insulation
(RSI) is shown in Fig. 1. The TPS was split into small elements of length (Ax) for a total of L node points.
Blocks A through D represent different materials with thermal properties which vary with local temperature and
pressure. 11 The convective heat rate (q) is input to the surface node (i=l). The surface radiates heat away
and conducts a small amount into the TPS through the thin coating of thickness AxA or Ax1 . The surface therm-
ocouple is normally located at the second node (i-2). The interior of block B with effective thickness (LxB)
is divided into elements of equal thickness (Axi). If additional thermocouples are embedded, the distance
between each is divided into elements of equal thickness so that a node corresponds to the thermocouple loca-
tion. In block C, the RSI is bonded by Room-Temperature-Vulcanizing (RTV) adhesive to a nomex felt Strain-
Isolation-Pad (SIP) which is bonded to the structure by RTV. In block D, the effective structural thickness
and heat sink complete the one-dimensional cross section where an adiabatic wall is assumed.

An ordinary differential equation for the temperature (Ui) at the ith node point was obtained from an
energy balance for each element. A system of L nonlinear differential equations results and is of the follow-
ing form

(Ci+oiAxi + Ci- Oi- Axi- )/2 5i - Ki-/Axi-I Ui- - (Ki- /Axi-l + Ki+/Axi)Ui + Ki+/Axi Uil

a ci-(Ui
4
-Ui-14) Ci+(Ui4_U i+l 4) + qi (3)

where C is the material specific heat, p is material density, and K is the material conductivity. Coefficients
with subscripts which are less than one or greater than L are zero. The radiation and heat rate terms are
also zero except at the surface and backface nodes. The radiation sink temperature (Uo and UL+l) must be
specified at the surface and backface node. The emissivities on the plus or minus side of the element (ci+
and Ei-) were zero except at the surface, backface, and honeycomb nodes.

Given an initial condition (UI), Eq. (3) can be solved numerically by approximating the time derivative
with a first order backward difference given by

Ui [i(tn) - U(tn-ll/t 4

where At is the time step. The resulting system of implicit difference equations or matrix equation must be
solved simultaneously. The surface node equation with the highly nonlinear radiation term was solved with a
Newton-Ralphson iteration and extrapolation scheme. A tridiagonal algorithm was used for the simultaneous
solution of the remaining diffe-ence equations.

Numerical solution of Eq. (3) resulted in an accurate simulation of surface and bondline temperatures.
Time steps and spatial step sizes were reduced to investigate accuracy. A spatial step of .00125 It (.25cm)
insured accuracy. Time steps up to one second were acceptable. Larger time steps could be used if transients
were not significant.

FLIGHT TEST MANEUVERS

Flight test maneuvers which began on the second Space Shuttle flight were designed primarily for envelope
expansion and placard removal.

7 
The AFFTC simulator was used to evaluate test maneuvers and propose changes

which enhance aerothermodynamic darq reduction for envelope expansion. Two types of transient maneuvers for
angle of attack and center of gravity envelope expansion were optimized for aerothermodynamics, and integrated
with requirements or concerns of other disciplines.
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A transient maneuver in angle of attack (POPU) is normally performed to obtain lift , drag, and
vehicle trim as a function of angle of attack. The maneuver consists of manually pitching the Orbiter down

at a prescribed pitch rate to a selected minimum angle of attack, pitching up to a selected maximum angle of
attack, and then pitching down to the original or commanded angl of attack. The original trajectory is vs-

sentially uncharged if the time duration is short enough or the drag error is small due to the balanced man-
euver. Predicted trends and variations in heat raLe are verified by flight test data, or updated before com-
mitting to lower or higher angles of attack for long duration during future operational missions, especially
from the Western Test Range.

Simulator studies of the maneuvers confirmed that most surface thermocouples in high-temperature and low-
temperature RSI (HRSI and LRSI respectively) would respond during maneuvers. The response for a surface ther-
mocouple in the nomex felt flexible RS1 (FRSI) on the upper surface needed a longer duration maneuver because
of a difference in coating properties. Five second duration holds at the selected minimum and maximum angles
of attack were proposed to improve FRSI thermocouple response. Variations in heat rate with angle of attack
(heating derivative, 4.) can be estimated from thermocouple measurements while other variables are nearly con-
stant. Rapid and safe envelope expansion is accomplished over several flights by gradually decreasing and in-

creasing the selected angles of attack.

A flap maneuver is similar except the flap and elevon deflection angles are varied instead of angle of

attack. Variations of heat rate with flap and elevon deflection angles (q q ) can be identified from the
thermocouple measurements while other variables are nearly constant. The ngleV attack does vary some dur-
ing the flap maneuver, and it may be possible to identify 4. simultaneously. Although the derivative ( =) can
be identified, envelope expansion to lower or higher angles is not accomplished. A roll doublet can also be

performed while the flap is down and elevon is up to estimate aileron control derivatives. Since flap and el-
evon deflections depend on the center of gravity, envelope expansion to forward and aft center of gravity

limits can possiblv be verified without chaneine the renter of Pravity.

A flap maneuver, roll doublet, pitch doublet, and POPU were integrated into one sequence. This in~tegrat-
ed maneuver is advantageous since most heating, stability, and control derivatives can be estimated at a

fairly constant Mach number or Reynolds number. Several integrated maneuvers would ideally be performed at
approximately Mach 21, 18, 14, and 8. Each Mach number corresponds to a Reynolds number on a given flight.
Therefore variations in the derivatives with Reynolds number, not the derivative 410 (RE), are obtained from

a set of maneuvers.

The derivative qlog(RE) can be estimated between maneuvers or during maneuvers, but normally requires a
long time duration because of the small change in Reynolds number during a maneuver. Flow transition causes a
dramatic increase in this derivative, and then a dramatic decrease when fully turbulent. This transient
phenomenon should not be misinterpreted. If transition occurs during a maneuver, it causes problems in inter-
preting results. If interpreted correctly, it indicates sensitivity to transition in one of the variables,
especially if the flow returns to a laminar state. For envelope expansion, the understanding of transition

onset is improved however.

Estimation of thermal parameters also becomes possible during a transient maneuver. Although numerous

parameters could be selected, only parameters which affect the heating derivatives were selected. These ther-
mal parameters currently include an effective thermocouple depth or coating thickness (ZixA), the surface emis-
sivity (c), and a conducrivity factor (<PB) for the RSI conductivity in block B. A vector of all parameters

,) is chosen to be 0 - [qo 4- 48 4log(RE) q6e q6bf q M AxA c DB] (5)

The vector in general is of length K. In subscript form, each parameter is referred to as 0 where k=l,2,...,
K. The primary purpose of the data reduction program is to obtain best estimates of these simulator parameters
during transient flight test maneuvers.

FLIGHT TEST DATA REDUCTION

The next requirement of the systematic approach is to estimate from flight data the same parameters which
are inherent in the simulator equations. Systems identification theory was used.

1 2  
Since all states (temper-

atures at nodes) are not measured, best estimates of the temperature at each node are obtained by an extended
Kalman filter or estimator. Best estimates of parameters are then obtained by maximizing a maximum likelihood
function. The solution algorithm and program, which was originally developed by the authors at the AFFTC, is
referred to as HEATEST. A simplified flow diagram for HEATEST is shown in Fig. 2. Each of the blocks will be

sunmarized.

Initial conditions (IC) for HEATEST are required for the solution of Eq. (3) in the MODELS block. In ai-
dition, initial conditions for the sensitivity and covariance of the temperatures are required. These may be

specified in several ways.

An initial condition for the temperature vector (U) at a maneuver start time to (or time segment start
time) is given by

U(t o ) = U1 + I(x) (6)

where UI is the initial temperature vector and the initial error (T1I ) was assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian
process with an initial covariance matrix P with components

P ij Dic
2 

Ui(t ) Uj(t )ij (7)

The error model for the stochastic process (T) was assumed to be stationary and spatially distributed with
zero mean and covariance and given by
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Rij - exp(- L.RCi/Str) (8a)

RCZ = P C nx Z2/K (8b)

where RC is a time constant analogous to circuit theory. The initial model error covariance matrix (Q), which
will be used later, uses the same spatial correlation and is given by

(*me
2 
+ 
1
bn

2
) Rij UEQ2 ij=l

Qij me Vme
2  2  

Rij UEQ
2  

i=l; j~l

me
2 

Rij UEQ
2 

ijol (9)

where UEQ is an equilibrium temperature calculated from q assuming no conduction. The constants err, ic, *bn,
and 4me are related respectively to the spatial correlation between nodes, to deviation in initial tempera-
tures, to deviation in heating rate at the boundary, and to deviation in heat flux in the TPS due to model
error. If conduction dominates at the surface instead of radiation, perhaps q should replace UEQ.

The initial temperature vector U l is specified by one of three ways. The temperature distribution is
specified by some profile such as a constant based on on-orbit conditions. Initial conditions at the begin-
ning of a time segment may be specified from the output of a previous sequential time segment. The third way,
which is more efficient, is based on the radiation equilibrium assumption and an empirically determined RC
time constant. The circuit analogy is used to calculate an equilibrium temperature

UEQ(tn) = g Y1 - (g-l) UEQ(tn) (10a)

g = 1/ [l-exp(-At/RC)] (lOb)

where Y1 is the surface thermocouple measurement. The heat rate is calculated from ITEQ assuming radiation
equilibrium and input to the sawe algorithm used to propagate temperatures on the simulator (Eq. 3). This pro-
cedure works well for the TPS for the purpose of generating an approximate initial condition for temperature.

The initial condition for the sensitivity (U ) of the temperature to each parameter (Ok) is assumed to be
zero. The subscript denotes partial differentiation. For sequential time segments the sensitivities at the
end of the previous segment are used.

The temperature, covariance, and sensitivities are propagated to the next time step using differential
equations for the TPS in the MODELS block. The temperature is propagated by Eq. (3) using the same numerical
solution technique as the simulator to obtain an apriori expectation, U(tn-). The minus denotes the expected
temperature prior to availability of a measurement, whereas a plus denotes an updated temperature after com-
parison with a measurement. Differential equations for the sensitivities were derived by taking partial de-
rivatives of Eq. (3) with respect to each parameter (Ok), and quasilinearizing nonlinear terms. The resulting
equations are of the form

U - Ck UOk + Dk  (11)

where Ck is a coefficient matrix (LxL) and Dk a vector.

Eq. (11) is solved readily for each parameter since Ck is a tridiagonal matrix. For the covariance, Eq.
(3) was first quasilinearized to the form

U = A U + B + W(t) (12)

where A is a coefficient matrix (LxL) and B a vector. The white stationary Gaussian process W(t) has zero
mean and a covariance matrix Q. Th,, propagated or a priori covariance P(tn-) was approximated by the differ-
ence equation

tn
P(tn- =$At) P(tn- l

+) 
sT (At) + _$ tn-1l)Q 'PT (X-tn-l1dW (13a)

(At) - exp (AAt) tn-1 (13b)

The transition matrix D and integral were calculated by Taylor series expansion and is perhaps the most inef-
ficient part of HEATEST which needs improvement.

The temperature, covariance, and sensitivities are propagated in the MODELS block until a thermocouple
measurement is available. The temperature, covariance, and sensitivities are then updated based on the
measurements by the Kalman filter in the KALMAN UPDATE block. The location of the total of M thermocouples is
identified by the measurement equation

Y(tn ) - H U(tn) + Pn (14)

where Y is the vector of .1 measurements and H is an MxL matrix defined by

Hmi - 1 if Ui corresponds to Ym and

1 - vsi
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Mi = 0 if U. does not correspond to Y

The error Wn was assumed to be a white stationary process with zero mean and covariance
2 
¥ 2 (15)Rm =mesa m

for each measurement. The constant 
4
meas is related to the deviation in the thermocouple measurement. The up-

dated temperature or a posteriori expectation U(tn
+
) is calculated by

U(tn) - U(t n-) + G E(tn ) (16a)

G - P(tn-) HT[H P(tn-)HT + R]
-1  

(16b)

E - Y(tn ) - H U(tn) (16c)
n n

where G is the Kalman gain and E the residual error. The updated covariance and sensitivities are calculated
by

P(tn
+
) - [1-GH] P(tn-) [I-oH]T + G Rm 0T (17)

U k(tn
+ ) 

= [I-GR] U k(tn-) (18)

In summary, the expected temperature, covariance, and sensitivities are propagated in the MODELS block
for each trajectory and thermocouple sample time as the TIME LOOP. Updates occur in the KALMAN UPDATE only
when a thermocouple measurement is available. This TIME LOOP is continued until the end of the maneuver or
time segment.

At the end of a time segment, the parameters (6k) are updated in the PARAMETER UPDATE block. A maximum
likelihood criteria was preferred because of experience in estimation of stability derivatives.

6 
The likeli-

hood function (F) was specified to be the natural logarithm of the joint probability density function of the
temperature which is dependent on 0 and the measurements Y. The maximum of F was satisfied by equating the
gradients to zero. The maximum with respect to U is satisfied by the best estimated temperature

U* = U(t n+) (19)

if U(tn ) is the temperature generated with best estimates of the parameters (6*). 0* is obtained by the grad-
ient algorithm

-I

0* = O-[F/30
2
] DF/0 = e+J 1S (20)

where J is an approximation for the Jacobian (2F/3 2 ) which is referred to as the (KxK) conditional informa-
tion matrix and is given in component form by

N

Jjk - Z U j(tn-) HT[H P(tn )HT + RmH U6 (tn) (21)
n-I kn

which corresponds to an ensemble average over the time interval of the maneuver. The gradient of F is approx-
imated by N -

Sk = nUk(t
-
) IT[H P(t-)HT + R]

- 
[Y(tn)-H U(tn-)] (22)

where S is referred to as the "score".

After selected parameters are updated, the ITERATION LOOP is continued for a fixel number of iterations
to obtain best estimates of the parameters. The Cramer-Rao bound is calculated from J- and provides a measure
of the uncertainty in the parameter estimate. After the last PARAMETER UPDATE, both the apriori temperatures

and the best estimated temperature are obtained by completing the TIME LOOP again. Deviation in the tempera-
ture is obtained from the covariance. The average residual error is also computed as an indicator of the
"match" with the thermocouple data.

RESULTS

Results with three data sources are presented. During initial development, thermocouple measurements dur-

ing transient maneuvers were simulated by the AFFTC and distorted with noise and known parameter variations to

demonstrate feasibility. Transient maneuvers were also performed in a Mach 14 wind tunnel test by Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) in cooperation with AFFTC with TPS test articles and flight thermo-

v~ple. Limited telemetry data were available from the first Space Shuttle test flight (STS-l), and no maneu-

vers were performed. One integrated maneuver and two flap maneuvers were performed on the second flight (STS-

2). No maneuvers of interest to aerothermodynamics were performed on the third flight (STS-3). One case iro-

the simulated data and one from the wind tunnel data are presented. Results from the first inLegratea flignt

test ,"aneuver at Mach 21 duirinv S'TS-2 are presented from three locations on the Orbiter. These locations i. -

eluded luwer centerline, lower outboard elevon, and Orbital-Maneuvering-System (O!fS) pod on the tipper surface

and include flight surface thermocouples only.

Simulated Thermocouple Data

Thermocouple data were first simulated on the AFFTC simulator. A location on the lower surface centerline
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at seventy-five percent characteristic length (X/L - .75) was chosen. A POPU at Mach 18 and Reynolds number
(RE) of two million was simulated. The flow was predicted to be laminar and the heat rate only a function of
1. Data were distorted with eight bit word resolution and sampled once per second corresponding to the flight
recorder.

The simulated thermocouple samples along with the best estimated temperature from HEATEST at that node

are shown in Fig. 3 corresponding to case 1. The estimated heating ratio, as computed from parameter esti-

mates, is compared to the actual simulator model in Fig. 4. The derivative with respect to the angle of at-

tack (4 ) is changed in the simulator model in case 2, and the heating ratio successfully estimated as shown.
A bias in the magnitude (4o) in case 3 was correctly estimated. Another POPU, to a lower angle of attack in

case 8 was also estimated correctly.

Other cases were also simulated.
4 

Thermocouple depth was estimated correctly with very little error.
Emissivity was estimated correctly only if two thermocouples were near the surface. Random noise with large

deviation caused little difficulty. A thermal conductivity factor was also estimated in one case.

Four cases with initial condition error, heating model nonlinearity, atmospheric density error, and time

skew between angle of attack and thermocouple samples were of concern.
4 
A new method for an approximate IC

is used now. Model error was investigatel with a simulated POPU at Mach 8. The heating mode! assumed tur-
bulent flow and the simulateu hiidLinu varies with Reynolds number. The estimated derivative iii a-gle of
attack was correct as shown in Fi". 5 althoueh a "uodel error" due to Reynolds number change iq present. A
uerivative for Reynolds number is now available and can also be estimated. Heating -odel nonlinearity must
be handled, however, on a case by case basis by time segmentation which has been added to HEATEST, or by
model changes. In systems identification, "model error" is a major concern and problem. Atmospheric
density error causes a bias in the heatin ratio as in other techniques, and can not be identified by
HEATESf. Therefore, a Best-Est imated-'rijectury B"T) ad atmosphere from NASA La~iiley R.search Center was
used when available and for results presented in this paper. The time skew concern has not been resolved
and causes tajor difficulty in estimation of thermal parameters. For a thermocouple sample leading by one
second, estimates for effective thermocouple depth are negative, physically unrealistic, and the numerical
solution of Eq. (3) divergent. A lag of one second results in a large estimate for the depth and larger
heating derivatives, but fortunately, deviations, bounds, and residual error are larger than in other cases.
A time skew of less than a quarter second caused no difficulty and is probably related to the time constant
or tie coating depth.

Wind Tunnel Data

Thermocouple data was also obtained during a wind tunnel test conducted by AFWAL just prior to STS-1.
Three test articles consisted of a thin skin stainless steel plate, a HRSI tile, and FRSI material. The de-
flection angle of a flat plate with these articles was varied to simulate flight test maneuvers. A shock gen-
erator was also used to simulate flow attachment or shock interaction for a short time duration. A water

cooled plate in the top of the test section maintained at least a partially known radiation sink temperature.
Data from numerous steady state and transient runs were obtained. Unfortunately, because of the availability
of flight data, only one case has been analyzed presently.

Wind tunnel data for one long transient maneuver with the HRSI tile were input to HEATEST. Time histor-
ies of the deflection angle, thermocouple samples, and best estimated temperature are shown in Fig. 6. Due to
tunnel start and limited run time, achieving equilibrium similar to flight conditions was difficult and con-

duction effects are large. An initial condition error at the beginning of the time history resulted since
the initial condition generation and sequential time segment options in HEATEST were not available then.
Therefore, only one time segment could be analyzed. The film transfer coefficient ratio from parameter esti-
mates is compared with theory and thin skin results from three steady state runs in Fig. 7. The reference
coefficient is based on Eckert flat plate theory at zero deflection. The HEATEST results for HRSI from a
transient maneuver has the same slope or derivative, b'!t is lower in magnitude. Since equilibrium was appar-
ently reached at four degrees deflection, the heating magnitude was verified to be correct. Two equil4..ium
calculations using first the temperature of the water cooled plate and then absolute zero for t;- radiation
sink temperature agree with HEATEST results. The equilibrium calculations should be slightly lower due to
conduction. A nonisothermal wall could be the cause of the lower magnitude, similar to crror in calorimeters.
The steel plate leading edge has a cold wall and the HRSI has a discontinuous increase in wall temperature.
Eckert 13 reported that such a discontinuity could cause as much as a forty percent decrease. Further inves-

tigation of the wind tunnel data and the nonisothermal wall effect is required.

Lower Centerline Flight Thermocouple Data

STS-2 flight thermocouple data at numerous locations on the lower surface were input to HEATEST. A
centerline location at X/L-.7 was typical of lower surface locations. A time history of the angle of attack,
thermocouple measurements, and apriori temperature during the POPU at Mach 20 and flight Reynolds number of
approximately 1.5 million is shown in Fig. 8. The thermocouple response was similar to the response in Fig.
3. Only variations in the temperature and heat rate due to the maneuver are presented. For purposes of en-
velope expansion, the variations are more important. Any discrepancy in magnitude between flight and ground
data is outside the scope of this paper.

Experience has shown that a comparison with the apriori temperature instead of the best estimated temper-
ature demonstrates more sensitivity or error to incorrect parameter estimates, and is therefore used in com-
parisons. As seen in Fig. 8, a good "match"was obtained. The variation in the heating rate (Aq) from the
reference angle of attack (-0-

40 
degrees) with the best estimated parameters is compared n Fig. 9 with simu-

lator model variations which were based on wind tunnel data . Estimated parameters and uncertainty bounds
are given in Table I. The best estimated derivative or slope is slightly higher between 40 and 45 degrees
angle of attack, but lower between 35 and 40 due to a small nonlinearity. When the uncertainty bound in the
derivative is shown, there is good agreement.

The thermal parameter estimate for effective thermocouple depth (AXA=.0016
7 

ft. or .05 cm) is higher than
the simulator and data book value (.001 ft or .03 cm). The conductivity factor ( B-.

90
4) is lower than the
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simulator value (I). The estimate for VB was sensitive to the spatial correlation constant ($tr) and should
be disregarded. Due to the five second duration holds,, j1 does not significantly affect results. This .as
coniirmed by a parametric study.

Control Surface Flight Thermocouple Data

Analysis of locations on the control surfaces presents a difficult problem due to numerous variables,
trading between derivatives, and nonlinearity. All parameters could not be estimated simultaneously as
hoped for. Time segments had to be chosen appropriately to limit the range of a variable. In some cases, a
variable changes rapidly and nonlinearity can not be avoided. The elevon falls in this category. The change
in heat rate for negative deflection angles is smaller than for large positive deflection angles for example.

The lower outboard elevon near the edge is one of the more critical heating locations on the elevon.

STS-2 flight thermocouple measurements on the elevon during the POPU and flap maneuvers were input to HEATEST.

Time histories of the flap deflection, elevon deflection, angle of attack, thermocouple measurements, and a-

priori temperature are shown in Fig. 10. The derivative, 4xe' was fixed at .0045 during the POPU because of
trading with q . Parameter estimates and uncertainty bounds are given in Table !. !he variation in beati-
ratio (Aq) wit angle of attack and elevon deflection at the reference conditions (- =40, _ =O) is shown in
Fig. 11. The change with elevon deflection is apparently nonlinear around five dcerces and zero .e ,rees. Ti-e
segment I between approximately three to seven degrees deflection has a large uncertainty. Another time seg-
ment avoids most of the nonlinearity and has a lower uncertainty. The agreement with the simplified model is
good up to five degrees deflection. One data point for the heat rate variation betwee: STS-3 aid STS-2 tede
to confirm the results also.

STS-2 flight thermocouple measurements on the flap during the POPU and flap maneuver were input to HEAT-
EST also. Parameters which have been estimated include AxA, q-, ilog(RE), qSe, and i&bf" The heating varies
with angle of attack, Reynolds number, elevon deflection, and flap deflection. The parameters could not be
identified simultaneously apparently because of nonlinearity in angle of attack, flap deflection, and even
elevon deflection. The Reynolds number derivative must be estimated over a large time segment in which the
Reynolds number changes significantly. The derivatives ", angle of attack and flap deflection were consider-
ably higher than the simplified model. Further analysi. is required for the flap.

Upper Surface Flight Thermocouple Data

The most significant result of the POPU was on the side of the OMS pod which is on the upper surface. A
time history of a thermocouple mounted in FRSI on the OMS pod is shown in Fig. 12. The large and unexpected
increase in temperature above the design temperature limit was not predicted by the simulator models at this
Reynolds number. Flow impingement on the OMS pod was expected around thirty degrees instead of thirty-seven
degrees as shown by the large negative slope in Fig. 13. Because of nonlinearity, the POPU maneuver and a
bank reversal following the POPU were divided into four time segments as shown in Fig. 12. A three second
lag in the thermocouple samples was assumed since no date correlation could be obtained otherwise and was not
consistent with other OMS pod thermocouples. This was also the only way to eliminate hysteresis even when
the effective thermocouple depth (AxA) was estimated. The depth was estimated in both time segments 2 and 3
to be approximately .00167 ft (.05 cm). A thick coating was anticipated because of repairs in this area. The
sideslip derivative was estimated in time segments 3 and 4. These parameter estimates were then used in time
segments 1 and 2 to refine angle of attack derivatives for example. Uncertainty bounds are fairly large be-
cause of nonlinearity. The uncertainty in the angle of attack derivative in time segment 4 is smaller because
of the smaller change in angle of attack. Confidence in these estimates would be very high if there were no
time skew.

Although there was concern for the OMS pod before the maneuver, results from the POPU confirm it. The
value of the transient maneuvers for envelope expansion is demonstrated even without data reduction by exam-
ining Fig. 12. With data reduction, a basis for either a placard or redesign of this small area is estab-
lished. More maneuvers are needed to estimate the variations at lower angles of attack and at other Reynolds
numbers.
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Table 1. Heating and Thermal Parameters Best Estimates and Bounds for STS-2 Flight Test Maneuvers

RE 6qa qG q~e AXA
Location Mach x 106 Maneuver per deg per deg per deg ft "B

XIL=. 7 20. 5 1.5 POPU .0023 0 0 .0016 .90
+.0004 +.0004 +.03

21.5 1.3 FLAP .0078 0 .0116 .0023 1.
MANEUVER +. 0012
(Segment 1)OUTBOARDELEVON 21.0 1.4 FLAP .0078 0 .0050 .002 1.
MANEUVER +. 0006

(Segment 2)

20.5 1.5 POPU .0078 0 .0045 .0023 1.
±. 0015 ±. 0006

20.5 1.5 POPU -. 00494 -. 0053 0 .00167 1.
(Segment 1) ±. 0013

20.0 1.6 POPU -. 0004 -. 0063 0 .00167 1.

OMS (Segment 2) ±. 0007

POD 20.0 1.6 AFTER POPU -. 00035 -. 0128 0 .00167 1.
(Segment 3) ±_ 058 ±. 00087

19.5 1. 65 BANK REVERSAL -. 0034 -. 0064 0 .00167 1.
(Segment 4) ±.0015 ±.0015
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SUMMARY

This paper presents aerodynamic performance and stability data obtained from the first three reentries
of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Flight results are compared to predicted data from Mach 25 to Mach 0.4.
Differences between flight and predicted data as well as probable causes for the discrepancies are given.
Comparisons between simulator and flight results are also presented.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

AFFTC Air Force Flight Test Center psf pounds per square foot
C A axial force coefficient q pitch rate, deg/sec

CD  drag force coefficient q, q- dynamic pressure, Ibs/ft

C lift force coefficient RJI roll jet interaction effects
L STS-1,2,3 Shuttle flights 1, 2, and 3
C rolling moment coefficient V viscous interaction parameter

C mpitching moment coefficient YJI yaw jet interaction effects

Cm  basic pitching moment coefficient a angle of attack, degrees
o 6 sideslip angle, degrees

CN  normal force coefficient 
6
a aileron deflection, degrees

C yawing moment coefficient 6BF bodyflap deflection, degrees
n 6e elevator deflection, degrees
fps feet per second 6r rudder deflection, degrees
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit / roll jet mass flow ratio (.1543/q)
L/D lift-to-drag ratioL/ itt-rgrtoA prefix meaning increment
MMLE modified maximum likelihood estimator
mi/m yaw jet mass6 flow ratio Subscripts:

(8.296 x 10 V_/iq)

NASA National Aeronautics and Space q, RJI, YJI, a, 6, partial derivatives with
Administration 6a, 6BF, 6e, 6r respect to the subscripted

PJI pitch jet interaction effects variables

INTRODUCTION

The United States Space Shuttle Orbiter offers a unique opportunity to correlate ground and flight
test data for a manned maneuvering aerodynamic vehicle over a wide range of hypersonic velocities. Thus
for the first time ground aerodynamic prediction techniques can be evaluated for extremely high velocities.
In addition, the evaluation can be conducted using state-of-the-art ground and flight techniques. The
Shuttle wind tunnel test program was one of the largest ever conducted, incorporating high-fidelity test
facilities and wind tunnel models. Instrumentation sensors and reentry flight test maneuvers were specif-
ically designed for the Orbiter to obtain high quality flight results. Analytical computer programs which
have been proven reliable on numerous flight test programs in the past were used to extract the flight
data. It is therefore felt that a meaningful comparison of predicted and flight aerodynamic data can be
made throughout the Orbiter's reentry envelope.

In addition to verifying ground test facilities and analytical prediction techniques, flight-derived
aerodynamic data can be used to update the predicted data base, expand the flight envelope, update crew
training and engineering simulators, and improve the flight control system design. The flight data can
also be used to verify aerodynamic and center of gravity placards, which, for the Orbiter, have been based
on predicted data using rather large uncertainties. Hopefully, some of these placards can be removed or
made less restrictive.

This paper compares flight-determined lift, drag, and stability and control derivatives to preflight
predicted data for the initial three reentries of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Data from Mach 24.6 (328,000
feet altitude) to Mach 0.4 (3,000 feet altitude) are presented. Estimated uncertainties will be given for
both predicted and flight data. Differences between predicted and flight data, and the resulting effect
upon the Orbiter's performance and stability, will be described. Comparisons between ground based simula-
tor and flight data will also be given.

SYSTR DEFINITION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter is a highly maneuverable vehicle with a double delta planform which performs
a gliding reentry from orbital velocities to a horizontal landing on conventional runways. The dimensions
of the Orbiter are given in Figure 1. A blend of reaction control jets and aerodynamic control surfaces
are used during reentry to maintain stability and control. Above an altitude of 400.000 feet (defined as
entry interface), stability and control in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes is provided by forward reaction
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control jets located in the nose of the vehicle and aft jets located in the orbital maneuvering system
pods at the base of the vertical tail and above the wing. The forward jets are deactivated shortly before
400,000 feet, while the aft jets remain active. The aft roll axis jets are deactivated early in the
reentry as the dynamic pressure increases through 10 psf (Mach -24.5, Altitude -260,000 feet). The aft
pitch axis jets are deactivated at 20 psf. The aft yaw axis jets remain active throughout the reentrv
until Mach 1 to provide additional lateral-directional stability and control. Aerodynamic control surfaces
consist of full span elevons at the trailing edge of the wing which move symmetrically for pitch control
and differentially for roll control, a bodyflap at the aft centerline of the lower surface which is used
for longitudinal trim, and a split rudder on the vertical tail which moves symmetrically for yaw control
and differentially as a speedbrake for energy modulation. The elevons are activated at a dynamic pressure
of 2 psf (290,000 feet) for pitch and roll control. The rudder is not activated until Mach 3.5 for tran-
sonic yaw control.

The Orbiter's aluminum substructure is covered with a reusable, lightweight insulating material to
protect it from the high aerodynamic heating experienced during reentry.

REENTRY PROFILE

Figure 2 shows time histories of various parameters for the reentry of the second Orbiter flight
(STS-2). The reentry profile was similar for the first and third flights. The most notable exception was
the elevator bias which was deflected more downward on STS-3 to obtain elevator and aileron effectiveness
as a function of bias position.

The high Mach number portion of the reentry is flown at a constant 40 degrees angle of attack to min-
imize upper surface aerodynamic heating. Energy modulation is performed by changing bank angle rather
than angle of attack. The bank angle is reversed periodically to minimize crosarange error.

WIND TUNNEL PROGRAM

The uniqueness of the Shuttle's first flight was that it encompassed the entire Mach and altitude
envelope without the benefit of a flight test buildup program. It was therefore mandatory that the best
possible aerodynamic predictions be obtained prior to the first flight so that the uncertainty in the
aerodynamics, and associated effects upon flight safety, be minimized.

One of the largest wind tunnel programs in history was conducted for the Space Shuttle (Reference 1).
Over 27,000 occupancy hours were spent obtaining performance and stability and control characteristics for
the Orbiter from virtually every major wind tunnel facility in the United States (Figure 3). A signifi-
cant amount of this time was spent testing the final flight configuration. Two high fidelity wind tunnel
models were constructed and tested to permit accurate modeling of all aerodynamic surfaces and simulation
of all aerodynamically relevant cavities, gaps, and protuberances.

Figure 4 depicts the range of Mach and Reynolds numbers tested In the various facilities. Most
testing was performed at Mach 8 and below. There were a few tests conducted above Mach 8 from which viscous
interaction effects were obtained. Theoretical estimates at high altitudes (above 300,000 feet) were added
to the basic wind tunnel data base to account for low density effects. Also, theoretical estimates of
aeroelastic effects were incorporated at higher dynamic pressures, primarily in the transonic and subsonic
regions. Real gas effects, which would primarily occur in the 150,000 to 270,000 feet altitude range, were
not accounted for in the predicted data. Thus, the data referred to as "predicted" data in this report
consists primarily of an extensive wind tunnel data base up to Mach 8, a limited number of wind tunnel
tests above Mach 8 to obtain viscous interaction effects and high Mach effects, and theoretical estimates
of low density and aeroelastic effects (Reference 2). None of the flight data contained in this report
were obtained above 300,000 feet, therefore, low density effects were not applicable. Also, aeroelastic
effects for most of the data presented were small in relation to the rigid wind tunnel data. Nevertheless
the data must be referred to as "predicted" rather than wind tunnel data due to the extensive engineering
interpretation that was applied to the basic wind tunnel data to account for such things as extrapolation
of Reynolds number effects, differences between tunnels and models, inaccuracies in models, and linear
interpolation between test conditions.

SIMULATOR MECHANIZATION

The U.S. Air Force at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) developed an Orbiter simulation to aid
in its flight test evaluation. The simulator consists of a six-degree-of-freedom, fixed-base, man-in-the-
loop system designed to perform engineering analyses of the Orbiter's reentry and landing flight phase.
The simulation was designed to be as simple and flexible as possible without incurring loss of accuracy.
It was structured to allow rapid updates so that system changes, aerodynamic updates, and flight-derived
data could be Implemented and evaluated in a short time period. The enormous aerodynamic data base of the
Orbiter was reduced as much as possible without losing accuracy at trim flight conditions. In fact, care
was taken to include nonlinear effects representing small displacements about trim. Orbiter systems were
also simulated in the most simplified and flexible manner possible without loss of accuracy. Simplifica-
tion was acceptable for the AFFTC simulation since it was used to perform an independent Air Force analysis
and was not part of the official Shuttle verification or training process.

The AFFTC simulator was used to perform numerous preflight and postflight aerodynamic performance,
handling qualities, aerothermodynamics, and systems analyses. Results of these studies were made available
to NASA Shuttle project personnel as "off-line" simulator analyses. It was also used to develop and design
the flight test maneuvers performed during reentry to obtain aerodynamic performance, stability and control,
and heating data from flight. The results obtained from these maneuvers will be the main topic of this
report.

The unique nature of the Shuttle mission required that the first flight be performed without the
benefit of a flight test buildup program. For this reason, preflight simulator studies conducted by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the vehicle contractor were performed using rather
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severe uncertainties in the predicted aerodynamics to establish flight "placards" for the Orbiter. These
uncertainties were referred to as "variations" in the Shuttle program, and were obtained by comparing the
differences between flight and predicted data on previous aircraft and lifting body flight test programs.
They are referred to as "predicted data uncertainties" in this report. One of the main objectives for
obtaining accurate aerodynamic data from flight is to verify, and hopefully reduce, the flight placards
based on "variations".

In the official verification process of the Orbiter design, aerodynamic differences obtained between
the numerous wind tunnel tests which have been conducted were used to flight qualify the vehicle. These
differences were referred to as "tolerances" in the Shuttle program. In some instances, the magnitude of
these tolerances approached the magnitude of the variations. It is therefore hopeful that the acquisition
of accurate flight data could also reduce the tolerance values used in the official flight verification
of the Orbiter.

FLIGHT DATA SOURCES

The Orbiter flight data presented in this report were obtained from measurements made in the onboard
instrumentation system. This system contains high sample rate and high resolution linear accelerometers,
rate gyros, angular accelerometers, and rudder and elevon surface position indicators. The system also
computes the parameters required to define flight conditions and vehicle Euler angles.

There are presently no external sources on the Orbiter for measuring the standard air data parameters
at hypersonic speeds. At velocities greater than 2500 fps, velocity, angle of attack, and angle of side-
slip are computed from linear accelerations and angular displacements measured by an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU). Mach number is computed as velocity divided by 1000. Dynamic pressure is computed using a
predicted estimate of drag coefficient and the measured value of drag acceleration from the IMU.

Below Mach 3.5, external side probes were deployed and measured the pressures required to compute
Mach number, dynamic pressure, angle of attack, and angle of sideslip.

Vehicle weights and longitudinal and lateral center of gravity values for STS-l and STS-2 were based
on measurements obtained at the AFFTC Weight and Balance Facility shortly after landing. A post flight
weighing was not performed for STS-3. Moments of inertia and vertical center of gravity values were
obtained by analytical "bookkeeping" methods.

FLIGHT TEST MANEUVERS

Three types of test maneuvers specifically designed for obtaining aerodynamic data were performed
during Orbiter reentries: (1) pushover-pullup maneuvers to obtain longitudinal performance data as a
function of angle of attack, (2) bodyflap sweeps to obtain bodyflap effectiveness, and (3) longitudinal
and lateral-directional control pulses to obtain stability and control derivatives. All three maneuvers
were designed on ground based simulators and practiced extensively by the flight crews prior to flight.
In addition to providing longitudinal performance and surface effectiveness data, the pushover-pullup
maneuver and bodyflap sweeps provided aerodynamic heating data as a function of angle of attack and control
surface position. This data was analyzed through the use of a special program developed at the AFFTC and
is the subject of another report in this symposium.

The Orbiter lift, drag, and longitudinal trim data were obtained from both quasi-steady state and
dynamic flight test conditions. The quasi-steady state data were obtained for all flights at constant
Mach and angle of attack conditions throughout the reentry profile. The dynamic performance test maneuver
(pushover-pullup) had been used successfully on previous unpowered glide vehicle research programs and was
preferred over other maneuvers because it provided a significant amount of data in a relatively short time.
The maneuver allows longitudinal performance data to be obtained as a function of angle of attack under
transient conditions before committing to a steady state flight profile. This maneuver was performed
manually and consisted of a sweep in angle of attack of +5 to 10 degrees above and below the normal angle
of attack. The piloting task was to perform the maneuver slow enough to avoid large pitch accelerations
and consequently remain near trim, but fast enough to minimize the change in Mach number. Typically this
maneuver took approximately 30-40 seconds to complete and resulted in a minimal perturbation of the
reentry trajectory.

The most effective maneuver for obtaining accurate stability and control derivatives from flight data
is a pulse doublet maneuver. In this maneuver, control inputs are executed at the highest rate possible
that provides sufficient vehicle motion. The control doublet is followed by a few seconds of "free" oscil-
lation. The control derivatives are extracted primarily from the Initial control input and the stability
derivatives are obtained during the "free" oscillation. The principle of the maneuver is to perform the
control inputs quickly so that the effects of the control derivatives and stability derivatives are
isolated. This provides unique information to the derivative extraction program and allows more accurate
estimations to be obtained.

FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

Lift, drag, and longitudinal trim data were computed from flight test through the use of a Flight Test
Performance Data Extraction program. This program required high resolution body axis accelerometers to
compute performance data. Since the Orbiter is a gliding vehicle, there were not any thrust terms that
had to be considered.

During a pushover-pullup maneuver, the pitch rate is sustained by an elevator deflection which also
contributes to lift and drag. Therefore, the flight-derived lift, drag, and elevator deflection were
corrected to zero pitch rate and pitch acceleration to obtain trimmed (equilibrium flight) data. These
data were also corrected to a standard center of gravity position for comparison with the predicted data.
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The performance data were corrected and standardized using predicted values for elevator effectiveness
(C 6e C N ., and C A 6e) and predicted pitch damping coefficient data (C m q).

Stability and control derivatives were extracted from flight data through the use of a Modified Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimator (MMLE) program (Reference 3). This program has been extensively used on numerous
aircraft and lifting body vehicles in the past, and has produced reliable and accurate results. The pro-
gram models a vehicle's characteristics through the use of an appropriate set of aerodynamic equations of
motion, containing unknown derivatives. The flight derivatives of the vehicle are obtained by varying the
unknown derivatives until the error between the analytical and flight response is minimized.

In addition to providing an estimate of the value of the derivatives, the program also computes an
estimation of the accuracy of each derivative. These accuracy estimations can be invaluable in assessing
the quality of the results. However, the final assessment of accuracy should be obtained from the
repeatability of the results as a function of a particular flight parameter such as Mach number or angle
of attack.

There was originally some concern as to whether the Orbiter's derivatives could be accurately
extracted from flight data due to the sluggish nature and slow response characteristics of the vehicle to
control stimuli. These concerns were dismissed during the Approach and Landing Test program which was
conducted from 1977 to 1978 with the Orbiter Vehicle. Figure 5 compares Orbiter flight data for two major
derivatives obtained during this program with wind tunnel data. The solid line shown in the Figure is an
average value of several wind tunnel tests conducted prior to the start of the program, and represents the
best estimate of each derivative at that time. The circles represent the results of the M24LE program.
The triangles represent wind tunnel results obtained after the program at the precise flight conditions
and vehicle configuration at which the MMLE results were obtained. As can be seen, the M14LE results agree
extremely well with these wind tunnel results (Reference 4).

COMPARISON OF FLIGHT AND PREDICTED DATA

Aerodynamic data obtained from flight are compared to "predicted" data in this section. Performance
and longitudinal trim data were obtained from pushover-pullup maneuvers, bodyf lap sweeps and quasi-steady
state flight conditions over a Mach number range of 0.38 to 24.0. A pushover-pullup maneuver was performed
during the second Orbiter flight (STS-2) at an average Macb number of 20 and provided data encompassing an
angle of attack range of 34.8 to 45.7 degrees. Also, during this flight, a guidance-induced pitch maneuver
at 0.4 Mach number provided excellent subsonic data covering an angle of attack range of 4.6 to 12.9
degrees. A speedbrake sweep at 0.5 Mach number provided surface effectiveness data.

The performance and longitudinal trim data are presented as a fun~t~on of angle of attack at an aver-
age Mach number during the dynamic maneuver and/or average value of the viscous interaction term (V_) when

applicable. The speedbrake effectiveness data are plotted as a function of surface deflection. The data
from the bodyflap sweeps are presented as trim elevator deflection as a function of bodyflap position.
These data will show the combined effectiveness of these two pitch control surfaces. (A pitch pulse was
performed to isolate the elevator effectiveness.)

The predicted performance and longitudinal trim data are for a rigid Orbiter and are presented in the
Figures of this report as solid lines. Uncertainties in the predicted data are presented as dashed lines
above and below the predicted data.

Flight and predicted stability and control derivatives are presented primarily as a function of Mach
number. Some data are presented as a function of dynamic pressure or reaction control jet mass flow ratio
at high velocities where Mach number does not change rapidly. This form of presentation is for convenience
only and can be misleading in some instances when other variables such as angle of attack are also
changing. Since the Orbiter's reentry profile for the parameters which affect derivative results was very
similar for the first three flights, predicted data for STS-2 only will be presented in the Figures. Esti-
mations of uncertainties for the flight derivatives and predicted data are presented. Flight data uncer-
tainties are presented as vertical bars about the derivative value. Predicted data uncertainties are
presented as dashed lines about the solid line representing the predicted value.

Maneuvers have been performed and derivative results obtained down to approximately Mach 1 in the
program thus far. Subsonic maneuvers have not been performed because this data was obtained in the
Approach and Landing Test program conducted in 1977 with the Orbiter Vehicle launched from a 747 carrier
aircraft. Subsonic results obtained from this program are contained in Reference 5.

Since the effects of rotary derivatives were small for the maneuvers presented in this report, their
values were held at predicted values in all analyses and are not presented. All stability derivative data
are presented at the flight center of gravity.

LONGITUDINAL PERFORMANCE

The supersonic and hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio (LID) data obtained from the first two Orbiter
flights are compared with predictions in Figure 6. The data are presented as a function of Mach number
because the angle of attack at any particular Mach number during the reentry was constant (except for the
pushover-pullup at Mach 20). However, the increase in L/D between Mach 15 and 5 was due to the angle of
attack decrease from 40 degrees to 20 degrees rather than the Mach number change. (The predicted LID
curve does not change as a function of Mach number in this Mach regime.) Note the close agreement between
flight and predicted L/D for Mach numbers greater than 1.0.

The L/D data extracted from the pushover-pullup at Mach number of 20 are shown in Figure 7. These
data also showed excellent agreement with predictions. The lift and drag coefficient data obtained from
this maneuver are presented in Figure 8. Both C L and C D are slightly less than predicted but within the
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uncertainty of the predicted data. The good correlation between flight and predicted CD was not surpris-

ing because the onboard computation of dynamic pressure (q) used in the performance program contains an
estimation of the CD curve. The uncertainty in determining -i will remain a problem until a hypersonic air

data system is installed in later versions of the Orbiter. The excellent correlation in L/D is not an
issue as far as 'q is concerned since L/D is independent of -.

The subsonic L/D data computed from the guidance-induced pitch maneuver are presented in Figure 9.
The higher than predicted L/D out of ground effect is due primarily to the lower than predicted drag
coefficient (Figure 10). The flight data values of CL in Figure 10 were very close to predictions. Pre-

liminary flight test data also indicated that the L/D in ground effect is also higher than predicted. Tile
higher subsonic performance required some refinements to the landing approach (revised glide slope aim
points) in order to touch down at the desired point on the runway.

The trimmed flight data from the speedbrake sweep at 0.5 Mach number were corrected to a common ele-
vator deflection (6 degrees) to obtain the normal and axial force coefficient (CN and C A ) increments due

solely to the speedbrake. This correction accounted for the contribution of C N and C A due to elevator

which was deflected to counteract the longitudinal trim change from th- speedbrake. These data were cor-
rected to a common angle of attack (6 degrees). The resultant corrected increments were plotted as a
function of speedbrake deflection in Figure 11. These data indicate that the speedbrake effectiveness was
slightly greater than predicted for deflections above 50 degrees. The normal force decrement due to
speedbrake was less than predicted. Note that both of these increments are dependent upon the values for
the longitudinal derivatives that were used to correct the flight data to the standard elevator and angle
of attack. Predicted values were used for these derivatives and will be updated whenever flight test data
become available.

The Orbiter flight control software logic contains a bodyflap-elevator interconnect designed to main-
tain the elevator on a predefined schedule as a function of Mach number by automatic trimming of the body-
flap. A significant error in longitudinal trim in the hypersonic Mach regime was apparent on all three
Orbiter reentries. For example, during STS-1 the trim bodyflap was 16 degrees rather than 7 degrees at
velocities greater than 17,000 fps (Figure 12). Analysis of the bodyflap sweeps and the pitch pulse
performed during the second Orbiter reentry established that the major contributor to the trim error was
an error in the basic pitching curve, C. , rather than an error in elevator or bodyflap effectiveness.

0

Figure 13 contains trim data obtained during the bodyflap sweep at a Mach number of 21. Note that the
slope of the flight test data is similar to, or slightly greater than predicted. Also, the data obtained
from the pitch pulse at Mach 20.6 indicated that the elevator effectiveness C , was close to predicted

m6 e

(refer to Longitudinal Derivatives section). The trim elevator data obtained from the pushover-pullup at
Mach 20 showed that the Orbiter was statically stable and the slope indicated that the combined elevator
effectiveness/pitch static stability was close to predictions (Figure 14). Thus, the foregoing tends to
confirm that the mispredicted longitudinal trim at high Mach number is attributable to an error in basic
pitching moment.

The subsonic longitudinal trim data in Figure 15 extracted from the guidance-induced pitch maneuver
confirm the negative static margin that was predicted at Mach numbers less than 0.8 for a center of gravity
of 66.7 percent. These data also show more positive elevator deflections than predicted and the slope
appears to be slightly more negative. This could be due to a small error in the basic pitching moment,
the elevator effectiveness or the static stability predictions. Additional flight tests will be required
to identify the error source.

In summary, at the angles of attack tested so far in the Orbiter program, the supersonic/hypersonic
lift-to-drag ratio is the same as predicted. The subsonic L/D is greater than predicted due to a mispre-
diction in drag coefficient. The hypersonic longitudinal trim was significantly different from predictions
due to an error in the basic pitching moment curve. The static longitudinal stability was the same as
predicted at the hypersonic Mach numbers where test data were available. Based on the limited flight test
data, the static stability at subsonic Mach numbers may be slightly less than predicted.

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES

Lateral-directional derivative results obtained from pulse doublet maneuvers during STS-2 and STS-3
are contained in Figures 16 through 21. Uncertainty estimates for the predicted and flight data are also
shown. The predicted data is represented by a solid line, while the short dashed line represents a fairing
of the flight data.

The dihedral effect (C1 ) is presented in Figure 16. The consistency of the flight results as a func-

tion of Mach number, and the flight uncertainty estimates, were considerably smaller than the uncertainty
of the predicted data for most maneuvers, indicating high confidence in the flight results. Flight data
showed a tendency to vary with Mach number above Mach 10, which was inconsistent with the predicted data.
The flight results were considerably lower than predicted at very high Mach numbers. Note that even
though the uncertainty estimates computed by the MMLE program were large for the first two maneuvers at
high Mach numbers, the derivative values were reasonable and consistent with other results. These maneuvers
were performed at very low dynamic pressures of 4 and 8 psf. Below Mach 3, flight results for Ct were

more negative than predicted. Although results were fairly consistent with Mach number, an important
criterion for assessing accuracy, the uncertainty estimates were quite large. Possible causes for these
large uncertainties are noslinear effects with control surface deflection, rapidly changing Mach number/
derivative value in this flight regime, and wind shears which are not modeled in the MMLE program. The
Orbiter has exhibited a small amplitude lateral-directional oscillation in the transonic region on its
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first three flights, and it is felt that the higher than predict2d dihedral effect is a contributor to
this oscillation. This oscillation will be discussed further through this report.

Flight results for the directional stability derivative (C ) were close to predicted throughout the Mach

range. Results obtained on flight 3 using high resolution instrumentation were extremely consistent with
Mach number and indicated a slightly more stable value above Mach 8. (hligh resolution instrumentation was
not available on STS-2 due to an onboard tape recorder failure.) The irregular shape in the predicted
data between Mach 8 and 3 represents results obtained from wind tunnel tests conducted at small amplitude
sideslip deflections. Flight results (also at small sideslip deflections) agree very well with these pre-
dictions.

Aileron derivatives are shown in Figures 17 and 18. Aileron derivatives are a strong function of
elevator bias position. The first three reentries were made with different elevator schedules at high
Mach numbers: approximately -1, 1, and 3 degrees for STS-1, STS-2, and STS-3 respectively. Therefore for
uniformity and ease of presentation, STS-3 derivative results shown in Figure 17 have been corrected to
the STS-2 reentry elevator position using predicted values for these effects. In order that these effects
may be evaluated, aileron derivatives are presented as a function of elevator position in Figure 18.

Flight values for the aileron effectiveness derivative (C Q a ) were slightly higher than predicted

above Mach 12. In addition, the slope of C versus elevator position also appears to be higher than

predicted. The MMLE program could not extract aileron derivatives accurately for the maneuver performed
at the highest Mach number shown (dynamic pressure = 4 psf). Their values were therefore held constant
during the analysis of this maneuver. Flight values for Ck6a were generally lower than predicted between

Mach 3 and I. Low aileron effectiveness is felt to be another cause of the small amplitude lateral-
directional oscillation which occurs in this flight regime. When this oscillation was analyzed with tile
MMLE program, the C value obtained at Mach 1.6 was considerably lower than predicted (.00075 per degree) if

Z 6a
atmospheric wind shears were not accounted for. Wind shears were then accounted for in the MMLE program
using the sideslip angle obtained from differential pressure measurements of the external side probes and
the inertially computed sideslip angle. The difference between these two measurements was differentiated
and programmed into the MMLE program as a forcing function In the rate of change of sideslip equation.
When wind effects were included, the resulting value of C increased and was much closer to predicted.

The results of this analysis should not be considered conclusive however. Accurate results are often
difficult to obtain for this type of maneuver. Values of other derivatives (especially C ) obtained

from this analysis remain questionable. Pressure lags associated with the side probe system were not
accounted for and could have significant impact on the results. Nevertheless, the analysis does indicate
that wind shears need to be accounted for and could be a contributing factor to the low frequency oscilla-
tion observed in flight.

Flight values of C agreed well with predictions for most STS-2 maneuvers. A few values below Mnch
n6a

3 were more positive than predicted, but their uncertainty estimates were large. STS-3 values, obtained
for a more downward elevator deflection and using the higher resolution instrumentation, were more nega-
tive than predicted at high Mach numb-rs. Flight values of C are difficult to obtain accurately for

most airplanes. The large uncertainty estimates shown indicate the potential inaccuracies in tile values
of C for the Orbiter.

Rudder derivatives are shown in Figure 19. The rudder is only active from Mach 3.5 to landing.
Flight results agreed very well with predicted data for the pulse doublet maneuvers.

Since the aft reaction control jets are located above the wing at the base of the vertical tail of
the Orbiter, the plume produced when the jets are fired can interact with the flow field over the vehicle
and alter the basic aerodynamic forces and moments. These effects are referred to as jet interaction
effects, and are presented in derivative form in this report. Jet interaction effects are presented as a
function of mass flow ratio, a parameter used to extrapolate Mach 10 wind tnnel data to higher Mach
numbers. (Jet interaction effects were not obtained at Mach numbers greater than 10 in wind tunnel tests.)
The derivative values presented are a measure of the jet plume interaction with the aerodvnamic flow only,
and do not contain the basic thrust and moment components of the lets.

Interaction effects for the yaw jets are presented as a function of Mach number below Mach 12 and as
a function of yaw jet mass flow ratio above Mach 12 In Figure 20. Flight values of the- roll due to yaw jet
Interaction effect (CZ ) were significantly less than predicted at high values of mass flow ratio. The

Yi I

flight results are very consistent as a function of mass flow ratio, and the scatter in the data is much
smaller than the uncertainty levels of the predicted data. The uncertainty levels of the flight results
are also small. Thus a high degree of confidence is placed In the flight results. The error in the predicted
value of C, was the major cause of a large amplitude, lightly damped lateral-directtonal oscillation

which occurred during the initial bank maneuver performed on STS-l at a mass flow ratio of .015 (dynamic
pressure of 14 psf). This oscillation will be discussed further in the following .ctions of this report.
Flight results obtained for the yaw due to yaw Jet interaction effect (C ) were somewhat greater (more

negative) than predicted. The difference is much smaller than what was obtained for C1  however. STS-3
Y .1I
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results were more consistent as a function of mass flow ratio than STS-2 results. Therefore, more empha-
sis was placed on the STS-3 results when fairing the flight data.

Roll jet interaction derivatives are presented in Figure 21 as a function of roll jet mass flow ratio.
Results were obtained from two pulse maneuvers performed on STS-2 prior to deactivation of the roll jets at
a dynamic pressure of 10 psf. The MMLE program is modeled to obtain independent values for up and down
firing jet interaction effects. However, simultaneous firing of up and down jets to produce roll during
the flight maneuvers prevented the extraction of separate interaction effects. Tle results are therefore
presented as a total rolling and yawing moment coefficient produced by one up and one down firing jet.
Flight uncertainty estimates are not presented since they are not computed by the MMLE program for the
total interaction effect. Flight roll due to roll jet Interaction effects (CZ ) were less than predicted.

RJ I

while yaw due to roll jet interaction effects (C ) were about the same value as predicted.

LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES

Longitudinal pulse doublet maneuvers have been performed at high Mach numbers only in the program thus
far. Elevator and angle of attack derivatives, and pitch jet interaction effects were obtained from these
maneuvers. Bodyflap effectiveness data were obtained from bodyflap sweeps performed on STS-2 above Mach 10.

Elevator and angle of attack derivatives are shown in Figure 22. Elevator effectiveness is very non-
linear as a function of elevon deflection angle. The flight value of the derivative obtained is a linear
average for tile deflection range traversed by the surface during tile maneuver. The irregular shape of the
predicted data reflects the nonlinearity of the derivative and the different surface deflection range
during each maneuver. Flight values of elevator effectiveness were close to predicted for all maneuvers
analyzed. Elevator effectiveness derivatives were obtained with some degree of certainty at a dynamic
pressure as low as 2 psf. Flight angle of attack derivatives were much more difficult to obtain at low
dynamic pressures due to the small and sluggish attitude response of the Orbiter to pulse stimuli at these
flight conditions. They were held at predicted values during the analyses of the three maneuvers at the
lowest dynamic pressures.

Pitch jet interaction derivatives are plotted in Figure 23 as a function of the pitch jet mass flow
ratio. The pitch jets are deactivated at dynamic pressures greater than 20 psf, and were therefore not
fired during the Mach 20.6 doublet on STS-2 and the Mach 21.5 doublet on STS-3. The derivative values
shown are a measure of the jet plume interaction with the aerodynamic flow only and do not contain the
basic thrust and moment component of the jets. For reasons similar to those presented in the roll jet
discussion, only the total interaction effect for up and down firing jets was obtained. Flight uncertainty
estimates are not presented since they are not computed by the MMLE program for the total interaction
effect. Pitch jet interaction effects were close to predicted values for the two maneuvers at the lowest
mass ratios (highest dynamic pressures), but were lower than predicted at the two highest mass flow ratio
maneuvers. Results obtained at the high mass flow ratios were felt to be degraded due to the loss of the
high resolution instrumentation on STS-2.

Bodyflap derivatives are presented In Figure 23. Bodyflap effectiveness was slightly greater than
predicted over the hypersonic Mach range analyzed. Bodyflap derivatives were obtained from slow moving
bodyflap sweeps. (The maximum rate at which the bodyflap can move is three degrees per second.) The slow
nature of the maneuver is not desirable for derivative extraction, and the accuracy of the bodyflap deriv-
atives is therefore somewhat uncertain. In order to improve the accuracy of the bodyflap results, elevator
derivatives were held fixed at values obtained from pulse maneuvers during the analvsis of the bodyflap
sweeps.

FLIGHT AND PREDICTED DATA DIFFERENCES

This section summarizes the major differences found to date between the flight and predicted data base
of the Orbiter. Possible causes for the differences will be presented.

HYPERSONIC LONGITUDINAL TRIM

The flight longitudinal trim of the Orbiter was significantly different than predicted above
Mach 8. Flight values of elevator and bodyflap effectiveness (C and C ) obtained from pulse maneu-

mSe m6BF

vers and bodyflap sweeps were close to predictions in this region. The reason for the trim discrepancy
Is therefore an error in the predicted value of the basic pitching moment (C ) of the vehicle rather than

m

an error in control surface effectiveness. A pitch up C increment of +.023 must be applied to the pre-
m

dicted data to duplicate the flight longitudinal trim characteristics above Mach 18.

The primary cause of the error in the predicted hypersonic values of C Is felt to be real gasmO

effects. Real gas effects are the aerodynamic effects resulting from deviations of real air thermodynamic
properties from ideal gas with constant specific heat. These effects were not fully simulated in wind tun-
nel tests and were not accounted for in the predicted aerodynamic data base of th, Orbiter. Real gas
effects are most significant between 150,000 and 270,000 feet. Recent analytical studies (currently
unpublished) performed by the Arnold Engineering Development Center indicate real gas effects could pro-
duce a pitch up increment of .024 above Mach 18, which is very close to the difference between flight and
predicted results. Real gas effects would also produce less lift force, which is consistent with flight
results.
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The remaining small difference between flight and predicted values of Cm  could be caused by

0
viscous interaction and high Mach number effects. These effects are thought to he small in comparison to
real gas effects however, and tend to cancel each other.

the most significant effect of the error In the prediction of hypersonic trim will be increased

hating on the bodyflap and/or elevon due to the more downward deflection required. Additional downward

det lection, and increased heating, would be required for more aft longitudinal centers of gravity. How-
eV.er, it appears that heating margins are adequate to achieve the most aft center of gravity required in

the Shuttle program.

REACTION CONTROL JET INTERACTION EFFECTS

The larger than predicted lateral-directional oscillation during the first bank maneuver on STS-l
was the result of over predicting the rolling moment produced by the Interaction of the exhaust plume of
the vaw reaction control jets with the aerodynamic flow over the upper surface of the wing. Reaction con-

trol jet plume interaction effects were obtained from three wind tunnel tests (Reference 6). Yaw jet
interaction data were found to be primarily a function of the mass flow ratio of the jet plume to free-

stream air (mj/m_), and angle of attack. Mass flow ratio is a function of freestream velocity and dynamic

pressure. Flight angle of attack conditions were duplicated in the wind tunnel but mass flow ratios were

not. The lowest dynamic pressure possible during wind tunnel testing was 75 psf at Mach 10.3. The dynamic

pressure during the first bank reversal was 14 psf at Mach 24.4. Therefore jet interaction effects as a

function of mass flow ratio measured in the tunnel were extrapolated to high Mach, low dynamic pressure

flight conditions. The extrapolation proved to be invalid due to differences between the wing wake
boundaries at the wind tunnel and flight test conditions. The wing wake boundary of the model was stronger

and more confining due to the high static pressure levels that must be maintained In the wind tunnel. The

stronger wake boundary was more resistant to jet gas diffusion, which tended to produce more of a rolling
moment interaction effect than what was experienced at high altitude, low dynamic pressure flight condi-

tions. Jet interaction effects obtained from flight were close to predicted values at Mach 20 (dynamic

pressure = 48 psf) and below.

The first bank maneuver on STS-I was performed in the automatic flight control system mode. On

subsequent flights, the maneuver was performed manually by the commander at a slower roll rate to avoid
the large os-illation. A flight control system modification will be made on STS-5 which should provide

adequate control in both the automatic and manual modes during the first bank maneuver.

SUBSONIC PERFORMANCE

The subsonic lift-to-drag ratio data obtained from flight test at subsonic Mach numbers was

greater than predicted. The major contributor to this increased L/D was a reduction in drag coefficient.
The primary cause of this error in CD is thought to be an overprediction of the drag due to surface

irregularities in Thermal Protection System (TPS). The drag increment (.0038) to account for TPS gaps and

steps was based on theoretical calculations and was not verified with wind tunnel tests.

TRANSONIC STABILITY

The small amplitude lateral-directional oscillation which has occurred near Mach 1.6 during the

first three reentries may be the result of decreased lateral-directional stability due to lower than pre-

dicted aileron effectiveness (C1  ), higher than predicted dihedral effect (C, ), and more positive yaw

due to aileron (C n 6a). Atmospheric wind shears may also have been a contributing lacir to the osci iatiou.

The uncertainty of the flight derivatives obtained in this region thus far has been large. Recent post

flight wind tunnel tests have been conducted in which data for small sideslip angles and control surface

deflections have been obtained to check for nonlineaz effects. The data obtained was linear, and the pre-
flight predictions were substantiated.

The bodyflap was deflected to its upper limit at Mach 1.6 during flight. Thus more forward

longitudinal center of gravity movement would require the elevator to be deflected further up to maintain

the desired trim angle of attack. An increased up elevator deflection would decrease C[ somewhat, which

could in turn degrade the lateral-directional stability. The transonic oscillation could therefore
restrict the forward center of gravity limit of the Orbiter until it is eliminated by a flight control

system modification or other means.

HIGH MACH NUMBER DERIVATIVES

Two primary lateral-directional aerodynamic derivatives, C and C1  ,have been Inaccurately

predicted above Mach 12. Predicted results estimated these derivatives to be essentially invariant with
Mach number above Mach 12. Flight results for C decreased with Increasing Mach number and were consid-

erably lower than predicted at Mach 24. Flight results for C were higher than predicted at high Mach

numbers. Thus it appears that Mach number, viscous interaction, real gas, or low density effects have not
been properly accounted for in the prediction of these derivatives. The cause of the discrepancy is not
known at the time of this writing.

The differences In C 9. and C a at high Mach numbers have had little effect on the Orbiter's

stability thus far. One reason for this is that the Orbiter's high gain, command augmentation flight
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control system, which presently relies heavily on reaction control jets for stability, te~nds to mask most
variations which may occur in aerodynamic derivatives. If the flight control system is redesigned in the
future to rely less on reaction control jets (to reduce fuel and weight requirements), these aerodynamic
differences will be more evident. If lower angle of attack reentries are performed in the future to
achieve higher lift-to-drag ratios, the reduced value of C and corresponding decreased value of dynamic

directional stability, could be of concern.

SIM1YLATOR UPDATES AND ANALYSES

This section presents updates made to the AFFTC Orbiter simulation to incorporate the major differ-
ences found between flight and predicted aerodynamic data. As such, it contains a summary of the differ-
ences between flight and predicted data which have had the most significant effect upon the Orbiter's
aerodynamic performance and stability and control characteristics.

In the hypersonic Mach regime, a significant error in longitudinal trim was observed during each of
thte Orbiter reentries. The major contributor to this error was a shift in the basic pitching moment
curv.. The simulator at the AFFTC was updated with a Cm shift based on STS-l and STS-2 flight data. The

magnitude of this shift was 0.023 for velocities greater than 18,000 fps. Figure 24 compares the trim
elevator and bodyflap deflections from the updated simulator with STS-3 flight data. The close agreement
between flight and simulator predicted data confirms the validity of the pitching moment correction.

The lightly damped lateral-directional oscillation during the first bank maneuver on STS-l occurred
at a Mach number of 24.4, a dynamic pressure of 14 psf, and an angle of attack of 40 degrees. Figure 25
contains time histories of the preflight predicted response and the flight response for this maneuver.
Initially, the AFFTC simulator was used to determine the cause of the oscillation by manually varying the
significant stability and control derivatives until a reasonable representation of the flight test history
was obtained. Within hours after the flight data was received, results obtained from this manual matching
technique concluded that an error in the prediction of the roll due to yaw jet interaction effect was the
primary cause of the oscillation. These conclusions were later confirmed by results obtained from the
MMLE derivative matching program. A simulator time history of the first bank maneuver using flight results
obtained from the MMLE program is contained in Figure 25.

A control system modification which i -.orporates an inertially computed sideslip feedback will be made
on 515-5 to improve the Orbiter's lateral-directional characteristics during the first bank maneuver. A
simulator time history of this maneuver using the sideslip feedback modification and flight-derived stabil-
ity and control derivatives is contained in Figure 26.

Figure 27 compares a time history of flight data obtained during the second bank maneuver (first bank
reversal) with a simulator time history using predicted aerodynamic data. The maneuver was performed at a
Mach number of 18.3, dynamic pressure of 58, and an angle of attack of 40 degrees. The flight and simula-
tor results match well, indicating the predicted data adequately represented the flight data at these con-
ditions. Flight data extracted during this maneuver using the MJILE program indicated that the value of
the roll due to yaw jet interaction effect was indeed close to predictions.

Stability derivatives extracted from flight in the region where the small lateral-directional oscilla-
tion has occurred (Mach 1.4 to 2.0) have contained a considerable amount of uncertainty. The exact cause
of the oscillation is therefore uncertain at this time. A study was conducted on the AFFTC simulator to
attempt to duplicate the transonic oscillation seen in flight. No tendency to oscillate was seen using
predicted derivatives, even when the simulator was pulsed (Figure 28). When the simulator was updated
using the flight fairings of Figures 16 and 17, a tendenpy to oscillate at the same frequency which occurred
in flight was observed. However, the oscillation was not sustained. When C 2 awas reduced further to a

value of .00075 per degree (low confidence value obtained by analyzing the STS-l oscillation without
including wind shears), the simulator oscillated at a frequency and amplitude which was similar to the
flight oscillation.

The oscillation appears to be caused by low lateral-directional stability. External disturbances such
as wind shears are probably driving the oscillation. Primary cause of the oscillation is felt to be a low
total roll axis gain (C, 6 plus roll axis flight control system gain). Some proof of this is provided by

the fact that the oscillation always damps out in flight at a Mach number of 1.4 where the value of C1 6

increases rapidly (Figure 17). Thus is appears that the oscillation may be damped by increasing the roll
axis gain of the flight control system.

The AFFTC simulator was used to evaluate the effects of a roll axis flight control system gain increase.
The simulator was altered using the flight fairings of Figures 16 and 17 for C1  and C I and a value

Z6 n .

.00075 per degree for C k ato provide a steady oscillation. The simulator was operated in the five-degree-

of-freedom mode (velocity and altitude held constant). The yaw jets were deactivated in the simulator, and
a slightly divergent oscillation resulted (Figure 29). When the roll axis flight control system gain was
doubled, the oscillation damped. An increased roll axis flight control system gain is being strongly con-
sidered to improve the transonic flight characteristics of the Orbiter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Aerodynamic performance and stability data have been successfully obtained from the first three reen-
tries of the United States Space Shuttle Orbiter. Generally good correlation was achieved between flight
results and the Orbiter's predicted data base. Some differences did occur, primarily at high Mach numbers
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and altitudes. The basic longitudinal pitching moment of the Orbiter was significantly different than
predicted above Mach 8. The difference is thought to be caused by real gas effects at high altitudes.
The interaction of the yaw reaction control jets with the aerodynamic flow field was overpredicted at low
dynamic pressures, and caused a lightly damped oscillation during a bank maneuver performed early in the
reentry. The overprediction was due to incorrect extrapolation from wind tunnel test conditions to very
low dynamic pressure flight conditions.

It is hoped that this report has provided a meaningful comparison of flight and predicted aerodynamic
data over an extremely large flight envelope. The intent has not been to critique or criticize ground
test facilities, but rather to feed back information which might be useful in improving the overall data
prediction and acquisition process.
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GROUND / FLIGHT CORRELATION ON THE ALPHA-JET
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT WITH A TRANSONIC WING

A Comparison between Wind Tunnel and Flight
Results for Aerodynamic Performance

by

D. JACOB, D. WELTE, H. WONNENBERG

DORNIER GMBH
Postfach 1420
7990 Friedrichshafen

SUMMARY:

The paper compares wind tunnel and flight results obtained in an experimental program with a transonic
wing (TST) on an Alpha-Jet as test vehicle. The comparison is concentrated on lift, drag and buffet data.

In addition to the analysis of ground and flight data for the TST flight data for the transonic wing and
the standard wing are briefly compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

At Dornier an experimental flight test program is currently being completed, which consists of the design,
manufacturing and flight testing of a transonic wing with manoeuvre flaps on the Alpha-Jet as test
vehicle (Fig. 1). The purpose of this TST-program (Transsonischer TragflUgel = Transonic Wing) is:

o to show the improvements in performance and manoeuvrability obtainable by a transonic wing on a
subsonic/transonic fighter aircraft,

o to develop and assess the theoretical and experimental methods required for the design of future
transonic aircraft.

As pointed out in previous publications (/1/, /2/) the following main points of interest had to be in-

vestigated:

- 3-D-effects on moderate aspect-ratio wings

- performance of a transonic wing in a broad CL-M-region

- effectiveness of manoeuvre flaps on a transonic wing

- the behaviour at and beyond the buffet boundary.

The program is sponsored by the German Ministry of Defense (BMVg). It started 1974 with a first contract
within the BMVg-KEL-program to Dornier as prime contractor and VFW-Fokker as subcontractor. In 1975 it
was joined by ONERA. The DFVLR supported the program by a series of wind tunnel tests. The agencies par-
ticipating in the program and their main contributions are shown in Fig. 2.

After the design and manufacturing of the wing and its installation in an Alpha-Jet were completed flight
testing began in December 1980 as a joint effort of Dornier and the German Flight Test Center (E-Stelle 61
and BWB AFB LG IV at Manching). Approximately 110 flights have been performed so far and the flight test
program is essentially finished.

Due to its character as an experimental program the TST-program allowed the generation of ground and
flight data, which are considerably more detailed than the data obtainable during standard project de-
velopments. Before a correlation of these data is discussed in the following chapters and in the next
paper /3/ a brief description of the TST design and the differences to the standard wing of the Alpha-Jet
will be repeated from reference /2/.

2. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The choice of the wing design parameters (sweep angle, planform, thickness) was limited by the following
restrictions:

o Cost and airplane availability considerations allowed only a replacement of the wing and no further mo-
difications. Since the tail could not be modified, the wing planform (sweep angle) had to be kept con-
stant (Fig. 3).

o An increased drag-rise Mach number could not be fully utilized for stationary manoeuvres due to thrust
restrictions. Therefore, a thicker profile was selected which could be generated without changing the
existing wing spar. (This profile leads to approximately the same drag-rise at small lift coefficients
as the standard profile).

Based on these considerations, the TST experimental wing shows the following differences to the wing of
the standard Alpha-Jet:
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o Transonic profiles
(thickness, approximately 20 % increased)

o Extended wing leading edge
(to improve area distribution)

o Manoeuvre flaps
(consisting of slats and 25 % single-slotted fowler-flaps)

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the new TST-profile with the profile (modified RAE 103) of the standard
Alpha-Jet. With a thickness of 12,4 % at the root and 10,3 % at the tip it is approximately 20 % thicker
than the standard profile. It is designed such that the drag-rise Mach number is not decreased at low
lift coefficients and increased at high CL-values.

The various slat and flap positions are described in Figures 5 and 6. The standard Alpha-Jet has no slat
and 30 % single-slotted landing flaps with a fixed hinge-line. In the 'K = 320-position both flaps have
the same extension of the wing planform. (TV = slat deflection, ?'K = flap deflection).

On the current experimental flight tested wing the flaps and slats cannot be moved in flight. Due to fun-
ding restrictions it was decided to use fixed flap positions, which can be changed on the ground cor-
responding to the five positions shown in Figures 4 - 6.

3. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

The transonic wing was developed by a combined theoretical and experimental procedure which utilized the
following theoretical methods:

o 2-D viscous calculations based on direct and inverse transonic small disturbance (TSP) methods com-

bined with 2D-integral boundary layer methods.

o 2-D and 3-D subsonic panel methods.

o 3-0 transonic small perturbation (TSP) and full potential equations (FPE) methods and 3D-boundary
layer analysis.

After the design freeze of the TST improved transonic computational techniques were developed consisting
of mesh generators for complex shapes and accurate full potential and Euler solvers.

A major part of the progress can be attributed to a considerably more detailed and realistic representa-
tion of the body geometry.

A comparison of theoretical pressure distributions with wind tunnel and flight test data will be presented
in the following paper /3/.

4. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

Figures 7 and 8 present an overview of the wind tunnel tests performed with TST-models. Following tests
with 2D profile models a 1:5 low speed model and a 1:10 high speed model were tested in different test
periods with certain model modifications between the tests.

After the design of the configurations was frozen in 1977 additional wind tunnel tests were carried out
which added significantly to the body of data available for comparison with flight data.

In 1980 the original half-wing of the TST mounted on a partial dummy of the Alpha-Jet fuselage was tested
by ONERA in the SI wind tunnel in Modane at flight Reynolds numbers (Fig. 9). These tests were performed
in order to reduce the uncertainty about the effects of high Reynolds numbers on the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients and thus reduce the required amount of flight testing. The "model" was equipped with the same in-
strumentation as the identical wing on the test aircraft, which is described in more detail in section 5.
The pressure distributions and wake measurements obtained in the S1 tunnel are compared with flight datd
in reference /3/. A direct comparison of total force coefficients is not possible because only the wing
was attached to the wall-balance. However local load measurements on the wing with manoeuvre flaps were
performed up to the structural limit of the wing.

Further tests with the 1:10 model in the 16T-AEDC-tunnel are part of a data exchange agreement.

The comparison of wind tunnel and flight total force coefficients will therefore be based mainly on the
results obtained with the 1:10 high speed model in the ONERA S2 and NLR HST wind tunnels at a Reynolds
number (based on aerodynamic mean chord) of Re = 2,5 . 106 (S2) and Re = 2,8 • 106 (HST) with a wind tunnel
blockage (cross section of model divided by cross section of test section) of 1,2 % in both cases. In the
HST-test transition was free, whereas in the S2-test free transition and a transition fixed at 10 % chord
on the upper and lower surface (with 0,1 mm Ballotini) were investigated. In both wind tunnels the model
was supported by a rear sting which was straight in the S2 (Fig. 10) and cranked in the HST. The inlets of
the model were open and allowed a given mass flow corresponding to a typical flight condition.

In addition to total forces pressure distributions in 5 wing sections and for buffet analysis, in particu-
lar, wing root bending moments, unsteady pressures (kulites) and accelerations were measured during the
S2 tests.
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5. FLIGHT TESTS

As already mentioned in section I flight te ting with the TST began in December 1980. Today the flight
program is essentially completed with approximately 110 flights flown by 5 pilots. The fligat testing was
a joint effort of Dornier and the German Flight Test Center E-61 at Manching. After the flight envelopes
were opened by Dornier the aircraft was transferred to E-61 where 70 % of the flights were performed. The
flights (Fig. 11) were concentrated on the five configurations shown in Fig. 4 - 6 and a single additional
flight for the configuration 'IV = 0 retracted, 7K = 50 (0 in Fig. 11).

Test Instrumentation

The right-hand wing of the experimental aircraft, which was already tested in the SI-tunnel, is equipped
with the following devices:

- static pressure tubes at 4 sections
(48 pressures in each section)

- 20 kulite dynamic pressure probes in 4 sections (Fig. 12)
(Due to restrictions of the FM-unit only 7 kulites could be operated in flight (Fig. 30). The
positions were selected on the basis of the Sl-tunnel-results).

- 22 strain gages for buffet and load analysis

(2 additional strain gages were installed at the horizontal stabilizer) (Fig. 13)

- 5 accelerometers for buffet and structural analysis (Fig. 13)

- a rotating ONERA-Pitot rake for wake measurements at the trailing edge (discussed in /3/)
(This rake was not permanently installed).

An additional accelerometer was mounted at the pilot seat in some of the flights.

The data described above and the complete flight conditions of the aircraft were registered on a magnetic
tape on board of the aircraft. In addition the data most important for controlling and monitoring the
flight were transferred to the ground by telemetry.

Drag Polars (based on /4/ - /7/)

The main interest of the flight testing was directed towards the performance of the new wing especially
in comparison to the standard Alpha-Jet. Wing performance evaluation from flight tests is a delicate
problem and needs large effort in test instrumentation, calibration, data acquisition and reduction.

The evaluation procedure used at Dornier is prescribed in Fig. 14. Due to the required high accuracy of
the results special preparations have been carried out to be sure of the quality of the flight test and
engine data. The basic data for the performance evaluation were generated by sets of stationary, quasi-
stationary and instationary manoeuvres, which lead directly to performance characteristics as maximum
stationary horizontal speeds and load factors, climb rates and specific range values directly computed
with the aid of the measured fuel consumption. The evaluation process was directed towards the lift and
drag polar curve as the most general result, which can easily be compared with other data.

To have the best approximation of all evaluated values the individual results have been used to define
the typical parameters of a mathematical description of the polar curves in the following form:

Lift Polar: CL a CLo * dCl 0 + b CL sep

I. normal state :( -separation corr.-[

Drag Polar: CD  C Dmin* K(C - LCD1i 2 J K2 6CLsep

(CL * lift coefficient, CD - drag coefficient,K= angle of attack)

Fig. 15 gives an example of the correlation of the flight test data with the mathematical approximation of
the lift curve for the configuration with retracted flaps and slats. Fig. 16 to 20 show the same compari-
son in the case of the drag polars for all flown flap configurations. These results are based on stationary
manoeuvres.

Another important aspect to the performance of the wing is the maximum attainable lift coefficient (Cimax)-
which is depending on the deceleration rate, altitude, cg-position and power setting. Furthermore it is
important to properly define the flight characteristics, which have to be used to find the exact instant,
when the maximum lift is reached. In our case this was defined as the moment, where the pilot firstly used
the rudder to keep the aircraft on course. The reference deceleration rate was averaged between this point
and the instant of 1.1 VStall'
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Fig. 21 shows the results of the CLmax-evaluation as a function of the deceleration rate, the influence of
which is higher for the flap configurations. The reference values to be used are those for 1 kts/sec
deceleration.

Parallel to Dornier the German Flight Test Center (BWB AFB LG IV) did their own evaluation using compar-
able /8/ and special methods as the MCA (mass consumption acceleration) method /9/. Also parallel to this
effort the DFVLR tried to investigate the polar data by evaluating the dynamic roller coaster manoeuvres
with the aid of a Maximum Likelihood Estimation Technique /10/. Fig. 22 shows a comparison of the investi-
gations done by Dornier, AFB LG IV and DFVLR for two typical Mach numbers. It can be seen, that the
results are nearly identical. Therefore it can be concluded that the flight test results have a high level
of accuracy.

Buffet Results (based on /11/ - /13/)

The buffet criteria used in evaluating the flight test results are summarized in Fig. 23. They will be
explained by discussing the following figures for the clean configuration (flaps and slats retracted).

At buffet onset the pilot feels the onset of flow disturbances which, however, do not impair the flight.
The pilot's "top" based on this definition is compared in Fig. 24 with the 0.2 g rms-value of the wing
tip accelerometer (acceleration normal to the wing surface) and in Fig. 25 with the beginning of the
oscillation of the rms-signal of the BRX-accelerometer (acceleration in x direction measured at aircraft
center of gravity). Both sets of data agree well with the pilot's tops.

The pilot's tops for "moderate buffet" are related to light roll oscillations of the aircraft which affect
tracking without constituting a tracking limit. An evaluation of the recorded data showed that the best
correlation could be reached by comparing the pilot's statements with + 100/sec roll oscillation (Fig. 26).

For "heavy buffet" relatively few flight data are available and a definite correlation of pilot's impres-
sion and a simple evaluation of the recorded flight data was not possible. The pilot's top for "heavy
buffet" means here that control inputs are required for stabilizing the aircraft and that tracking is
nearly impossible.

The mean values of the different buffet levels for the clean configuration are summarized in Fig. 27.

At the end of the flight test program some additional flights were carried out in the clean configuration
with an accelerometer installed at the pilot's seat. Between these tests and the first tests in the clean
configuration, on which the results described above are based, the pilots had logged approximately
80 hours on the TST in different configurations. The increased familarity of the pilots with the aircraft
resulted in significantly higher buffet lines. In Fig. 28 the results of the first flights - compared
with the results of three recent additional flights.

It shows, that the buffet onset curves are almost identical. They correlate well with the first kink in
the rms-signal at the pilot's seat.

The more recent curves for moderate and heavy buffet lie at higher Mach numbers considerably above the
initial curves. The heavy buffet curve is again solely based on pilot's tops whereas the moderate buffet
curve is based on pilot's tops and the VRX = * 100/sec roll criterion. The shift of the VRX-data indicates
that the influence of the pilot on the roll oscillation cannot be neglected and that it depends on the
familarity of the pilot with the aircraft.

The moderate buffet level as defined above can roughly be correlated to a 0.2 g rms-value of the accelero-
meter at the pilot's seat (BRSZ). With increasing lift coefficient the BRSZ-signal increased at some Mach
numbers but remained constant at others such that a reasonable correlation with the "heavy buffet" top of
the pilots is not possible.

In summarizing the results for the clean configuration it can be stated that

- the buffet onset curve is relatively well defined and reproducible

- the curves for higher buffet levels are less well defined and more dependent on the experience of the
pilot with the special aircraft and on his personal impression. Flights for the determination of higher
buffet levels should therefore be performed only after the pilots had a chance to gain sufficient ex-
perience with the configuration. Especially for "heavy buffet" a reasonable correlation of pilot's im-
pression and recorded flight data is difficult to achieve.

The observations are in general agreement with /14/.

Similar evaluations based on the same criteria were performed for the remaining four configurations. The
mean values of the buffet onset results plotted in Fig. 29 clearly show the influence of flaps and slats
on buffet onset.

Finally an attempt has been made to correlate the Kulite-signals with various buffet leves. For the Kulites
in the shaded region of Fig. 30 a rms-signal has been recorded which increased beyond the corresponding
basic level as an indication of disturbed flow. The boundaries of the disturbed region cannot be determined

accurately because only a limited number of Kulites could be operated in flight due to limitations of the
FM-unit. Fig. 30 has to be regarded as a preliminary result. An additional and more detailed evaluation of
the Kulite-signals with increased sensitivity of the corresponding FM-channels will be carried out by
ONERA.
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6. COMPARISON OF FLIGHT AND WIND TUNNEL RESULTS

Lift and Drag Coefficient
-------------------------

In this section some of the results described in the previous two chapters will be compared.

Figs. 31 - 34 show the drag polars of the trimmed aircraft for 4 different configurations. The flight data
correspond to the mean values taken from Figs. 16_- 20. The ground data were generated in the ONEPA-S2
wind tunnel at a Reynolds number of Re = 2.5 106 with free transition. They are not corrected for
Reynolds number- or wall interference effects. The latter is very small in the S2 for this configuration.
The agreement of CL (CD) between ground and flight data is good.

In Fig. 35 the minimum drag coefficient is given versus Mach number. A comparison of data with fixed and
free transition shows that the CDmin-values measured with fi,.ed transition are in better agreement with

flight data. In both cases the drag rise Mach number is well predicted by the wind tunnel.

For free transition the coefficients obtained from S2 and HST-tests were almost identical. The S2-data
plotted here are therefore also representative for the HST-results.

By comparing the ground and flight polar curves it has to be kept in mind that the plotting of both curves
requires some interpolations (e.g. for constant Mach number) and that both curves have a certain scatter
which is difficult to determine quantitatively.

The lift curve slopes measured in the windtunnels are lower than the flight data (Fig. 36).

In Fig. 37 the maximum lift coefficients for the clean ond for the landing configuration obtained in oif-
ferent wind tunnels at a Reynolds number of Re = I • 100 are compared with flight data at Re = 9 • 10°.
The three wind tunnels give essentially identical results. Due to Reynolds number effects the maximum
trimmed lift coefficients reached in flight are higher by approximately 8 % for the clean configuration
and approximately 20 % for the landing configuration.

Buffet

The extraction of buffet data from wind tunnel tests is a difficult task which is generally limited to the
determination of buffet onset as the following results will confirm.

In Fig. 38 the rms-values of the wing root bending moment CF are plotted as function of the angle of
attack oc for different Mach numbers. The data were obtained in the S2-wind tunnel with the 1:10 model in
clean configuration with free and fixed transition. On each curve the corresponding flight test results
from Fig. 27 for various buffet levels are indicated. A comparison of CF with the flight data shows, that
the first kink of the CF(O( )-curve agrees well with the flight test results for buffet onset, whereas a
definite correlation between the wing root bending moment of the wind tunnel model and higher buffet
levels observed in flight is not yet possible. The flight data show that the TST can penetrate well beyond
the point where the CF-siqnal reaches its maximum value before heavy buffet is reached. The discreplncy
can partially be explained by the different structural response of wind tunnel model and actual aircraft.

Similar results are obtained for the configuration 7V = 00 out, '7K = 50. According to Fig. 39 the first
kink of the CF-signal again agrees well with the flight results for buffet onset.

A relatively good correlation /15/ with flight data for buffet onset is also obtained (Fig. 40) for that
wind tunnel lift coefficient which corresponds to an angle of attack 0.50 beyond the break angle of attacK
O br, where 0br is defined as that angle of attack where CL ( 0( ) becomes non-linear.

Correlations for moderate buffet are more difficult. For the TST-configuration the flight test data for
moderate buffet showed reasonable agreement with the following wind tunnel results:

- (CL) moderate buffet = (CL)break + 0.1

- (CL) moderate buffet = CL, where the rms-value of the wing root bending moment reaches twice the
value it has at small angles of attack (basic value).

However, these correlations differ for different configurations, wind tunnels and models and a general
application is not justified.

7. COMPARISON TST - STANDARD WING

In this final chapter a short comparison of flight test results for the experimental TST-wing with manoeuvre
flaps and the standard wing of the Alpha-Jet is discussed.

Drag Polars and Buffet

The drag polars CL (CD) plotted in Fig. 41 show that corresponding to the design goals of the TST the drag
reduction of the TST increases with increasing lift coefficient and increasing Mach number.

From Fig. 42 the influence of the transonic wing and the manoeuvre flaps on buffet onset can be deduced.
According to flight test results the increase in buffet intensity with increasing lift coefficient is con-
siderably smaller for the transonic wing. The difference of the curves for TST and standard wing at higher
buffet levels (e.g. tracking limit) is therefore larger than the difference at buffet onset shown in Fig. 42.
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By assessing the results of Fig. 41 and 42 it has to be kept in mind that the TST-profile is 20 % thicker
than the profile of the standard wing. Additional improvements with respect to drag and buffet could be
realized by using a transonic profile with the same thickness as the standard profile. The thicker profile,
however, allows larger internal fuel tanks in the wing and a correspondingly increased range.

The maximum lift coefficients of both wings are compared in Fig. 43. For the clean configuration the
CL max-values are almost identical, whereas the configuration with fully extended flaps and slats has a
considerably higher maximum lift than the standard wing with fully extended flaps. The increase in CL max
is mainly due to the slat on the TST. Similar to the Alpha-Jet the stall behaviour for both configurations
is very good with early stall warning, symmetrical stall and full control in the stall region.

8. CONCLUSION

The comparison of wind tunnel and flight data described in the previous sections allows the following cr -

clusions for the TST:

o The drag polars CL (CD) agree surprisingly well

o A reasonable prediction of buffet onset can be derived from wind tunnel tests. However, a reliable
wind tunnel prediction of higher buffet levels is not yet possible.

A comparison of flight test results for TST and standard wing shows that the transonic wing with manoeuvre
flaps offers substantial improvements in performance and manoeuvrability.
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GROUND / FLIGHT CORRELATION ON THE ALPHA-JET

EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT WITH A TRANSONIC WING

A Comparison of the Wing Pressure Distribution
and Local Wake Survey from Analytical,

Wind Tunnel and Flight Results

by

H. Buers

Dornier GmbH, Germany

V. Schmitt, J. Lerat

ONERA, France

SUMMARY

Pressure Distributions at four sections of a transonic wing on a combat aircraft have been measured in

different wind tunnels and in flight. The results are compared with each other and with theoretical data.

In addition, wind tunnel and flight test wake results obtained from a rotating pitot-tube are presentea.

NOMENCLATURE

c chord length

CD  drag coefficient

CL lift coefficient

Cp pressure coefficient (p - p.)/q

C* critical pressure coefficient
p
P static pressure

P t total pressure

q dynamic pressure

z vertical distance from wing reference plane

angle of attack

Cangle of side slip

Re Reynoldsnumber based on aerodynamic chord

Ma Machnumber

Subscripts

s rotating pitot (s: sonde de silage)

w wake

Abreviations

S ONERA Wind Tunnel SI (Soufflerie I) at Modane

S2 ONERA Wind Tunnel 52 (Soufflerie 2) at Modane
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flight tests with the Dornier TST experimental aircraft are the final step of a program covering tne

design of a wing for a future subsonic combat aircraft with improved performance and behaviour in the

transonic flight region. The main task for the new wing was the development of a new transonic basic air-

foil and its modification for the tip and root sections of a real three-dimensional wing, combined witn the

design of a highly effective manoeuvre-flap system. Therefore great emphasis was placed on the pressure

distributions of the wing during all steps of the program. The 1:10 High Speed Model as well as tie right

hand wing of the experimental aircraft were equipped with pressure tubes to learn as much as possible about

Machnumber-, angle of attack- and Reynoldsnumber-effects on the airfoil qualities.

Reference /1/, /2/, give background information on the TST-program, the design description, ne different

program steps and the total aircraft performance from the flight tests.

This paper informs about pressure distributions in flight test, which reveal the influence of Machnumber

and angle of attack in the transonic flight envelope. An attempt is made to show Reynoldsnumber effect.

Additional wake investigations by means of an ONERA designed rotating Pitot tube are Presented. The pitot

delivers informations about the wake characteristics and, in particular, shows the existence of shock wa-

ves on the wing. From the wake the local drag rise boundary is determined.

Some flight test results are compared with measurements, obtained in the ONERA qind tunnel $1 ano SZ (Mo-

dane). The problems involved with such a comparison are discussed.

Finally, recent progress of numerical prediction methods for complex geometries is demonstrated by a com-

parison of calculated pressure distribution with flight test results.

2. MEASURiNG EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURE

2.1 Test Set-up for Pressure Distribution and Wake Survey in Flight

For comparison with wind tunnel results the TST experimental aircraft is equipped with static pressure tu-

bes at four wing sections. Fig. I shows the wing planform and gives the spanwise stations, where toe pres-

sure distributions were measured. Several flights were conducted with a rotating pitot /3/, attached close

to the trailing edge flap for wake survey as shown in Fig. 2. The location of the rotating pitot is also

indicated in Fig. 1. The pitot probe is installed in such a way that the local wakes of the sections z ano

3 can be investigated. During the revolution of the pitot the total and the static pressure are measureo

by means of two pressure transducers. A potentiometer qives the probe position.

Fig. 3 gives the chordwise location of the pressure tubes at the four sections. All pressures of each sec-

tion where ledviaa scanivalve to the pressure transduce;. The static and dynamic reference pressure val-

ues were taken from probes at the forward fuselage. It requires 5 seconds to record a complete pressure

distribution on the data tape.

2.2 Pressure Distribution in Flight Test Procedure

Of course it is more difficult to measure pressure distributions in flight than in the wind tunnel, because

it is difficult to keep the flight conditions steady for a sufficiently long time. The TST-tests were com-

plicated by the fact, that the actual configuration is a rather light aircraft without fuel storage in the

wing and without external stores; therefore, to achieve higher lift coefficients, it was necessary to fly

turns with higher load factors. Another point which affected the accuracy of the pressure distributions is

the aircraft pitch control system, which was not optimized for the new configuration. The TST control sys-

tem is rather sensitive at higher transonic Machnumbers.

In spite of these difficulties the achieved quality of the pressure distributions is rather good /4/, as

demnstrated in Fig. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the Machnumber and the angle of attack during

the 5 seconds of one scani-run. One test point was at Mach .71 with a loadfactor of n 1.0 and the other
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test took place at Mach .83 and was a turn with n = 3.2.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the effect of Machnumber and angle of attack variations on the pressure distributions.

The average variations?, .a of angle of attack and Ma of Machnumber of the analysed pressure distributions

do not exceed:

Ma O005

a 0.15o flight

These values have to be compared with those from the wind tunnel tests. In 1980 for example in the SI witn

the 1:1 half-model using the real TST-wing, the average Mach variation was of the same order as in tne

flight test. The angle of attack variation, however, was evaluated as less than .05 degrees. On the other

hand, for the much more classical tests in the S2 with the 1:10 complete model in 1977, better average

values were achieved:

Ma = 0.0005
a = 0.02 0 S2

During the wind tunnel tests one scani-run took about 15 seconds.

Of course there were further parameters observed to judge the est qualities.

2.3 Wake Survey - Data Processing

The rotating pitot is operated for two or three revolutions during very well stabilized performance tests

(load factor = 1.0). The angular speed of the pitot is 10°/sec.

This kind of test must be performed under very steady conditions: the wake survey takes between twu and

ten seconds where acceptable variations must remain below:

Ma = + 0.001; + 0,10

The reliability of these measurements in flight is shown in Fig. 6, where two wakes obtained at tile same

Machnumber are compared.

A total of about fifty wake surveys were performed and processed in the course of these test flights.

3. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

3.1 Pressure Distributions at the Design Point

One of the design requirements of the TST was a buffet free lift coefficient of CL = 0.4 at 'IC-n U.3. In

Fig. / the pressure distribution is plotted for this flight condition. Typical of thc new trdnsonic alr-

foil generation is the nearly constant pressure coefficient in the supersonic flow region on tne upper

wing surface. The pre-shock Machnumber at the four sections is about Ma = 1.2. the pressure rise is anle-

ved by a compression shock at a chordwise location of 60 inboard to 40 outboard. This test point i.,

about 10 in angle of attack below the buffet onset boundary.

3.2 Off-Design Behaviour

The off-design qualities of the TST wing are demonstrated by the effects of Machnumber and angle of attai.k.

on the wing pressure distribution. Since these effects are nearly the same in ali four s tlons., Only tne

results for section 3 are discussed.

Fig. 8 points out the effect of Machnumbe- on the pressure distribution. With ilcreasing Macnilumoer tnl,

supersonic flow region moves towards the trailing edge. The flat camber of th1 upper surface of tnu for-

ward part of the wing prevents high pre-shock Machnumbers and severe dragrise.

The effect of angle of attack on the pressure distribution at des n Machnumber .ii is demonstrated invig.

8 from , = o.80 up to 3.90, that is from a lift coefficicet of CL = 0.1 up to a lift coeffi,ient jst Le-

fore buffet onset.
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The rear part of the wing is hardly affected by increasing angle of attack. The supersonic region on the

lower side of the wing, which is terminated by a shock wave, disappears with increasing alpha. On the up-

per surface there is at first an extension of the supersonic flow towards the trailing edge up to about 2

of angle of attack and for higher incidence the Cpmin-values grow by a nearly constant A Cp in the super-

critical flow field.

3.3 Reynoldsnumber Effects in Flight Tests

In the case of transonic airfoils attention must be paid to the effect of Reynoldsnumber. Although the

major effect was expected following the change from S2 wind tunnel to SI and flight conditions, where Re

changes from 2.5 x 106 to about 25 x 106, interesting differences were also discovered in Reynoldsnumber

variation during the flight tests.

Of course it is not easy to separate the pure Reynolds effect in flight, because it is very difficult to

achieve the same conditions at two test points. There often is an overlay of Machnumber,angle of attack

and load factor influences.

Fig. 10 compares the pressure distribution at Mach 0.83 for Re = 23 x 10
6 

and Re = 10.9 x 106. The subcri-

tical flow on the lower surface is scarcely affected. Remarkable differences are detected on the upper

surface of the inner part of the wing, represented by sections 1 and 2. In the supersonic flow field lower

pressure coefficients are achieved at the higher Reynoldsnumber. From other tests it could be derived, that

these differences are higher than those expected from the variation of the Machnumber and angle of attack

during the scani-run. The outer part of the wing shows variation in C due to Reynoldsnumber, which is

within the test accuracy. Though the difference in loadfactor between the two test points runs up to 2.5

g's, there seems to be only a little change in wing torsion, because this would lead to differences in the

effective angle of attack and thus vary also the pressure on the lower surface.

3.4 Wake Measurements

Measurement of the wake total pressure is made at a loadfactor of n = 1.0 and the tests were performed at

the same Reynolds- and Machnumbers as in the Si wind tunnel tests.

Lift coefficients achieved in flight were very low for stable horizontal flight of the altitude correspond-

ing to SI tests. Therefore it was not possible to check the wake at the design point.

Fig. 11 shows the shape of the pressure distribution at section 2 and 3 at the design Machnumber, but the

CL for n = 1.0 is only 0.1. Shock waves on both upper and lower side can be seen, whereby the pressure loss

at section 2 is bigger than at section 3. The differences in depth between the two wakes are explained by

different distances between pitot and trailing edge at section 2 and 3.

Fig. 12 shows evaluation of the wakes for Machnumbers = .725, 0.835 and 0.851 at section 3. The wake

thickening with increasing Machnumber indicates the growth of the shock waves, especially on the lower sur-

face at these low anglesof attack.

The drag evaluation, derived from the wake, against Machnumber is shown in Fig. 13 for both sections, fol-

lowing the envelope:

0.53 < M < 0.851

10.1 < Re . 106 < 24

0,10 < CL < 0.16

According to this result, the section 3 profile hs slightly higher drag than section 2. Nevertheless the

drag divergence Machnumber is approximately the same at both sections at Mach .835.
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4. COMPARISON OF FLIGHT- AND WIND-TUNNEL-RESULTS

4.1 Pressure Distribution

The comparison of the flight pressure distributions with ground test results at first requires some details

about the different test conditions in flight and in the wind tunnel. The basic test series, as indicated

in /I/ took place in the S2 tunnel, where the 1:10 complete model was mainly tested at a Reynoldsnumber of

2.5 x 106 with free transition. The clean model was fabricated with a perfect wing surface; there were no

gaps or steps from the flap system. Flow visualization indicated very large parts with laminar boundary

layer on the wing. Some tests were conducted with fixed transition at 10 % chord. In all these S2 tests

wall corrections /5/ were found to be negligible.

A very important test serie was carried out in the S1 tunnel, where the original right hand wing was

checked as a half-model at flight Reynoldsnumbers. Of course the surface of the original wing is not as

smooth as the 1:10 wing. For example there are irregulations from rivets and metal joints, and gaps and

steps from the flap system even in retracted position.

In order to reduce blockage effects to acceptable limits the fuselage dummy had to be slightly truncated

in spanwise direction; nevertheless the blockage rate of 2,7 ;, was nearly twice that of the usual values.

The calculated global wall corrections are rather small, for example at the design point:

AMac = Ma corrected - MaTest = - 0.005

Aa c 
= 

acorrected - aTest 
= 
- 0.250

A recent attempt to determine local wall corrections is under progress.

An overview of Reynoldsnumbers achieved in the flight envelope and in the wind tunnel tests is given in

Fig. 14.

The comparison of pressure distribution between flight and wind tunnel tests has to be made at the same

Machnumber and angle of attack. Due to flight test procedure it is nearly impossible to realize that con-

dition; more or less important differences have to be admitted and taken into account in the analysis of

results.

Another point that one must consider comes from the plot presentation of the test. The distance between

two pressure tibes at the wing sections is in the range of about 5 v of chord length and the measured

pressure-coefficients are combined linearly. Thus smaller local effects might be overvalued.

The following figures compare flight and wind tunnel results at Mach .71 and .83.

The first result plotted in Fig. 15 a - d concerns the subcritical case at Ma .71 and angle of attack of

3 0. The flight pressure distribution was measured at a loadfactor of n = 2.8. In general the agreement

between wind tunnel and flight is quite good. Main differences occur at all sections at the supercritical

suction peak on the upper surface near the leading edge, where the flight exhibits higher negative . -

values. In spite of the big differences in Reynoldsnumber between S2 and flight, there is better agree-

ment between S2 and flight than between S1 and flight.

The differences between free and fixed transition are small and nearly limited to the location of the

ballotini-strip.

At the design point, which was checked in flight with a loadfactor of n = 1.5, the results from 52 and

flight agree reasonably well, as demonstrated inFig. 16 a - d. The differences are mainly located in the

supersonic flow field on the upper surface. More important differences appear between flight test and S1.

The local Machnumbers on the upper side in the whole supersonic region are smaller in the SI. The diffe-

rences diminish from wing root to wing tip and it is supposed that they originate from the fuselage repre-

sentation in the S1 together with floor boundary layer effects.

At this Machnumber the transition free tests from S2 provide better agreement with the flight test, though

the interaction between shock wave and laminar boundary layer on the upper surface induces a laminar sepa-

ration bubble, which leads to a light compression upstream of the shock. The principal effect of the fixed
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transition test is the change in shock position, which moves upstream with the fixing of the transition.

In comparison with S2 tests, the original wing test at the higher Reynoldsnumber achieved neither in Si

nor in flight significant change of rear loading. This indicates that viscous effects are not very signi-

ficant on the TST wing.

4.2 Wake Shapes and Drag

Wake measurement comparison is confined to S1 wind tunnel and flight test with the full scale wing and

the rotating pitot, because no wake investigations took place in the S2 wind tunnel.

Mach- and Reynoldsnumber are the same; the only difference lies in the angle of attack.

Fig. 17 shows a comparison of section 3 wake at Mach .59 and .77. The wind tunnel wakes are slightly

thicker than those in flight.

Fig. 18 shows the evaluation of wake drag versus Machnumber at the same section 3 at constant angle of

attack. According to the initial analysis, it seems that the drag is somewhat smallerin flight than in the

wind tunnel up to the divergence point. There may be larger differences in angle of attack for this compa-

rison, but this cannot be the reason for these differences which are still unexplained. On the other hand

one notices, that the dragrise Machnumber is nearly identical in both cases.

5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND FLIGHT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

In Fig. 19 a - b the flight test results are compared with calculated pressure distributions for two wing

sections /6/, /7/, The results of two calculation methods are presented. The first method is based on the

Transonic Small Disturbance (TSP) theory and was performed during the design phase. The other theoretical

pressure distributions result from more recent calculations, solving the full potential equation for tran-

sonic flow in finite volume formulation, using a contour conformal mesh generation for arbitrary wing-body

configurations. Details can be found in Ref. /8/ and /9/. Both calculations have been made without correc-

tions for lift or Machnumber and without viscous effects.

The more favorable results of the recent calculations are obvious. The main improvement was found to be

based on the better representation of body and wing fuselage intersection. There is reasonably good agree-

ment with the flight results with regard to the complicated shape of the TST.

6. CONCLUSION

The comparison of ground and flight test results in the TST program showed reasonably good agreement of

the pressure distributions at subsonic and transonic Machnumbers up to buffet onset boundaries. An effect

of Reynoldsnumber between wind tunnel tests at Re = 2.5 x 106 and flight tests could not be clearly identi-

fied. For this aircraft the dimension of Reynoldsnumber effect seems to be of the same order as some

other effects, as there are:

e accuracy of the test results

* geometrical differences and different

elastic deformation between model and

real wing

s wind tunnel corrections

.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. n n .. .. . . r , . .. ... ... , . .. . . . ... . ... .. . .
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TST RIGHT HAND WING TEST EQUIPMENT
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LOCATION OF SECTION PRESSURE TUBES

Figure 3

ACCURACY IN FLIGHT CONDITIONS DURING SCANI-RUN

Figure 4
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RELIABILITY OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT DESIGN MACHNUMBER
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK
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WAKE AT DESIGN MACHNUMBER
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WAKE DRAG, LIFT AND REYNOLDSNUMBER
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION - COMPARISON WINOTUNNEL-
AND FLIGHT TESTS
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION - COMPARISON WINDTUNNEL-
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION - COMPARISON WINDTUNNEL-
AND FLIGHT TEST
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WAKES-COMPARISON FLIGHT-WIND TUNNEL
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FLIGHT AND WIND-TUNNEL CORRELATION OF
BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION ON THE AEDC TRANSITION CONE

David F. Fisher
NASA Ames Research Center

Dryden Flight Research Facility
Edwards, California 93523

U.S.A.

N. Sam Dougherty, Jr.*
Rockwell International

Huntsville, Alabama 35801
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Transition and fluctuating surface-pressure data were acquired on a 100 included angle cone, using the same
instrumentation and technique over a wide range of Mach and Reynolds numbers in 23 wind tunnels and in flight.
Transition was detected with a traversing pitot-pressure probe in contact with the surface. The surface-pressure
fluctuations were measured with microphones set flush in the cone surface. Good correlation of end-of-transition
Reynolds number ReT was obtained between data from the lower-disturbance wind tunnels and flight up to a

boundary-layer edge Mach number, Me = 1.2. Above M = 1.2, however, this correlation deteriorates, with the

flight ReT being 25 to 30% higher than the wind tunnel ReT at Ale = 1.6. The end-of-transition Reynolds number

correlated within t20% with the surface-pressure fluctuations, according to the equation

6[( t 2) 101-0.25
Re T = 3.7X 10 100

Broad peaks in the power spectral density distributions indicated that Tollmien-Schlichting waves were the
probable cause of transition in flight and in some of the wind tunnels.

NOMENCLATURE

F nondimensional peak center frequency, T temperature, K (OR)
(2rfVe)U /U2

e e U velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)

f frequency, Hz U/v unit Reynolds number, per m (per ft)

Gx (f) power spectral density function X T  end-of-transition location, cm (in)

II 1962 standard atmosphere pressure X t  onset-of-transition location. cm (in)
altitude, m (ft)

L length of cone with extension. 113.0 cm x distance along a cone ray from the cone
(44.5 in) apex, em (in)

Al Mach number a cone angle of attack with respect to air-
stream, deg

p pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft2 ) 2 cone sideslip angle with respect to air-
stream, deg

p, fluctuating pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft2 )  2 2
v kinematic viscosity, in/sec (ft2/sec)

ps average static root-mean-square fluctuating y cone azimuthal angle relative to cone top

pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft2 ) center ray (Fig. 1(b)). deg

q dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft
2 ) Subscripts:

aw adiabatic wall
Re T  end-of-transition Reynolds number

e boundary-layer edge

ReT' end-of-transition Reynolds number not
corrected to adiabatic temperature max maximum

Re t  onset-of-transition Reynolds number p traversing pitot

t total
Rex  Reynolds number based on length from cone

apex w at wall

*Formerly with ARO, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee 37388, U.S.A.
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a in pitch plane 2 at aft microphone on cone surface
(x = 66.0 cm (26 in))

in sideslip plane
== free stream

1 at forward microphone on cone surface
(x = 45.7 cm (18 in))

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The importance of Reynolds number in scaling aerodynamic-model test results from wind tunnels to full-scale
flight vehicles is well known, and the data from the small models have to be suitably adjusted for Reynolds number
effects. Because these adjustments are usually based on simple extrapolations or ratios of Reynolds number, they
introduce some errors. The viscous effects on the boundary-layer growth on a body are cumulative and can create
boundary-layer/shock interactions or separations at transonic and supersonic speeds that differ significantly with
the scale-up from model to full-scale vehicles. The location at which the boundary layer changes from laminar to
turbulent flow influences boundary-layer growth and has a significant effect on these interactions and separations.
Hence, the transition Reynolds number based on the point of transition and on the unit Reynolds number is a key
parameter in the overall similitude of flow.

As pointed out by Potter and Whitfield (Ref. 1), one cannot expect a constant value of transition Reynolds
number relative to a characteristic length Reynolds number when scaling transition-sensitive data. As noted by
Morkovin (Ref. 2), there are no clear-cut rules to ensure that the transition locations predicted for general body
shapes will be accurate. A common practice in wind-tunnel testing is to force transition with artificial trip devices,
particularly when there is a large mismatch in model and full-scale Reynolds numbers. The fixing of transition
provides a gross approximation of the flow, even though the discrete characteristics of the boundary layer on the
model may not be the same as on the full-scale vehicle. The usual correction is to subtract out the skin friction of
the model, using a flat-plate friction law for the wind-tunnel Reynolds number, then adding back the skin friction
for the full-scale vehicle at flight Reynolds numbers.

Treon et al. (Ref. 3) have shown, however, significant differences in data for the identical model, Mach
numbers, and Reynolds numbers in three different wind tunnels because of flow quality. In addition, Mabey
(Ref. 4) has also shown that flow unsteadiness can affect both static and dynamic test results. Three pertinent
factors are involved in wind-tunnel flow quality: uniformity of free-stream velocity, uniformity of streamlines or
flow angle. and free-stream disturbance level.

During the past decade, a comprehensive series of tests in the United States and western Europe have been
performed to investigate the effects of free-stream disturbances on boundary-layer transition and Reynolds
number scaling. In a cooperative effort by the U .S. Air Force, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
U.S. Navy, the Calspan Corp., and the governments of the United Kingdom, France. and the Netherlands. the flow
disturbance levels of 23 wind tunnels (Table 1) and in flight have been documented. A sharp. slender, smooth
cone, known as the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) 100 Transition Cone. was used. Throughout
the program, care was exercised to maintain the model in the same unblemished condition. The results obtained
testify to the diligence exercised by the many test personnel who participated in this investigation. The flight-
test program was performed by the Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, California. The results of the
test program were enhanced because the experiments could be repeated-sometimes as long as 8 years later-in
wind tunnels (at AEDC and Ames Research Center) whose configurations were unchanged. Likewise, selected
flight-test points were repeated weeks apart.

The tests reported here were conducted under the scrutiny and beneficial guidance of the U .S. Transition
Study Group, Prof. Eli Reshotko, Chairman. To a great extent, the credibility of the results is attributable to the
critiques, advice, and guidance sought and received on a continuous basis from this group since 1974.

The wind-tunnel data from this investigation were published by the individuals and organizations involved
in Refs. 5 to 10 and are summarized in Ref. 11. The flight data were reported in Ref. 12. The correlations
between wind-tunnel data and flight data were reported in Refs. 13 and 14. Many of these data were used in an
independent review reported in Ref. 15.

2.0 APPROACH

Transition and pressure fluctuation data were acquired using a simple conical body and instrumentation over a
wide range of Reynolds and Mach numbers at zero incidence and adiabatic wall conditions in a number of wind
tunnels and in flight. The body shape chosen was the AEDC Transition Cone, a sharp, slender cone with a semi-
apex angle of 5 0 . 

With the exception of the flow over a flat plate, the flow over a slender cone at zero incidence
is the simplest known. At subsonic speeds, the flow experiences only a small axial favorable pressure gradient
and virtually a zero pressure gradient at supersonic speeds after shock attachment. In addition, the cone does not
have the end effects of a flat plate that result from the finite span of the plate, it is relatively easier to manufacture.
and, because it does not generate much lift at low incidence, it is better suited to flight test.

The same instrumentation and techniques were used to detct the onset and the end of transition and to docu-
ment the pressure fluctuations in the wind tunnels and in flight. A traversing pitot-pressure probe in contact with
the surface was used to detect the onset and end of transition. The pressure fluctuations at the cone surface were
measured with microphones set flush in the cone. The microphone-measured results approximate those of free-
stream conditions only when the boundary layer is laiminar.
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3.0 TEST APPARATUS

The AEDC 100 Transition Cone (Fig. 1) was used for all transition and surface-pressure fluctuation measure-
ments. The cone had a semivertex angle of 50 and an apex bluntness less than 0.10 mm (0.004 in) in equivalent
diameter. The cone was made of stainless steel, highly polished, with a surface finish of 0.25 Vm (10 Win) or
better. It was 91.4 em (36.00 in) long, with a cone extension that extended the length to 113.0 cm (44.50 in).

Transition was detected along the 00 ray (Fig. 1), using a traversing pitot-pressure probe (Fig. 2) in contact
with the surface. A 0.238-cm- (0.094-in-) diameter semiconductor strain-gage transducer was close-coupled
and mounted inside the probe.

The surface-pressure fluctuations were measured, using two flush-mounted microphones at distances of
45.7 cm (18.0 in) and 66.0 cm (26.0 in) aft of the cone apex and at azimuthal angles of (p = 2250 and 1800. respect-
ively (Figs. l and 3). Condenser microphones, 0.635 cm (0.25 in) in diameter, were used for most of the wind-
tunnel tests and for the low-speed portion of the flight test. For the high-speed portion of the flight tests.
0.238-cm- (0.094-in-) diameter semiconductor strain-gage-type microphones were used because of the higher
recovery temperatures that were reached. Overlapping data from the two types of microphones confirmed that
there was no appreciable difference in response over a bandwidth from 200 Hz to 20 kHz for the flight tests. Some
corrections to the condenser microphone data at frequencies above 40 kHz were required in the wind tunnel at
low ambient pressure. For the flight test only, a semiconductor strain-gage-type microphone, mounted on the
knee of the traversing mechanism, measured the pressure fluctuations in the free stream, as shown in Fig. 4.

The cone temperature was determined from an iron-constantan thermocouple epoxied in a small hole on the
lower centerline ray at xIL = 0.80. When transition was measured on the cone, the thermocouple would be in a
turbulent boundary layer and a turbulent recovery factor would be applicable.

For the flight tests and for some wind-tunnel tests, a hemispherical head-sensing probe (Fig. 1) was
mounted below and behind the cone apex to measure airspeed, free-stream static pressure, and flow incidence.
A ring of orifices, 4.7 probe diameters aft of the probe tip, were used to determine free-stream static pressure.
The free-stream static pressure was combined with the impact pressure from the orifice at the stagnation point to
calculate Mach number. Two pairs of orifices in the pitch and yaw planes, 400 from the stagnation point, were
used to determine angle of attack and angle of sideslip, respectively.

4.0 PROCEDURE

4.1 Flight Test

For the flight tests, the cone was mounted on the noseboom of an F-15 aircraft (Fig. 5). In order to obtain
results that could be correlated, the flight and wind-tunnel data had to be obtained at flow conditions as nearly
identical as possible. This required that the pilot fly the airplane at a constant airspeed and altitude, keeping the
cone at zero incidence and at adiabatic conditions. An in-flight calibration of the hemispherical head-sensing
probe for airspeed and altitude was made, using the pacer method (Ref. 16) at subsonic speeds and radar tracking
(Refs. 17 and 18) at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The probe was calibrated for angle of attack and angle of
sideslip in several wind tunnels. Both the airspeed and incidence calibrations are given in Ref. 12. The
inclination of the cone sting with respect to the aircraft centerline was preset before flight to compensate for the
expected aircraft trim angle of attack. Aim test-point conditions (Mach number, altitude, and trim angle of attack)
were specified, and the pilot adjusted the airspeed to center the cone angle-of-attack indicator to zero.

The cone angle of sideslip was zeroed, using the rudders. Upper atmospheric temperature data from early
morning radiosonde balloons were used to calculate the aim cone adiabatic wall conditions. For Mach numbers of
1.2 and above, the cone had to be preconditioned on the ground with a hot-air heater (Fig. 6). The cone was
heated for about 1 hr, to a temperature of 1050 C to 1150 C (2200 F to 2400 F). The heater was removed just before
takeoff, and the aircraft climb schedule was adjusted so that the cone would be at the predetermined adiabatic-
wall temperature when the aircraft reached the aim test conditions. Data from the aircraft and cone were monitored
continuously in real time on strip charts and video displays, and the information was relayed to the pilot. For the
lower Mach numbers, it was sometimes necessary to cool the cone. This was done by flying the aircraft at a higher
altitude and lower temperature than the test point until the desired cone adiabatic-wall temperature was reached.

A history of the free-stream conditions during a typical pitot-probe traverse is shown in Fig. 7. As can be
seen, the conditions were quite stable, with angle of attack and angle of sideslip within ±0.20. A pitot-probe
traverse during the same test conditions is shown in Fig. 8. The onset of transition X t was defined, as it was for

the wind-tunnel data, as the location at which the minimum pitot pressure occurred. Likewise, the end of transi-
tion XT was defined as the location at which the maximum pitot pressure occurred. Both these locations are shown

in Fig. 8.

The flight-test matrix is shown in Fig. 9. The flight data are grouped by the different aircraft trim angles that
were flown and correspond to nominal dynamic pressures. Test points at the same trim angle correspond approxi-
mately to the curves of constant unit Reynolds number, U/v. Also shown in Fig. 9 is the equivalent combined
envelope for the wind-tunnel data of this study. As can be seen, the flight data encompass most of the wind-tunnel
test data, up to a Mach number of 2.0.

4.2 Wind Tunnel Tests

Every procedural consideration described for the flight test was present in the wind-tunnel tests, except that
the problems associated with obtaining test conditions were much simpler. The cone had to be at zero incidence
and adiabatic-wall temperature. No thermal preconditioning was necessary, for the temperature excursions
were not nearly so severe, and there was ample time to wait for the cone to reach thermal equilibrium with the
flow. Some wait between data points was necessary for Tw/Taw to approach 1.0. following a large Mach number
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change. Usually, the sequence of test points could be planned to progress through small incremental changes in
Mach number. Most wind tunnels could hold total temperature constant within t30 C (±5* F) on a given test point.
The best sequencing of points was to change U_/v_ at constant hi_ in a variable -density tunnel by changing p1

ait constant T I. In atmospheric tunnels, one can only change Af_.

A bigger problem in the wind tunnels was defining the incidence angle. In somec cases, negligible flow angu
larity was assumed and the cone was simply aligned carefully to the test section centerline. In other cases, flow
angularity was known or suspected and a set of aerodynamic centering calibrations was performed at each Mach
number, using the transition variation with incidence angle when the pitot probe trace was 90 relative to the
windward stagnation ray. 'rhis was accomplished using the model pitch. yaw, and roll capabilities of a given
wind tunnel to define vertical and horizontal components of the stream angle. The largest stream angle found
was 1.50.

In general, data were acquired for a matrix of Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers covering the full oper-
ating envelope of at given wind tunnel. The normal test-section ventilation procedures were followed for each
transonic tunnel near Al- 1.0. The minimum transonic wind-tunnel test section size was 4 by 4 ft. so wall

interference attributable to transonic blockage phenomena was not considered to be a significant problem. Long
sting-support systems were used in transonic tunnels to minimize support-system blockage and radiated aero-
dynamic noise influence. The sting-supported cone vibrations were generally at frequencies less than about
10 Hz and of amplitudes small enough that no coherent oscillations could be found in the pitot pressure that could
be identified as vibratory -motion related.

Measurements of relative humidity in wind tunnels are not usually reliable. The criterion generally used for
acquiring data in these experiments was not to proceed if there was visible fogging. However, in some cases
when dew points were above about -230 C (- 100 F) at A1_ > 1. 8. indicated by available instrumentation, pre-

cautions were taken to verify that the indicated A1_ and U_/v_ were within the wind-tunnel calibration.

5.0 RESULTS

5. 1 Laminar Instability

Indications of laminar instabilities in the boundary layer were found in the microphone power spectral density
distributions during the flight test. For purposes of illustration, the spectra obtained at two test points from all
three microphone signals (free-stream impact, forward-cone, and aft-cone) are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10(a),
the forward-cone microphone was under transitional flow and the aft-cone microphone was under fully developed
turbulent flow. In fig. 10(b), 'he forward-cone microphone was under laminar flow and the aft-cone microphone
was under transitional flow. In all cases when the bbundary layer was laminar or transitional, there was a broad
peak in the pressure -fluctuation spectra, similar to those shown in Fig. 10. The nondimensional frequency at
which the peak occurs is denoted by F in Fig. 10; the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the forward- and aft-cone micro-
phones, respectively.

Power spectral densities recorded from several flights at the same nominal Mach numbers but at different
Reynolds numbers are shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). The dominant feature in these cone boundary-layer spectra
is the peak, which decreases in frequency and increases in power as Re Xincreases at a given Af e' Finally, at the
location near the end of transition, X T' the peak disappears into the smooth, broadband spectrum characteristic

of a turbulent boundary layer.

The spectral peaks appeared to exhibit a prescribed behavior in terms of the variation of absolute frequency
f with M e, as shown in Fig. 12 for a dynamic pressure of 14.4 kN/m 2 (300 lb/ft 2). The peak center -frequencies

increase as M eincreases. A ratio of the frequencies f1'l'2, when peaks occurred in the spectra from both micro-

phones at a givennfight condition, was approximately the inverse of the ratio of the distance from the cone apex,
(X /L) (i /),and therefore the inverse of the microphone Reynolds number, Re~ / Re~ . Hence, the peak

frequencies are functions of both Re Xand Me2

The nondimensional peak center -frequencies are shown in Fig. 13, plotted as a function of (Re X) 0 *5 0 ; they
show a clear dependence on Reynolds number and Mach number. The data agree well with recent calculations by
Mack, since his publication of Ref. 19 adjusted by the usual cone-planar similarity rule (where the Reynolds
number on a cone is 3 times that on a flat plate). The calculations by Mack are for the first-mode laminar insta-
bility, that is, Tollmien-Schlichting waves, and the calculations agree with the characteristics of the spectra; thus.
Tollmien-Schlichting waves are probably the cause of transition.

A reexamination of the wind-tunnel power spectral distributions after the flight test revealed indications of
Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities in two Langley wind tunnels, the 4- by 4-ft supersonic pressure tunnel and the

Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel, where the pressure fluctuation levels, q4, / 0 were th2oetmaue.Mcohn

spectra for the 4- by 4-ft supersonic pressure tunnel at Langley Research Center for a Mach number of 1.61 are
shown in Fig. 14. These data are either for a laminar or transitional boundary layer. Broad peaks in the spectra,

similar to those observed in nlight, are evident for the forward microphone at Re =4.41 X 10 6and at
Re_2 .6X1 for the aft microphone.
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5.2 Flight Transition Reynolds Number

In preparation for the flight tests, the effect of incidence on transition location was determined in various
NASA wind tunnels (Fig. 15). Note that at small negative angles of attack, with the surface pitot probe on the
windward ray, the effect is small for Mach numbers between 0.6 and 2.2. The effect of sideslip can be signifi -
cant at angles greater than 0.250.

During the flight tests, it was possible to control the temperature of the transition cone within ±6% of the
adiabatic-wall temperature, T aw, for about 90% of the test points, using the techniques described in Sec. 4.1

(Flight Test). Even this small deviation in temperature had a large influence on transition location, however, as
shown in Fig. 16. The data have been grouped by Mach number and nondimensionalized by the transition
Reynolds number corrected to adiabatic-wall temperature determined from fairings of the flight data for each
nominal Mach number. The sensitivity of transition Reynolds number to heat transfer appears to have been
essentially independent of Mach number and proportional to the temperature ratio T /Taw. The trend of the

data in Fig. 16 shows a strong heat-transfer influence on transition, delayed transition occurring when the
boundary layer was cooled (Tw /Taw < 1.0), earlier transition occurring when the boundary layer was heated

(TwITaw > 1.0). Also shown in Fig. 16 are data obtained during a rapid excursion of total temperature at

M = 1.2 in the 4-ft transonic (4T) wind tunnel at AEDC. These wind tunnel results show the same trend as the

flight data. According to the theoretical flat-plate e
9 

method from Ref. 20. the onset of transition at a Mach
number of 0.85 also follows the trend of the flight data. A curve was fitted through the flight data and used for
correcting nonadiabatic data to adiabatic conditions.

The end-of-transition Reynolds numbers measured in flight, corrected to adiabatic-wall temperatures, are
shown as functions of local Mach number in Fig. 17. This figure includes 82 test points (39 of which were
acquired at supersonic speeds) gathered from 27 flights over 2 1/2 months. The data form a nearly linear band
for both the end-of-transition and the onset-of-transition Reynolds numbers. Both were strong functions of Mach

number. End-of-transition Reynolds numbers ranged from about 3.5 X 106 at a Mach number of 0.5 to above

9.0 X I06 at Mach numbers above 1.6. Actual measurements of X t . XT. and the corresponding flight conditions

are tabulated in Ref. 12, together with the corrected values of end-of-transition Reynolds number ReT. and

onset-of-transition Reynolds number Re t . Figure 18 shows that the ratio of onset-of-transition Reynolds number

to end-of-transition Reynolds number is independent of Mach number and dynamic pressure and has a mean value
of 0.86. Most of the data are within ±5% of this mean value.

Transition Reynolds number was plotted as a function of unit Reynolds number in Fig. 19 for nominal Mach
numbers to determine whether the present data had the unit Reynolds number effect shown for higher Mach
numbers in Refs. 11, 21, and 22. Even at Mach numbers at which there were substantial data over a wide range
of unit Reynolds numbers at adiabatic conditions, the data are inconclusive.

5.3 Flight Disturbance Environment

Naturally growing Tollmien-Schlichting waves can be detected only in a low-disturbance, free-stream environ-
ment. As shown by the overall pressure fluctuations from the free-stream impact microphone (Fig. 20), the level
of pressure fluctuations in the flight environment was very low. The pressure fluctuations in flight varied from
about 0.16% at the lower Mach numbers to 0.017% near Mach 2, when normalized by t, free-stream dynamic
pressure q_. The different flags on the symbols, which denote flights made on different days, indicate the day-

to-day variations in the atmosphere. The pressure fluctuations do not seem to be dominated by engine noise,
although some discrete tones appeared randomly in the spectra, some of which may have come from the engine
inlets, fans, or compressors.

The cone surface static-pressure fluctuations in the boundary layer were sensed by the surface microphones
set flush in the cone. When the cone boundary layer was turbulent, the cone-surface microphones recorded
pressure fluctuations in the near-field turbulent boundary layer. When the boundary layer was transitional, the
amplification of the low end of the frequency spectrum during transition produced large overall values of indicated
pressure fluctuation. Only under laminar conditions could the cone-surface microphones measure pressure
fluctuations imposed from the free stream, and those measurements were altered by the laminar boundary-layer
receptivity. As the spectral data in Figs. 10 and 11 show, the laminar boundary layer selectively amplifies
certain frequencies in the spectrum, increasing some of the values sensed by the microphone.

The cone-surface static-pressure fluctuations in the laminar boundary layer 2 are shown normalized by

q_ in Fig. 21 as a function of M e . As shown, the laminar pressure fluctuations decrease with increasing Af" A

comparison of Figs. 20 and 21 shows that at the highest M e the cone-surface pressure fluctuation is essentially

the same as the free-stream impact-pressure fluctuation. The differences between the cone-surface and free-
stream impact-pressure fluctuation amplitudes increase as Me decreases. As before, the different flags on the

symbols (Fig. 20) denote flights on different days to indicate day-to-day variations. The open symbols denote
data acquired with the semiconductor strain-gage-type microphones used at the higher Mach numbers and higher
temperatures. The solid symbols denote data acquired with condenser microphones like those used in most of the
wind tunnels. The data from both types of microphones agree well. The laminar and transitional spectra
measured by both sets of microphones had the same characteristics, verifying that the peaks were associated with
the boundary layer and that they were not anomalies introduced by the sensors.
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5.4 Correlation of Wind Tunnel and Flight Data

The wind tunnels used in these experiments were classified into four groups, based on their distinguishing
geometry:

Group 1: Slotted or solid-wall transonic and subsonic tunnels
Group 2: Perforated-wall transonic tunnels
Group 3: Two-dimensional-nozzle supersonic tunnels
Group 4: Sliding-block-nozzle supersonic tunnels

The pressure fluctuation levels measured under the laminar boundary layer on the cone from the wind tunnels
are shown in Fig. 22. Also shown is an envelope for the flight pressure fluctuation data from Fig. 21. The
dashed curve in Fig. 22 is a relationship from Lowson (Ref. 23) for estimating the pressure fluctuations at the
wall beneath an attached turbulent boundary layer. The microphones on the cone sense pressure fluctuations
from all sources, including the wind-tunnel walls. As shown in Fig. 22(a), essentially all the data from the lower
disturbance tunnels (groups 1. 3, and 4) are below this curve. However, the flow disturbance measured in the
lower disturbance tunnels was about twice that measured in flight. For the higher disturbance tunnels (group 2,
Fig. 22(b)), the flow disturbance is greater than Lowson's curve and approxinately an order of magnitude greater
than the flight data.

The end-of-transition Reynolds number ReT is presented in Fig. 23 for the group 1, 3, and 4 wind tunnels.

The wind-tunnel data have been extrapolated for nominal unit Reynolds numbers of 6.6 X 10 6/m (2.0 X 10 6/ft),

9.8 X 106 /m (3.0 X 106 /ft), and 13.1 X 106 /m (4.0 X 106 /ft). There is a 14% increase in ReT for unit Reynolds

numbers between 6.6 X 106 /m (2.0 X 106 /ft) and 13.1 X 10 6 /m (4.0 X 106 /ft) at supersonic speeds in the wind
tunnels. The end-of-transition Reynolds numbers from the lower disturbance tunnels (groups 1, 3, and 4) agree
well with the flight data up to Ale = 1.2. Above Ate = 1.2, the correlation deteriorates, and at M e = 1.6 the flight

ReT is 25% to 30% higher than the wind-tunnel ReT. For the higher disturbance tunnels (group 2), shown in

Fig. 24, there is a very poor correlation between wind-tunnel and flight end-of-transition Reynolds numbers.

The onset-of-transition Reynolds numbers from the lower disturbance wind tunnels is shown in Fig. 25. The
flight data from Fig. 17(b) are shown by the envelope. At subsonic speeds, the data from the Naval Ship
Research and Development Center (NSR&DC) tunnel showed good correlation with the flight data. The onset-of-
transition Reynolds numbers from the Langley 16-ft transonic dynamics tunnel (NASA/Langley 16 TDT) were lower
than those of most of the flight data. Unfortunately. onset of transition from the several other lower disturbance
tunnels at transonic speed was either poorly defined by the surface pitot-pressure-probe technique or lost because
of poor pitot-probe contact with the cone surface.

The ratio of onset-of-transition Reynolds number to end-of-transition Reynolds numbers is shown in Fig. 26 for
the wind tunnels. The flight data are represented by the fairings. The wind-tunnel ratios of onset-of-transition to

6end-of-transition Reynolds numbers are less than those in flight at unit Reynolds numbers of 6.6 X 10 /m
666(2.0 X 10 /ft) and 9.8 X 106 /m (3.0 X 106/ft) between Mach numbers of 0.5 to 2.0. At a unit Reynolds number of

13.1 X 106/m (4.0 X 106/ft) the correlation between flight and wind tunnel data is much better. This unit Reynolds
number effect was not observed in flight, even though it covered approximately the same Reynolds number range.

The end-of-transition Reynolds number as a function of the flow disturbance levels from wind tunnel and flight
data are presented in Fig. 27. This figure includes data from all Mach numbers and unit Reynolds numbers. The
end-of-transition Reynolds number correlated within ±20% with the surface fluctuating root-mean-square pressure
level according to the equation

-3 XO[(fL2i) 1001-0.25Re T - 37 X 10 6 k 0

6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Transition and fluctuating pressure data were acquired on a standard body (AEDC Transition Cone), using
the same instrumentation and technique over a wide range of Mach and Reynolds numbers in 23 wind tunnels and
in flight. The cone was held at near zero incidence and heat transfer. Transition was detected with a traversing
pitot-pressure probe in contact with the surface. The pressure fluctuations at the cone surface were measured
with microphones set flush in the cone surface.

There was good correlation between end-of-transition Reynolds numbers ReT obtained in the lower disturbance

wind tunnels and those obtained in flight, up to about Me = 1.2. Above Ale = 1.2, the correlation deteriorates, with

the flight ReT being 25% to 30% higher than the wind tunnel ReT at Me = 1.6. For the higher disturbance tunnels,

there was very poor correlation between tunnel and flight ReT. The end-of-transition Reynolds number correlated

within ±20% with the surface-fluctuating root-mean-square pressure level, according to the equation

Re) 10Re T =3.7 X 10 6  qP 100]02

6[
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Broad peaks in the spectra indicated tnat Tollmien-Schlichting waves were the probable cause of transition
in flight and at least in some of the wind tinnels. The flow disturbance measured beneath the laminar boundary
layer on the cone in the lower disturbance tunnels was about twice that measured in flight. In the higher dis-
turbance tunnels, it was approximately an order of magnitude greater than the flight data.

The flight data showed a strong heat-transfer influence on transition, a delayed transition occurring when
the boundary layer was cooled, and an earlier transition occurring when the boundary layer was heated.
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Figure 6. Transition cone being heated at end of runway before flight.
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Figure 7. History of cone free-stream conditions during a typical pitot-probe
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Figure 8. Typical pitot-p robe pressures as a function of probe location.
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Figure 15. Summary of the effect of model incidence angle (a and 0) on transition.
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Figure 16. Variation in flight-determined transition Reynolds number
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tunnel results.
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Figure 17. Transition Reynolds number as a function of Mach number.
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Figure 19. Transition Reynolds number as a function of unit Reynolds
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Figure 20. Fluctuating free-stream impact pressure as a
function of local Mach number.
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Figure 21. Fluctuating static pressure as a function of local hfach number.
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Figure 25. Onset-of -transition Reynolds number from lower
disturbance wind tunnels and comparison with flight data.
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Figure 26. Ratio of onset- to end-of-transition Reynolds number
from wind tunnels and comparison with flight data.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT LOW SPEED ENGINE
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AND FLIGHT TEST CORRELATION

by
B. Ewald and W. Burgsmuller

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH
D 2800 Bremen

Germany

SUMMARY

Recent transport aircraft development and flight testing clearly showed important engine airframe interference
effects for wing mounted engines. The tendency to reduced engine numbers - most large civil aircrafts developed
during the lost decade were twin engined - results in a large effect of the one engine out second segment climb on
overall aircraft economy. Large development efforts are worthwhile to realize even small drag reductions in this con-
dition.

These development efforts are successful only if a true and reliable engine simulation method in low speed wind
tunnel tests is available. Conventional methods like flow through nacelles, ejector simulators or blown nacelles are
inadequate. The most perfect engine simulator available today, the turbine powered simulator, TPS, was used in the
high speed regime only. Quite recently VFW developed the concept of low speed TPS testing and achieved satisfac-
tory results. The problem outlined up to here was presented in detail in Ref. 1.

Since this presentation a large number of TPS tests with different configurations was performed in the VFW wind
tunnel. The TPS has proven as a reliable and valuable experimental tool also in low speed range, provided that sophis-
ticated data acquisition and evaluation techniques are used for optimum accuracy and repeatability. Operating equip-
ment and test methods were improved. Results and experience ore described in this paper.

Several transport configurations and research configurations hove been tested; results are presented together with
comparable flight test results. Comparisons with isolated engine test results show the importance of precise engine
interference tests.

The flight conditions, which are analyzed by such tests, are coupled with relatively large lift coefficients. So,
the flow conditions are close to separation; partial separation may exist already. Such flow conditions are sensitive to
Reynolds number effects, so the tests should be done at the largest available Reynolds number in order to achieve results
relevant to the full scale condition. Efforts are made to increase the Reynolds number, compored with the 1.65 . 106
related to wing mean chord available in the VFW tunnel.

The Reynolds number available up to now in low speed TPS testing was limited by the maximum available TPS
size, roughly 5 inch fan diameter. To overcome this limitation, the development of larger TPS was initiated by VFW.

9.5 inch fan diameter simulators are developed by Tech Development Inc. for the "German-Netherlands Wind
Tunnel". These simulators TDI 1400 will be used with large transport models, the scale related to large civil transport
aircraft in n1 : 10. Installation of these engines into the model and the necessary equipment in the model is designed
and built by VFW; details on model and simulator installation design will be given in the paper.

Even larger Reynolds numbers are available from a 16 inch fan diameter TPS ( type TDI 1410 ), which is in
development and fabrication for VFW. This simulator gives a scale of 1 : 5.4 related to full scale large fan engines
and can be used with a large half model in the DNW or in the $1 MA for the high speed regime. Its physical size
opens excellent possibilities for detailed nacelle-pylon-wing interference flow studies.

Another effective way to increase Reynolds number is the pressurization of the wind tunnel. With TPS tunnel
pressurization was not used up to now, since blade and bearing stress problems limited the tunnel pressure to atmos-
pheric level.

This limitation no longer exists with the 9.5 and 16 inch fan diameter simulators presented in the paper. Both
engines are qualified for use at up to 3 bars tunnel pressure. The models designed for the DNW can be used with
TPS in half model configuration at the Fauga Fl tunnel at pressures up to 3 bars. This corresponds to a mean chord
Reynolds number of about 8 . 106, so these tests will clarify the Reynolds number influence on engine interference.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CD  drag coefficient q dynamic pressure

CDi jet induced drag I/B inboard side

c pressure coefficient (p - p o )/q O/B outboard side

c local wing chord MTO maximum take off power

p local static pressure TFN through flow nacelle

Pao freestream static pressure



1. INTRODUCTION

The strong commercial competition in the field of civil transport airplane development and fabrication not only
forces the aircraft manufacturers to realize any improvement inside the present boundaries of the state of the art but
even is the cause of efforts to extend these boundaries.

The efforts towards such new areas of improved technology normally have a two stage nature. In the first stage
a technology area has to be identified where improvements are imaginable; in the second stage the improvement has
to be realized which in many cases raises the need for new and more sophisticated experimental or theoretical methods.

Since the day of Boeing 707 development, which was the first commercial aircraft with the standard wing mounted
engine position an important development potential was hidden in the aerodynamic interference between engine and
wing. Several percent of total drag may be lost or gained by favourable or unfavourable flow conditions in this field.
Since even today a theoretical approach has only small chances against the engine-wing configuration and the com-
plicated effects of inlet and jet flow, only sophisticated engine effect simulation in the wind tunnel enables the de-
velopment engineer to minimize unfavourable engine interference effedts.

The superior engine simulation method, the turbine powered simulator ( TPS ) was already invented more than
10 years ago and was used since then with good success for cruise configuration testing in transonic wind tunnels. On
the other side this technique was never used for testing of the low speed configuration. The reasons for this were:

" Engine interference effects were considered not to be very important in the low speed flight regime.

" The relation between the large simulator thrust (to be calibrated! ) and the small interference drag increments
( to be evaluated! ) is much more unfavourable in the low speed flight region than in the case of cruise con-
dition in the transonic tunnel. So, it is much more difficult to achive an accurate test result in low speed than
in high speed.

The situation was completely changed with the development of large high performance aircraft with only two
engines. The one engine out climb performance affects the overall efficiency of aircrafts like this very sensitively.
So, a careful optimization of the second segment climb performance is imperative and soon it was discovered, that
also in this flight condition performance uncertainties of several percent may occur due to engine interference.

So, about 3 years ago, VFW began - based on a governmental development program - to establish the TPS tech-
nique for low speed wind tunnel investigations (Ref. 1 ). Making use of this development and all the later governmen-
tal- and Airbus-funded tests, the additional evaluations, presented here, were derived.

2. THE VFW LOW SPEED TPS WIND TUNNEL TECHNIQUE

The basic test set-up in the VFW wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The VFW Low Speed Tunnel
test section size is 2.1 x 2.1 m2 , the maximum speed is about 65 m/s. The model shown in Fig. 1 is a half model
of the Airbus A 300 B4, the model scale is 1 : 16. The model is mounted to the overhead mechanical balance, which
is equipped with a force free air supply bridge.

The engine simulator used in this model is the TDI 441, designed and built by Tech Development Inc., Dayton,
Ohio. Fan diameter is 5 inches; Fig. 3 shows the simulator without cowling. The simulator is equipped with measuring
rakes behind the fan and behind the turbine which gather all data necessary for thrust calibration and evaluation.

The thrust calibration is achieved by a simple static thrust measurement; the test set-up is shown in Fig. 4.
The concept of this calibration without the use of the conventional calibration tank is outlined in Ref. 1 and 2.

This test set-up is in operation since more than two years. A lot of tests have been done on various Airbus con-
figurations. During these tests and additional basic research work test set-up, calibration and evaluation methods have
been improved continuously. Since the general idea of low speed TPS testing proved to be successful, a new generation
of engine simulators of various scale has been developed and partially already delivered. The aim of this paper is to
report on these improvements, some results and on the new simulator and test set-up technique.

3. IMPROVEMENTS OF TEST TECHNIQUE AND EVALUATION METHODS

Generally, it should be noted here, that tests with TPS engine simulation are not even cheap, because

* more staff is needed for the operation of the engine;

* additional energy is needed to drive the TPS ( for a low speed tunnel like at VFW, this is about twice the
energy which is necessary to produce the required tunnel speed );

* the high loaded bearings of the TPS must be changed in certain intervals to avoid a distruction of the system.

Due to this, it is necessary, to run these tests in an optimized manner and the shortest possible time. To enable this,
the following improvements of test technique, instrumentation and data evaluation system have been introduced at VFW:

0 To overcome the problem of ice build-up on the outer and inner contours of the engine due to the very low
temperatures in the primary core ( a consequence of the expansioh of the compressed drive air in the turbine ),
the dryer for the drive air was replaced by an improved system allowing longer testing periods. Further on,



the cowls for the primary core which were made of aluminium alloy were provided with heating wires or

exchanged by pieces mode of other materials ( phenolic resin or glass fibre plastics ). Further on, a purging

system was installed to keep the pressure tubes in primary core and the static orifices on the outer side of

the core cowl and plug free of ice and lubrication oil.

" During the first test periods, a manifolding system of pressure orifices was used on the fan rake. Three orifices
on one radius ( I/B or O/B- halfcircle ) each were connected to one scani port at the beginning (Fig. 5 ).

The disatvantage of that system was, that it was impossible to detect a leakage or blockage of a single orifice.

* Due to aerodynamic instabilities, oscillations of the tunnel balance and small thrust variations during the data
acquisition time of one test point, a certain scatter band of test results is unavoidable. To be able to draw a
mean line through the scattering data points, each point is gathered three times, before the test condition is

changed ( e.g. incidence angle ). To shorten the time for this procedure, each orifice of the TPS pressure-rakes

was connected to three different ports on one scanivalve ( 1 between port 1 and 16, a second between port 17

and 32 and a third between port 33 and 48 ). So, it is possible to registrate 3 data points with all pressure,
temperature and balance signals during one turnaround of the scanivalve.

* The pressures and temperatures, which are used for the TPS thrust calculation, are shown on an on-line display
in the tunnel control room. So, a failure in the data acquisition system can immediately be seen and test points

can be repeated or - if necessary - a repair can be initiated.

* Additional TPS-data (static pressures behind the fan and turbine ) are registrated in order to have a better
control of the main data and to have a back-up system for the thrust calculation, if necessary.

* Finally, several improvements of the computer programs have been made in order to accelerate the data
reduction and test analysis.

The main results of the improvements mentioned above are

* acceleration of the tests

" minimization of the data scatter band and

" acceleration of the test analysis.

4. SOME TEST RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT TESTS

4.1 General

In order to get as much informotions as possible from the wind tunnel tests, all available and useful test methods
have been used, i. e.

* oilflow-visualizations on wing, pylon and engine

* force measurements

* measurements of static pressure distributions on wing and nacelle

* wake flow investigations behind the engine using a total pressure rake.

In the following sections, some characteristic results of these different test techniques and - as far as possible -
their comparison with flight test results will be shown. Most of the tests done so far at VFW were concentrating on

jet effects during take-off and second-segment climb of the aircraft, i. e. with one engine failed and one at MTO-
power. These tests proved as very useful to show the areas of power effects, to predict t.ie magnitude of modifications
in these areas and to compare the jet induced drag effects of different aircrafts under similar conditions.

4.2 Oilflow visualizations

A zone of major power effects found during 2nd segment climb investigations was the upper side of the fan cowl.
Fig. 6 shows the very small area of flow unsteadiness on the I/B side, while under Ground Idle conditions( Fig. 7
- which would be a typical condition, if a through flow nacelle would be used - two zones of larger dimensions

I/B and 0/B of the pylon can be seen. (This seems to be an area of interferences between fan and intake flow,
i. e. no other jet simulation than a TPS would give the correct answers concerning drag changes. ) An other zone of
major jet effects are the I/B and 0/B-sides of the pylon. Fig. 8 and 9 show the behaviour during a wind tunnel test.

The very good agreement between the flow visualizations in the wind tunnel and the full scale A/C are shown
on Fig. 10 - 12. On Fig. 10 the cross flow over the pylon and the field of flow unsteadiness on the fan cowl at
MTO-power setting can be seen which is identical with the model test ( Fig. 6 ). The result of the W/T-test showing
the pylon flowfield is the some as on Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for the A/C.

These examples show,

* that the TPS is useful to simulate a representative flowfield and

" the use of other engine simulation techniques ( e.g. through flow nacelles or blown nacelles with blocked intakes
may lead to wrong predictions for the full scale aircraft.



4.3 Force measurements

An example for the importance of a proper jet simulation even in the low speed region is shown on Fig. 13.
The diagram shows the drag differences due to a modification in the pylon nacelle area for engine conditions Wind-
mill, Ground Idle and MTO. Assuming, this test would have been done with a through flow nacelle only ( mass flow
ratio normally corresponding with TPS running at Ground Idle ), it would have been concluded, that the modification
were uneffective.

The result with MTO-power simulation by a TPS however shows the contrary. So, taking into account the second
segment climb case with one engine running at MTO-power and one windmilling, the TPS-test leads to the prediction,
that the modification will have a favourable effect on drag. A corresponding flight test proved not only this tendency,
but also the amount of drag reduction was very similar.

An other important point is the prediction of jet induced drag effects for the second segment climb performances.
To do this, at VFW the so-called "incremental"- or "delta"-method is used. This method says, that for similar aircraft
configurations the differences between wind tunnel- and flight test results will be more or less the same. Using this
method means, that, for example, the prediction of second segment jet interference drag for an A/C no. 2 can be
mode by a comparison with the wind tunnel results of A/C no. 1. An example for this is given on Fig. 14. This
diagram shows the W/T-results of jet induced drag for the relevant lift coefficients and corresponding slat/flap settings
for A/C no. 1, whose relation to full scale results is known. The W/T-results for the new A/C no. 2 are also shown,
and the difference between these two sets of curves is used to predict the behaviour of A/C no. 2.

One more field for jet effects on drag is e. g. the influence of different engine configurations. Even here the
TPS-tests at VFW showed an agreement with full scale conditions, which could not be shown with other types of engine
simulation, neither with through flow nacelles nor with blown nacelles. It should be noted here however, that success-
ful force measurements with TPS engine simulators especially in the low speed region, where the engine thrust at
MTO-condition, which must be subtracted from the balance readings, is much higher than the aerodynamic drag forces,
can only be achieved, if the whole data acquisition and reduction system is built up on the basis of highest possible
accuracies. If this problem is solved however, no other engine simulation technique available today, gives more
realistic results.

4.4 Static pressure distributions

These tests, as well as flow visualizations and the wake flow measurements, described below, mainly were done
to get more details about the very complex flow field in the wing/pylon/nacelle region. Static pressure orifices were
located on the wing I/B and O/B of the pylon and on the nacelle. The locations are shown on Fig. 15.

A typical result for the jet influence on the wing pressure distribution is shown on Fig. 16. From this it can
be seen, that due to influence of the fan nozzle jet the static pressure on the wing I/s is increasing. This increase
is more pregnant on the O/B side of the pylon than on the I/B side. This result is astonishingly on the first view,
because one would expect, that the fan jet velocity is higher than the Mach number and correspondingly a suction
effect should exist leading to lower pressures under the wing. This mystery found its explanation in the results of the
wake flow measurements, described below, from which it can be seen, that the velocity of the fan jet close to the
pylon is much closer to tunnel velocity than expected. So, there is no suction due to the jet, while the massflow
in the wing/pylon/nacelle area is increasing with increasing engine thrust. These two effects together may indeed
lead to increasing pressures below the wing, as the test results show.

Fig. 17 gives an example of static pressures on the core cowl of the engine at MTO-power setting. This dia-
gram gives an impression of the influence of the fuselage and wing flowfield on the nacelle pressures. Comparing
the results for oC = 0 and 110 it can be seen, that with increasing angle the static pressures on the core cowl
I/B of the pylon are increasing, while those at O/B and on the bottom of the nacelle are not influenced. From this
result the conclusion may be drawn, that the jet is not to be assumed as a fixed wall, like this is done if a socalled
"skirted" through flow nacelle is used. Summarizing the results of the static pressure measurements, it must be stated
as from the force measurements, that representative wingpylon/nacelle interferences will not be got unless a proper
jet simulation is used.

4.5 Wake flow investigations

The wake flow investigations mainly were done, to get more detailed informations about the flowfield of the
model jet and its behaviour under different conditions, such as changes due to

* variation of incidence angle,

* different power settings,

* modifications of the nacelle geometry or

* increasing distance from the nozzle exit.

Comparing the TPS results with a real engine, it is to be noticed, that the temperature and hence the velocity
of the primary flow are much lower for the TPS ( due to expansion of pressurized air in the turbine ), while the pres-
sure ratio of the primary nozzle is comparable to full scale. The more important point however is, that the TPS can
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completely simulate the fan flow ( i. e. pressures, temperatures, velocities, mass flow and - to a certain distinct -
also swirl ), which is responsible for the interferences with wing, pylon and tailplane. So, the behaviour of the fan
flowfield of the TPS can also be used as on input for the development of theoretical 3-D - computer programs in-
cluding jet effects.

For the wakeflow investigations in the tunnel a rake with pitot pressure orifices was used. The length of the
rake was about 1 .5 fan nozzle diameters. The position was in a plane normal to the engine axis (Fig. 18 ) and
moving from I/B to O/B of the pylon, crossing the complete engine wake flow. If not other mentioned, the position
downstream of the fan exit was at about 3.2 fan nozzle diameters. Only for some tests, more backward positions
(about 5.2 and 7.2 D ) were investigated (Fig. 19 ). The following examples show the behaviour of the jet under
typical parametric variations, as mentioned above. Each diagram shows the isobaric lines of total pressure ratios in
the measuring plane and the corresponding 3-D total pressure ratio mountain.

* The influence of incidence angle is to be seen from Fig. 20 and 21 ( o( = 0 and 11 ). The engine setting was
MTO in both cases. As already mentioned above, these diagrams show, that the jet velocity in vicinity of the
pylon is much lower than on the opposite (or lower ) side. This effect is increasing with increasing incidence
angle, and seems to be the explanation for the increasing pressures on the wing lower surface (see under 2.4
and Fig. 16). Further on, it can be seen from Fig. 21, that the I/B and O/B half of the jet are unsymmetrical.
This may have to do with swirl of the jet and hence could not be simulated with other jet simulation techniques,

available today.

* The power effect is demonstrated on Fig. 22 - 24 ( incidence angle zero ). The momentum loss behind the wind-
milling engine is clearly to be seen on Fig. 22, while Fig. 23 represents a flight idle condition and Fig. 24
stands for MTO-power. Please, note also the crater in the centre of the jet, representing the primary flow.

" An impression of the influence on the flowfield coming from engine core cowl geometry is to be seen by com-
poring Fig. 20 and 24, where the longer core cowl, represented in Fig. 24 leads to a more symmetrical wake
flowfield than the shorter one on Fig. 20.

* To get some informations about the decay of the flowfield with increasing distance, Fg. 24 - 26 show the
results for distances of about 3.2/ 5.2/ 7.2 fan nozzle diameters downstream (( = 0 , power setting MTO ).

These diagrams show, that - except for the well known increasing size of the flowfield and the decaying pressure
ratio - at a position where the tailplone may be located, the mixing of fan and primary flow has resulted in a flow-
field showing no more unsymmetries, neither due to the pylon nor due to the lower pressures of the primary flow.

5. NEW TPS TESTING TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Low Speed TPS Testing in DNW

To overcome the disadvantage of low Reynolds number and locking asymmetric effects as mentioned above, the
concept of complete model TPS testing in the DNW ( German/Dutch Low Speed Tunnel ) was developed. The typical
model scale of Airbus type aircraft in this tunnel is about 1 : 10. Fig. 27 shows the tail sting installation of an
A 300 B4 model in the 6 x 8 m2 test section of this tunnel.

For this model turbine driven simulators have been developed and delivered to DNW by TDI. Fig. 28 shows a
sectional drawing of this unit, which represents a new TPS generation. The scale related to the General Electric
CF6-50C is 1 : 9.5 this gives a fan diameter of 9 inches. Compared with earlier TPS design the main progresses of
this engine are:

* High performance single stage fan; maximum fan pressure ratio is 1.7.

* Closed circuit bearing lubrication system; this minimizes the problem of frozen oil clogging the measuring rakes.

a Low overall length/diameter ratio; this simplifies the design of model scale cowlings around the simulator.

These units will be used for complete model tests in the DNW. Fig. 29 shows the design of the complete simulator
nacelle and pylon. The simulator itself and the nacelle parts in various stages of assembly are shown in Fig. 30, 31
and 32. Aport from the internal instrumentation rakes the cowling and the pylon is instrumented with pressure distri-
bution.

The complete Airbus model, the TPS-covlings, pylons, the internal instrumentation and the internal air duct
system were designed and built by VFW under contracts of the German Ministry of Research and Technology. The tests
in DNW start with a reference test phase concerning the A 300 B4 configuration to prove the test technique and the
equipment. The model will be mounted with the internal strain gage balance on the tail sting. The internal balance
is bridged by a force free air supply with separate feedlines to both simulators.

The TPS nacelles are calibrated in the brand-new NLR calibration tank at the Northeastpolder. This tank closely
follows the Boeing calibration tank philosophy and was especially designed and built for engines of this size and type.
The calibration process started in August 1982 the facility proved to be very successful and gave accurate results.
Fig. 33 shows the TPS in the calibration facility.

,!A
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For the first time in the history of engine interference research this model will allow to simulate true second
segment climb conditions with asymmetric flow and thrust conditions and at the same time the model scale will give
a reasonably high Reynolds number. Together with the additional possibilities of DNW, e. g. moving belt ground
simulation and real time ground approximation this model will launch a new era of low speed testing.

5.2 Pressurized TPS Testing

A most effective way to increase the Reynolds number is to pressurize the wind tunnel. This has not been
possible with TPS operation up to now because the simulators were unable to withstand the high loads in a pressurized
tunnel.

The new generation of simulators designed by TDI for DNW and VFW no longer have these limitations. Casings,
blades and bearings ore stressed for operation under a 3 bar environment. Together with the dimensions of the DNW
Airbus model this gives a mean chord Reynolds number of 8 . 106. It is planned to use one half of this model for
a TPS half model test set-up in the pressurized low speed tunnel ONERA F1 at Toulouse as soon as the necessary
drive air facility is available at that tunnel. The DIW model is already prepared to be used as a half model and
is stressed for the 3 bar environment. This test set-up will allow to study Reynolds number influence on the inter-
ference phaenomena over a wide range and so we will get a knowledge about the necessary Reynolds number for
future engine interference studies.

With respect to these tests a very important problem has to be solved. Necessarily there will be a marked effect
of pressure level, i. e. Reynolds number on the TPS calibration, so calibration over the total pressure range is neces-
sary. Up to now no calibration facility is existing for this purpose; one would need something like a pressurized cali-
bration tank. Possibly a concept may be successful which uses a Mach number range calibration from a standard cali-
bration tank together with a Reynolds number extrapolation derived from static thrust calibrations in the pressurized
wind tunnel.

5.3 New TPS development'

The development of the new generation 9 inch simulators for DNW allowed simulators of other sizes to be derived
from this advanced design, At the present time two very different simulators are under fabrication at TDI for VFW. An
advanced small simulator with 5 inch fan diameter will be delivered early in 1983. This TPS allows the simulation of
large bypass ratio turbofan engines like the GE CF6-80C at a scale of about 1 - 18 which is a very convenient half
model scale for the VFW low speed tunnel and for high speed testing in some transonic tunnels as well. This TPS is
very closely built to the DNW TPS design (see Fig. 29 ) and has the same high performance single stage fan with
1 .7 pressure ratio.

The second simulator, which is under fabrication for VFW, has the remarkable scale of about 1 : 6 related to
the GE CF6-80C; the fan diameter is 16 inches. Fig. 34 shows the simulator ready for acceptance tests. This engine
certainly is not a toy; the power transmitted by the shaft to the fan is more than 1000 HP. Again the design is very
similar to Fig. 28.

This engine will be used together with a large half model, which was already tested in the Modane S tunnel
in the past. Fig. 35 shows this model in the tunnel ONERA S1 MA with a through flow nacelle. This model allows
to do basic engine interference studies in great detail and large Reynolds number. Also very realistic thrust reserver
studies are possible. For more information on this model see Ref. 3.

Both engines, the 5 inch as well as the 16 inch, have the capability to be operated in a pressurized environment
up to three bars. A special utilization of the large 16 inch simulator will be intake tests in pressurized tunnels. This
utilization allows intake Reynolds number pretty close to full scale and the realistic presence of on operating fan.
Recent research (Ref. 4 ) has shown that the presence of an operating fan has an important effect on the intake flow,
so the simple intake test set-up with a suction line gives different results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The work done by VFW in the field of low speed TPS testing up to now leeds to the following conclusions:

* Low Speed engine interference testing is necessary, because interference drag dependent on the configuration
are existing, which affect the second segment climb performance and can not be neglected.

* The simulation of high bypass ratio jet engines by TPS in low speed wind tunnel testing gives reliable results.
If tests are done with the necessary accuracy, the repeatability of the drag measurement ( including calibration
errors ) is inside + 4 drag counts for on Airbus half model in the VFW tunnel.

" During several test campaignsin the VFW Low Speed Tunnel the test technique proved to be very useful
- to describe the influence of power setting on the flow field in the region of nacelle, pylon and wing
- to predict the influence of modifications on A/C drag and
- to compare different A,/C concerning their jet induced drag effects.
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* Independent from engine airframe interference the external flow around the engine has an effect on the engine
thrust which is calibrated under static conditions.

" In some cases a predominant port of the engine-airframe irterference affects the nacelle itself. So,test set-ups,
where the nacelle forces are not weighed, are not suitable for low speed engine airframe interference tests.

* Good agreement was observed between wind tunnel and flight test with regard to the tendency of interference
effects. In some cases the wind tunnel test resulted in smaller interference drag values than the flight test.
Possible causes may be:
- Low wind tunnel Reynolds number.
- Asymmetric full scale effects (angle of yaw, rudder deflections ) of second senient climb condition are

not existing in half model wind tunnel test.
- Accuracy of flight test.

Further on, the half model test technique is well suited for the general predevelopment and development work. The
complete model test technique adopted for the DNW allows a realistic simulation of the second segment climb condi-
tion and gives more size for better Reynolds number.

The development of advanced TPS for operation in a pressurized environment up to 3 bars allows a full evalua-
tion of Reynolds number influence on engine interference.

The fabrication of the 16 inch TPS allows a half model test set-up for detailed engine interference flow studies
and realistic intake tests with Reynolds numbers close to full scale.
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FG :Low Speed Half Model with TPS FIG. 2: TPS Nacelle

FIG. 3: Turbine Powered Simulator

FIG. 4: Static Thrust Calibration of TPS
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FIG. It: Flight Test with Tufts on I/B-Side of Pylon
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FIG. 10: Flight Test with Tufts on I/B-Side of Fan and Pylon
(MTO-Power Condition
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FIG. 12: Flight Test with Tufts on I/B-Side of Pylon
Windmill Condition
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FIG. 14- Comparison of Jet Induced Drag for Similar A/C-Configurotions
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OL FIG. 19: Positions of Wake-Flow Rake

FIG. 18: Model with Wake-Flow Rake
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FIG. 20: Wake-Flow, MTO-Power, C. 0* FIG. 21: Wake-Flow, MTO-Power, a. = 11 0
X/D = 3.2, Core Nozzle I X/D = 3.2, Core Nozzle 1
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FIG. 22: Woke-Flow, Windmill, a. 00 FIG. 23: Wake-Flow, Flight-idle, a 0
X/D 3.2, Core Nozzle 2 X/D 3.2, Core Nozzle 2

FIG. 24: Wake-Flow, MTO-Power, a =00 FIG. 25: Woke-Flow, MTO-Power, a 00
X/D = 3.2, Core Nozzle 2 X/D =5.2, Core Nozzle 2
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FIG. 26: Wake-Flow, MTO-Power, CL 00 FIG. 27: A 300-114 Model in DNW (Scale 1 :9,5)
X/D 7.2, Core Nozzle 2

TPS TDI MOO

FIG. 28- Cross Section of IPS TD 1400 FIG. 29: IPS Installation on DNW Model

FIG. 30.: TIPS with Cowlings for DtMV Model FIG. 31: TIPS with Fan and Core Cowl (DN'W



FIG. 32: TPS with Intake ( DNW ) FIG. 33: TPS in the NLR Calibration Tank

FIG. 34. TPS TD 1410 with 16 Inch Fan Diameter

FIG. 35: Half Model in ONERA S1 MA Tunnel



COMPARISON OF PREDICTION, WIND TUNNEL AND FLIGHT
TEST DATA FOR THE CANADAIR CHALLENCER TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT

By: Fotis Mavriplis

Canadair Limited

Montreal, Canada

SUMMARY

Results obtained by theoretical aerodynamic rmethods, wind tunnel test and flight teft s, entcd for tti
Challenger aircraft which features an advanced supercriti(al wing, a wide body jnd ,j art riount-d nad 1lh1 ,
These results are of interest as they represent one of the fir t appl icat ion , ason' iolated -Ar.
full potential flow transonie Petnod to advanced wing design for an ai rcratl, rich is now iii s(rvi- _.

The techniques used to obtain wind tunnel force and pres-ure distribution data at hi oh speed anr, r . ' at
at low speed are described. A flight wing pressure survey jhi th 1)rd -d data tar[ co'.[{ari,' . . ,,

test results is also described.

Correlations of pressure distributions between theory and wind tunnel test are presented to iciete Oir
capabi lities and limitations of the isolated wing transonic code. A ',dified vers on of ti ,, ca<J- t,, 'ir Kr:_
the body effect shows good correlation with experinrent. Winq pressure and spanr ise load filtri: utiuri- 'u
flight test correlate well with correspondiri data fro , oind tunnel tt t . Fl irht test r,.-t;It it n OT -a
and buffet onset boundary correlate also )el I wi th predictions based 'in J nd tunnel nata. Ba.-d on tr)
above results, recomnedatiols are made w i th respect to Reynolds Number and transtoi ir Ii r r ..Ar t rre
tes ting of upercritical wings in order to obtain good correlatiol with I fI tht t c t.

I. INTRODUCTION

Before dealing with the actual subject of this paper, it is rl,, appropriat, to describe' Pri.fl the
features of the Challenger (Figure 1) and highlight the area, that required particular attention durir- r -
development of the aircraft.

The Canadair Challenger is a turbofan business aircraft o 40,400 lb (18,325 kg) take-off weight, capable

of inter-continental flight at high subsonic cruise speeds. Its nain aerodynamic features are: a rear-
loaded supercritical wing, a wide-bodied fuselage, large diarreter engine nacelles rounted on the rear
fuselage above the wing trai ling edge and a T-tail empennage configuration.

The combination of a supercritical wing with high by-pass turbofan engines provides the basis for a 'uel
efficient cruise at supercritical Mach Numbers. The wide-bodied fuselage was chosen in order to provide,

for the first time, a comfortable cabin environment for executive air travel.

From the viewpoint of aerodynamic efficiency both the wide-bodied fuselage and the bulky rear mounted
nacelles of the high by-pass turbofans are not desirable features. The proper integration of these -ajar

components with the wing to provide an acceptable configuration for high subsonic cruise was a challengr!-

aerodynamic problem which required particular attention.

At the time the Challenger was conceived, supercritical wing technology was relatively new and there -a, no
information available at Canadair on its application to flying aircraft. There were various transonic codes
available which could be used to design airfoil sections but the 3-0 transonic codes were liiited in various,
ways and were not proven experimentally. Therefore before proceeding with the development of the Challenger,
it was necessary to show experimentally that (a) the new methods could be applied with confidence to desiren
a supercritical wing and (b) an acceptable wing-body-nacelle configuration for cruise performance could be

defined within a relatively short time by wind tunnel testing.

In this paper some of the methods and techniques used for the development of the Chal lenger r.i II be discusC-d

and data wi II be presented to show the degree of correlation between prediction,wind tunnel, and flight test

resul Its.

2. WIND TUNNEL TESTING

Wind tunnel testing played a significant role in the development of the Challenger. Specifically the decision
to go ahead with the program depended primarily on the successful outcome of one tranonic wind tunnel test

at the end of a seven-month preliminary study.

The purpose of this test was to verify experimentally the wing design approach which was based on the nes
transonic codes and to show that fuselage and nacelle interference effects were manageable. The test r-a,
conducted at the NAE 5 x 5 foot Trisonic Tunnel in Ottawa using a 0.04 scale model in 80 hours of tetint.
Figure 2 shows a photograph of an oil flow visualization from that test at Mach Number 0.85. By using

natural transition and a Reynolds Number of 5 million, it was possible to obtain a realistic picture of the
flow situation in flight.

Figure 3 shows wind tunnel test hours accumulated since the start of the preliminary study relative Io

some program milestones. After program go-ahead there were two siqnificant phases of wind tunnel testing.

The first phase provided sufficient data to enable fixing of the aerodynamic configuration within six months
from program go-ahead. During this phase several winq designs, empennage configurations and nacelle/pylon
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positions were tested with the 0.04 scale model at high speed and with a 0.08 scale i:odel at low speed.
In addition, the flap and spoiler system was developed and optimized using a 2D low-speed model.

The second phase provided all the necessary data for performance, design of flight control syster, handling
qualities and definition of structural loads for the final configuration. These tests were done with a 0.07
scale high-speed model at the Rockwell Trisonic and a O.08 scale i,.)del at the NAE 6 9 toot Low Speed Turint-l.

All wind tunnel tests were completed before the first flight in less than two years logging a total of about

2,000 hours of testing.

3. CORRELATION OF WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

3. I Wind Tunnel Test Technique

Two of the main objectives of the wind tunnel test program were to obtain first, reliable data for drag
estimation, and second, detailed pressure distributions, at supercritical flow conditions.

The pressure distribution data were required for the derivation of structural loads and for substantiating
the flight loads at high speed for certification purposes. The latter requirement was indicated by Transport
Canada early in the program since the Challenger was the first airplane with a supercritical wing seeking
certification. The experimental pressure distributions were also required as feedback information to
check the transonic code FLO 22 used for designing the wing, and to interpret the body and nacelle inter-
ference effects on aerodynamic performance.

For the acquisition of drag data, it was decided to use the highest possible Reynolds Number with transition
fixed on all major components except on the wing where transition was allowed to occur naturally. By using a
0.07 scale model, a series of tests was conducted at the Rockwell 7 x 7 foot Trisonic Wind Tunnel at Reynolds
Numbers of 6.7 million, 5.1 million and 3.75 million per mean aerodynamic chord. The airplane drag for
flight at the design cruise condition (M 

= 
0.8, CL = 0.5) was then obtained by extrapolating the wind tunnel

data to a full scale Reynolds Number of 9.3 million and correcting for laminar areas due to the difference
in transition location.

Figure 4 shows the 0.07 scale Challenger model installed in the Rockwell Trisonic Tunnel facility. The
model wing was made out of hardened steel and was designed to achieve in the tunnel the same spanwise twist
distribution as the aircraft in level flinht, when tested at the design cruise condition. The left side of
the wing was plotted with 210 static pressure orifices so as to provide detailed chordwise pressure distri-
butions at six wing sections along the span.

For the pressure measurements it was necessary to use a lower Reynolds Number than 6.7 million not only for
increasing the efficiency of data acquisition but also because Rockwell was threatened with a law suit by
its neighbours for disturbing the peace with a noisy tunnel operation. As described in the next paragraphs,
a Reynolds Number of 3.75 million was selected after a series of comparative tests at Reynolds Numbers of
3.75 million and 5.1 million including flow visualizations and tests with fixed transition.

3.2 Effect of Reynolds Number and Transition Trip

Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of changinn Reynolds Number from 3.75 mi Ilion to 5.1 mi Ilion with free
transition, on the pressure distributions u' four strean-Aise wing sections along the span at Mach Numbers
of 0.0 and 0.85 respectively.

It can be seen that at Mach Number of 0.8, increasing the Reynolds Number from 3.7 mil lion to 5.1 mi Ilion
had no noticeable effect on the wing pressure distributions and therefore no effect on spanwise loading.
At Mach Number of 0.85, however, there is a noticeable effect only at the 85 percent span wing station.
The shock appears to have shifted forward by a length of 8 percent chord causing a reduction in load over
the outboard wing. This effect was considerably smaller at a lower lift coefficient corresponding to the
high speed cruise condition.

In order to test the effect of transition trip on drag andpressure distribution, flo. visualizations were first
made at a Reynolds Number of 3.75 million to determine the extent of the laminar flow regions and their
relative location to the shock wave. These tests showed that natural transition from laminar to turbulent
flow at a Reynolds Number of 3.75 mi Ilion occurred a fair distance ahead of the shock at high Mach Numbers.
Using these flow visualizations as a guide, a transition trip wa then placed on the wing upper surface at
a distance of about 10 to 13 percent chord length forward of the shock. No trip was placed on the bottom
surface because the flow visualization showed that transition was fixed at about 4 percent chord aft of the
leading edge due to a coverplate joint extending from inboard to the 90 percent semispan station. The trip

was a 0.1 inch (2.54 ram) wide band of 0.0032 inch (0.08 mm) diameter glass beads, based on the method of
Braslow (Ref. I).

The results from these tests are shown in Figures 7 and 8 as trip-no-trip comparisons of pressure distri-
butions at a Reynolds Number of 3.75 million at Mach Numbers of 0.8 and 0.85 respectively.

Figure 7, shows that at Mach Number of 0.8 the transition trip had no noticeable effect on the pressure
distribution and therefore no effect on spanwise loading. Figure 8, shows that a Mach Number of 0.85 the
effect of transition trip was similar to that of increasing the Reynolds Number from 3.75 million to
5.1 million. Only over the 85 percent semispan station does the shock appeat to have shifted forward by an
8 percent chord length.

Based on the above results a Reynolds Number of 3.75 million was selected with natural transition on the
ownq for all subsequent pressure measuremnts.
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3.3 Wind Tunnel - Theory Correlations

3.3.1 Body Effect

The Challenger wing was designed with the aid of Jameson transonic wing computer code FLO 22 (Ref. 2 & 3).
This method solves the full potential transonic equation in non-conservative form for an isolated wing of
arbitrary toickness, twist and camber distributions and dihedral.

The first correlations of FLO 22 results with experimental pressure distributions for the Challenger wing/
fuselage configuration were quite di-' ppointing. There was poor correlation at the inboard wing station,
at Mach Number 0. 7 and also at the outboard stations at higher Mach Numbers. In order to provide an ar,er
to this problem, FLO 22 was first checked with WBAERO, an inviscid subsonic panel method which can handle
arbitrary complete aircraft configurations. Figure 9 shows the geometry that can be specified for WBAERO
analyis.

Correlations of WBAERO with FLO 22 for an isolated win, as used in FLO 22, at Mach Number 0.7 apptarco to
be in good agreement. WBAERO correlated also well with the wind tunnel data at the inboard uing stations
at Mach 0.7 when the fuselage and fai ring geometry were represented. It becare cl-at t ,retr e that tr"

potr c relatirn bet.,en ..ind tunnel data and FLO 22 was iainlv due to an inadeluate rtpit-.ent tiotn J t--

tu el ann and lairinq in FLO 22.

An improved transonic method for analyzing the wing in combination with a wide-body like that of the
Challenger was developed at Canadair as an extension of Jrteson's FLO 22 incorporatino the boot, t-ftect.
The method is based on the calculation of the flow angle on a vertical place through then ..rinciodv junctiOn
b, u inj WBAERO tot the exact ring + body + firing geormetry. This flow anle i tht-'n u cn a, , petturratoen
of the flow. it the Jarseson r'xthod ,itulating the body + f,3iring at the root section pianc.

Figure 10 shows comparisons of calculated pressure distributions with wind tunnel data fror' Rock.ell tests
at Mach Number of 0.82 and an angle of attack of 1.5 degrees for two inboard and three otebnard eing stat -oe-.
It can be seen that the correlation of FLO 22 with experiment is poor especially at the inboard stations.
On the other hand, the results of the new method incorporating the body effect correlate much better with
the experirental data. From these data the effect of the fuselage and fairing appears to be particularly
strong at the root and appears to extend to the tip.

3.3.2 Nacelle Effect

The effect of body mounted nacelles on wing pressure distributions is more complex than that of the body.
To understand this effect requires both methodical wind tunnel testing and analysis with methods that can
calculate the flow over complete aircraft configurations.

At subcritica) Flow conditions the nacelle effect can be calcuI-,id L" using a panel method like WBAERO.
Figure 11 shows spanwise wing loadings from WBAERO and wind tunnel :- s_.rire integrations for configurations
with and without nacelles at Mach 0.7. It can be seen that WBAERO precdic_ , II the nacelle effect which
appears as a reduction of spanwise loading at the inboard wing and an increase ,f loading outboard.

A transonic method that can calculate the effect of nacelle interference at supercritical flow conditions
has recently been developed based on small disturbance theory (Ref. 4). An exact transonic potential flo-
method like Jameson's to handle wing-body-nacelle configurations is still to be developed.

For the Challenger the effect of nacelle at supercritical speeds was obtained through wind tunnel testing.

Figure 12 (a) shows experimental wing pressure distributions for wing/body alone and complete aircraft con-
figuration at Mach Number of 0.8 and constant angle of attack. The effect of the nacelle appears as a
considerable loss of lift and a forward shift of the shock wave, and extends over the entire wing span.

Figure 12 (b) shows the nacelle effect at constant lift coefficient. It should be noted that an increase
in angle of attack of 1,25 degrees was required to restore the loss in overall lift due to the nacelles in
this case. The effect is shown as an increase in shock strength across the entire span for the nacelles-on
configuration, a forward shift in shock location over most of the wing, and a rearward shift over the out-
board 25 percent of wing span. In addition there is a shift in spanwise loading from inboard to outboard
similar to but more pronounced than the effect at Mach 0.7 shown in Figure 11. The overall result of this
effect is a loss in performance.

It is obvious that fuselage mounted nacelles dominate the performance of the inner wing and must therefore
be also taken into account in the design of a wing.

In an effort to modify the inner wing to compensate for the nacelle effect, it was discovered that one
cannot apply the rule, that "a wing-body combination that performs well by itself will also perform well
in the presence of the nacelles". On the contrary, the n)dified wing that showed improved performance in
the presence of the nacelles was worse than the original one when tested as a wing-body alone.

3.4 Flight Wing Pressure Survey

Two flight wing pressure surveys were conducted to collect data for comparison with wind tunnel test results.

The first survey was required for certification purposes to confirm the loads of the Challenger supercritical
wing in flight, which were based on wind tunnel tests. The second pressure survey was conducted as part of
an in-house development program after the aircraft was certified. In both those flight tests, chordwise
pressure distributions were measured with an external flexible tubing and scanivalve installation as shown
in Figure 13.

____



The first test using aircraft no. 3, provided pressure measurerents at only three spanwise locations on the
outboard wing. For the second test using aircraft no. 9, two lore spanwise locations for pressure measure-
nei~ts were added at the inboard wing.

At each spanwise station a bank of plastic tubing of 0.096 inch (2.44 mm) inside diameter and 0.1875 inch
(4.76 mm) outside diameter was installed on the upper and lower surface. There was one pressure orifice
per tube, each spanwise station having a total of 33 orifices (tubes) on aircraft no. 3 and 20 orifices
(tubes) on aircraft 9. The chordwise and spanwise pressure orifice locations on the aircraft were the -,arc
as on the wind tunnel model to permit direct comparison between flight and wind tunnel results.

Each bank of tubes was secured on the wing surface by means of a double-sided sticky tape after first
covering the wing surface with an aluminum tape as shown in Section A-A of Figure 13. A sealant was used
for aerodnamic fairing. The purpose of the aluminum tape was to provide quick and clean removal of the
tubing after the test.

Three scanivalves were used on aircraft no. 3 and four on aircraft no. 9, each fitted with differential
pressure transducers, to measure the wing pressures. The scanivalves were operated at 8 ports per second
with one complete cycle of all 48 ports per scanivalve requiring 6 seconds.

In order to obtain an accurate measurement of the static pressure, aircraft no. 3 was fitted with a trailing
cone system measuring the static pressure 124 ft. (38 m) behind the aircraft. Total pressure was provided
by a nose boom mounted pitot-static system. The trailing cone static was used as a reference pressure on
the scanivalves. On aircraft no. 9, the pilot's static was used as a reference pressure after the pilot's
pitot-static system had been calibrated by Pacer and tower flyby tests.

Figure 14, 15 and 16 show photographs of the flexible tube installation on aircraft no. 3. Figure 14 shows
the installation on the upper surface of the port wing. Figure 15 shows a close-up view of the outboard
wing station at mid span of the aileron. Figure 16 shows the installation on the lower surface at the break
of the wing.

The flight test points included at least three lift coefficients at each of Mach Numbers 0.7, 0.8 and 0.85,
for which wind tunnel data were avai lable.

3.5 Flight - Wind Tunnel Correlations

Both flight wing pressure surveys provided simi lar results. In this paper, only results from the second
survey (aircraft no. 9) are presented because they include both the inboard and outboard wing.

Figure 17 shows a comparison of wing chordwise pressure distributions from flight and wind tunnel test at
Mach 0.8 and a cruise lift coefficient at about 0.42. The wind tunnel test data were taken at a Reynolds
Number of 3.77 million per mean aerodynamic chord with free transition on the wing. The flight Reynolds
Number was about 12 million.

It can be seen that the flight test pressure distributions correlate well with the corresponding data from
wind tunnel tests. There are however some noticeable differences at the root section (" 0. 135)and mid-
aileron section (rl = 0.85).

The irregular behaviour of the wind tunnel data near the leading edge of the root was found to be caused by
model construction irregularities. Notice that the aircraft data in the same area are smooth. The higher
suction peak of the flight test data near the leading edge of the mid-aileron section (, = 0.85) is due to
a poor fairing of the external tubing installation. Finally, the sli(htly lower load on the aft part of
the mid-ai leron section is believed to have been caused by a 2 degree upward aileron deflection ..hich was
required to trim the aircraft during that flight.

An interesting result of these tests is a slightly more aft position of the shock wave in fliqht, indicating
an improvement in aerodynamic performance relative to the wind tunnel data. This may be due to the fact
that the model did not achieve the design twist distribution when tested at a Reynolds Number of 3.77 million.

Figure 18 shows a comparison between flight and wind tunnel spanwise loading distributions obtained by the
integration of respective chordwise pressure distributions at Mach Number of 0.7 and 0.8, and CL of 0.51
and 0.42 respectively. There is very good agreement between flight and wind tunnel data except at the root
and mid-aileron stations where the disagreements reflect the differences in the test configurations discussed
above.

4. CLMAX CORRELATIONS

4.1 High Lift System Design

The design of the high-lift system was one of the earliest tasks. The objectives were to meet the required
take-off and landing performance with a simple flap system and no leading edge device. The available space
for a flap was a 27-percent chord trailing edge outboard and an average of 21-percent chord inboard.

A double-slotted flap with a fixed vane and slot was chosen for the outboard wing and an expanding tspu of
vane-and-flap system inboard to increase the flap chord. The flaps were rotating around an external hinge.
Figure 19 shows a cross-section of the outboard flap in cruise, take-off and landing positions together
with the spoiler in the down position. At take-off it operates like a 20 percent chord single slotted flap.

The 2-D design and optimization of the flap and vane, including their relative position and gaps and overlap.,
for take-off and landing, were accomplished with the aid of MDRAG, a 2-D multi-elevlent airfoil code developed
at Canadair. MDRAG is a potential flow method combined with a boundary layer prograri. The potential fins.
method is based on the representation of the airfoil profiles by flat elements of constant vortiLcity



distribution. A detailed description of the potential flow nethod is included in Ref. 5 and 6. Tht prugraf
provides the potential flow pressure distribution, the corrected lift coefficient due to boundary laye.r
including small areas of separation, the drag coefficient and the t-ansition and separation points. Fre,
separation point location versus angle of attack plots, one can estimate the angle at .ihiclh stall occurs
and therefore also the 2-0 CLmax, by using as a criterion a sudden chanqe in t~rir ,-vw.ie t Op

separation point.

The estimated 2-0 CLmax was then used as a basis in conjunction with DATCO m ethods for the init~al ;a] n - t -

of the full scale 3-0 CLmax.

A 2-D test was conducted at the NAE 6 x 9 foot Low Speed Tunnel using the Canadair 2-D Bloawini Wall Falit_
This facility, described in detail in Ref. 4, was designed to provide true 2-D test data for high lilft

systems. The purpose of this test was to verify theoretical 2-D flap design and to obtain data on poil ur

characteristics. A total of only 80 hours of testing was used for these tests.

4.2 2-D Theory - Wind Tunnel Correlation

Figure 20 shows a comparison of the potential flow pressure distribution with 2-0 wind tunnel data top 45

flap deflection near CLmax- It can be seen that in spite of the small separation area 5 percet cho3dt
the flap trailing edge, the potential flow pressure distribution follows the viscous pressure distritutio,

at somewhat lower level of suction on the top surfaces. The difference between theoretical and exrperil,ital
data represents the effect of a thick boundary layer on these surfaces.

Figure 21 shows a comparison between theoretical and experimental data of 2-D lift coefficient ver us anie1

of attack and CLmax predictions based on theoretical separation point location. Again, the prediction
appears to be very good.

Because of the good agreement between 2-0 theory and test, the initial estimate of full scale CLnax rem'ainc"d
unchanged.

4.3 3-D High Lift Wind Tunnel Tests

The 3-D high lift wind tunnel tests were carried out with a 0.08 scale Challenger model at the NAE 6 x 9 foot
low speed tunnel. It was realized from the beginning that this combination of scale and tunnel involved a
risk due to a very low Reynolds Number but there was no alternative of using a larger tunnel and model at
that time. The actual conditions were a Reynolds Number of 1.16 million per iean aerodynamic chord at Macth
Number of 0.27. The flap-vane Reynolds Number under these conditions was below 100,000.

The initial tests conducted with a conventional transition trip showed a lower CLmax than predicted for th,
test conditions, and stalling of the flap at 45 degree deflection. The stalling of the flap at 45 degrees
was assumed to be due to the very Reynolds Number of the vane, but there was no proof of it until flight

tes. i ng.

An explanation for the low CLmax performance was found by testing the cruise configuration at Rockwell at a
Reynolds Number of 2.16 million and a Mach Number of about 0.25. At these conditions CL111ax was as expected.

An examination of Rockwell pressure distributions near the stall revealed that the problem at NAE was one of
shock induced separation of the laminar boundary layer at the leading edge. Due to the blunt leading edge
of the supercritical wing the pressure peaks occured forward of one percent chord with transition taking
place at about one percent chord. At about mid-span of the wing leading edge, the local velocities became
supercritical at a test Mach Number of 0.27 at NAE terminating with a shock that interfered with the laminar
separation bubble causing it to spread over the outboard wing. This did not happen at Rockwell because at
Mach 0.25 the flow was just about critical and the Reynolds Number sufficiently high to reduce the size of

the bubble, thus allowing a higher angle of attack and CLmax to be achieved.

Based on the results of this investigation, the location of the upper surface transition trip for the NAE
tests was moved forward from the 5-percent chord location and just below the leading edge (i.e. between
stagnation point and pressure peak locations at high lifts). The lower surface trip was moved to 15 percent
chord. With this trip configuration, CLmax increased by 0.2 over the initial test values.

The full scale l-g CLmax was then obtained by applying corrections for Reynolds Number and Mach Number hased
on DATCOM methods, to the NAE data with the new trip location.

4.4 Correlation with Flight Test Results

The natural stalling characteristics of the Challenger were predicted by an analysis of wind tunnel test

results including pitching and rolling moments.

Flight tests showed that the stall is characterized by a sudden wing drop with no noticeable stall warning
like a 'g' break or nose down moment. Recovery is accomplished by the pilot pushinq the control column

forward and applying power and opposite wing-down aileron.

Like most modern aircraft, the Challenger is equipped with a stall protection system cinin ot j
stick shaker stall warning system and a stick pusher system using angle of attack sensors and a dual channel
computer. With this system the stall is characterized by a nose down moment as the stick pusher is operated

at a lower angle of attack than for the natural stall.

For a correlation with wind tunnel results and prediction, it is necessary to use first the maximum lilt

coefficients obtained from natural stalls during flight test. According to the U.S. Federal Aviation
Regulations, these are obtained by determining the minimum speed when entering the stall with a deceleration
rate of I knot (1.85 km/hr) per second.



Tie , L , , ohtainei tor such FAk stalll, i., hirjher than that corresponding to the I-g orndrton, i.e. 7eru
,!,.riti ;,- rat,, of !he -wind tunnel test For thi, purpose the I-9 CLa of the airplane ,'a- deter-r'iled

t,, lpolatinj t light test data of various erntry rat-s into the stal to zero dece leration rate.

jrr- 77 -Ac:.. -hrc CL;,x and l-g CLrax fro" fl i ght tets in comparison with predict ion, of 1-r CLma, biasrd
r,,t .,inJ tun. I ,ts, and 2-0 theory and DATCOM respectively. In addition, the wind tunnel C

0
tax is

prc.,er te! t" Aror the large gap between the rodeI-scale and full-scale data inr this case.

The )gr.-erent between flight and wind tunnel I-' CLrrax is quite good considering the large extrapolation of
the wind tunnel data.

The prediction based on 2-D theory and DATCOM appears to overestimate CL ax when the flap is deflected, with
the discrepancy increasing with flap angle. This is probably due to the inabi lity of such a method to
account for all three-di )ensional effects and nacelle interference. Wind tunnel tests showed a loss of
about 0.05 in CL,ax die to the installation of the nacelles at a 40 degree flap deflection.

5. CORRELATION OP BUFFET BOUNDARY

1
ht' ':'lditiO(n Of the, huft",,t Lboundary was derived from an analssis of available wind tunne! data based on

t1e niirrip,- e.tatlishd bs Prarcey and Holder (Ref. 7 and 8).

ti o Pearc-v and Holder buffeting usually occurs when flow, separation on a wing has a direct e'lect
on the tot I loading. This irreans a change in winq circulation and therefore a change in lean trailing
e.j ore-,ure. Therefore butfeting is indicated hy a lift loss and a diverqence of the ::ean trailing edge
)ress- ,i 3 co ,pa red U, t hItie linear variation rith angle of attack for attached flo .

Based on tne-e princ ipls, kinks (defined by change, in LIope) in the curve, of CL aid CM vets us angle of
at tack ,'Ire us d a. fol(or1,- to e-tirIat, huflet hounrdar~i , for the high Mach Nr,h r range . The fist kink
as1 r,,d or bul let onrut, the second kink for moderate buffet . and the third kirii for heavy hffet. The

,ind t.nel data used ere at a Reynolds Number of 6.7 illion as co-'pared ,ith I0 ;i 1ion for full scale.

Io analysis of trai !ine edge (100 percent chord) pressure data measured at a Reynolds hu-iber of 3.75 ri lion
Thorwed that at a given Mach Nu ber separation occured fi rst at a semi -pan stat i er Of 0.675. The dierence
or the trail ing edge pressure of this station rather than that of the man pressure ia, used to define
buffet onset as an alternative method for high Mach Numbers.

For the Ilow Mach Number range, the buffet boundary was taken to be that of CLax deri.ved I ri I). .,ped
,ind tunnel tests with appropriate corrections for full scale.

Figure 23 shows the buffet boundary of the Challenger from flight tests in corrparison with s-rich predictlios
in term's of Cl versus Mach Number. Saown in this figure are the predicted area - of ioliht , .-oderarte and
heavy buffet based on the method of kinks. In addition, the predicted buffet on-et boundar,, based on

trailing edge pressure divergence is shown as a solid line within the light buffet area.

The flight test data, shown by solid symbols, represent stalls characterized by wing drop. Pre-stalI buffet
occurred only at Mach Numbers of 0.35 and higher. The open symbols represent flight test data of buffet
onset defined by an accelerometer reading of ±-0.05 g at the airplane centre of gravity. This coincided
also with the first perceptible buffet at the cockpit by the pilot.

The agreement between flight and prediction appears to be very good. The flight test data show buffet onset
to occur rather above the predicted boundary, based on the first kink in the force data, and as high as the
predicted moderate buffet boundary. The prediction based on trai ling edge pressure divergence appears to
represent the average of the scatter.

Figure 25 shows also that there is adequate separation between norral cruise conditions arid buffet onset
for maneuvers and gusts. The minimum margins are in the order of 0.05 in 'M and 0.5 q it) CL.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The development of a modern transonic aircraft was accomplir',ld in a rerarkably short time by using (I)
advanced aerodynamic computer methods as a design tool arid (b) wind tunnel testinr for configuration refine-
ent and prediction of flight characteristics. This approach led also to a clean rrinq configuration
requiring no rxodi fication or fixes, such as vortex generators and fences, to meet all certification

requi reean ts.

The examples presented here show that critical flight characteristics and wing pres'ure and load distributions
are predicted well by wind tunnel tests provided the appropriate techniquer is used.

For models with supercritical wings it is best to test with free tran,ition or the -int. The lowest Reynolds
Number suggested for high speed tests with free tran.,ition is 5 rii Ilion per man aerodnafirc rhord for force
data and 3.8 million for pressure data. For lir speed tests for CLmax and stallinq characteristics data,
it is suggested to use a Reynolds Number of not less than 2 mill ion with a Mach Number of 0.25.

Theoretical aerodynamic computer methods are valuable tools for analysis and design.

High lift systems can now be designed with the aid of a theoretical multi-element airfoil method saving
considerable development in the tunnel. Subsonic panel methods show remarkable correlation with test data
up to Mach 0.7 and are very useful in analyzing complete configurations in symmetric and asymmetric flight

including combined rates of pitch, yaw and roll.
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The Jae sson isolated wing full potential flow transonic method was indispensable for the design of the
Challenger wing. However, it proved to predict poorly the aerodynamic characteristics of the Challenger
wing-body. A simple modification of this method using inputs from a panel method to account for the body

effect was found to improve the correlation with test data.

Significant advances in the design and development of transonic configurations can be made by increasing
the capabi lity of full potential flow transonic methods to compute the flow-around complete configurations,
including the effect of nacelle mass flow ratio, simi lar to current panel methods.

Finally the degree of correlation between prediction and flight can be significantly improved by using
computational aerodynamic methods in combination with wind tunnel testing to interpret complex flow

si tuat ions.
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LESSONS FROM TORNADO AFTERBODY DEVELOPMENT
by

D C Leyland
Deputy Chief Aerodynamicist

British Aerospace PLC
Warton Division
Preston PR4 lAX

England

SUMMARY

The wind tunnel model testing programme associated with Tornado aircraft design included successful
development of a new afterbody test rig, which showed the benefit of measuring airframe axial force
separately from nozzle forces and allowed detailed configuration development for minimum drag.

Flight testing of the aircraft showed good agreement with drag prediction but handling
characteristics under certain conditions were different from predictions derived from full-model
tests, as a consequence of relatively minor differences in afterbody representation. Flight and
model investigations led to development of a satisfactory configuration and to conclusions as to
requirements for future model test programmes.

Subsequent to the flight programme the rare opportunity was taken to compare flight and model test
data by arranging additional afterbody model tests of geometric changes made during the flight
programme. There was reasonably good agreement between results and, again, conclusions reached as to
the requirements for future model and flight testing. Specifically, the introduction of high
frequency response pressure instrumentation is proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Tornado (Fig.l) was designed by the joint companies of Panavia (Aeritalia, British Aerospace and
Messerschmitt Bolkow Blohm) to meet varied Italian, British and German air force requirements and
was originally known as the ,RCA (Multi-role combat aircraft). There was particular emphasis,
however, on high speed low altitude flight where zero lift drag is dominant and therefore care
needed to keep afterbody drag to a minimum. Afterbody model testing was consequently given some
priority and early tests showed the initial layout to be a satisfactory configuration. In detailed
engineering design there were changes made because of constraints set by the requirements for thrust
reversers and for a minimum length fuselage. Second stage model testing showed a resulting increase
in drag and re-definition of a satisfactory afterbody by model testing followed. Build time-scales
did not allow incorporation of modifications until the sixth prototype and consequently early flight
testing took place with a substandard afterbody. Afterbody drag was increased, as indicated by the
model tests, but there was also a reduction in directional stability, particularly at high subsonic
mach numbers. The modified sixth prototype proved to have reduced drag and increased stability but
flight development was continued to further improve handling characteristics and, in the later
stages, to reduce pilot-perceived vibration to a low level.

Some wind tunnel testing paralleled the flight testing but the eventual production configuration was
developed on a prototype aircraft. It was later arranged, through a UK Government funded research
programme, for retrospective model tests to be made of configurations for which flight data was
available but which had not been included in previous model test series. There is therefore now the
rare opportunity for comparing flight and model afterbody test data, and it is possible from the
experience of the testing to draw clear conclusions as to procedures that should be adopted in
future development programmes.

2. TORNADO AFTERBODY DESIGN

In conjunction with Turbo-Union, and based on test data, a translating shroud nozzle was chosen for
the RB199 engine for Tornado. Zero base nozzles did not offer a net benefit when installation and
weight penalties were taken into account, and would have given major difficulties for incorporation
of the required thrust reversers. Convergent - divergent nozzles would have given too large a
penalty in subsonic/transonic flight to justify the benefits at high mach number, bearing in mind
that R8199 engine overall pressure ratio is relatively low and that a significant proportion of the
underexpanded convergent nozzle thrust is in fact recovered on the afterbody.

Afterbody drag is primarily a function of base area and the RB199 nozzle minimises shroud base area
by enveloping the operating rollers in local external fairings (Fig. 2). Additional base area is
introduced, however, because of the thrust reverser operating mechanism and because of limits on the
steepness of closure of the upper and lower gullies to avoid flow separation.

3. MODEL TESTING

First tests, arranged through MBB on a model at Boeing, confirmed the choice of nozzle design and
nozzle separation. Tests by MBB at ARA Bedford produced basic transonic drag data but afterbody
development was undertaken on the BAe twin sting afterbody rig, with transonic testing at ARA
Bedford and supersonic testing in the 1.2m blow-down tunnel at Warton. The rig (Fig.3) provides
independent measurements of afterbody force, nozzle thrust and combined thrust-minus-drag; the
afterbody is mounted separately from the nozzles which are 'earthed' through a part of the rig's
strain gauge balance.

A number of test phases were completed and care was taken to repeat a datum case for each phase. A
consequence is that it is possible to check back on repeatability (Fig.4), which is probably a
better measure of the quality of a rig than estimated uncertainty. It is gratifying that it is
possible with this rig to discriminate reliably drag differences within 0.1 sq.ft.Do/q full scale.

,1
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4. WIND TUNNEL AFTERBODY DRAG MEASUREMENTS

Results of model drag measurements in Fig.5 show the notable difference found for the basic
prototype configuration compared with the level predicted for the initial design based on early
tests,changes in local lines having been made in design development. The reference model is an
afterbody representative of the complete model which was used for a total aircraft drag synthesis.
Stage 2 was an interim modification made to a prototype aircraft to modify handling qualities; a
large base area resulted and the effect on drag is very evident. The modified prototype
configuration was developed in the tunnel by eliminating areas of flow separation.

The separation (Fig. 6) had arisen on the basic prototype because detailed development of the spine
and boat-tail lines had led to excessive diffusion of local area in the upper gully. Then,
following improvement in the lines, it was found in the model tests that the high base pressure
(positive Cp) developed by the general afterbody flow caused reverse flow in the centre base which
triggered flow separation at the front of the base cavity (Fig. 7). In consequence, seals were
fitted to inboard edges of the thrust reverser buckets for the modified prototype (P06), and later
were also specified for the leading edges of the buckets to prevent outflow of air pressurised in
the nozzle shroud and hence under the buckets.

It is evident that adequate modelling of afterbody detail must be provided in model testing and care
taken to arrange an early re-test of the model if design changes are made following the basic
configuration development.

5. FLIGHT TEST AFTERBODY MEASUREMENT

Special effort was made during the Tornado flight development programme to obtain best possible
measurements of aircraft drag. A joint Panavia/Turbo Union working group defined procedures,
altitude cell calibrated engines were used and particular care was taken in monitoring engine and
aircraft testing. The recommendations made by a UK study group and published in AGARDograph 237
were largely based on Tornado planning and the success achieved proves them well justified.

Comparisons of afterbody drag measurements are limited but within the general accuracy there is
broad agreement (Fig 8), especially when correction is made for the effect of imperfect
representation of the base cavity on the model.

To assess the effect on drag of afterbody changes made in flight development a higher order of
accuracy is required and use has been made of a base pressure correlation (Fig 9) derived from the
various phases of Tornado afterbody model testing. It is not a universally applicable correlation
but data available from other afterbody testing show very similar gradients and scatter bands. It
would be interesting to know whether other test establishments have found and used such a
correlation.

6. PROTOTYPE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

The flow separation that had been shown to give increased drag for basic prototype aircraft was
found in flight testing to also affect directional stability, the separation becoming asymmetric in
sideslip (Fig.lO) and reducing fin effectiveness (Fig.ll). To restore stability for certain
development flying the upper gully was filled on particular aircraft (Stage 2, Fig.13) as far aft as
the thrust reverser bucket leading edges. That limit was necessary to allow bucket operation. A
large base area resulted but the consequent higher drag was acceptable for test flying.

The design data set level of stability had been predicted from the results of tests on complete
models. The models were sting supported and with some consequent distortion of the afterbody were
evidently not sufficiently representative of the basic prototype configuration. It was therefore
decided to re-test a model with a reduced sting and gullys introduced on the afterbody. The
corrected result is shown in Fig.t1 and, though not fully matched, the flight result is largely
predicted. Obviously the need is indicated for proper afterbody representation in any future
complete-model testing, at least as a check test for odd behaviour. If results are satisfactory
then afterbody distortion, normally necessary for a flow-through model, can then probably be
accepted.

Further model testing showed that some gully filling, together with a wide spine (Fig.14), could be
a satisfactory configuration, and from flight testing, with the addition of vortex generators,
directional stability was restored almost to original prediction (Fig.lI). This solution was not
desirable, however, because some variable geometry of the wide spine would be necessary to allow
thrust reverser bucket operation. Flight testing therefore continued to seek a narrow spine
solution. The layout of Fig. 15 was eventually developed,with the spine being narrow enough to
allow bucket opening and certain vortex generators shown to be not necessary.

In the final stages of development the standard of the afterbody was judged in terms of
pilot-perceived vibration. With flow separation obviously present it is not surprising that
vibration was felt, but some still remained when flow separation was apparently suppressed, drag
reduced and directional stability restored. It is hypothesised that with high base pressure
developed there is feed forward of base pressure oscillation onto the afterbody boat-tail, not into
a separated flow region, which could not be seen, but into a very thick boundary layer. The final
solution for the production aircraft was the introduction in the upper gullys of part cones, which
proved to be a very powerful means of reducing the vibration (Fig.16). There was little effect on
drag, although base pressure was reduced, and a very satisfactory configuration was developed with
drag close to that originally predicted (Fig.17).
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7. FLIGHT TO WIND TUNNEL COMPARISONS

The aircraft configurations that were included in the wind tunnel research programme are indicated
in Figs. 18 and 19, some variations in lower gully lines being involved as well as the filling of
the upper gulley and addition of part cones. The individual arguments for each change are not
relevant here but comparisons of results in Fig.20 are of interest. Drag increments from the datum
(modified prototype) configuration are shown in the first row and there is a rough correlation with
the measured base pressures; high Cp means low drag. There is reasonable agreement in base pressures
between flight test and wind tunnel but with some dependence on configuration. There are
indications (e.g. configuration 9) that discrepancies are most likely when pressure gradients exist
across the base and imperfections in representation of base geometry on the model becomes
significant. The upper and lower base tappings were at end of boat-tail, centre-base at the front
of the recessed base.

Examples of boat-tail pressure distributions in Figs. 21 and 22 show fair agreement, but the
information was generally of limited use. Where it was thought that some boat-tail separation was
occurring it did not show in the usual way in the pressure distribution and hence came the
hypothesis that certain characteristics were more related to a thick rather than to a separated
boundary layer.

More pressure instrumentation would have allowed better assessment of configurations and fuller
understanding of flow behaviour but in itself would not necessarily have given a shorter development
programme. The flow is very complex and the increments involved are really quite small.

The major figure-of-merit in final development was pilot-perceived vibration and, given a Cooper
type rating or measured by a cockpit accelerometer, it was used in deriving the production
configuration. In the most recent model tests high response transducers have been connected to
afterbody and base pressure tappings and results show a gratifying correlation with cockpit buffet.
Fig.23 shows results for configurations at the start and end of the afterbody flight development
programme, with buffet significantly reduced and yet base pressure increased, meaning drag
reduced.lt is thought that more use should be made of unsteady pressure measurement in afterbody
testing, and the author would be pleased to hear from anyone who has any experience of the technique

in this context.

Finally, it is interesting to see the afterbody development in terms of the afterbody drag to base
pressure correlation. Fig 24 shows that, given the more comprehensive measurements available from
the concluding research programme, there is a better correlation if a mean of upper and lower base
pressures is used rather than a single centre base pressure. The scatter band is still as
originally determined and it is notable that the production configuration lies at the lowest level.
The modifications made to minimise vibration, maybe not surprisingly, also give minimum drag for
that basic afterbody layout.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Experiece of Tornado afterbody development showed that:

1. Optimisation for drag can be achieved by afterbody model wind tunnel testing using the
earthed nozzle technique.

2. Model drag measurements appear to be substantiated by flight drag measurements, within the
accuracy of the flight data.

3. Wind tunnel and flight-measured pressures broadly agreed. Significant differences were
probably due to differences in base geometry representation.

4. A correlation of drag with base pressure, obtained from model tests, gives a good monitor of
drag changes in flight development.

5. Boat-tail pressures did not prove particularly useful, though model and aircraft data agreed
reasonably well.

6. Major effects on drag or stability can be related to flow separation but the thick boundary
layer at the end of the afterbody can give characteristics akin to flow separation.

7. Part cones fitted in boat-tail gullys proved to be a very good means for reducing vibration
to low levels.

0. Vibration is a good measure of flow quality and lowest vibration gave lowest drag for a
given basic geometry.
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For a future programme it is concluded that:

1. Model testing for drag needs special care and repeated datum cases must be planned.

2. Detail must be well represented on the model, including any possible flow paths from the
base.

3. Design modifications should be avoided subsequent to the model development programme; small
changes can have large effects.

4. Matched pressure tappings on the model and the aircraft are required.

5. A check of stability derivatives is required from a complete model with a representative
afterbody geometry, before testing with a distorted afterbody to allow through-flow.

6. Optimisation for stability may require flight development.

7. High response pressure instrumentation in critical regions is recommended for future wind
tunnel tests and for flight development.
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BRIEF PREPARED REMARKS

FOR SESSION II, PERFORMANCE CORRELATION
by

Richard A. Wood
Chief, Simulator Projects Branch

Air Force Flight Test Center
6520 Test Group/ENFS, Stop 239

Edwards Air Force Base, California 93523
USA

When I was first approached to make these remarks, I felt there were four questions that I should
attempt to answer. I quickly realized that I had asked myself several questions for which there were no
definitive answers.

The four questions that seemed appropriate were:

1. How well do ground based estimates for drag polars and engine characteristics correlate to
flight test results?

2. In what areas do performance prediction techniques work best or worst, and why?

3. What are the differences in the way various manufacturers (airframe or engine) predict
drag polars and engine characteristics?

4. Are there portions of various performance prediction techniques that could or should be
combined to form a better or best method?

Since the answers to these questions are subjects over which reasonable men can, and do, disagree,
all I can hope to do is shed some small light on the subject. However, several important points are
clear:

1. Correlation between performance estimates and flight test is reasonably good but, the
ability to predict aircraft performance hasn't improved much in 20 years.

2. The ability to determine the accuracy of the predictions is a direct function of the accu-
racy of the flight test measurements.

3. The ability to determine the drag prediction accuracy is a direct function of the thrust
accuracy. We seldom measure thrust per-se. Thrust is "calculated" from a calculation (computer) deck
derived from ground based information. Therefore, the flight test determined drag is dependent on the
estimated thrust.

4. Air frames can be modeled easily, pilots can not be modeled easily and,

5. An airframe manufacturer's published estimates depend on who he is negotiating with.

The answer to question 1 is "very well" if you are interested in up and away flight and plus or minus
several percent is good enough. But, there are some areas where correlation is considerably poorer.

A survey of 12 commercial transport aircraft, constructed by three major Anerican manufacturers,
over a 20 year period, showed that you are just as likely to estimate too high a drag as too low a drag.
Six of the twelve predictions were low, four predictions were high, and two were right on.

Number of Aircraft Predicted Cn at Cruise Mach

6 More drag than predicted
4 Less drag then predicted
2 Right on

The drag predictions were as much as 22% low and 10% high.

This survey also showed that drag estimates on modified versions of existing ai.craft were no better
than the original estimates on the original aircraft. Despite having considerable flight test data from
the original aircraft, aerodynamicists could not better their predictions the second time around.

Despite many years of experience in designing, testing, and analysing aircraft, several factors
still inhibit the aerodynamicist's ability to predict drag. Most new aircraft incorporate new technology.
Our ability to predict old technology improves with hind sight, but our ability to predict new technology
does not necessarily improve with time. The available theories still make simplifying assumptions. For
example, various components of the airframe are assumed to have constant skin friction; structural deflec-
tion is neglected or assumed to be some reasonably well behaved and simple function; air leaks around
window frames and doors are assumed zero.

Wind tunnel models don't get around these problems. In fact, they have their own problems.
Regardless of how much experience an aerodynamicist has with a wind tunnel, each model and mount system
require their own unique corrections to obtain full scale numbers.

Last but not least, the aerodynamicist has no control over the quality of the workmanship on the
actual aircraft. How well panels and doors fit together, and how secure the pressure seals areare all
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functions of workmanship. An airframe with a lot of gaps and leaky seals will never perform as well as
a tight aircraft.

If, in some flight regimes, ground based estimates correlate "very well" with flight test results
specifically how well is very well? The answer becomes a subject of some controversy. it depends on
what you are looking for.

The quality of performance flight test data has continually improved since the beginning of flight
test. With higher quality pressure transducers, flight path accelerometers, and inertial navigation
systems, better and better accuracy has been obtainable. However, under the best of conditions drag can
only be measured to about +2%. Given some typical instrumentation problems, a less than perfect thrust
calculation scheme, and limited quantities of test data, +5% is more typical and could worsen from there
depending on the particular problems.

The modeling technique that is used to model the test drag polar, can effect the correlation. The
type, number, and order of terms has an important effect on the shape of the polar and in what angle-of-
attack and Mach number ranges the model fits the data best.

Plus or minus 2%, or 5% isn't necessarily a significant amount. However, if you are building a new
commercial transport and have contractual performance guarantees, 5% is more than enough to cost you
money.

In circumstances where excess thrust is limited, 5% is a big number. For example, a fighter that
must meet a time-to-accelerate specification, will never meet the specification if its excess thrust
is just 1% low. In a recent fighter development program, the manufacturer replaced engines three times
before they identified a "good enough" engine to meet the acceleration requirement.

During a recent test program at Edwards Air Force Base, a particular airframe was flown in two
separate tests to obtain an aerodynamic model. The same instrumentation system was used for both sets
of tests. The second tests used the same model but newer engines than the first test. The thrust calcu-
lation scheme was the same in both cases; however, in each test somewhat different data analysis schemes
were used to obtain drag. The results showed that the two sets of tests, although similar, produced
drag polars of different shape, and as much as 6% different magnitude in drag coefficient.

In another example during a recent series of tests on a modified transport aircraft, two types of
flight test instrumentation were available and two seperate wind tunnel analyses were conducted.
Figure 1 shows the results of the overall analysis. Conclusions drawn were that the modification
improved performance, and that the improvement was somewhere between two and eight percent depending on
flight condition. The difference in the various analyses may not seem like enough to argue about, but
when the profitability of retrofitting the fleet requires a five percent improvement in drag, the argu-
ments are plentiful.

The answer to the second question; in what areas do performance prediction techniques work best,
is fairly simple. Performance predictions are best in up-and-away flight outside of the transonic
region, and they are worst in those areas where pilot technique is a big factor, like takeoff and
landing; in situations where excess thrust is limited; or where significant flow separation occurs, such
as high angle-of-attack.

Some very minor differences in pilot technique can be quite important and obviously it is very
difficult for the aerodynamicist to control pilot technique. Some recent tests on a ground attack
fighter showed a one degree change in rotation pitch attitude changed liftoff airspeed by about 5 knots
and ground roll approximately 500 feet. In this case 500 feet represented 10% of the takeoff distance.
The predicted takeoff performance was based on a rotation to exactly 10 degrees pitch attitude; and the
rotation was commenced about 10 knots below predicted takeoff speed.

Flight test results showed on occasions where the pilot delayed rotation, several hundred feet
longer ground runs resulted due to delays in the aircraft reaching a liftoff lift coefficient. On occa-
sions where the pilot failed to achieve at least 10 degrees pitch attitude, longer ground runs also
resulted due to not generating sufficient lift for takeoff until a higher speed was reached. On
occasions when the pilot overrotated, the aircraft lifted off earlier due to achieving a liftoff lift
coefficient at a lower speed; but then was slow and sluggish in the climb out phase. No matter what the
pilot did, he would not achieve the predicted performance unless he rotated to exactly the correct pitch
attitude and timed his rotation exactly right.

Landing is another area where prediction is difficult, particularly on wet runways. The actual
coefficient of friction between tire and runway is difficult to determine in the best conditions.
Antiskid operation is rarely modeled accurately. Most landing performance estimates assume some average
effective coefficient of friction. Pilot technique during flare is extremely important with large percent-
ages of the predicted landing distance being eaten up if the airplane is allowed to float or bounce.

A recent STOL test program graphically illustrated the differences between pilot-out-of-the-loop
theoretical predictions and pilot-in-the-loop performance. The predictions showed that the aircraft
could fly a 6* glide slope at a high sink rate and not exceed structural limits at touchdown. The
changes in lift and drag coefficient due to ground effect resulted in the ground effect arresting the
sink rate just before touchdown. Tests to confirm the analysis were flown over a dry lakebed with the
auto pilot engaged. A 6' glide slope was flown until the ground effect "flared" the aircraft. The
test confirmed the analysis.

However, the analysis didn't predict how the pilots would react in an operational situation.
Figure 2 shows the touchdown dispersion experienced while landing on a STOL runway. Eight landings were
short of the touchdown point and 26 were long. The long touchdowns resulted from several problems. The
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first was variable winds, the second pilot concern for the structural limits of the aircraft, and the
thi rd was high pilot workload.

In no-wind conditions the aircraft could be brought into the aim point reasonably well. With
shearing or variable winds, the pilot reaction time and engine response time were long enough that If
the pilot got behind the aircraft he would land at an excessive sink rate. In any event, once the
aircraft was within 200 feet of the ground the pilot was completely at the mercy of the aircraft because
there was insufficient time to make any corrections. In order to insure a safe landing, the pilots
would often carry a little extra power and elect a long safe touchdown rather than a hard landing at the
touchdown point. The net result was that most approaches were flown between 5 and 5.5%, not the pre-
dicted 6% and touchdown sink rates never exceeded 13 feet per second even though 16 feet per second
was the limit. Under such circumstances the aircraft could never achieve its designed STOL landing
performance.

The theoretical 6* glide slope could be flown and the aircraft brought into a spot landing,
providing the pilot had the perception and control authority to confidently maneuver the aircraft in
real world conditions.

The third and fourth questions are not easily addressed. In fact, an entire symposium could be
devoted to discussing drag and thrust prediction techniques and which ones are best. The simple answer
is that no single methodology is best for every situation.

Most airframe manufacturers use well known techniques as a starting point and then modify the tech-
niques according to their own experience. The aerodynamicist will start with analytical methods, then
modify these estimates by wind tunnel results, and finally modify both of the previous results by his
previous experience with flight test results.

The difficulty in defining a best technique lies with the fact that there are so many pieces that
must be added together to develop a performance prediction. If a manufacturer is building a new, but
conventional design aircraft, he will rely heavily on a perturbation analysis; that is, modify flight
test results from a previous, similar design, by some predicted change. If he is building an aircraft
that incorporates new or unfamiliar technology he will be forced to use more sophisticated techniques.
In either case, the aerodynamicist is faced with the task of summing the drag of each component of the
aircraft for example; wing, fuselage, vertical stabilizer, etc. The drag for each of these components
can be made up of several components also, for example; skin friction drag, protuberance drag, drag due
to lift. And then, interference drag has to be added in. There are separate analytical methods for
estimating each type of drag, for each component of the aircraft, for various portions
of the flight envelope.

Fortunately, in most cases, the aerodynamicist has more information on his engine. The long lead
time required for engine development usally means the engine has already been developed and tested to
some degree so estimating thrust requires slightly less quess work. However, the aerodynamicist Is
still faced with determining installation effects. What this all means is that the methodology for
predicting performance ia made up of many methodologies, all of which can be manipulated by the indi-
vidual aerodynamiciat based on his previous experience.

But this situation is still further complicated by the fact that aircraft design is an iterative
process. The designer rarely knows all the details of the final configuration until the very end of the
process, and will probably never know such details as where every row of rivets will be or how large the
gaps in panels will be. Such an iterative process, filled with so many details, results in a tremendous
bookkeeping task. The time and expense required to go through many calculations for each iteration
often results in short cuts being taken.

Two important observations can be made from all this. First, the quality of the estimate is more a
function of the time and care taken to include all the details and higher order terms than it is of the
particular equations used. Second, no one technique covers all aircraft types, configurations, and
flight regimes.

Airframe manufactures are reluctant to disclose what they have learned through extensive and expen-
sive experience. They all feel they know something their competitors don't know and they are not about
to give it away free. Several years ago the U.S. Air Force found that the numerous combinations and
permutations of performance estimation methodologies made it difficult to compare proposals from dif-
ferent airframe manufactures. An attempt was made to standardize the methodology amongst manufacturers.
The attempt failed due to both the reluctance of the manufacturers to change what each of them felt
was their "best" method and, for the lack of definitive proof of what combinations of methodologies were
beet for any particular situation.

So the opportunity still remains, for some perceptive member of our industry, to provide us with
the definitive answers to these last two questions.
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BRIEF PREPARED COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE CORRELATION

PROPULSIVE AFTERBODY DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

COMPARED WITH FLIGHT RESULTS

by

J.M.Hardy
SNECMA

France

SUMMARY

The analysis of the Flight performance of propulsive afterbody schemes on several Military
(Mirage 3 - 4 - FI - 2000 - 4000) and Civil Aircraft (Mercure, Concorde, DC8/CFM-56) has
given SNECMA a general philosophy on their prediction at the design stage.

This methodology is based on three principles:

(a) Synthesis of experimental results obtained on models to obtain correlations
qualitatively verified in Flight:

(b) Development of sophisticated calculation methods validated in wind-tunnel
(local and global aspects): these methods are used for flow analysis and for
extrapolation of model testing:

(c) Static calibration on models of afterbodies with exhaust flow conditions
(model nozzle coefficients) used for the Flight thrust calculation.
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COMPORTEMENT A GRANDE INCIDENCE DYUN AVION DE COMBAT:
CORRELATION ENTIRE LES PREVISIONS ET LE VOL

par
Paul-Louis MATHE

Chef du ED6partement Dynamnique du Vol

AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION (AMD-BA)
78, Quai Carnot - 92214 ST-CLOUD - FRANCE

Le MIRAGE 2000 est un avion 6quip6 d'un syst~me de commandes de vol strictement &6lectriques. Nous ne
ditaillerons ni les raisons fondamentales du choix d'un tel sYst~me, raisons maintenant bien connues, ni toutes les
fonctions qu'il assure ; nous ne parlerons ici que de l'une de ces fonctjons:- celle qui assure une protection automnatique de
l'av ion vis-a-vis de la perte de contr~le.

Cette fonction qui avait kte pr~vue de base dans la conception du syst~me de commandes de vol de l'avion,
mais sous une forme relativement simplifi~e, s'est r~v~l~e d'un tel int~rC-t op~rationnel quele a k6 l'objet au cours de la
misc au point des prototypes de multiples perfect ionne men ts. Sous sa forme d4finitive, cette fonction assure la protection
vis-a-vis de Ia perte de contr8le de l'avion pour toutes ses configurations de combat, sans aucune consigne restrictive de
pilotage, et ceci, jusqu'a vitesse nulle. La r~duction de charge de travail, qui en r~sulte pour le pilote en cours de
manoeuvres de combat, renforce singuli~rement 1lefficacit6 op~rationnclle de l'avion : :-)ression des tiches de
surveillance des param~tres critiques de vol de l'avion (en particulier de lincidence), liberte absolue de manoeuvre du
pilote. Par ailleurs, les limitations des param~tres critiques de vol 6tant r~alis~s de fa4;on plus pr~cise par un dispositif
automatique que par de simples consignes de pilotage, if en r~sulte une meilleure exploitation des possibilit~s de l'avion.
Enfin, la rapidit6 d'ex~cution des manoeuvres extremes de combat en est tr~s nettement am~lior~e.

La protection automnatique de Ilavion vis-a-vis d'6ventuelles pertes de contr8le est r~alis~e:

- Par une fonction des commandes de vol assurant une limitation automnatique de Ilincidence de l'avion a une
valeur d4pendant des conditions de vol.

- Par une adaptation soign~e des fonctions de contr8le et de commandes de l'axe de roulis et de l'axe de facet
de Ilavion qu'assurent le syst~me de commandes de vol : adaptation de certains gains en fonction de
lincidence, en particulier de ceux qui r~gissent les couplages roulis-lacet, adaptation des efficacit~s des
commandes de gauchissement et de palonnier en fonction de la commande de profondeur, etc... Cette
adaptation permet de minimiser les d~rapages induits par les manoeuvres a grande incidence, cc qui entre
autres choses est une condition indispensable a une bonne efficacit6 de la fonction de limitation
d'incidence.

Pr~cisons ici que Ilincidence maximale de contr~ie d'un avion nWest pas, en g~niral, ind~pendante du niveau de
manoeuvrabilit6 transversale que l'on souhaite lui conserver acette incidence. Crest affaire de compromis. Les r~glages
retenus pour le syst~me de commandle de vol du MIRAGE 2000 sont tels qu'aux incidences limites la manoeuvrabilit6
transversale reste notable : la vitesse de roulis disponible, dans ces conditions d'incidences limites, reste toujours
sup~rieure a 30 % de la vitesse de roulis disponible, dans les m~mes conditions de vol, a incidence mod&r e.

Limitation automnatique de l'incidence et contr~le rigoureux des axes transversaux sont les cl~s de la
protection de Pavion vis-a-vis de la perte de contr8le. Encore faut-il que ces fonctions puissent 8tre remplies
correctement par Ie syst~me de commandes de vol de Ilavion, ce qui implique un minimum d'efficacit6 des gouvernes et
donc un minimum de vitesse. Or des conditions de vitesse tr~s faible voire nulle peuvent 6tre obtenues par des manoeuvres
tris particuli~res de "chandelles" quasi verticales. Ces manoeuvres pourraient certes 8tre 6vit~es par application de
certaines consignes de pilotage, mais il a k6 jug6 op~rationnellement tr~s contraignant d'imposer au pilote, en combat, de
telles consignes.

0
0 0

Dans ces conditions Ie domaine en incidence de l~avion prend I'allure pr~sentee par Ia figure I. Ce domaine
comprend deux parties:

- une partie dans laquelle Ilincidence est strictement lir.t5 rr le syst~me de commandes de vol,

- une partie, limit~e aux basses vitesses, dans laquelle les incidc'nces et les d~rapages peuvent pratiquement
Lstre quelconques, et le syst~me de commandes de vol du MIRAGE 2000 a k6 d~fini de falon qu'en aucun
cas une incursion dans cette derniire partie du domaine, inct rsion volontaire ou involontaire mais de toute
faoon tr~s temporaire, puisse conduire 1 une situation de perte de contr8le tant soit peu prolong~e, et ceci
quelles que soient les manoeuvres effectu~es pas le pilote c'est-a-dire, en difinitive, sans aucune consigne
restrictive de pilotage.

Comme nous ravons dit, le MIRAGE 2000 est un avion 6quip6 d'un systime de commandes de vol strictement
6lectriques ; de ce fait, tant que Ic systime de commandes de vol nWest pas satur6 (but~e de d~tecteurs, but~e de
gouvernes, vitesse limite de servocommandes. ..), le comportement en vol de I'avion d4pend momns de ses caractiris-
tiques particuliires airodynamiques que des lois de contr8le introduites dans le systime de commandes de vol. Quelques
exempies sont significatifs:-

- A 150 kts, une erreur de 50 % sur le Cip (amortissement airodynamique de roulis) ne change que de 10 %
I'amortissement global de Ilensemble avion + commandes de vol sur ce meme axe. Une erreur de 20 cm sur
la position du foyer a4rodynamique de l'avion modifie Ia p~riode de I'oscillation d'incidence de momns de
10%.

- Une erreur de 100 % (x. par 2) sur le coefficient croisi Cnp de lacet dO a Ia vitesse de roulis ne modifie que
tr~s peu ]a qualit6 du comportement de I'avion en manoeuvre de gauchissement (modification de queiques
dixlimes de degr~s du d~rapage maximum atteint pendant Ia manoeuvre).
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Cette situation eSt 6videmrnent tr~s favorable L la fiabilit6 des pr6visions que Ion peut faire quant au
comportement a~rodynamique en vol d'un avion 6quip6 de commandes de vol 6lectriques. Elle pourrait faire douter de la
necessit6 absolue d'effectuer pour ce type d'avion une identification pr~visionnelle en soufflerie aussi fine que possible des
caract&istiques a~rodynaniiques.

Cette n~cessit6 s'imnpose cependant ; en effet:

- It y a au momns une classe de coefficients a~rodynamiques dont la connaissance est strictement n~cessaire
ce sont les efficacit~s (directes et crois~es) des gouvernes ; ce sont elies qui assurert le corntr8le de IPavion
et tous les r~glages de base du syst~ine de commandes de vol en d~pendent.

- S'it est vrai que le comportement d'un avion doti d'un syst~ine de commandes de vol 6lectriques d~pend,
tant que ce syst~me n'est pas satur6, essentielleinent des lois de contr8le qu'il r~alise, il est 6vident que les
canditions dans lesquelles de telles saturations peuvent ktre atteintes d~pendent directement des
caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques g~n~rales de l'avion. Et le dirnensionnernent correct des commandes de vol
exige une connaissance pr~cise de ces caract~ristiques.

- 11 est "normal" que dans certaines conditions extremes le syst~me de commandes de vol soit temporai-
rement satur6 (gouvernes en but~e par exemple) ; s'il en 6tait autremlent, cela signifierait, soit que le
syst~rne de commandes de vol est surdimensionn6, soit que les possibilit~s maximales du syst !ne ne sont
pas exploit~es. Or, dans ces conditions, pour lesquelles les fonctions de contr~le du syst~me de commandes
de vol sont restreintes, l'importance des caract~ristiqUes a~rodynamiques g~n~rales de l'avion sur le
comportement de celui-ci devient 6videmment pr~pond~rante.

Nous ne rentrerons pas ici dans le d~tail des divers moyens mis en oeuvre pour obtenir une identification
avant vol aussi fine que possible des caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques de l'avion ;nous citerons cependant ceux qui
permirent V'identification pr~visionnelle de l'avion dans Ie domaine e -s grandes incidences.

Le domaine d'incidence et de d~rapage pour ces essais couvre largement Je domaine effectif de vol de l'avion
puisque, en compressible, ils ont 6t mends syst~matiquement jusqu' des incidences comprises entre 35 et 4Q0 et des
d~rapages de l'ordre de 150. Dans le domaine des tr~s basses vitesses, dom-i.e dans lequel lavion en vol, comme nous
I'avons vu pr~c~demment, na plus de limitation d'incidence et de d~rapage, les identifications en soufflerie ont k6
men6es entre plus ou momns 1800 d'incidence et plus ou momns 180' de d~rapage l'aide d'un montage sp~cial.

Ces essais, ii vrai dire tr~s classiques, furent mends danr diverses souffleries et avec des maquettes de taille
relativement vari~e, avec de nombreux recoupemnents de fa~on minimiser les alias inh~rents aux essais de soufflerie
effets du nombre de Reynolds, pr~cision de Ia representation de la g~om~trie de l'avion,....

11 y a peu dire de ces essais sinon qu'ils furent men~s de fa4;on laisser le momns dincertitude possible quant
ala d~tection d'~ventuels accidents a~rodynamiques dans Ia zone des grandes incidences, zone dans laquelle I'a~rodyna-

mique de l'avion est part iculi~rement non lin~aire. Ceci a conduit l'identification de tr~s nombreuses combinaisons des
param~tres de "situations a~rodynamiques" et de configurations de l'avion : incidence, d~rapage, braquage des diverses
gouvernes, etc ... Par ailleurs, un effort particulier d'identification en soufflerie des grandeurs an~mom~triques,
necessaires au fonctionnement du syst~me des commandes de vol, a k6 fourni : recherche de positionnements corrects des
girouettes d'incidence, des prises de pressions statiques et dynamniques ; 6talonnage pr~dictif de ces mesures.

A ces essais de soufflerie que l'on peut qualifier de statique se sont ajout~s un certain. nombre d'essais
particuliers et sous certains aspects moins classiques, parmi lesquels if faut citer :

- Des essais d'identification en soufflerie des coefficients a~rodynatniques dynamniques "directs et crois~s"
par Ia m~thode des oscillations forc~es. Ces essais ont 6t pouss~s jusqu' des incidences pour lesquelles
l'avion pr~sente des non lin~arit~s a~rodynamiques statiques qui rendent d'ailleurs l'interpr~tation des
r~sultats tr~s al~atoires.

- Des essais effectu~s dans une soufflerie verticale laide d'un montage tournant dans une tr~s large gamme
d'incidence, de d~rapages et de vitesses angulaires. Ces essais avaient pour but, 6viderment. de pr~ciser
certaines caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques dynamiques grande incidence, mais aussi, et surtout, v~rifier
que l'a~rodynamique de I'avion, dans des conditions de vol caract~re fortement dynamique impliqUant des
vitesses angulaires et des vitesses de variation de l'incidence et du dirapage imnportantes, ne pr~sentait pas
d'accident r~dhibitoire susceptible de mettre en d~faut le fonctionnement des commandes de vol.

- Des essais de vol libre catapult6 effectu~s avec une maquette pilot~e de l'avion, essais destin~s
essentiellement recouper les r~sultats des identifications a~rodynamiques faites classiquemnent en
soufflerie.

- Des essais de I'vrilles' rialis-6s en soufflerie verticale ; ces essais permettant de caract6,iser le
comportement de l'avion en condition de vrilles et de d~linir les consignes appliquer pour sortir de vrilles,
ont 6t r~alisis af in d'assurer Ia s~curit6 des vols douverture du domaine en incidence des prototypes du
Mirage 2000, dans le cas o des divergences importantes ent'e nos previsions et Ia r~alit6 auraient rendu
inefficace le syst~me de protection automatique vis- -vis dle Ia perte de contr8le install~e sur l'avion.

Ces deux derniers; types d'essais ne sont pas A proprement parler des essais d'identification. lIts peuvent
cependant constituer d'excellents recoupemnents avec les essais classiques de soufflerie. 11 est d'ailleurs int~ressant de
noter i ce sujet qUil a 64 possible, par calculs A partir des caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques statiques de lavion issus des
essais de soufflerie basse vitesse effectu~s tr~s grandes incidences et tr~s grand &apage de retrouver let principales
caract~ristiques des diverses vrilles mises en 6vidence Ia soufflerie verticale.

00 0
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Avant d'aborder plus pricis~ment l'examen de la validit6 des pr~visions qui furent faites avant vol, quant au
7comportement de lavion, ii y a lieu de rappeler la m~thodologie qui I ut appliquie au Mirage 2000 pour "ouvrir"

effIectivement en vol Ie domaine des grandes incidences de cet avion.

Cette ouverture slest diroul~e en trois phases:

- La premi~re de ces phases a k6 r6alisie avec un prototype ividerrment 6quip6 de ces commandes de vol
elcrqe Iasdn esule a fonction de limitation automnatique crincidence r?6tait pas branch~e.
Cette phase I ut relativement courte et avait pour but de priciser les 6talonnages des grandeurs
an~momitriques intervenant dans les r~glages du syst~me de limitation automatique d'incidence. Un
premier domaine en manoeuvre symitrique, c'est-A-dire sans manoeuvre transversale, fut ainsi ouvert.
Cette phase permit une premi~re virification des principales caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques, en
particulier longitudinales, de Ilavion.

- La deuxtm e phase fut la phase effective de mise au point des fonctions de protection automnatique de
l'avion vis-avi de la perte de contr8le dans son domaine "normal" de vol, c'est-A-dire horsddoande
tr~s faibles vitesses. Clest au cours de cette phase que put 6tre 6valui l'int~ret op~rationnel de tels
dispositifs de protection automatique, int~r~t qui parut si important qu'un certain nombre de perfectionne-
ments de ces fonctions furent souhait~s par les pilotes et r~alis~s. En particulier, l'extension de la fonction
de protection automatique l'ensemble des configurations de combat de l'avion fut dicid~e, alors
qu'initialement cette protection ne devait couvrir que les principales configurations et qu'il avait ki admis
qu'un certain nombre de consignes restrictives de pilotage 6tait acceptable. C'est au cours de cette phase
que le meilleur compromis entre les valeurs d'incidence maximales de lavion et Ia manoeuvrabilit6
transversale encore disponible ces incidences a k6 dfini.

- Enfin, une troisi~me phas a permis d'ouvrir le domaine de vol de l'avion jusqu'aux vitesses tr~s faibles,
voire nulles, domaine dans lequel les incidences et les d~rapages peuvent atteindre des valeurs quelconques.
11 faut noter que la n~cessiti d'une telle ouverture de domaine n'~tait pas 6vidente a priori. En effet, cc
domaine nWest accessible que par des manoeuvres tr~s particuli~res de pilotage que l'on sait 6viter a l'aidc
de consignes relativement simples & respecter par le pilote. C'est en d~finitive le souci de voir pour les
configurations de combat toutes consignes restrictives de pilotage disparaitre qui a rendu n~cessaire la
validation de bon fonctionnement de l'ensemble avion + commandes de vol dans ces conditions particuliires.
Aborder cette phase d'essais en vol exigait quelques pr~cautions car les risques de perte de contr~le
n'6taient pas a priori complitement n~gligeables et une campagne d'essais en soufflerie de vrille fut
effectu~e de I a4on & caract~riser ces vrilles et difinir les consignes & appliquer iventuellement pour en
sortir. Quciques vols furent effectu~s af in de verifier Ia validit6 de ces r~sultats I a suppression dans les
commandes de vol de toutes les fonctions de protection automnatique ont permis d'obtenir, effectivement en
vol, quelques pertes de contr~ie et de v~rifier ainsi refficacit6 des consignes de sortie de vrilles, d~finies
partir des essais en souffIleric.

Ces diff~rentes phases d'ouverture du domaine de vol de l'avion ont k6 rialisies scion une proc~dure
progressive, dont chacune des 6tapes comprenait successivement :

- Une 11r~p~tition" au simulateur des essais d'ouverture de domaine.

- Les essais en vol d'ouverture de domaine.

- Une comparaison syst~matique entre Ie comportement de l'avion en vol et cclui qui avait ki pr~vu.

000

Nous avons aujourd'hui, Ie recul suffisant, pour pouvoir itablir un bilan tr~s g~n~ral de la qualiti des

pr~visions concernant le comportement de IPavion que nous avons pu faire avant les vols.

L'examen de cc bilan nous permet d'affirmer que, dans leur ensemble, ces provisions ont ki excellentes.

Ce risultat est, certes en partie dO au fait, dj& citi pr~cidement, que le comportement d'un avion 6quip6 de
commandes de vol 6lectriques est, dans bien des conditions de vol, plus Iii aux r~glages adopt~s pour ces commandes de
vol, qu'aux caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques propres de l'avion ; il provient aussi du fait que Ics divergences, entre
Ila~rodynamique rielle de Ilavion et celle que prdvoyait Ia souffIlerie, sont toujours rest~es relativement faibles.

Tout ceci ne signifie 6videmment pas que Ia misc au point des commandes de vol 6lectriques du MIRAGE 2000
nWait pos6 aucun probl~me.

O'abord, et nous avons dj& eu l'occasion d'6voquer cc fait, les objectifs visis par Ie syst~me de commandes
de vol ont 6volu~s au cours de Ia mise au point des prototypes en fonction mime des possibilit~s nouvelles qu'offrait cc
type de commandes de vol (extension et perfectionnement des limitations automnatiques en particulier).

Par ailleurs, malgri l'excellente concordance d'ensemble entre l'a~rodynamique r~elle de Plavion et celle que
nous laissait privoir les mesures ef Iectuies en souf flerie, quelques "'surprises" ne nous ont pas ki 6pargn~es.

Je ne citerais qu & titre anecdotique, car ne concernant pas vraiment le domaine des grandes incidences, et
qU'elles n'eurent comme consiquence qu'un ajustement des reglages de Ia chaline transversale de commandes de vol de
Ilavion, les divergences notables entre le vol et nos previsions en ce qui concerne Ie lacet induit par le braquage
diffirentiel des ilevons en supersonique 1 faible altitude (fig. 3). Les mesures effectu~es en soufflerie n'itaient pas en
cause ; par contre, Ileffet de rairodistorsion sur ces coefficients avait it ivalui de I a4on part iculi~rement erron~e.

Momns anecdotiques, par leur consiquence sur la d4finition mime des commandes de vol, ont ki les quelques
divergences observies entre le vol et la soufflerie en cc qui concerne Ia stabiliti longitudinale de flavion. Ces diffirences
rest~rent toujours tris faibles, mais cependant suffisantes pour remettre en cause le bilan d'iquilibrage longitudinal de
Ilavion, aux taibles Mach, dans Ia gamme des incidences maximales praticables (fig. 4). Cc fait, associe au disir de ne
sacrifier en aucune maniire Ia manoeuvrabiliti transversale a ces incidences, nous a conduit tr~s rapidement au cours de
rexpirimentation des prototypes 1 augmenter ligirement le braquage i piquer des 6Ievons de I'avion.
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Enf in, nous devons citer parmi les "surprises" a~rodynamiques d~cel~es par le vol une 6volution, en fonictioi
du nombre de mach, des caractiristiques a~rodynamiques longitudinales de lavion grande incidence beaucoup plus
brutale en transsonique que nous ne Ie laissait supposer la soufflerie (fig. 5). Ce fait, sans avoir eu de cons~quence sur la
&finition de base du syst~me de commandes de vol de I'avion, n'a certes pas simplifi6 la mise au point des fonctions de
limitation automnatique d'incidence et de facteur de charge, en particulier pour des phases de vol conduisant a des
variations tr~s rapides du nombre de Mach (d~c~Ilration transsonique en but~e de manche par exemple).

Telles sont les seules divergences vol/pr~visions qui se sojent vrairnent r~vil~es significatives quant a la
d~finition des commandes de vol de I'avion et a son comporternent.

En particulier le domaine d'incidence et de manoeuvrabilit6 du MIRAGE 2000 est pratiquement identique
celui qui 6tait pr~visible avant mime le premier vol du premier prototype. Ceci signifie, entre autre, que les diff~rences
entre les caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques transversales r~elles de l'avion et celles qui avait k6 privues par la soufflerie
(fig. 6) sont rest~es suffisamment faibles pour ne pas ktre significatives vis- -vis du comportement de I'ensemble avion
+ commandes de vol.

Dans le domaine mt-me des tr~s faibles vitesses et donc des tr~s grands d4rapaqes et incidences, le
comportement de Iavion, au cours des centaines d'essais rialis~s en vol, s'est r~vele semblable a celui qui avait ki
observ6 durant I'amportante campagne de simulation qui avait prectie ces essais, simulation dont les bases a~rodyna-
miques de representation de l'avion etaient dietement issues de soufflerie basse vitesse couvrant un domaine d'incidence
et de dirapage de + 1S0. D'ailleurs, malgr i les difficult~s d'exploitation inh~rentes ce type tris particulier d'essais en
vol, il est possible de comp-r les acc 16rations angulaires, subies par ravion en vol a celles qu'aurait subit le mo~le de
simulation dans les mt-mes nditions. Mime dans les cas de manoeuvres particulierement severes, le recoupemnent est
tr~s satisfaisant (fig. 7).

v0
00

L'excellente qualit6 d'ensemble de nos pr~visions avant vol a k6 un facteur tr~s important dans le bon
d6roulement de la misc au point des commandes de vol du MIRAGE 2000. Cette qualit6 r~sulte certes de milliers d'heures
pass~es en soufflerie mais aussi de I'expirience des 6quipes charqes d'exploiter, et surtout d'inte ~er, les donn~es qui
furent ainsi rassembl~es, exp~rience acquise au fil des deux dernieres d~cennies a roccaion de reaistions aussi variees
que les MIRAGES V A d~collage vertical, les MIRAGES F, les MIRAGES G g~om~trie variable, etc .... dorit les syst~mes
de commandes de vol prifiguraient d~j plus d'un titre le syst~me de commandes de vol strictement 6lectriques du
MIRAGE 2000.

Un autre facteur de succ~s, et non des moindres, est prendre en consid~ration :le fait que la Socikt6
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION assure elle-m~me ]a conception, Ia r~afisation et la production des
syst~mes de commandes de vol de ses avions ; il en r~sulte un tr~s haut niveau dlint~gration des 6quipes de toute discipline
qui participent au d~veloppernent d'un avion, depuis le stade de sa conception jusqu'au stade de sa mise en s~rie, en
passant par le stade primordial de Ia mise au point en vol.

0
0 0
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Fig. 3
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THE USE OF FREE-FLIGHT MODELS FOR THE PREDICTION OF DEPARTURE CONTROL

by

G. F. Moss, A. Jean Ross, Geraldine F. Edwards, E. B. Jefferies
Aerodynamics Department,

Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hants, UK(

SUMMARY

This paper discusses the importance of prediction techniques for the flight-
dynamic behaviour of proposed aircraft projects and in particular the use of the free-
flight model technique in this context. Such free-flight models are able to carry on-
board flight-control systems and can be used to evaluate stability-augmentation and
departure-prevention methods. Examples of flight records of free-flight tests are pre-
sented and comparisons made with theoretical predictions and corresponding full-scale
data. A research programme using 111R1, a high incidence research model configuration,
is described which has as its central objective the widening of understanding of the
flight-dynamics phenomena of combat aircraft at high angles-of-attack.

1 INTRODUCTION

Techniques to predict the flight-dynamic characteristics of new combat aircraft are
becoming increasingly more important as the level of technology in the design of such air-
craft continues to rise. Two design trends are of particular interest in this respect:
first, the use of configurations of advanced performance which are naturally unstable and
which therefore rely critically on stability augmentation from a sophisticated flight-
control system, and second, the developing operational requirement for a 'carefree
manoeuvre' capability up to and perhaps beyond the natural aerodynamic limits, using a
control system with built-in departure-prevention features. Both these trends are lead-
ing to the use of more complex control systems with sophisticated logic which are not
easy to design when the aerodynamic derivatives and characteristics generally are non-
linear and irregular, as is very often the case when flow separations develop at high
angles-of-attack. The development of a control system which is satisfactory with respect
to departure prevention at high incidence and which also enhances the ability of the pilot
to make best use of his vehicle can be both costly and time consuming at the flight
development stage of a new project and can carry a considerable degree of risk to the
safety of both pilot and vehicle.

At the heart of this problem is the need for good prediction methods for use before
and during the flight-test stage of a new project. Indeed, right from the start important
decisions have to be made by the aircraft designer, for example which dynamic features of
the configuration are likely to be critical and the nature of the control system which
will be required, when comparatively crude theoretical predictions backed by very limited
wind-tunnel test data have to be relied on. As regards the high-incidence departure
characteristics in particular, these early decisions could be crucial. Over the years
considerable experience from project development work has been acquired in the mathematical
modelling techniques used to make predictions of aircraft dynamic behaviour and to design
appropriate control systems, but the acquisition of the necessary aerodynamic derivatives
and the accurate determination of the non-linear aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles-of-attack can be a stumbling block. As well as extensive static wind-tunnel tests
to obtain the forces, moments and control derivatives, it is necessary to make oscillatory,
rotary and other time-dependent tests. At the RAE, in addition to research on mathematical
modelling techniques and the development of wind-tunnel steady and unsteady experimental
techniques to support this, research has also been pursued to develop a low-speed, free-
flight* model technique, first to provide further data for the mathematical models them-
selves and then to check out the predictions of dynamic behaviour made with these
mathematical models.

This paper refers to some of the recent developments in the RAE free-flight model
technique, presents some data from the research work on departure characteristics carried
out with this technique in recent years, and finally describes a new RAE research project
on the high-incidence dynamic characteristics of combat aircraft.

2 RAE FREE-FLIGHT MODEL TECHNIOUE

The technique, which is essentially aimed at the investigation of low-s eed, high
incidence flight conditions, has been referred to in one or two recent papers?" , but
development over the years has been continuous and an update at this stage is not
inappropriate. Only comparatively recently has the concept of a fully-active on-board
flight-control system been included and this has been useful for the purposes of high-
incidence research into the design of flight systems. On direct link, ie without such a
control system in the loop, the models are generally pre-programed to execute a chosen
sequence of control-surface positions, but some provision is now being made for an up-link
from the ground to augment this simple system in some limited respects. The controls are

SNo propulsion units are used.
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operated by electric motors powered by batteries, other actuators required in the model
recovery procedure being operated by compressed air carried in bottles. The model mass
and inertias are carefully controlled in manufacture and assembly, the object being to
provide a number of nominally identical models, Fig 1, which can be used in turn to
obtain data in depth for a small number of selected configurations. The external lines
of the models are standardised by the use of a casting-mould method of manufacture, a
modular construction being used to enable damaged components to be replaced quickly and
easily.

For each drop the model is lifted from a trolley, Fig 2a, and towed to the altitude
for launch by means of a helicopter, a long cable being used, Fig 2b. During this opera-
tion a small parachute is deployed from the model to avoid undue swinging on the cable,
but this is jettisoned at the moment of release. The model is launched in a flying
attitude at a prescribed forward speed, so usually meaningful flight data is obtained
right from the time of release until the activation of the recovery procedure. Recovery
is effected at low altitude by the deployment of large parachutes and the model finally
lands on the ground, the shock being taken by inflated air bags on the lower surface of
the fuselage, Fig 3a. Generally it is possible to re-use a model after each drop follow-
ing any necessary recalibration of instruments, repair of minor damage, etc, but some-
times major repairs are required, eg if unexpected dynamic behaviour occurs and the
recovery system is defeated, as in the case shown in Fig 3b. Recovery techniques are
continually being improved and catastrophies of this kind have been rare, however. With
a series of three or four identical models available a fairly continuous test programme
can be conducted, weather and range facilities permitting. During the free-flight of the
model, which can last up to 100 or more seconds* dependent on the nature of the test, the
model transmits data to a ground receiver by telemetry and is tracked by accurate radar
scanners and/or kinetheodolite cameras as required. The required sequence of control
movements for each drop is set up beforehand and all systems are activated at the point
of release, including the flight-control system and/or departure prevention systems that
are being used. It is possible to switch such systems in and out during the flight
either using the on-board programmer or by remote control. Telemetred data generally
includes signals from linear and angular accelerometers, rate and attitude gyros, the
position of control surfaces, pitot - static pressures, incidence and sideslip vane
angles, various in-flight instrument calibration voltages, and the demand and output
sides of any control systems in use. All data is recorded for off-line processing and
analysis, but during the flight selected parameters are displayed on-line for on-the-spot
monitoring purposes. Fig 4 shows some of the internal components which have to be
carried in a typical model drop.

3 RESEARCH USING THE TORNADO CONFIGURATION

Over the last few years RAE has used the configuration of the Tornado aircraft for
research purposes wit~h respect to the development of the free-flight model technique and
the derivation of mathematical models for the prediction of flight-dynamic behaviour.
Both the original IDS version of this variable wing-sweep aircraft and the later ADV
design have been used, the latter having in particular a longer and more slender nose,
Fig 5, which was expected to aggravate the departure characteristics at high angles-of-
attack. The models have all been carefully scaled to k full-size by linear dimension.
Three ranges have been used for these free-flight trials: the RAE Larkhill range in the
UK, the Woomera range in South Australia and the NASA Dryden facilities on the USAF
Edwards Base in California, USA. The large size of the latter two ranges has been
essential for some of the testing carried out, je where the maximum possible travel of
the model has been large. Sample data from some experiments on all three ranges is
presented in this paper.

Two flight-control systems have been used in conjunction with these models, an
analogue system and a more 'advanced' reprogrammable digital system. Only data from
tests with the analogue system, Fig 6, are presented here, and in the design of the basic
Command and Stability Augmentation System (CSAS) for this, some simplifying assumptions
have been made because operation was only required at low forward speeds (less than 150 kn
IAS model scale, 300 kn full scale). The design comprised conventional pitch, roll and
yaw dampers but with some prescribed limitation of authority in pitch and some 'wash-out'
in yaw to avoid some of the pro-spin tendencies that such systems can have at high
incidence. The analogue departure-prevention system took the form of a Spin Prevention
Incidence Limiting System (SPILS), similar to that proposed by British Aerospace for the
UK version of Tornado. Basically this system, which is designed to be put in series with
the CSAS, reduced the authority of the 'stick' and 'rudder pedal' inputs by factors
dependent on angle-of-attack, but with some advance determined by pitch-rate to avoid any
tendency to overshoot in dynamic approaches to the stall. The above brief description
gives only the basic features of the CSAS and SPILS modules: for both of these the
detailed design was extremely complex.

4 COMMENTS ON THE FLIGHT RECORDS OF FIGS 7-17

In these figures, the two different configurations mentioned above, IDS and ADV,
are referred to as 'I' and 'A' respectively, and in the model data of Figs 7, 10, 11,
13-17 all reference to parameters is given in terms of full-scale aircraft size rather
than model size in order to facilitate comparison with the aircraft data of Figs 8, 9 and
12. For the k-scale model size this has meant that model test values of angular rates

*Equivalent to 200 or more seconds for a full-scale aircraft of "4 the size.



have been halved and the timescale has been doubled numerically. The model velocity has
also been doubled (see Ref 3 for the derivation of scaling factors).

The model drop programme has included several configurations of the wing, but only
data from tests with a leading-edge sweep of 250 and without manoeuvre devices deployed
is presented in these figures. Also, for all these data the centre of gravity of the
model was standardised at 28% and l3 % of wing geometric mean chord for the 'I' and 'A'
configurations respectively. Angles of incidence and sideslip in flight have been taken
from vanes mounted sometimes on a nose probe (,'a Fig 1) and sometimes on the side of the
fuselage (.'g Fig 5). Thorough calibrations have been carried out, however, and all
appropriate corrections have been applied to make the data comparable between figures for
the purposes of this paper. Lastly, for ease of comparison a common format has been
adopted for all the flight records quoted, but care should be taken to observe the scales
of parameters quoted in different figures since it has not been possible to standardise
these satisfactorily. It should be noted that pilots' input rather than control surface
position has been used as standard throughout.

Fig 7:

This first record shows two separate time slices from a fairly long drop made at
the Woomera range with the III model configuration without any control augmentation
switched in. Two levels of incidence are quoted, o~iv_ 250 and &~iva 30'0, for the pitch-
control input set at -100 and -14.6o respectively (tail-setting in this instance). At
each condition a sharp rudder pulse was made to trigger a Dutch-roll type of oscillation.
At the lower incidence the model response is fairly well damped, but at the higher value
a divergence occurs. Records of free flight experiments of this type have been analysed
to yield aerodynamic derivative data which, along with data from static and oscillatory
wind-tunnel tests, has enabled a mathematical model to be set up to predict model dynamic
behaviour from any given schedule of control settings.

Fig 8:

The record for the model test shown in Fig 7 may be compared with a similar record
for the unaugmented full-scale aircraft, shown in Fig 8. We are extremely grateful to
British Aerospace for the use of these data, and also that of Figs 9 and 12. In Fig 8
the dynamic response is triggered by combined rudder-pedal and lateral-stick movements,
and at the start of the time slice even quite vigorous, if uncoordinated, pedal and stick
movements are unable to trigger a divergence at incidences near 210. This is compatible
with the model record of Fig 7. However, at a higher incidence of about 240
(at t 17 seconds) a large coordinated movement of the two controls does result in a
divergent oscillation, helped along by continued control movements as this develops. The
wing in this case has manoeuvre devices deployed which makes direct comparison with the
data of Fig 7 impossible, but similarities are apparent which are not without interest.

Fig 9:

When the full CSAS is switched in, as in Fig 9, the effect on the response of the
same aircraft configuration of Fig 8 is dramatic. A Dutch-roll type of oscillation is
excited early in the time slice by very vigorous roll-stick movements but this quickly
dies away once this excitation is stopped (at t = 12 seconds) even though incidence is
allowed to drift upwards from about 250. At the end of the record similar vigorous
stick movements at a somewhat higher incidence of 270 fail to cause a significant response.
Thus the use of the CSAS is seen to be beneficial for such types of control movements.

Fig 10:

However, flight tests of the type shown in the records of Figs 8 and 9 are not
without risk to the safety of aircraft and pilot since at the time little may be known
about the nature of the departure characteristics which could follow such vigorous control
movements at these high incidences. Fig 10 shows a more daring test made at the same
incidence of 270 of the record of Fig 9 but with crossed 'pilot' inputs to rudder and roll
control, this time made with the corresponding free-flight model fitted with a full CSAS
module. This combination of maximum-control demanded inputs almost at once causes a full
departure of the vehicle, leading to oscillatory spin behaviour up to very high incidences
(740 maximum). It clearly would have been foolhardy to risk such a test on the full-scale
aircraft.

Fig 11:

The inclusion of a control system such as CSAS can, however, cause subtle problems
in the use of a free-flight technique, as Fig 11 shows. Here the incidence is being held
at a comparatively low level but a rudder pulse triggers a slow but progressive wing drop
in addition to the expected damped oscillation. This wing drop resulted in a large
increase in bank angle which in turn caused an increase in pitch rate due to gravitation
effects and thus a progressive reduction in incidence away from the natural trimmed
attitude. Attempts to find aerodynamic-flow 'fixes' to avoid this non-representative
sequence of events were all in vain, and this has led to a bank-angle-hold system being
installed into the model control system as stand~rd for any tests in which such effects
are likely to occur.

Fig 12:

The use of the SPILS departure-prevention system on the full-scale aircraft is
clearly demonstrated by the flight record of Fig 12. First, the difference between the
control positions demanded by the pilot and those which actually occur is shown for the
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three controls. Dependent on the incidence-vane input the authority of the pilot over
the controls has been reduced, this being the main function of this type of prevention
system. Incidence is limited to a maximum of 280 with stick hard back and even with
superimposed sever4 crossed inputs to rudder-pedal and roll-stick there is little or no
overall adverse dynamic response or hint of departure. The aircraft with this combined
CSAS and departure prevention system in use may thus be regarded as proof against even tho
most undesirable control movements a disorientated pilot may inadvertently make in the
heat of combat. The performance of these systems in this respect is really very
impressive.

Fig 13:

From a research point of view it is indeed a pity that it was not possible to repeat
the pilot control inputs of the record of Fig 12 without the SPILS departure-prevention
system switched in, just to clinch the matter. However, perhaps the record of the model
free-flight test of Fig 13 may suffice. In this test, the unaugmented model was trimmed
out at an incidence of about 280, as at the start of the full-scale record of Fig 12, and
then crossed control inputs to rudder and roll 'stick' similar (but in the opposite
sense) to those of Fig 12 were applied. The flight record speaks for itself: departure
is swift and complete with excursions irn incidence up to 850 and strong gyrations and
oscillations about all three axes.

Fig 14:

In the free-flight model research programme, the use of a departure prevention
system has been investigated on the 'A' configuration in collaboration with NASA Dryden
as a research study. This configuration was regarded as a more challenging case than the
'I' configuration because of the longer nose and some other features. In Fig 14 we have
a record for a sequence of control changes not too far from those shown for the 'I' air-
craft in Fig 12. With full-back stick (-320 tail-setting demanded) a much reduced tail-
setting is apparent and incidence is limited to about 230. The application of crossed
control inputs of rudder and roll 'stick' is heavily modified by the SPITLS departure-
prevention system and only a small-amplitude dynamic response therefore occurs which
quickly dies away. The comparison with the 'I' aircraft record of Fig 12 is quite
striking and serves to demonstrate the usefulness of this free-flight model technique to
predict the effectiveness of such prevention systems in advance of flight tests.

Fig 15:

The record of the fully augmented 'A' configuration model of Fig 14 may be con-
trasted with the corresponding record for the unaugmented model, a free-flight experiment
also carried out in collaboration with NASA at the Dryden research centre. A much lower
pitch 'stick' input was needed to achieve a starting incidence of 230, about the same
value as that for the augmented model trial of Fig 14. In this trial a small extra stick-
back input was made as the lateral controls were moved, but even so there is no doubt of
the effect of a sudden application of crossed rudder and roll-'stick' controls as was
used in the record of Fig 14. Oscillations are initiated on all three axes and there is
a sudden total departure at t = 4 seconds, ie' 2 seconds (full scale) after the input of
crossed control deflections.

Fig 16:

The two model trials, the data from which Figs 14 and 15 have been prepared, have
been the subject of theoretical predictions using the best mathematical model we have
been able to define from available sources, cwind-tunnel data (static and oscillatory),
free-flight control-response records and estimates. Fig 16 shows the simulated flight
record thus obtained for the sequence of control deflections used in the free-flight
experiment of Fig 15. The agreement between this theoretical simulation and the
experiment is very encouraging to say the least, particularly in the important early
stages of the departure.

Fig 17:

A similar comparison can be seen between the simulated theoretical response record
of Fig 17 and the experiment of Fig 14. For this simulation the characteristics of the
CSAS and SPILS control systems were modelled mathematically and added to the mathematical
model used for the simulation of the unaugmented vehicle, shown in Fig 16. Once again
the same sequence of control deflections has been taken as used in the free-flight
experiment and comparison with Fig 16 clearly shows an overall result similar to the free-
f light tests (compare Figs 14 and 15) as regards effectiveness of the departure prevention
system.

Sunmarising this part of this paper, we can say that the free-flight technique
described has been shown to be advantageous for the prediction of the effectiveness of
departure-prevention-systems, and thrs can be Lsad with confidence for this purpose
during full-scale development tests ona new coml t airvraft equipped with such systems.
Also, the model data obtained has I- -n found be -ery useful in the construction of
mathematical models for the developt--u )f. Liable prediction methods for the dynamic
behaviour of aircraft with departure-. Vantion systems. It is suggested that for future
advanced combat aircraft, which probably will rely on a fair degree of natural longitudi-
nal instability and an effective 'carefree manoeuvre' capability up to high angles-of-
attack, the use of such a free-flight model technique could make a strong contribution
to the overall design process.



5 HIRM RESEARCH PROGRAMME

After the experience obtained in the development of the free-flight model technique
using the Tornado models, described in sections 3 anid 4 above, we have decided to widen
the scope of the research work on flight dynamics at RAE with the use of a more novel type
of combat aircraft configuration. For some years RAE has been interested in the potentijal
of 'three-surface' configurations which have a close-coupled canard as well as an aft
tail, both of which can be used as controls. As other researchers have found - in
addition to the lift-drag performance advantages which can be obtained by adding the
extra surface, there can also be more scope for better control characteristics at high
incidences, provided that a modest degree of natural longitudinal instability is assumed
and that an adequate flight control system can be designed to handle the more complex
control options which present themselves.

After some preliminary wind-tunnel work (and one or two false starts) the configura-
tion of Fig 18 was established as suitable for this work, and this is now referred to as
the High Incidence Research Model (HIRM) . From the start the configuration has been
regarded basically as a free-flight model, there being no full-scale aircraft counterpart
to consider. Fig 18 shows the salient dimensions of the design in millimetres. There are
five independently-driven control surfaces (two foreplanes, two tailplanes and the rudder)
and the possible use of these in various ways has been investigated in a comprehensive
programme of static wind tunnel tests (-: Fig 19). Also, rotary balance' dynamic tests
have been carried out* (Fig 20) and oscillatary derivative tests~l (Fig 21), both for a
number of control-configuration options. The oscillatory-derivative measurements have
included oscillations in pitch, heave, roll, yaw and sideways motion, and some cross-
coupled measurements have been made in addition to the usual primary ones. Alternative
leading-edge droop settings are available but no trailing-edge flaps are incorporated on
the wing at present. The wind-tunnel test programme has used a range of incidence up to
900, since of particular interest is the investigation of departure at extreme attitudes.
Only a modest range of sideslip has been possible so far, however, but one of the free-
flight models is to be tested in the RAE 5m tunnel soon which will allow a large range to
be covered. This mass of wind-tunnel data is being used to select optimised control
schedules and to design several active flight-control systems of different degrees of
sophistication, bearing in mind that the free-flight models will have an adjustable range
of static margin (pre-stall) from about +5% to -8Z aerodynamic mean chord. The first
flight in the programme is expected to occur about the end of this year (1982) with the
simplest of control-systems possible carried on-board, and it is hoped that the first
major free-flight trials series will be accomplished within the following year, in
collaboration with NASA Dryden, with a number of more complex systems available. The
design and provision of these control systems, which are such an important part of the
whole project, are the concern of Flight Systems Department at RAE Farnborough.

A good deal of attention is at present being given to the establishment of a data
set and the derivation of suitable mathematical models for the high-incidence dynamic
chara ristics of this HIRM project. Passing reference has been made to some aspects of
this in a recent papero. The project offers a rare opportunity to base such mathematical
modelling on an entirely consistent data bank, the configuration of all wind-tunnel and
free-flight models having been standardised right from the start. So often in the use of
aircraft project models for this type of work complications arise from changes to the
configuration detail during the flight development stage which need to be taken account of;
hopefully with HIRM it should be possible to maintain a more consistent approach. The
logic of the general approach to the mathematical-model development is shown in Fig 22.
The model will be used to design the active control system and also to suggest free-flight
experiments which need to be made with this system. As a result of these experiments
more aerodynamic data will be obtained to help check on the initial form of the mathe-
matical model and to enable predictions to be checked against actual dynamic responses.
As appropriate more wind-tunnel work will be initiated to provide further data and a
sensitivity analysis will be made before revising the basic model and going round the loop
again. In this way it should be possible to improve the basic standard of the prediction
method for dynamic behaviour at high incidence and progressively develop a flight control
system able to prevent departure and give a good standard of control over a wide range of
flight conditions at low speed.

The HIRM research programme is fully described elsewhere", but it is hoped that the
brief remarks above in the context of the experience gained with the Tornado research
models previously described show something of the challenge we have set ourselves with
this new programme.

6 CLOSING REMARKS

It has been demonstrated by correlations with flight data and theoretical prodic-
tions that a free-flight model technique using on-board control systems, such as that
described here, can be a powerful tool for the achievement of a good standard of high-
incidence performance, particularly when backed by a soundly-based mathematical model to
help design the necessary active-control systems. It is confidently expected that the
new HIRM research programme with its greater scope will be able to take this technology
further and generally widen our understanding of high-incidence control of combat
aircraft.

*These particular tests were carried out under an extramural contract at BAe Warton.
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Fig 1 Three identical free-flight models ready for testing
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Fig 2. Model at lift-off (NASA Dryden) Fig 2b Model under tow (RAE Larkhill)
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Fig 3a Model recovery after a free-flight trial (Woomera range)
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Fig 5 'A' model configuration on bi-filar rig Fig 6 CSASSPI LS flight-control and

departure-prevention system
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Fig 18 General arrangement of RAE NIRM free-flight model
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SLWARY

Buffet tests on a Saab 105 aircraft have been carried out in flight at high speed and wind tunnel meas-
urements on a half model have been performed at the same Mach numbers and atmost the same Reynolds number.
Buffet levels have been derived from wind tunnel accelerometer signals using Jones' method. At Ma.50 the
flight/wind tunnel agreement is remarkably good. At Ma=.70 and in particular at %la=.78 there are signifi-
cant differences in buffet-onset and beyond. An attempt has been made to explain the discrepancies. The
general conclusion is that with careful testing, this method may be used to predict flight buffet loads
from wind tunnel measurements.

1 LIST OF SYMBOLS

c chord po W/T total pressure (Fig 8)

mean aerodynamic chord q dynamic pressure

CTM trimmed lift coefficient Re- Reynolds number based on c
C

CM pitching moment coefficient S reference area

CN normal force coefficient V free-stream velocity

Cp pressure coefficient W weight

CT  axial force coefficient x iyl aircraft coordinate system (Fig 2)

f frequency z

H altitude O incidence

IT distance between MRP and tail 1/4-chord point ( total damping ratio (- crit)

M generalised mass a aerodynamic damping ratio (crit)
a

Ma Mach number r structural damping ratio (', crit)

MRP moment reference point 0" RMS acceleration

nz load factor

2 INTRODUCTION

An important trend in present combat aircraft programmes i the demand for improved maneuverability in the

subsonic and transonic flight regime. Thus it has become increasingly important to predict the buffeting

characteristics of an aircraft at an early stage in the project development prograne as these characteris-
tics may affect the choice of configuration.

Several methods have been used in order to predict buffeting from wind tunnel test. A method which has
been used in the past is the study of slope changes in the normal force, pitching monent or axial force
versus incidence, but if buffet level, and not only general terms such as buffet onset, moderate buffet and
heavy buffet is needed, more sophisticated methods must be used. One method which has been used lately con-

sists of measuring the fluctuating pressures on a nominally rigid model. The data are then used to calculate
the response of the flexible aircraft structure. Important disadvantages of this method lie in the expensive

instrumentation and complicated data handling and analysis required to determine the buffet excitation.
Also, the aerodyna - damping is not measured but has to be estimated. Another method comprises the use of
very expensive modLis with scaled structural and inertial properties. These models are too fraqile to be

tested at high pressure which is normally necessary in order to simulate the correct flow conditions in the

wind tunnel.

In Ref. 1 G F Butler and G R Spavins presented a method originally suggested by J G Jones. The method

involves the measurement of unsteady accelerations at one point on an aerodynamic surface, for instance a
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A more detailed description of the method is given in Ref. 1. The method maes it possible, if certiin
conditions and assuiirptions aire fulfilled, to oredict the full-scaile buffet response of -in .iircraft by usingj
wind tunnel response measuresents on I semi-riqid mudel. Tlhe response is usually measured by accelerometers
or strain-gaiuges. IThe method isSUITeS th~it the shap-,e of the lowest sircr ift mmxies, which ire the moast imi-
portant from the buffet point of view, are similar to those of the wind tunnel iodel. The method is oplIDic-
i)ble to a ll such modies. Firther the method assumes ths)t the sodxes, in buffet condition, can be descri bed
--is singlle degree of freedom systems with negligible aerodyn-nic cousling. This lie ns thmit the :motion of
the iTodel. in the wind tunnel is a measure of the ierodyni-muc excit ition an-d of the tot 1l d ispin of eich
modte. qThe total daimping is the sum of structuril in d ierodynamic damnping. If the structui 1 dinnRing is
meaisured in a jround resonance test, the aerodynam.ic damnping cin hec:ilcul ited. An idditionAm re 'uirement
is thait the structurail disping is sm il caiisared to thle totL.1 daTmping.

in Jones' method the ierodynimic excitaition of the -ixdel is written in randinension-A formn ind tlh exci-
tation of the aircraft is obtained by scaing. In the samie way the ierodynaimic J~din of the uircr ift is
olmt iined by sctling the merxtynasmic dI imping of the wind tunnel iaixtel. Thei-n the naotion of Aircr ift -TKdes
unider buffet condition can be calcolated. Thie niondimensionl ierodyn imic excitation Parm1meter for modeiW is

ifunction of the inqle of incidence, >Ich nusicier nad Reynolds numoer, :ind the nondimensisol~ erodc 'idLimping p irmeter is .. function of the ol informr of the wing and the lift curve slope distribution aver the
wing.

In Fig. I the different steps in the prediction of the aircr ift response iniler buffet condlition Usiria
Jones' method ire shown.

4 FLIGHTr T1r'P

4.1 .- ircr,ft ind instrument. tion

71)e iircrift used in the fligjht test w iciI test version of the militir rv tr iner/light itt ck tircr i t
S i ib) 10i) (Fig. 2) . The test iircrift differs fromr the S~io 10-) used in the Swedish Air Force in the wini
leiding edge .nd in the engines. The Wing w-iS 'Irovided with underwing; store pylons ind 2 supoer surf mice
iund iry Laver fences. The wing his ai 12.80 '-weci-oack .ingl'7 it the go ,ter chord line ind in mnrhedrit of
60 The' thickness-to-chord r itio is 10.3 -it the wing root irki 12 , .t the tip.

Other Saab 105 ci itii ire:

Length 10.3 M
Span 9.3 5m
Mean aerodynamic chord 1. 7 44 Ein
Wing area 16.3
T.O. weight 4200 kg

The aircraft was eqfuipped with 4 13&K accelerometers; twom were monunted in the right wing tip, one in the
left wing tip and one in the cockpit (Fig. 2). All accelerometers measured in the z-direction med the sig-
nals were recorded on a tape recorder.

4.2 Ground resonance test

in the ground resonance test the natural frequencies and daimpings of the three lowest symetric mades
were measured with the aircraft standing on the landing gear. The aircraft was excited by 3 electrxiynimic
shakers arnd the mode shapes were measured in 7 spanwise Gtations on each wing half- by a handi-held accetero-
meter. The test was made for 3 different levels of the exciting forces. Using the standaird Saah procedure,
the frequency, damping and generalised mass of each rr-ie were evaluated by measuring the sh iker forces )liii
the acceleration at the shaiker positions. These data are presented in the tibte below. As one may see, the,
[uricamental heeding imode is well separated in frequen(-y from the higher mndes.



Th4e shape of the fundeinenti benini ade, 8.8 liz, is shown in PtJ. 3.

It iipieaired that the aircraflt structure wais uncysistetric, which ifiected t-he -Ind ind 3rd ;rxies. These
mies are bot-h conbeinations of second Iiendini aLndi torsion of the wing. 'Ifie termns 2R~ nd 21L in the t ;hic

Seain that only the rigjht or tile left wing wais excited.

The generailised mass of the 1st bending inxle wais 212.6 kg. The sixle del2loeftion it thie ift riljht w.n;
tio acceleruneter ixasitio)n (FigI. 2, no. 4) wis taiken ~sunitv.

.%Iode lNc. force %Ltur ii frk21

(N) Ohz)

130. 12 6. 792 1. 1
1 41.10 8.76s, 1.2
1 57.27 8.762 1.2
2R 3 1. 61 -3. 623 3.2
21, r56.64 -9.073 2.2
3 12.4-) 34.,77 2.3
3 26.49 34.385 2.3

4.3 Flight test prporaime

Flight tests were performed at three fliqht conditions:

P'lIf Re-
(- (kill)(Y

0.50 611.4 x 106

il.7 8 13.o x 10 8

0.78 8 14.1 x 10 6

A\t eatch flig3ht condition, i.e. constaint speed nrd iltitude, the c)rocedure wais to increaise thle incidence
step by step from a low vailue until the heiv, - buffet ro'lon with roll1 instability w~is reched. ;it cc Zte:
the accelerometer siqnails were recorded for isut 2 minutes, i.e. aixout 1000 cycles of. the fund-amentA
bending mnode.

At high incidlences it wais impossible to keel[, bth 1z ' and altitude constaint. In tht cse az w_; held
constaint aind thle pidlot tried to let the rigjht mnean iltitude. Th1is Procedure wais repeaited until i tot I
recording of 2 minutes at ea-ch (Y wais obtained.

The iircrft incidence wais mneasured by in t'z -indicaitor ,nd reid by thle pilot. lRar each incidence tbe
correLsonIling. C L-co(f ficient wais calculaited from CupRI,,,Ih.nizs (g.S) where W is the ircraift weight, nz tie
load fictor, g1 thle dyaipressure and S the reference area.

4.4 aoti reduction and results

The recorded iccelerometer sigInals were filtered throug]h an anaiog ba nd-sass filter, baindwidth 3) Iz,
centred iround the fundamental bending freguency 8.8 Hz. Only this -node was used in the analysis. T1he
filtered signails were diglitized and their lRgS-values cailculated. Then the randoiiec-method was used to
determ ine the dLmping- of the bending mnode from the randindec function.

In FiI. 4 the FMS-vAues of the filtered wing reference acceleraition are draiwn tog~ether with the cock,it
aiccelerjition as functions of C~v,, The curves for fii5 irKI %U=.78 exhibit a oraidual increaise in
from C~mm.3 on ind show a ra-tilor rapid grOwth as soon as C~frRlIM sasses a certaiin limit. According to
the ilot's jpercel:tion, buffet onset WAS aIttalined just prior to the steep 11;,, increase. The curves; for

I=7 re different. The 114,1 is somewhait reduced ais CIOqTMf runs from .25 to .62, ind then sukdenly' be-
comes excessive. At Mai=.70 it wis impossible to separate light buffeting from moderite and havy buffetimi.
Attempts to increaise (x beyond this limit resulted in wing ri:Xk.

It is interesting to note thait the cockpit aceceleraition hais the same behaiviour is the wing icc-eleraition
for aill INbch numbers.

In Fig. 3) the to-tail dmiA raitio of the bendingT mode is given ais function of' a for Ii=. 30.

5 WIND DITYNNEL TEST

3I %bdel and] wind tunnel

The wind tunnel represented the Saab 103 stairboard half ait a 1/4.5 scaile (Fig. 61. The main gc'anetric
chairacteristics ire conseq~uently:

Hailf spain 1.0555 in
Mein ierexlynamic chordi 0.3875f6 in
Wing reference areai (1.4247 m

2

The wingl was made of aluminium and consisted of one piece. The model wais (e1uipl"ed with a flow-througlh
nicelle, while the tail unit wais not representedI.

Wirvi and fusel ige were mounted on i tinil 'art, thait was belted on the half nxiel Ixilance (Fig. 7). In



!xrti al,,a tile win i-t ni co)nntact c n w,is vetS i 11,3d, Wslid. is reJiuiLOd to lchieVQ low --tractor ii d ., in
In order to [1, te tlh ja;l- ;u t)t, ,r to:uut-id, the t-le ;idew 11 "ad I ;*',r, . _,j :_Z7 tLA. K

;'I-to h~viri; the ius;elae contour wi:; inserted setween the I usel, ;e ino toe tunn _l 4irw 14i . 7.j
f:1z :alto w ;s !:Iunted C0 tile nurutetre turnt~ole. A 4 :!i .: ; w~ n lint med_-, ietwuen ti, :iu -re-: I.J.-I

rU;I te e. 4 .111l1 -1 W i .1id0 Ol t 1 '[event I i(, UJ t Uro nI tne 41)

Thue mialel wijs :iuntedi on the h1 It xle. I l U ,,i ic ICNLR Jom, th, he ;vie-st :,,: n.- iv ill id-
'L.R. 'I!,r, e I01 c i r&Ke. wer, instl 11W,, in *- WI - in thw- at afx)r Ir win,; tI:,, nd I in tio-! _

0-l. iot t"i o-- Lw.tion; )n, i.; rtati:rr Ii I. Vi '14 win: ri., "'ln ri I-I 0 oo
crit it ile On -;11 zott h f feront 0nwise [acition ;, - it th, diff erence h is :,e co IAt

Thle NUR tr tsni cility lHST, in which tile wind L,11nn1i ;Ar.-i,, rote c4 iri it -t , i:_i s-o cr
tonn,21 wi th tot .I mrs,_aures 1x-tween 390d nd 12 Pa . , rrformnlc'? c. irt is live-n in ri,;. M, re-ct .n__a a
test :ietion :,1, ;cures .2 x 1.,)2 top ond watter - r e t sltt i witi. n o':ocn r ,oo iu ut e. ; dI.
ire solid. R~r :i 11 ::t-xi testin-1 the m-i windlo is rel I-cod ;:y noriT-wtere d taint_;le, _tt cotu ti,
Wince housin-;.

IThe S&:t 10- iixlel i- tiny Lir,]e for a haif fiodel confi 4ur ition in ter.-s of tunnel not~ ~-x
Ther aLetrs to be some upstream etfect (slin itly nijnec sttic pressure) 5ut the conseiiuencc-s

on the tree-streom. iu ntities re _isumed to b~e insi.3nific-int. ;31interference on incidence 1413 corrected;
for b%- L = -'where ij w~ seolo)d from 1irevio)uS 1it !Todd-' 'compIUte model csop arn1sons. In the recent

Itinumber o1 half mcl confiijur~iions have been tested in the HST nd comp rison with identicil co--
plete models h-s led to tcert ection of tne amove to-ne:j (Ret . 2).

3.2 Ground resonance test

The jround roson tnec test w iS C-irried out on the mae ounted in tne HST test section. An electrody n.,71c
shaker wis used to excite the mdel. Dnpioying a winq tip ccelerciieter the funaament_,l :,endin, fretauency
was determined, 28.38 11z. At reson-inco the vibration Tode was measured usinq . separate icceleromter at-
tached to specific osints on the wing surface (Fig. 9) .

T'he jenerjlisei mass was derived from the shift in resonance ireIuency duo to . known mass .dditjon
(Ref. 3) . As for the Aircraft, t-he mtxie deflection wis normalized relative to eiclrometer 41. T'he goner-
uised mass of the winc] was 9.77 kg .

The structuro-l 1 .LM-ing was derived fron. the amplitude decly. This exercise was repeated severd.i times,
th-e results show ,:ight vri-itions of the dan4,inq r.itic. In the buffet clculations '. .38 crit. wa s
ised.

.3 Windl tunnel test orogramme

Thie test programe t-. s::lt a:, into 2 a),rts:

s eries 1 , an -- swoon run it consta-nt free Stream conditions; the X-sweep rate .245
per second and test results ire c.illed steodY data;

se ries 2, in which. i one-mute t m;e recordina, ind si:-,ilt znous n,:,.sis it constant free-
stresw conditions areerre.

Thie ',lch numbers were those of the tliqht test, which wis carried out prior to the wind tunnel experi-
mont. Revnolds numbers of flight ind wind tunnel test were:

rio- x 10)
c

HFligjht W/T

.'o11.4 12.2
.70 13.0 10.9
.78 14.1 9.9

The test was done at natural boundary layer transition. Some additional runs were carried out -t
Re- a x 106 to investigate the effect of Reynolds number variations.

5.4 Data reduction and results

The steady measurments of series 1 were treated in the usual manner, the aerodynamic coefficients CN,
CT' CM1, CL mnd CD were calculated from balance readings, the free-stream dynamic pressure and thie reference
quantities. As indicated sbove, blockage effects were small and have not been accounted for. A small correc-
tion on incidence was necessary to ompensate for wall interference (see 5.1). The CN (c0i) nd CT (0c) re-
sults are plotted in Fig. 10.

Since the wind tunnel experiment was carried out on imodel without tail surfaces, flight and tunnel
results could not be compared directly. A small correction was applied to CL. The tail lift C~r(D) re-
quired to counterbalance the wing Cf., was estimated from:

and applied to the measured wing-fuselag~e lift coefficient. In the above equation hr is the distaince be-

tween the MRP and the tail 1/4-chord point.

The Lv -sweep runs ait Re . 5 x 10 6 have furnished results that agree very well with those obtained at
high Reynolds numnbers. The CL. and buffet-onset boundaries nearly coilapse; IRM, on the other hand,
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scales with 1, as one would expect.

Fromn the one-minute recordins of the series 2 test the accelerometer R4S-values and total damping were
determined. 1he signals were passed through an analog band-pass filter with the filter boundaries 10 and
40 Hz. The 1*1-value could be calculated readily' using standard routines on a HP Fourier Analyser. For the
ctsIp)utation of the total dampinl i siecial randcxrdec routine was implemented on the Fourier Analyser (Ref.
4). once the randuidec signature was calculated, an integration routine was applied to deduce both tot.Al
d.mping ratio and freqjuency.

The total damipin, ratios, as derived froit the .,ft rijht wing ti:) iccelerometer, re plotted in Fig. 11.
The results show only little scatter and, with .s=. 3d , indicate that the _erodynisic danping makes up
:5 to 90 * of the total damping, which is an imIxortant requirement for Jones' method to be applicable.

COPARISON OF FLIGITWIND-TNNEL TESTS

The buffet-onset boundaries, base on the ift right wing tip accelerometer signals from flight .nd wind
tunnel tests, have been plotted in Fig. 12. At Ab=.50 and .70 the agreement is g(x-x. At Ms,=.78, however,
the buffet-onset boundaries differ considerably; LCL -.09, if one assumes this difference to be a lift
effect only. This aspect will be further discussed below.

Followinl the a)rediction scheme of Ref. I and using measured aircraft data on mass and structural d.ecP-
ing, the buffet reswonse levels for the aircr.ift were calculated. The following ex'essions were arrived

1t2Ma=. 50 a). C= . 11 k ) 3-/ A/C40
Ma=.70 " A C 1".4 . ()1 =. "-, = 498 ....-

aA/C K, 4D AC
,I,=.78 ( I =1.70 ( ) -. 623 . ..:A, C .10D A/C

Fror, this, Fig. 11 ind knowing C-)\:1.1 crit. and (s)nD=.38 crit., one may easily conclude
that the ;)redicted -,ircrxift auffet levei is approx. if that o the model value. The flight and predicted
buffet results are collected in Fig. 13.

The following remarks should se made:

I The buffet-free *; IS level during flight is close to half of that of the prediction. Both in flight
and in the wind tunnel the buffet-free condition could be measured rather easily, and the differen-
ces -are probably caused by difference in turbulence level. An other cause may be differences in
structural characteristics, in particular the mode shape, between the model mounted in the tunnel
and the aircraft.

2 Buffet-onset is predicted reasonably well at 1,a=.50 and 13=.70 but the prediction fails at Ma=.78.
To explain the lio=.78 difference other information is essential; e.g. C.-distribution and shock
patterns on the axircraft as well as on the wind tunnel model.

It is also known that boundary layer transition, surface roughness and Reynolds number are extremely
important for C4 1  and buffet-onset. In 2D experiments e.g. these boundaries may easily shift .05
in CL due to relatIvely small changes in Red, or the state of the boundary layer in front of the
shock wave. At ni=.78 when shock location and shock-induced separation are of great inqortance a
blockage ratio of 2.55 0 could be too high for a correct simulation of the flow. It is of interest
to notice that if one should predict buffet-onset at Ma=.78 from the CT(rx)-curve in Fig. 10 the
result would have been a CL-value being .12 lower than the predicted value using Jones' method
or fairly close to the flight test value.

As mentioned before, it was impossible to keep the flight test altitude constant at this Mach number,
but the scatter in the data points is similar to that occuring at Ma=.50 and .70.

6 6
Reynolds number in the wind tunnel at M=.78 is 9.9 x 10 compared to 14.1 x 10 during the flight
test and this could affect the data.

3 The gRMS trend after buffet-onset is predicted rather correctly at Mal=.50; at M=.70 the necessary
flight data could not be obtained, while at Ma=.78 it is not useful to consider this aspect. The
primary objective of the present exercise was to predict the buffet response level at Ma=.50, and
this has been successful. A much more detailed study is needed to explain the discrepancies at
the higher Mich number.

7 CONCLUS IONS

Jones' method for predicting buffet response levels from wind tunnel measurements on a rigid model has
been applied to the Saab 105 aircraft. In the present case measured generalised mass and structural damp-
ing of the real aircraft were available, as opposed to only estimates in the early design phase of an air-
craft.

Wing bending modes and structural dampings of aircraft and wind tunnel model met the requirements for
the method to be applicable. The buffet response was predicted for an outer wing tip location (at approx.
42 % C at Ma=.50, .70 and .78.

This limited effort has only been partly successful. At Ma=.50, where the flight Reynolds number was
duplicated in the wind tunnel, the prediction method works well. The main objective of this exercise was
to predict the Ma=.50 response.
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At M2=.70 the flight test has yielded incomplete data due to difficulties in flying the aircraft be-
yond buffet-onset, but the buffet-onset point is well predicted by the applied method. At Ma=.78 the
discrepancy in buffet-onset is significant. The reason for this is not understood. Possible causes are
uncertainties in the wind tunnel test technique (blockage effect, half model mounting) as well as in the
flight test, in addition to differences in Reynolds number, boundary layer transition and shock-wave
boundary-layer interaction.

A complete analysis of the above differences would repuire a study of the effect of model size as well
as information on the wing pressure distribution at all relevant conditions, in particular as a function
of Reynolds number.

The general conclusion is that with careful testim one should be able to obtain valuable information
on the buffet response of an aircraft in the early design phase.
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MODEL TEST FLIGHT PREDICTION PROCEDURE

GROUND RESONANCE TESi GROUND RESONANCE TEST

GENERALISED MASS. GENERALISED MASS.

MODAL FREQUENCY MODAL FREQUENCY
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Fig. 1 Outline of Jones' buffeting prediction method, as used in present investigation
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Fig. 2 SAAB 105 aircraft with location Fig. 3 First bending mode of SAAB 105
of accelerometers aircraft starboard wing
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SOME MEASUREMENTS OF BUFFETING ON A FLUTTER MODEL OF A TYPICAL STRIKE AIRCRAFT

by

D. G. Mabey

B. E. Cripps

Aerodynamics Department,
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, UK

SUMMARY

This paper describes some buffeting measurements on a flutter model of the wing of
a typical strike aircraft, and compares the results with flight experiments. New cri-
teria for light, moderate and severe levels of buffeting are proposed, to supplement
previously derived empirical criteria. The results confirm that buffet penetration in
flight is not limited by the severity of buffeting, but by handling limits. The wing of
this model has a rigid body freedom in the low frequency roll mode, which clearly indi-
cates wing-rock after buffet onset. Measurements of the response in this mode indicated
that the buffet excitation was bounded, and comparable with that in the first symmetric
bending mode, even when the aerodynamic damping in the roll mode was falling rapidly.
The rapid fall, after buffet onset, of the aerodynamic damping in this low frequency rigid
body mode was accurately predicted from steady pressure measurements. In marked contrast
the measured increase, after buffet onset, of the aerodynamic damping for the first
symmetric bending mode could not be predicted from steady pressure measurements. These
observations have important implications for the prediction of buffeting in flight from
measurements on models.

NOTATION

B i, B 2  port and starboard wing-root strain signals

b wing span (430 mm)
c local chord
Caverage chord (122 mm)
CB steady bending moment coefficient
C1 1  buffeting coefficient (defined in Ref 11)
B
f frequency (Hz)
g/2 structural damping coefficient (% crit)
k roughness height
X rolling moment due to rate of rollP
M Mach number
m generalised mass in mode
n = fa/U frequency parameter

/n(n) buffet excitation parameter due to wing flow separations and flow unsteadi-
ness at zero lift

buffet excitation parameter due to flow unsteadiness at zero lift

/nG1(n) buffet excitation parameter due to wing flow separations

q kinetic pressure
R Reynolds number based on C
S wing area
s semi-span
U free stream velocity
dV, V rms and steady voltages
x streamwise distance from leading-edge
y spanwise distance from centre line
a wing incidence (0)
'y aerodynamic damping (% critical)
E rms wing-root strain
n semi-span ratio
a gauge factor
0 free stream density

Subscript

m model

1 INTRODUCTION

The advantages and limitations of using aeroelastic models for buffeting tests were
discussed in a previous paper1 . Two completely different aeroelastic models, of a slender
wing and a typical strike aircraft, were selected for a further study of this technique.
The tests of the aeroelastic model of a large slender wing transport aircraft extended
into the vortex breakdown region for which no comparative flight measurements were
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available. The tests of the typical strike aircraft model reported here allow some
limited comparison with flight measurements in well separated flows.

These tests confirm the general conclusions of the previous paper that aeroelastic
models can provide much more detailed and valuable information about buffeting on aircraft
than can ordinary wind tunnel models. In addition the present tests show that with the
provision of a freedom of rotation in roll for the wing, an aeroelastic model can give
a sharp indication of the low frequency 'wing-rock' boundary, in addition to wing
buffeting.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Model

The flutter model of the wing used for the present experiments was installed in the
top and bottom slotted working section of the RAE 3ft Tunnel. The wing was mounted on
a straight cylindrical body, which was totally unrepresentative of the aircraft fuselage.
In particular the body included no engine nacelles, cockpit canopy or tailplane. The
cylindrical body was supported on a 30 cranked sting. This could be rolled to produce
either 30 body incidence over a range of sideslip, or 30 sideslip over a range of inci-
dence, as well as a range of incidence at zero sideslip, in conjunction with the pitch
variation provided by the tunnel quadrant. The wing was set at an angle of 10 to the
body axis. The test results presented here relate to a clean wing, and cover a wide
range of Reynolds number.

A brief description of the wing construction is appropriate, and is quoted from
a report by Sowden 2 . "The wing model was structurally based on an idealised interpreta-
tion of the full scale aircraft. That is, an outer wing with three box sections welded
together, the joints between adjacent boxes corresponding to the wing spars, and an
inner wing with one/two box sections. The wing sections were welded to a 'rigid' fuse-
lage spar that was 'rigidly' restrained in all freedoms except roll and this freedom was
controlled by a torsion bar arrangement. Construction was of light alloy with a balsa/
pine profile and a silk covering. Separate ailerons were fitted with a representative
jack stiffness. Ballast weights were embedded during construction to give a representa-
tive mass distribution." The surface finish achieved by this method of construction was
good, particularly in the leading-edge region (although the surface finish of the port
wing was superior to the starboard wing). Hence a narrow roughness band was applied to
fix transition close to the leading-edge. A slot provided in the cylindrical body
allowed the wing to have a maximum roll amplitude of about .20 on the torsion bar. For
some tests a carefully fitted internal clamp suppressed this freedom in roll.

Although the modal frequencies of the wing mounted in the quadrant of the RAE
3ft Tunnel were measured 'wind off' by a frequency sweep technique, the corresponding
mode shapes were not measured. However, these mode shapes should not have differed
greatly from those measured in the flutter tests 2 in another wind tunnel. The symmetric
and antisymmetric mode shapes, with the freedom in roll, which are of greatest interest,
are reproduced in Fig 1. The frequencies quoted relate to the clean wing in the RAE
3ft Tunnel.

2.2 Instrumentation and analysis

The wing response was monitored by six uncompensated strain gauge bridges, three
on each wing, provided for the original flutter tests. The statf. bending moments on
both wings were measured by wire strain gauges. In addition the unsteady bending and
torsion moments on both winqs were measured by semi-conductor strain gauges for greater
sensitivity.

The separate signals from the port and starboard wings could be added to give the
symmetric response and subtracted to give the asymmetric response. This helped to
identify the modes excited. This arrangement of separate bridges is contrary to normal
practice in buffeting measurements, where pairs of gauges on each wing are wired to give
only the symmetric response.

For the unsteady measurements the rms voltage, dV , the steady voltage, V , and
the gauge factor, a , give the rms strain,

a = dV/Vo . (1)

A factor of a = 120 was assumed for the semi-conductor gauges.

For the static calibration of the wing-root bending moments, known weights were
applied at different points on the wings. A rough estimate of the wing normal force
coefficient was obtained by assuming that the force acted at the mid-semi span (b/4).
The measured bending moments were then reduced to normal force coefficients by dividing
by the moment qSb/8 . For the dynamic calibration, the wing was excited at the funda-
mental bending frequency with a vibrator, and a linear relationship was established
between the rms wing-root strain signal and the rms acceleration, y , measured by a
light accelerometer attached to the wing tip by double sided adhesive tape.

The experiment was controlled by monitoring the unsteady signal from the port strain
gauge bridge on a Real-Time-Spectrum analyser. For a limited number of conditions the

. . .. . . . . . . .... .. .. . .1--WAnNi . .."
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six strain gauge signals were measured on a tape recorder. Record lengths of about
120 seconds were taken, which for the wing first symmetric bending frequency at about
170 Hz gives about 21000 cycles of buffeting. With this large number of cycles of
buffeting, good estimates of the total damping can be obtained, using standard methods
for analysing random data3 , such as the measurement of half power points or the decay
of the autocorrelation function.

2.3 Test conditions

The model was tested in the 0.91m wide x 0.64m high top and bottom slotted section
of the RAE 3ft Tunnel. The Mach number range was from M = 0.45 to 0.94 and the tunnel
total pressures, pt ,were 0.34, 0.67 and 0.94 bar. (The model was originally designed
for flutter tests at zero incidence at pt = 3 to 4 bar.) The maximum wing incidence
was intended to be just above the heavy buffeting contour measured during previous tests
on an ordinary wind tunnel model of a similar configuration. This heavy buffeting con-
tour wa:; in good agreement with the maximum flight penetration measured during steady
manoeuvres. Generally this maximum incidence could be reached, even for the highest
total pressure selected, without exceeding the estimated safe normal force limit of
700 N (157 lb) on each wing of the model. However, with the freedom in roll the maximum
incidence (140) could not be achieved at M = 0.60 at the highest total pressure, because
of the alarming amplitude of the 'wing-rock'.

The roughness band was applied to fix transition at a streamwise distance Xk = 5 mm
from the leading-edge of the wing. The roughness band was 2.5 mm wide and was formed
by a sparse distribution of ballotini (small glass spheres) with a diameter, k = 0.1 mm.
This diameter was selected to fix transition at the intermediate total pressure
pt = 0.67 bar, and hence to somewhat 'over-fix' transition at pt = 0.94 bar. Most of
the scale effect observed between pt = 0.67 bar and 0.34 bar was probably due to the
'underfixing' of the boundary layer at the lower total pressure.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Steady bending moment measurements and flow visualisation

The steady bending moment coefficients measured without and with the roll freedom
are generally almost the same. This indicates that the deflection between the wing and
the cylindrical body is generally unchanged when the clamp is removed, permitting the
roll freedom.

However, a variation of the steady bending moment coefficient with total pressure
is noticeable without the roll freedom (Fig 2). Thus at M = 0.60 both the initial slope,
and the level at the stall, are lower at the lowest total pressure than at the two higher
pressures. In contrast, at M = 0.80 the initial slope is identical although the levels
at the stall are different. These differences are unlikely to be caused by static aero-
elastic distortion, because this would be expected to alter the initial slopes both at
M = 0.80 and 0.86, as well as at M = 0.60. Hence the differences observed at M = 0.60
and 0.80 must be attributed to genuine adverse scale effects, particularly at the lowest
Reynolds number (only about 0.5 x 106), when transition is 'under-fixed', as discussed
above in section 2.3.

Fig 2 shows a significant increase in the slope from M = 0.60 to 0.80, and a
further small increase at M = 0.86. These variations in the bending moment coefficient,
measured with a large cylindrical fuselage, are appreciably smaller than the corresponding
variations in lift curve slope measured on another model with a representative fuselage,
and thus may indicate an 'interference' effect common to all the measurements, or an
inboard movement of the centre of lift sensed by the moment gauges, or a combination of
these effects.

Fig 2 also includes the angle of incidence for buffet onset at every Mach number,
derived from the unsteady component of the wing-root bending moment. These angles of
incidence do not vary significantly with total pressure, so that scale effects on buffet
onset are small. The incidences for buffet onset are well within the linear range of
the steady bending moment measurements. This result confirms previous findings4 that
sudden changes in lift curve slope often indicate the sudden growth of small separations
(and therefore heavy buffeting), rather than the onset of separations (and light
buffeting).

The development of the separation at and after buffet onset was shown by oil flow
photographs taken at the highest total pressure. The separations on the port wing were
a little smaller than those on the starboard wing (because of the superior finish on the
port wing) and are shown in Fig 3.

For a Mach number of 0.60, buffet onset occurs at a = 90o The flow separates
close to the leading-edge at about 80% semi-span, forms a tiny bubble and then immediately
reattaches. The flow is attached both inboard and outboard of this bubble. An increase
in incidence to a = 110 produces a rapid extension of this bubble, downstream towards
the trailing-edge and spanwise towards the wing-tip and the wing-root. It is interesting
to note that the bubble still does not extend to the trailing-edge, and that there are
four discrete cells visible under the main shear layer. The span of every cell is
roughly equal to its length. well ordered structures of this kind are often observed at
subsonic speeds even under nominally two-dimensional bubbles. Lateral movement at low
frequencies of these cells could well excite the 'winq-rock' phenomenon discussed in
Section 4. This phenomenon is much more serious at M = 0.60, when there is a well defined
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cellular structure under the separation, than at higher Mach numbers, when such a
structure is not observed.

For a Mach number of 0.80, buffet onset occurs at a 40 .The flow separates at
a shock on the outboard wing (located at about x/c = 0.25 ,from about 60 to 90% of
semi-span) and immediately reattaches. An increase in incidence to a = 70 moves the
shock forward towards the leading-edge, while the separation extends downstream towards
the trailing-edge. The direction of the complex separated flow behind the shock is
predominantly spanwise. Close inspection of the flow on the inboard section of the wing
reveals a weak, oblique shock starting from the apex. This oblique shock is a classic
feature of the transonic flow on a swept wing of finite aspect ratio, and was discussed
by Rogers et a1

5
.

For a Mach number of 0.86 the separation development is similar to that described
at M =0.80, but occurs more rapidly. Buffet onset is at a =30 , and by a = 50 the
shock induced separation is as extensive as at a = 70 at M = 0.80. The oblique shock
starting from the apex in the wing is stronger than at M = 0.80 and hence is more
noticeable.

3.2 Dynamic strain measurements

The symmetric or antisymmetric modes excited can be found by respectively adding
or subtracting the port and starboard wing-root strain signals, as discussed in
section 2.2. The time histories of these combined responses may then be analysed by the
Presto computer system6 , and conveniently displayed as spectra of linear rms values
(Fig 4).

For a typical heavy buffeting condition (M = 0.60, a =14 0), the response in the
symmetric modes is virtually the same with or without the roll freedom, and consists of
first symmetric bending at 174 Hz (Fig 4a) . This result is reasonable because the
boundary condition for the symmetric modes is unaltered by the roll constraint. Hence
the symmetric component in the excitation spectrum must excite the same response. How-
ever, for the corresponding response in the antisymmetric modes, there are inevitably
large differences, because here thle boundary conditions are radically different, even if
the antisymmetric excitation spectrum is unaltered by the motion. Without the roll free-
dom the only antisymmetric mode excited significantly is the first antisymmetric bending
at 155 Hz, which must involve some twisting of the sting. In marked contrast, with the
roll freedom the rigid body roll at 40 Hz is excited, together with a combined anti-
symmetric bending and torsion mode at 251 Hz (Fig 4b). (These modes probably involve
a sff.all torsion of the sting.) For these antisymmetric modes the results for the wing
with the roll freedom give a better approximation to the aircraft, which does have some-
thing like a freedom in roll. on the aircraft the Dutch Roll frequency is about 0.5 Hz,
which would correspond with about 15 Hz for this 1/30 scale model. Hence the frequency
parameter for the roll mode in the present tests is too high.

Two further observations can be made from Fig 4. Firstly, there is significant
forced model response (both symmetrically, and antisymmetrically) at low frequencies
(say less than 10 Hz), where there are certainly no structural modes. This observation
indicates that a comparatively high level of excitation at low frequencies is provided
by the flow separations on the model. (The level of response is about 5 x higher than
that excited by the flow unsteadiness in the wind tunnel at zero incidence.) Secondly,
because of strain gauge misalignment and differences in sensitivity, the spectrum of the
symmetric moles includes a faint indication of the antisymmetric mode at 251 Hz (Fig 4a),
and the spectrum of the antisymmetric modes includes a clear indication of the first
symmetric bending mode at 174 Hz (Fig 4b). Further analysis of the buffeting measurements
will concentrate on the large response in the first symmetric bending mode, followed by
brief comments on the two antisvmmetric modes.

Fig 5 shows the variation of rms unsteady wing-root strain, F , in the first bend-
ing mode, as a function of the angle of incidence for three Mach numbers and total
pressures. Buffet onset is sharply defined at M =0.60 (with the leading-edge separation)
and at M = 0.86 (with the strong shock induced separation). However, at M = 0.80 buffet
onset is less well defined and caused by the slow initial extension downstream of the
separation behind the shock wave. Buffet onset curves of this type, with a sudden initial
rise in response, followed by a constant level before a further increase, are frequently
observed on swept wings close to the boundary along which the flow changes from a leading-
edge to a shock induced separation.

Early investigations7 of the similarity laws for buffeting suggested that in the
absence of scale effects:

E cc 0 for aerodynamic damping, (2)

or E cc for structural damping. (3)

There must be appreciable scale effects because neither of these power laws is appropriate
to these measurements. In addition we shall see later (see section 3.3) that the total
damping is a combination of aerodynamic and structural damping.

The strain measurements with the roll freedom are believed to correspond most
closely with an aircraft in flight. Hence the damping and buffet excitation parameters
subsequently presented refer to this condition.
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3.3 Damping measurements

From the long signal records, well defined spectra of the buffeting measurements
could be obtained (eg Fig 4), as discussed above in section 2.2. From these spectra
total damping estimates (% critical) could be readily obtained, using the half power
point method.

The buffeting spectra for the symmetric nodes indicate two interesting trends in
the damping measurements for the first bending mode at about 174 Hz (Fig 6):

(1) For constant Mach number and angle of incidence the damping increases with the
total pressure Ue the stream density), as required by theory.

(2) For constant Mach number and total pressure damping increases with the angle of
incidence, the increase being most marked after the onset of buffeting. Th-is
trend is most obvious at M = 0.60: its significance will be discussed in section 4.
Fig 7 shows the total damping measurements at two angles of incidence: (a = 1
and the incidence for maximum buffet penetration) plotted against the product of
the free stream density x the free stream velocity. In addition to the trends
shown by Fig 6, Fig 7 shows that the wind-on damping measurements are consistent
with a constant structural damping coefficient of g/2 =0.8% critical, as
measured wind-off in a ground resonance test.

The total damping for the symmetric overtone bending mode at about 550 Hiz is pre-
dominantly structural, (g/2 = 2% critical) and only varies a little with free stream
density and velocity. The variation with angle of incidence is within the scatter of
the measurements. Similar remarks apply for the first antisymmetric structural mode at
about 250 Hz: this mode represents combined bending and torsion.

The roll motion was not significantly excited by the tunnel unsteadiness. Hence
for attached f'low conditions below the buffet boundary, no damping values could be
derived from the antisymmetric wing-root strain records. However, roll motion was excited
after buffet onset, and a few total damping measurements, typically about 15% critical,
were obtained at high angles of incidence (Fig 8). The measurements at the higher total
pressures at M = 0.60 and 0.80 are most reliable, because here the model response was
largest. These measurements suggest that the total damping in this mode falls as the
angle of incidence increases. This trend is consistent with that generally observed in
derivative measurements and with estimates presented in section 4: the variation is
directly due to the flow separations on the outboard wing section. No clear variation of
total damping with stream density can be established from Fig 8, although the measurements
at the highest density are consistent with a structural damping coefficient, g/2 about
4% critical, as measured in a previous ground resonance test.

3.4 Buffet excitation parameter

From the strain and damping measurements presented above the buffet excitation
parameter, rn-GTn) , can now be calculated for the modes of interest according to the
relation given by Jones8 :

vnGTn) = 12 /,17t (mg/qS) c (4)

where m = generalised mass in mode,
y= rms wing tip acceleration in mode,

q = free stream kinetic pressure,
S = wing area

and = total damping in mode (fraction of critical).

A simple linear relation between the rms wing-tip acceleration measured with an accelero-
meter and the wing-root strain signal was obtained during a ground resonance test.

Fig 9 shows the buffet excitation parameter derived for the first bending mode for
the principal test conditions. Buffet onset is sharply defined, as in the unsteady
strain measurements (Fig 5). For a given Mach number the buffet excitation parameter is
identical for the two highest pressures, confirming that scale effects are small when the
boundary layer transition is correctly fixed. However, the buffet excitation parameter
is appreciably higher at the lowest total pressure, presumably because the flow separa-
tions are larger when transition is not correctly fixed.

The level of the buffet excitation parameter (about 1.0 x 10O3 to 1.5 - 10- ) at
low angles of incidence, ViGTO~) , before the onset of separations on the wing is a
measure of the combined excitation provided by the local flow round the model and the
flow unsteadiness in the wind tunnel. Since the flow unsteadiness on an ordinary wind
tunnel model at transonic speeds normally produces a lower buffet excitation parameter
(only about 0.5 x 10-3 to 0.7 .10-3), the additional excitation must be attributed to
the pressure fluctuations generated by the separation on the unfaired base of the large
fuselage. Thus for this model it would have been impossible ~o use the flow unsteadiness
in the tunnel as a measure of the excitation due to buffeting , even at subsonic speeds.
The buffet excitation parameter appropriate to the wing flow separations alone may be
obtained by subtracting the contribution at low angles of incidence. it is reasonable to
assume that shortly after buffet onset there is no correlation between the flow separa-
tions on the wing and the excitation at low lift, so that the buffet excitation parameter
for the wing separations alone, VnC,1 (n) , is given by:
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,.nG,(n) = ./nG(n) - nG 0 n) (5)

Equation (5) and Fig 9 show that the maximum level of VRi-T(T achieved during the pre-
sent tests is about 3 x 10-3 at M = 0.60 and 0.80, falling to about 2 -10-3 at M = 0.86.
These levels are typical of those achieved on ordinary wind tunnel models (Fig 11), and
on aircraft in flight9 ,10.

In contrast to the present model, the aircraft has a streamlined rear fuselage, so
that in flight the buffet excitation parameter at low angles of incidence is determined
by atmospheric turbulence and the aerodynamic and mechanical excitation provided by the
engines. Previous tests9 , 10 sugglest that the sum of these contributions is normally quite
small (typically about 0.1 x 10-J to 0.2 x 10-3 ) , so that correction according to
equation (5) should not be necessary for flight buffeting measurements.

The buffet excitation parameter was also derived for the rigid body roll motion at
high angles of incidence, for the few conditions where measurements for the total damping
in roll were available. For this mode the measurements are not sufficiently numerous to
establish systematic trends for the variation of buffet excitation parameter with angle
of incidence, Mach number or total pressure. However the measurements indicate that the
buffet excitation parameter in this very low frequency, antisymmetric rigid body mode is
of the same order as that for the wing first symmnetric bending mode. Further discussion
of these results is deferred to section 4.

Equation (4) also provides a good correlation of the small responses in both the
combined antisymmetric torsion/bending mode and the symmetric overtone bending modes
(at about 250 and 550 Hz respectively).

4 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS

For the prediction of the buffet characteristics of new combat aircraft from wind
tunnel tests, it is important to establish how the levels of buffet excitation parameter
measured in wind tunnels compare with flight measurements. In addition it must be poss-
ible to scale measured damping coefficients from tunnel to flight and to be certain that
all structural modes are correctly represented.

For the present flutter model and the first symmetric bending mode the maximum
penetration in the tunnel corresponds with a level of v/n7T~T = 3 . 0-3 at M = 0.60,
falling to about 2 x 10-3 at M =0.86 (Fig 9). However for the tunnel tests the maximum
incidence (Fig 10a) was restricted by the normal force on the model, whereas in flight
somewhat higher angles of incidence were achieved, particularly in transient pull ups at
the higher Mach numbers (Fig 10b). Hence it. is reasonable to infer that if the normal
force restriction had been overcome, levels of /niGY(hT = 3 lo1-3 would have been
achieved on the model over the full Mach number range from M 0.60 to 0.86. No
comparative measurements of the buffet excitation parameter are available from the flight
tests of this aircraft.

For ordinary wind tunnel models the maximum level of the buffet excitation parameter
in the first symmetric bending mode is again about 3 x 10-3, and this level is comparable
with that achieved in flight at much the same angles of incidence. Fig 11 illustrates
this by the only measurements currently available which relate to a TACT Fl-i1 (for two
different angles of wing sweep), a small fighter aircraft and a 650 delta wing. Hence it
is reasonable to propose new criteria for the buffet excitation parameter, to supplement
those derived previously from buffeting coefficientsl1 (Table 1). The maximum level of
the buffpt excitation parameter defines the heavy buffeting criterion. The moderate and
light levels are then inferred by reducing the maximum level by factors of and
respectively. These factors correspond with equal logarithmic decrements, as in the
previously defined semi-empirical buffeting coefficients.

It is important to note that although the buffet excitation parameter, VinWWY
attains a value of 3 x 10-3 at the heavy buffeting levels for these measurements, the
parameter /GTiiT does not. This is because of variations in the frequency parameter,
n = fC/U , from configuration to configuration. Now the previously determined empirical
buffeting coefficients1 1 (for a much wider range of configurations) were directly derived
from pressure fluctuation measurements. These pressure fluctuations were expressed in
terms of /FT , precisely analogous to /FGThY. Thus the effects of variations in the
frequency parameter within those tests were compensated and it was possible to achieve
unique buffeting coefficients for a wide range of configurations.

As previously remarked1 1 , the correlations established between dimensionless buffet
excitation parameters or buffeting coefficients and the maximum flight penetration arc at
first sight surprising, because it might reasonably be expected that the severity of
buffeting in flight would be based on the dimensional level of vibration (either estimated
by the pilot or measured with an accelerometer). However in general the severity of wing
buffeting is rarely a controlling factor. The pilots of fighter or strike aircraft often
fly right up to a hpndling boundary, such as pitch/up or stalling, irrespective of the
level of buffeting. For the present tests the alarming amplitude of the 'wing-rock' at
an angle of incidence of 140 at M = 0.60 and the highest total pressure, suggest that the
handling boundary for this aircraft is determined primarily by a sudden fall in the deriva-
tive t .the damping due to roll for the wing, or even to its reversal in sign. This
explanation is consistent with estimated damping measurements, which are presented later
(Fig 13).
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Low frequency icigid body derivatives are normally measured by the forced oscilla1-
tion technique1 2 , for both attached and separated flows. Hence the buffet excitation
parameter in these modes due to the separated flows has not been measured previously.
During the present tests the buffet excitation parameter for the roll mode was measured
for the first time, and found to be of the same order of magnitude as that for the first
symmetric bending mode. However the roll mode is not excited until the moderate buffet-
ing criterion for the first symmetric bending is exceeded (Fig 12) . This observation
implies that somewhat larger separations, with a higher level of excitation at low
frequencies, are required for the roll mode to be excited significantly. Fig 12 also
suggests that the buffet excitation parameter at this low frequency remains bounded even
at high angles of incidence. Hence according to equation (4), the large roll responses
observed briefly at high angles of incidence at the highest pressure at M = 0.60
probably correspond with small or negative values of damping, as suggested above.

The aerodynamic damping for the low frequency rigid body roll mode at 40 Hiz may be
estimated by quasi-steady strip theory, using unpublished local steady lift distributions
measured on a large half model. (For the roll mode the local angle of incidence is
assumed proportional to the semi-span ratio, n .) With attached flow and for small
angles of incidence these estimates are in excellent agreement with estimates from the
constant value Z =0 .40 , obtained from data sheets (Fig 13). For large angles of
incidence the strip theory predicts a sudden loss of damping about 30 to 40 above buffet
onset, due to the large changes in the spanwise load distribution caused by flow separa-
tion. The incidence at which this loss of damping occurs is roughly intermediate between
that for the maximum flight penetration in steady turns and transient pull-ups (Fig 10b).
This incidence corresponds also with the heavy buffeting limit for the first symmetric
bending mode derived from previous tunnel tests on an ordinary wind tunnel model (Fig 10a).
This observation supports the previous remarks about the correspondence between traditional
buffeting criteria and aircraft handling boundaries11 .

On a wind tunnel model the aerodynamic damping cannot be measured independuntly of
the structural damping. For this aeroelastic model the structural damping, g/2 , in the
roll mode is believed to be as high as 4% critical, as in the previous flutter tests.
If this value is assumed constant and subtracted from the total damping measurements
(Fig 8) , to give the 'measured' aerodynamic damping, these values are in fair agreement
with the estimates from quasi-steady strip theory (Fig 13). In particular, the measure-
ments at M = 0.60 and 0.80 confirm a loss of damping as the angle of incidence and the
area of separated flow on the wing increase.

For M = 0.60 and 0.80, Fig 13 also includes a few estimates of damping in the roll
mode inferred from ig flight at different altitudes. These are in excellent agreement
with both estimates at M = 0.60, but naturally can provide no indication of the loss
of damping at handling limits.

The aerodynamic damping for the higher frequency, first symmetric bending mode at
174 Hz may also be estimated by quasi-steady strip theory. Again the steady lift
distribution measured on the large half model is used. (For the first symmetric bending
mode the local angle of incidence is assumed proportional by n2 .) The aerodynamic
damping measurements are derived from the total damping measurements given in Fig 6,
subject to the reasonable assumption derived from Fig 7 that the structural damping
coefficient, g/2 , is 0.8% critical and const-.vt. With attached flow for small angles
of incidence the estimates are in good agreement with the measurements. However, after
buffet onset the estimates suggest a fairly rapid fall in aerodynamic damping (Fig 14),
rather like the estimates for the aerodynamic damping in the roll mode (Fig 13). In
marked contrast the measurements show a significant increase in aerodynamic damping,
particularly at M = 0.60. The good agreement between the estimates and the measurements
below buffet onset suggests that frequency effects on the thin attached boundary layers
are small. The large discrepancy between the theory and the measurements after buffet
onset suggests that frequency effects on the thick separated shear layers are large, so
that the use of quasi-steady theory is no longer justified. Fig 14 suggests that these
frequency effects are much larger at M = 0.60 with a large area of separated flow (from
the leading-edge) than at M = 0.80 and 0.86 with a smaller area of separated flow (from
the shock).

In addition to the global effect of the smaller areas of separated flow at transonic
speeds, another factor probably limits the variation of aerodynamic damping with angle of
incidence for aircraft structural modes. The aerodynamic damping at transonic speeds is
naturally strongly influenced by the movement of shock waves. Now for inviscid transonic
flows Nixor has shownl3 that although large changes of shock wave motion and phase angle
occur atthe very low frequency parameters appropriate to rigid body modes, frequency
effects stabilise for frequency parameters appropriate to structural modes, as low as

wCU= 0.3 , or fC/U = 0.05. Hence within the inviscid transonic flowfield upstream of
the shock there is a powerful control applied to limit the high frequency effects produced
within the area of separated flow downstream of the shock. Further evidence for the
existence of this powerful conti-ol is Provided by recent measurements1 4 on a NACA 64A010
aerofoil p Itching about its quarter chord point at a Mach number of 0.80 and a Reynolds
number of 12 - 106. Comparison of the unsteady pressure measurements at a = 00 (when
the flow is attached) and at a = 40 (when the flow is separated) show that for frequency
parameters lower than about c/U = 0.5 incidence effects due to flow separations are
large, whereas above wc/U = 0.5 incidence effects are small (Ref 14, .'Figs 17 and 22).
These comparisons are relevant to the present measurements shown in Figs 13b and 14b
although the thickness/chord ratio of the winq is lower than for the aerofoil, varying
from 8% at the kink to 6% at the tip.
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For the higher frequencies of the symmetric overtone bending and the combined anti-
symmetric bending/torsion modes the damping variations with angle of incidence are negli-
gible both at M = 0.80 and 0.86, consistent with the suggestions made above. In addition
at these higher frequencies there is no significant influence of flow separations on the
damping at subsonic speeds. This is a feature of the results which deserves investiga-
tion in a future experiment.

Returning to the problem of extrapolating from model to flight tests, aerodyncunic
damping measurements on a model may be extrapolated to an aircraft according to the
equation given by Jones8 , if scale effects on the separations are neglected. Scale
effects are generally small for the large separations associated with heavy buffeting
although they are often large close to the buffet boundary. An advantage of making buffet-
ing measurements on aeroelastic models is that they usually produce significant aero-
dynamic damping (, , about 3% critical for pt =0.94 bar in Fig 7). The damping ratio,
(a/,ym , required to extrapolate from an aeroelastic model to full scale is typically only
about 3. In contrast, on an ordinary wind tunnel model the aerodynamic damping ratio is
often as low as 1% critical (not measured accurately because of the difficulty of esti-
mating the wind-on structural damping). The damping ratio, Ya/ym is typically as high
as 9. Hence the full scale aerodynamic damping ratio (typically about 9% critical) can
be estimated more accurately from tests on aeroelastic models than on ordinary wind
tunnel models.

Finally we must re-emphasise that a half model can only simulate symmetric response
modes of a real aircraft. A complete model must be used if antisymmetric modes are to be
simulated. For buffeting measurements on a complete model it is advantageous to measure
the port and starboard wing-root strain signals independently. These signals may then be
added or subtracted electronically to obtain the symmetric or antisymmetric responses, as
illustrated in Fig 4.

For an ordinary sting supported complete model this technique should produce rough
estimates of the buffet excitation parameter both for the rigid body roll mode and good
estimates for the first symmetric bending mode, even if the frequency parameters are not
correct. However for higher frequency structural modes some differences are inevitable
because of large differences in frequency parameter and mode shape.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Buffeting :neasurements on a flutter model of the wing of a typical strike aircraft

suggest five main conclusions.

(1) Sufficient measurements of the buffet excitation parameter for the first
symmetric bending mode having now been obtained to formulate new criteria for the severity
of buffeting in flight. These new criteria supplement previously determined buffeting
coefficients (Table 1).

(2) The buffeting coefficients previously determined from wind tunnel tests derive
from aircraft handling boundaries, rather than from any quantitative assessment of
buffeting by the pilot.

(3) On this aircraft the handling boundary at high angles of incidence is closely
related with 'wing-rocking' caused by a sudden loss in the damping due to roll of the
wing (Fig 13). The buffet excitation parameter in this mode remain bounded at high
angles of incidence and comparable with that in the first symmetric wing bending mode
(Fig 12).

(4) Significant variations on aerodynamic damping occur after the onset of flow
separations. For the low frequency rigid body roll mode these variations may be explained
by the spanwise changes in loading predicted by quasi-steady strip theory (Fig 13). For
the higher frequency, first symmetric bending mode this method is not adequate, owing to
a strong frequency effect on the separated flow (Fig 14).

(5) Although half models can precl !t the symmetric buffeting response of aircraft,
complete models are needed to predict both symmetric and antisymmetric responses (Fig 4).

Table 1

BUFFET PENETRATION CRITERIA FOR FIRST SYMMETRIC WING BENDING

Seert Buffet excitation parameter Buffeting coefficient

buffeting A/-Ii~7ii CB1 (Ref 11)

Light 0.00075 0.004
Moderate 0.00150 0.008
Heavy 0.00300 0.0160
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AERODYNAMIC MODEL IDENTIFICATION EROM DYNAMIC FLIGHT TEST DATA
AND WINDTUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

by J.A. MULDER, J.C. DEN IOI.LANDER and i. HINKHORST

Delft University of Technology

Department of Aerospace Engineering

Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Dynamic flight test techniques may be employed for the measurement of a variety of aircraft performance
characteristics as well as for the measurement of Stability and Control characteristics in the form of for
instance classical Stability and Control derivatives. The present work focusses on the development of
nonlinear aerodynamic models from dynamic flight test data. Several closely related characteristics of
these models are discussed in detail such as goodness of fit to flight test data, the accuracy of model
predictions and model complexity. Results are presented of a flight test program with the DIIC-2 "Beaver"
experimental aircraft of Delft University of Technology equipped with a high accuracy instrumentation

system.
Different aerodynamic models are compared with results from windtunnel experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Techniques for the reconstruction of the actually flown flight path may be applied for assessment of
approach, landing and take off performance. These techniques are also used for the creation of a database
from dynamic flight test measurements for the synthesis of nonlinear aerodynamic models. The synthesis of
nonlinear models from dynamic flight test data, their application for predicting aerodynamic forces and
aerodynamic moments in flight conditions which are different from the set of flight conditions actually
traversed in the course of some flight test maneuver and the comparison of the results of dynamic fliht
test data analysis with other data sources as windtunnel experiments are the subjects of the present
paper. In Section 2 a short description is given of the technique for analyzing dynam ic flight test data
as applied here. More details are given in Ref. 2. Section 3 discusses some aspects of the identification
of aerodynamic models which can from the system theoretic point of view be interpreted as multi ioput-
single output linear static models. The characteristics are discussed of models which approxirate the real
physical process in a least squares sense. These models can he distinguished with respect to their poten-
tial to predict the output of the physical system in setpoints for which no actual observations are avail-
able. In Section 4 a description is given of a flight test program with the DHC-2 "Beaver" experirental
aircraft of Delft University of Technology. This flight test program was carried through in cooperation
with DFVLR (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt flr Luft- und Raumfahrt) in Braunschweig and NI.R
(National Aerospace Laboratory) in Amsterdam. Windtunnel experiments were carried through on a 1:11 scale
model of the experimental aircraft in the low speed windtunnel of Delft University of Technology. The
propellor slipstream could be simulated in these experiments, measurements were made in symmetrical (zero
sideslip angle 0) as well as in non symmetrical flow conditions. These experiments are described in
section 5. Section 6 is used to present some of the results of the flight test program and windtunnel
experiments. It is argued that dynamic flight test measurements can not as such be compared directly with
the results of windtunnel experiments. A comparison requires an aerodynamic model to be identified first
and consequently, differences between dynamic flight tests and windtunnel experiments cannot be attribut-l
entirely to for example the effect of a difference in Reynolds number but depend also on which terms are
included in the aerodynamic model.
It is suggested that the results of windtunnel experiments may he helpfull in synthesizing aerodinamic
models for a wide range of flight conditions as required for example in mathematical models for flight
simulation. Some conclusions are drawn in section 7.

2. DYNAMIC FLIGHT TEST DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis of dynamic flight test measurements constitutes in principle a dvnarical svstem identi-
fication problem. The system is excited by input signals as fur instance elevator ', rudder ' and
aileron 6 deflections as well as by process noise in the form of atmospheric turbulence. The svsteM is

observed avia transducers such as for instance accelerometers, rat.e gyro's. airspeed and altitude sensors
and local flow angle transducers. The art of system identification is to find estimates of the actuiallv
flown tralectory as well as of the system parameters. Some of the system parameters are already known such
as aircraft mass and moments of inertia. If linear models are used the system parameters of interest are
the classical so called stability and control derivatives.

Often this system identification procedure is put in the framework of maximum likelihood estimation
theory. The advantage here is that as one of the transducers produces less accurate measurements, these
measurements are less heavily weighted. References can be found in Ref. 7.

A disadvantage of this approach to the dynamic flight test data analysis problem is that the necessary
computations are quite Intricate, even more so if nonlinear system models must be used.

The approach advocated in Ref. 7 and which is also followed here divides the data analysis problem in two
separate problems each of which is relatively easy to solve. This socalled two-step method starts by
calculating the aircrafts flight path from very accurate accelerometer and rate gyro data and airspeed,
altitude and sideslip vane or geographical position measurements. This Is flight path reconstruction an(!
constitutes the first step. The result is a set of important time histories such as angle of attack a,
sideslip angle 0, airspeed V as well as estimates of minuscule but nevertheless existing zero shifts of
the accelerometers and rate gyro's mentioned above. Next one calculates in a straight forward manner t ie
time histories of the aerodynamic longitudinal, lateral and vertical force coefficients C, Cy and C,

t<'
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resp. and the corresponding aerotivnamic mitmeitt coefttcients Ci, C and Cn ,

For t lit most pret- ise results, flight path reconstruction is based in nmt Ii near kitnti-at i (-,di ri-ilI s i

therefore probably is intricate a proces as the maxioum ikel ititit.i pr .. iti l t-r -s'stoi 11,.-nt it 1 i . ,t i
cTent tonled above, see Ref. 4. It needs to be done only once, howevtr, for tve,r% t i git i, itt i'ivi r.

resulting time histories constitute a data base for the second step wi'ii is aceri"ilvmic iilt- i - i-

cat ton.

In aeroidvna mic model identification one devel )pes all aeroidvnamic mude. l1 which ito the tnt. liii) 'an b,- tit I

wet 1 to the avaltable meaisurements but does ot tite other hand cointait mut st, maintv p,irrt , t rs
parameter estimation accuracies become to lhw or that the model loses its capacity to predit tir, -- ,r
moment coefficients for flight conditions different from those ,ictmallv enciuntered it) the t light it-st
maneuver.

Aerodynamic model identification usually is a processof trial and error even if it is done In In organi t-(I

way as in section 3. One may desire to investigate for instance to what extend it is possible ti devIp
aerodynamic models for a wider range of flight conditions by jotning two ir rtore if tie above mentitn-i
data bases of different nominal flight conditions.

/
1/

Fig. I. DilC-? "Heaver" experimental aircraft of Delft lintversity tif Technol iy.

In section 6 aerodynamic models are developttd for the DftC-2 "Beaver" aircraft of Delft 1 niversity ,I
Technology, see Fig. 1. Dynamic flight tests were made witit this aircraft, see section ,. Il addit lio
wlndtrunnel experiments were made with a 1:11 scale model, see section S.

tn general, aerodynamic force and moment coefficients depend ILa tnolli near way tn the past inl ptr' sent
values of variables as angle of attack ai and sideslip angle P. This is clearly illustrated by Fig. . It

is not ultstlial to assume that tite force and moment coefficients cat be expressedl as fitnct lolls if t 1
present values only of a set of v,riahles which may then include also first and higher order derivat Ives
with respect to time. Finally, these functions are assumed to be analytic which implies they cmi hi'
expanded in terms of a multiple Taylor series.

3. AFRODYNAMIC MODEL IDENTIFICATION

In tie present work it Is assumed that aerodynamic motels for the dimensionless air&dvnamic firce
coefficients C C and C and tite dimensionless aerotvoiamic momett ctoelffcients C0 C1 MnW n ( Alhe
written in theXfol'lowtng general form:

r

y(I) - T. akxk(i) + r(t) la-I
k-I

I - 1(l) N

In which y(t) denotes a scalar dependent variable, x (i) and i - l(l r, representit i set ii r
Independent vartables and a set of r parameters respect veIv. Turmleonce it the pripeIlt ir ';tipstrear itti
In the boundary layer, fill] sloshing, light atmospheric tirtiulencc, eti'. generate ittihns. it .ntribitti t.

to the force and moment coefficients. These contribttiots are, Itt ;I rather lieristic wa', accoi tod t,)r
thro gh an addition of a stochastic variable r(i) with:
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scale model, see section 5.
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E{e(i)) = 0
(3-2)

E(c(i) c(j)} = v 6 j

In the case of windtunnel experiments, the integer i refers to one of a set of N setpoints or to one
particular time instant t in the case of dynamic flight test measurements.
For all i, the IndependenA variables xk(i) are assumed to be known exactly. The dependent variable y(i) is
measured with finite accuracy according to:

Ym(i) = y(i) + m(i) (3-3)

where m(i) represents a random measurement error with:

Efm(i)} - 0
(3-4)

E(m(i) m(j)} = vm ij

In eq. (3-1), each term akxk(i) corresponds to one term of the multiple Taylor series expansions of the
set of non-linear functions representing the aerodynamic model. If these functions are analytic and enough
terms are included, these Taylor series expansions will be perfect approximations. This may and probably
will result, however, in a very large number of terms i.e. a very large value of r in (3-I).

The total number of parameters which can be estimated from a given set of N measurements Ym(i) is usually
much smaller than the very large value of r mentioned above. After a discussion of least squares parameter
estimates, the procedure for model development and statistical tests in the following subsections,
attention is focussed therefore on the estimation of the parameters in simplified models of the form:

r 
I

y(i) - 1 akxk(i) + r(i) (3-5)
k.I

in which r << r. The set of independent variables in (3-5) constitutes a (small) subset of the set of
independent variables included in (3-1). Model identification refers to the process which leads to an
optimal choice of independent variables in (3-5).

3.1. Estimation of parameters in perfect models

If the model (3-5) is perfect then r = r and the set of independent variables in (3-5) is identical to
the set of independent variables in(3-i)

Substitution of (3-1) in (3-3) results in:

r
y(i) r E akxk(i) + r(i) + m(i) (3-6)

k.i

which can also be written as:

ym() - x(i) a + C(i) + m(i) (3-7)

where a denotes a column vector a - colfal, a2, ..., ar] and x(i) a row vector x(i) [ xl(1 ), x2(").
Xr(i)]. Usually the set of N observations y(i) and independent variables x(i) is written in the following
compact form:

Y - X a + c + m (3-8)m

where Y - col[y (1), y (2) ... , ym(N), E - col[*(1), f(2) ... (N), - colim(l), m(2) ... , m(N)]m m m xf(2T
and X denotes a matrix of independent variables X - ix (0): xT(1)i ... x (N)].

When the elements of the parameter vector a are given an arbitrary value, a vector of model residuals can
be calculated according to:

e - Y - X a (3-9)m

Next, these values are selected such that the sm of the squares of the residuals e(i), i - 1(l) N is
minimal. These values are then called the least squares estimate A of the parameter vector a:

N 2 T
A: min E e (i) - min eTe - min (Y - Xa) (Y - X)3-10)

.. i. . a a l
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The necessary conditions for a minimum to exist are:

_ (eTe) I 0 (3-11)
a a 0

Substitution of (3-9) then leads directly to the socalled normal equations:

(xT X) T x Ym (3-12)

mA unique solution exists if and only if (XTX) is positive definite, i.e. its inverse exists:

=(XX) -1X TY M(3-13)

With (3-9) the model residuals can be estimated as:

= Y - X2 (3-14)

and an estimate can be calculated of the variance of the model residuals

-2 Ta = ZT9/(N - r) (3-15)

It is not difficult to show that the parameter estimate A is unbiased:

E(A) = a

and that its variance matrix can be written as:

V(2) = Ef[9 - E(3)] [9 - E(3)]T} = a2[xTX]-] (3-16)

Now it is assumed that both e and m are Gaussianly distributed. Then, because A is a linear estimate, see
(3-13), a has also a Gaussian distribution.

3.2. Predicting the output with perfect models

Often, one is not only interested in the estimated parameter vector A but even more in the prediction I(J)
at a given setpoint x(j) which can be calculated with:

2(j) - x(J) A (3-17)

Typical examples are the use of aerodynamic models in real time flight simulation and the comparison of
results of dynamic flight test measurements with windtunnel experiments, see section 6.

In (3-1), the physical process was assumed to be stochastic, i.e. y(j) consists of a deterministic
component indicated as z(j) and a stochastic component E(j):

y(J) = z(J) + E(J)
(3-18)

r
z(J) - E akxk(j) - x(j) a

k.1

It can be shown that t(j) is an unbiased estimatz of z(j). The prediction error Ai(j) is:

) -(j) - z(j) - x(j) (9 - a)

Consequently E(AE(j)} - 0 because ' is an unbiased estimate of a. This means that I(J) is an unbiased
estimate of z(j).

The variance V(i(j)) of the model prediction is:

Y(J)} - E(A(J)2 - E(x(j) (S - a) (A - a)T x(T
)

V{() {9j )xj
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- x(J) V(9) xT(j) (3-19)

in which V(A) denotes the parameter estimation error variance matrix, see (3-16). The eigenvalues and
elgenvectors of this matrix define a one-sigma error concentration ellipsoid of parameter estimation
errors in r dimensional space. This is depicted in Fig. 3(A) for the two-dimensional case.
From (3-19) is is clear that the variance of the model prediction does not only depend on the variance
matrix of parameter estimation errors but also on the particular choice of x(j). This can be depicted as
in Fig. 3(B) for the two-dimensional case. For a constant model prediction variance, (3-19) represents an
ellipsoid. The direction of most accurate model predictions e in (B) corresponds to the direction of the
smallest parameter estimation errors in (A). Conversely, for an arbitrary direction ek in the plane
of xI(J), x2(j) the model prediction accuracy depends not only on the volume of the parameter estimation
error ellipsoid but also on its orientation with respect to ek.

2 
e2 t a

2

e2

I% e 1 AW -- JX(j

0c]

(A) ( (B)

Fig. 3 .One-sigma parameter estimation error concentration ellipse (A) and corresponding ellipses of
constant one-sigma model prediction error.

3.3. Model development via residual analysis

In practice it is much wiser to start with a relatively simple model containing those terms which are
known from experience or from theoretical considerations to be indispensable. Next, by trial and error,
one adds those terms which significantly improve the fit of the model to the measurements.
A systematic, and from the computational point of view very efficient way to do this is via analysis of
the residuals of a previous model.

After a given number of model extensions, let the model contain rI parameters. For the N setpoints the
model can then be written in vector-matrix form as:

Y X, a1 (3-20)

in which X denotes a Nxr1 matrix of independent variables (setpoints) and a denotes a parameter vector
with r1 elements. The corresponding least squares parameter estimate is indicated as * and is equal to:

(1 ( XI01)-
1 xIT Ym (3-21)

The corresponding least squares model residuals are:

] "m -X (3-22)

From (3-22) it follows that 9 is that component of Y which is orthogonal to X1. This is easily proved
by showing that: m

-T
e1 X 0 (3-23)

Next, of a set of candicate variables one is selected to be evaluated with respect to its capability to
Improve the fit of the model. Let this variable be xh(i), I - l(1) N. A column vector X2 can then be
defined as X - col[x (1), x,(2), ..., xh(N)1.
If one uses X as the ndependent variable in a model for the least squares residual e according to:

; I X2 a2 + e2 (3-24)

the corresponding least squares estimate of a2 is:
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a2 = (X2TX2 )- X, e (3-25)

and the "new" least squares residuals ', can he written as:

I., - X2 S 2 (3-26)

In general, X, can always be decomposed into 1) a component which is a linear combination of the columns
of X, and 2) 9 component AX, which is orthogonal to all the columns of Xl:

X2 - XI c + AX2  (3-27)

in which c denotes a column vector. By substituting (3-27) in (3-25) andTusing Y- 2 3
) it is noticed that

when AX2 - 0 then also a - 0. Then with (3-26) it 4ollows Tthat 6 = 6 ., i.e. there is no
improvement in goodness o? fit. n general, a 2 and e e < eIe 1. Wih ?3-26 and (3-25) the following

expression may be derived for ;2 e2 :

-T- T- =T T -1 T.e2 '2 -e, I -e 1  AX2 (X2TX2)
-1 

AX2  e1

el e, - el AX2 (c XITXi
c 

+ 2 AX2 ) AX2 e1 (3-2R)

Eq. (3-28) does make clear why in residual analys(f one does not use X2 but rather its orthogonal
component AX2 as independent variable. In that case e2 e2 reduces to:

T T. T T T
e2 e Ie e2 -1  AX2 (Ax2 AX2)- AX2 e1 (3-29)

resulting in a smaller value because XT XI is positive definite.

The orthogonal components of candidate variables can be determined according to:

AX2 = X2 - Xlc (3-30)

in which c is calculated as:

c - (XlTXl- 1 XI TX2  (3-31)

The model for the least squares residuals e1 is now written as:

S-AX2 a + 
e2 (3-32)

The least squares estimate of a2 is:

a2  - (AX2T AX2)-
1 

AX2 T (3-33)

The procedure for model development via residual analysis is now to calculate of a given set of candicate
variables (stored in the form of column vectors X2) the orthogonal components with respect to the columns
of X1. Next one of the orthogonal candidates (probably the one which generates the smallest value
of '2 f ) is included in the model. In the subsequent step, orthogonal components are calculated with
respect to the new (extended) matrix of independent variables which has the form [X AX2]. This only
requires the calculation of orthogonal components with respect to the columns of AX since all variables
already were orthogonal with respect to the columns of XI . This procedure is continued untill there exist
no longer orthogonal candidate variables which significantly contribute to the goodness of fit of the
model.
Model development via residual analysis with orthogonal candidate variables is a classical technique in
regression analysis, e.g. see Ref. 2.

3.4. Statistical tests for model development

The addition of new independent variables in the model as discussed above will always result in an
improvement of the goodness of fit of the model to the measurements. One measure for the goydness of fit
as used in section 6 is the sum of squares of residuals, the "performance index" 'i - 6 - where the
index I refers to the L-thstep in the procedure for model development described aborA. TAe Aoodness of
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fit may also be expressed in terms of the simple correlation coefficient between Y and Y. This
coefficient is usually refered to as the multiple correlation coefficient R, and can be written as:

g TZ
AY AY

m3=3m

in which AY - collym(l) - y, y,(2) - Y, y (N) - y],where y denotes the mean value of ym(i), I= I(I)N.
Here it is assumed that the mean value of the residuals e (i), I - l(l) N is equal to zero which is always
true if one of the columns of the X matrix of the initial model has non zero but identical elements,
e.g. xI(i) - 1, i - I(1) N . R may tale values between I (perfect fit) and 0 (no fit).

F ratio tetts can be applied to test the statistical significance of each new "orthogonal parameter"
estimate a1  (sequential F test) as well as to test the statistical significance of all model parameters
simultaneously.
For application of the sequential F test one calculates:

e e -

F (N-rseq ; T; X

in which r denotes the total number of parameters in the new rodel. Fee q can also be written in terms of
multiple correlation coefficients according to:

2 2

F 1- (N -r) (3-35)
seq I R2X

At this stage it is convenient to introduce the partial correlation coefficient R being the simple
correlation coefficient between e and AX The partial correlation coefficient can te written as:

i-I AX1
*2 -Tle_

R 1- T (3-36)
e, e.

The relation *between the multiple correlation coefficients R, and R X I and the partial correlation
coefficient R is:

2
= - 2 (I - R (3-37)

Substitution of (3-37) in (3-35) results in:
*2
R X

F s (N- r) (2-38)seq *2 X
-

The null hypothesis I0: at 0 is rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis HI: at * 0 when:

Fse q > Fa (1, N - r ) (3-39)

in which F denotes the value of Fishers distribution function with I and N-rI degrees of
freedom, a Pr(HI[l I1.

The combination of (3-38) and (3-39) allows to bring the sequential F test in the following form:
accept II when:

R > k (3-40)
1 1 + k

in which k - F(1 l N - r1). This is depicted in Fig. 4.

For application of the total F test one calculates:

eT- Te

F e0 e0 - e, ; I(N-ri) (3-41)tot - T- (r 1)
e, e,

In which e0 are the residuals of the most simple model with one parameter so and x0 (i) - I, 1 - ](I) N.
F t  can also be written as:

RI2 (N- r1 )

Ftot I - R (3-42)
t2 (F IT
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Fig. 4. F-test critical values of the partial correlation coefficient R for three levels of
a - Pr{H1 H0}.

The null hypothesis H0 * a = 0, i l(1) rI is rejected and the alternative hypothesis H, accepted when:

Fto t > F. (rI- 1, N - r X)  (3-43)

in which F denotes the value of Fishers distribution function with r -I and N-r degrees of
freedom, a Q Pr(HIIH 0 ).

Combining (3-42) and (3-43) allows to bring the total F test in the following form: accept H1 when:

R 2> k (3-44)
1 1+ k

in which k - (r11__N - r1 Fa (rt - i, N - r 1 .

For more details on statistical tests the reader is referred again to Ref. 2. The goodness of fit criteria
and tests as discussed here are applied in section 6.

3.5. Characteristics of smplified models

Simplified models as considered in the present work are of the following form:

rl

z(i) - E akxk() (3-5)
k-I

in which r <( r, see (3-I). No attempt is made here to model the stochastic part of the force and moment
coefficlens. The set of independent variables contained in (3-5) could result from a model development
procedure as described in section 3.3.
With (3-5) the deterministic part of the "exact" model (3-1) can be written as:

Z - Xa - Xla I + X2a2  (3-45)

In which a denotes a r parameter vector of the simplified model and a2 a (r - r,) vector of parameters
not IncludJd in the modl. It is always possible to write the matrix X2 a.

X2 . XIC + 2 (3-46)

in which C denotes a constant rI x (r - rl) matrix. Eq. (3-46) is the multidimensional form of (3-27).

An estimate of the parameter vector in the simplified model Z - X a can be calculated with (3-21).
Typical for simplified models is that pirameter estimates are in princkple always biased. This is easily
proven by taking the expected value of aI resulting in:

E -a I " a I + Ca 2  (3-47)

It is wrth noticing here that this parameter estimation bias is not constant but rather depends on the
design of the particular experiment, i.e. the structure of X.
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Above it was shown that predictions t(j) made with perfect models were unbiased. Simplified models are
different in this respect. If x(j) is partioned as x(j) - [xl(j): x2(J)l then the prediction error of the
simpified model is:

A-(J) - 2(J) - z(J) - xl(J) l - xi(J) a I - x2(j) a2 (3-48)

The prediction bias is then:

E(Az(j)) = [xl(J) C - x2(J)] a2  -Ax(j) a2 (3-49)

Simplified models which are developed according to the model development procedure of section 3.3. can be
expected to result in small values of Ax(i) a for the set points x(i), i.e. the rows of the matrix X of
the particular experiment. If not, additiona terms would have been included in the model. In general,
however, when predictions are calculated for arbitrary set points x(j), the bias of the prediction error
estimate may become considerable.

3.6. Predict error function

Experience with the development of aerodynamic models from dynamic flight test measurements is that
application of the statistical tests as discussed in section 3.5. often leads to very refined models, i.e.
a relatively large number of terms is included in the model.

As mentioned above, this results in a small prediction bias for each of the set points x(i) of the
experiment. For arbitrary set points, however, these models often generate very large prediction errors.

It is possible to get an impression of the prediction errors generated by some model if a second data set
is available. The model as developed from one data set is used to predict the measurements in the second
data set. In the context of maximum likelihood estimation of stability and control derivatives from
dynamic response measurements, this idea has been proposed earlier. Here the following "predict function"
is used (see section 6):

N N 2
PREDICT = I V { 21(i)} + E {Ym (i) - 22 1(i)} (3-50)

i-I i-I 2

in which I 1(i) denotes the estimate of z(i) of the second data set as calculated with the parameter
estimates of the first data set. The first term, see (3-19), is added to take into account that the
addition of terms to a model in principle always results in an increase of the prediction variance.

4. FLIGHT TESTS

As a joint effort of DFVLR (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt flir Luft- und Raumfahrt), %LR
(National Aerospace Laboratory, Amsterdam) and DUT (Delft University of Technology) flight tests were made
with the DHC-2 "Beaver" experimental aircraft, see Ref. 3.

In the course of the flight test program more than 80 dynamic longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamic
flight test manoeuvers were recorded.

A high accuracy instrumentation system was used. This system, capable of measuring, digitizing and
recording 400 measurements per second was a further development of an earlier system used in a Hawker
Hunter mk VII dynamic flight test program, Ref. 10.

The main purpose of the flight test program was to validate different design philosophies for optimal
elevator, rudder and aileron input signals. Some of the results have been presented in Ref. 9.

All together 5 different types of precalculated test signals were stored on magnetic tape and implemented
via a hydraulic control system which was specially designed and constructed for that purpose.

All test signals consisted of a 10 sec elevator signal followed by a 16 sec rudder/aileron signal. Each
flight test maneuver was started from a condition of approximately steady horizontal and rectilinear
flight. In this stage the aircraft was flown via the hydraulic control system and controlled by the pilot
via a three axes side stick and three trim knobs. After completion of the longitudinal maneuver, initiated
by starting the tape recorder, the original steady straight flight condition was reestablished by means of
the side stick. Finally the lateral-directional maneuver was executed by restarting of the tape recorder.

The reproducibility of the flight maneuvers flown with the hydraulic control system turned out to he very
good. Those types of lateral-directional maneuvers involving relatively large roll angle excursions,
however, could be reproduced to a somewhat lesser degree because of the need for the pilot to control the
pitch axis by means of the side stick in order to prevent too large airspeed and altitude variations.

Of all dynamic maneuvers recorded only three were used to generate the results presented in section 6.
These three maneuvers were of the "DUT type" (input signals designed by DUT, see Ref. 9) at a nominal
altitude of 6000 ft and nominal true airspeeds (TAS) of 35, 45 and 55 m/sec. More results will be
presented in the final report on the flight test program.

After elementary data processing and flight path reconstruction, see section 2, the variables required for
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aerodynamic model identification were calculated fur every 0.1 sec. This results in 101 measurements (N -
101) in the longitudinal and 161 measurements (N - 161) in the lateral-directional flight test maneuver.

5. WINDTUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

All windtunnel experiments used in the present work were carried out in the Low Speed windTunnel (LST) of
the Department of Aerospace Engineering of Delft University of Technology (DUT). Measurements were made
with a 1:11 scale model of the DHC-2 "Beaver" experimental aircraft. The model was equiped with a 7.5 DIN-
PlC engine to simulate powered flight. In the following subsections brief descriptions are given of the
DUT-LST, the model and the experimental program respectively.

5.1. DUT-LST

The Low Speed windTunnel of Delft University of Technology is of a conventional recirculating type. The
settling chamber is provided with 8 screens, of which the first two act as expansion screens to prevent
flow separation in the short wide-angle diffusor at the entry of the settling chamber. This and a high
contraction ratio (17.9) ensures a very good flow quality and a low turbulence level in the test section.
A specially developed speed control system for the drive prevents fluctuations of the tunnel speeds with
time.

The test section is of octagonal cross section, 1.80 m wide, 1.25 m high and 2.60 m long. A system of
interchangeable test sections has been developed. Exchanging the test section under test for another takes
little more than 15 minutes. Turntables of 1.15 m diameter are fitted in the upper and lower walls. The
maxiWum airspeed in the test section is 120 m/sec, corresponding to a unit Reynolds number of 8.4
* 10 per m.

As mentioned above, the flow quality In the test section is very good. Over an area of 0.4 the height and
0.8 the width of the test cross section, the dynamic pressure differs less than ± 0.2% from the dynamic
pressure measured in the centre. The deviations of the flow direction from a horizontal plane, measured in
the area corresponding to the normal position of an aircraft model, are within * 0.1 degrees. The
longitudinal component of the turbulence ranges from 0.0257 at 40 m/sec to 0.0857 at 100 m/sec.

The tunnel is equiped with a six-component balance (platform type) with automatic weightbeams of high
accuracy. Measurement errors are smaller than 0.005 N.

A HP-100 computer is used for data acquisition and reduction. Measurements are surci in a -,ore memory
but can also be printed or plotted on-line.

5.2. The DHC-2 "Beaver" scale model

Structural components of the 1:11 scale model of the DHC-2 "Beaver" are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Stuctural components of the DHC-2 "Beaver" 1:11 scale model.

The wing flaps, ailerons, rudder, horizontal and vertical tall planes are all adjustable. The landing
gear, wing struts, air intakes as well as the horizontal and vertical tallplanes can be removed from the
model. The model is equiped with a three phase induction engine of 7.5 DIN-PK driving a two-blade
adjustable pitch propeller. In correspondence with the real aircraft, two Interconnected total-head tubes
are positioned on both sides of the NACA cowling at 0.75 R from the propeller axis and 0.16 R behind the
propeller disc, R denoting the propeller radius. The NACA cowling is not vented. Small protuberances, such
as the antennae, external measuring probes, the tail wheel, door steps etc. are omitted because of the
expected large scale effects at low Reynolds numbers. Roughness strips have been attached to the wing and
the horizontal and vertical tal!planes to prevent laminar separation of the boundary layer.

5.3. Experimental conditions

All measurements were carried out at 50 msec resulting in a Reynolds number of 0.47 * In6. In the tunnel,
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Fig. 6. Experimental configuration in the LST of Delft University of Technology.

the model is positioned upside down on a three point ceiling support system, Fig. 6. Because their effects

turned out to be highly Reynolds number sensitive at this low Reynolds number, all measurements were made
after removal of wing struts and landing gear. The contributions of the wing struts and landing gear were
determined in separate measurements at a higher Reynolds number of 1 * 106. At the relatively high
airspeed corresponding to this Reynolds number representative values of Ap /q cannot be attained and
therefore, during these measurements, the propeller was removed from the modei. These contributions were

added to the results obtained at the low Reynolds number.
Tunnel wall corrections were calculated for the longitudinal aerodynamic force and moment

coefficients C C and C . Application here of "classical" and "modern" (Joppa, Ileyson) methods yielded

approximately Ydenifieal results. The lateral-directional force and moment coefficients C , and C were
left uncorrected for the influence of the tunnelwall. These corrections were expected To A verynsmall
because sideslip angles were kept in a relatively small range from -8 to +8 degrees.

The support system mentioned above consists of two wing struts and one tail strut. For the asymmetrical
measurements, i.e. non zero sideslip angle, these struts could be made much less well streamlined compared

to the struts used for the symmetrical measurements. The effect of the struts on the force and moment
coefficients was considerable, in particular in the asymmetrical measurements. To determine these effects
for different experimental conditions, separate measurements were made during which the model was

supported by temporary struts and the original struts were replaced by dummies which could also be
removed. A pitfall, which was avoided later by repositioning of the temporary struts, showed up here in
the form of a non-negligible interference effect between the temporary and the dummy struts.

With the total head probes behind he propellor disc, it is possible to determine the dimensionless

increase in total head Ap /q, q = JpV . This is also done in flight. In Ref I it is shown that APt/q is
closely related to T , the thrust coefficient. If the dependence of the aerodynamic force and moment

coefficients on variaiions of the rotation in the propeller slipstream is small enough as to be neglected
then Ap /q is left as the only parameter which determines the effect of the slipstream on the flow field
around he model in the windtunnel as well as around the aircraft in flight.

In the windtunnel measurement program, the angle of attack a, the sideslip angle 0, Ap t/q, the elevator,

rudder and aileron deflections 6 , 6 and 6 were systematically varied to determine their effects on the
aerodynamic force and moment coeefficients. 

4
Some of the results are presented in Fig. 2. These results are

compared with corresponding results from dynamic flight tests in section 6.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The windtunnel experiments were designed to systematically evaluate the influence of the angle of attack,

the sideslip angle and the dimensionless increase in total-head across the propeller disc on the
aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. Some of the results are shown in Fig. 2. The reason that these

results are so clarifying lies in the possibility to vary each variable while keeping the remaining ones

at constant values.

In a dynamic flight test maneuver, all variables of interest vary simultaneously in a way which, for a
given initial flight condition, depends enYrely on the time histories of the control surface deflections.

To illustrate this, the relations Ap /JpV -a and - a for typical longitudinal and lateral-directional
flight test maneuvers are shown in Fig. 7.

In order to be able to compare the results of dynamic flight test maneuvers with windtunnel experiments

mathematical models for the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients must be developed first. This is
done in section 6.1. Thereafter it is possible to calculate functional relationships in a form equivalent

to Fig. 2, and to compare these with corresponding windtunnel measurements. This comparison is made in

section 6.2.

6.1. Development of aerodynamic models

Fig. 2 indicates that the "lateral-directional variable" 0 does have A (although minor) effect on the

longitudinsl force and moment coefficients C., C7 and C . On the other hand the "longitudinal variable"

Ap /JpV affects the lateral-directional force an momenf coefficients Cy, C1 and C. In order to takefot n oe' ofiins Y t C'I re otk
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Fig. 7. Plots of Ap t/+pV2 and 8 versus a for dynamic flight test maneuvers a 35, 45 and 55 m/sec TAS.

these effects into account in the model development procedure the measurements of the longitudinal and the
lateral-directional maneuvers must be combined. Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows that when the measurements of
maneuvers at 15, 45 and 55 m/sec TAS are Joined, the total range of Ap /,pV

2 
and angle of

attack a variations is in better agreement to the windtunnel experiments. This meanst that one dataset Is
formed consisting of I * 101 + 3 * 161 - 786 set points. Prior to this, differences In center of gravity
locations must be corrected for.

The model development procedure starts by assuming initial models which Include variables known to be non
negligible. The variables in the Initial models assumed here are shown in Table 1. Next, according to
Section 3, a set of candidate variables must he postulated. In general, this may not b. an easy task. Fig.
2 shows that the aerodynamic coefficients are in fact non linear futictonT y Ap / pV , a and .Following
section 2, this leads to candidate variables of the form (Ap /IpV ) a- 0 . Ali terms up to the third
order were included In the set of candidate variables. Also inctiuded were the control surface deflections
6 e 6 and 6 and their products with first and second powers of Apt/pV , a and 0. The possible

importance ofa these latter variables could be deduced from windtunnel experiments not shown here. The set
of candidate variables was completed by adding the body rotation rates pb/2V, qc/V and rb/2V and the time
derivatives &c/V and Oh/V. This resulted in a total number of 4n candidate variables.
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The above clearly illustrates that the selection of candidate variables is somewhat arbitrary, even if

supported by results from windtunnel experiments as in the present case.

T OTtypical examples of the variation of the criteria for model development i.e. the performance index

e1 e%, the total F value, the partial correlation coefficient and the predict function with the number of

terms added to the initial model are shown in Fig. 8. Except for the predict function, similar curves have

been published in Ref. 5.
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Fig. 8. Criteria for model development as a function of the number of terms added to initial models of CZ
and Cn, see also Table 2.

In these two examples, both the total (F ) as the sequential (R *) F tests don't reject the addition cf
even 6 extra terms. The predict functfont~o~owever, is shown to 4i a much more critical criterion In this
respect. Here a large increase indicates that no more than only one and two terms reap, should be added to
the initial model.

Selected candidate variables and corresponding improvements of the goodness of fit are for all models
shown in Table 2. With respect to goodness of fit, considerable differences exist between in particular
models of aerodynamic force coefficients and models of aerodynamic moment coefficients. Rather good models
could be developed for C and Cg . Te fit of th models of C and In particular C, howver Is rather
poor. These results areo course not general but depend etrongfy on the particular type of aircraft used
for the present series of flight tests. The selection of candidate variables on the basis of the partial
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correlation coefficient Rt* may result in models which, from the physical point of view, appear to be
wrong. A typical example of this is the selection of rb/2V in the model of CX . This is a consequence of
using R * for the selection of candidate variables. With respect to prediction it could be better to
select candidate variables on the basis of the predict function.

6.2. Comparison with windtunnel experiments

Once models have been developed for the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients it is possible to
calculate curves similar to Fig. 2. The correspondence between these model predictions and the windtunnel
experiments depends strongly on the number of variables added in the course of the model development
procedure. To illustrate this, model predictions were calculated with "refined" and "robust" models
of CZ and of Cn, see Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 compares the predictions of the aerodynamic models as selected on the basis of the predict
function, see Table 2, with the corresponding windtunnel results.

In this comparison it should be kept in mind that the windtunnel experiments were performed at a
relatively low Reynolds number. So, substantial extrapolation errors may be present in the results.

In view of this a reasonable correspondence exists between the model predictions and the windtunnel
results.

The most significant difference is that with respect to the results of the windtunnel, the model
predictions overestimate the effect of the slipstream on CZ and in the case of Cm predict this effect with
even the wrong sign.

2
This may be an indication that the variable Apt/1pV should have been left out of the initial models of CZ
and Cm .

If not a comparison with wndtunnel experiments but rather the development of a as robust a model as
possible is the aim of model identification then it is possible to join the flight test and windtunnel
measurements in one data base. In this way it is pos ble to separate the effects of variables which could
not have been separated if flight test measurements alone were used. In terms of covariance matrices of
parameter estimation errors, see section 3, this means that the simple correlation coefficients of the
corresponding parameters estimates decrease.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of robust model predictions with corresponding windtunnel resultsfor 3 values of APt/{PV2 
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic flight test measurements can be analyzed in two steps. In the first step the flight path is

reconstructed and a data base is formed for the second step in which aerodynamic models are identified. In

aerodynamic model identification selections are made from a set of candidste variables for the development

of models which on the one hand result in an adequate fit to the measurements but nn the other hand result
in statistically significant parameter estimates and good model predictions. Statistically significant

models may be too refined for good model predictions. When a second set of measurements is available thc

predict function is a better criterion in this respect.

Comparison of the results of dynamic flight tests with windtunnel experiments depends on the development

of models for the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. In view of the relatively low Reynolds number
of the windtunnel experiments a reasonable correspondence existed between the results of dynamic flight

tests (model predictions) and the results of windtunnel experiments.
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RX I- Ri (%) sel. var.
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Table 2. Statistically significant steps in the development of models of
the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. Model development
is based on the data of three longitudinal-lateral/directional
dynamic flight test maneuvers at nominal true airspeeds of 35, 45
and 55 m/sec, 6000 ft pressure altitude. Asterix indicates the
models as selected by the predict function criterion.
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SUMMARY

The paper describes a joint Army/NASA effort to perform a systematic ground-based piloted simulator
validation exercise. The subject aircraft is the Army/Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. The Black
Hawk has recently entered service with the U.S. Army, and it is expected that many new roles and missions
will evolve that require investigations of flying qualities with simulators. The helicopter has features
such as elastomeric main rotor bearings, canted tail rotor, and variable incidence stabilator, all of
which provide a challenge in testing, modeling, and verification.

The first step in the procedure was to obtain the best available Black Hawk math model that could be
run real-time on the available simulation computer, the CDC 7600. The model is a total force, nonlinear,
large angle representation; the rotor description includes rigid blade flapping, lagging, and rotational
degrees of freedom. This math model has been programmed for real-time operation and will be checked
against the nonreal-time version.

Flight test data were obtained to provide a basis for verifying and improving the math model. Update
will be a two-step procedure: first by using engineering judgment based on a knowledge of the model gen-
eration assumptions, second by applying state estimation and parameter identification techniques.

The flight tests were performed by the Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (AEFA) in response
to guidelines from the Aeromechanics Laboratory (AL). Since it is desired to perform analysis with param-
eter identification techniques, the requirements for instrumentation and calibration were extremely strin-
gent. The tests included extensive trim and static stability points, and special system identification
maneuvers as well as steps, doublets, pulses, roll reversals, pull-up and pushovers. Data on pilot per-
formance and control activity were also recorded while performing specially defined mission-type tasks.
These will be used in the simulation validation part of the exercise.

Once the math model has been shown to be an accurate representation of the UH-60A, it will be combined
with NASA Ames ground-based simulator facilities. The motion base will be the VMS, and the visual system
will be a four-window system using computer generated imagery (CGI). Tasks will be "flown" on the ground
simulator and pilot subjective data and objective measures will be made to determine and improve the
validity of the simulation.

Status of the effort is that the flight tests are complete and the math model has been developed and
programmed. Efforts at updating the math model and developing the analytical techniques for assessing the
simulator validity/fidelity have been initiated. The simulation portion is scheduled for early 1983.

1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem in the use of simulation for aircraft development is that the pilot is required
to assess an unknown aircraft. In developing this assessment, he is bound to be influenced by the quality
of the simulator itself. Bray (Ref. 1) points out that a sense of realism or subjective fidelity in the
simulation flight task is essential and, depending on the research task, some moderate-to-high level of
objective or engineering similarity to the flight task is required to obtain this realism. There is no
fundamental obstacle to obtaining high objective fidelity in aircraft simulation except in the reproduc-
tion of the visual and motion cues. At best, only a small portion of the cues present in an aircraft can
be presented, and even this comes at an extremely high cost.

In the application of simulators to pilot training, the large number of facilities involved, and the
tendency to maximize the realism of cues available, has led to several studies to determine just how much



fidelity is required to train (Refs. 2 and 3). In the use of simulators for handling qualities research,
there is a need to understand how the reduced cues influence the research results, or conversely, to
define the limitations on use that the limited cues impose for obtaining valid results. The purpose of
this paper is to describe a joint Army/NASA program that is making a systematic effort to address this
problem.

Rotorcraft pose a particularly difficult problem for simulation technology. The mathematical model
required is exceedingly complex so that it takes very large computer capacity to produce real-time solu-
tions for man-in-the-loop simulation. Helicopter mathematical models are also very difficult to verify.
The flight characteristics of helicopters tend to have low levels of stability, or be unstable, and there
are large interaxis couplings; these are the characteristics which make deprivation in visual and motion
cues most critical. Flight phases of particular concern to the Army involve rapid maneuvering flight at
very low speed and altitude (Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) flight). Representing this situation requires wide
field-of-view and high detail, which are conflicting requirements that are very difficult to satisfy.

The helicopter chosen as a basis for this research effort is the Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk (Fig. 1).
This is a modern-technology helicopter that can be expected to be in service with the Army (and probably
also the Navy and Air Force) into the next century. It will doubtless have many modifications to satisfy
new roles and to incorporate new technology. In addition, the UH-60A Black Hawk is the base helicopter
for an Army Research and Development program to demonstrate modern digital flight control technology using
fiberoptic components, the Advanced Digital Optical Control System (ADOCS) program. A major part of the
ADOCS program involves the development and demonstration of good handling qualities through a range of day
and night NOE flight phases, and generation of the appropriate control laws depends to a large extent on
adequate simulation of the vehicle. Thus, in addition to the basic techniques and technology that are
developed for simulation validation to be applied in general, a validated UH-6DA simulation will be a
useful end product of this program.

The body of the paper is divided into three main sections. The first discusses in more detail what
is meant by the concept of simulator validity and the associated concept of fidelity. The second section
describes the process being used to develop and validate the Black Hawk math model, and the final section
discusses the approach for assessing the validity of the overall total piloted simulation.

2. SIMULATION FIDELITY

Much has been written on the subject of simulator fidelity. Defining the term has been found to be
difficult; defining how much fidelity is required for a valid simulation is not currently possible.

An AGARD Working Group, AMP/FMP WG-1O, was formed to address the question of how much fidelity is
required for pilot training (Ref. 2). The group did not provide an answer to this question but did help
clarify the concept and definition of fidelity. In that report, two types of fidelity were defined:

'Objective fidelity (which provides an engineering viewpoint) is the degree to which a simu-
lator would reproduce its real-life in-flight counterpart aircraft, if its form, substance,
and behavior were sensed and recorded by an instrumentation system on the simulator.

"Perceptual fidelity (which provides a psychological/physiological viewpoint) is the degree to
which the pilot subjectively perceives the simulator to reproduce its real-life counterpart
aircraft, in flight, in the operational task situation."

The point is that a distinction is being made between the real cues, which can be measured objectively,
and the cues which the pilot subjectively experiences. In selected areas of equipment cues, such as cock-
pit instrumentation, control panel, and control system operation, the level of objective fidelity can be
easily ascertained. In areas of environmental cues, such as visual scenes or motion cueing, extensive data
concerning human physiology and cue perception are required. Unfortunately, the knowledge of human physi-
ology is insufficient to determine how much objective fidelity is required to achieve a given level of per-
ceptual fidelity.

Another aspect of fidelity has been hypothesized (Ref. 3). This is to judge the adequacy of percep-
tual effects by the pilot response behavior (i.e., control strategy and technique) induced by the simu-
lator. The rationale is that if the simnulator cannot induce correct technique, then presumably the
fidelity is inadequate. With this concept in mind, Ref. 3 defines a concept of fidelity which is:

"The degree to which characteristics of perceivable states induce correct psychomotor and cogni-
tive control strategy for a given task and environment.

'Correct strategy is defined in the task environment; applicable states are chosen on the basis
of the specified loop structure essential for performing a task; and characteristics of the
states are determined by their role in inducing correct control techniques (i.e., quantifica-
tion of the loop structure adjustments)."

With this definition, then, a validated simulation could be defined as one in which the characteris-
tics of perceivable states induce correct psychomotor and cognitive control strategy for the given task
and environment. It is this concept which is being applied in the current validation effort.

3. MATH MODEL VALIDATION

The first step in the overall simulation validation procedure is development of a math model that
adequately reproduces the dynamics of the flight vehicle. The approach being taken is to compare flight
data with the math model output so that any discrepancies between them can be identified, and then to
upgrade the math model. Two basic approaches will be used to update the math model. First, based on
engineering insight, and second, by using the parameter identification techniques. This section will out-
line the form of the math model and the scope and nature of the flight tests, will indicate some of the



correlations obtained, and will discuss the transfer of the model from a nonreal-time to a real-time 1-

operating system.

3.1 Black Hawk Math Model

The math model to be used as a basis for the real-time simulation was procured from Sikorsky Aircraft.
The model is a total system free-flight representation based on the Sikorsky General Helicopter (GENHEL)
flight dynamics simulation, and is described in detail in Ref. 4. It is defined at a uniform level of
sophistication currently considered appropriate for handling qualities evaluations. The model is also
considered to give representative performance trends but does not include the sophisticated aerodynamics
necessary to define critical performance characteristics.

The overall structure of the model is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 in functional and block diagram
formats, respectively. The basic model is a total force, nonlinear, large-angle representation in six
rigid body degrees of freedom. In addition, rotor rigid blade flapping, lagging, and pitch/torsional
degrees of freedom are represented. The total rotor forces and moments are developed from a combination
of the aerodynamic, mass, and inertia loads acting on each simulated blade. The rotor aerodynamics are
developed using a blade element approach where the full range of angle of attack for blade aerodynamics
is represented as a function of Mach number. The fuselage is defined by six component aerodynamic char-
acteristics from wind tunnel data which have been extended analytically to large angles. The angle of
attack at the fuselage is developed from the free stream plus interference effects from the rotor. These
interference effects are based on rotor loading and rotor wake skew angle. The aerodynamics of the empen-
nage are treated separately from the forward airframe to allow good definition of nonlinear tail charac-
teristics. The tail rotor is represented by the linearized closed-form Bailey theory solution.

The Black Hawk flight control system represented in this model covers the primary mechanical and the
automatic systems. The latter incorporates the stability augmentation system (SAS), the pitch bias actu-
ator (PBA), the flight path stabilization (FPS) system, and the stabilator mechanization. Figure 4 shows
a schematic of the pitch axis. The engine/fuel control model is a linearized representation with coeffi-
cients which vary as a function of engine operating condition. The interface between the engine and the
rotor module is indicated in the block diagram Fig. 5.

3.2 Real-Time Considerations

Rotorcraft math models require certain simplifications and modifications in order to run real-time
in a man-in-the-loop simulation (Ref. 5). In nonreal-tinie the rotor can be represented by the actual
number of blades, numerous blade segments, and a small azimuthal advance increment which allows for good
definition of blade motion around the azimuth. The computations associated with such a representation
cannot be performed real-time even with a very large computer, and an approximation has to be generated
with a miinimnum number of blade segments and the largest rotor azimuth advance increment that will retain
satisfactory static and dynamic representation. The form of real-time approximation chosen uses blade
segmentation based on equal area annuli to minimize the impact of the approximation. In nonreal-time
models, the maximum time step allowable is established based on the computational convergence of rotor
flapping which, in turn, depends upon the complexity of blade equations and the rotor rotation rate. A
considerable amount of work on the topic of simplifying rotorcraft math models and developing appropriate
real-time computation techniques has been performed by McFarland (Ref. 6). These techniques were applied
during prograimming of the Black Hawk model. For this model, a dictating consideration comes from high
frequency rotor vibration effects generated by the rotor blade inertial effects in the equations, and the
accuracy of the integration of those equations. Using too large a time step will result in an aliasing-
like effect whereby higher harmonics of the 4/rev vibration response falls into the low-frequency handling
qualities frequency region. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6, taken from some hitherto unpublished
work by Mr, R. E. McFarland, NASA Ames, The low-frequency folding effects are clearly seen for At = 0.01
and 0.02 seconds. Such false effects can be eliminated by purging selected inertial terms. An example of
the resulting spectrum is also shown in Fig. 6. Tests on the Fliqht Simulator for Advanced Aircraft
(FSAA) show that except at very low frequency, the roll axis motion threshold is greater than the noise
level with purged termis. The importance of the very low frequency noise (<0.3 rad/sec) remains to be
determined.

3.3 Flight Test for Model Validation

The United States Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (USAAEFA) at Edwards AFB, California,
performed the flight testing in response to requirements laid down by the Army Aeromechanics Laboratory.
These requirements included defining the instrumentation and the test matrix required for math model veri-
fication and subsequent parameter identification efforts.

Instrumentation

Although the helicopter had been instrumented for the Army's airworthiness and flight characteristics
testing, the extensive requirements for parameter identification necessitated additional instrumentation
and precise calibration. Table 1 lists the instrumentation that was used. Eighty-eight parameters were
measured and recorded in a serial PCM stream on magnetic tape with a sample frequency of 100 Hz. Filters
of 30 Hz were used on all parameters to insure matching the dynamics and synchronizing the sampling. Some
of the more unusual features of the tests are described in the following.

All 3 axes of blade motion (pitch, lead-lag, and flapping) were measured on all 4 rotor blades. Three
transducers for each blade were mounted on a special fixture leased from Sikorsky, Fig. 7. Because the
transducers were not mounted exactly on the axis of blade motion, a complex transformation was required to
resolve the measured angles into true angles.
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To assist the pilot to perform complex control inputs for the purpose of parameter identification, a
real-time visual guide was developed which is similar to that used by the German Aerospace Research and
Experimental Establishment, Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft-und Raumfahrt (DFVLR). The
system consists of an oscilloscope on which the ordinate is scaled in distance of control travel and the
abscissa is scaled in time. At the start of a control sequence, a dot showing the current position of
the control is superimposed on the input guide and moves right at a rate proportional to time. A trace
of actual control input remains superimposed on the input guide at the end of the maneuver so that judg-
ments may be made as to the adequacy of the input. A typical input for parameter identification is a
multistep sequence, and an example is shown in Fig. 8. Although the only control inputs requiring the
display are for parameter identification, it was found that the display was an excellent quality-control
device for all dynamic maneuvers and the static points as well. The display showed inadvertent control
movement during trim and indicated the crispness and amplitude of steps, and the timing of pulses.

Test Matrix and Methodology

Table 2 indicates the scope of the flight tests. These were accomplished in 72 flights with 123 flight
hours; approximately half the data were for static points and half were dynamic. All points at a given
flight condition were flown at a constant thrust coefficient CT, constant W/8 and constant N//v (where
CT = T/wR'pGwR)2, 6 =p/po and e = T/T0); this method is described in Ref. 7. Keeping these parameters
constant implied that pressure altitude was increased as fuel was burned, and rotor speed was decreased as
temper'ature Cspeed of sound) was decreased. In some cases, different combinations of W/6 and N/Io were
used to attain the same value of CT, thus attempting to validate the nondimensional concept for this
series of tests.

To compensate for center of gravity movement as the fuel was burned, the aircraft was equipped with
a movable ballast cart which could travel the length of the aft cabin on a jack screw. The electric motor
drive was controlled by the co-pilot according to a predetermined schedule, and its position displayed on
the console control panel.

Since the basic unaugmented Black Hawk helicopter is unstable, time histories in response to the
various inputs can have very limited duration. Utilizing the SAS would facilitate longer time histories
before limits were exceeded, but the SAS characteristics would dominate the response. Since it is the
basic helicopter's aerodynamic characteristics that are of interest, the flight tests were flown with the
augmentation systems deactivated. In particular, the stabilator was fixed in the nominal position for
the test airspeed, the pitch bias actuator was centered and disabled, and the flight path stabilization
system was turned off. The SAS was left on for the static points and turned off for the dynamic test
points. To minimize time to establish trim, the normal procedure was to have one of the two SAS axes
turned on while the pilot established trim and the co-pilot adjusted the test input fixture. As the pilot
counted down to the moment of control input, either he or the co-pilot would turn off the remaining SAS
axis approximately one second before input. The actual input was made by the co-pilot. Input forms were
steps, pulses, doublets, and multistep inputs designed to maximally excite the helicopter without large
excursions from trim. Trim was reestablished between inputs and no combined (e.g., pitch and roll) inputs
were used.

3.4 Correlation with Flight Data

Correlation with two dynamic maneuvers is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The math model response was com-
puted using the actual flight measured control positions. In order to account for the differences in the
flight measured and model predicted control positions in trim, only the deviation from trim is introduced
as the forcing input. Both the flight data and the simulation data were filtered using identical zero
phase shift filters in order to suppress the high frequency vibration characteristics. This enables an
easier comparison of the frequencies of interest to the flight dynamicist.

In Fig. 9, the pilot's collective stick input was used to drive the math model. The first plot
demonstrates a comparison of the measured collective pitch of the main rotor, and the output of the simu-
lation, indicating some differences in the control system rigging. A comparison of the measured rotor
response (coning) shows good agreement initially, but tends to diverge in the long term, indicating that
the model is more unstable than the flight vehicle. The coning response can be seen to be a major con-
tributor to the normal acceleration of the aircraft. The vertical velocity shows considerable discrepan-
cies which are directly attributable to the errors in the predicted normal acceleration. Figure 9 illus-
trates a need for a systematic approach to upgrading the model, working from the input to the highest
level of integration down to the lowest order state.

Figure 10 shows the response to a lateral stick input. There exists reasonably good correlation with
the rotor response (lateral flapping); however, some discrepancies ire evident in the roll rate which
strongly affect the predicted roll attitude. It may also be noted that the trim longitudinal stick posi-
tion predicted by the model does not agree with the flight value. A comparison of the responses in the
uff-axes (pitch and yaw) is also provided.

3.5 Parameter Identification

The motivation for the parameter identification effort is to develop a systematic and semi-automated
procedure for upgrading the math model, and eliminating discrepancies such as those shown in Figs. 9
and 10. The approach being taken is somewhat different from normal because the model used for the iden-
tification is a nonlinear blade element model, and the parameters being identified are the actual physical
parameters (i.e., lift curve slope, interference factors, etc.) that are present in the nonlinear equations
of motion. The approach normally taken by helicopter analysts is to identify the coefficients in a model
linearized about a given operating po int (i.e., stability derivative extraction). The approach being
taken in this project is thought to have several advantages, the most Imp~ortant of which is that the model
Is being validated over a large portion of the flight envelope rather than at one isolated operating or
trim condition. This approach allows for the processing of trim and static stability data in the identi-
fication process, as well as large disturbance transient maneuvers. The approach also provides for direct



correlation and improvement of an operational simulation foodei without the intermediate steps that would
be necessary if stability derivatives were used as the basis of comparison. On the other hand, several
disadvantages must be considered. The problem is a computationally complex and highly nonlinear optimi-
zation problem and, as such, requires a reasonably accurate iiz p2 'Lri model to allow correct convergence.
Further, use of an output error algorithm is mandatory due to the difficulties in developing an extended
Kalman filter algorithm for use with a blade element type model. Use of an output error algorithm does
not allow for process noise effects which implies knowledge of a perfect model structure, and does not
allow for unknown external disturbances.

The number of parameters in the nonlinear parameter identification is not appreciably more than that
encountered in a fully coupled rotor and body linear problem. However, the table look-up data must be
parameterized in such a way as to allow for identification of errors within the tables. Further, the
actual parameters identified in a given identification run must be reduced to a manageable subset that is
consistent with the maneuvers and/or static data being processed.

Development of the software to perform this automated model upgrade is currently under way. The
basic concept behind this computer program is shown in Fig. 1..

4. SIMULATOR VALIDATION

As defined in Section 2, the basis of assessing simulator validity will be to assess the extent to
which the characteristics of the perceived states induce correct psychomotor and cognitive control strat-
egy for the given task and environment.

The correct psychomotor and cognitive control strategies are those achieved in flight in the actual
helicopter. To determine these strategies, special-mission type flight testing was performed concurrently
with the parameter identification tests described in the previous section. A series of mission flight
phases (Table 3) were performed. These consisted of a series of flight task segments which included basic
manual regulation of flight condition (hover, cruise, descent , etc.) as well as various discrete maneuvers
Ctakeoff, acceleration, deceleration, quick-stop, etc.). In each case the pilot was instructed to demon-
strate a good representative example of the flight task execution. Generally, this was based on the
existing task descriptions and performance standards given in the utility helicopter aircrew training
manual.

The recording system used for the parameter identification work was also used in the mission flight
tests. No additional data, such as video recording of pilots' activity or eye point of regard, was avail-
able for these tests. To provide sufficient data base with which to generalize, it was important to have
maneuvers repeated both by the same pilot and by different pilots. Primary emphasis was placed on NOE
point-to-point, dash-quick-stop, bob-up, sidewards mask, dolphin, and slalom. All of these tasks were
flown at least twice by two pilots.

4.1 Mission Flight Test Data Analysis

The basis for data analysis is that the control strategy from the simulator should match that from
flight test. A pilot strategy for controlling the task is hypothesized, and the flight data used to
determine the parameters by a least squares regression fit. A closed-loop pilot aircraft model is hypothe-
sized for each task, certain parameters in the pilot model can be assumed based on past experimental analy-
sis, and the flight data are then used to determine the unknown parameters. This effort is being performed
under contract by Systems Technology, Inc., and the approach is described in Ref. 3. Each flight task
maneuver has to be modeled at its most elemental level. Thus, if the task is longitudinal in nature, the
lateral portion is deleted. The model represents the pilot's control, his perception, and the helicopter
plant dynamics. Figure 12 shows a block diagram comparing the situation in the simulator with that for
the real aircraft. In practice, considerable skill is required to get an adequate model of these control
loops. The aircraft model is obtained first by using the appropriate transfer function of aircraft
response to input. Inner or high frequency loops, such as attitude control, and outer loops, such as
speed and altitude control, and the appropriate cue information being used by the pilot have to be hypothe-
sized. The parameters in these various loop closures are determined by performing linear regression fits
on the actual flight time histories. By using several pilots and repeated aircraft or simulator flights,
it is hoped to develop confidence in the resulting closed-loop models.

Flight test data to perform this phase of the analysis have only recently become available and so the
task of generating the appropriate loop closures has only just begun; however, a preliminary analysis of
a hovering turn will be described to illustrate the methodology.

4.1.1 Pilot Strategy Evaluation for Hovering Turns

Two hovering turns, one to the left and one to the right, have been analyzed to develop the pilot
strategy. Time histories for the turns are shown in Fig. 13.

The pilot strategy for the hovering turns can be broken down into two segments. The first segment
involves starting and maintaining the turn; the second segment involves stopping the turn, and regulating
yaw rate and heading error to obtain the desired heading. In initiating the hover turn, the pilot's head-
ing error is large (for thmse cases, approximately 900), and, therefore, the feedback of this parameter is
not of primary importance. Instead, the pilot puts a high priority on increasing, and subsequently main-
taining, an acceptable yaw rate. As long as the heading error is greater than 10" to 15', the pilot will
try to maintain some limit yaw rate depending on the aggressiveness of the turn. As heading error is
reduced to the 10' to 15' range, the pilot will shift his primary feedback emphasis back to heading error,
and yaw rate will be adjusted as required to line up the nose of the helicopter with the desired heading.
The control law that provided the best representation of these maneuvers is represented in Fig. 14 and has
the difference equation form:
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In the first segment of the turns the heading feedback was limited to an effective constant yaw rate
coimmand, and Yp. was determined to be as indicated in Fig. 14. Frequency responses for this transfer

function are shown in Fig. 15. Overall, the pilot model suggests a bandwidth requirement of approximately
0.1 rad/sec for initiation of the turn maneuver. Using these solutions for Yp. and the flight values of

~the s was computed and compared with the flight value (Fig. 16).

The pilot controller elements for the second segment of the maneuver involves closing the outer loop
of heading angle as well as the use of yaw rate in the inner loop. The values obtained for the coefficients
for the second segment of both turns are shown in Fig. 14. Inspection of the maneuver time histories
(Fig. 13) indicates that the gain and bandwidth of the Ypcontroller should be significantly greater
than that required for initiation of the turn. This is further reinforced by the logical conclusion that
it should be a more difficult task for a pilot to trim out on a new heading angle than for the pilot to
initiate a sinmple heading change. Figure 17 presents a summary of the frequency response gain and phase
results for the second segment of both turns. For the nose left turn, the break frequency occurs at
approximately 1.1 rad/sec; the right turn break frequency is approximately 0.55 rad/sec. The difference
between the two values could be partially explained by the significantly greater magnitude of control
activity required by the pilot to close on the desired left turn heading when compared with the right
turn. In making a left turn, the pilot must overcome the main rotor torque by increasing tail rotor
thrust, whereas a right turn is produced by reducing tail rotor thrust. This puts the tail rotor into a
different operating condition and may cause differences in the pilot control. Overall, the pilot model
suggests an approximate bandwidth of 1.0 rad/sec for the tracking task of concluding the turn at a speci-
fied new heading. Control activity for both of these maneuvers was reconstructed using the pilot model,
and the results are compared with flight in Fig. 18. As for the initiation of the turn, the results indi-
cate that the pilot model is a realistic representation.

4.2 Simulation Evaluation

In the simulator testing, the closed-loop pilot models obtained from analysis of the flight test data
will be combined with a model of the simulator that represents the perceived and used visual and motion
cues (Fig. 12). It is hypothesized that differences in control strategy between the simulator and flight
are due to the simulator components themselves, and the analytical approach will be to attempt to account
for these differences by appropriate modeling of the visual and motion cues. The simulator testing will,
therefore, consist of repeating the mission flight phases performed in flight with the simulator in its
basic configuration, and also with reduced visual and motion cues.

The simulator facility to be used will consist of a helicopter cockpit having a wide field-of-view
visual display with a computer generated imagery (CGI) visual scene, mounted on the NASA Amnes vertical
motion simulator (VMS), a large amplitude motion generator. The VMS is shown in Fig. 19, and a typical
CGI scene is shown in Fig. 20 superinmposed over the actual field-of-view of the Black Hawk. Table 4
shows the most pertinent performance specifications of the VMS and also lists some performance require-
ments (Ref. 8). The VMS capabilities are considered to be excellent for NOE flight, especially in the
rotational and vertical axes, and most of the requirements of Ref. 8 have been met. Important parameters
in the visual display are the field-of-view, the resolution, the level of detail, and the overall dynam-
ics. As can be seen from Fig. 20 the four-window CGI does provide a significant field-of-view relative
to the Black Hawk, and the CGI data base shown has subjectively good detail. The resolution is
6.0 arc minutes per line pair. Dynamics of the CGI system are 30 per second update rate, the picture
refresh rate is 60 per second, and total delay for a scene computation change is 100 milliseconds.

The sensitivity testing portion of the simulator validation exercise will involve repeating the
flight tasks with various degraded combinations of the simulator equipment. Variations in motion will be
from full to 50.% travel, and will also use the hexipod portion only. Use of the hexapod only is included
to allow some comparison with most civil and military flight trainers which use such devices. The visual
simulation parameters to be changed are field-of-view, which will be reduced from four to three to two and
one windows, and display dynamics, which will be evaluated by the use of time delay compensation tech-
niques. The technique to be used is described by Crane in Refs. 9 and 10.

It is expected that the simulator testing will be performed during the spring of 1983.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper describes a systematic effort to generate techniques for simulator validation. This is a
complex task and involves considerable effort and the skills of several organizations.

Efforts so far have resulted in procuring and programming a basic math model, and performing flight
tests to obtain the data on which to base an update. In addition, some of the parameter identification
tools required to handle the data have been developed. To overcome the difficulty of quantifying percep-
tual fidelity, the validation effort will be based on the concept that pilot control strategy in the simu-
lator should match the control strategy used in flight. Flight data have been obtained to use as a basis
for developing models of control strategy during mission-related tasks.

Currently, work is proceeding on the model update; a contract has heen issued to Sikorsky to use the
flight data to identify deficiencies and make improvements in their basic math model. In-house efforts
are continuing to develop and apply state and parameter identification techniques to improve the structure
of the model and refine the parameters. Systems Technology, Inc. is working under contract to use the
flight data to develop analytical models for control strategy and accommovdate the effects of the simulator
components.
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The future plans are to incorporate the updated model into a NASA real-time simulator facility during
1983. At that time, data will be obtained to perform the final step in the validation assessment analysis.
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TABLE 1. FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

InertiaiJr~yound reference Control system Main rotor

C.g. accelerometers (3 axes) Pilot control positions Blade flapping (4 blades)
Nose accelerometers (3 axes) Swashplate position Blade lead-lag (4 blades)
Angular rate gyros (3 axes) Tail rotor pitch Blade pitch (4 blades)
Vertical gyro Stabilator position Rotor rpm
Direction gyro SAS servo outputs Rotor azimuth
Angular accelerometers (3 axes) Mixer inputs Main rotor shaft bending
Radar altimeter Pitch bias actuator position Main rotor torque
Magnetic heading Primary servos position

Enines (both) Air data

Power turbine speed Angle of attack
Gas generator speed Angle of sideslip
Fuel flow rate Airspeed
Engine torque Barometric altitude

Total air temperature
Low airspeed system
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TABLE 2. SCOPE OF TEST MANEUVERS

Static Dynamic

Level flight - 5 longitudinal CGs, 3 lateral CGs, Step inputs - All axes (longitudinal, lateral,
4 CTs using 6 combinations of W/; and N/ Fe, pedal, and collective), both directions, 2 CGs,
stabilator sweeps, and rotor speed sweeps, all at 4 airspeeds including hover, varying magnitude.
a minimum of 4 airspeeds, including hover.

Pulse inputs - All axes, both directions, 4 air-
Low speed - Forward, rearward, and lateral at speeds inc uding hover.
2 CGs and 2 CTS to 40 knots.

Doublets - All axes, both directions, 2 CGs, 2 CTS
Climbs and descents - 2 CGs, 2 CTs with variations, with variation, 2 airspeeds including hover, vary-
3 airspeeds, 2 rates of climb, and 2 rates of ing magnitude.
descent each.

System identification inputs - All axes, both
Level turns - 3 airspeeds, 2 CGs, 2 angles of bank directions, 2 CGs, 3 airspeeds, varying magnitude.
in both directions.

Roll reversals - Both directions, 2 airspeeds.
Wind-up turns - 2 airspeeds, 2 g levels in both
directions. Sideslip reversals - One airspeed, both directions.

Hover - 5 IGE hover heights. Long term response - 3 airspeeds, both directions.

Static longitudinal stability - 2 CGs, 3 CTS with Pushovers and pullups - 2 airspeeds, both direc-
variations, 2 rotor speeds, climbs and descents, tions, varying magnitude.
at 3 airspeeds each.

Lateral-directional stability - Same as longi-
tudinal stability.

TABLE 3. MISSION FLIGHT TASKS

Takeoff/landing tasks in an airport environment

1. Takeoff to hover
2. Hover
3. Hover turns
4. Taxiway flight
5. Right sideward acceleration/deceleration
6. Left sideward acceleration/deceleration
7. Rearward acceleration/deceleration
8. Normal takeoff
9. Maximum performance takeoff

10. Traffic pattern flight
11. Approach to hover
12. Landing from hover

Level/climb/descent flight tasks

1. Straight and level flight
2. Climb at specified airspeed and rate of climb
3. Level flight turns
4. Descents at specified airspeed and rate of climb
5. Single engine approach and roll on landings
6. Autorotations to the runway followed by power recovery

NOE/contour/low level flight tasks

1. NOE terrain flight takeoff
2. Low-level flight
3. Contour flight
4. NOE flight
5. NOE pop-up
6 NOE bob-up (mask/unmask at hover)
7. NOE side unmask
8. NOE dash followed by quickstop along a straight line and with a turn
9. NOE hard break sideward
10. NOE hard turn
11. NOE slalom maneuver
12. NOE dolphin maneuver
13. Confined area approach and landing
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TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF NOE SIMULATOR MOTION REQUIREMENTS AND VMS PERFORMANCE

Position Velocity Acceleration Frequency response,
Axis rad,m rad/sec, m/sec rad/sec', m/sec 2  bandwidth, rad/sec

Required VMS Required VMS Required VMS Required VMS

Roll (±) ±0.3 ±0.38 ±0.5 ±0.26 ±1 ±0.87 20 0.4-20
Pitch (±) ±0.3 ±0.45 ±0.5 ±0.26 ±1 ±0.87 20 0.4-20
Yaw ( ) ±0.4 ±0.51 ±0.6 ±0.26 ±1 ±0.87 20 0.4-20
Longitudinal (X) ±1.3 ±0.8 ±1.3 ±0.6 ±3 ±4.9 20 0-0.2
Lateral (Y) ±3 ±6 ±2.6 ±3 ±3 ±7.3 20 0-20
Vertical (Z) +7, -14 ±9 +8, -11 ±6 +14, -12 ±9.8 20 0.2-12

Figure 1. UH-60A Black Hawk. Figure 3. Math model simplified block diagram.
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Figure 2. Math model features. Figure 4. Pitch flight controls schematic.
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Figure 19. Vertical motion simulator (VMS).
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CORRELATION ASPECTS OF ANALYTICAL, WIND TUNNEL

AND FLIGHT TEST RESULTS FOR A HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTER

by

J. Kaietka and H.-J. Langer

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR)

Braunschweig-Flughafen

SUMMARY

This paper discusses two approaches to develop and verify mathematical descriptions
of rotorcraft cnaracteristics: (1) wind tunnel experiments with a model rotor, and (2)
parameter identification from flight test data.

The paper is divided into three parts. In the first part, the analysis of wind tunnel
measurements is concentrated on. Then, the evaluation of flight test data is discussed,
and, finally, results from both approaches are compared.

A rotor test stand with a Mach scaled BO 105 model rotor was used for measurements
in two different large wind tunnels. After addressing rotor scaling aspects, emphasis is
placed on wind tunnel influences and their corrections to provide the transferability of
the results to the full-scale rotor. Specific tests to determine flight mechanical static
derivatives are described.

BO 105 flight test data were used for the identification of mathematical models
describing the dynamic behavior of the helicopter. After an introduction to system iden-
tification the paper concentrates on the system excitation problem and the verification
of results. Examples showing both identified derivatives and time histories of the heli-
copter and identified model responses are given.

In the last part of the paper, derivatives extracted from wind tunnel and flight
tests are discussed. For comparison theoretically calculated values are also presented.

I. INTRvDUCTION

Accurate stability and control analyses and handling qualities evaluations are of
Keen interest for the improvement of today's helicopters and the development of future
advanced rotorcraft. Consequently, there is a need for the determination of reliable
mathematical models and system parameters as well as for the verification and extension
of existing analytical calculation methods. For fixed wing aircraft investigations basi-
cally two experimental approaches to this problem area are used: (1) wind tunnel
tests with scaled models have become standard and certainly can be considered as the
classical approach, and (2) the extraction of system parameters from flight test data,
Known as parameter identification, has become another powerful tool during the last few
years and is increasingly applied.

For rotary wing aircraft, however, these approaches are seldom utilized. This is
mainly due to some specific problems not encountered in fixed wing aircraft:

The main difficulties for helicopter wind tunnel tests are proper scaling and
fabrication of the rotor to achieve the transferability to full-scale helicopters. Fuse-
lage models are usually scaled to have comparable aerodynamic characteristics. The scal-
ing of the rotating rotor, however, must provide both aerodynamic and dynamic similarity,
which has three important consequences:

- It is not possible to achieve complete similarity between model and full-scale rotor.
- The rotor blades must be manufactured with extremly high accuracy.
- The rotor should be as large as possible, which means that rotor tests must oe con-

ducted in large, costly wind tunnels.

Rotorcraft system identification is still a relatively complicated task because of
three main problem areas:

- A large number of coupled degrees of freedom (DOF) necessitates a high order mathema-
tical model (set of differential equations) o adequately describe helicopter dynam-
ics. However, successful application of system identification techniques is limited
by the size of the model, the number of unknowns that have to be identified, and the
information content of the data.

- Inherent rotorcraft instabilities limit the time length for a data run because in-
creasing amplitudes quickly invalidate small perturbation assumptions used for linear
models. In addition they complicate the stabilization of the rotorcraft at defined
steady state trim conditions and lead to large deviations from the steady state when
gust disturbances are present.



- Data measurement quality is affected by the high vibration level of helicopters. Fur-
thermore, some variables (like speed components for low speed flight conditions and
nover and, in particular, rotor blade dynamics) are difficult to measure.

The advancement of both rotorcraft wind tunnel testing and rotorcraft identification
are major research goals at the DFVLR Institute for Flight Mechanics. Therefore, a rotor
test stand (Fig. 1) has been designed and built to investigate various problem areas like
scaled rotor technology, transferability of results, higher harmonic control capability,
etc.. Specific flight tests with the DFVLR BO 105 research helicopter (Fig. 2) provide
the data base to develop and evaluate appropriate system identification procedures.

In the following two chapters of this paper, aspects of both wind tunnel experiments
with the rotor test stand and rotorcraft identification from flight test data are presen-
ted. Finally, results obtained from theoretical calculations, wind tunnel measurements of
the scaled BO 105 rotor and identification of the full-scale BO 105 helicopter are dis-
cussed.

2. EVALUATION OF WIND TUNNEL DATA

A rotor test stand was designed and developed by the DFVLR and the German industry
(MB8 and Dornier). It was sponsored by the German ministry of defense. The test support
and the measurement system was designed to test different scaled rotors in large wind
tunnels. The test stand is equipped with a hydraulic torque motor that provides a power
of almost 70 kW. To control the rotor swashplate three hydraulic boosters are installed.
The rotor shaft incidence angle can also be varied from -15 up to 13 degrees by a hydrau-
lic booster.

Until now two different types of rotors were tested in wind tunnels, a 4-bladed
ningeless rotor and a 2-bladed teetering rotor. The 2-bladed rotor can be operated by a
combination of shaft and tip drive. This chapter will concentrate on measurements with
the 4-bladed rotor. First, rotor scaling aspects and a brief description of the measure-
ment system will be given. Then, emphasis will be placed on wind tunnel influences and
tneir corrections and on rotor derivative measurements.

2.1 ROTOR SCALING

In order to obtain rotor measurements from the wind tunnel experiments that can be
compared with BO 105 flight test data, the model rotor was scaled down from the BO 105
main rotor. It was decided to use Mach scaling as it has proved to be most appropriate to
simulate helicopter rotor aerodynamic behavior. Maintaining the Mach number, however, im-
plies that Reynolds scaling laws cannot be fulfilled. Consequently, the model should be
as large as possible (Ref. 1). For a scaling factor of 2.5, wind tunnel measurements with
the NACA 23012 profile have shown that the maximum lift coefficient decreases by 15 %
(Ref. 2). The decrease in Reynolds number also results in a decrease in the lift gradient
by 7.5 %. The blade force due to lift and drag would therefore be to small with respect
to the mass forces and elastic forces of the blade. For this reason a slightly smaller
scaling factor was used for the blade chord.

Ground and air resonance of a helicopter are influenced by the lagging frequency
ratio and the lag damping. Therefore, the lagging frequency ratio of the BO 105 is , / L
=0.666 and the lag damping is 2 to 3 % of the critical damping to avoid resonance. As the
fabrication of the small scaled blade fittings, for example, is relatively sophisticated,
it cannot be guaranteed that for the model rotor the damping level of the BO 105 can be
maintained. Therefore, the lagging frequency ratio of the model rotor was increased to
r/QRo = 0.7.

It was decided that it is not necessary to build a Froude scaled model because it is
not required to provide the same inertia to gravity force ratio as in the full-scale
rotor. In addition the influence of the gravity force can be neglected as the rotor is
not operating vertically. Therefore, Froude scaling also is not required.

2.2 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Two 16-channel PCM systems were used to transfer and record the data from both the
rotating system and the fixed system. In the rotating system strain gages are primarily
used to measure stresses on pitch links and blades. Signals measured in the fixed system
are hub loads, torque, rotor angle of attack, downwash data, and a reference signal to
identify the blade position.

The hub loads are measured by a 5-component balance. The moments are in general mea-
sured with an accuracy of 5 % of the full scale. The accuracy is higher when there is no
sign change in the moment measurements which usually can be achieved for the tests to de-
termine derivatives. The thrust can be measured with an accuracy of 1 to 2 % of the maxi-
mum value of 7000 N.

The hydraulic boosters used to control the swashplate can be adjusted with an accura-
cy of 0.1 degree. It is, however, difficult to accurately define the resulting error be-
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cause tne relationship between thrust and collective contol settings is nonlinear with
tunnel speed.

2.3 WIND TUNNEL COMPARISON

The BO0 105 model rotor was tested in two different wind tunnels: The Daimler Benz
tunnel (013) is a so called Ilclosed-on-bottom-only" wind tunnel. The maximum test section
velocity is 70 m/s. The total length of the stream circuit is 126 m. The German-Nether-
lands wind tunnel (DNW) offers both open and closed test sections. Because the model
rotor tests emphasized the high speed regime, a closed test section was selected. The
maximum tunnel speed is 110 m/s and the stream circuit is 320 m long. A comparison of
both test section sizes is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the short tunnel length of the Daimler
denz tunnel, rotor induced turbulences could be observed even before the flow reached the
rotor plane. This is particularly true at high advance ratios and high thrust settings.
The flow quality of the DNW seems to be sign~ificantly higher especially at high tunnel
speeds. As it was expected, low tunnel speeds and high rotor thrust produce strong wall
interferences and rotor vibrations in the DNW, due to the closed test section. In the
practically open test section of the DB tunnel the flow has only small disturbances at
low speed.

Fig. ~4 shows differences of thrust and power at i,=0.2 for both wind tunnels. This
presentation was chosen since the thrust/power ratio is almost constant for a thrust
higher than 2000 N, however it is dependent on cyclic control and rotor angle of attack.
The comnparison snows strong differences between the two wind tunnels. The results are
highly dependent on the magnitude of the effective inflow angle at the rotor caused by
different wall interferences. Fig. 5 presents the necessary wind tunnel correction angles
that must be applied to obtain agreement with the BO 105 level flight condition. The DB
and the DNW values were obtained from an interpolation of wind tunnel measurements. A
comparison with Heyson's curves (Ref.3) yields considerable differences between measured
and predicted correction factors, especially at low tunnel speeds.

2.. THE WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM

The objective of the test program was to evaluate the model rotor behavior for the
main flight regime of the 130 105. Except of some rotor conditions in the low speed area
and steep deacent flight the flight regime is covered adequately by the wind tunnel tests
(Fig. 6).

For the wind tunnel experiments the control angles of the model rotor were varied
stepwise with two degrees for the collective, one degree for the longitudinal cyclic,
and five degrees for the rotor angle of attack. These variations were made for five dif-
ferent advance ratios from 11 to 55 rn/s in steps of 11 in/s. To compare the model rotor
loads with the 130 105 hub loads interpolations had to be made because the control set-
tings of the BO 105 do not correspond to the stepwise control angle variation of the
rotor test stand.

130 105 rotor derivatives were extracted from the test program by calculating the gra-
dient of the force or moment change due to a change in the control (Fig. 7). As the above
given stepsize turned out to be too large for an accurate determination of some deriva-
tives a specific wind tunnel test program was conducted where the stepsizes were reduced
to obtain more reliable results for the static stability and control derivatives. For the
above given advance ratios the following stepsizes were defined:

- speed change between 1.'4 and 2.8 m/s
- rotor angle of attack change 0.1/wj degree
- longitudinal cyclic and collective pitch change 0.5 degree.

The steady state pitch and roll moments were scaled appropriately to the trim position of
the BO 105 for level flight. The thrust was 3'400 N which corresponds to a helicopter mass
of 2200 kg.

Results presented in chapter ~4 of this paper were extracted from these measurements.
In addition rotor derivatives were theoretically calculated for comparison reasons. A de-
tailed description of the calculation method is given in Ref. '4.

3. EVALUATION OF FLIGHT TESTS

In wind tunnel experiments forces and moments acting on the model are usually mea-
sured directly. For a flying aircraft, however, it is only possible to sense its reac-
tion, in particular its accelerations, due to changes in forces and moments. For the de-

* rivative evaluation this fact has an important consequence: in wind tunnel tests static
* derivatives, e.g. force changes due to speed changes, can be determined from steady state
* conditions by directly measuring forces and moments at different constant speeds. When

these derivatives have to be evaluated mainly from acceleration data of flight tests it
is obvious that (1) dynamic tests are required because there are no accelerations in
steady state flight conditions, and (2) in dynamic tests accelerations are also caused by
various aircraft motion variables due to coupling effects. Therefore, the influence of an
individual variable, like speed, on the total acceleration response still has to be de-
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termined.

Keeping this discussion in mind, the basio approach and principle of system identifi-
cation can be explained quite eaaily (Fig. 8).

3.1 INTRODUCTION To SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

In flight tests the aircraft is stabiiized at a defined steady state flight condition
and its modes are excited by appropriate control inputs. Both input and system response
are measured and recorded.

For the evaluation the aircraft behavior is assumed to be modeled by a set of dif-
ferential equations describing the forces and moments acting on the aircraft in terms of
acceleration, state and control variables. Most of the model coefficients, the deriva-
tives, are unknown and substituted by estimated values. The model response due to the
measured inputs is calculated and compared to the real aircraft response. The resulting
differences are minimized by a mathematical algorithm, the identification method, by ad-
justing the model parameter values. Basically, this approach is quite straight forward.
However, when the identification is applied to real systems, various complicating factors
become obvious almost immediately:

- As the identification is based on the evaluation of the system input/output relation-
ship a suitable input signal has to be defined to properly excite the modes of the
system although the dynamic characteristics are more or less unknown. The input then
has to be implemented, often by the pilot.

- The aircraft response not only results from the given input but also is influenced by
unmeasurable external disturbances (e.g. turbulence) and aerodynamic interferences,
(e.g. between helicopter rotor blades and fuselage). These effects are in general
summarized as process noise.

- Measurement errors cannot be avoided. Although some variables can be measured with
high accuracy, air data measurement, for example, is still problematic. This is
particularly true for the helicopter low speed regime. Other sources of measurement
errors are aircraft vibrations and structural modes as well as inaccuracies in CG
position corrections and sensor calibrations.

- In general, relatively simple mathematical models, linearized for a steady state
flight condition, are used to describe the aircraft characteristics. They have been
used successfully for various applications. However, such models can only approximate
the complex dynamics of an aircraft. Therefore, modeling errors also influence the
identification results.

- Various identification methods have been developed. According to their characteris-

tics and minimization criteria, slightly different results can be expected.

Altnough there are possibilities to reduce these complications, a verification of the
oDtained results is essential before the identified models can be used for further appli-
cat ions.

From the above discussion it can be visualized that major efforts have to be made to
obtain high-quality flight test data. This requires not only carefully conducted flight
tests and an accurate instrumentation system but also the application of techniques for
determining and correcting data errors. However, main emphasis still has to be placed on
approacnes to increase the information content about the system under test for the iden-
tif'ication algorithm. Therefore, this section concentrates on the design of appropriate
input signals and their implementation. Then BO 105 identification results and an ap-
proacn to verify these results are presented.

3.2 INPUT DEiSIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The main objective of optimized input signals is the appropriate excitation of all
aircraft modes within the frequency range under consideration. In Ref. 5 various input
signal design approaches and a comparison of the effectiveness of five different signals
are presented to demonstrate the impor~ance of input signal design. One of these signals,
the DFVLH 3211 signal, has also been used extensively for the BO 105 identification, It
is a multistep signal, optimized in the frequency domain to have a wide frequency range.
Fig. 9 shows the power spectra of the basic 3211 signal and a modification of this sig-
nal. It can be seen that the multistep signals can effectively excite the aircraft modes
within a frequency decade ( factor between highest and lowest frequency at half power
limit). The modified signal was designed to still su'Ciciently excite higher frequencies
when filtering effects during the input implementation are present. By adjusting the
pulse length the effective frequency band can be shifted to lower or higher frequencies
and thus the signals can be adapted to specific system requirements.

In general, the control input signals have to be implemented by the pilot. Increas-
ing complexity of the signal therefore requires that the pilot be given some help, e.g.
using visual or audiovisual means. Based on the experience with a relatively simple
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two-needle instrument (Ref. 6), an improved device was developed for the helicopter tests
(Fig. 10). On a small oscilloscope installed in the cockpit, both the desired and the
actual movement of a selected control were shown versus time. The pilots quickly got used
to the display and had no major difficulties in making the oscilloscope beam follow the
given signal shape by moving the control. Fig. 11 demonstrates that both the basic and
the modified 3211 signal could be implemented satisfactorily. This is particularly true
for tne collective control.

3.3 BO 105 IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

For the extraction of helicopter derivatives from flight test data a 6 DOF rigid body
model with linear constant coefficients is generally used. In contrast to fixed wing air-
craft, a reduction of the model size by considering longitudinal and lateral-directional
motions separately usually is not possible because of the high coupling intensity of
nelicopter modes.

On the other hand, an extension of the model to more precisely describe helicopter
characteristics by adding rotor DOF has only rarely been used successfully in the identi-
fication from flight test data. This is certainly primarily due to the fact that high
quality rotor state measurements often are not available. In addition, there is still a
need for techniques that can handle a large amount of data and estimate many unknowns
withir reasonable computation time and costs.

However, one has to be aware of the fact that in a rigid body model it is assumed
that changes in control or state variables immediately influence the forces and moments
acting on the helicopter. This means that the rotor dynamics are completely neglected and
the rotor response due to a disturbance is an instantenous tilt to a new steady state po-
sition. In reality, however, there is an influence from the rotor dynamics when flight
test data from dynamic tests are considered.

The present state of the art in rotorcraft identification is based on the assump-
tion tnat effects of the rotor dynamics may be neglected when only the low frequency
range of the rigid body is considered and higher frequencies are not excited. A new ap-
proacn to more accurately model the helicopter without explicitly adding more DOF was
published in Ref. 7. It has been validated using simulated data, however, it still has to
be tested with flight test data.

It easily can be visualized that the identification of an increasing number of Un-
knowns also requires an increase in the data information content. For a 6 DOF rigid body
model of the BO 105 nelicopter, Ref. 8 has shown that only poor identification results
are obtained when a single run with an input to one control is evaluated. Although opti-
mized signals were applied and there was significant coupling between the modes, the data
information content about the lateral-directional motion was insufficient when a control
input exciting primarily the longitudinal motion was used. The same was true for the lat-
eral motion. In general, it is seldom possible to apply additional inputs within the same
run because of helicopter dynamic instabilities. Therefore, the identification methods
were extended to be able to use the information from different independent runs. Based on
the 'concentrated' information one model is identified that is representative for the
runs under consideration. This multiple run evaluation technique has meanwhile become
standard for the DFVLR helicopter identification.

In the following, an identification example is presented that was obtained from
flignt test data (level flight, 60 knots) of the DFVLR BO 105 helicopter. The mathemati-
cal model representing the 6 DOF of the rigid body was

x Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du

with
state vector xt = u, v, w, p, q, r, ¢, O1
control vector u Icollective, long. stick, lat. stick, pedal]
measurement vector y= lax, ay, az, p, q, r, 1, 0, u, v, wi

8asically this model is linear. However, nonlinear gravity and inertia terms have
been included. Variables to be measured are defined by the vectors u and y so that the
nelicopter mainly was instrumented with linear accelprometers (ax, ay, az), rate gyros
(p, q, r), a attitude reference gyro (¢, 0), a LASSIE low airspeed system (u, v, w), and
potentiometers to measure collective, longitudinal and lateral stick as well as tail
rotor pedal inputs.

For the identification, parameters found to be non-significant were neglected. Never-
theless, the matrices A, B, C and D still contained 37 state and control derivatives that
had to be determined. In addition, drift and zero shift errors for each individual run
nad to be estimated so that altogether 94 unknowns had to be identified.

First estimates were obtained from a Least Squares identification technique. Then,
a Maximum Likelihood (ML) method was applied, a method that is widely accepted as most
suitable for aircraft parameter identification (Ref. 9 and 10). The time history compari-
son of measured data and ML identified model response demonstrates that a good agreement
could be obtained (Fig. 12).
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3.4 EH~IFICATION OF IDENTIFICATION RESULTS2
in the above example it has been shown that the response of the identified model sa-

tisfactorily fits the measured flight test data. It has to be taken into consideration,
nowever, that the minimization of the time history differences was forced by the estima-
tion metnod. Consequently, from a good curve fit between model output and data useI for
the identification it cannot necessarily be concluded that an accurate mathematical model
was obtained. To verify the validity of the identified model it has to be proved that tnfe
model can predict the helicopter response due to arbitrary control inputs (simulatl'on
task) witnin a specified frequency range. Therefore, the control inputs from flight test
data not used in the identification are treated as control variables of the model and the
resulting calculated model response is compared with the measured data (Fig. 13).

As an example, a BO 105 flight test run with 40 seconds duration was selected, where
collective, lateral, and longitudinal 3211 input signals were applied sequentially with
pilot controlled retrims. The measured control inputs were fed to the identified 6 DOF
model tnat was obtained from the ML evaluation of various multiple runs. Fig. 15 demon-
strates that the model response agrees fairly well with the measured BO 105 time histo-
ries. Again, it has to be stressed that the model was identified from other data, diffe-
rent in both input signals and data length. From the satisfactory time history fit it can
be concluded tnat tne identified mathematical model has a high prediction capability and
adequately represents the 80 105 dynamic behavior.

This result does not necessarily show that also the flight mechanical parameters were
extracted accurately. Therefore, some data runs were evaluated using a different identi-
fication method, the Instrumental Variable technique. This method differs significantly
from the Maximum Likelihood because its criterion is the minimization of the equation
error where each equation is treated separately. Fig. 14 shows identification results ob-
tained from both the Maximum Likelihood and the Instrumental Variable for some of the
main parameters. Mean values and standard deviations wer- calculated from identification
results of different data runs. It can be seen that most of the derivatives have almost
the same value and that derivatives with larger differences, e.g. the q-derivatives, are
still of the same order when the standard deviations are also taken into account.

In addition, it has to be considered that equation error methods, like the Instrumen-
tal Variable, are in general less powerful than the Maximum Likelihood. When the applica-
tion of two significantly different identification methods leads to similar results, it
can be assumed with high confidence that the identified values are representative for the
80 105 derivatives.

4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In the preceeding two sections tests conducted with the rotor test stand and the
BO 105 nelicopter were discussed in detail. Before results obtained from these experi-
ments are compared two of the main differences in the evaluation shall be briefly summa-
rized:

- The wind tunnel tests were conducted with a model rotor only. A streamline body was
used to cover the balance and boosters. Except of fuselage/rotor interference influ-
ences this body did not affect the rotor measurements. The derivative evaluation is
based on steady state conditions. As forces and moments can be measured directly it
is possible to determine each static and control derivative separately. A definition
of a mathematical model is not necessary.

- For the system identification from helicopter flight test data dynamic tests are re-
quired as derivatives have to be extracted from the measurement of the helicopter
motion. All unknown derivatives must be determined simultaneously which is only pos-
sible when an appropriate mathematical model is used.

Fig. lb presents B0 105 static stability and control derivatives obtained from theo-
retical calculations (rotor only), rotor measurements in two different wind tunnels, and
system identifications of the helicopter. To obtain the confidence level of the identifi-
cation results various data runs were evaluated. Therefore the mean values and the Stan-
dard deviations of the identified derivatives are shown. As the data basis for the 20 in/s
speed condition momentarily is too small to allow a meaningful statistical evaluation
only one representative result is given. In the following these results will be discussed
in detail.

4.1 STATIC STABILITY DERIVATI'vES

The Zu derivative represents the change of the verticai force due to a longitudinal
speed change. Its primary contributor is the main rotor. Based on rotor inflow mass and
angle of attack considerations it can be visualized that Zu in general is negative in thle,
low speed range and becomes positive for higher speed. It can be seen that a satisfactory
agreement between calculated, measured, and identified values was obtained. rifferenoes
in the wind tunnel results are mainly due to the high sensitivity of Z, to angle of at-
tack changes and different rotor inflow angles in the wind tunnels, as already shown in
Fig. 5. In contrast to flight tests the calculation and measurements were conducted for
constant angle of attack. This certai'uly caused deviations from the identified values.
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The velocity stability derivative Mu has a stabilizing influence when it is positive
which means a nose up response of the helicopter with increasing speed. The rotor gives a
positive contribution whereas the fuselage normally produces a destabilizing moment. The
calculated and wind tunnel values agree almost perfectly up to a speed of about 30 m/s.
Teats showed that differences in the higher speed regime could be significantly reduced
by slightly varying the cyclic pitch and the angle of attack. It indicates that the devi-
ations may result from wind tunnel induced effects. This assumption is confirmed by the
DNW measurements. The identified derivatives are almost independent from speed. This is
in good agreement with calculated and wind tuiaii results. However, thiey are small-r
which may be due to the influence of the fuselage.

The Zw derivative is related to the slope of the lift curve (Z, ). It is often re-
ferred to as vertical damping and has a negative sign. Its main contribution arises from
the rotor. In general, it slightly increases with speed because of a decreasing influence
of the induced flow. The comparison of the results shows some discrepancies. Daimler Benz
wind tunnel measurements are in good agreement with the calculation whereas the identi-
fied values show the same tendency as the DNW measurements.

The Mw derivative is related to the angle of attack stability M,. A positive sign
indicates static instability. Contributions to Mw arise from the rotor, the fuselage and
the tail as well as from fuselage/rotor aerodynamic interferences. A destabilizing ten-
dency is produced by the rotor and the fuselage, whereas the horizontal tail provides a
negative (stable) value. The comparisc-1 of calculated and wind tunnel results shows some
discrepancies expecially in the low speed regime. The identified derivatives also in-
crease with speed and show almost perfectly the same tendency as the Calculated data.
However, they are significantly smaller which results from the stabilizing influence of
the norizontal tail and stabilizer. In addition, downwash interferences may also contri-
bute to these differences.

4.2 CONTROL DERIVATIVES

The derivative Z,)s characterizes changes in lift due to longitudinal cyclic pitch.
It can be seen that the wind tunnel results and the calculated values ag~ree satisfacto-
rily. As tne DNW measurements have a high confidence level it can be concluded that the
deviations of tile Daimler Benz wind tunnel measurements result from tunnel induced ef-
fects. As the Z.). derivative has only minor influence in the lift equation of the mathe-
matical model it cannot be identified with sufficient accuracy.

* The change in pitch moments due to longitudinal cyclic pitch is described by the M s
* derivative. The comparison of calculated and wind tunnel results shows a satisfactory

agreement although there are some deviations in the higher speed regime. Mainly for two
reasons the identified derivatives are significantly smaller: (1) The BO 105 control in-
puts were measured at the stick. Influences of the dynamic characteristics of the heli-
copter hydraulic system were supposed to be negligible within the frequency range uinder
consideration, and (2) the mathematical 6 DOF model is based on the assumption that there
is an instantenous rotor tip path plane response due to control inputs and that the rotor
reaches its new steady state immediately. It means that the influence of rotor dynamics
is neglected which only can be justified by the tigh frequency response of the rotor in
comparison to the relatively low rigid body frequencies.

The Z, 0  derivative is the main collective control derivative. Wind tunnel measure-
ments and identified derivatives agree fairly well. The calculation yields slightly
higher values which may be caused by inaccuracies in the rotor downwash model and uncer-

* tainties in the blade torsion modes used in the computation.

The change in pitch moments due to collective, the N,,, derivative, increases with
speed. There is a good agreement between measurements and calculation. The identified
derivatives are smaller for the same reasons that were discussed above for the M ,~dei
vat ive.

* 5. CONCLUSIONS

Two different experimental approaches to determine B0 105 helicopter flight mechani-
cal characteristics were discussed: measurements nn a model rotor in two different wind

* tunnels and the evaluation of flight test data by system identification techniques. For
the model rotor scaling aspects, wind tunnel influences and derivative measurements were
addressed. Parameter identification aspects were presented where emphasis was placed on
input signal implementation and the verification of identification results.

Static stability and control derivatives obtained from wind tunnel measurements-,
identification, and theoretical calculations were compared. Basic differences in these'
approaches were discussed. When deviations arising from these differences are taken into
account it can be stated that a satisfactory agreement could be obtained for most of the
derivatives. This Is in particular true for the force derivatives. Higher deviations for
some identified moment derivatives from calculated and wind tunnel results indicate that
future rotorcraft modeling for the identification must also include the rotor dynamics.



Future DFVLR research activities will be directed to further investigate and improve
the transferability of model rotor results to the full-scale helicopter and to extend
rotorcraft mathematical models by including rotor degrees of freedom. Based on the pre-
sent experience it is expected that the identification technology will be helpful to de-
termine model rotor dynamic derivatives and, on the other hand, the helicopter identifi-
cation will benefit from the wind tunnel results by using them as additional information
in the parameter estimation.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents an overview of a common research program presently underway at
DFVLR-Braunschweig (FRG) and IMF-Lille (France). The goals of this program are (1) the
comparison of complementary techniques by correlating their results, and (2) the modeling
of aerodynamic transient effects which must be considered for aircraft flying in turbu-
lence situations in connection with a gust alleviation system.

The following techniques are applied in the program: theoretical prediction, static
wind tunnel measurements, forced oscillation balance measurements, semi-free flight model
tests (dynamic simulation in wind tunnel), catapult free-flight model tests, full-scale
flight tests and system identification methods.

A brief description of the different facilities is given, advantages and special prob-
lems associated with the application of the different test techniques are shown. Test
results are presented and compared.

Two alternate approaches for modeling aerodynamic transient effects are presented.
The influence of the modeling of these effects on the efficiency of an open-loop gust
alleviation system is shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing requirements imposed on aircraft performance and flight characteristics
call for an extended use of automatic control systems by implementing active control sys-
tems. The use of active control technology however requires a detailed understanding of
the influence of the anticipated external disturbances, aerodynamic characteristics and
control system responses and requires considerable advances in the ability to describe and
model such phenomena.

Active control systems can only be designed properly, if the mathematical models which
represent the aircraft behaviour are accurate. While the estimation of static flight mecha-
nics coefficients normally produces no difficulties, problems may arise in the experimen-
tal estimation of dynamic stability parameters. Even more difficult is the identification
of those effects which are related to high frequency motions like in the case of flight
in turbulence. These effects, called the instationary aerodynamic transient effects, can
play an important role in the design of an active control system like a gust alleviation
system.

2. SURVEY OF THE COMMON RESEARCH PROGRAM

Goal of Program

A common research program is underway at DFVLR-Braunschweig Research Center (Germany),
and !MF-Lille (France). The research program has three goals:

(1) To compare the various ground test facilities by correlation of their results using
an identical 1/8 scaled model of one specific aircraft in order to obtain more con-
fidence in the results by involving several complementary test techniques and
methods.

(2) To apply the system identification methods to different test techniques and to
adjust these methods to the specific test technique.

(3) To come to a better understanding of dynamic effects which are important in conjunc-
tion with a gust alleviation system, i.e. modeling of the dynamic response due to
quick acting flaps and high frequency gusts.
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The present paper gives an overview of the different test facilities and the associ-
ated methods applied in this program and shows advantages and problems associated with
the application of the different test techniques. Test results are presented and compared.

The program includes prediction method, stationary wind tunnel measurements, forced
oscillation balance measurements, semi-free flight model tests (dynamic simulation in wind
tunnels), catapult free-flight model tests, and full-scale flight tests. For all the ground
tests a 1/8-scale model of the Do 28 was used. The model was realized in fiber material
(glass and carbon) in order to represent rigid body conditions (first bending mode of wing
is situated at 39 Hz).

Aircraft Configuration

The aircraft configuration used in the wind tunnel and flight tests is shown in Fig. 1.
It is a Dornier Skyservant, which has been modified for use as a flying test bed for a new
technology wing (TNT). The Do 28 TNT program is an application-oriented experimental de-
velopment program sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology.
The objective of the TNT-program is to design, engineer, build and test a representative
wing for a twin-engine general aviation aircraft. As part of this program several types
of gust alleviation system have been investigated and will be tested in the aircraft.
Gust alleviation is of interest for small transport aircraft flying at medium altitudes
where most of the turbulence is encountered. For these aircraft the improvement of pas-
senger ride comfort is the main aim of gust alleviation.

3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT FACILITIES AND TEST TECHNIQUES

Stationary Tests

A series of classical static wind tunnel tests were performed. These static wind tun-
nel test data formed the basis of all further investigations:

- provided the reference flight conditions,
- provided the necessary data for the simulation experiments,
- made possible advanced formulation of the test program.

Most of the static wind tunnel tests were performed in the DFVLR 3 m low speed wind
tunnel in Braunschweig at a Reynolds number of Re = 0.48 . 106 . To investigate the Re-
number effect measurements were also conducted at Re = 0.26 .106 and Re = 1.18 .106, but
only minor Re-number effects were identified. To get confidence in the values different
types of mountings were used for balance measurements, tests in open and closed test sec-
tions were performed. Fig. 2 shows as an example the Do 28 TNT model in the DFVLR wind
tunnel.

The wind tunnel measurements at IMFL were conducted in a closed test section with a
diameter of 2.4 m at Re = 0.48 . 106. Additional, free-flight model tests were performed
in the IMFL-laboratory catapult free-flight facility (see page 17A-4). These tests - re-
alized with the same model and with the same Re-number - were permanent and stationary
flights at different angle of attack and elevator deflection from which equilibrium con-
ditions can be obtained. The test program had two goals (1) to define the reference flight
conditions on which the various inputs could be superimposed for dynamic effects investi-
gations and (2) to give additional information on the aerodynamic static characteristics.

On the basis of the USAF Stability and Control DATCOM (Ref. 1) some theoretical values
were estimated.

Mobile Oscillatory Derivative Balance (MOD)

The technique of forced oscillation tests for the determination of the dynamic deriv-
atives is well-known. In this technique an aircraft model is forced to oscillate at a
constant amplitude and primarily in a single degree of freedom. That means the aerodynamic
reaction only consistent with such a motion can be determined. There are various wind
tunnel facilities currently available for such tests (Ref. 2). For the tests in various
3 m low speed wind tunnels in FRG a balance including data acquisition and evaluation
system was constructed. Fig. 3 shows the principle of this so-called Mobile Oscillatory
Derivative balance (MOD) (Ref. 3). The model is mounted on a moving head supported by a
vertical strut. The oscillatory motion is induced by a mechanical drive system employing
three geared driving motors, excentric discs and pushrods. Each motor is needed for a
special motion. Maximum amplitude is + 40 for pitch, roll, yaw motion and + 30 mm for
heave motion. Frequency range is 0 to-3 Hz. The maximum angle of attack is-about 350, but
this can be extended to about 500, if the MOD is mounted on a special support. The reac-
tions are measured by a five component internal strain-gauge balance.

Fig. 4 shows the model mounted on the MOD-balance in the DFVLR low speed wind tunnel.

The advantage of the MOD is the possibility of varying the reduced frequency and the
amplitude independently.
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However, two of the major problems encountered in performing captive-model dynamic
experiments in wind tunnels also apply to the MOD:

(a) the inevitable interference associated with the suspension and its vibration,
(b) the inherent inability of any mechanical support to provide simulation of the unre-

strained model motion.

Further, dynamic response investigations due to control inputs which are essential for
active control technique are not possible.

All the effects of high frequency gust (gust length small in comparison to the air-
craft length) cannot be investigated with the MOD-balance.

In the measurements, the wind tunnel speed was V = 28 to 50 m/s corresponding to a
Reynolds number of Re = 0.48 •106 to 0.8 106. The reduced frequency range of the short
period oscillation was w = 0.055 to 0.096.

DFVLR-Installation for Dynamic Simulation in Wind Tunnels (DSW)

The installation for Dynamic Simulation in Wind Tunnels is an extension of a similar
test technique, which is used for testing flutter-models but allows the simulation of a
part of the rigid body motion.

The facility was designed for the estimation of the aircraft stability derivatives
and for the testing of active control systems (Refs. 4, 5, 6). Within certain limitations,
portions of the flight envelope can be simulated in the wind tunnel for a variety of air-
craft. These constraints are given by the observance of the laws of similarity (Ref. 6)
and by the limited freedom of movement in the wind tunnel. The installation for Dynamic
Simulation consists of four main parts (Fig. 5):

- the suspension frame for the model
- the control/data processing station
- the gust generator system
- the model.

Suspension Frame

The suspension frame consists of a large tubular frame in combination with a vertical
rod, which allows freedom of motion in pitch, yaw, heave and to some extent in roll. The
frame surrounds the open test section of the 3 m-subsonic wind tunnel; the distance be-
tween frame and airflow is 0.5 m. The resonant frequency of the rod/frame system is about
14 Hz. This value is high enough to allow measurements up to frequencies of 10 Hz. The
maximum pitch motion is + 10 degrees, the model can heave + 0.4 m.

A servo controlled vertical force generator can produce constant vertical forces in-
dependent of the model motion. This device is necessary due to the laws of similarity
(Froude number) and in order to control the model in the airflow.

Control/Data Processing Station

The central control station is located in a container next to the test section. This
container houses the model control devices, the measurement data processor, and various
monitoring devices.

Gust Generator System

Two movable flaps are installed in the nozzle of the wind tunnel. They are driven by
an electro-hydraulic actuator. This device allows a deflection of the airflow within the
test section of up to 10 degrees. The gust generator can generate gusts in the frequency
range from zero to 15 Hz. It is possible to generate various types of gust profiles, such
as impulsive or stochastic gusts. The properties of the gust generator allow the simula-
tion of a scaled stochastic gust field with a special characteristic (for example Dryden).

Model

The model (Fig. 6) is equipped with control surfaces (inner flaps, outer flaps, ele-
vator) which are driven by fast acting servo actuators. Sensors such as accelerometers,
rate gyros, pressure transducers, potentiometers for the control surfaces, various angle
of attack probes are installed at different locations of the model to measure the motion
and the disturbances. Power supply, control signals and measured data are transmitted to
and from the model via cables.

The equation of the longitudinal motion of a suspended model in comparison with the
equation of a free-flying model shows that due to the blockage of the x-degree of freedom
the phugoid motion is fully suppressed. The short period mode, however, is not affected
significantly because the corresponding terms in the equations are small. Figure 7 shows
the Bode plot of the response of the suspended model and the free-flying model due to an
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elevator input (Ref. 7). There is good agreement between the motion of both models for
frequencies equal or higher than the short period mode. In this frequency range good trans-
ferability of the results can be obtained. At frequencies lower than half the short period
mode, the suppression of the phugoid mode results in major differences.

The Dynamic Simulation was performed at a Reynolds number of Re = 0.48 • 106 correspond-
ing to a wind tunnel speed of V = 30 m/s. This leads to a reduced frequency of the short
period motion of w = 0.08.

The wind tunnel experiments conducted show that due to the special suspension technique
some additional influences exist which affect the movement of the model:

(1) The cables for data transmission to and from the model create small forces and
moments which are dependent on the heave of the model (Ref. 8).

(2) Although it is outside the test section the large suspension frame produces a con-
traction of the airflow in the plane of the suspension frame, but leads to an expan-
sion of the airflow behind the frame.This results in a gradient a/3z, which varies
according to the position in the test section (Ref. 8).

(3) The two-dimensional gust field which is produced by the gust generator shows a non-
linear propagation dependent on frequency and position (Ref. 9).

Thus the wind tunnel investigations began with extensive experiments for the identi-
fication of the model motion and all disturbing effects. The goal was to obtain a mathe-
matical description which models all effects. Difficulties arose in arriving at a mathe-
matical model of the gust field. But despite some deficiencies a good agreement now exists
between the results of measured and computed gust field within the frequency range from
0.8 Hz to 5 Hz.

One of the main advantages of the DSW is the possibility of performing wind tunnel
tests in a scaled turbulence field with various gust signals over an extended period of
time and to perform parametric studies.

IMFL-Catapult Free Flight Model Tests (CFF)

The laboratory catapult free-flight model test technique has been developed in exten-
sion of similar techniques applied initially for spin research and based on free model
tests in wind tunnel (Refs. 10, 11).

These techniques were especially developed to contribute in dynamic effects and un-
steady phenomena investigations such as:

- dynamic stability parameter identification
- control efficiency
- gust effects (also ground effects)
- flight qualities studies integrating ACT concept.

The main specifications of the technique will be recalled here as far as they concern
dynamic effect investigations. (More details can be found in Ref. 10).

Basically the test method is very simple:
Unpropelled models, dynamically scaled, are launched in free flight by means of a catapult
system. The flight is performed over 50 meters in a laboratory and the model is recovered.
A scheme of the facility is presented in Fig. 8. All initial conditions of the flight can
be adjusted. The flights can be performed in still air including in board or ground based
control loops. Gust generators can be introduced creating various gust profiles (intensity
up to Aaoust = 60 and frequency range up to 15 11z). An optical trajectography system de-
livers tgie coordinates of 8he CG and Euler angles during the flight. The accuracy is of
.01 m on positions and .05 on angles. All the informations coming from in board transducers
(accelerometers, gyro, pressure transducers ...) are transmitted to ground via PCM tele-
metry system (30 channels, word of 12 bytes, bandwidth of 250 Hz on each channel).

Fig. 9 shows the Do 28 TNT model in flight after crossing the vertical gust generator
and the trajectory of optical reference points of the model. The free flight model was in
Froude similarity.

The on board instrumentation for symmetric flights consisted of:

- accelerometers for longitudinal and vertical motion,
- pitch gyrometer,
- pressure probe situated on the nose for angle of attack and kinetic pressure measure-
ments,

- actuators for symmetric deflection of the ailerons and horizontal tailplane,
- micro processor for a generation of predetermined control deflections and for open

loop gust alleviation control laws,
- PCM-coder associated to telemetry system,
- opto-electronical system for speed and trajectography measurements.
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The main characteristic of the equipment is the large bandwidth (pressure measure-
ments: response to a step 15 ms, actuators 20 Hz with 300 phase angle for 50 amplitude ...).

For gust response tests the nature of the gust was chosen to be critical regarding to
the penetration problem and Jhe frequency range for alleviation. (Ldust from 3 to 50,
iTausT = .1 sec so the gust length is about 1.5 length of the aircraft, impulsive type).
Th4 advantage of the test method is that the gust profile is well-known because generated
by a closed-loop wind tunnel and the speed distribution of the gust can be easily adjusted
and controlled.

On this aspect needs for complementary tests arise mainly because no harmonic or sto-
chastic gust inputs can be created and actually only short gusts can be generated.

Some specific aspects of tie CFF are shown in Fig. 10.

Full-Scale Flight Tests (FSA)

The full-scale flight tests were performed by the Dornier company with the Do 28 TNT
experimental aircraft. Fig. 11 Ahows a picture of this aircraft. The aircraft was equipped
with an instrumentation system eermitting the measurement of all parameters necessary for
system identification and some additional redundant parameters. The flight test program
consisted of flights at different reference flight conditions. Different types of elevator
inputs were used to excite the aircraft longitudinal motion.

System Identification Technique (SI)

To get detailed information about the dynamic behaviour, system identification tech-
niques were applied extensively to the dynamic tests (DSW, CFF, FSA). More than other
techniques, system identification provides the basis for flight/ground testing correlation
by extracting as much information as possible from subscale dynamic wind tunnel investi-
gations and full-scale free flight tests.

System identification includes the following three essential elements (see Fig. 12,
Ref. 12):

(1) Proper input signals:
The input signals mustpexcite all of the aircraft response modes. They have to be
optimized to achieve *curate identifications.

p
(2) Adequate instrumenta ion:

This covers the enti e data acquisition process and takes into account the effect
of measurement noisd and sensor dynamics. The extracted derivatives are a direct
function of the accyiracy of the instrumentation system.

(3) Identification pr fedure:
This describes th7 analysis of flight test data and includes
- the mathematicl model of the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft,
- the iterative computational algorithm to minimize the response error and to iden-

tify the derivatives.

Detailed investiations were made to ensure compliance with all of these requirements.

Two methods of were applied.

(1) At DFVLR a nximum likelihood estimation method was used to determine the stability,
control and dynamic derivatives from dynamic flight tests. The method used is an
iterative chnique that minimizes a weighted function of the difference between the
aircraft'sgmeasured and computed response by adjusting the derivative values used in
calculating the computed response. A modified Newton-Raphson method is used to attain
the minimizations. After each iteration step, the weight factors are automatically
updated according to the resulting output errors. The method also takes into account
an unknown constant shift in each equation and for each measurement (bias). This
method is described in Ref. 13. In addition this method provides uncertainty levels
associated with each derivative. Uncertainty levels are proportional to the approxi-
mation of the Cramer-Rao bounds and are analogues to standard deviations of the
estimated derivatives. The larger the uncertainty level, the greater is the uncer-
tainty in the estimated derivative.

(2) At IMFL a conjugated gradient method is used to minimize the cost function in the
identification algorithm. The cost function is calculated on the basis of weighted
state vector components and its derivatives. Up to now no bias terms are introduced
in the differential and observation equations which could be identified in the same
process but could lead to some numerical difficulties if considering several flights
all together in one identification run. The method doesn't give confidence level
estimation on the identified parameters. To supply to this deficiency sensitivity
tests were performed to define for any iteration, for any flight and unknown parame-
ter the contribution to the gradient and each flight contribution to the cost func-
tion (s. Refs. 14, 15).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An overview of the tests which were performed and the methods which were applied in
the program is given in Fig. 13. This figure shows that, beside theoretical prediction, a
series of static wind tunnel measurements were performed. The dynamic tests include semi-
and free-flight model tests and full-scale flight tests.

static measurements

Classic static wind tunnel tests were performed. In this test program different mount-
ing systems and test sections were used. DFVLR: open test section (wire mounting, vertical
sting mounting) , closed test section (vertical sting mounting) . IMFL: closed test section
(profiled pylons).

A comparison of the results of the different wind tunnel measurements shows a good
agreement. As an example, Cma and CZ. are presented in Fig. 14. The small differences
which occur in the slope may be due to the fact that the model was slightly changed during
the different project steps. on the other hand, there are some small influences of the
different mounting systems and of the different kind of test sections.

Some small discrepancy is observed on Cm0 ( Cm = 0.025) which can be introduced by
support effects, too.

To validate in another way the static wind tunnel measurements permanent free-flight
tests were performed with the same model and Reynolds number. The main observations are:

- The trim 8 onditions for equilibrium flights are slightly shifted (max value
A5= .25 ) mainly due to C modefinition.

- The gain on AaA.for equilibrium flights is quite similar for the free-flight and
for the wind tunnel (1 .8). A good confidence on Cm. and Cm... can be observed in this
range of angle of attack taking into account some nonlinearities particularly in C M
characteristic.

- The wind tunnels drag measurements differ with a maximum of 1 % of C. Cx is in
good agreement. From the free-flight the drag obtained has an interme iate value bet-
ween the tunnel results.

In total, the results show that the confidence level of the values of the different
wind tunnels is good and that the classical wind tunnel correction programs applied to
each facility worked efficiently. Comparison with the theoretically obtained values shows
that for a classical aircraft configuration the prediction is satisfactory.

Dynamic Tests

To get the usual set of derivatives including stability derivatives, control deriva-
tives and dynamic derivatives, various complementary techniques were developed and applied.
The techniques combine dynamic tests in different facilities with specific evaluation
procedures:

(1) optimization of the test program researching the most sensitive inputs for the
determination of the dynamic terms,

(2) Dynamic tests performed in wind tunnels (MOD and Dynamic Simulation in Wind Tunnel),
in laboratory (Catapult/Free Flight Tests) and on the real aircraft,

(3) Extensive use of system identification technique.

(11 optimization of the test program

The importance of adequate design of flight test maneuvers for system Identification
purposes is well recognized (Ref. 16). The reliability of aircraft parameter extraction
from dynamic test maneuvers depends heavily on the amount of information available in the
response. Therefore, the shapes of the control inputs should be chosen such that they
excite the aircraft dynamics as much as possible in the frequency region of interest.

For the determination of optimal input signals a procedure was applied which uses the
Bode plot of the frequency responses (Ref. 17). In th~is procedure the magnitude of the
frequency responses multiplied by the corresponding equation coefficient is plotted. For
the Catapult Free-Flight tests in Fig. 15 the dependency of the terms of the pitching
moment and vertical acceleration equations on the frequency is shown. If an input signal
is introduced with a definite frequency, only these coefficients can be determined which
have an essential influence at this frequency. Fig. 15 shows that for lower frequencies
of the 6 ,6a-input the inertia term is of small importance. This leads to the fact that
only rat~os of coefficients can be determined in that frequency range. For high frequen-
cies the a, q-terms are small compared with the other terms of the equation and therefore
not identifiable.
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In Fig. 16 the required frequency ranges of the input signals for the determin.Lo n
of a specific set of derivatives are shown. In these frequency ranges the magnitude of
the coefficient term is not smaller than 10 % of the maximum term of the equation.

It can be seen that the best frequency for identifying the U, q, 'e' ta derivatives
is the short period oscillation frequency (- 1 Hz). To identify instationary effects
(derivatives due to flap deflections rate) input signals are necessary with frequencies
higher than approximately 5 Hz.

Because a narrow band input is not sufficient for identifying more than two deriva-
tives of the pitch equation a signal with a broad bandwidth (3-2-1-1-signal) was used in
the tests. In both the dynamic simulation in wind tunnel and in free-flight tests (model
and full-scale) the time-scaling of the input was defined in such a way that the
maximum of the input power spectrum was located near the short period oscillation fre-
quency.

(2) Dynamic Test Program

Fig. 17 gives an overview of the tests performed with the three facilities, i.e. the
input types, the actuated controls and the measured parameters. It can be seen that in
the DSW, in addition to the inputs to the three control surfaces (elevator, outer flaps,
inner flaps) a vertical force input could be given using the weight compensation system.
Also, well-known scaled gusts (harmonic, deterministic, stochastic) were applied.

In the CFF inputs were given to elevator and outer flaps. Also impulsive-type gusts
could be generated which were well defined and exact measured.

In the flight test program with the full-scale aircraft only the elevator could be
used to excite the aircraft motion. This resulted in a reduction in the information con-
tent and, therefore, a somewhat greater uncertainty in the determination of the z-deriva-
tive.

(3) system identification

For the data evaluation and the correlation of the results two approaches were used
(Fig. 18).

The first approach starts from measurements of different dynamic test facilities and
applies one identification method to the data from the different measurements. By using
this approach it is possible to prevent, in the comparison, method specific effects from
influencing the correlation aspects. The approach used was to apply the DFVLR-system
identification method to the measurements of the Dynamic Simulation in Wind Tunnel, the
Catapult Free-Flight Tests and the Full-Scale Aircraft Flight Tests.

In the identification process, nonlinearities have to be taken into account because
the aerodynamics of the Do 28 TNT show some nonlinearities when considered over a range
of angle of attack. For example, the pitching moment coefficient Cm as a function of , is
quite nonlinear which can be seen on the derivative CmO in Fig. 14.

In the DFVLR system identification method the nonlinear behaviour has been approxi-
mated by segments about the reference point where Cm is locally linearized over a.
Because the flight tests were conducted in a certain region of angle of attack about the
reference point this dependency on a has been taken into account in the identification
procedure.

The results of the identification of the different measurements using the same identi-
fication method are presented in Fig. 19, 20 (No. 5, 6, 7). It can be seen that the overall
agreement of the estimated values is good.

The identification results based on the DSW measurements show a generally higher degree
of standard deviation in comparison with the results based on the CFF and FSA measurements.
This can be attributed to the relatively high turbulence occuring in the wind tunnel. This
turbulence is interpreted ir the system identification algorithm as an additional measure-
ment noise which leads to this higher values of standard deviation. By comparison, both
the CFF and FSA measurements were performed in calm atmosphere.

In Fig. 19 it can be seen that the identification results for the FSA in the case of
small values of angle-of-attack, corresponding to high speed, exhibit a high discrepancy
in Cm , in comparison to all other wind tunnel and free flight model tests. Normally the
identification values of the derivatives would overlap for segments of similar angle of
attack. These discrepancies which only occur in the FSA measurements may have their cause
in speed dependent aeroelastic effects due to fuselage bending. Another cause for these
discrepancies may be the thrust influence. To investigate this influence additional wind
tunnel measurements with model engines were performed. But in these measurements only
minor thrust influences could be identified. It should be mentioned, however, that only
the propeller diameter and the thrust coefficient were modeled. This effect has not yet
been clarified and will be analyzed in the future.

It c;,, be seen rom FJq. 19/20 that the DSW can lead to values comparable with free-
flight del tests thoiqh it is a semi-flight facility. Thus the influence of the model
suspens ,-!abl .od, frame ...) on the aerodynamics is relatively small if a proper
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mathematical model of this influence has been integrated in the evaluation process and
the identification method. In addition, the comparison shows that the blockage of the x-
degree of freedom has only minor effects on the determination of the z and M derivatives.

A simpler mathematical model can be used in the evaluation of the measurements obtainod
in the CFF because there are no suspension effects. The mathematical model includes also
the x-derivatives.

In the FSA tests only inputs to the elevator could be given. Therefore, no derivatives
due to flap deflection could be estimated from these flight tests. This also reduces the
information content with respect to the z-derivatives. Nevertheless, these measurements
yielded relatively small standard deviations. This can be attributed to the long measure-
ment time in comparison to the DSW and CFF (5 times that of CFF) which could be used in
the identification process. This leads to an overall reduction in the computed standard
deviation.

A principal source of inaccuracy in identifying aircraft parameters is the error in
the flight test instrumentation and data reduction. The system identification accuracy is
highly dependent on the quality of the measured data. Because all measurements were ob-
tained with different instrumentation systems, extensive redundancy calculations for the
measured signals of all instrumentation systems were performed to improve the confidence
level of the measurements. From this, a corrected set of signals was computed and then
applied to the identification process.

The second data evaluation approach begins with the measurement of only one facility
and applies different identification algorithms to these data. This approach was done
using the CFF tests and applying both DFVLR and IM4FL system identification methods to
these measurements. This can show specific effects and yields information about the per-
formance of the system identification methods used.

The results of this approach can be seen in Fig. 19 and in Fig. 20 No. 7 and 8. No
uncertainty levels could be given in the results of No. 8 due to the identification method
used. Although the overall agreement is quite good some differences occur. To try to give
reasons for the differences in the estimated values it should be mentioned that

(1) the IMFL mathematical model - as it was used in the program - does not take into
account the nonlinearities in the aerodynamic characteristics which are observed
for this aircraft,

(2) the IMFL identification procedure does not include an automatic weighting optimi-
zation algorithm of the state vector,

(3) no bias terms are introduced in the differential and observation equations.

This can lead to some different values, which in particular occur in the values which
only have low importance, for example ( q+ Ci).

From the MOD-balance measurements, stability parameters were determined which lie
within the limits of the static wind tunnel measurements and the dynamic tests (see Fig.
19) . The somewhat higher value of Cma1 may be attributed to the relatively thick vertical
sting which has a small influence on the pitching moment behaviour. The dynamic derivatives
can also be determined within the limits of the values of the other dynamic measurements
(Fig. 20) . Thus the MOD-balance measurements show that it is possible to determine repro-
ducable dynamic derivatives with a relatively high confidence level. This can also be seen
from the deviations of each individual measurement within one test run.

It is important to note that, similar to the other dynamic measurements, a separate
determination of the dynamic pitch and heave derivatives is not possible. To demonstrate
this situation some calculations have been made to show the degree of measurement error
in the instationary force of the MOD-balance (Fig. 21). It can be seen that in the longi-
tudinal motion the dynamic derivatives due to pitching can be measured accurately. The
derivatives due to heave motion are not measurable because of their low importance in the
instationary force.

5. AERODYNAMIC TRANSIENT EFFECTS

Problems to be considered for transport aircraft flying in turbulent situations in
connection with a gust alleviation system are

(1) the modeling of the influence of high frequency control inputs used for gust alle-
viation,

(2) the measurement of the gust and, in particular, the modeling of the influence of
short length gusts including penetration effects,

(3) the design and optimization of gust alleviation control laws using mathematical
modeling.

All three areas were investigated in the program using both facilities the DSW and the
CFF in a complementary manner.



(1) M'odeling the non-steady downwash effect due to quick acting flaps

For the description of the aircraft behaviour, a linear mathematical model is normally
used. This model takes into account only the effect of relatively low frequency changes of
lift on the downwash at the elevator. Such a model does not take into account aerodynamic
dependent phenomena. For high frequency flap inputs, required for gust alleviation system
(GAS), this mathematical model is not applicable. This can be seen in a comparison of the
identification results with measurements obtained from the D5W. Discrepancies occur in the
response of the wind tunnel model and the computer model (see left side of Fig. 22) which
are particularly evident in a time shift of the pitching motion. The reason for this is
the nonstationary wing-tail interference: the variation in the flap position produces a
variation in the lift on the wing and in this way a somewhat delayed onset in change of
pitching moment as a result of the downwash variation on the elevator. Thus, an additional
pitching moment occurs directly after the adjustment of the flap until the new stationary
downwash is established on the elevator. The angle of attack change on the elevator due
to flap deflection is a function of wing lift coefficient CLw

A e 5CL C L, (t -tL)

with t L denotes the time required for the flow to travel from tlie wing to the elevator.

The relative error of the normal linearization by Taylor's series of first order for
(t-tL) will exceed 10 % if -- 0.45 /tL. The flight tests were performed with a model

with a distance from wing to tailplane of about 1 m and a speed of 30 rn/sec which leads
to t L = 0.033 sec and fl,Tit = 2. 2 Hz. As the total flap movement took place within 1,/60
sec the frequency of the a.p actuation was so high that the Taylor's series expansion is
not applicable here.

To avoid the discrepancy in modeling of quick flow changes, a new mathematical model
was introduced (Ref. 18): In this model the steady values were separated from the non-
steady values. The steady values proportional to ,(t) are already contained in the
stationary derivatives. The non-stationary contributions were introduced by the differen-
tial signal

LAG =(t) -(t t tL

and the non-stationary flap derivatives C L,,LG and Cm,,LAG. The use of this model, which
takes the time lag of the downwash on the elevator into account, leads to a better curve
fit in the pitching motion between measured and computed data as can be seen on the right
side of Fig. 22.

(2) Modeling the Gust Response

The preceding section has shown that the description of the aircraft behaviour in the
case of quick flow changes due to high frequency flap inputs by using only globil deriva-
tives is not sufficient. This is true in particular for the determination of the interac-
tion of short gusts with the airframe. It is necessary to separate the effect into several
components which produce a delayed influence on the major aerodynamic surfaces.

Two approaches for modeling such phenomena have been investigated.

The first approach (DFVLR), which was also used for the modeling of the non-steady
downwash effect due to quick acting flaps, is based on thle assumption that the entire air-
craft is located in a stationary gust. The effect of the variation in turbulence altng
the aircraft will be described by additional dynamic correction factors. These are deter-
mined by the differences in turbulence angle of attack measurements on the forward fuselage,
wing and horizontal tail (Refs. 8, 19). These terms become significant only at higher
turbulence frequencies (shorter turbulence wave lengths).

Some results of system identification using this approach are presented in Fig. 23 and
24. Fig. 23a shows the results for the case where no time-shift was taken into account.
Large discrepancies occur in both the heave and the pitching motion. As a first approxi-
mation, the delayed interaction of the measured gust on the wing was taken into account
(Fig. 23b) . The results show a better curve fit only in the hleave motion. Taking the
total time-shift of the measured gust signal into account, an overall good curve fit is
received (Fig. 23c). In Figure 24 the influence of the different model structures on the
estimated derivatives and the cost function of the system identification algorithm is
presented. It can be seen that both the uncertainty level and the value of the cost func-
tion is reduced when changing from model A to model C.

In the second approach for the modeling of the gust response (IMFL) , the effect of the
turbulence is calculated separately for three positions on the aircraft (forward fuselage,
w ing, horizontal tail) from the local angles of attack and their derivatives. As a result,
in contrast to the first method, it is necessary to superimpose thle contributions from
several positions evon when turbulence along the aircraft is constant (Refs. 20, 21)

This approach is illustrated in Fig. 25 showinq three segments of thle aircraft with
their local parameters and an example of the time histories of local angle of attack.
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For each element, local state variaL ~es are defined at a reference point, taking into
account aircraft motion, gust input and interactions such as wing to tailplane, and dy-
namic effects.

From the local state variables, three local contributions to the aerodynamic forces
and moments are determined and introduced in the matrices A and C. This part of the model
must be in accordance with the behaviour of the aircraft described by the global repre-
sentative model (without gusts).

1*For the three elements, gust terms are introduced separately, considering 'gust and
''gust vectors associated to the matrices D and E.

A control input vector is defined, taking into account time shifts for wing to, tailplane
interactions for aileron deflection and associating specilic free flight inputs as steps
in zdue to change of mass (:.)and due to change of c.g. position (:_x).

-Fcr practical application a three element model needs more information about the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the separate elements. For this purpose, specific static
wind tunnel tests were performed on these elements, separately or in combined configu-
rations, in order to identify their individual characteristics and the interactions
offectq. The tests were performed in the IMFL horizontal wind tunnel. Global longitu-
dinal characteristic measurements on the elements where associated to measurements on
the tailplane through a local two components strain-gauges balance.

From these characteristics (shown in Fig. 26) static coefficients and local deriva-
tives were extracted and wing-fuselage / wing-tailpiane interference was modeled.

-An example of Do 28 TNT gust test results compared with simulation results with the
three elements mathematical model is given in Fig. 27 (left side).

The gust is a short impulse of 'T = .1 a, introducing significant frequencies up to
10 Hz. For comparison, the global math, model gives in this case a completely wrong
solution (see (I time history).

In the second part of the figure an example is shown comparing simulation results of
the three elements model and the global model (without gusts) to verify the identity
of both models for the case without gusts and flap input.

-Some improvements will be added in the future, particularly concerning the choice of
the reference points for each element and the direct identification of the aerodynamic
characteristics from gust response tests.

(3) Gust Alleviation System

Gust alleviation is of interest for small transport aircraft flying at medium altitudes
where most turbulence is encountered. For these aircraft the improvement of passenger ride
comfort during cruise is the main aim of gust alleviation. For the Do 28 TNT the DFVLR
chose an open loop system. This system has the advantage that the time which the gust needs
to pass the distance from the angle of attack sensor to the major surfaces of the airframe
can be used to compen',ate the actuator lag. Fig. 28 (Pef. 22) shows a block diagram of the
open loop gust alleviation system.

The investigations in the DSW have shown that the efficiency of such a system is in-
fluenced by the gust angle of attack measurement and, in particular, by the complicated
interaction of downwashes, dead-times, actuator l-.gs, sensor positions and unsteady aero-
dynamic transient effects. This means that an optimized realization is only possible if
the dynamic effects are fully understood and if they can be modeled properly.

In the following example, the influence of the modeling of the dynamic effects on the
efficiency of an open loop gust alleviation system (OLGA) I's shown.

Referring to the block diagram in Fig. 28, in the first case the computed g'irt signal
was fed directly to the control surface actuators. No time shift of the measured gust Sig-
nal and its influence on the dynamic reaction was taken into account. This case corresponds
to model A in Fig. 23a and Fig. 24. Fig. 29 shows the efficiency of the OLGA. In this
figure the frequency response measurements of the vertical acceleration due to gust inputs
are plotted without OLGA and with OLGA engaged but using various aerodynamic models. It
can be seen that the OLGA without considering a time shift leads to a 10 dB reduction of
the acceleration amplitude for frequencies near the short period frequency. At higher gust
trequencies, however, this type of OLGA begins to destabilize the model motion. The OLGA
capability is rather limited because the phase conditions are not satisfied.

In the second case both the delayed interaction of the gust on the wing and the ele-
vator and the delayed onset in change of the downwash on the elevator due to the quick
acting flaps were taken into account. Fig. 29 shows that in this case, which corresponds
to model C, the efficiency of the OLGA can be improved.

Fig. 30 shows the response of the model flying in a scaled gust field in the DSW. It
can be seen that in the first case the plot shows a reduction of the vertical accelera-
tion, while the pitching acceleration remains nearly unchanged. Using the model C for the
design of the OLGA the efficiency of the system is significantly better.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

A common research program is underway at IMFL and Dl'VLIP. This progran, includrs th.
application of complementary ground test facilities and methods.

In this paper the results obtained with tile different techniqlis were compared anr
system identification aspects were presented. Two alternate approaches f r odeli:g a(:rc-
dynamic transient effects were given. The effect of modeling en an open locp gust allvi -
tion system was discussed.

Although further analysis of the experimental data is requires the- following conclh-
sions can be drawn:

(1) Each technique applied in the program has special advantages and problems. The com-
bination of test results of complementary techniques makes it pcssible to identify
and to compensate problem areas in each technique. The obtained results can be con-
firmed and the techniques can be improved.

(2) The possibilities of undertaking investigations in special research areas are gr
improved through the availability of test data on complementary facilities.

(3) It is difficult to compare the results of different techniques, because each facility
has specific influences which have to be included in the respective mathematical
model. Failure to model these facility-specific effects can lead to differences in
the derivatives.

(4) The results were influenced, in addition, by the evaluation method applied to the
measurements, i.e. by the identification algorithm, by the weighting of the measured
signals, by the choice of the time history.

(5) Even when the comparison of the results from the ground facilities i5 satisfactory,
the correlation of these results to the full-scale aircraft remains prohlematic. It
is therefore necessary to identify which additional effects are present in the be-
haviour of the full-scale aircraft and to integrate these effects in the mathemati-
cal model.

(6) For the investigation of aerodynamic transient effects, dynamic measurements under
reproducable conditions are necessary (i.e. dynamic model tests in wind tunnels or
laboratories). The determination of these effects is possible only if system identi-
fication techniques are applied to the measurements.

(7) The choice of suitable input signals is important for the performance of successful
system identification.

(8) An ACT-system, such as an open-loop gust alleviation system, is very sensitive to
incorrect modeling of the aircraft behaviour. An optimized realization of such a
system is only possible if the dynamic effects can be modeled properly.

(9) In the case of sudden flow changes due to short length gusts or high frequency flap
inputs, the description of the aircraft behaviour by using only global derivatives
is not sufficient. It is necessary to separate the effect into several components
which produce a delayed influence on the major aerodynamic surfaces.

(10) The two approaches for modeling aerodynamic transient effects have shown that they
can lead to a good description of the non-stationary effects.

(11) Future research activities with regard to modeling aerodynamic transient effects

will be directed toward:

(1) further investigation of the two approaches to modeling aircraft gust response.

(2) exact determination of gust inputs from flight test measurements.
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Fig. 1: Three-view drawing of Do 28 TNT Fig. 2: Do 28 TNT 1/8-scale model
aircraft configuration in DFVLR wind tunnel
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Fig. 4: Do 28 TNT 1/8-scale model
installed on MOD-balance
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F ~ ~ ~ A,7Y -dtIAtt 'dtF-A 17' H555171' A IA Vb:I;

on I; v f ont jt 2t',. !5. 2 , lIt '' 1-, : ';f ' .

. it tO' o' ", , '

rriiiv --i ii-t i rn

,51Ir .51stl I,,i~ Ins~ sa' i'oi '

It'~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~_ f~~o~ of- ftr s~'ett on V ', pn1 ''i' 1ot- to'1s t'o'o ai '> o

c-,~i ttnrw t,"i tIi, I iI 1~ tuutit



,I LIT ev 2 (I' n,]s I inu [tt< 1

F-as .- it *i5 ,trEtlrwntti1'. r~s 1'3eiiit

S;'rttj tpll (,Ii tdaM i

CJJIn vI' iU i,: .t j;n1-5 t S 'I3

tler t sai nt: S LV1 Ii' j I 1 rr I Ij

Lojpenuant, par suirl t', LJt> d 'un 1,'
seLr 0u rs qi s,,raIi t I stall1 f- F ,1
la uci palsi a
Moyer reten.j fus suis 1 'rxt r-rte 3i~ re
fuselage et, agissart en tangage.

3' Essais au i.E A'. et doinr avec enre-
gist rements.
*Environ 4" vrilles effertudes
*Programme pr,5vu inacneve,
(* %o des phinomenoes otitenus sont
semhlables ) ceus ide Ia souf~lerie
done auoun protilume.

Dans 10 '. tles cas ia rk-e pdration est
plus longue, parfois tr ,'s longue. La
derni,.re vriile refuse de s'arr~ter.
Utilisation. aver scriA's, de is fusile.

I onic confirmation des possibilit6.s de
vriiie orjtjqup trouJvte lars desF {essais

4 Etude orie nt( e vers is rernerone d'!sn O ventuel
e~ffet Reynolds pour tenter de retrouver Ia
vrilio inrontr~latple de i'avion.

C ,nrndtie dep is maquette isodifide dans ce lt)t
m,,, a lquette "Reynolds' vrllles critiques

Iet 3 retrouvees.K -- ------i ------------------------------------------------
fur dot-annep du cons trijteur, reenoereno d' ur

rnpdro 3f.4cc es vrileps saines.
Srlutirn r'etenue enpennages en

1 'i'ln ar-rgrapnes rePpre~ntIrnt en 'I' tail io-s rc;-Atat,; Itsdivter5st rarspagnes .1 'essais

ri'ilti~es t I rum 11 (1.

4' Phase I :Prcmiflrc &-rnpoq.ne dlreeoit3 apt on.

''isJ 1er1.Isrtnsj ri-depssnus qun-iqies extralt ti :1,1raport Pti Inte.

- P ivislurs vri Iles gauche et drnite de 1 3 ', tn~jt2.,
- Cr1 Iles qujaifl ,es de confortaips et cuiresm RP - 41' 4 s/tour
- Sortie en 3/4 tour aver I onsigne Mancnt' roissd( ' roeivre prfdpondtrante)

*Piedi ro tin
*Ailerons verrs 1, neijre

- noirsu to tier; eassi s Jusqu'P3 I ohtentlon d 'inn vri lie ni tialersent privue? ) 3 tours et pouir

anj .,' le diverses manoeuvres dep sortie Wnt 110a iiwijn o.f-d (bien qie la vrilli 'snit 'to ren
typo -itip cci i des, essals pr~cr drents)

- inP p1inot "saoute" vers in if) ,so toiur
- "Sonrtie" de vil ri d 'anion aprbs7 aiantlrn 'ij pi iotr'.
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5) phase 3 Premi~re 4tude nsl flre

Las tableaux de la plancha 5 pr(dscntent las rds,ltato, as suifflari . x

[lens catte plancha nous voyn an premier lieu IieP Is- jnilli maintanue cot rruoyancmant pjique
cu piqude at pau rapida (3 ) 3,5 s/t valaur avioni.

La vrils se pnrpd tua dens Lin domains Us gouvernas appruximatlvnmaot t]dgal au 1/3 di, -imains
total.* Par vole Inj cono qusn-s in domains 'les goivtarnes favoratules Aj la sortiLeast tres ui iu; i
caciupnration n pre~sents donc pas (is di fficultis pec tic. itras a IILs 'cut gtra obten e ver uins
consign,? simple tells que:

- direction Contra at profondauc au trIPA( I, On I~j~ VX4JPF out Mt :cmm toutes gouvarnes rcannrtdas.

En tout r5tet de cause la conslgne optimoe As sortice dtfini±? 1.3 (a lancnin ', n 'nt ibsoliment
pas indispensable pour obtenir uine bone sortie.

A notar qua las resultats ds la planche 1 nt. ot( uhtanlis mnm a dn dos cuoi'itinro d priori
s~vorno vis-a-vis de la vril la (par exempla ) Un centraiga anormane.Lamnt ecit Mlc octte oi~odcltp
nous n evons jamais rotrouv(' la onusl critique da leaviu n.

iattn premi~ra etude so snuff lenps fast tac'nindae par la rachaerchaL 'fun moycn, de succurs an oua
ds prot/ger 1 solon pour se future campegne de on ils. 'Th)us aoons etujdi-; uoe fusee placoa A 1extrhmc
arnibre Ju fuselage at egissant succasslvrnot an lecat at en tegge; c'pot ]a fuos "tangage" qii fit

La comparaisco da ceo rdsultats at des cornaticeo pilota da la phase dassalis 11 47it
eppacattra pjc nombrnes points d' accord', notamaent our

- Is cerrtt rs des orillas,
- 1nPfficaclt6 da la profondaun,
- las coosignes ds sortie.

Matis il s'agic 1) de points fin d~teil dens la mesura ou, oir le point le plus important
(rioaes Av ocitle incontrrlsblel. le ddsaccord caste? total.

61 1
1
7re ?3 Peuxi~lme crampagne d'essais avion.

,% I - Proqrarrre d'aseais.

La programse d'fssais prdooyait des orilles

- gauche at droite,
- moteur rdduit ou coupfG.,
- da ckirfds dlosrss (I t , 2t, 3t et 5t)
- acrofrnino rentrLs ou sortis.

- ) At"Kreoto cantrages.

En re qul noncaros les gouvnas. la vri Ile "tait lafnuin (rilis meintanu el avec las manonuorns
olos Tuspor un avion l6ger, soft:

- ('traction dens Is sans souhait6,

- Manc-he tirfs

Las ailerons D!teient

- leissds au nautre
- ou mis Avac (soft pro-onussln asiflei tporrtain
- perfois Contre (soit anti-orills ao esufoiaa orctein

Pour ]a sortie le menoeuoro. Initlale fut toujouiro

- Dijrection inverse
- Menche POuJss6.

La cempagna da'ssais fut interrompusp ) ia 3/Ama orilla da, ci fait l'd'tula de certeins pare-
mi~tres n'a pu Atrn termints.

6.2 - Les vrit tar fr4quentea.

Pair on 1 leo fr~qusntss nous sntsndons Ins ph.
5
nomboeps nut furant obtenus dens - 90D1 des Ceo at

njut parivent Atrs prd spnt(2s en Lins smile et m~me dnsrritlo.

wDlans lon tableaux 'Is rlsul tats. firraction at at laroos; soot (11to5 "Avon" fou "Fontre" locsqun (;os
goniivoernFa s-ont t'raqu6F-s poir n cointro Lin Virago do, m~mn9 orno qmse la oct 1lle
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P. 5ltats Ario I

";lywiltrO'seft 1171Je

PPu iuricitt

I nflui~nn- des uill~rons duuit Ta ovt lie

'drille t~i,) naiftenutt ai lstrrs
Noutre ou Aver:

Evolution vans undo rnet 3ile~rns

Hcup ,ration
Rapide ( 491 tour) a7u la unsiL~ne

Manches pousit In 212

Ils ceS rPss itats pr ,sent, s 1u~cd'' ici rrlt15 TPtitltjriFr~sl5 i jiI fai to crr,'Tation existan-t petty
las vriliss maqutte at civion.

[,3- a orili'e ortiqwt.

Pour enviroin [Cl des vriI ls fin. 1 'avi,)i 701. T,5it-i tats Fe soot donr. ncarttis de cox.-C lr a
souffleris en ce Sens qus Ta recrupe ration "It pILIs ltigu,, paifuris trr s Tongue t2t sofin inpossitE To I"
momns par Ins goivernasi pour Ta osenoi re vnille..

Le priseot. paragnraphLa conrCFilTa viii lE- jfLfl tn~tblt Far Tns gouvernes (nun5 rpvipnorifiMs
uTtsrisursment Sun Ins 'Tongues" sorties] .

De Ta plancos /. qui cootient Ilessentiel urn nt's stats ds cotte anille, noun poivcns t'asre
O;usiguss commeotaires.

Au moment ds la manoeuvre us sortie l,' Ta fin doj 2eme tour] . Ta vrille O tait moysnonenet
['iioLA at muyernsment rapids (sile COtait Tdg&remeot plus rapids grue les anricls pr~cbeoptss) .

Lo prenitre tentative ds sortie (faite, avec Ies Man0suvres qui, josguL'ici. aValent et-
efficaces) n'amrns pas Ta recupdration ;au contraire la anrisl s'apatit l6FgO resent. Les gouvrnss nt
tO raintsnues Pendant P' tours.

Loin de Ta deuxi ,ms tentative de sortie le pilots applique Ta consigns optimale prfconisee
par la soriffisnie ;cette consigns est maintenup pendant 4 tours mats cela n'emp~chs pas Ta vrils Os
5'Sggnaasr (anIlep usePnant plus plate. et plus rapids). Le pilote a alors recoujrs a Ta fus(?e Pt T'arr~t
est irndiat.

IT st evident qus cette description est en totaT dsaccord (miss a part l'pfficacite Os Ta
fus~e) avec cs gui fut trouvd en soufflenise poisgue alt cours des teotatives di- irntie, non seulement
l'argt n'a pas 6t6 obtenu main Ta arillfe s'est aggravdsP Ice gui oip asut pan uirs gus us soot Tes
maooeoaJrss de Sortie dui ont agg'rav(d la sril11., car nioun ignornois up gu eTI le senait deVe-nUe2 ii les
roovernes avalent i'tO laissdes pro-an Tl I

(lais si ce resoltat est so uFsacror d aver la -toufflerie IT faut tOgalement remarguer die rette
anile (et nurtout sa Sortie) s '('carts aijssi fnrtemnot 'ten phonominvs preciledsorlpt tnnua

t
s sot rePt CiVil-12

11y a dooc rOga lemnnt toe dispensi no0'n )Prten i 5'i seinep fie Ta campagne u Psnai s av inni *dispersionju
nG,s avoos tentO d'espl igier par uric analyse, Iptpri-inJiF't titotitts lns vri ilos Pet duo n0us 1iO

tins Is pronnain, praaraphs.

6.4 - Analyse le l'enesmhtep ler vra7lt'S.

Au rOounS Os cot te analyse nOts5 avrs nrtien-cth( Iinfluence, Ten (livers- panamins Iser!;isf to T
sri lle sa dunr' *, Is moteur . . .). [At i1 est appar uin so~uls la riurde do- la vilie 11it, t, i t flu '
avait tine action margitds sun la din-In 'Is sortie..

Fn effet, et roruse Te montre la pleorns? A. Ies Sorties soot systoiatiquiiorit sati sfaiT sut es.
9duf I Iorigite la manoeuvre rip iSorties est tentt' a 1,3 fir, dU 2eme tour ;dans ein can 1I a nicuprt tin'

pent 6tre.

- encore natisfaintinte ('Is)
- irsptablit ( 4s

- trt's bongus /I
- imposqinle fuillisatlon ds Ta fitss)

('Pes nt~sittttts soot iriurn IF, m(itt n sirlipnaots MIT', entre, tutnes, non- piiiion en ' cin> itrF 1-,
si tuotes In- vilp- li n 151i)0 w,31wit ''to inogris > 3i tou~rs) ii ny rit )ast err d., p'it l--

Lttmpte-trrtj ids res ilemle rn n-itltai noun, r1vnnn muOLss' plus Ii i 'titlyst' On 'ill- it -I ti
Srtlt a criidlt.s aix nrsltat!; Itri iris lans Ii liltov 'i cri , laIns tl t crtotlt t''lt ' , ti ,- fri t

lite ex'lI ratIon ni ItX ffrlt' itt srt!'F r(t'nnrirn,sn 'iis .' tirims Itu vii lit'.
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Cans Ia planune I] nous voyons en effet LIU',) la fin doL N~me tour 'a vrille est plus severe, eit
ce pourrait Atre cette aggravation pessag rs die la vrille gui dot~riorereit lee sorties.

11 taut cependant reconna!tre gun cette explication ne pout pee nous satiefaire totalement
noos avons d6j) precis6 qo'il existalt une certair-e dispersion entre ins r~sultats avion et cele apparat
nettement dens la planche 10 ;dens cette plence, Onus essais lances cans des conditions teens. mutnuur,
centrage ...l) identigues ont donne des vrillne tr s volsines A) partir desquelles la r .cup~ration a 6,t6
satisfaisante pour loune et tris longun pour l'autre.

is interruption pr~metur~s ties essais n'a pes permis d 'apporter de nouveaux eclairci enr'iante
sur ce point et ce nWest pee des sssais en soofflerin verticals qui peuvent in Faire.

7) Phase 4 :Deuricame Studs en eaoifZnrie,

L' incidient gue noos venons die ddicrire a provoqu6 uine 6tude cmpl.'menteireoen SOu~fflenin
oinpts tenu Je la gtomdtrle dn. la meguette et notarnment de la feible conic ds I'aile cne'scr extrgrnitd

nois avons ennisag6 oine influence do nombre de Reynolds cur la vellume at avion =3.1F?
3Cmaquette - d,.106b nos essais ont donc 6tO, orientts dens ce sen!-. Avant one presenter ins rSL~itate

'n cette phase d'essais, nous nonnone gunkc; ces renseignements gui nous fu-rent trt s utilee po~jr Ii
conduite de It6tude.

7.1 -Pisul tats NASA.

La planche 11 prcisente gUelgjoS rtsoltats dn ransoms gAj fursot effertots 0 la %A.

Le premier graphigun montme l'i voluticn Lies courbes F = ft ) en fooiction de k' IrtF.
1 )

'loss voyon en particolier gun

at poor Lio domains d'iocidencn relatvement dtenoo fde- 100' 400) linflencn e -k~ et cien
margutoe et se carecttrie par

- oine modification de is naeso dn l'incionce de d~crocnage
- one variation do C- max
- des inversions do gradient de portanre.

C) l'effst Reynolds dispcratt pour (k >45'.

Le second grephigon montre les posiiiitts de modifier sur Line maguotte lee ceracteristigune
atrodynemigs [pour se rapprocher de relies avioni en modifiant is profil In la voilorn.. Ln remisse
consists 2i ejootor on bee sur touts ou partie do l'envergore tr~t. t

7.:2 - rnc isnons 10c ,z'rs luont one vri!Zo.

Eki premier graphigos ds la planche, 11 nous flotirrions ronciure gun 1 'ofet Fieynolcce n so
manifests pas dens is domains d'incidencn In nrille e n effet aij coors d'une vrille lI'ncijence, atteint
frdgoemment 450 et peut mgins aller beaUro0Up pi~e loin, ds l'ordre In 70* pour unp nrillo plate. M1ais i
ne 5 agit 1A gin dincilsores moysnoos, relies concernant is plan In symftrin.

Or si noos prenons en compte Ins incidencos locales, intdressant en particulinr la voilicre,
0005 constetono (voir planche 17') quo, per exeopin, en sytrAmitP fia laile extemieurs Iincirienune et

relativement faible tsijrtout Pour oin planeirt a on tout 6tat In cause, au no tin la planche 11, cettp
extr~mit6 I'aile peut tr ,s bien Al-rn conounoec! par l'effet RpynoILus. cc gui peoit remottrn en Ict~
la reprtsnntatlvlt6 des phases Inonu rle n soifflorie.

Cairies ii 0 'y a pas lie, 'is gdn,raliser ce-tn remargos 3 tous leen aviors igeers, car 1'w~
gus 1 eftet Reynolds en vrilep ext trees le peodant dins caractisristigons do la voilure tprofil,
onergure ...t

7. 3- Fseoie -r
4

7ltminaz rns Ll ITME,.

Au viu Ins resoltate, NASA noun avnno rommpmnoct la deositme (tole du icoto-plannor par do mcr:
cur tSilence en §'gulipant la voil lre de hers do formes diverses (voir plenche 13) et parfols Lie petite,
voints hraguds. Per la suite, pour Ies essale Ise vmill libre, il suffiselt elor7, In choisir i gcom trie
dep vol lore gui lionnalt Ins P ,t at ins plusq pinches de onus dn 1 'anion.

tin oinstacin en prtsental t rependant car pour 1 * vion concen' let coest sou not inle ,;(i
Ins anions ltsgersi non naions gun trios pee is renslrnements sor ses rarecifristig c(is oyrmi.
(snol InC %max 6talt cono

t
. En l'ahsnnrn Is roe renseignemnts ous avons elors pror;LSt1 alosi

La vrille critique In l'avlon tgUen ous levions reproluirn en soofflerint iAtait h~ciennl
en perticlier nous cnneaissions tips prinriplpes cerect~risigoes tssciette, longitudinele, doriS dn
I tor et cola pour trots phases Lin omilep blen pr(irises nt correspondent rhecuone ) oine rombloalcon doe
breqoage In goo~vernes blen drfinle., soit

at meintin In In vrilnp
Directin Aver * Manche tino'' Ailerons neiitre

hi preml~re tentative In, sortie : enplnh
Direction Cool-rn - Menchr. poojcd * Ailerons neutre

c) Inoxilme tentativce us srtie 1
Direct ion Contre + Manche pnu cc,' * Ailplroosn rooms
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Noes acons alors reprodijit cur la Marleette ces trots comnbinaisons ide grlectrrre et, ptour ciiirc

d'ellas, nods aconrr tent6i tie retroecer la cci lie de 1 acion en eti lirant seccirseivrmen~t lee drri*rer:teS
g~omtrtes de coiure misas ) notra disposition par 1cc Meseres stir balance.

La r6seltat ascompt6 flit obtene acec ene gtrnm!tri'te vet luet qpt, Inrs rite- M(Errures cur c'c,
a donne las rdsri 1tate inciLl S ians 1-- p lartelr 14. Lerr r6seltatc d rip r1le Ilihre (tlterts .3aeu- la ntrecel li
geacatrta sant dOnflos dJarts la ptla)nceI r IqLI'ii fatrt enaparier i la plonare )2 ;it rIE'.1 jceirt !CA en ma! li$
concerns le phr nacfane obtene uP lver.I? geicernesl lrn-cri rho et. pri lecri e liac :L1 VillUt1 Ell. '3 ftie list
plus plate jmats cet tleart peit (ltre at trtt ar. fatt ( pe stir 1 aciort. I a' fill 'ie .' me 't' p. Il vetlit

stabilirrd.e n'etait pasr encore atteinte.

7.4 - Eitdc comrlt~ta ule vr-ille litre.

Apo ,s obtention de cer premier~ sl itat cnue acetraipr,e+Croi ILea 1-55d4! CC ! Ceat;iL rE ae
la coilere "Reynolds".

Las rdrrultats de cette tncesttpatii cont donn, c larre la Ia 'italie it. It ;rILTtir'I- iltd i,i'' tr -ie
constatattona itrpotantes peccant Atrc faiter.

En premier lieu noes coyons uPe lane tin Intraine rip geeC~vernecs (ri'at 1letir-5 acne.'P reeFtretlt ,
criiler trds plates (8 =-10') at tr?rr rapidac (1 c./t actor ) !rnt otcccvEe c; ICes cci lea-se' tnt'
PIUS5 s4ct'es pee ceiles de I'avton, mats cola ne conctitLJe pasr tin rl(,5aclanrdl car It, Jrenaie "ejrr,,'i~
plate' troeve6 en snefflarie n'a pasr el( explncP, stir l'avton.

La deexi ,me cemacqee importante conncerne 1 '6tendee J Icdoraine der, ,ouvernpes l 'rt i4,'AC;
la crille se perpetee oe se maintient longtemps ; ce rinmaine raceicre, ntr presqe la Petalil :t,'( -
des goecernes jen d'arrtrac teries lt'rr oseibi litoc le sortie cent diiilee. ou fatir err. K ela euI-'-' 1""

problomes de l'acton.

Enfin troirrig'me remarrienp, lj'apr c la i n Kle Idetilt ltK' Ifuis) I'> r, rct' 1

naxistent pee ci:

a) La direction ect tense centre r onrin, lfi'P~rti ;, T. iii, r>Ka:''t~r
et le manchLe erst pdrrsct Ia ri'ip re iv tr~~r' tC 1tt'r

a) Et ci, en phis lec ailerns a lers 'mje IICI '5.'Pa

scent mis Acec trrtgtne tat til err c

Noe~s noes troecons ainsi decant tin ccc (il trin'et (I' ii1jF I " le17c it u' te" i

nWaction I' une goecerne let done la enneignel change, poero in mae ivirn, e 1'," 1t aa' 'r 1 t ril

Ainci, lors de la crille critiqe de 'avinn, le pltt, cc 'titri, a.
la coefflerie I troeceas sec la maqeatte "nrtgine" et ilefinit go r Cettrp wt, 'Ar .Itl- tI
applique5 la consigne totala pari-~ttant i-Ia caincre tie cr111i rit)ite.

Fn conclusion, Icc escaic en coefflerte aver laj neiqirreI "Reynt itie" ont Iwrcal oIt cc trneorI 1,a

crti lep tncontrglde de 1 acion ;mats ces eccaic art aIti mritrt' pj Ia enLIffl1iet r'iva piac forrlit a..
pi Iota Ia totalW det>ri, infermatiors ciceptiblc tie ctle r 1acot ile. ; (,I tis r5txoctpment la eC'ru4lette
acat t donod, toes ranceignemente ca lable Iour lnr cntri'r Linoe vrri' I ilt..., ,,,141,; on val &E-cle, darre ltc .
totalitit poer caincre mne crillei plate.

-Rcmdraue Pour lei raternci Irien co~rleeils,1 rt' n rnjftinlr i liar! er leet nOirrts Ie

plirs tnt.;rpscants pLriV 1'aciOn , Ki cave)r I ,1 crc1r11 Irl irre rtle v.yene ' rn>: t

i c lpit fera I 'ob)jet tde pa-ragracphe 'I).

elnanridant tie ijireIqirac eceacs faits avec. cot lhare Peynolci;ila'ri I e~, ivera'' C;

lg.Cmrirt noes potircne ",galement reproititre hi cr1 lie Ilii .efrn 'i t it' I' ix'i'

c'tFst-i-cire la crtlla [)titie sarte irtileit

P nes ipielipes eccati ii Icilral~nae. cterr,,rtii' JI'iJI)I ttC tint' ' e'' "iE'It t

pntir remdrlter ) I 'effet Reynnlrle. rr"altmitll irs) iaitP7',-l
forme's tie cril le pee 1 'actirt act sn:iat-tnt ti'l' 'if, iitt'atE-rttl

q 1 l P/ae rairi trnc /t~wler' Fii n ri

ir lemarrin dli c(trtrI t t'r, nitie .ictrtt Ol tiC6 Ili 'iai e C mcli + E tiIt t ' i. t Ci' i t

(pillC t ,e Ia cti re "Neynlie"1 afin n'iilimtni'r tirtit trie~( 'Ifi yrIII' I i'' i I I'

prlarni 1'', ninnttre Linet nettit aaC 11 aittirnl1

LoI!! Ie I M'liticat--' itttir.ir Inn ilr ]w; e . t itlC t I i t it iii') 11W 'rieVi' rI'

I r cI r 'i''' nt r."r t p pi. ieea, I (I criic 1-''' :If, ar 1' ' 'tesi If' Cit1 it' 1-i 'il

'i if rt rr !po dortci n i st' i' rrtr' ~,r, hi I,; .... t. ''t'r 1.1 111. pjI! i t 1

r'i'e'l'ii.' t I fn tf-ir~ 'tint, ti "i 'ite .
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Ces @carts nous ant conduits 3 modifier progressivamant notre m~thode dPassais, ainsi d'aiilaeu-s
qua notra faqon d'inturpr~tar las r~sultats da soufflerie. A titre d'exempla, et compta tenu des rtsultatc
du moto-planeur, les essais da vrilla hebre sont maintenant prtsc~d~s de masures sur balance at cela pour
tflutLs las macluattes d'avions l6gers ;en affet si naus concidtbrons qua la vrille d'un planeur peut, la
plus, 6tra affect6 par 1'affat Reynolds, certains r~sultats PJASA at IMFL ont montr6 qua les avions lc~gars
classiquas n'6taiant pas A3 l'abri da tels prubl~mas.

C - MOVELISATION ET SIMULATION DE LA MRILLE PLATE.

Au cours de cas dernidras ann~es, ant 6t6 effactuts 3 l'IMFL sur uno mgma iraquetta d'avcon
d'armas, A la fois des essais de vrille libre an soufflaria vertirale at des measurac cur montages dynami-
ques du torsaur atrodynamique global.

Or. sur cette maquatte, an a retrouv6 an vrille libre, una vrilla plate at rapida. Sur la bdsa
des r~sultats da mesures obtenus sur balance en coufflarie, nous avons donc assayr o'Acrira un mndt le
atrodynamique. d'an identifier las principaux coefficients at de ratrouver en simulation la vrilla plate
at rapide reconnue hors des lancers manuals 2) la souftlaria verticala. Caci dans l'objactif dassayer da
corrtsler, A travers un modtla a6rodynamique limit6 at adapt(, au domaine, do la vrille plate. las mecuras
exp~rimantales sur balance avec le mouvement retrouv6 sur maquetta en vol libra.

L'inttr~t d'une recherche de comprehension des ph~nominas lids 5 la vrille plate rtssida dans la
fait qua ces vrilles cant las plus critiques, souvant irrdcuptrailes par Ia jeu des gouvernas convention-

nle.Au cours de cat expose. nous prenterons succassivemant

1) Las r~sultats exp~rimentaux an souffleria.
2) La modtla aisrodynamique.
31 Las rtsultats de simulation.

r - R~suZ tote exPepimne aux.

Montages dynruiques.

L'Institut de Mdcanique des Fluidas est dote da deUx mo~ntages parmottant d'effect.uer des assais
dynamiquec jucqu'aux tris grandes incidences dans la Inmaine incompressible.

La premier prtsentft (pl.iB) ast up montage touLrnant install dnans !a coufflerie verticala do
4 m. de diambtra at permettant d'effectuar des mesuras de coafficients en rotation continue.

Ce montage est particuliurement adapt(3 ) simular la vrtlle pujisqu'il pprmet d'offectuer dec
taijx de rotation importants autour du vetaur vitasse jusqu'aux trls grandac incidenices.

La second pr(tsentt# (pl.
19
) est un montage doascillationc forctoc install6 dans la coufflerie

ncrizcntale da lIIIFL at qut parmat natamment las oscillations an roulis at taingaga jusq," .90' dlinci-

zlance.

.1o Ique t te.

La mi iwt to it ill ;e oat inp miciuatta Oavnyon I 'armes de typo. gteneral. prasaentant notanant
lo rai i sti oI g'

t
nmttrique~ts sijivartos a: a en flAcho pr'" I v.oni lure !)asse at find

z2 Foraio r mo'Itore tcurnarlt.

as, ons-i;- s.,r Ii tralanca riAjti ye unt 615( offactu(-s i ijnc vi tease 1, -32 in/c, soit tin nomrrOr IP
Reynnl, is par rapprt) Ii curiop 1. iC [G00. La programmsie. riialise; pour I' autras njoc.tifs, cnuvrait un
large Innalne IP vol ot noP mpa, qu'n !rombre d'esaais limit6 mealirac pair pas da dix dagrds an

inrnidenco ~ ~ ~ ' . nI-2 ain I r[ dagr(ta. Dlea exarMs on Itrapage nnt aglwrnt ntO effpctrits par pas
do -11 degj- a. [ccj rcrjac~jp valour dU couplel ( k , 1,, ls macices ant. O'tt fai tea on statiqia at en

rota' inn cc'r~i*o, prr jr trnis valeijra distinctes do (ItV

fP-icj Ies r alairis do, cunmulift6, propreps i la macit lisatlon, Jr's coca htnts exptrimentaux fournis
stint lea ra 1"i ', ceffi cient'; adrodynamiquocS en cptre lit, aui vent f.I,1 a K, I-,a at los coefficients

do sinmant an repicra maqiaette I~ , P *IF . Nnris pr(dsantnirs las r('srltats d&esaais e n ossayant uOe d(gagor

'Influjencep rli rnIrqe variab le, 2 avaic strrcces9iverrnt. I incidence,, le dtrapaga at la rotation cnnti1mw.

a Variations enr forctini de 'inri ence.

[a remarcriia ha plus nataire en ccp qui rnncerna ha variation des cneffirctents via-,)-viat de
act 1 aiirariliIon P'upa impnrtanrrt dlanntinrii t dws vaherirs dij mont rp lacat Pt In la forrm lattrale

. pour ire? vahe~ur de I incidence com)7pris entre 42I ot 60 logc{'s (phl.2W).

Aij vii 1i' nombraux r(tsultats exphrrinrtaux tint. frany;als (I~ WI UF PAT *.. I1 qu'(,tranger (NASA . . .
ratte I scunntiu!tA rnrrespnnnl A rjn effet lcin rnnnu [a imninle avanit



* :ette discontinit V sefttle )pparaTttre SimttltarrFnt stirl C et C
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* Ic valeurs de E.y e t F sent de mArie cigne

*le moment die roul is (tI rests, quant Ji ILii, de trtic faible amplitude. Cette asyrwiftrie
attrittude ) l'existenre de vortex dissymitriq2s.j ilveac; du nsz tie l'avion (4). Cette
structure W@coulemsnt cr~e unn importante force tie pression lattraie nont Is point df'appli-
cation se trotive A) proximit6 de l'ace longittiial et )i lavant dn la maquette.

Au-del, tie cette djicsyt*3trie. le metterit tie lacet redevient en module beauceup plus faible.

Par centre, le mome~nt de tangage meste quant )3 lul conctammernt nuigatif, dicreiscant en fonctien
tie l'incitience, et de module tr ,,s important cempar6. au] moment tie lacet.

[tar ailleurs, noes donnons (p1.21) le trac6 de la polaire de cette maq'tettc rqui, nus le verrnc
plus loin, jousra ein r~le important dans la moddlication de la vrille plate.

av Variations en ,'bnotion Ao ddrapage.

['lusieurs principaix rdseltats a experience peuvent 9tre resemids ainci

- Les paramAres longitutJinauLx ( Cxa *' a , Cm so trouvent relativement peu intluono--s par in

di rapage, to. t. au momns tant qtue celii-ci ne dtipasse pas, en modcele 161 degris.

- Le moment te. meults, par contre, d~pend fortement de la valedir CU Aeirapage t-,umme le 'sontre
la planche 22 oi l'on p'eet veir qp, jusqudx tr ,s gmandes incidences, Le reste linc~aire en eonctie"

*l f la diriv(e F M conservant stir ein large domaine d 'incidence uine valeer quasi -toectante et restart

Lie toute fayen n( gaqtive :l1effet "di ?dre" est coneervt] jesqu'A) 130 degrtc d'incidence,

- Lec coefficients, P et C nsent, eux aucci, jesqu'aex tris grandes incidences, fort dependants

do d rdcpdge cermic r,;es le mertt"'nt les piancoirs "'3 et 241. L-ail leurs Ci cc sejet deux faits importants
petivent Otre net(ds.

* Les ti ,riv, ec FnP et Cy, c sannient et citingent de cigne cimeltandiment pour une valour

!P de ! 'tt e .3 ;ior> * A partird ce r~tto i leJnt-, I'effet 'girotiette" ttispamnTt et in 'm'3.:.'ttt
evtertt instinl 1'[1 373n p

La dIincontintitA trouvde A0nul exicte encore lorsqu'il y a du ddrapage et agit dane ie m~ne
5005s lee prdcs'drMeot. drt petit itoneidf'rer qpe I 'en a ici siperpocition de dpcx effets, 1 'effet de rtsra-
page et 'elui d-: pointe avant. La courbe obtenee A) 0 = 0 pouvant en premi~re approximation 8tre cenc-doroE-
comlfe ln ctrbe moyenoe die cele A J3 = *10' et i=- 10'. De plus, noes pouvons concidtrer qjue les
c-oefticierts aux tr ,s grands9 angles varient linedairemer.'. avec le dc-rapage.

a Variations en foeotion de fle/V.

La rotation impoctie L) la maquette ect une rotation centr~e ser It, centre 6' inertie acteir tI.
vecteur vitesse. Au coers d'un tour incidence et dcsrapage sent donc constants. Seir ln plancito 25 nnus
pouons noter Ia ti6 pendance de moment de laost vis-A-vic de in rotation. Stijr cette figere, nous pouvons
rdiStingu'~r groscibroment trois Zones d'incbdence nit in. cempertemont de V' semhie dif'rent

*La 'one n7. a est intdristir A3n degrtire i' incidence. Pans cette rtgfirn, Ie ceomportemeit en,
lacet pettt trn's tint, se traiduire grice A n modrle lininire cemportant les dtVrbvdes de stabi litt<
dynamiqes ciassitittes : e t ( C

1-a zotte comprise entre 36 et t66 degr ,s d'incidlence o6 penile qee Snit Ia vaicrtr At, vlE',
on refrotivo 1'asymn(trie de I 'Acoulerrent et In discontineitt5 troevdee en statiqite. Pans cette zent

t
, n

atteint .tn minimm nits alentours de 50' poer tine valetir comprise entre .12 et .15,.

[rtf'in i zone Lips toes grandos Incidences nit in moment revinrt en module 7, tins valilers

t'..,coift pits- tabies. Pans cetto rdgien in d('pentiacop vbs-i-vis di' nl t1V appara~t cenmplexe et surtrtt

r'irl, ) 1' fju41tier cair len mnrsrnts tie ltnt corrospoodants coot petits, in ddfterminatit, o tiikrivt'es
!in)'t toinoe t. virintittn atissi titroit. estf tr's sensitile atix breits tie mesieo Noutti vtti'1nns I',t II tion

ItO1i')n ti' " pour, lati' vril in plate et rapiitit, 1Ic moment ti eect asereDijtramitmte net en valeer itisoiui?
Sr" s, En! Pie *Mins sa vaIriation, -,a tiF~pontinn vi s-A-el stie variabiles d 'LKtait, jotin in rAln imnportant line

'5;iilrfl.t vrille.

?') Fpseni en oe'iilatonr fo- r,

I o motrtage talarnce mntantive ftivitrite crtttmititiiment, darts lit Iontn It-' ii in'cillIt pl(itt,. 1-i
<1ts Ift Iacet par rnipprtrt tiwt ates !- iser reo rrt'tton. -ol les-ci tint ionnr'. (it totutrq lt r

p1Ttt'5rte1 ~ Line itrir (? ltitl icatitrto ru'sctffitnrts tie stti11. orretptonnt!, ''' I 't'crr'rc 1

tnt lc-ntalce do' m tic tiami'tre tie I ' (Ml I . r' mintogo p.retet tieEfecttiefr, tist1.te 11- It' n0,ittrni'1t, tie 1-50
,man'tt''t; lnt nit rtics, 1333 rist' 1 ialtittrttt , tie n gui' it Iii' rrtit Is- (l . V)) .

I t',! te meni t if? c' iis ttt'* 311 3- In dwit Eir lin t' t', i w r it i '-,1 .' 1 in .i it'
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II - Mod~lisaticn de la vrilte plate.

A partir des donn6es earodynamiques prdssnt~es pr~c~demoent. nous avoos essay6 d'Prriro
modele prenant en compte les pnincipaux effets adrodynamiques dens le domains do la vrillepl.

Meis lobjoctif fix6 Otait surtout d'esseyer do d~gager certains facteurs structur~ES _mpcrraots
dens uin tel mod~le earodynamique. Ce mod -le tente donc do traduiro sob~metiquement los csractexis9tiqu;es
essentie lies.

Nouc acons dano 6t6 amengs ) faire une c~rne d'hypoth ,sos. certeines d'ontrs slos tionount
aussi A la limitation du nombro do mecuros offectu~ee ot do la quantit6 o'informetione disponioloc.

Les efforts drodynamiquoc sont supposfs 6trs is superposition do diff~roots offots nion c!icrinctc

. A'effot de l1incidonos I ce perambtre oct fondamentel. Los r~sultets do mesuro obtonuc on
statique. en fonction us lincidonce, cont consid~r~ss comme des fonctions A part ontitre Ci [a). Ocur

cheque coefficient los courbos C xi ((t ) sont tabul~os, mises on re~moirs ot utilis~ss comme uine tcnnuep
earodynamique do base.

* L'offet do derapago.

Comme nouc i'svons signalA pr~c~demment. dens is domaino qui nous intbrosse, l'sffet du cisra-
page pout 6trs conciddrP comme lin~airo. Il interciont donc par l'internddiairo d&une dorivie preni .re.

* Loeffot do Is rotation do vriile.

Nous avons vu, A travers los courbes expdrimeotaes do Cn (p1.2t5). qu'il (;tait clifficile Jn
distioguer loeffet do la rotation aux trec grandes incidence s. Los diffirontes veurs do coofficiont
do moment rostant so module petitos. emp~chont uine identification ou roAms joe lind arication. Il ~ii
pour cola oine trigs grands pricicion do mosors ot qoand bien m~ne y arrivorait-o, qjUo is prohifos 0.

choix du mooile do representation so pocorait encore. Or, ii oct eividormnt necescaire do Lion, rre'Jre
on compte los caractirictiquos du moment do laet lorsqus Peon veut pouvoir ciculer uns virille plate
et rapide stable, et Iliotroduction dens is modhie do simpies tormes di~riv(2c par rapport A !a rotation
no cont pee apparuc catisfaicants pour simulor Joe vrille plate et rapido.

Nous scone dooc ecsayc' do modEilisor l'effot do is rotation an partant do considerations
physiques et en effoctuant certaines hypothicos.

Tout d'abord l'offet do is rotation cur is moment do iscet oct suppoce Ptro is superposition Is
deux ph~nom ,nes diff~reote

.Jo effet d'amortisssment dol notameot A3 la presence do fuselage et do ]a deFrive, leQuol pe~t
en premi ?ro approximation Atro consid~r6 lin~aire.

doU effet dC a la variation d'incidooce cuivant loovergune lorequs is voiluro oct en rotation.
En offot. cheque section do I'ailo acanceote voit Lino incidonce locals d'autant plus faibis quoolo se
trouce prtc do i'sxtrgmit6. tandic qo'incersemoot cur lails reculants liocideoce locale croit.
Coonaissant Is polairo do profil on pout alone caiculor los efforts eanodynamiquss locaux et on dduir2
par int~gration los couples r~culteots. Ceci recisot A faire ihypothicse do l'6coulomont par tranchos.
Lioo m~thodo analogue a diii., par is pasci. 6t6 utilicie. notammeot par Cisuort ot Knight afin osexpliqusr
los ph~nomines d'eutorotatioo d'aile souls.

Meis par ailleurs. fauto do doonss airodyosmiques cur lee profilc. 0003 acooc (At( amenis A3
utiliser pour cos celculs Is polairs do )a maquetto mesurfo en coufflonie, ce oui roviont

- d'une pert A coosid(Srer quo is 1/2 scion gauche et le 1/2 avion droit ont mgne pr-lsiro (one
tolls hypoth~se serait plus d~licats dens is rigion d'incidence o6 l'6coulsmoot st apparo fortoment
dissym~triqus),

- d'autre part A consid~ron quo l'effst do Is rotation pout 6tre traduit en pronsot pour cheque
section is sAme poleire, cello mesur~s globalement cur is maquette. Cotte hypothise st diccutablo maic
n'a toutefois 6t6 utilicie quo parce quo l'oo so troucait dens is domains des trtc grandec incidencec,
16 o6 l'6coulement st complLitemeot dfcroch6.

Le mod~le earodynamique utilis6 st pr~ssotis plencho 26. Tous lee tsrmses do co modbls corros-
pondent ) des coefficients d(3ric~s nt (5t6 idontift~s. A partir des mosurs expirimeotalec. pen ls
mfthode des moindrec carrs.

nI - Simulation.

Acant do presenter lee n~sultets de simulation, il concisot do priceoter oin PnIi p1lus prdoicenent
les r~sultets exp~rirrentaux obtenus sun la maquetto so cnille libro.

Rdaultats de vrille Librs.

Dens un grand domains des gmcennes on notnoucs on col libre dane inscouffisnis corticals do
1'IMFL doux pnincipaux typos do ph(inom~nos.: - ]a cniIlo plate Pt rapido stable,

- des crilles A agitations dicergenitos.
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-oF jr t U 3no mr][ con, it 3 i I P oentii j , tt ii tit i -r30i ;)usit i i i ie !,t. o vtnfl t .s It, c,, l p. tn - , r ''-.

retnctiven en function i IsF con Iiit ions Iiit i i inc; I, awe I3O ioio- du lanter -ini u
1 

o7, -r nI I. ',- c
vti 1,2~ 5tat-l., 1 inC tO i- 0 03. tuijj ir-, entro "' lor 'K i F ,2 t 3.3. !t roti 1 A '.

*,iors pir 55LclniI, 0025 o oittitr ic irioottnn; d? no' t~a('o, ett no

A partin dlu modl .. tor-33l Ise'ot 3n3ly'"'' -- 1P ;n ,i.t o3' t r '

Ae 1la m'-can ique f pI. ,' 'I et oltt'n r- I'-vo I itt in t3?l'riiurE I In? .1 t)utoolos 1 r PSaV : - ..c:. :

resultats relati s 'lux eFfic~iids in 'iuvenos, 1101s ol'CIvc ni 1Cindy , ",i- (,1F C-. 0' -'..

tout 31n oPcutre, i'influoncoeo ron lcriti tinrli Ii' liir.r onsr it, s, tai !', ;u11 Ii rl ' t

L~an s I onq it i (i, 1 4 i Ii t nr o n I'lis 1Pt la1CoP.t 5C, is j p .312 .3 'in- A')I'
.!'incidence Our ii voiiirp iiitntviennnent. IFr cnn -ni sont nil.. 1w" ;.!-inti ,'-.

3
- - wi I

on statiqe. Mats, rappoluils-be, C33tt3 pI~ir TP' a1 ,'tt' "iS3F 0, Os-on . ' ' .1 i:3'23 --

Ins in rrot in b a megno polairo ein nhdapue soction 0 'atl InPst ic ii Ti±i' "t ' tU

qu'*ii ost wnossairno pour lo nalcuo !.' avoi IF o c333 FOnuie valow,: npr- lo tn1'n.?: r - -; r

et U : n:us avons offoc tut la simuilaion pour cdons 31135 00 clilirno ;tI, c.0355 of; et I.sS

s,,r la planone 2i1, tout en3 passant pan It's mgi-ies points tip' Fitsure, 14' I -.i't iu-0 1nr-> w,:, tn'

grantis ang les.

O~r, pour los dens cas, nous retrouvons en simulation un nornportemint 'wrt :-e Fnt

* lDons le premier cas ( polairo 11 , iiioI les que soient les con :- tic7ns in ti1c son' us 1

maqoette on 02 netroove pas de vrille stable.

* Bans le second nas ( po laire "2) noos retrouvons toot Poor Ur' 1-on er .:sto Uri ~ ~c~
6Aqiilibre stable de vriile plate et rapide. De plus on note 'g.aiornlent on sir'ul it'' -n nUrF nnI'c .

mouvement obteno vis-.ii-vis des conditions de lancer:

- pour oin lancer plot et rapidle, on rotrolvo oine vri I lo I:la~n it (I ,d ni: I tn~
et stable. Cette vrilie est Men nalme comea lo montre la plannon 219 t 1'si ' It' ra,-t~
tr~s faibile, mais non nulle (de 1'ordiro do -I']1. Cetto caracttristi. 2o' ost tr-ls I iile 1is.F
partir dies films Je vnillo libre, cela nlcessiterait oine instrumentation Li2 la mraqu;ette a' n-i-

- si le lancer est on pe momns plot Pt on peo momns rapile, Ia mnfluitte ittei't la"i-'-
vrille, mats le mon~vement comporte de ldpjres agitations stables elmes a.-ssi (p1.-

- enfin, pour oin lancer encore rioins plot et moins rapide,Ia vrille con-pontii soc 1:rtnnr
agitations de tangage et de roolis, lesqoelltes font diverger vors la sortie (pl.~

Ces rfsoltats appollent qoelfines remargoes

- tUne bonne de-finition 08 la polaire esl ni~cessaire dens notre noSt in potun Fcnl! n '§" Stn-pto

correcteisent 1 'effet de la variation .0 incidence doe A la rotation et re~trouvenj Ui , ji I it-rn qta: lo ItC

vrille plate et rapide.

- Pans los dens cas on pout, poor difftirentes valeors de 13 rotation et lio l'i Cit'LI ' ALJ
c.d.g.. calcoler los couples indoits par in variation d'incidence en envergoro. Nous Ir-onsO0, -e 5i301.

son Ia planche 29 les valeors en terme de coefficient du moment antoor do ventoon vitesse J? a-u

les dons cas de polaire. F-n comparant les dens planciies -9.A et 29 .8, noos outvons voir que- Ie poin-t
il'd5qotlibre de vrille plate retrniiv9 (750 d'incidonnop, 7?P'-"/sl. les vnlours diu couple no2 son't noi'
sensiblement difffrontes. elles sont doilliirs dans les dens :as nd;gatives5. Par -ontre outo.in InE cc

point, la valeor do gradient par rapport ) diffbre compi ,tement. P 'obtention, dons le nas 00,P la p 'loire
P dWone ddniv(!e locaie Ci. do signe controire an seiis dle la vriiie, ilonn olppose Ai (oLji .10Cl
Jtoait oin role stabilisant stir la vnille.

flai lleons, noos montrons en annese, quo cette cairactnt~rstiioo pent 8tno retronvee on onirisant
1 dqootion ons petit, moovements autoor OI'Ln otnt Wf qoi ilire de vri lie plate..

TV - Conclusion.

Ceotodo ntti oist ividormiont pH i'in prenieor las, vors tin( modo lisition ot Line sin.-iatitin di ,
vri lie plato ot rapide prenant tin coerpli' Ii piri-nonono dons son int'rallt'. llopeudar-t. le noS1 ,i it ici,
blen flue simpliffA., a quond m~me pinmis; do notrLvor jno vriIlo unlto et raia tile, ot a l'autre haIrt
mis I'*accent son oine caract(dni!-stiiii-lililolii Ilonlt dosLii e t fapon i rnjxrtante l asttilt
de lo vrille plate.

Iertalnes hypothi-sos tit; i'idt'P ii' t3onr Pit fly-n Ilvto!- lis ii5oi't (I'lintdlo A1it 1' 10 lsi)iniiIUt-
pins niche, co qoi pormettral t don miens t'tiiilon I.i fiabt (ittl! Me.. 514i ii' 03 .. so" in tic v-il itn . "-I un
tel modole se rtv'-lo siiiceitilo t10 Tilpiot'5ittoi It, Iplw-iomtn 3!c V13'vl(t i'iat . i i'5t alt-is t'i' oal'
We~n t-or rdps inseigiioients, tnt5, 1'ltf05ilq .iiitant 11J.- 10 Vnii Iii--(ti- ot. ropl~ It' n-stnt-- t-''
sniivc'nt tin cmractt-re ilnngoreii poulr (a1 dii~ o 113 I o133 t 10 1 'ivIonii
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Ainsi par exemp le. I 'effet dou gauchi ssement, 01i se revis l t rts imypojrtant stir one t"l Is v pills1 ,
pourrait troover son explication dans is miodi~le o Ln lDrarptags des atilerons revenrant 7.i moifier ssnsirlement
Ie profil. dione la polaire sun one section rinnn(is ds la vojilore. Lh rtem. lecffet :irn-a~itaticis ties
ailerons. qui apparalt parfois en vrille plate et rapids, pourrait corrr;pndre ). Ur, 1ffet destahlilisa'nt
dO 3) la moification do terms Jcit i.1 tO'P Il, point i'&-rjoilions. es api atiric rrIoov:it. par ailI Isrs,
faire diverger la vrille et engager la sortie.

Enfin d'autres applications pratiqoss sont erivisageanles s otjvent lsextrme so-canrto' ds la arillo,
plate et rapids emp~chs toots sortie qUelle que soit Ia position ties gouvsrnes. 11 ::nrisnt done Ose trovsr
en souffleris verticals, one moification gdomdtriiirre ds la maqoette rermettart tic, rehOP saine uris tel ic
crille. One tells modification pourrait alors AtreL aigoil I~e par on reodi.L aedroojhamifos prsnarrt siffisir'-
ment en compte les phdnomtnss physirioss essentiels.

(1) Overview of stall-spin technology
A{AA paper - J.R.Chambers - NASA 11-13 Ao~lt idir0.

(2) General aviation stall-spin workshop
%ASA 3-4 Septembre 1980.

(3) La cnille et leurs essais
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DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL AEROELASTIC STABILITY TESTING
OF THE XV-15 TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

by
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U.S. Army Aviation R&D Command
Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California 94035, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

For the past 20 years, a significant effort has been made to understand and predict the structural
aeroelastic stability characteristics of the tilt rotor concept. Beginning with the rotor-pylon oscilla-
tion of the XV-3 aircraft, the problem was identified and then subjected to a series of theoretical studies,
plus model and full-scale wind tunnel tests. From this data base, methods were developed to predict the
structural aeroelastic stability characteristics of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft. This paper
examines the predicted aeroelastic characteristics in light of the major parameters effecting rotor-pylon-
wing stability; describes flight test techniques used to obtain XV-15 aeroelastic stability; presents a
summary of flight test results; compares the flight test results to the predicted values; and presents a
limited comparison of wind tunnel results, flight test results, and their correlation with predicted values.

1. BACKGROUND - PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The XV-3 Tilt Rotor Aircraft, shown in Fig. 1, identified a problem of possible rotor-pylon-wing
instability during maneuvers in the airplane mode. During the 1962 NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel
test of the XV-3 aircraft, a sustained rotor-pylon oscillation was encountered. An extensive program of
analyses and model testing was begun to investigate the low frequency rotor-pylon oscillation phenomenon,
and the results are reported in Refs. I and 2. The objectives of these investigations were to provide a
physical understanding of rotor-pylon stability, and to establish means of assuring stable configurations
for the XV-3 and future tilt rotor VTOL designs. The sustained oscillation (decreased damping) was gen-
erated by destabilizing rotor forces that, at high inflow angles, could become significant in determining
the coupled rotor-pylon stability. Figure 2 illustrates the forces acting on a rotor and pylon system
during steady pitching motion. A complete description of this phenomenon is described in Ref. 1, but, in
brief, the destabilizing moment is generated by the H forces that add to produce a hub shear force in the
direction of the pylon pitching rate. The destabilizing moment is directly proportional to blade inertia,
the number of blades, mast length, airspeed, and is inversely proportional to rotor radius squared. The
results of these analytical and model testing programs defined the major parameters that can affect rotor-
pylon-wing stability. These major parameters, and their affects on aeroelastic stability, are outlined
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. MAJOR PARAMETERS AFFECTING ROTOR-PYLON-WING AEROELASTIC STABILITY

Parameter Affect Comments

High pylon Stabilizing Increasing the pylon stiffness increases the frequency of
mounting the pylon oscillation so that the rotor cannot follow, and
stiffness the rotor mode of oscillation remains highly damped.

Swashplate/ Destabilizing Rotor controls must be isolated from pylon motion to prevent
pylon coupling destabilizing forces that are generated when the rotor plane

is disturbed.

Delta three Destabilizing The use of negative delta three control reduces maneuvering
control induced rotor flapping, but has a destabilizing effect on

rotor-pylon-wing stability

Rotor elastic Stabilizing Spring restraint on rotor flapping produces a stabilizing
flapping effect.
restraint

Wing mode Destabilizing Wing beam and torsional degrees-of-freedom produce a de-
effects stabilizing effect by lowering the pylon stiffness and

consequently the pylon natural frequency.

Increasing Destabilizing Increasing airspeed is destabilizing because it is accom-
airspeed panied by increasing destabilizing rotor forces at high

in-flow angles.

Increasing Stabilizing Increasing rotor thrust has a stabilizing effect because it
rotor thrust has the effect of increasing pylon stiffness.

Increasing Destabilizing Increasing rotor rpm is destabilizing because the increase
rotor rpm in rotor angular momentum produces an increase in proces-

sional moments resulting in greater rotor destabilizing
forces.
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2. PREDICTED XV-15 STRUCTURAL AEROELASTIC STABILITY

The technology base derived from the earlier analytical and model testing programs made it possible
to predict the structural aeroelastic stability of the XV-15 Rotor Research Aircraft with a high degree
of confidence. The validity of these predictions were then evaluated by additional model and full-scale
tests. The results of these tests are presented and discussed in a later section of this paper.

The XV-15 predictions produced by the Bell Helicopter Company were based on a linear analysis (BHC
Proprotor Stability Analysis, DYN4), and a nonlinear analysis (BHC Proprotor Aerolastic Analysis, DYN5)
techniques. The DYN4 and DYN5 analysis techniques are described in Ref. 3. The DYN5 program is an ex-
panded version of a math model and computer program developed for the Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory
and is described in Ref. 4.

The XV-15 predictions produced by the NASA-Ames Research Center are presented in Ref. 5, and updated
predictions are presented in Ref. 6.

The predicted rotor-pylon-wing stability characteristics of the XV-15 in airplane mode are presented
in the root locust format in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. Bell predictions for the symmetric and asymmetric
modes are presented in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. The NASA-Ames predictions for the symmetric and
asymmetric modes are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. They both show:

1. Low frequency, highly damped rotor modes.

2. High frequency, lightly damped pylon modes.

3. Low frequency, lightly damped wing modes.

These predictions are also compared to flight test results as a function of damping ratio (4) and air-
speed.

Differences in the predicted damping levels for the various modes may result from differences in
the analysis techniques. These differences are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2. ANALYSIS DIFFERENCES

Bell Helicopter
(linear analysis) Government

Wing motion
Discrete masses, inertias and springs NASTRAN mode shapes (all six components)
which are coupled to match the 6 fun-
damental wing modes and pylon pitch
and yaw modes

Rotor blade lag motion
Purely inplane, rigid body rotation Coupled inplane/out-of-plane bending modes of
about offset hinge with spring that elastic blade
represents first in-plane cyclic mode

Rotor aerodynamics
Analytical integration over rotor disk, Numerical integration over disk, using lift-
using single lift-curve slope value curve slope based on local angle-of-attack and
(corrected for compressibility) Mach number
(ideally twisted blade @ 3/4 radius)

Axial flow and high inflow only Applicable to conversion and helicopter mode
flight also

Rotor dynamics
No blade torsion dynamics Coupled blade bending and torsion

Pitch/lag coupling calculated from Pitch/lag coupling calculated automatically
separate analysis

3. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

The XV-15 aircraft is powered by two Lycoming T-53 turboshaft engines, which have been uprated and
modified for both vertical and horizontal operation. The three-blade proprotors are 7.62 m (25 ft) in
diameter, and the blade twist is 45' from root to tip. The rotors are gimbal-mounted to the hub with an
elastomeric spring for flapping restraint. The winq span is Q.75 m (32 ft) from spinner to spinner, and
the aircraft is 12.8 m (42 ft) long, excluding the instrumentation boom. Aircraft dimensions are shown on
the three-view drawing in Fig. 7. Wing loading is 3687 n/m2 (77 lbs/ft2 ), and disc loading at the design
gross weight of 13,000 lbs. is 632 n/m (13.2 lbs/ft'). The XV-15 carries 669 kg (1,475 lbs) of fuel,
which allows a research flight of about 1 hour. It is equipped with LW-38 rocket seats which provide a
0-altitude/0-airspeed recovery capability for the crew.

The key design features and the reason for selection in the XV-15 design are listed in Table 3.

The XV-15 flight control system includes exciter actuators in the right-hand flaperon and right-hand
collective control systems to excite the modes shown in Fig. 8. Infllght structural aeroelastic stability
investigations used the flaperon exciter actuator to excite the wing beam and torsional symmetrical, and



TABLE 3. KEY XV-15 DESIGN FEATURES

Design Feature Reason for Selection

Torsionally stiff wing and stiff Ample stability margin at low technical risk
pylon-to-wing attachment

Forward-swept wing planform Ample clearance (12 degrees) for flapping in
severe maneuvers and gust encounters

Gimbaled, stiff-inplane, over- Proprotor loads not sensitive to flapping

mass-balanced proprotor

Air and ground resonance problems avoided

Blade pitch-flap-lag instabilities and stall
flutter problems avoided

Large tail volume, H configura- Good damping of Dutch roll and short-period

tion flight modes

asymmetrical bending modes. The collective exciter actuator was used to excite the wing chord symmetric
and asymmetric bending modes. Inflight use of these exciter actuators are shown and discussed in the
following section.

4. FLIGHT TEST TECHNIOLIES

Structural aeroelastic stability flight test evaluations were conducted at the contractor's Flight
Research Facility in Arlington, Texas, and at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards AFB,
California. These tests were conducted within the limits listed below:

1. Design gross weight of 5900 kg (13,000 lbs) and a neutral C.G. location.

2. At density altitudes of 1,500, 3,000, and 4,600 meters (5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 feet).

3. In airplane mode (pylons down and locked) within the true airspeed range of 170 to 296 knots.

4. At two rotor speeds of 98' (589 rpm) and 86% (517 rpm).

The XV-15 aircraft was predicted to have low frequency, lightly damped wing beam, chord and torsion
bending modes. The three techniques used to excite these modes are:

1. Atmospheric turbulence.

2. Exciter frequency sweeps.

3. Exciter frequency dwell/decay.

Strain gages, mounted on the left and right wing, measured the beam, chord, and torsional bending
response of the wing to the exciting force. The left and right gages were combined in a sum/difference
network to separate the symmetric and asyimmetric modes.

In the first technique, the aircraft was flown in moderate turbulence that provided a broad band
excitation force. Continuous time history records of the wing gages were taken while the aircraft was
flown in trimmed level flight in turbulence. The digital time history of the wing beam, chord, and
torsional bending data were then analyzed to determine the natural (or resonant) frequencies of the wing
structural modes, and to calculate the associated structural damping ratio for each mode. The method
used to analyze this data is the Random Decrement Signatures (RANDOMDEC) program described in Ref. 7.

In the second technique, the aircraft was flown in trimmed level flight while a constant amplitude
automatic frequency sweep from 1 to 10 Hz. was performed with either the flaperon or the collective
exciter. Again, continuous time history records were taken during the frequency sweeps. The data were
analyzed off-line using the RANDOMDEC program and/or a modal analysis technique developed by the Grumman
Corporation.

The third method used the frequency dwell/decay technique. In this technique, the pilot flew the
aircraft in trimmed level flight or descending wind-milling (power off) flight, and the copilot tuned
the selected exciter to the desired frequency and amplitude as dictated by the on-line monitoring in the
ground control room. Once the exciter was tuned to the desired wing bending mode, it was turned on and
the mode excited at a constant amplitude and constant frequency. Once the desired mode was excited, the
exciter was turned off, and the excitation decay was qualitatively evaluated in the control room before
the test was repeated. These decays were later analyzed off-line using an interactive computer program
to obtain frequency and damping values. This interactive program is discussed in Ref. B and described
in detail in Bell Helicopter Company Report 299-099-898.

Figures 9 through 12 present examples of the dwell and decay technique for the symmetric and asym-
metric modes, with and without the sum and difference on-line anal 'ysis technique. For example, Fig. 9
presents a frequency dwell at 3.3 Hz., and a decay response of the symimetric wing beam bending mode with-
out using the sum-and-difference technique. As shown, both the right and left beam bending modes are
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excited. The right wing beam bending load is higher than the left, because the flaperon exciter is oper-
ating on the right wing only. crom these traces, it is difficult to determine if the symmetric or asym-
metric beam bending mode is excited.

Figure 10 is the same frequency dwell/decay record using the sum and difference technique. Comparison
of the amplitude of the two traces makes it apparent that the symmetric wing mode has been excited. The
positive damping of the symmetric wing beam bending mode is easily recognized by the shape of the decay
envelope in Fig. Q or 10. The sum and difference was only used to identify the wing bending mode. The
dwell-and-decay technique worked very well on the beam bending mode for three reasons. First, the damping
level is positive, but low, making it easy to excite the load. Second, the ambient noise level was low
(nonturbulent flight conditions), and the signal-to-noise ratio is high without abusing the structure with
excessively high exciter input forces. Third, the symmetric natural frequency of 3.4 Hz. was sufficiently
separated from the asymmetric natural frequency of 6.7 Hz. to prevent coupling of the two modes.

An example of coupled symmetric and asymmetric response is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11

presents a frequency dwell/decay record of the symmetrical wing torsion mode. Both the left and right
wing loads have a "beat" type response caused by the coupling of the symmetric and asymmetric modes which
have a natural frequency of 7.7 and 8.2, respectively, and are very close to the 1 per revolution frequency of
the rotor which is 8.6 Hz. Figure 14 presents the same dwell/decay record using the sum and difference
technique. Again, the sum and difference technique is used to identify which mode is excited, but the
damping level is not easily recognized because of the "beat" type response that still exists in the "sum"
trace.

The dwell and decay technique was the primary tool used to measure the aeroelastic stability of the
XV-15 aircraft. Its advantages are:

1. It provides a point-by-point evaluation of the aeroelastic modes.

2. It provides, in most cases, the opportunity to qualitatively evaluate the damping level at each
point.

3. Final calculations of natural frequency and damping are relatively easy using the analysis tech-
nique described in Ref. 8.

4. It is easy to abort a test (turn off exciter) if a problem is encountered.

Its disadvantages are:

1. It is time consuming to do a point-by-point evaluation.

2. It requires nonturbulent atmospheric conditions.

3. It requires extensive ground-to-air-to-ground coordination.

4. It was difficult to excite the desired symmetric or asymmetric modes because the flaperon and
collective exciter actuators were mounted only on the right wing and right rotor. In the future, the
exciters should be incorporated on both rotors and wings.

Data obtained by flying in moderate turbulence using the RANDOMDEC analysis method compared very well

with data from the dwell/decay technique as shown in Ref. 8. The advantages of this method are:

1. Tests can be conducted in turbulent air.

2. It is time efficient in that data for all modes are collected simultaneously.

3. Very little ground-to-air-to-ground coordination is required.

4. It may identify an overlooked resonant frequency.

Its disadvantages are:

1. It does not provide an on-line point-by-point evaluation of individual aeroelastic modes.

2. Without this point-by-point evaluation capability, it is not as easy to detect stability
augmentation/airframe coupling as was encountered during evaluations of the asymmetric wing beam bending
mode. (This problem is discussed in Test Results section of this paper.)

3. If a problem is encountered, it is more difficult to abort the test, as it is harder to "turn

off" the turbulence than it is to turn off the exciter in the dwell/decay technique.

4. It is difficult to get the right amount of turbulence at the higher altitudes.

5. The data is more difficult to analyze, because of the multiple mode content of the data.

The automatic frequency sweep technique was only used occasionally during these tests. Data obtained
using the RANDOMDEC analysis compared favorably with other data, but the disadvantages of the technique
outweighed the advantages. Its advantages are:

1. It can help to identify overlooked resonant frequencies in the range of the frequency sweep,
1 to 10 Hz.

2. Tests can be aborted easily if a problem is encountered.



Its disadvantages are:

I. Tests must be flown in nonturbulent atmospheric conditions.

2. It is time consuming, because it requires a point-by-point data collection process.

3. It does not provide a good point-by-point evaluation of individual modes.

4. Control system/airframe coupling is not easily recognized.

5. It requires considerable ground-to-air-to-ground coordination.

6. The data is difficult to analyze because of the multiple mode content of the data.

5. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The results of the structural aeroelastic stability tests conducted with the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft are summarized in Fig. 13. Natural frequency and damping ratio data is plotted as a function of
calibrated airspeed.

The predicted natural frequencies of the six primary wing bending modes agree very well with those
measured in flight as shown in Table 4. Both Bell Helicopter Company and NASA Ames used the NASA NASTRAN
program to predict mode natural frequencies. NASA Ames and Bell Helicopter predicted curves of aeroelastic
structural damping levels (as a function of airspeed) are also presented in Fig. 13. The largest discrepancy
between the two prediction techniques is seen in the symmetric and asymmetric wing beam bending modes.
The NASA Ames prediction appears to be correlated with the symmetric beam bending mode, whereas the Bell
prediction has better correlation with the asymmetric beam bending mode. But the point of greatest interest
in these predictions is the airspeed where the damping ratio approaches zero: neither of these prediction
techniques have been tested in this area as airspeeds to date have not approached the stability boundary
limits. Data presented in Fig. 13 represents data up to the maximum speed obtainable in level flight with
maximum continuous power at 86K (517 rpm) rotor speed.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED XV-15 WING MODE NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Wing Beiding Modes Natural Frequency Hz
Predicted Measured

Symmetric beam bending 3.1 3.3 to 3.4
Asymmetric beam bending 5.7 6.1 to 6.7

Symmetric chord bending 5.9 6.3 to 7.6
Asymmetric chord bending 5.7/8.1* 7.5 to 8.2

Symmetric torsional bending 7.9 7.5 to 8.6
Asymmetric torsional bending 7.5 7.1 to 8.3

*First NASTRAN model did not include a wing/fuselage shear

tie member. Inclusion of this member increased stiffness
and frequency.

The next point of interest is the large variation in measured damping ratios for a given mode and
flight condition. The symmetric wing beam bending mode has the least amount of scatter. This is caused
by two factors. First, it has low damping level and is easily excited by the flaperon. Second, its
natural frequency (3.4 Hz.) is significantly lower than the other modes, and the absence of mode coupling
makes it easier to analyze (see Figs. 9 and 10). Other modes, specifically the symmetric wing chord bend-
ing mode, have a high damping level at the airspeeds tested, and the modes are difficult to excite with
only a right-hand exciter system. The greater the scatter in the data, the more difficult it is to detect
trends in the data.

The third point of interest on this summary plot is the coupling of the roll stability and control
augmentation system (SCAS) with the asymmetric wing beam bending mode. Coupling of the roll SCAS caused
the oscillation to continue after the flaperon exciter was turned off, giving the appearance of low
damping, see Fig. 14. Checks made with the roll SCAS turned off produced significantly higher levels of
damping. Its permanent solution was the incorporation of a "notched" filter in the roll SCAS to prevent
coupling at the natural frequency of 6.0 Hz.

6. COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Over the past 20 years, a significant theoretical and model testing effort has been made to under-
stand and to predict the structural aeroelastic stability characteristics of the tilt rotor concept.
Using only one mode, the symmetric wing beam bending mode, an attempt is made to show correlation between
ground and flight test results. This mode was selected because it had a low predicted damping level, and
therefore, it is used most often by those conducting model tests to evaluate prediction methods. Figure i5
is a composite photograph showing four major ground tests conducted prior to the flight tests. These tests
are:
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Fig. l5A - Wind tunnel test of the 1/5 scale semispan wing

Fig. 158 - Wind tunnel test of the full scale semispan wing

Fig, 15C - Wind tunnel tests of the 1/5 scale XV-15 aircraft

Fig. 15D - Wind tunnel test of the XV-15 aircraft

Figure 16 presents data from each of these tests with a comparison to flight test results. In general,
there appears to be fairly good agreement between ground and flight tests results, with the model tests
tending to be optimistic. Figure 17 presents the same data on a single plot and includes Bell Helicopter
Company and NASA Ames prediction curves. The ground test results tend to confirm the Bell predictions,
whereas the flight test results tend to confirm the NASA Ames predictions. It must, however, be pointed
out again that it is this mode, the wing beam mode, where the greatest difference was noted between the
two prediction techniques. Comparison with the ground tests results to the Bell prediction curve indi-
cates that the Bell prediction methods are conservative. Flight test results have not been conducted at
high enough speeds to determine if the NASA Ames curve is also conservative.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. Within the airspeeds tested, the XV-15 is free of structural aeroelastic instabilities.

2. Resonant frequencies can be reliably predicted using the NASTRAN method.

3. The aeroelastic testing indicating that the theoretical and model testing effort resulted in
prediction methods that are, in general, conservative and adequate for future development of the tilt
rotor concept.

4. Flight test techniques need to be refined to lower the risk to the aircrew, decrease the time re-
quired for data collection, and permit better excitation of selected structural modes. (Exciters should
be installed on both wings and rotors.)

5. Postflight off-line data analysis method should be refined, and if possible, moved to on-line
data processing system.
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GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES USED FOR PROOF OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

OF THE TORNADO COMBAT AIRCRAFT

by

Karl Knauer
Director Technical Development

and

0. Sensburg
Deputy Chief Structures

Messerschnitt-Bblkow-Blohm GmbH.
Military Aircraft Division

P.O. Box 80 11 60, 0 - 8000 MUnchen 80

INTRODUCTION

The Tornado is a twin engine, two seater variable geometry aircraft. The wing sweep can be varied
between 25 and 66 degree and is the feature which allows the Tornado to take off and land on short run-
ways at very low speed and on the other extreme grants a considerable high speed, supersonic performance.
Compared to aircraft with similar performance and weapon loading capability the Tornado is a very small
aircraft (Fig. 1).

The development of this aircraft was started in early 1970. Since several nations and companies had
left the consortium already in 1969, a trinational project was started and British Aerospace for the UK,
Air Italia for IT and MBB for GE formed the manaqing body Panavia to develop, build and support the
Weapon Systems. Some major milestones of the programme are mentioned: The development period up
to 1973 was determined Dy 4 check points at which the nations decided on the continuation of the programme.
The first prototype out of a fleet of nine prototype and six preseries A/C was flown by MBB in August
1974. End of 1975 the UK decided to develop part of their fleet as air defense versions kADV), the flight
testing of which started by the end of 1978. First flight of a production aircraft took place in early
1979 and initiated the series build of the Tornado. Currently more than 150 A/C have already been handed
over to the customers and the introduction to the airforces did not present any major problems so far.

The operat-mnal requirement that initiated the development of the Tornado was dominated by the need
for an aircraft which had low and high speed capabilities and simultaneously would show highest maneuver-
ability and flight performance throughout the envelope. Ir order to achieve this goal for all aircraft
configurations and loading cases an intelligent fly by wire-flight control system was designed, features
of which are shown in Fig. 2. The primary and secondary flight control system consists of the differ-
ential tailerons, the rudder, air brakes, flaps, slats and spoilers which grant comfortable ride and
good control of the A/C iii all sweep conditions and for flights at lowest altitudes. The picture also
shows the three spool Turbo Union engines which especially have been developed for the Tornado. Note the
thrust reverser mechanism which is an important help to achieve short landing distances. An important
feature of the aircraft is its terrain following capability (Fig. 3).

The aircraft is directed by a TF-radar detecting the terrain, monitored by a radar altimeter. The
information is computed and an autopilot mechanizes the commands to the pilot for manual flights or di-
rectly to the CSAS for automatic flight. Thus the aircraft is capable of flying at very low altitudes
and, due to the high performance engines even at supersonic speeds, close to the terrain overflown.

-47

- r7-

_ \ <.• -

FIG. 1 TORNADO AIRCRAFT

See page IAAS for Ahstracl 0 thm paper



FIG. 2 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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This matching of mathematical models for advanced high performance aircraft naturally starts with the
update of theoretical aerodynamic data by means of windtunnel test results. A special tool is the use of
pressure plotting models, which turned out to be a relatively reliable means for covering major A/C compo-
nents aerodynamic loading.

The pressure model (Fig. 4) for the Tornado aircraft consisted of a

wing with 251 pressure holes

tailplane with 150 pressure holes

fin with 79 pressure holes

nib with 32 pressure holes

and a fuselage 205 pressure holes
incl. intakes with

The model was supplied with rigid unbent and bent wings (representing an ig design condition) in
order to demonstrate nonlinear aerodynamic effects in high 'g' conditions on components - especially on
elestically corrected load distributions of wing and tailplane - and the interference effects on total
aircraft aerodynamic coefficients.

Test results for unbent wing, corrected by static aeroelastic functions, have been used to define
max. design cases (shear, bending, torque) and load predictions for the whole Mach-Altitude range.

Flight Load Survey

The design loads which are based on the predictions from wind tunnel models and on analytical pre-
dictions - which in recent years have made great progress - still can yield error based on uncertainties or
unconsidered effects. Especially in the transonic regimes, where analysis and wind tunnel model cannot
accurately represent the aircraft a flight load survey will help to overcome these uncertainties.

fin root

i aeturmemnt

rrgnon

Vtng sections 121 / tant '

loid section

_v Tno carry through bo, fuse -a." e-

wing sections \

FIG. 5 BASIC STRUCTURAL LOADS

INSTRUMENTATION LOCATIONS
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Therefore a comprehensive flight load survey has been planned as an integral part of the design and
development of the Tornado and was conducted both for the aircraft without and with external stores.

The flight load survey was performed on two prototypes one of which was instrumented for the clean
A/C load survey, the instrumentation of the other was tailored to the store loads measurement task.

The clean A/C survey prototype was instrumented to measure wing-bending, torque and - shear in 4 span-
wise sections and fuselage loads in 2 sections. The wing carry through box as well as taileron fin and
rudder had attachment loads instrumentation. So were instrumented for attachment loads other structural
components as high lift devices, spoiler, airbrakes, arrestor hook, flight refueling probe, main and nose
undercarriage and wing sweep-, Krueger flap - and intake ramp actuators. Loads in the area of air intake
and fixed wing area have been determined by means of pressure distribution measurements.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic view of the instrumented airfrmre sections.

The A/C which was used for store loads measurements had a reduced airframe instrumentation, but
additional pylon and store attachment loads instrumentation.

Calibration of the strain gauge instrumentation to the applied load was either done in a component
rig, whenever the instrumented component could be removed from the A/C, or in a complete A/C ground loa-
ding rig providing enough loading to cover nonlinear effects.

Certain loads parameters a,. for example wing sweep or taileron actuator loads or for loads of nose
or main undercarriage have been installed into some other prototypes and relevant data were additionally
gathered during other test tasks than flight load survey.

z
LU 18-

U_ 16-

0 lb
t)~ 14-

z
S 12-

.0 10-

2; Ma =0.9 -Ma 0.98 Ma 1.1
z 8.

w 6-

- 0

om 2-0

AIRCRAFT LIFT COEFFICIENT

FIG. 6 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED AERO-
DYNAMIC TRANSONIC WING BENDING MOMENT (AT I/B STN)

The necessity of a flight load survey is best demonstrated by Fig. 6. This figure shows a comparison
of measured and predicted aerodynamic wing bending moments versus A/C trirmmed lift coefficient in the
transonic region for 3 Mach numbers. Above the predicted linear region measurements show the linear loa-
ding relationship to be sustained to higher lift coefficients.

Especially at the near sonic Mach numbers this effect of bad correlation can only be explained by
a combination of real Reynolds number and Mach effects being established at high incidence starting at
a slightly lower Mach number inflight, than in the wind tunnel, resulting in higher wing and rear fuse-
lage loads.

A few examples are presented now which show the interrelations of predictions and ground- and flight
test data.

2*L
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External stores have been designed for manoeuvres from MIL-Spec. requirements based on initial re-
sponse calculations and component loads monitoring with wind tunnel data.

The store loads data set has subsequently been matched in the mentioned flight load survey program

performing the following test manoeuvres:

roller coasters and wind up turns from 0 to high 'g' in order 'a cover the angle of attack effect

- steady heading sideslip at I g in order to cover the sideslip effect.

For these manoeuvres the store loads including pylon and inertia effects were measured at the spigot
point. From flight parameter records the inertia loads were extracted in order to get the aerodynamic
loads on the store/pylon combination. Fig. 7 shows the test set up and Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show a direct
comparison between windtunnel (WTT) and flight test data (FLS) for symmetric (alpha) and asymmetric
(sideslip) manoeuvres respectively on an i/b wing mounted external tank. Fig. 10 presents the final
comparison from the regression analysis of the FLS-data including windtunnel based extrapolations which
now is used for check stress load calculations which may lead to redesign or limitations of prototype
flying.

Just in context with the qualification of external stores configurations it seems worth-while to touch
on the so-called "rapid rolling clearance procedure".

Rolling is an essential manoeuvre for a combat aircraft for which there are requirements on performance
and handling qualities. Rapid rolling responses are complicated by inertial and aerodynamic coupling effects,
which can produce large disturbances in sideslip and incidence when rolling an aircraft rapidly from mano-
euvring flight.

As a result high structural loads and handling problems (e.g. tendency to autorotation) can arise. Con-
sequently, adequate safety margins from critical conditions are essential when giving clearance for RR-mano-
euvres. This implies a good knowledge of the aircraft's characteristics in flight to enable critical handling
and loading areas to be defined. The aerodynamic coefficients required to predict rapid rolling characteristics
have to be extrapolated from measurements of aircraft stability and control in small amplitude manoeuvres and
of matched data from less severe entry conditions (entry g, pitch stick trim e.g.). Thus a gradual work up of
the severity of entry conditions must be carried out with the safety of each stage being assessed by predic-
tions (= response calculations) made between flights. It is essential to point out, that this final operating
clearance may well be limited though the design conditions according to MIL-Soec. (e.g. - 1 g to 0.8 'g' max)
are not exceeded. This can be seen on Fig. 11 where the steep gradients near -1g for load component I and at
5 g for load component 3 prohibit even small tolerances on design conditions - loads being very sensitive
on those parameters.

FCT M W S

FIG. 7 WIND TUNNEL MODEL WITH STORES
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Hammershock Induced Loads in the Intake of the Tornado Aircraft

The Tornado propulsion system is equipped with two variable geometry two-dimensional three-shock in-
takes which are controlled by an electrohydraulic control system (see Fig. 12). It has three ramps. The
first is fixed, the second one (supersonic ramp) is variable. The third ramp (subsonic ramp) is mechani-
cally linked to the second and both are operated by a single actuator.

For engine air intake load assessment the occurrence of engine surges must be considered. An engine
surge can be described as sudden reduction in flow in the compressor caused by abrupt flow breakdown or
aerodynamic stalling of the blades in a portion of the compressor. This sudden reduction in flow crea-
tes a strong shock wave, with high peak pressures frequently referred to as a hammershock, which moves
upstream of the intake duct.

An engine surge can be initiated either by engine related factors (overfuelling, control transients)
or by intake induced flow distortions. Shape and propagation velocity of the shock wave are dependent on
intake operating condition, flight altitude and flight Mach number. A typical example of the pressures at
different intake positions is shown in Fig. 13. The associated load acts only over a very short time period,
however, high peak levels can be experienced. For example, the incremental load on the subsonic ramp caused
by a strong hammershock amounts to some 130 kN with a duration of only 0.0075 s.

The total load of the ramp system is the sum of a steady-state pressure under running conditions and
the dynamic pressure caused by a hammershock. The final loads analysis corresponding to MIL-A-008860 requi-
res, that

- limit loads shall neither cause plastic deformations nor inhibit or degrade the mechanical functioning

- ultimate loads shall not cause a failure of the structure (ultimate load generally will be obtained by
multyplying the limit load by the factor of safety 1.5)

- the dynamic behaviour of the structure and load in amplitude and distribution must be considered when
short-time processes occur.

The best possibility to accomplish a realistic loads assessment for all comoonents of the air intake
would be a dynamic load test. Such a test is not feasible.

Therefore a number of theoretical investigations had to be accomplished. Static tests of critical

parts of the structure were carried out using the calculated loads.

The final loads proof analysis procedure was the following

- setup of a dynamic model with regard to the kinematic and dynamic properties

- calculation of the natural modes' frequencies
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Ramp- Mode Frequencies depending on exciter force ampl. Damp.

type "225 N -150 N /v75 N g[%3

Supersonic Bending 69 Hz 27 %

ramp
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bending

Subsonic Pitch mode 84,8 Hz 92,8 107,7 26 %

ramp

I. Ramp 155,46 Hz 156,65 158,96 16 '
torsion

Ramp bendin 190,97 Hz 193,37 198.16 16 %

2. Ramp 344.97 Hz

torsion

FIG. 14 GROUND TEST RESULTS FOR RAMPS

verification of the dynamic model in a ground vibration test and determination of damping (Fig. 14).
This figure also shows the nonlinear behaviour of the ramps.

calculation of gain-factors for maximum hammershocks and propagation velocities (Fig. 15)

measured hammershock loads (Fig. 16 ) and comparison with calculated results ( Fig. 17 ). Since corre-

lation was good theoretical loads could be used for the stress analysis.
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Loads Induced by Dispenser Weapon Store Release and Emergency _Store Release

The problem of a dispenser weapon system consisting of several single container will be discussed
because of the strong dynamic excitations at the still attached containers during jettison within a very
short programmed time sequence resulting in dynamic design load cases for the surrounding structure. The
dispenser weapon system consists of four separate dispensers and is carried with two underfuselage pylons
(Fig. 18 ).

Each pylon is attached to the fuselage by means of four spigots (FSS, FMS, AMS and ASS), each dispenser is
suspended in one ERU at the left and right hand pylon. The dispenser weapon system is a comparatively heavy
store ( 25 percent of the aircraft take-off-mass). (ERU = Ejection Release Unit)

Normally the empty dispensers are getting jettisoned, in the case of emergency the full dispensers
also. For the required release behaviour strong jettison pulses ( -150 kN for each dispenser, this corres-
ponds with 3/4 of the take-off weight) and a release time of less than one second for all dispensers to-
gether are necessary.

The theoretical investigations carried out are of fundamental importance for the layout of dispensers,
pylons, ERU's and underfuselage attachments as well as for the demonstration of the dynamic behaviour of
the whole aircraft, and herewith for the flight clearance, which has to be based on the MIL-Spec. (A-8861 A)
requirements:

§ 3.19.5 Emergency stores release

Emergency release of the most critical combination of required carriage
stores shall not result in exceedance of limit strength of the airplane
for the following conditions:

a) At speeds up to the maximum for such release with all values of
vertical load factor between 0.5 and 2.0

b) At speeds up to VLF with devices in their applicable position for
take off with all values of vertical load fa(tor between 1.0 and 1.5.

The model for dynamic investigations consists of t~e elastic components of pylons and dispensers con-
nected to the aircraft center of gravity representing the kinematic behaviour and the short-time inter-
action of the jettison pulse (0.05 sec.) The distributed mass is replaced by a number of discrete mass
points ( Fig. 19). In preliminary calcs it could be demonstrated that it was sufficient to attach the
elastic dispenser weapon to the rigid free-free aircraft rather than using the whole elastic aircraft.
So a very cost efficient mathematical model could be generated.

WEAPON SYSTEM

X SFzg

FSS ERUl FMS ERU2 I ERU3 AMS ER.4 ASS

G 8 DR P '

FIG. 18 DISPENSER WEAPON ON TORNADO
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FIG. 19 DYNAMIC MODEL DISPENSER WEAPON

L In Fig. 20 two characteristical natural modes are shown. The highest mode considered for load cal-
~culations had a frequency of 120 Hz.

FIG. 20 CHARACTERISTIC NATURAL MODES

SIZ 0
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Representative for flight test results, Fig. 21 shows a sequential emergency release of the four
empty dispensers at Ma = 0.92, Fig. 22 shows the comparison of measured and precalculated spigot loads
during release of the first full dispenser. Good correlation was achieved.
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UNDERCARRIAGE

The Tornado undercarriaqe design was performed according to a tai ored specification. After riq
testing (drop test, strength test etc.) the undercarriage was cleared for prototype flying. During
appropriate flight trials unsatisfactory torsional stiffness of the main U/C was discovered. The probu I ei
was solved mainly by stiffening the torque links in combination with the introduction of a slight wnee I
toe- in and a re-adjustment of the hydraul ic damping.

Additionally the nose gear airspring was modified in order to cover unexpected high loads from thrust
reverser operation.

Main Li;C Dr-op Test

Wheel spin-up force at landing touchdown bends the LJC backwards. On Tornado main U/C, this bending is
accompanied by leg twisting, since the single wheel is laterlly offset from the leg. After spin-up, the
circumferential tyre force reduces, which initiates both bending and twisting spring-back. At the same
time, the tyre attains full side-force capability. Therefore, the twisting oscillation spurs a lateral
oscillation as well.

Due to the many nonlinearities involved (especially with regard to tyre behaviour) a comprehensive
drop test program was performed with a heavily instrumented main U/C attached to a quarter fuselage
section (Fig. 23).Approximately 70 drops were performed onto a rotating drum, varying "forward speed",
A/C mass. lift-to-weight ratio, sinkrate, pitch angle, bank angle, yaw angle as well as wheel toe-in
angle and different stiff torque links. Tests were accompanied by computer simulations aiming mainly at
dynamic correlation of the load tripletvertical load, fore/aft load, and lateral load.

The results of the drop tests were introduced into a combined undercarriage'airplane simulation
programme, which was very successfully applied to prediction and recalculation of UC flight tests as welI
as for Llearance of Tornado landing condition envelope (Fig. .4).

After this chain of rig and flight testing in combination with model improvements the full reiird
undercarriage performance was achieved including a remarkable repaired runway capability of the ai-craft.

I-P

WIM

FIG. 23

MAIN UNDERCARRIAGE DROP TEST SETUP
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FIG. 24 DROP TEST - TRIPLE LOAD COMPARISON

Tornado U/C design copes with operation from bases with runway roughness equivalent to semiprepared
fields. However, from an operational point of view the capability to operate from a regular runway which
was bomb damaged and rapidly repaired is very interesting, too.

Therefore, "Repaired Runway Trials" have been planned and were carried out. AM 2 repair mats
(3.8 cm thickness) were laid out on undamaged original pavement.

In contrast to usual flight loads, which mostly are of linear or degressive character (e.g. lift
versus angle of attack), the airspring of an undercarriage exhibits a strongly progressive load/stroke
characteristic. Therefore, "Repaired Runway Trials" are to be very carefully planned and monitored in
order to keep the risk of inadvertently exceeding structural limits at an acceptable level.

Fig. 25 shows traces from a Tornado traverse of two AM 2 repair mats at Manching. The dot: mark
the respective extreme points of the corresponding computer simulation. Considering the U/C nonlineari-
ties correlation is very good over a considerable time period.
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FIG. 25 TRAVERSE OF TWO AM-2 RUNWAY REPAIR MATS
DURING A MAX. DECELERATING LANDING-RUN
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STRESS ANALYSIS

Stress analysis is the key analysis needed for detail design. It uses the loads previously described
and represents the structure by finite elements (deformation method). The basic airframe parts were ideali-
zed and then coupled together by substructure technique in order to check each part separately and save
computer cost. As a typical example the stress analysis and manufacturing procedure for the Tornado wing
box is illustrated.

FIG. 26 WING CARRY THROUGH BOX

Tornado Wing Carry Through Box

The Tornado wing carry through box, the "heart of the aircraft", is a high strength safety class 1
type of structure (Fig. 26). Stress analysis of the wing carry through box was done using finite element
methode. The finite element mesh is indicated by Fig. 27. High stress gradients, an example is given in
Fig. 28, required a large number of finite elements. The total number of finite elements for half of the
wing carry through box, i.e. on one side of the symmetry plane, is 3824 elements having 2370 nodal points.
For this, the number of static undeterminates is 9700. Because of the large amount of finite elements it
was necessary to use substructure technique for inclusion of the wing carry through box in the unified
stress analysis of the whole aircraft structure. The computer program used was NASTRAN. Because of the
very much refined structural schematization the computer results could be used directly for stress checking.
Comparison of the computer results with strain gauge measurements from static tests on the wing carry through
box have shown good correlation.

The material used for the wing carry through box is titanium alloy Ti6A14V annealed, except the
upper load plate which is made from Ti6AI6V2Sn. The assembly of the carry through box is mainly by elec-
tron beam welding. Only the upper plate is bolted to the box. With the welded concept a significant weight
saving was achieved, because there are no holes for mechanical fasteners through the lower fatigue criti-
cal plate. Sealing problems are also substantially reduced. The lower load plate consists of two integral
plates, NC machined and welded together in the symmetry plane of the box. The sidewalls and facewdlls are
dye forged components. The rigs are made from hot formed titanium sheets. The upper load plate is one
piece integrally machined. Upper load plate and ribs are bolted against the lower part of the wing carry
through box. The attachment of the upper load plate is being sealed because the wing carry through box
is used as an integral tank too.

A lot of development work had been done in order to end up with a reliable welded construction. The
result of this extensive work is, that the welded connection has the same static strength as the basic
material and also the fatigue properties are very similar to those of the basic material. Just in order
to cater for possible micro flaws in the welded area which could induce stress concentrations, the thick-
ness of the joined components had been locally increased at the weld planes.

Due to large progress made by MBB in EB welding of titanium material it is now possible to allow EB
welding repairs. For later production, the material of the upper load plate was changed to Ti6A14V with
the possibility to make this from two pieces welded together in the symmetry line.

After having done the EB welding process the wing carry through box is being annealed in order to
relieve residual stresses. Glass ball shot peening is applied on the surfaces.
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FIG. 28 STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR LOWER PIVOT LUG

FATIGUE LIFE VERIFICATION

For modern fighter aircraft fatigue life of the structure is of great importance. Indeed the number of
missions and provable life hours is considerable less than for commercial aircraft, however the number of
load cycles per flight hour and the severity of the fatigue load spectrum is considerably higher. The basic"
design requirement for the Tornado structure was a pure fatigue life demonstration up to four times of the
operational life. There was no requirement to demonstrate damage tolerance according to MIL 83444. However,
damage tolerance was extensively applied to wing carry through box and wing sweep actuator support.

The basic load spectrum has been defined by the customer and was part of the Performance and Design
Requirements (POR). The customer has derived the spectrum from the experience of fighter aircraft still in
service with the air forces of the Tornado partner countries and extrapolated it to the likely usage of the
Tornado A/C.

Fatigue Life Analysis

Miner's Rule has been used as the basic method of calculating damage accumulation, with the assumption
of failure occuring when damage accumulation equals 1.

For each component the most appropriate S-N curve has been chosen according to the experience of the
particular company which in many cases has been gained from the analysis of test results on similar compo-
nents.

Whenever possible the results of fatigue tests on the Tornado structure have been included in the ana-
lysis by the use of factors which correlatete leS-N curve with the test results.

In certain cases the results of fatigue tests on coupon specimens with flight by flight loading have
been read across to Tornado components by use of the relative Miner Rule.

To cover scatter in load spectra and fatigue endurance a safe fatigue life factor of 4 as required by

the P.D.R. is used.

During the developent and production phase a considerable number of fatigue tests on specimens diu
components besides the full scale airframe tests have been carried out.

The main objective for fatigue testing is to generate basic fatigue design data, to reduce the deve-
lopment risk e.g. for components with new production technique and to verify the fatigue life for the final

structure.

In the following the most important fatigue life verification tests, namely, Full Scale Hinge Fatigue
West (FSHFT) and the uajor ilrframe fatigue est (MAT) are described.

. . . .. ................ .. ..... w ih I colrrelat th.-u v i h t e t s e u ... I
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Full Scale Hinge Fatigue Test

The full Scale Hinge Fatigue Test was to demonstrate the fatigue behaviour of the most essential
section of the Tornado structure during a reasonably early programme stage.

The test set-up (Fig. 29 ) comprised a fuselage centre section shortened on the rear end, together
with a complete wing carry-through structure, a production wing box with both pylons, I/B - flap and dis-
cus on the RH side and a dummy wing with dummy I/B flap on the LH side. Front and rear fuselage sections,
air intakes and main landing gear were replaced by appropriate dummy structures.

The loading system was made up by six rigid struts which kept the test specimen in position plus 22

hydraulic jacks which were distributed as follows: (Fig. 30).

6 at the RH original wing box

4 at the wing pylons (horizontal loads only)

3 at the LH dummy wing

2 at the air intake dummies

2 at the centre fuselage structure

I at the MLG dummy

2 at the fuselage dummies (front and rear) and

2 for sweeping the slave wings which reacted the RH and LH
wing loading jacks and also drove the RH wing box and the
LH dummy wing by means of hinged struts attached to cantilevers.

A pneumatic system applied pressure to the air intake ducts by means of rubber bags and the wing slot
sealing bags. Only symmetric load cases were simulated. The airframe was loaded according to a flight by
flight load programme consisting of 42 flights of random sequence compiled of 542 load cases.

Strain gauge instrumentation comprised an overall coverage of critical areas at the beginning of the
test with subsequent extension as damage and repair events demanded. (Maximum 725 strain gauges at a time).
Inspection were performed in predetermined intervals (minimum 1000 hrs) and as trigqered by damages.

FIG. 29 FULL SCALE HINGE FATIGUE TEST
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The Major Airframe Fatigue Test (MAFT) giving the final fatigue life proof for Tornado is unique in
its extent with respect to the loading system and loading programme. The requirement is to demonstrate
a safe airframe life of 4000 flight hours which with a scatter factor of 4 means, that 16 000 flight hours
have to be simulated on the test.

The test specimen comprises a complete, unequipped airframe except for the following components which
are dummies

o Engines

o Airbrakes

o Tailerons

o Rudder

o Radome

o Nose and Main Landing Gears

o O/B Flaps (2,3 and 4)

o Slats

o Movable intake ramps

All of which are tested separately. The dummies are designed in such a manner that correct loading
can be introduced to the relevant attachment points.

A total of 79 servo-controlled hydraulic jacks, 6 statically determinate struts and 6 different pneu-
matic systems serve to simulate the required flight conditions. 68 of the jacks apply net aerodynamic/
inertia loads (including stores), I applies thrust and reverse thrust to the dummy engines, 8 apply lan-
ding loads to the nose and main gear. The remaining two sweep the slave wings which in turn are attached
to the aircraft wings by struts.
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The pneumatic systems apply pressure to the cockpit, cockpit seal, fuel tanks, intakes, bleed chamber,
and wing slot seal. Fig. 31 shows the principal arrangement of the test and the jacks and struts.

A randomised flight-by-flight test programme is performed. 40 different flights are derived from 6
basic missions which have been defined by the Air Staffs. To cover all conditions a total of 1095 load
cases have been evaluated comprising.

555 Symmetric Steady State manoeuvres

110 Symmetric response manoeuvres

330 Asymmetric Steady State manoeuvres

100 Landing Cases

85 000 different actuator loads are required to match the load cases. During the 16 000 hours there
will be a total of 2.88 million load cycles and 112 000 wing sweeps.

Two computers are used for the control and monitoring systems. Jacks are operated through a closed
loop servo-system to a guaranteed accuracy of 0.5 % of the maximum load.

To assure the safety of the test airframe against incorrect loading, several safety devices are in-
stalled. If the difference between demand values and actual values exceeds a pre-set threshold the test
will be shut down immediately. The computer monitors also the load distribution and load sequence.

As a final safety device, mechanically acting load limiters are installed. A central control desk
displays all information needed by the test engineer to survey and command the test.

The test specimen is fitted with 609 strain gauge channels and 61 deflection transducers. Recordings
will be taken every 1000 test hours via a high speed data acquisition system which will simultaneously
record the loading distribution.

In addition a number of crack detection wires are applied in areas suspected of being critical e.g.
wing lower surface, fin and side skins.

Visual external inspections are carried out daily. On completion of every 1000 test hours the airframe
will be inspected using visual, eddy-current magnetic and X-Ray techniques. After every 2000 test hours a
major inspection will be carried out. In addition to the 1000 test hour inspection it will involve the re-
moval of considerable parts of the rig and dummy components. At the end of 16 000 hours there will be a
complete strip-down.

Fatigue Life Monitoring for Tornado

The fatigue life of the Tornado is monitored in phase I by a g-counter being installed in each A/C.
The g-counter records the centre of gravity spectrum for each wing position. Besides the mission, configura-
tion, fuel weight and the number of landings will be registered on a data sheet. The fatigue damage respec-
tively the residual fatigue life will be determined for certain structural areas applying appropriate ana-
lytical functions which give a correlation between g-counting and data sheet at the one hand and the local
stressing at the other hand. The fatigue life monitoring will be limited to such structural areas which
meet the following requirements:

- through monitoring the structural area has 'o be expected to show a high degree of economic profit

- the structural area can be monitored with sufficient reliability.

Basically the structural areas which will be selected for fatigue lfe monitoring are potential fatigue
life critical components within the primary wing and centre fuselage structure requiring a considerable in-

spection effort.

In phase II it is intended to install a statistically representative number of maintenance recorders

in order to improve the accuracy of the residual fatigue life prediction and to increase the structural
area for fatigue life monitoring. The maintenance recorder is intended to monitor both the structure and

the engines. The following deals only with tni monitoring of the structure.
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The damage respectively residual fatigue life will be determined using the flight parameters measured
and registered by the maintenance recorder. The correlation between flight parameters and local damage will
be performed by regression analysis. The important parameters being recorded are listed below

- Pressure Altitude

- Calibrated Airspeed

- Normal Acceleration

- Angle of Attack

- Roll Rate

- Pitch Rate

- Yaw Rate

- Taileron Position Port

- Taileron Position Starboard

- Outboard Spoiler Position Port

- Inboard Spoiler Position Starboard

- Rudder Position

- Wing Sweep Angle

etc.

Before introducing the maintenance recorder in the production A/C a qualification programme has to be
performed:

- in the first step it will be demonstrated that the MR together with its sensors and wiring is compa-
tible with the Tornado and able to collect and to record the data with high fidelity

- in the second step the functioning of the complete system consisting of data acquisition data
analysis and fatigue life analysis will be tested an a trade study of an operational structure
and engine control by the MR will be carried out.

Referring to maintainability the introduction of the MR has the fcllowing aims:

- Fatigue life monitoring is an additional measure for the maintenance and inspection programme to in-
crease the safety and to confirm the assumptions made for the design.

- Fatigue life monitoring is a measure to rationalize the maintenance i.e., reduction of the inspection
effort by optimizing the inspection interval through damage equivalent inspection.

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

With the increased emphasis on high performance-multipurpose aircraft the role of structural dynamics
in the design process has become much more important. Parameters that improve performance characteristics
such as lower thickness to chord ratio, larger surface areas and higher aspect ratios are driven to near
optimum values within the constraints of weight and structural dynamics limitations such as flutter, vibra-
tion environment (including accoustics), control surface effectiveness, buffet response. Because the Tornado
features a powerful fly by wire Command and Stability Augmentation System aeroservoelastic analyses and tests
had to be performed to avoid adverse coupling of the CSAS with the structure. Since the aircraft also car-
ries a tremendous number of external stores on two underwing pylons for each wing and on the fuselage dif-
fering in weight and radius of gyration the problem of giving flutter clearances must be tackled with very
careful selection of certain stores - for each wing sweep - to define corner points and a read across of
the in between stores. The problem gets more complicated when tanks are considered and flutter free fuel
emptying sequencies have to be defined. It should also be mentioned here that covering the supersonic flight
regime almost doubles the analytical and test efforts compared to subsonic airplanes.

Buffet Investigations

The high maneuverability requirements for military aircraft necessitates predictions how much the pi-
lots performance is affected by structural vibrations.

The central problem in predicting the buffet response of a full scale aircraft is the difficulty in
estimating the excitation due to the separated flow over the wing. The unsteady component of the buffet
pressures were measured on a rigid model by direct pressure transducers at a number of points on the wing.

The model as shown in Fig. 32 consisted of a half fuselage part without tail and a sweepable wing.
Pressure pickups were located at three spanwise sections, at 0.87, 0.67 and 0.47 s in the 25' sweep posi-
tion on the wing upper side, six at each section. In addition there were six accelerometers installed, to
investigate the dynamic response of the model. The test program included the measurement of two sweep po-
sitions, 25" and 45', the Mach numbers M = 0.75 and 0.8 for 25' and M z 0.7, 0.75, 0.8 and 0.825 for 45'.
The incidence could be varied stepwise (At'x . 0.5') in the region 4' -'_c<13 . The wind tunnel tests
were performed in ARA Bedford 8' x 9' transonic wind tunnel at I atm.
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Fig. 33 shows a typical example of res pressures and accelerations. The ouffet prediction mnethod is
shown in Fig. 34.

In order to prove the applicability of the method acceleration responses of the model were calculated

and compared with test results (Fig. 35). Correlation is good for the two bendinq nodes at 4 Hz and 95 Hz

but the torsional modes response of the model is much higher than predicted.

Apparently the aerodynamic damping from linear theory is to high for this angle of attack. Consider-

able theoretical work has been done since to improve the buffet prediction method and the next rBB-fighter

aircraft will show better correlation between test and analysis.
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MODAL TRANSFERFUNCTION OF TOTAL AIRCRAFT
H(iw)=[-w M + (1 + ig) K + L (iw))F

M, K, L = generalized inertia, stiffness and aerodynamic stiffness and damping

GENERALIZED SPECTRA OF THE EXCITATION FROM MODEL PRESSURE
MEASUREMENTS

SM (iw) = fR(lr)e'iHT drT I
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7cFd. '[[ I!t )dFjdt
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FIG. 34 ILLUSTRATION OF THE BUFFET PREDICTION ANALYSIS
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Gust and Manouvre Load Analysis

In order to produce reliable gust and manouvre load predictions it is absolutely necessary to re-
present the elastic aircraft as well as the command and stability augmentation system in the mathematical
model. The degree of refinement needed to give good results differs considerably varying from representing
the aircraft aerodynamics and elastic properties with elastically corrected derivatives and the control
system - including load dependent actuators - with lag functions up to a full elastic aircraft with all
important structural modes and a highly sophisticated control system with all structural feedbacks. The
elastic aircraft behaviour is tested in the "Ground Resonance Test". The control systems behaviour - at
zero airspeed - can be checked and corrected using results of the so-called "Structural Mode Coupling Test"
which is described later.
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Fig. 36 shows the transfer function of the fin root shear force and of the lateral acceleration on

the fin leading edge tip with and without CSAS.

It can be seen from this picture, that there is a big influence of CSAS on fin shear force because the

power spectrum of turbulence has its maximum at low frequencies. Little influence of CSAS can be expected

on the tip acceleration.
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FIG. 36 FIN TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL GUST

In Fig. 37 the frequency of exceedance of the wing root bending moment due to vertical stochastic

gust excitation and the shear force on the fin root due to lateral stochastic gust excitation is shown.

The constants used for this calculation were taken from the US-Airforce Military Specification 8861 A

(May 1960). The influence of the CSAS on the fin root shear force is considerable.
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The influence of CSAS on response calculations due to a normalized manoeuvre is shown in the next
figures. In order to sort out the different influences three different kinds of tailplane movements were
considered:

a) the theoretical trapezoidal tailplane movement

b) the trapezoidal tailplane movement multiplied with the actuator functions

c) the trapezoidal tailplane movement multiplied with the transfer function of the command augmentation
system (CAS) and the actuator.

These three tailplane motions are presented in Fig. 38.
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These three motions were introduced as tailplane manoeuvre input into the rigid and elastic mathema-
tical model. In Fig. 39 the vertical acceleration of the center of gravity is depicted.
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The corresponding vertical accelerations on the wing tip are presented in Fig. 40.

It should be pointed out, that design loads from gusts are altered considerably by inclusion of a
CSAS. Design loads from manoeuvres however have always to be assigned to the same MIL-Spec. requirements
(e.g. 'g' level), that means the pilot input has to be chosen in order to produce equivalent 'g levels
with and without CSAS respectively.
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FIG. 40 WING TIP VERTICAL ACCELERATION DUE TO
MANOEUVRE (ELASTIC A/C)

Flutter Investigations

Dynamically scaled models were used to predict the flutter behaviour of the Tornado A/C with and
without underwing stores. Model test results were also used to check and correct analytical predictions.
Unsteady pressure measurement were performed in the subsonic regime to check interference air forces be-
tween wing and tailplane and in the transonic regime to check rudder air forces against predictions. A
rather exotic wind tunnel flutter test peculiar to the Tornado sweep wing aircraft was done on the wing
slot seal baq.
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Unsteady Aerodynamic Interference Airforces

During earlier wind tunnel test a flutter problem was detected which could not be predicted analyti-
cally because unsteady interference air forces were neglected. The flutter speed was highly dependant on
vertical offset between wing and tail and on fuselage stiffness. A new unsteady air force theory was deve-
loped and its validity was proven with a rigid model (Fig. 41). Fig. 42 shows some results of the wind
tunnel tests compared with predictions. Because correlation was very good the new air force theory was
proven.
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FIG. 42 INDUCED THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION ON THE STEADY TAIL DUE TO WING PITCH
REDUCED FREQUENCY K = 2.39; WING SWEEP 250, 400, 700, PLANAR
CONFIGURATION

Unsteady Pressures due to Control Surface Rotation at Low Supersonic Speed

The accuracy of control surface unsteady aerodynamics is particularly important on modern combat
aircraft at low supersonic Mach number/high frequency parameter combinations. In order to assess the
accuracy of current theories, a nominally rigid model has been designed, built and tested at NLR, Amster-
dam, at Mach numbers up 1.3 and reduced frequencies, based on semispan. up to 1.6.

Geometry and the location of tube pressure holes is shown in Fig. 43.

Rudder rotation was excited by an electrodynamic exciter in resonance condition. This resonance con-
dition was fulfilled by attaching the rudder with various springs to the fil. To account for tube system
dynamics with wind on some direct pressure transducers were installed and thereby a correct calibration
could be established.
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FIG. 43 LOCATION OF TUBE PRESSURE HOLES
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Theory and experiment were conmpared for 4 stations in Fig. 44 . It can be stated that agreement is
satisfactory.

A very interesting result is shown in Fig. 45 were rudder hinge moment is depi(ted versus Math nUmber.

The imaqlindry part of the morient may drop below zero which means that one degree of freedom flutter (ould
occur. This effect is also prodicted by theory.
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Subsonic Flutter Model

Complete free-free flying flutter model were used to assess the A/C flutter behaviour. The m~odel was
used firstly to find appropriate measures to clear afl surfaces to required speeds and define the sensi-
tivity to parameters. Fig. 46 shows the model used.-
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In Fig. 47 a flutter case is shown which is caused by aerodynamic interaction between the swept wing
and the tailplane. The figure shows flutter speeds versus aft fuselage stiffness computed with and with-
out interference air forces. Using conventional unsteady air forces the flutter speeds are completely
different from the test results. By introducing interference air forces a good correlation between test
and calculation was found. In Fig. 48 the trend of flutter speed versus tailplane mass balance is pre-
sented.
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The second purpose of the model was to find contour plots of flutter speeds for external stores carried
on the wing for various parameters such as wing stiffness, pylon stiffness, etc. The flutter model testing
described was found to be a powerful method for economical store flutter investigations. Typical results
of store testing are depicted in the next figures. Fig. 49 shows a strong dependency of the flutter speed
of two store inboard and outbaord on a wing with inboard store weight. Fig. 50 shows the variation of flut-
ter speed of an airplane as a function of radius of gyration of the inboard store. These results were com-
pared with predictions and good cotelation was achieved. From the latter figures a contour plot as shown
in Fig. 51 can be constructed.
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STABILITY REGIONS FOR VARINS STORES

Transonic Flutter Model

A dynamically scaled model of the fin and rudder was built to investigate the transonic effects on
the flutter speed (Fig. 52). Such a model requires a rather sophisticated design compared to a subsonic
model. Frequencies and dampings were measured with autocorrelation techniques using the wind tunnel tur-
bulence for excitation (Fig. 53). A result is shown for zero rudder jack stiffness which correlates quite
well with predictions (Fig. 54).

FIG. 52

TRANSONIC MODEL IN WIND TUNNEL
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Wing Slot Seal Bag

The slot, which takes the movable part of the wing when it is swept back, is closed with an air-
filled bag, consisting of an upper and lower section, providing an aerodynamically clean fuselage contour.
Height of the wing slot seal have been dictated by the elastic eflection of the swept back wing under
maneouver load.

The design made use of rubber sealed nylon fabric material with an outer teflon layer for wear re-
duction and previous experience indicated the tendency for flutter of the bag unless stabilized by
sufficiently high internal overpressure.

In order to determine the minimum required system overpressure to reliably prevent flutter and thus
rapid destruction of the bags, a wind tunnel test was performed with a slot seal system mounted flush
into the wind tunnel wall of the Modane S2 tunnel (transonic and supersonic test section) and with a stub
wing representing the wing trailing edge in relation to the slot seal.Conditions with compressed bags from
the wing under load could be simulated by tilting the bags about the stub wing.

Through the test, the minimum required differential pressures to prevent bag flutter under all opera-
tional conditions could be determined, thus enabling a weight optimized wing slot seal and fuselage backup
structure.

bag upper
- -- support sealbag

.I... stub wing

_ lower
sal lbag

sealed bagbox transsonic tunnel

bagsupport tilt axis for
,,-'gap generation / / bagsupport

Stunnel-wall

FIG. 55 WING SLOT SEAL - FLUTTER MODEL IN TRANSONIC
WIND TUNNEL
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INTERACTION BETWEEN AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE AND COMMAND AND STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

As previously mentioned the CSAS must be introduced into the mathematical models for load prediction.
It is also mandatory to consider its effects on the aeroelastic properties and to check predictions on
ground and in air with relatively extensive tests.

During the ground testing of Tornado an instability was encountered involving symmetrical oscillations
at about 13 Hz. This instability was created by detrimental coupling of the command and stability augment-
tation system - CSAS - with the elastic aircraft,

The surfaces controlled by the CSAS are a differentially moving tailplane (taileron), a rudder and
wing mounted spoilers. These surfaces are actuated by hydraulic jacks. The aircraft motion is sensed and
fed back by rate gyros. Fig. 56 shows a block diagram of the aircraft with CSAS.

FIG. 56

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AIRCRAFT WITH CSAS

The airplane, being a combat aircraft, carries a huge amount of stores varying tremendously in mass
and inertia properties at four sweepable stations on the wing and under the fuselage. Combining wing sweep
with external stores a large number of configurations must be investigated. Thus it is absolutely necessary
to have an analytical procedure which can predict the aeroelastic behaviour of the aircraft reliably so
that test work can be restricted to a few check points. The mathematical model must be laid out in such a
way that in can be easily adjusted to match test results.

The investigation method is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 57.

The first step was to calculate the vibration modes and frequencies based on theoretical stiffness and
inertia information. These modes and frequencies were compared with ground resonance test results and the
mathematical model was adjusted to match test results. Theoretical information about the CSAS was introduced
into the mathematical model and later on replaced by test results (actuator impedance and transfer function
measurements). Predictions gained from this theoretical model were compared with the CSAS-structural coupling
test. Unsteady aerodynamic forces were fed into the mathematical model and the result of v-g plots were com-
pared with flight flutter test results.
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Eijht Flutter Test Results

Tests were performed at a few air speeds with the unaugmented and augmented aircraft. First data eva-
luations show that differences in frequencies and dampings of these two conditions are within measuring
accuracy. In Fig. 58 the measured and predicted frequencies and dampings versus airspeed are plotted for
the most important m~ode.

Flight Flutter Test

Clean Aircraft:
Signals weretelemetered to the ground station for quick look inspection. Post flight analysis was

conducted with data stored on tape. Data evaluation was done with a special purpose digital computer using
Fast Fourier Transform Techniques.

The philosophy underlying the flight flutter test phase was not only the rapid clearance of the flut-
ter test aircraft (by tracing the most critical modes) but also the identification of the behaviour of the
majority of the vibration modes. This has been undertaken in order to provide a comprehensive description
of the aircraft's vibration characteristics, thus allowing more economic testing, in the future, of other
prototype and production variants, even to the extent of clearance based only on calculations and simple
demonstration flights.
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FIG. 58

COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS AND FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Prior to flight flutter tests, clearance was given, based upon the previously-described calculations
and ground tests, for flying within an envelope a little greater than half of the design envelope. Flutter
testing then proceeded on a Mach Number and airspeed grid, covering the required range of Mach number at
a particular airspeed before cle3rance to a higher airspeed was granted.

Following the identifications from the calculations that there was little effect of CSAS, and that
this was slightly beneficial, the initial flutter test phase was conducted in the CSAS reversionary state,
which possesses no autostabilization in the pitch and roll axes, and with the wings at the most critical
sweep angle (full sweep, where interference flutter effects are greatest). Tests were then made with the
CSAS engaged and at different wing sweep angles to establish the effect of these variables upon the vibra-
tion characteristics.

i ..... :-: .: .. .... ... ...
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Following this phase, during which the entire subsonic envelope was cleared, the next phase adopted
a similar approach initially, until further confidence was gained that the differences between the various
configurations was not great. Following this specific excitation has been made at the most critical wing
sweep angle and with the CSAS in its reversionary state, with pilot inputs sufficing in the other configura-
tions.

It is worth noting that maximum level speed at minimum safe altitude was achieved seven months after
the first flight of the flutter test aircraft.

Excitation and Instrumentation

It was planned from the outset of the project that two separate excitation systems should be provided
in order to maximise the number of modes excited. This is consistent with the philosophy of identifying
the maximum number of modes.

Bonkers are installed at the extremities of the taileron and fin and in a special pylon attached to
the outer wing station. Inertia exciters (mass shakers) are installed in the taileron and fin. The location
and force levels of the excitation equipment were defined by calculation - a compromise was achieved bp-
tween excitation effectiveness and the effect upon the flutter characteristics.

The inertia exciters are electrohydraulic devices driving a heavy metal wedge by two small actuators
working in a push-push fashion. Their force output is very close to the theoretical maximum achievable
within the defined space limitations. The wedge angle is used as the control parameter, being scheduled
against frequency to respect amplitude limits at low frequency and a force limit at higher frequencies.
A maximum force of 1700 Newtons is obtained.

Correlation between Flight Test and Calculation

All modes of importance have been monitored throughout and predictions have so far been validated in
every respect. It has proved necessary to increase apex mass from 60 to 80 ', on completion of the sub-
sonic envelope expansion, and from 80 to 100 during the supersonic clearance. Modal damping va,'iations
with airspeed are compared with prediction in Fig. 59 for supersonic airspeeds. The v-g plot shows 'easured
and calculated results of the antisymmetrical taileron flutter mode for the test configuration with 60
to 100 taileron balance weight. 2.5 . structural dampirg are added to the calculated results according
to the values measured in ground resonance test. The frequency of this flutter mode was predicted with 20
to 21 Hz whereas flight test results show frequencies between 19 and 20 Viz.

In agreement with experience the predictions are conservative but dependencies of the flutter trend
upon flutter parameters are in line with flight test results and extrapolation of the flight test data
seems to match the predicted flutter speed.
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FIG. 59 COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATION AND FLIGHT TEST AT
SUPERSONIC AIRSPEEDS FOR DIFFERENT BALANCE WEIGHTS
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Aircraft with Underwing Stores

System Description

In order to excite the vibration modes of the Tornado with stores during the flight flutter tests a
special store ( ig.601 was designed with the aerodynamic shape of a tank with the following possibilities:
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FIG. 60 FLUTTER FLIGHT EXCITATION SYSTEM

- to simulate a large variety of stores by operating on a set of ballast masses which could be added in-
side to change weight, inertia and C.G. position

- to excite the A/C during flight by means of a built-in electrohydraulically driven vanes excitation
system.

Fitting two stores on underwing pylons both symmetric and antisymmetric excitations could be per-
formed driving the two vanes coupled in phase or out of phase. Different sets of vanes could be fitted to
cover subsonic - transonic - supersonic speed ranges.

The excitation system included:

a) Excitation signal generator, giving sinus (frequency sweep) random or pulse input signals, adjustable
for amplitude, frequency range, sweep rate.

b) Actuator fed by the signal generator, driving the two vanes shaft.

c) Hydraulic power unit (motor + pump + reservoir) giving oil pressure to drive the actuator.

d) Pilot and/or Copilot control panels to choose the excitation kind and amplitude and to start/stop the
system.

e) Electronic control unit which, accordingly to the control panel and signal generator setting, controls
all functions. This unit included also the safety devices, which prevented operation with excess force
or unsafe conditions.

During the flight flutter test the system was used for clearance of numerous stores and store combi-
nation and has worked very successfully.

Interpretation of Flight Flutter Test Results

Sometimes it is very difficult to understand flight test results and correlate it with the findings
of analysis and previous ground and wind tunnel tests. If correlation is very bad one has to look for the
differenc conditions of the various test. Usually the structural model and the unsteady aerodynamic forces
are assumed to be linear. When large structural nonlinearities - friction and backlash for instance -
exist then the flight test results depend on the excitation amplitudes and sometimes it is not possible
to reach linear conditions in flight test because inputs are to large. As an example dampings of a store
vibration mode are shown which give quite different results for lateral or longitudinal stick jerks (Fig. 61)
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FIG. 61 IN FLIGHT MEASURED DAMPING VALUES OF INITIAL MODE
COMPARED WITH COMPUTED CURVES

It is necessary to have an analytical method which can deal with those nonlinearities so required flight
conditions can be defined.

Unsteady aerodynamic forces also can be very much dependent on stationary angle of attack when stall
conditions are approached at high Mach numbers. Fig. 63 shows how the aerodynamic damping of the wing ben-
ding mode reduces with stationary angle of attack. Sometimes high buffet levels on the wing may occur
which can be attributed to this phenomenon. For this reason it is required to have analysis methods avail-
able which can deal with these problems.
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Vibration Qualification

The vibration qualification procedure consists of several steps

o Analytical assessment of the vibration environment

o Vibration qualification using these predicted environments

o Verification flight for environment levels

This procedure applies for aerodynamic and engine noise produced general vibration environment as
well as gunfire induced dynamic environmnent. Three typical examples are presented in the following.

Gunfire Environment

An example with characteristic acceleration time history is shown in Fig.63. This time history indi-
cates the typical signal nature of such environment caused by gunblast- and mechanical induced excitation
energy. The impulse response in the sequence of gun firing rate superimposed with broadband random can be
clearly recognized. The corresponding accumulated exposure time of gunfire environment is relatively short
but the levels in the vicinity of the guns are generally considerable above the general vibration environ-
ment.

To avoid overtesting and to provide realistic environmental test data a step by step approach was
accomplished during gunrig firing tests, A/C ground firing- and A/C airfiring tests.

P-eliminary gunfire vibration measurements were made on a gun rig, which represented the aircraft
forward fuselage structure with left hand and right hand mounted gun and with simulated fuselage mass
distribution.
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FIG. 63 TYPICAL GUNFIRE VIBRATION RESPONSE
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Equipment gunfiring clearance was based on combined test spectra, derived from these gunrig tests,
consisting of sinusoidal signals representing the gunfiring rate and up to 3 harmonics and with super-
imposed broadband random signal (Fig. 64 ).
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FIG. 64 COMPOSITE SPECTRUM FOR GUNFIRE-QUALIFICATION

Further measurements during A/C ground firing trials were used to update the test spectra and equip-
ment clearance. During A/C airfiring tests further gunfire vibration measurements were performed (Fig. 66)
to provide the final inputs for equipment qualification comparable to Fig. 65.
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Special attention is required in case of large gun size with low firing frequency in the vicinity of

fundamental A/C structural vibration modes and in case of shock mounted equipment. The use of measured gun-
fire vibration data proved as a realistic procedure to account for the real environment.

Similar procedures can be applied to cover the dynamic environment caused by firing of dispenser pods
in the equipment qualification.

Dynamic A/C Component Tests

Ground resonance tests on rig mounted A/C components have been performed to define the vibration be-
haviour and to adjust the mathematical model used in vibration- and dynamic response calculations. Typical
examples were GRT on rig mounted vertical fin and taileron as well as rig mounted pylons with single and
with multiple store configurations.

Vibration Qualification of Assembled Stores

Instead of rigid shaker mounted stores rig mounted subsystems of store, ERU's and adapters or pylons
have been used to simulate reasonable store environment. The test procedure was based on MIL-Std. 810 C,
Method 514, Procedure II B. Key points of this procedure are the control of store response data in forward
and rear store reference plane and direct excitation of the store by means of rod mounted shakers. The
shaker attachment outside the store CG allows for instance also the excitation of important store yaw and
pitch modes. Fig. 67 is an example ofasubsystem test rig close to the mounting condition on the A/C. Good
test experience has been gained with this new test procedure. Fig. 68 shows the determinatiot, of resonance
peaks and the test spectrum for the functional test.
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FIG. 67 VIBRATION QUALIFICATION FOR EXTERNAL STORES
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A b s t r a c t

The paper starts with a short description of the Tornado program. The complex
requirements for this all-weather combat aircraft resulted in an optimal concept in-
cluding features like

- highly loaded swing wing in combination with a sophisticated high lift system

- fly-by-wire and automatic terrain following

- supersonic inlet

- 2 three spool engines with integrated thrust reverser

To accomodate all the mentioned features in a minimum size/weight aircraft, it
is necessary to give special attention to the structural aspects.

A description of some typical examples for structural certification is presented:

- load and flutter models

- structural component tests

- design verification tests, especially for the wing suspension and pivot system

- proof and ultimate load testing

- fatigue life assessment

Comparisons of selected predictions with ground and flight test results will be
presented for the important structural disciplines:

- stresses and deflections of important components

- loads

- aeroelastics

Some examples of bad correlation between theory and test will be discussed together

with possible explanations.

The merits and disadvantages of the most important theoretical methods will be
highlighted
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Summary

An extensive programme of flight loads measurements has been made on Tornado to contribute to
service clearance as required by the American Mil Spec.

A brief resume is presented of the purpose of flight load measurements, the overall programme, the
calibration of the load measurement devices, the data reduction facilities, the flying techniques
and of the methods used for detailed analysis of the results.

Comparisons are made between flight measurements and predictions for several aircraft components for
specific manoeuvres and for rates of change of load with change of aircraft parameters. The
contribution of flight load measurements to the extension of the flight envelope in rapid roll
manoeuvres is discussed and the usefulness to the final Tornado flight clearance is also assessed.

1. Introduction

At the FMP Symposium in 1976 a paper (ref 1) was presented which described the ongoing flight
load measurement programme on Tornado. Few results had been obtained at that time and the
emphasis of the paper was on the programme of preparation, calibration and aquisition of

data. This paper recaps on the overall load measurement programme. calibration, preparation
and analysis methods and gives the technical background to the requirement for the flight
measurement programme.

Examples are given of comparison between flight load measurement and prediction. Taileron
torques are shown to be less than those based on wind tunnel data and within the actuator
capaLility, rear fuselage bending loads in a heavy store configuration are shown to be far
greater than predicted. A large increase in the available manoeuvre envelope with manoeuvre
devices has resulted from flight loads measurement analysis and for the clean aircraft some
strengthening and small reduction in the transonic flight envelope has been shown to be
necessary. Some of the methods used to resolve discrepancies in measurements are discussed.

2. ackground to Flight Measurement Programme

Confidence in the structural integrity of an aircraft is dependent on demonstration that the
structure can withstand the design loads and that the actual loads experienced throughout the
flight envelope do not exceed the limit strength of the structure. The ability of the
structure to withstand the design loads has traditionally been demonstrated by component and
whole aircraft static ground tests to limit load, ultimate load, and testing to fatigue duty
cycles.

Flight load measurments need to be made to demonstrate integrity of the load entimates. In
Britain it has been traditional not to carry out comprehensive flight load measurements but
to identify only components of major concern, such as the I tail of BAC Ill, for flight load
measurement. For aircraft which have a low g (wing) loading (i.e. where nw/Sa is low) and
do not penetrate transonic flight conditions high loads occur almost extlusively in
conditions of linearity of the aerodynamic characteristics, where estimates of aerodynamic
loading are at their most reliable and differences due to scale effect between wind tunnel
model results and flight are likely to be small. It is not unreasonable therefore to have
adopted this approach.

For Tornado the g loading is several times greater than for Civil Airliners, resulting in
flight at much greater incidences as shown in figure 2.1, so that design loads occur almost
exclusively in conditions of non linearity of the aerodynamic characteristics resulting from
flow breakdown, shock separation, etc. In many instances this results in loads smaller than
would result from attached flow conditions and hence smaller than would be predicted by
available theoretical methods. Use of the lower loads will result in a minimum weight
structure. In other cases the loads are greater than predicted by theoretical methods. Also
for Tornado large static aeroelastic effects were predicted, but the only methods available
for the calculation of aeroelastic effects assume attached flow. How relevant are these
results in conditions where the flow is partially separated? Wind Tunnel data ran provide
data only at relatively low Reynolds number. Significant scale effects have been recorded
elsewhere.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of Incidence for Maximum Normal Acceleration

at Maximum Speed and for Flow Breakdown

Consideration may be given to the possibility of over designing the strucLure either by the
use of an arbitrary factor or by careful consideration of the likely tolerances on available

data for each aircraft component. This procedure inevitably leads to some structural weight

increase which was decided to be unacceptable on Tornado. For these reasons it was chosen to

base flight load measurements on the Mil Spec requirements.

3. Flight Testing

Two prototype aircraft were instrumented to measure in-flight loads, the instrumentation

being calibrated on ground.

An extensive flight load survey was performed on the clean and external stores configuration

throughout the whole of the flight envelope, for comparison with prediction.

The manoeuvres involved for the testing were basically,

- roller coasters, a gentle push to Og and pull to 3-4g

- wind up turns

- constant alpha (under g) slowdown

- steady heading sideslip at ig

- rapid rolling manoeuvres

For the last of these a particular method of analysis has been developed mnd will be later

described.

During the flight of the two prototypes load measurements were continuously monitored in most
of the cases by m telemetry link, so as to safeguard the structural integrity of the
aircraft, to gather more data outside the expected critical areas and to assess the high
frequency loading characteristics throughout the flight envelope.
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3.1 Inst rumentation

Various methods of measuring in-flight loads were used i.e. pressure transducers,
accelerometers, acoustic pickups and strain gauges. The last method is the most generally
useful since it produces directly the loading characteristics in terms of shear, bending arid
torsion acting on an aircraft component, as well as local stress distribution.

Both wings, taileron and fin were instrumented with strain gauges to give loading
characteristics and, in the case of the wing, loading distribution by means of measuring
loads at four wing stations (root, adjacent to inboard and outboard pylons arid an outboard
station) - see fig 3.1.

STRAIN GAUGE

STATION 250y 1S)

STRAIN GAUGE
I /STATION 1205Y (8,S, TI

FRONT FUSELAGE 8I) /
< SLATS

STRAIN BSUGE STRAIN GAUGE

STRAUI GAEuE B
STATION 2535 O

STTO/25 BST ~ B STRNIN MAUME

lB S6 S-HEAR FCEG0

S STRAIN GAUGE
STATION 250y(111 KEY

/ B EIENOINQ MOME NT
(B.S,T) S SHEAR FORCE

STRAIN GAUGE T TOROUE

STAT ION 3800y (B.T1

Figure 3. 1: Tornado P03 Flight Loads Instrumentation Scheme

Three shear bridges and two bending bridges were installed on each spar at each wing
station. Because of the complexity of the structure each of these bridges became responsive
to shear and bending and torsion, although it was possible to establish the main sensitivity
to one of these characteristics. An electrical combination of the bridges was carried nut
(using Skopinsky method, see reference 2) in order to compensate the main bridges for the
secondary load effect and to reduce the number of channels to be recorded.

An alternative method of recording the output of each bridge to cure secondary effects was
used on the fin and taileron instrumentation. Both methods proved reliable, the choice heiliq
subject to individual preierences and local constraints.

In addition to the main lifting surfacr instrumentation various areas of the aircraft
structure were instrumented,

- wing carry through box

- leading edge slat

- trailing edge flap

- spoilers

- rudder

- airbrake

- wing pylons (store + pylon loads)

- store attachment and release unit (store loads)

- rear fuselage transport joint

- front fuselage transport joint
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All these measurements were recorded in flight using PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) in order to
obtain quasi steady loads. Continuous recording of some of these parameters was also done via
FM (frequency modulation) in order to assess "buffet" loads.

All parameters prior to the recording were connected to filters and amplifier circuits to
precondition the electrical signals and make them compatible with the recording system.

3.2 Calibration

Instrumentation was calibrated up to 60% of the limit load. This level of load was believed
to be high enough to detect all non-linearities and to have sufficient safety margins in the
extrapolations to limit loads. Calibration was extended from 60% up to 90% in some instances,
after examination of the original calibration data showed non-linearities.

Calibration involved the application of point loading in various areas of the aircraft
structure to cover the possible theoretical excursion of the centres of pressure. The
aircraft was loaded in a complex loading rig and all the applied loads were reacted via the
undercarriage, the nose undercarriage being modified for the job.

When possible aircraft components, mainly actuators, were calibrated off the aircraft in a
much smaller rig.

The intent of the calibration was derivation of the equation relating the bridge responses to
the combination of shear, bending and torsion applied. Where possible the bridges were
electrically combined to directly measure shear or bending or torsion using the Skopinsky
method.

Some complex areas of the structure i.e. wing box and rear transport joint, proved very
difficult to instrument and calibrate and alternative methods have been derived in flight to
provide cross checks of the instrumentation.

3.2.1 Thermal drift calibration

As an integral part of the calibration a flight was dedicated to the derivation of
temperature effect on the instrumentation (i.e. thermal effect on a bridge or thermal
stress on the structure). A roller coaster and a sideslip at the same flight
conditions were performed before and after a hot soak (i.e. cruise for say 15 minutes
at low altitude) and a cold soak (i.e. cruise for say 15 minutes at high altitude).
Different levels of loads were encountered in the taileron instrumentation and the
instrumentation scheme was subsequently successfully revised and re-calibrated.

3.2.2 Calibration accuracy

Taking into account the scatter of the calibration data used to derive the calibration
equation, it can be said that an accuracy of better than + 2% of the limit load can be
expected. Together with the rigging, geometry, applied load, electrical amplifiers
errors, the overall accuracy of all the measurements is believed to be within + 5% of
the full scale.

Although bridge non-linearities, when present, can be analytically accounted for, they
do penalise the overall accuracy of the data to a level which in some cases made the
measurement unacceptable.

Although the calibration errors can be established, much effort was necessary to
monitor and maintain the integrity of the electrical aspects of the instrumentation.

3.3 FLight Lo!d! Pro .r awmne

The flight programme carried out on Tornado could be split as follows:

- Flight loads survey,where essentially roller coasters and sideslip manoeuvres were
performed at 60-80% of the strength envelope. The flight manoeuvres covered an intensive
range of Mach and altitude, as well as sweep, flap and stores configuration.

- In order to reduce extrapolation, especially in areas of non-linearities, a set of wind up
turns and negative g pulls was performed, reaching 90% of the limit strength. In addition,
slow downs at constant incidence (high g) were performed in the transonic region to
further assess the Mach effect on the aircraft structure.

- Following the subsequent data analysis, the aircraft demonstrated the structural
capability in two manoeuvres predicted from the previous flight data to be the worst
loading cases for different aircraft components. These two "demonstration" manouevres
were performed in two separate flights and structural and geometry inspections were
performed between the flights to safeguard the overall structural integrity.



- In parallel to the above the aircraft started a comprehensive testing of "rapid
roiling" manoeuvres. These tests, being dynamic, do not really allow for aimple
extrapolation. A process of prediction - flight data matching and prediction of next
moat severe condition was used to extend the flight envelope for rapid rolling to the
boundaries of the manoeuvre envelope. This phase covered various external stores
configurations and although it required an extensive use of computer and man power it
maximised the aircraft flight envelope anid at the same time reduced the risk involved
in progressing the flight testing.

- Datum manouvres; each loads flight was initiated and terminated with:

- a ground datum manoeuvre to zero the load measurement when the aircraft is
stationary on ground in a particular engine and control surface setting.

- an in-flight datum sanouevre i.e. roller coaster and sideslip at fixed condition to
assess the consistency. The Og point is of particular significance in this datum
manoeuv re.

3.4 Points to Consider

The Tornado flight programme emphasised the need to consider the following points:

Instrumentation:

- strain gauges method can give good results
- use electrical gauges combination, if possible
- a bad instrumentation scheme will ruin the whole of the exercise, therefore
- minimise thermal effect on the gauges responses
- select accurately the positioning of the gauges, avoid areas of stress concentration, aim

to find linearities in the gauge response versus applied load

Calibration:

- apply enough cases to cover the possible range of load distribution in flight
- apply loads up to 60% of the limit loads
- discard gauges which do not respond linearly to applied loads

Flight Programme:

- teat for thermal effect on the gauges
- perform datum manoeuvres at each flight
- perform symmetric and asymmetric manoeuvres at various combinations of Rach and altitude

to cover the area of the flight envelope surrounding the design points.

4. Data Analysis

The vast amount of data acquired from Tornado flights was analysed at various levels. An
in-flight monitor and between flight analysis of data were carried out to ensure safety
during the flight trials. This was followed by a more detailed analysis, the methods of
which are explained.

4.1 In-fli htmonitor

All load measurements and flight condition parameters recorded on the airborne magnetic tape :
were also transmitted via telemetry to a ground station which displayed some selected
parameters on digital analogue displays and paper recorders. It was thus possible to,

- monitor the aircraft structural safety presenting to the engineer the structural behaviour
of the aircraft during the whole of the flight.

- assist the pilot to set up the correct conditions for each test point and check the
correct execution of the requested manoeuvre.

- monitor the instrumentation behaviour, in order to produce good quality data from each
flight.

It is obviously difficult to directly quantify the advantages of the telemetry system but in
comparison with previous projects it is believed that the number of flights required to
complete the flight programme has been significantly reduced.
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4.2 Between flight analysis

4.2.1 Symmetric/quasi static manoeuvres

Although an assessment of the data was already performed during telemetry subsequentto each flight a mare detailed analysis was required. It consisted of,

- max min monitor, a summsary of the maximum load achieved on each component during
each manoeuvre. These total loads were coapared against limit strength envelopes.

- total loads plots; all loads parameters were plotted versus the product of normal
acceleration times mass (NZW) on summary plots to confirm general load trends and
data consistency. The apparent scatter was largely due to the Mach and altitude
spread of the manoeuvres (see figure 4.1).

- detailed analysis of the problems, when encountered, during particular flights to
assess the implication for the future flights.

- instrumentation checks on the serviceability for the next flight.

A selection of the data was then transferred to the main computer to provide permanent

storage of selected manoeuvres for detailed analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Total Loads -Summary Plot
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Figure 4.2: Summary of Load Mesuremenlts During Rlapid Rolls



4.2.2 Rapid Rolling

In view of the potentially hazardous nature of rapid rolling manoeuvres a special
procedure was used to expand the flight envelope as indicated in pars 3.3. Special
attention was paid to the presentation of measured loads during this flying. A summary
of the total loads achieved during the rapid rolling testing of each particular test
condition was produced (see figure 4.2). Measured loads were plotted against the NZW
product to establish general load trends. Although the rapid rolling manoeuvres were
analysed individually this presentation assisted the engineer to confidently accept
the extrapolations to the next entry g, see boxes in the figure.

4.3 Detailed Analysis

The detailed analysis has been carried out for symmetric quasi-static manoeuvres and for
dynamic manoeuvres. The two types of manoeuvre require very different methods of analysis.

4.3.1 Symetrical Quasi Static Manoeuvres

For quasi steady conditions the equation for any load on the aircraft in flight takes
the general form:

L = Aerodynamic Load + Inertia Load (1)

The inertia load is simply a product of mass and normal acceleration and does not
require derivation from flight. The aerodynamic contribution may be written:

LAERO = LAERO ' LAERO f (n) (2)

at n =0

These terms vary with aircraft mass and centre of gravity and due to aeroelastic
effects and with wing fuel state; both terms vary with Mach number.

- Rigid Aircraft

For a given mass, c.g., wing fuel state and Mach and for a rigid aircraft with linear
characteristics, equation (2) becomes:

q (dLA) n W x (dtA)
L AERO + (3)

(dq ) n = CONST (d nW) q CONSI

where q is dynamic pressure
n is normal acceleration
W is aircraft mass

Subscript A denotes aerodynamic load

The aerodynamic load may be plotted as a carpet versus q and nW and as a carpet of
'semi non-dimensional' load versus q and nW/q shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4.

It can be seen that L = const + f (nW) (4)

q q

nw 100

SL A CONSTAN
2I = 10 AT CONSTANT

MACHf0 MACH

Figure 4.3: Variation of Aerodynamic Load with Figure 4.4: Variation of Load Coefficient with
Dynamic Pressure and Normal Acceleration for Dynamic Pressure and Lift Coefficient for Rigid
Rigid Data Data
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- Aeroelastics and Non Linear Characteristics

If we consider a flexible aeroplane in which the aerodynamic characteristics are
affected by the structural deformation resulting from application of load, the load at
n = 0 and the load due to normal acceleration become separate functions of dynamic
pressure. Ignoring the relatively small effect of the distortion due to inertia,
equation (3) becomes:

L q dLA f(q) + nW x dLA f(q) (5)d 0(n = 0) dn-W

At high lift coefficients the wing flow starts to break down. This phenomenon is very
dependent on Mach number and the development of the shock system, culminating in
separation. This affects loads on other parts of the airframe. For example the rear
fuselage bending results from aerodynamic loading on tails and rear fuselage which
balances the moments created by forward fuselage, intake, nib and wing - hence changes
of the wing flow conditions will result in changes to the rear fuselage bending.

Due to these changes in wing distributions the structural deformation resulting from
applied loading will be different from that in the attached flow (linear) situation.
The combined effects of aeroelastics and non-linearity will result in a modification
to the rigid aircraft, shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, to give the characteristics shown
in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6.

AT CONST AT CONST

LA MACH L
A  MACH

nW-84

nW0Lz ,, W-40 w

nW-

Figure. 4.5: Variation of Aerodynamic Figure 4.6: Variation of Load Coefficient
Load with Dynamic Pressure and with Dynamic Pressure and Lift Coefficient
Normal Acceleration for Flexible Aircraft for Flexible Aircraft Including Conditions
Including Conditions of Flow Breakdown of Flow Breakdown

In order to analyse the flight data within this analysis framework, conditions of near
constant Mach must be selected and the estimated contribution of inertia must be
subtracted from the measurements. "Worm plots" (figure 4.7) were also produced, to
show the variation of load factors superposed on a presentation of altitude, to allow
the engineer to establish the accuracy of the manoeuvre and a useful visual record of
the availability of flight data.

4.3.2 Dynamic Manoeuvres

The detailed analysis concentrates not only on the more precise definition of quasi
static loading derivatives, taking into account the secondary control variables, but
also on the analysis of the dynamic manoeuvres since these cannot be analysed by quasi
static techniques. In the case of the dynamic manoeuvres, predictions have been made
for standard control inputs, to provide flight clearances and a guide to upper bounds
for monitoring purposes. These predictions are of little help in making a quick
analysis of measured loads because the aircraft response and resultant loads depend
upon the individual control inputs. This can be illustrated by considering a pitch
stick jerk. The taileron load is a function of the direct loading derivatives due to
aircraft angle of attack, taileron angle and pitch rate and the aerodynamics due to
the distortion of the structure under normal and pitch acceleration inertia loads.

For detailed analysis one technique used is to predict loads from the representation;

LOAD (L) ) L rl, + 0L p +

5' -ILV
. . . . . ..... . .... ..
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Figure 4.7: Load Factors Versus Mach and Altitude. C' Worm Plots '

by (1) interpolating loading derivatives such as 3 L/ c)r1 to the measured flight
condition - the loading derivatives being represented at a discreet set of
sweeps, Mach numbers, speeds, incidences, control angles and aircraft
configurations - interpolation is by splined hypercubes,

(2) scaling these interpolated loading derivatives by the measured aircraft
control input and response parameters such as taileron angle (rO) and roll
rate (p), etc., extracted from the data base,

and (3) summing the scaled contributions

Because of the volume of data to be handled the scheme is computerised but with a
large involvement of the engineer. The predicted and measured loads and their
difference can be machine plotted in a variety of forms; and if the engineer considers
the comparison inadequate he can instruct the computer to "match" the difference by a
range of functions which he selects. The results of such analyses over the flown
flight envelope are assessed as a whole and are used to refine the computer stored
representation of the predicted loading derivatives. In parallel, analyses are made
of measured prototype responses to refine the predicted aircraft stability
derivatives. This data, with extrapolations if necessary, is then used to predict
aircraft responses and loads for standard control inputs and these form the basis for:

- clearance for future high load level flights and

- structural re-assessment at design conditions.

The following example illustrates the matching procedure used.

Fig 4.8 shows taileron bending moment coefficient versus time in a raoid roll
manoeuvre. Comparison is made between the flight measured data and values predicted
using measured flight mechanics parameters with wind tunnel based loading derivatives.
The differences shown imply that one or more of the loading derivatives is different
in flight. To establish whether a linear correlation exists between the load
difference and one or more response parameters the difference is plotted against
relevant response parameters.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Wind Tunnel Prediction and Flight Measured Tail
Bending During a Rapid Roll Manoeuvre.

Fig 4.9 shows a good correlation against differential tail whilst fig 4.10 shows no
correlation against roll rate for the same manoeuvre. Hence a changed derivative due
to differential tail angle is indicated. Having established which loading derivatives
are likely to be different the automatic matching technique is used, with freedom to
vary these loading derivatives to obtain a minimum difference between predicted and
flight measured loads.

MEASURED PREDICTED MEASURED - PREDICTED

TAIL BENDING MOMENT TAIL BENDING MOMENT

DIFF TAIL ANGLE ROLL RATE

Do

Figure 4.9 Comparison of the Difference Between Figtire 4.10: Comparison of the Difference Between
Fliht Measured and Wind Tunnel Flight Measured and Predicted Tail

Predicted Tail Bending Moment Bending Moment Versus Roll Rate.
Versus Differential Tail Angle.

Fig 4.11 shows the comparison of the flight data and the new prediction which resulted
in this case from a 15% change to the taileron bending moment derivative due to
differential tail angle.

Completion of the detailed analysis resulted in a revised loading derivative data set.
This data set is being used as the basis for final service clearance, and will be used
for further fatigue assessment.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of Flight Based Prediction and Flight Measured Tail
Bending During a Rapid Roll Manoeuvre

5. Discussion of selected results

5.1 laileron Torques

The results of wind tunnel testing of two Tornado models indicated that taileron torques in
excess of the actuator capability could be encountered. However, the two models generated very
different torque characteristics with respect to Mach number, leading to doubts as to the
validity of either set of data. Figure 5.1 shows the variation with Mach number of the
maximum positive and negative torques, for steady flight conditions at the maximum and minimum
normal acceleration. Comparison with the single system actuator capability shows that from
both models excessive values were predicted. Doubts about the validity of these predictions
were increased by the fact that the taileron torques are very dependent on the theoretically
estimated aeroelastic characteristics of both the taileron panel and the downwash field behind
the flexible wing.
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This led to the initial prototype trials being flown within a restricted flight envelope to
allow detailed analysis of flight data, but the measured flight data was found to be
significantly different from the wind tunnel based results and it can be seen from fig 5.1
that the taileron torques do not exceed the actuator capability.

Detailed examination of the results shows a broad similarity with the Model 3 data except that
values at low incidences are consistently less positive than for the model (a difference in
C ) and where both models indicated a consistent increase in negative torque with increase in
iMidence, the flight data indicated a levelling off at higher incidences. Comparisons of the
variation with incidence between model 5 and flight can be seen in figure 5.2. Figure 5.3
shows the comparison between flight and model 5 based prediction of taileron torque in a rapid
roll at 4g at Mach 0.95 and the comparison, after a change of the torque derivatives with
incidence and with differential tail setting derived from matching, is shown in figure 5.4.
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Model 5 was a final prototype check out model and most closely represented the lines of the
actual aircraft.At early flight clearance work was based on this model data. The data from
Model 5 however does not exhibit consistent trends in comparison with the flight data. It is
not possible to be certain but this leads to the tentative conclusion that the Model 5 wind
tunnel results were inaccurate due to strain gauge balance inadequacy rather than differing
aerodynamic characteristics model to flight. A drift of the balance zero for different Mach
numbers is the most likely explanation. A reasonable match between the Model 3 results and
flight can be obtained by modifying the estimated aeroelastic contributions.

Further examination of the wind tunnel data has shown that at high speed the maximum allowable
torque is compatible with less than 10% of the full range capability of the wind tunnel model
strain gauge balance. The difference between the two models or between model and flight
represents only about 3 or 4% of model capability in these conditions. The need for high
model capability results from the fact that the full incidence range needs to be tested at
maximum dynamic pressure to obtain data appropriate to high altitude and therefore low dynamic
pressure in flight. It is apparent therefore that an order of magnitude improvement in the
accuracy of the wind tunnel model balance was necessary.



For the trim conditions presented here the taileron shear is very small, the effect of
incidence being offset by taileron setting to maintain trim. The torque at negative normal
acceleration results mainly from the camber shape of the taileron. The rapid variation with
normal acceleration supersonically results primarily from the fact that the centres of
pressure due to incidence and due to taileron angle are in very different places due to the
effects of a vortex from the side intakes and due to proximity of the taileron to the wing
trailing edge, involving shock interactions between the two surfaces. The camber shape of the
taileron was chosen so as to equalise the maximum positive and negative torques. Theoretical
methods available at the time gave values due to camber similar to those measured but the
predicted variation with normal acceleration was very much smaller. The theoretical results
underestimated the required size of the actuator by a factor of 2.5.

In conclusion:

The use of flight load measurements has avoided the need to increase actuator size or
restrict the flight envelope.

* A high level of accuracy is required of wind tunnel measurements.

5.2 Effect of Heavy Store Configuration on rear fuselage bending

For a configuration with heavy stores underwing and underfuselage, depicted in fig 5.5 it was
found at Mach 0.92 from monitoring that trim taileron angles and incidence were greatly
different from those predicted (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). A calculation assuming the wind tunnel
based loading 'derivatives' in combination with flight measured incidence and taileron setting
implied rear fuselage loads far in excess of the aircraft strength (fig 5.8). This result
appeared to be compatible with the high measured taileron bending moments, if the centre of
pressure of the taileron load was assumed to be as for the clean aircraft. Unacceptable
restrictions on the flight envelope in this configuration were indicated.
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The fact that the tail angle to trim was different from wind tunnel data indicates either a
difference in the wing and fuselaqe characteristics requiring a change of tail load to balance
the aircraft, or a difference in downwash, requiring a change of tail setting with no change
of tail load. It is most likely to be a combination of these. It is not possible therefore
to be certain whether the different trim angles result in the load change indicated.

Detailed analysis of flight load measurements for this configuration showed that the variation
of taileron shear with incidence and at zero tail setting was very different from that found
in the wind tunnel, as shown in fig 5.9. The similarity of bending moment indicates a
different centre of pressure on the taileron.
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Figure 5.9: Variation of Taileron Loading with Incidence

The resulting flight measured loads are seen in fig 5.8 to be greatly below those implied by
the simple expedient of using flight trim angles with wind tunnet loads data, although they
are greater than the pure wind tunnel based values for this configuration, which by prediction
was not a critical design case for the structure. However, they are greater than the original
design loads, albeit less than the actual strength established by check stress. In the event
no restrictions were necessary.

Several lessons emerge:

" The use of flight measured flight parameters with wind tunnel predicted loads derivatives

can be misleading.

* The use of incomplete flight load measurements can be misleading.

* Care must be taken to monitor a broad spectrum of configurations and flight conditions - not

just those predicted to be critical.

5.3 Expansion of Flight Envelope with Manoeuvre devices deployed

The structure of Tornado was designed to withstand the loads resulting from flight throughout
the full flight envelope without flaps deployed. The "fallout" flight envelope available
within the strength, with the flaps deployed to manoeuvre setting was determined from wind
tunnel data. Although this resulted in acceptable symmetric g capability, full stick (rapid)
rolls were severely limited. Fig 5.10 shows the variation of roll rate with normal
acceleration resulting from a full nilot roll control application compared with the boundary
for which 100% design load on the wi, g results from calculations using wind tunnel based data.

Progressive flight envelope expansion involving detailed analysis of flight measured data
established that loads at higher incidences were lower than predicted allowing a clearance for
full stick rolls up to 80% of the symmetric limit. The comparison of predicted wing bending
moment in rapid roll mmnoeuvres between prediction and flight measurements is shown in figure
5.11 in which it can be seen that the flight values are significantly less than the predicted
values.
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Figure 5.12: Wing Loading Characteristics Due to Roll Rate and Incidence

Fig 5.12 shows the comparison of wind tunnel, theoretical estimates and flight data of the
variation of wing bending moment due to roll rate and of wing bending moment due to incidence
(symmetric contribution). Although the three are similar at low incidence the high incidence
characteristics are seen to differ greatly, the reduction of symmetric bending moment at
moderate incidences being reflected in the variation of bending moment due to roll rate.lhe
combination of these two effects, which are associated with the development of shocks as
transonic conditions are encountered, results in smaller loads which allow clearance to a
larger flight envelope.

* The availability of a means of flight load measurement has rlearly been of great benefit in
this instance in providing a far better service clearance than would otherwise have been
possible.

A
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5.4 Transonic Effects on Flight Clearance

Flight load measurements for mid sweep have shown a rapid variation of wing bending moment as
mach number is varied. Figure 5.13 shows a typical example at 25000 feet of the variation of
wing bending moment co-efficient versus lift coefficient for a selection of mach numbers. At
low incidences where the wind tunnel data is linear the agreement with flight is good. At
transonic mach numbers, above the predicted linear region the flight measurements show the
linear loading relationship to be sustained to higher lift coefficients.

Examination of the wing shear measurements has shown that the main non linearity results from
an inboard movement of the wing centre of pressure which is delayed to higher incidences in
the case of the flight data. Since the wing is swept this results in greater nose down
pitching moments at the higher incidences which need to be balanced by greater down tail load.
The flight tail load measurements confirm this effect.

These transonic effects can only be explained by a combination of full scale Reynolds numbers
and mach effects resulting in "supersonic" type flow being established at high incidence at a
slightly lower mach number in flight than in the tunnel. This has given better high incidence
handling and manoieuvrability, at the expense of slightly higher wing and fuselage loads in
this small transonic region.

Detailed analysis of the flight data has shown that for the original design flight envelope
the maximum wing bending moment is greater than the wing design loads. A small change to the
cleared flight envelope in the transonic region as shown in figure 5.14 results in a variation
of maximum wing bending moment versus mach as shown in fig 5.15.
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The increase in down tail loads to trim the changed wing distribution adds to the rear
fuselage bending moment. As a result it has been necessary to increase the strength of the
rear fuselage as show in figure 5.16. The small change to the cleared flight envelope avoided
the need for greater strengthening.

* Flight load measurements have shown that in the transonic region wind tunnel data cannot be

relied upon to provide sufficiently good results for full flight clearance.

6. Resolution of difficulties encountered

The usefulness of a flight load measurement programme must be judged on many factors. The
most important of these is possibly the extent to which one can rely on the accuracy of the
data measured. rhere is no absolute means of determination of the accuracy of the data but
various methods are available which can provide a high level of confidence. Experience in the
Tornado programme has shown that a high percentage of the data has at one time or other been
suspect and a large proportion of the total time used in the analysis of the data has been
used in the identification of discrepancies in the data and their resolution. Some examples
are discussed here.

During early flying it was found that the variation of the taileron torques between the pre
and post flight on ground datums and the in flight datums was outside the values expected.
The taileron shear also exhibited inconsistencies. The hot soak flight established large
temperature drift effects. Examination of the installation for the measurement of taileron
torque showed that the bridge temperature compensation gauges had been mounted too far away
from the active gauges. In the case of the taileron shear the problem was far more subtle and
resulted from temperature stresses in the structure to which the strain gauges were mounted.
The effects were large and made a nonsense of the measurements. After developing several
different strain gauge installations to try to establish a reliable measurement a satisfactory
solution was found.

The datum manoeuvre results were also used to identify a small apparent discrepancy in the
wing bending moments. After much investigation it was established that the error lay not in
wing strain gauge measurements but that the normal accelerometer reading had a datum error.
Such findings give great confidence in the accuracy of the load measurements but make one very
wary of flight parameter measurements. The accuracy of the interpreted loads is dependent on
both the accuracy of the load measurement and the flight parameters.

A further source of difficulty in matching flight data resulted from inconsistent record of
incidence. The need to fully calibrate the incidence measurement prior to flight load
measurement cannot be over emphasised.

E ll[ " I . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. I , . . - - I I
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Comparison of port and starboard results may be sufficient to identify the differences but not
to establish which (if either) is the correct measurement. On Tornado wing bending moment is
measured at 4 spanwise stations. Port and starboard results for the second station from the
root consistently showed 15% difference in value. All other stations were within 2%. No
Fundamental instrumentation checks had resolved this difference. A double differentiation of
the variation of bending moment with span results in a loading diagram and although this
exercise cannot be carried out precisely it was sufficiently good to establish that the rogue
measurement was the lower value.

In several areas the calibration was limited in order to reduce time on the ground or because
of difficulty in establishing sufficient load application points on the aircraft. An example
of this is the front fuselage on which bending moments were made by means of strain gauged
straps at the front transport joint. Analysis of the results showed variation with Mach
number different from the Tornado wind tunnel data and any available literature on forebodies.
This was believed to be due to inadequate calibration since loads were applied at a single
point and the response of the gauges to vertical shear had not been established, neither had
the response to lateral loads on the forebody.

7. Contribution of flight loads measurements to clearance to service

Final clearance to service of the aircraft in respect of structural loads has been achieved in
a composite manner, following the test to ultimate load on the static test airframe.
Quasi-static symmetric manoeuvres were demonstrated in the most critical conditions by
roller-coasters and wind up turns, based upon the results of the survey to 80% limit load.
Symmetric dynamic manoeuvres have been cleared by calculation using the flight based loading
derivative and aircraft derivative data sets. Asymmetric manoeuvres have been cleared partly
by the rapid rolling flight envelope expansion process and partly by calculation of the
checked asymmetric manoeuvres required by the Mil Specs using the flight based data sets.

Loads measurement has allowed the rapid roll flight envelope expansion programme to be
progressed with a greater assurance of safety, than would otherwise have been the case. In
some areas the rapid roll flight envelope has been extended beyond that predicted by the use
of wind tunnel data, greatly increasing the aircraft operational capability with manoeuvre
devices.

In addition to the overall contribution outlined above, there have been several areas in which
the flight load measurements made a special contribution to the service clearance,

* the taileron actuator size was established to be adequate despite indications to the
contrary from wind tunnel.

* the availability of load measurement data in heavy stores configurations avoided
unnecessary restrictions on the manoeuvre envelope which would have resulted if only flight
parameters had been available.

* the use of flight measurements has resulted in a clearance for rapid rolling in the
manoeuvre wing configuration up to 80% of the symmetric limit, compared with a 2g limit
based on wind tunnel and theoretical prediction.

* flight loads measurements identified excessive wing and fuselage loads for transonic
conditions of the clean aircraft, allowing the determination of a satisfactory safe
manoeuvre envelope with a minimum of strengthening. The maximum available manoeuvre
envelope has been determined with a minimum of risk from excessive loads, within the
minimum weight philosophy adopted for design.

* The confidence with which service clearance can be given has been enhanced by the
knowledge, based on flight loads measurement that the structural strength matches the
maximum loads expected in service.

* In the longer term greater assurance of safety will result from the use of the flight based
loads data sets in combination with in service flight parameter measurements to determine
usage of fatigue life.



8. Conclusions

" Flight load measurements have made a significant contribution to the Tornado service~
clearance.

" Care is needed, in defining the instrumentation, gauyje positioning to ensure linear
responses, avoiding extraneous effects.

" Adequate calibration of strain gauges must be provided, including in-flight datum and
calibration checks.

" The flight programme must cover a broad distribution of flight conditions in addition to
areas where critical cases are predicted to occur.

" Adequate facilities must be provided to allow monitoring, easy data acquisition, storage
and retrieval and to carry out detailed analysis.

" Flight load measurements in the linear range for the clean aircraft have generally been in
close agreement with predictions.

" Wind tunnel data has, in some instances, for example taileron torque, been found to be
unreliable, possibly due to inadequacy in the measurement techniques. In similar
circumstances theoretical methods grossly underestimated the loads,

" For transonic conditions, where theoretical methods were not available, the wind tunnel
data was found to be inadequate, leading to greater wing and rear fuselage loads in flight
than those predicted.

" Small differences, between wind tunnel and flight, in the behaviour of the wing
aerodynamics in the manoeuvre flap configuration at high incidence, were sufficiently
great to make a significant difference to the flight envelope cleared.

" Within the context of the minimum weight philosophy, and hence untoleranced loads, used
for Tornado design the flight measurements have been shown to be an essential means to
establish flight clearance, since some measured loads were found to be different from
prediction.

" Careful consideration should be given to the need for comprehensive flight load
measurements based on the requirement of the particular project. The magnitude of the
wing loading affects the extent to which prediction and flight are likely to disagree,
tolerances on prediction may result in acceptable weight penalties dependent on the
requirement of the aircraft.
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ABSTRACT

The large variety of external stores carried on underwing pylons of modern combat aircraft
requires a large amount of prediction work to assess the flutter behaviour.
This work, based on calculations, wind tunnel and A/C Qround testino, is to be matched with flinht
test data for final qualification.
This paper reports the various problems encountered in this matching work, e.g.:

- structural nonlinearities, particularly due to variable sweep wing and related pivot

arrangements

- effects of excitation techniques

- control system interaction with structural modes

- transonic aerodynamics

The probable causes of these problems are discussed and the trends in which both theoretical
and test techniques should be improved are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION

During early development stages of a variable sweep wing combat aircraft extended wind tunnel
testing of wing store configurations on subsonic flutter models were performed. Ground resonance tests
on aircraft components,clean A/C and A/C with stores were conducted and the results were incorporated
into the analytical model. Flight Tests of the clean aircraft and of the aircraft with stores followed,
concentrating only on key configurations.
This paper deals with the difficulties the dynamicists had to face in correlating results with analy-
tical simulation in the final flight test period . Particular reference is made to the aircraft with
underwing stores, the clean aircraft development is being dealt with in ref. 5.

STRUCTURAL NONLINEARITIES

The problem of structural nonlinearities involves two fundamental aspects:
- the interpretation of flutter flight test results, which implies an assessment of how nonlinear the
behaviour of flying prototypes was durinn individual measurements

- the prediction of production aircraft non-linear behaviour durinn all service life, in which any in-
spection or replacement of parts must be kept to a minimum.

The procedure leading to the flutter clearance for each external store confinuration must of
course be based on the understanding of both aspects.
A typical case of such a procedure in which the correlation problem was succesfully managed is now
presented.
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Reference I discussed both the usual slight nonlinearities of any aircraft structure and the large
one concentrated in the variable sweep-underwing pylons alignment system. Figures 1 and 2 presented
here show this case, leading to the two different kinematic behaviours:

- pylon clamped to the wing by static friction in the bearings (yaw loads are transmitted to the wine
itself and the control rod is not giving significant contribution; this condition is referred to as
"riqid control rod")

pylon free to rotate relative to the wing (when friction forces are exceeded by yaw oscillation
inertia forces; the yaw moment is transmitted to the control rod which is therefore treated as "elastic").

For the store configuration considered (large tank on i/b pylons) the flutter mechanism is
different for the two kinematic states. In the first case the store yaw mode frequency lies in the
range of the two modes giving the critical couplina (first wino bending and store pitch). This
improves the flutter behaviour as it is shown in fin. 3 in which the computed flutter speed is
presented versus the pylon yaw flexibility. Any uncertainty in the definition of this important
parameter (affected by the usual slinht nonlinearities above mentioned) leads to the shown considerable
differences in flutter speed. The trend can be explained easily: increasino the yaw flexibility, the
yaw frequency, formerly higher than those of wing bendinq and store pitch, reduces and crosses this
range causing energy absorbtion (yaw of a heavy store) and a yaw-pitch modal exchanoe, which, by raising
the pitch, decouples the critical modes and therefore raises the flutter speed drastically (figures 3, 4).
When the yaw flexibility is further increased, the flutter speed aoain decreases as the yaw mode dis-
appears downward from the coupling area.
If the elastic control rod is considered, the pylon yaw flexibility is drastically increased by the rod
flexibility added in series and the total value is high enough to decouple the yaw mode completely, being
now at very low frequency.
Therefore the flutter speed is practically constant in the whole plot range (fioure 3).
For the nominal value of the pylon yaw flexibility the elastic control rod case is more critical and this
unfavourable difference could be significantly larmer if the possible effective flexibility ranne, due
to slight nonlinearities and normal differences betueei various production aircrafts,is taken into
account. Therefore the problem of correlation, having a considerable impact on final clearance, was
solved with the following approach.
The first logical suggestion was of course to try to excite the store yaw mode at high amplituue in
order to generate the more critical elastic control rod case as the starting condition for the aircraft
flutter mode evolution to be measured. This was difficult to do as all excitation devices were as usual
designed to provide a vertical bendino-pitch excitation. On the other hand it must be noted that the
flutter mode related to the elastic control rod case does not contain a significant store yaw component
as for the rigid case (see fiqure 5). It is decoupled, at lower frequency as shown above. As a consequence,
it can be stated that the flutter mode itself is showino the nature of the kinematic condition.

A proper indication of this condition can therefore be built up takino the ratio of store yaw to
pitch motion V 0 for the critical mode which is easv to excite durino fliaht tests. The important
feature of this parameter is that its trend versus the yaw flexibility and versus the kinematic condi-
tion follows the flutt,r speed trend quite well (see fiqures 6 and 3).

At this point the procedure is clear:

1. - compute the plots of figures 3 and 6 for prototype A/C takinn into account for important modes
the structural damping measured durinn oround resonance tests (performed over wide amplitude range)
at the amplitude normally achieved durinn flioht tests

2. - take from inflight measured mode shapes the value of V G

3. - compare this value with the computed plot of fig. 6. This will show which kinematic behaviour
(rigid or elastic control rod) has been achieved and, in the rinid rod case, also the proper value
of the yaw flexibility Ciy "operating" during the test

4. - take the corresponding computed flutter speed from the plot of figure 3 and compare this with
the values extrapolated from test results; build up if necessary a correctinr factor

5. - apply this correcting factor to the flutter speed computed for service aircraft using for critical
modes the structural damping factors considered reliable for both larce amplitude of oscillations
(where the friction part of damping tends to disappear) and for all service life. Figure 7 shows
the pitch mode damping measured during ground resonance test of a prototype after a considerable
amount of flyinq hours. From this plot a reliable dampinq value of 6% was taken. For those calcu-
lations of course the elastic control rod case must be considered as this is sooner or later
reached for both increasing oscillations and wear of the pylon to wing connection.

6. - define flutter clearance on the basis of the flutter speed obtained above corrected by the usual
15% safety factor.

The comparison of flutter speed of point 4 is particularly useful in defininq the correctinq
factor if excitation during flight tests indicates both elastic and rigid control rod behaviours.
This was the case for the referenced configuration where a first set of flight tests showed the rigid
rod case only (figure 5 c) and a second set performed with the same prototype in a 2nd test stane havino
more flown hours and couplinq wear) showed also the elastic rod case (figure 5 b). It can be noted from
figure 6 that the experimental values of V/O correlate quite well with the calculated values.
If the flutter clearance had been given on the basis of the first set of flight tests only, without this
specific correlation study confirmed by the second set, a dangerous situation for in service alrraft tould
have been created.
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EFFECTS OF EXCITATION TECHNIQUES

The particular requirement for this aircraft was to obtain sufficient excitation and hence signal
to noise ratio to achieve the free or larme amplitude kinematic state described previously. This was
furthermore required for a large number of underwing store configurations.

Both inertia exciter and bonker excitation (rocket motors) were discarded at the outset as means
of excitation since with the low wino-store frequencies expected for this aircraft, high eneray levels
would be required. This would entail fairly large and massive installation which would substantially
effect the flutter characteristics under investigation.

Turbulence as a means of excitation was similarly rejected since levels encountered were not
expected to be sufficient to obtain elastic control rod kinematic conditions.

In view of the number of stores to be cleared, the decision was made to develop a dedicated flutter
store, based on an underwing fuel tank from the stores list, with hydraulically operated vanes providino
the excitation force. This was arranged to accept variable ballast masses to simulate the mass, centre
of gravity and radius of gyration of the critical stores to be cleared. The principal -xcitation used
was frequency sweep although psuedo random binary noise and selected pulse excitations were available.
Since the flight envelope to be explored was readily achievable in straight and level flight, a slow
sweep rate was preferred to maximise the wing-store response for the available excitation force. A
facility for varying the excitation amplitude was included.
The response of the aircraft was measured by means of vertical and longitudinal accelerometers positioned
on the wing tip and triaxial accelerometers on the nose and tail of the flutter store and other outboard
underwing stores when present.

The results were analysed using cross correlation techniques to obtain an equivalent impulsive re-
sponse, followed by a process of filtering in the frequency domain and subtraction in the time domain to
obtain the dominant and sub-dominant modes o' interest. This process was performed on an HP5451C Fourier
Analyser using the programs detailed in ref. 5

The results obtained were to be supplemented by manual analysis of the resnonse due to stick jerks
and w;ng sweep start and stop inputs.

Since the critical flutter couplings under investigation were symmetric the obvious form of stick jerk
excitation was longitudinal. This, however, in practice proved to give only poor excitation since at the
taileron the displacements are generally low for the wing store modes and therefore only a limited amount
of energy can be introduced. Wing sweeps were also found to give only a very limited amplitude of exci-
tation again due to the limitations of the sweep rate. It was discovered however that lateral stick jerks,
using the wing spoilers as the main excitation device, could attain reasonable amplitudes of response.
Initially an asymmetric motion was excited which settled down to a symmetric resoonse. This led to the
special dynamic manoeuvres used during the flight programme where, in order to maximise the response,
the pilot initiated a roll, reversed it, and stopped the roll by using rapid lateral stick inputs.

This method of excitation achieved fairly consistent results with some stores (e.g. for the above
mentioned tank cofiguration) One problem encountered was that the duration of the stick jerk, and there-
fore its frequency components, was variable - needing several manoeuvres to obtain a few test points with
adequate excitation. This problem could be overcome by injecting a preprogrammed electrical signal into
the control system giving a known, and repeatable excitation source. Being impulsive in form such a
system would have to have a fairly large degree of authority over the control surface to generate
sufficient response and it follows that there is a need for it to be fail-safe in performance.

A further problem was that by the time fully symmetric behaviour was estabished the signal had
often decayed to fairly low sional noise ratios. These problems were compounded by the limited separa-
tion of the two critical modes (e.g. approx 0.4 Hz) which meant that beating between the modes could
well affect the results without being readily apparent from the short time history available.

The flutter store, using frequency sweep excitation, proved to be quite effective at exciting the
lower damped critical flutter mode, and, by concentrating on accelerometers which displayed the least
distortion or contamination by the adjacent higher damped mode, nave a reasonably consistent set of
results. These agreed well with the trends predicted by theoretical means for the rigid control rod
case. Reliance on detailed studies of critical parameter variations and their possible influences was
therefore necessary to define safe flutter'clearances for use in service.

Neither of the principal methods used (flutter store frequency sweep or special dynamic manoeuvres)
could reliably extract good quality results for the higher damped mode of the flutter couplinn or for
the pylon yaw mode. For future work it has been proposed that the flutter store facilities should be
extended to provide a means for specific independent yaw axis excitation. This would ensure that the
free kinematic state was present during even moderate store pitch -wing bending excitation and give
added confidence to the final production flutter clearances.
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INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL MODE COUPLING WITH THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Modern aircrafts are using sophisticated power control and automatic control systems, which basically
are designed to maneuver the aircraft and to provide sufficient damping for the rigid body modes. Since
the sensors are attached to a flexible structure, motions of the elastic aircraft also are picked up and
may be modified by the system. Tactical requirements lead to the use of fast responding pressure feedback
actuators capable of producing large forces at structural mode frequencies. In order to avoid instabilities
it is necessary to predict the response of the airplane with the control system and to correlate with test
data. An analytical approach for the complete system including unsteady aerodynamic forces was devel ped
in which the elastic structure is described by normal modes modified by results of a ground resonance sur-
vey (Ref. 6).

A bloc[ diagram of the fully operative CSAS (Command and Stajility Augmentation System) for the high
speed range is shown in Fig. 8. The pitch, roll and yaw rate signals are picked up by gyros and filtered and
shaped to provide pitch,roll and yaw control by means of an all-moving tailplane (taileron) and a con-
ventional rudder. The possible implementation of a structural mode filter must be provided in the design
of the CSAS to suppress unfavourable coupling effects of structural modes. The actuator dynamics are highly
nonlinear depending on preloading, amplitude, input, and service conditions. One must be sure, therefore,
that the transfer function of the worst possible case is introduced into the analysis.

Whereas transfer functions of all of the electrical blocks in the CSAS can be predicted analytically
with sufficient accuracy, the actuator impedance and frequency response functions must be measured. Open
loop calculations have been performed considering the dynamics of the aircraft structure, the complete
CSAS and servo system. The excitation is represented by a harmonic oscillating electrical input signal,
fed into the system which was cut off behind the rate gyros. The results of these calculations are demon-
strated by Nyquist diagrams. Open loop tests were conducted with the aircraft standing on inflated and
deflated tires for various fuel conditions and wing sweep angles. The purpose of this test was to measure
the transfer function of elastic aircraft with CSAS and close the loops whenever stability was assured. In
the first test series this was only possible for the yaw loop because the pitch and roll loops were unsta-
ble. After introducing a lag filter into the actuator circuit, the aircraft was stable but did not yet ful-
fill our requirements for safety margins.

The Nyquist plot of Fig. 9 comparing test with analytical results for a system without str-:ctural
mode filters (notch filters) but with the lag filter introduced into the taileron actuator circuit shows
good correlation for the pitch axis. The structural model had to be adjusted to reflect the test condi-
tion of the aircraft standing on tyres and structural damping g = 0.02 was introduced for every vibration
mode. Fig. 9 shows considerable responses in the three symmetrical vibration modes: First symmetricol
wing bending at 6.1 Hz, first fuselage vertical bending at 9.9 Hz and first symmetrical tailplane bending
at 13.0 Hz.

The aircraft is stable because the response does not encircle the point (-1) on the real axis. Simi-
lar results have been obtained for the roll axis. The phase lag introduced into the low-frequency area
by a notch filter was expected to be detrimental to the stability of flight mechanical-CSAS coupled modes.
Since this phase lag increases with higher notch filter attenuation, there was the requirement to keep the
attenuation to a minimum. On the other hand, it is necessary to cover frequency and amplitude shifts of
structural modes (generated by flight flutter test excitation equipment, wing and fuselage fuel contents,
wing sweep), and gain and phase variation of actuators by reasonable margins.

In difference to the requirement for stability of MIL-Spec. A-008870 A, asking for a gain margin of
at least 6 dB and separately for a phase margin of at least + 600 we required a 6 dB margin on the amplitu-
de of each structural mode and applied MIL-Spec philosophy only for failure cases. This approach seems to
be more advisable for modern aircraft using very sophisticated control systems and fast responding pressure
feedback actuators.

On the basis of a 6 dB margin for all amplitudes, a notch filter w~s designed for the pitch and roll
axis, considering various configurations and fuel conditions. Fig.10 shows the notch filter haracteristic
for the pitch axis, providing an attenuation of -30 dB at about 11 Hz. The calculated and measured open
loop diagram for the pitch axis with the notch filter implemented is presented in Fig. 11.

Open loop tests in various configurations have been performed also on production aircraft. It is
worth ;entioning that the attenuation of the structural filters was proved to he sufficient throughout
all aircraft development stages. To avoid unfavourable phase effects on the flight mechanical modes, the
deletion of actuator lag filters is in consideration which has been made possible by improvements of the
actuator frequency characteristic.

When the aircraft was proved to be stable on the ground and reasonable agreement was achieved between
test and analysis, the stability of the CSAS-structural mode coupling behaviour in flight had to be in-
vestigated by analyses. Only a few check points had to be tested with fully engaged CSAS during normal
flutter test flights.

The open loop diagrams of the pitch response, as shown in Fig.12 for two different flight conditions,
demonstrate (in comparison with the results obtained on the ground) the attenuating effect of unsteady
aerodynamic forces. Close loop calculations indicated that there is practicallv no influence of the CSAS
on the flutter behaviour. The small effect of the CSAS on the flutter behaviour has been confirmed by
check points during flight flutter testing of various clean aircraft and wing store configurations. A
possible exception of the general validity of this result will be discussed in the following chapter
which deals with the influence of the stick pitch circuit on wing store flutter by coupling with the
flutter mode.

. .. . . . . ... .. . .. . .... ... .A -- I
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STICK PITCH COUPLING WITH STRUCTURAL MODES

Appro:ching transonic speeds during flutter flight testina of an inboard and outboard wino store
configuration at 45 degree wing sweep, apparant zero dampino was indicated by constant wing bending and
store pitch oscillations at 4 Hz after excitation by lateral stick jerks. On the inboard wino pylons
flutter stores were carried, simulating the full external tank. The oscillations could be stopped by
sweeping the wing to the back position. The flutter case was predicted by conventional flutter calcula-
tions but the flutter speed was higher than measured in flinht test. Durino the amplitude limited wino
and store oscillations significant responses in stick pitch and taileron pitch were shown by the stick
and taileron instrumentation. Therefore a contribution of the control system to the aeroelastic behaviour
oT the aircraft structure seems to be likely and a careful investigation was initiated including ground
testing, coupled stick pitch - structural mode calculations and further flinht flutter testing.

In Figure 13 the results of a conventional flutter analysis for the inboard and outboard wino store
confiouration considered are plotted, showing an inboard store pitch - wing bending flutter at about
4 Hz. Because in this calculation free yaw displacements of the pylons relative to the wing are repre-
sented, the inboard store yaw frequency is separated and contributes only little to the flutter mode.
For the calculations a conservative assumption of 2 has been made for the damping of each structural
mode on the ground. In spite of this fact the flight test measurements indicate a flutter speed which
is about 8 lower than the calculated speed. The results of the flight flutter test are also depicted in
this figure.

The mathematical model, developed to represent the CSAS/structural mode coupling behaviour could
also be used for this investigation after introduction of an additional degree of freedom for the stick
pitch feel system dynamics and after completion of the control system representation by the electrical
connection between the stick pitch pick up and the taileron. The mechanism of the mechanical and elec-
trical stick pitch circuit are demonstrated by the flow diagram in figure 14.

The stick pitch sensor which is used in the electrical (CSAS or direct link) mode is fixed to
the fuselage structure, measuring the stick pitch angle relative to this fuselage station. The
signal, therefore, also includes structural motions of the fuselage excited by the taileron.

Secondly, the mechanical parts of the pitch control line, including stick, feel jack, links and
control rods up to the clutches (connected to the taileron actuators if the aircraft is con-
trolled mechanically) can be excited by fuselage oscillations at fuselage attachment points.

Both effects are able to close the stick pitch loop by means of structural feedback.

In figure 15 a frequency response curve of the pitch control line operating in "Direct link" is shown,
being available from rig testing for various flight conditions, different amplitudes and for flight simu-
lation of the "direct link" or the full CSAS condition.

According to the nonlinear characteristic of the pitch feel spring system, amplitudes and resonance
frequency are highly dependent on the excitation. Due to a nearly 180

' 
phase shift at the resonance

frequency, the control line could be represented by a sinqle mass-spring-damper system with a resonance
frequency between 3 and 4 Hz and a structural damping of about 15 . Usina these data for first analytical
investigations of the full dynamical system including the unbalanced pitch control line results in flutter
trends which are demonstrated by figure 16.

For general illustration of nonlinear feel system effects on flutter, the dampina of the critical
flutter mode is depicted for different resonance frequencies of the stick pitch mode. Due to the rapid
phase change at the stick pitch resonance frequency the coupling of the flutter mode with the stick pitch
mode can reduce the flutter speed for about ' if the feel system resonance frequency is equal or lower
than the critical flutter mode frequency.

If the feel system frequency is higher than the flutter mode frequency, then the effect on flutter
can be beneficial. New frequency response measurements of the control circuit were performed on prototype
as well as on production standard aircraft. Similar characteristics were obtained for the different flight
mechanical operation modes, but the mechanical mode exhibited much lower amplitude responses. Therefore
further investigations were concentrated on the "Direct Link" and the CSAS mode.

Stick pitch frequency responses measured on prototype aircraft in "Direct Link" operation are pre-
sented in figure 17. The resonance frequency drops from about 5.3 Hz at small excitation to 4 Hz at larce
excitation due to the nonlinear characteristic of the feel actuator. A reduction in resonance frequency
is also obvious when the resonance conditions are approached from hinher frequencies. Further tests at
different trirmi positions extended the range of possible resonance frequencies which h i to be conside-
red by calculation between 6 and 3.5 Hz. In contrast to the r~q test results the phase change at the
resonance frequency was not higher than go

0 
for all aircraft measurements which is matched by calcula-

tions just for the resonance conditions. Although some design changes had been applied to the feel
spring system, the measurements on the production aircraft reveals similar results, but the pitch feel
system damping was reduced from 15,, measured on prototype aircraft, to about 5 . Final determination
of the mass and inertia properties of the complete pitch control line confirmed that the system is
suitably balanced for aircraft pitch, fore and aft and vertical accelerations. Usino this data in a
coupled "aircraft structure-control system" analysis and investigatinq the effect of the frequency and
mass parameters of the control line yielded the followinq results:

The effects of mass couplino between pitch control and aircraft x and z are negligible. The
influence of the mass coupling between pitch control and aircraft pitch is evident but rel~kt~vely small.
The largest effects are generated by the variation of control line resonance frequency and the control
line pitch inertia as represented by figure 18 and figure 19. However, the calculation indicates a de-
trimental effect of the pitch control resonance frequency only for the unbalanced system whereas for the
balanced system values of pitch control resonance frequencies higher or lower than the flutter fre-



quency lead to flutter speeds higher than the speeds obtained by conventional flutter calculations.
It should be mentioned that by adding the balance weights to the control line, the pitch control
inertia was increased by about 40 . But, as shown in figure 19, the control line pitch inertia was also
proved to have large influences on the flutter speed only for values smaller than relevant aircraft data.

Comparing the fully operational CSAS mode with the "direct link" mode reveals a slightly bene-
fical effect of the CSAS which is presumably caused less by the feedback of fuselage motions via the
pitch rate gyro than by the chanoes of circuit gain and phase in full CSAS.

The analytical results have indicated a possible reduction in flutter speed if certin conditions
are met. Considering the complexity of the problem and the large number of possible parameter constella-
tions due to nonlinearities of the control system and aircraft structure, nonlinear calculations may be
necessary to cover the most critical case.

As already shown by analytical investigations of the linearized problem, the possible reduction
in flutter speed seems not to be dramatic but it was proved that in some cases realistic flutter speeds
can not be predicted without considering the fully coupled dynamical and flight mechanical system.

TRANSONIC EFFECTS

Another difficult problem which can hardly be predicted if no transonic flutter model or unsteady
pressure distribution model is available, is the influence of transonic aerodynamics on store flutter.

Carrying stores on the outboard wing pylons, decreasing damping of the wing bendinn mode has been
measured in first flight flutter tests. According to analytical predictions the mass and inertia proper-
ties of the stores were not flutter critical. As demonstrated by figure 20 and 21 the flight flutter test
was interrupted after a first test series, when low dampinas in the wina bendino mode were indicated which
were confirmed by repeated flight measurements. The large scatter in measured dampings could be explained
by transonic effects, being different for slightly changed fliGht conditions as well as by the strong
coupling between wing bending and store yaw which generates two modes, both showina larae wing bendino
motions but different modal dampings.

Before having solved the problem, the outboard store configurations for the transonic speed range
had to be limited to high altitudes.

A combined experimental - analytical study was initiated involving flow pattern measurements on an
aeroelastic research model at RAE as well as flutter analyses including trarsonic effects. Since neither
a transconic flutter model nor an unsteady pressure distribution model was available, the calculation had
to be based upon steady pressure distributions measured on a buffet model in the transonic range. The
doublet lattice method was used to apply so called additive corrections to the theoretical pressure distri-
bution of each individual panel. (For detailed information, see Ref. 7). Representing a typical example
for necessary transonic corrections on outboard store configurations, figure 22 demonstrates the effect of
this additive correction for the first wina bending mode at a Mach number of 0.9. As expected the
correction is most effective at the outboard wing.

Results of flutter calculations with modified aerodynamic data are plotted in figure 23 showina only
the two important modes wing bending and store yaw for Mach numbers 0.9 and 0.95. To compare calculated
results of figure 23 with flight test results of figure 20 and 21, about 3 structural dampino as measured
in ground resonance test for the wino bending mode have to be added to analytical results. It is proved
that there is a pronounced transonic effect on the damping of the wing bendina mode, increasing with Mach
number and angle of incidence, but generating an unstability only at very hinh, non realistic airspeeds.

Step by step flutter flight testing was continued, trying to achieve amplitudes of excitation as
large as possible to overcome structural nonlinearities. The results are demonstrated by the second test
series data in figure 20 and figure 21 which confirmed the predictions by recovering dampina values with
increasing Mach numbers and airspeed.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that especially in connection with nonlinearities, either generated by struc-
tural, control system or aerodynamic transonic effects, flutter clearance can not be based exclusively
on flight testing nor on conventional flutter calculations. Flutter flight testing is a useful and re-
quired tool for flight clearance purposes but approaching areas with low flutter marains, good corre-
lation with analytical investigations confirmed by around resonance tests is vitally necessary, to be
able to explain the physical behaviour of the flutter case and to avoid unsafe conditions during flutter
flight testing. if correlation between flight test and analysis is poor, possible nonlinear effects must
be incorporated into the analysis. Having proven good correlation with flight testing for special test
conditions, the clearance according to the most critiral case during whole service life and considerina
all possible amplitudes has to be provided by analysis if this condition can not be reached by flight
testing.
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SUMMARY

Flight flutter-test results of the first aeroelastic research wing (ARW-1) of NASA's drones for aerodynamic
and structural testing (DAST) program are presented. The flight-test operation and the implementation of the
active flutter-suppression system are described. The software techniques used to obtain real-time damping
estimates and the actual flutter testing procedure are also described in detail. Real-time analysis of fast-frequency
aileron excitation sweeps provided reliable damping estimates. The open-loop flutter boundary was well defined
at two altitudes: a maximum Mach number of 0.91 was obtained. Both open-loop and closed-loop data have been
of exceptionally high quality. Although the flutter-suppression system provided augmented damping at speeds
below the flutter boundary, an error in the implementation of the system resulted in the system being less stable
than predicted. The vehicle encountered system-on flutter shortly after crossing the open-loop flutter boundary
on the third flight and was lost. The aircraft has been rebuilt, and initial testing is scheduled for the fall of 1982.
Changes made in real-time test techniques are included.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARW-1 advanced research wing no. 1 PCM pulse code modulation

ARW- IR advanced research wing no. 1. rebuilt RPRV remotely piloted research vehicle

a normal acceleration, g s Laplace transform variable, rad/sec

CMP control and monitor panel XX auto-spectrum of x

dcp/dw rate of change of phase, deg/deg S cross-spectrum between x and yxy

DAST drones for aerodynamic and structural t, T time, sec
testing

f frequency, Hz u intermediate FSS variable

F Fourier transform a angle of attack, deg

FSS flutter-suppression system 8,8 a aileron position, deg

G common filter-transfer function damping ratio

G , G symmetric and antisymmetric filter- o
s 0 transfer functions center-of-gravity roll acceleration, rad/sec

2

GVT ground vibration test W frequency, rad/sec

H altitude, m (ft) Subscripts:

H (s) single-degree-of-freedom transfer
function c command variable

cg center of gravity

K FSS gain 1, r left, right

M Mach number s, a symmetric, antisymmetric

Mf flutter Mach number tm tip mass

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Correlation of theoretical predictions and experimental flight-test results of aeroelastic effects in the high
subsonic to transonic speed range are of great interest because aeroelastic effects frequently are critical in air-
craft design. An objective of NASA's drones for aerodynamic and structural testing (1)AST) program (Ref. 1) is
to pursue investigations within this speed range, using a series of aeroelastic research wings (ARW) which will
be flight tested in combination with a modified Firebee II target drone vehicle fuselage utilizing the remotely piloted
research vehicle (RPRV) technique (Ref. 2). DAST is a joint program of Langley Research Center and the
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Dryden Flight Research Facility, Ames Research Center. The flight tests described in this paper were
supported under contract by the Boeing Military Aircraft Company, Wichita Division. The first wing to be
tested in the DAST program, denoted the ARW-1, is a sweptback, supereritical airfoil, transport-type wing
with a performance design point of Al = 0.98 at 13.72 km (45,000 ft).

The primary research objective of the ARW- 1 is to investigate, through flight test, those systems synthesis
and analysis techniques applicable to active control of flutter, utilizing an on-board analog flutter-suppression
system (FSS). A secondary objective is to use flight test to validate analysis techniques for aerodynamic loads
predictions. The use of the RPRV technique poses special considerations in the conduct of the flight testing.
because test time per flight is quite limited and a higher probability of vehicle loss can be an accepted risk. As
such, the flight testing of the ARW- 1 had the additional objective of developing flutter-test techniques for use
under these conditions.

This paper presents details of the flutter-test technique development and of the implementation of the FSS on
the vehicle. Frequency and damping estimates obtained from flight tests using this real-time estimation technique
are compared with predictions from Ref. 3. Newsom and Pototsky (Ref. 3) present details of the mathematical
modeling and FSS design, and Bennett and Abel (Ref. 4) present more detailed frequency and damping estimates
obtained using a postflight parameter-estimation technique. Three operational flights of the ARW- 1 were conducted.

Because of an error in the implementation of a gain in the FSS. the vehicle experienced flutter on the third
flight; the flutter caused the right wing to separate and there was further damage caused by ground impact. The
aircraft has been rebuilt and is approaching a new phase of flight testing. Improvements made in the real-time
flutter-test techniques are included in this paper.

2.0 DAST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The first wing to be tested in the DAST program is a 6.8 aspect ratio, sweptback. transport-type wing with a
supercritical airfoil shape. Design of this wing and the active flutter-suppression system is described in Refs. 1
and 5. Although the supercritical wing design point was at M = 0.98 and 11 = 13.72 km (45,000 ft), the achieve-
ment of the active flutter-suppression experiment goal of a 20% increase over the unaugmented flutter speed was
to be accomplished at altitudes of only 3.05-4.57 km (10,000-15,000 ft). The basic Firebee drone has no wing
control surfaces; it is controlled by deflections of the collective and differential horizontal stabilizer and rudder.
The ARW- I retained this method of flight control, thus leaving the wing ailerons free to perform the flutter-
suppression fuction.

Figure 1 shows the overall planform of the vehicle. The wing was constructed with front and rear steel spars,
with torsional stiffness provided by fiberglass skins. The wing leading and trailing edges are constructed of
fiberglass; the wing span is 4.30 m (14 ft). To produce wing flutter within the operational envelope of the
vehicle, torsional stiffness was intentionally reduced by orienting the fiberglass filaments at 00 and 900 to the
front spar. During wing fabrication, it became apparent that the torsional stiffness was higher than predicted.
resulting in a predicted flutter boundary at a higher Mach number than desired. To reduce the flutter Mach
number, 0.91 kg (2 lb) of wingtip ballast (encapsulated lead shot) was added.

2.1 Tip-Mass Release System

Automatic or manlual jettison of the tip masses was viewed as a desirable feature in order to aid recovery from
inadvertent large-amplitude wing oscillations. This was accomplished on the ARW-1 by sensing wingtip
accelerations and firing a pyrotechnic device to allow the lead-shot ballast to be thrown out of its container. The
automatic firing sequence was initiated when the rms wingtip acceleration exceeded a 10.6-g threshold, with
the actual firing occurring after a delay determined by the rms acceleration level in excess of the threshold. For
instance, a sinusoidal wingtip oscillation of ±15 g's (10.6 g's rms) at 20 Hz would cause tip mass firing after
12 cycles of oscillation, and an amplitude of ±30 g's would release the masses after 3 cycles. The threshold g-level
was selected based on the acceleration oausing saturation of the FSS compensator. It was predicted that structural
failure of the wing would not occur until wingtip accelerations reached 64 g's and that compressive stress of the
wing skin along the 25% chord line was the critical st"ess. It was anticipated that this automatic tip-mass release
system could save the wing structure in event of mildly divergent wing oscillations. A backup manual tip-mass
release capability was provided for the flutter-test experimenters for activation at their discretion. Reference I
describes a wind-tunnel test of this tip-mass release technique in which a solid weight was manually released at
the open-loop flutter boundary when mildly divergent oscillations were observed. The wing response changed
quickly to stable convergent oscillations, indicating an incremental increase in damping.

2.2 Mathematical Model

A NASTRAN finite-element model of the ARW-1 and Firebee fuselage-empennage was constructed and ground
vibration tests (GVT) were performed on the vehicle. Table 1 presents comparisons of the frequencies obtained
by NASTRAN and GVT; the results show fair to good agreement between the two. The differences between
NASTRAN and GVT in first wing-bending-mode frequencies (0.5 Hz for symmetric and 1.2 Hz for antisymmetric)
are larger than desirable; however, attempts to refine the NASTRAN model did not significantly improve the
agreement with the GVT result.

Aeroelastic analysis, using a doublet lattice computer program, predicted classical wing bending-torsion
flutter in both symmetrical and antisymmetrical modes at nearly identical altitude/Mach number conditions. In
both cases, the lower frequency first wing-bending modes near 10 Hz combined with the bending-torsion modes
near 30 Hz to produce flutter modes in the range of 15-20 Hz, with the lowr frequency bending modes becoming
the unstable flutter modes.
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2.3 Instrumentation

All on-board data measurements were telemetered to tile ground via two pulse-code modulation (PCM) telemetry
systems; there was no on-hoard recording capability . The critical flutter parameters, such as accelerations,
aileron deflections, excitation signal, and servo commands, were transmitted at the maximum rate of 500 sps. All
of these signals were analog-prefiltered to prevent aliasing, with most channels incorporating 70-liz, sixth-order
filters. The remaining primary PCM system parameters consisted of 46 signals sampled at 50, 100, and 250 sps
comprising a standard flight-test instrumentation lineup. The secondary PCM system (Ref. 6) monitored sensors,
installed in the wing, that were devoted to the loads experiment. There were 86 static upper and lower surface
pressure sensors and 16 strain gages.

3.0 FLUTTER-SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

The flutter-suppression system (FSS) was designed and fabricated under contract (Ref. 5) and was imple-
mented as an on-board analog system, as shown in Fig. 1. No redundancy was provided for any of the systems'
sensors, electronics, or actuators. The 23%-chord ailerons have a 0.254 m (10 in) span and are located just
inboard of the wing closure rib. During the FSS design study, combinations of two accelerometers on each wing-
tip were considered for sensing wing motion, but a single accelerometer mounted on the rear spar at the out-
board aileron edge was chosen.

Miniaturized rotary-vane hydraulic actuators (Ref. 7) were used to control the aileron motion. Figure I
shows the location of the hydraulic pump and accumulator and the electrohydraulic servovalves which were
separated from the actuators by 2.14 m (7 ft) of hydraulic tubing. The control surfaces were stabilized with
position and differential pressure feedback. The bandwidth of these control surfaces proved to be a critical
variable in the FSS design. Preliminary design of the FSS was accomplished assuming a mathematical model of
the controls with a bandwidth of 100 lIz. When the controls were fabricated and bench tested, a 70-liz bandwidth
was achieved; when the control surfaces were inst;.lled in the wing, the final bandwidth was 50 lHz. The resulting
phase lag ( 300 at 20 Hz) severely compromised the original FSS compensator design.

Since suppression of both symmetrical and antisymmetrical flutter modes was required, the FSS compensator
was implemented by means of the summing and differencing networks shown schematically in Fig. 2. The left and
right wingtip accelerations, a and u , were passed through common filters, G , and then summed to yield the
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symmetric intermediate signal, u s , and differenced to yield the antisymmetric intermediate signal, u.. In order

to isolate the FSS dynamics from the lower-frequency rigid-body dynamics, the center-of-gravity acceleration.
a , was subtracted from each signal and the fuselage roll acceleration, 4), was added to a and subtractedZcg zl

from a . The intermediate signals, us and u a , were filtered by G and G a , and the resulting signals summed,

differenced, and multiplied by the gain, K. to yield the left and right aileron servo commands 8 1 and 6 r
c c

Although predictions indicated that the reduced control-surfaco bandwidth previously mentioned would not
allow achievement of a 20% increase in flutter speed, it was adequate for flutter suppression at speeds moderately
above the flutter boundary, and it was retained for the first two flight operations. During this time period, the
FSS was redesigned incorporating the reduced bandwidth characteristics of the servoactuator system. This
redesigned system was used for the third flight but because of an implementation error, the flight system had
one-half the nominal design gain.

Figure 3 presents the predicted performance of the above defined symmetrical FSS, showing the loci of the
open-loop bending and bending-torsion modes versus Mach number. The open-loop bending mode goes unstable
(flutters) at approximately Al = 0.83 at a frequency of 100 rad/sec (16 Hz), and the open-loop torsion mode becomes
heavily damped as Mach number increases. Also shown, near to = 100 rad/sec is the locus of the first fuselage
bending mode, which indicates considerable coupling with the bending mode near Mf The effect of increasing

the gain from 0.0 to 1.0 is shown for M = 0.75, 0.85, and 0.90. Acceptable damping is achieved at all Mach
numbers for nominal gain (K = 1.0), but the bending mode is predicted to be unstable above M = 0.85 at one-half
nominal gain. The torsion mode is heavily damped by the FSS at all Mach numbers.

4.0 DAST OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUE

The flight-test operations of the DAST program utilize the RPRV technique developed by Dryden Flight
Research Facility (Ref. 2). The Firebee II vehicle with the ARW-1 wing was air-launched from a B-52 aircraft,
flew a preplanned flight track and test points, and was recovered in midair by an Air Force helicopter crew. With
the ARW-l wing installed, flight-test time for each flight varied between 15 and 30 min, depending on the flight
conditions chosen. The vehicle was remotely controlled from a ground-based RPRV facility consisting of (1) a
PCM telemetry downlink receiver and uplink transmitter, (2) a dedicated, simulation-type cockpit from which the
test pilot controls the aircraft, and (3) a ground-based computer interfacing the telemetry links and the cockpit
and also providing closed-loop remote control augmentation. In the event of loss of the command signal from the
ground, a backup controller in an F-104 chase aircraft provides basic attitude control capability via an air-to-air
telemetry link.

The telemetry downlink receives the signal from the primary PCM system described earlier, and the telemetry
uplink transmits proportional PCM-coded stabilator, rudder, and throttle commands. The computer was pro-
grammed to provide the pilot with selectable augmentation modes in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. Rate-damper,
altitude-hold, and attitude-hold modes were provided in the pitch axis. The roll-axis augmentation consisted of
roll-damper and bank-angle hold modes, and the yaw-axis augmentation consisted of a yaw damper. These modes
were additive and, when flying straight and level, were all engaged. To perform turns, the pilot disengaged the
bank-angle hold and selected roll-rate damping. The intent of these augmented modes was to allow the DAST
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pilot V, control the small , highly responsive Firebee II vehicle and to concentrate maximum attention on Mach
number and altitude so that the flutter -test points c )uld be flown with precision. During the flight tests, the
pilot was able to maintain the vehicle to within 4_0.01 Mach number of the desired test-point conditions.

,.0 FLUTTER TEST TECHNIQUE

There are two additional ground based facilities for monitoring and controlling the progress of the flight
test: the control room and the spectral analysis facility. The control room contains strip charts for monitoring
the vehicle rigid-body stability and control functions and operational functions, radar plot boards for monitoring
vehicle flightpath. and communication equipment required to coordinate the aircraft involved in the test. During
flight tests, a test pilot is stationed in the control room to serve as flight director. In the past, the flight
director was the only person to communicate directly with the test pilot, but this procedure has been modified for
the DAST flutter-test operations. Because of the hazardous nature of active flutter control testing, it was recog
nized that direct communication between the flutter-test engineers and the test pilot was required. The flutter
test monitoring was performed in a separate location, the spectral analysis facility (SAF).

5.1 Spectral Analysis Facility

The spectral analysis facility (SAF) is a dedicated facility designed to perform spectral analysis of a wide
range of experiments as well as flutter testing. Figure 4 is a photograph of the SAF as it is configured for testing
of the rebuilt ARW-1. The main elements consist of (1) a dedicated 1'CM decommutation station and patch panel,
(2) a minicomputer-based fast Fourier analyzer (IIP-5451C). (3) two x-y plotters, (4) a real-time spectral
analysis display (SD-335. referred to as a Spectrascope). (5) the I)AST control and monitor panel (CMP),
(6) strip charts. (7) video cathode ray tube (CRT) displays, and (8) a plotter computer (TI-990).

Six flutter-test engineers are required for real-time flutter clearance: (1) flutter-test conductor, (2) primary
FSS analyst. (3) Speetrascope operator. (4) control and monitor panel operator, (5) primary flutter strip-chart
observer, and (6) FSS system health monitor. The flutter-test conductor oversees the conduct of the flutter testing
and as such is also in direet communication with the RPRV pilot.

The capabilities of the control and monitor panel are (1) FSS on or off, (2) frequency sweep or pulse excita-
tion. (3) symmetric or antisymmetrie excitation, (4) low or high excitation, (5) auxiliary filter in or out switch,
and (6) tip-mass release switch. In addition, the primary flutter strip-chart observer is provided a pickle
switch to remotely jettison the tip masses.

The Spectrascope is used as a "quick -look" instrument, capable of providing real-time spectral estimates of
one of 12 preselected parameters. The Spectrascupe has selectable bandwidths and is used primarily to leo," for
problenm areas other than those associated with the primary flutter frequencies. In this respect, it augments the
Fourier analyzer. which is dedicated to the estimation of frequency and damping of tie anticipated flutter modes.

Six channels of high-sample- rate data were input to the Fourier analyzer from the PCM station located in the
SAF. using the multiplexer preprocessor. The data channels for ARW- I were three wingtip accelerations, two
aileron deflections, and the FSS excitation signal. The Fourier analyzer computes transfer-function responses of
the aileron sweep maneuvers from which frequency and damping are estimated. These results are displayed on
the CRT unit. The frequency and damping estimates are also summarized on the x-y plotters: one for symmetric
modes and one for antisymmetric modes.

The procedure has been automated such that the Fourier analyzer lights a ready light on the CMIP. At this
point tile CMIP operator can initiate the next maneuver command. providing flutter clearance has been granted and
the aircraft is at proper flight conditions. once the maneuver is commanded, a trigger signal is sent to the Fourier
analyzer to initiate data gathering.

5.2 FSS Excitation

Flight flutter-test techniques (Refs. 8 and 9) have traditionally relied heavily on long--duration testing to
obtain random turbulence excited response or on slow-fre-uency sweeps to obtain quasi-steady-state forced
response. The goal in any case is to obtain reliable estimates of critical mode damping to allow flight testing to
proceed. The introduction of minicomputer-ba ,ed Fourier analyzers utilizing fast-Fourier-transform techniques.
coupled with the measurement of both the input forcing function (control-surface displacement) and the response
(wing acceleration), allows the use of the transfer-function analysis and greatly reduces test time. Quasi-steady-
state test methods are no longer necessary, and fast-frequency sweeps were chosen as the preferred method of
excitation. The excitation was summed with the FSS feedback signals. allowing the ailerons to be used both to
exite the wing and to control the flutter mode. A logarithmic frequency sweep function was implemented as

6 A X sin[a X m0 X In (a - I

where a o 1 X T/(w - W 0) with ()0 and I the starting and stopping fequencies and T the sweet) duration.

Sweep amplitudes, A. ,f 10 and 20 were available. Since the predicted flutter frequency was near 20 liz. the
starting and stopping frequencies were chosen to be 10 and 40 I-z. A sweep duration of 7 see was chosen. based
on an 8-see period required for the Fourier analyzer to take 4.096 data points at the maximum rate of 500 samples
per second. This allowed 0.5 sec settling time at the start and end of the sweeps for transients to die out. In
addition, the sweep-command amplitude was tapered at the beginning and end to eliminate transients (Ref. Itt).
In addition to the sweeps, a capability to pulse the ailerons was included so that the test engineers could monitor
transient reponses. 'rhe pulse consisted of a single cycle of a 20-11z sine wave with an amplitude of either 1.70
or 3.4 ° . The primary benefit of the pulsing command was to monitor structural damping during periods when
changing flight conditions.
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5.3 Transfer-Function Smoothing

Because of tho limited flight time available for a given flight, as well as the possibility of losing the aircraft
during the midair recovery process, efficient use of flight time was critical. Considerable effort was devoted to
minimizing the time required for single-mode frequency and damping estimates, thereby minimizing operator
interaction.

The real-time method arrived at is diagrammed in Fig. 5 for open-loop analysis. The raw transfer-function
estimate of acceleration response to aileron deflection was obtained as the cross-spectrum, S a  ." divided by the

Z a

input autospectrum. S 8 ' Minimal input power existed outside the range of the frequency sweep; therefore,
a a

the transfer function was set to zero below 10 tz and above 40 Hz. For closed-loop analysis, tie FSS excitation
is used in place of the aileron deflection.

Normally it is desirable to obtain multiple maneuvers and perform averaging in order to produce reliable
transfer-function estimates. A single raw transfer-function estimate quite often will produce poor results
because of noise, truncation, and unknown (i.e., turbulence) forcing functions. When averaging is not feasible.
ad hoe smoothing techniques are quite often required to enhance the usefulness of the data. In the DAST
program, the luxury of multiple maneuvers was not available and therefore, the raw transfer-functions produced
were quite rough.

A number of techniques have been investigated for smoothing the raw transfer function, the first of which was
application of an exponential window (Ref. 11). Benefits of the exponential window are ease of application and
the simple damping correction factor at resonant frequencies. The inverse Fourier transform of the transfer

function, F 1 . yields an estimate of the impulse-response function. Block multiplication of the impulse response

by et forces the function to zero and minimizes extraneous effects for large values of t. The Fourier transform
of the smoothed impulse response yields the smooth transfer function. The frequency and damping estimates are
then made from this transfer function. The exponential window effects representing the raw and smoothed trans-
fer functions of az/ a from a symmetrical FSS OFF sweep at Al = 0.74 and an altitude of 4.57 km (15.000 ft) are

presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The magnitude and phase of the raw transfer function are presented in Fig. 6; the

results of smoothing with the window e - t are in Fig. 7. The lightly damped mode at f = 13.3 Hz is wing bending,
and the smaller mode near 16 lIz is first vertical fuselige bending. This window was used during the initial
ARW- I testing.

5.4 Damping Estimation

The smooth transfer function is used to estimate the frequency and damping of the dominant resonant peak.
Although many techniques for extracting resonant mode characteristics are available, a primary requirement
was for a relatively simple, automated, real-time procedure. The technique selected consisted of searching
for the peak magnitude of the transfer function and then, at that frequency, determining a damping estimate from
the slope of the phase curve. Damping of a single-degree-of-freedom transfer function II (s) where
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I (s)= 2 2
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is given by

-1.0
w (d(p/dw )

where dJp/d0 is the slope of the phase curve at resonance. The frequency of the peak resonance was estimated
by means of a least-squares curve fit of a quadratic function to the five points nearest the peak magnitude. For
the first three ARW-1 flights, a five-point least-squares curve fit of a cubic function to the phase curve was used.
The derivative of the function was then taken to obtain the slope. For well-defined resonances, this five-point
cubic fit provided good damping estimates. The real-time frequency and damping estimates are implemented in
the Fourier analyzer in a fully automatic mode.

The first two flights of ARW-I utilized the program with the maximum data block size available in order to
obtain the best results possible (block size of 4096, 500 sps). This block size reqti *id 15 see to process each
transfer-function estimate and obtain frequency and damping estimates. Postflight data processing indicate,"
that equivalent results could be obtained with a smaller block size and the third flight utilized the program with
a block size of 1024 and a sample rate of 100 sps. This reduced the processing time to 5 sec.

The ARW- I flight testing was accomplished at constant altitude, using preplanned Mach number increments of
0.050 and 0.025. The test procedure at each flight condition depended on whether the flight condition was above
or below the predicted open-loop flutter Mach number. At conditions below the flutter boundary, a sequence of
four sweeps was used: (1) symmetric, FSS OFF, (2) antisymmetric, FSS OFF, (3) antisymmetric. FSS ON. and
(4) symmetric, FSS ON. Beyond the open-loop flutter boundary, the FSS could obviously not be turned off and
only the two FSS ON sweeps were to be obtained.

The left and right wing aileron positions and accelerations were summed and differenced to provide signals
for symmetric and antisymmetric processing. For FSS OFF tests, transfer functions of acceleration due to
aileron motion provided open-loop damping estimates, and transfer functions of acceleration due to the excitation
signal provided closed-loop damping estimates for the FSS ON tests. For the FSS ON sweeps. transfer-function



estimates were also obtained for wing acceleration due to aileron motion in an attempt to determine the open l(op
damping from closed-loop data. This technique requires that the data be relatively noise free and also free frono
extraneous inputs such as atmospheric turbulence.

6.0 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

It was anticipated that the objectives of the flutter-suppression tests could be accomplished in six flights
(Ref. 1). Testing was planned at low, medium, and high altitudes, with the FSS design point to be reached on
the fourth flight at 3.05 km (10,000 ft). The first flight was to be devoted to subcritical testing, exercising the
FSS at Mach numbers no closer than 0. 1 A to the predicted flutter boundary. The second flight was to test
0.05 M past Af with the FSS engaged. Figure 8 shows the test points that were achieved on the three flights of

the ARW-1 and gives the predicted flutter boundaries that were used to plan the third flight. Boundaries are
shown for FSS OFF and ON and for the tip masses ON and OFF. The open symbols in Fig. 8 denote test points at
which only FSS OFF testing was accomplished, and the half-open symbols indicate test points for both FSS OFF
and FSS ON testing. Solid symbols indicate those points that were predicted to be at or above the flutter Mach
number, and thus only FSS ON testing was done.

There were several difficulties during the first flight, including failure of the FSS hydraulic pump and inter-
mittent loss of the telemetry uplink command signal; the latter resulted in a premature flight termination.

At the first test point on the second flight (At = 0.7 at 6.10 km (20,000 ft)) a 200-1lz, limited amplitude insta-
bility was observed when the FSS was engaged. Similar instabilities had been encountered during ground testing;
they were caused by the interaction of the high-bandwidth aileron control systems with the structure. These
hydraulic resonances observed during ground testing were controlled with notch filters, and when they were
observed in flight it was decided to terminate FSS ON testing for the remainder of the flight, even though the FSS
was providing excellent control of the bending modes at the first test point. The flight lasted 25 min and test data
were obtained from 14 frequency sweeps and 177 pulses. The flight resulted in a very good definition of the
flutter boundary at approximately A = 0.92 and 7.62 km (25,000 ft) (Fig. 8), whereas analysis had predicted
At = 0.95 at this altitude. This led to the incorporation of a correction factor (Ref. 3) into the unsteady airloads:

this factor was based on the ratio of the static rigid-body lift-curve slope measured during a wind-tunnel test to
its predicted value. This correction factor was included in the predictions used in the planning of the third flight.

The objective of the third flight was to test 0.05 Af past the open-loop flutter boundary at 4.57 km (15.000 fit)
and 6.10 km (20,000 ft). Flight planning was based on the more conservative flutter boundary estimated from the
first two flights (Fig. 8) rather than the predicted flutter boundary, and At = 0.825 was the highest Mach number
to be tested at 4.57 km (15,000 ft). Flight three continued for 10 min before the flutter incident, during which
time four test points were achieved and data were obtained from 12 frequency sweeps and 75 pulses.

6.1 Frequency-Sweep Data Analysis

The quality of the flight-test data obtained from the ARW- 1 was extremely good. The average rms background
acceleration level was approximately 0.25 g's, and responses due to FSS excitation signals ranged up to 10 g's.
Consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio was very high. Figure 9 shows time histories of symmetric aileron sweep
maneuvers with FSS OFF and FSS ON (low amplitude) at Al - 0.74 and at 4.57 km (15,000 ft). Left and right wing
tip accelerations and aileron deflections are presented along with the frequency-sweep excitation. The resonance
of the bending mode is clearly seen in the FSS OFF sweep of Fig. 9(a), whereas this mode is heavily damped in
the FSS ON sweep of Fig. 9(b). Figure 10 gives the frequencies and dampings obtained during the second flight
at 7.62 km (25,000 ft) by the real-time damping estimation technique. The frequencies near 25 lIz are from the
more highly damped torsion modes and were determined from postflight analysis. The faired curves through the
data points give very good indications of the FSS OFF flutter boundaries between A = 0.91 and 0.92 for both
symmetric and antisymmetric modes. Although the solid lines in Fig. 10 are fairings of the real-time data. during
the flight the frequency and damping estimates were plotted on graphs containing preplotted predictions.

The elimination of FSS ON testing due to the 200-Hz instability during the second flight left ample flight time
for repeat testing at Af = 0.85, 0.875, and 0.90; Fig. 10 indicates good repeatability of the damping estimates at
these Mach numbers. Also, at M = 0.85, data were obtained from high-amplitude (±20) frequency sweeps, and
the resulting damping estimates shown in Fig. 10 indicate no appreciable amplitude effect at this Mach number.
Between the second and third flights, the modified FSS compensator was implemented. including the one-half gain
error described earlier. Figure 8 indicates test points at 4.57 km (15,000 ft) and at Al = 0.70, 0.75, 0.775, and
0.80, which were achieved before the flutter incident at Al = 0.825. The FSS ON nominal gain flutter boundary
was predicted to be Alf= 1.06 at this altitude (Fig. 8).

The results of the real-time damping estimates obtained from sweeps on the third flight are presented in
Figs. 11 and 12 (root locus plots were not maintained during the actual flutter testing). Comparisons of predictions
and flight-test results are shown as s-plane root loci to better explain the effects of FSS OFF and ON and one-half
nominal gain. Figure 11 presents the antisymmetric results. The predicted FSS OFF root loci of the bending and
torsion modes are shown for 0.70 <A l < 0.90. Also shown are the predictions of the FSS ON dominant mode root
loci for nominal and one-half gain. The effect of the FSS on the bending mode is to heavily damp the mode and
lower its frequency for Mach numbers less than Mf; the torsion mode is slightly destabilized. Figure 11 indicates

that the antisymmetric mode is predicted to be stable, even at one-half gaim for Mach numbers up to 0.90. The
flight-test frequency and damping estimates are indicated by solid symbols; good agreement with these predictions
is apparent. The flight test open-loop bending mode frequencies shown near 100 rad/sec agree well with predic
tions, although the damping is overpredieted. The flight-test results appear to project to an open loop flutter
boundary at a lower Mach number and frequency than those predicted. The results from the third test point at
M z 0. 775 are believed to be less reliable than the others, since extraneous wing responses, possibly because of
atmospheric turbulence, were observed at this test point. The FSS was kept on for the Af - 0. 775 and 0.O cases;
therefore, FSS OFF data were calculated from the FSS ON sweep data.
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Tre FSS ON antisymmetric response of the wing correlates well with predictions, as shown by the closed
symbols near 160 rad/sec in Fig. II. Again the At 0.775 result appears to be erratic, and the other three
estimates are close to their predicted values, especially at At - 0.80. Reference 4 presents frequency and damping
estimates of both the bending and torsion modes obtained from postflight analysis, and Ref. 3 gives more details
of the predicted response.

Similar information for the symmetric case is presented in Fig. 12. The estimated FSS OFF frequencies and
dampings near 80 rad/see are lower than predicted and project to an open-loop flutter Mach number lower than
that predicted. rhe trend toward instability is in reasonable agreement. As with the antisymmetric case, the
results from At 0.775 appear erratic. The effect of the one half gain error is much more severe in this case,
with instability predicted above A = 0.85 with FSS ON. Also, the rate of change of damping of the one-half gain
locus between At 0.825 and 0.850 indicates a very violent flutter onset, whereas the nominal-gain locus, which
was anticipated during the flight, indicates increased damping above A = 0.825. The nominal and one-half gain
locus have been shown only for the most critical structural mode.

rhe real-time FSS ON damping estimates for Af = 0.70 and 0.75 were off scale and are not shown. The more
accurate postflight damping estimates of Ref. 4 for these Mach numbers give values of z 0.13 and of
co 125 rad/see. corresponding to a root location at s - 16 t i125 rad/sece, close to the predicted location. Thus,
the real-time damping estimation appears to be suspect for damping ratios greater than 0. 10. The frequency
and damping estimate obtained from the sweep data at At = 0.80 and the frequency of the flutter mode at Al = 0.825
correlate very well with the trend of the predicted one-half gain locus. Particularly interesting is the fact that the
doublet-lattice aerodynamic theory predicted the control-surface effectiveness very well. The mathematical model
predicted an increase of bending-mode frequency from (o - 95 rad/sec to 131 rad/sec for the one-half gain FSS at
M = 0.80, whereas the flight data show an increase from 87 rad/see to 125 rad/sec.

6.2 Pulse Data

Pulse-response data were, in general, obtained at all times except when sweep responses were being
measured. Pulse responses were performed in all four possible configurations of FSS OFF or ON and symmetric
or antisymmetric; amplitude was also selectable as low or high. The basic requirement for the pulses was to
monitor structural damping characteristics by means of the strip chart. Figure 13 is a representative pulse
response as observable on the strip chart and was obtained at a symmetric, open-loop configuration of M: 0.907
and at 7.62 km (25,000 ft). The pulse data have been analyzed, using postflight techniques to determine their use-
fulness for providing damping estimates and to study possible angle-of-attack effects on damping at transonic Mach
numbers. For the antisymmetric mode, an increase in damping with increasing angle of attack is apparent, as
reported in Ref. 12.

6.3 Nyquist Analysis

To gain insight into FSS degradation during the third flight, a postflight Nyquist analysis was performed on
the eight FSS ON maneuvers. The maneuvers analyzed consisted of both symmetric and antisymmetric sweeps
obtained at Mach numbers of 0.70, 0.74, 0.775, and 0.80. (The Nyquist analysis procedure used is discussed
later.) The phase-margin results are presented in Fig. 14; gain-margin results are not presented, because they
were not defined over the 10-40-Hiz frequency range of interest. The phase-margin results appear to present a
clear indication of FSS ON degradation for the symmetric mode. The system design goal had been to provide a
minimum 300 margin over the entire FSS ON range. Although preflight predictions indicated the 301 minimum
could not be obtained over the entire FSS ON range, the phase-margin results for the symmetric mode at M 0.80
are significantly lower than expected. Although the trends are smooth, the Nyquist analysis of the symmetric
sweep at At 0. 775 did produce a poor estimate and is the same maneuver referred to earlier as providing a poor
(high) damping estimate, which in turn led to the impression the FSS was functioning normally. It should be
noted that the Nyquist display of the suspect maneuver was very erratic and, as such, appears to provide a good
indication of sweep-response quality.

6.4 Flutter Incident

As the third flight progressed, there was no indication of problems in the operation of the FSS and no warning
evident to the flutter-test engineers that the FSS was operating at one-half nominal gain. The FSS ON test results
for At = 0.775 and 0.80 shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are similar to those anticipated for the full-gain FSS. In parti-
cular, the symmetric damping estimate at At = 0.775 was misleading, as described above, and had a better esti-
mate been obtained at this Mach number, the trend toward a violent flutter condition would have been apparent
at M = 0.80. Since the results appeared to agree with the nominal-gain predictions, which indicated a minimum
damping condition near Al = 0.80. clearance was given to Al = 0.825.

Typical accelerations for Mach increments of 0.025 required from 12 to 15 sec. During the acceleration from
A = 0.80 to 0.825, several pulse responses were obtained showing increasingly lighter damping. The final pulse
that preceded the flutter incident is shown in Fig. 15. Shown are the wingtip FSS accelerometer signals, the
wingtip-mass release accelerometer signals, the aileron-position signals, angle of attack, and Mach number. As
this pulse response was observed, the test pilot was instructed to terminate the test. The throttle was retarded at
the 2.5-sec point. and the motion on the angle-of-attack trace at 3 sec is the result of pilot commands. In the
remaining seconds before the flutter incident, however, the Mach number continued to increase. Mildly divergent
oscillations at 20 Hz are seen at 3 sec where A - 0.82. and rapidly divergent oscillations occur at 4.5 sec where
AI 0.825. Before the 5-sec point, where the FSS accelerometers go off scale, the oscillations doubled in amplitude
in six cycles, corresponding to a negative damping of -0.02. The ailerons saturated in amplitude two cycles
later, followed by the firing of the tip-mass release pyrotechnics at 5.2 sec. (The automatic and manual tip mass
release commands occurred nearly simultaneously. ) The saturation of the ailerons resulted in an effective gain
reduction and the effect on the wing stability is shown in the At - 0.85 gain root locus of Fig. 3. The flutter mode
frequency decreased from 20 Hz to 15 Hz, and the coupling with the 16-lz fuselage bending mode is apparent in the
oscillations seen in the angle-of-attack trace. The rate of growth of the oscillations was so large at the time of the
operation of the tip -mass release system that the oscillations were not arrested. Structural failure of the right wing
tip and aileron occurred at 5.4 sec followed by failure of the structural attachment of the right wing to the fuselage
carrythrough structure at 5.6 see. The resulting rolling gyrations at large angle of attack and sideslip caused
subsequent partial failure of the parachute recovery system and the vehicle hit the ground.
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7.0 REBUILT ARW-l

Because of an error in the implementation of the on-board FSS, the ARW-I encountered flutter on the third
test flight and was subsequently lost. At the time of the incident, all systems were functioning and the flutter
suppression techniques applied .o the ARW-I appeared capable of achieving the design goals. Following the
incident, a decision was made to rebuild the ARW- 1 and complete the flutter-test series to verify the design goals.
Although the fuselage structure of the Firebee drone was damaged beyond repair, the wing spars and many of the
avionics systems were reusable. The vehicle (referred to hereinafter as ARW- IR) has been rebuilt with some
small but important changes.

7. 1 Aircraft and Systems Modification

The fiberglass skin of ARW- 1 had a significant variation of stiffness versus stress characteristic because of
the ply orientation of 00 and 900. For ARW- 1R, some plys are oriented at 450 which produces an improved stiff-
ness versus stress relation (Ref. 13).

An improved tip-mass release system has been designed and implemented for ARW-lR testing. The redesign
was required to provide a system that would react to a much more rapid flutter divergence than the previous
system. In the new system, there are three ways in which the tip-mass release can be automatically activated:
(1) if 2/3 control-surfqce authority is exceeded, (2) by a 12-g rms level over two cycles, oe (3) by a 21-g peakvalue. Timing windows are used in the logic to minimize any spurious triggering.

An external centerline fuel tank has been added to the vehicle and will at least double flight-test time available.
This will also permit a less aggressive testing procedure than was required for the initial vehicle.

The FSS system is being redesigned by Langley Research Center, and the same accelerometer locations and
control surfaces will be used. The FSS compensator will require less high-frequency gain than the original
system. New actuators have been fabricated which have improved frequency-response characteristics.

7.2 Real-Time Analysis Modifications

In preparing for ARW-1R flight testing, real-time Nyquist plot displays were investigated as a means ofproviding closed-loop gain and phase-margin information. For this type of data display, the exponential window
has a significant shortcoming, in that the phase curve of the smoothed transfer function has a significant negative
skew. This effect is observed by comparing the raw phase curve of Fig. 6 with the smooth phase curve of Fig. 7.
The result is a rotation of the Nyquist plot which affects gain and ph:.s,-margin determination. This effect is due
to the asymmetry of the exponential window. Inspection of the impulse isp inse function shows significant
(unphysical) information contained in the last half of the record which the exponential window suppresses.

An early ad hoc approach to correcting the dominant effect of this problem requires the addition of a unity pulse
at the end of the exponential window (Ref. 10). Although this modified window approach does improve the phase
skewing effect, it is not readily applicable in a real-time process, since selection of the unity pulse width is
highly data-dependent.

The final smoothing technique arrived at for real-time ARW-IR testing consists of a further refinement in the
window modification process. Instead of using a unity pulse at the end of the window, a time-reversed exponential
is used. The net window then consists of e - t 

over the region t = 0 to I = T/2. and the region from = T/2 to T is a
mirror image of the first half. Application of this window eliminates the phase-skew effect of the one-sidedexponential window. The effect of this window is illustrated in Fig. 16 for the same a /6 transfer function of

z aFigs. 6 and 7. The Nyquist analysis requires input of the left and right aileron servovalve position commands to
the Fourier analyzer.

For ARW-IR testing, Nyquist results will be displayed in real time and comparisons made with predictions.
Maneuver quality will also be evaluated from the Nyquist display.

For well-defined resonances, the five-point cubic fit of the phase curve provided good damping estimates;
however, for more poorly defined (i.e., rough) transfer functions, it may produce poor damping estimates, evenin some cases with the wrong sign. The main problem is that the curve fit is very sensitive to the data points;
this in turn affects the slope determination. For ARW- IR testing, the slope will be determined by a linear fit of
the data. This produces a slope less sensitive to any particular data point; however, it will in general produce an
unconservative, higher damping estimate, as shown in Fig. 17. The slope estimate will be increasingly unconserv-
ative as the number of points used in the curve fit increases. To compensate for the unconservative nature of the
estimate, an empirical formula based on a single-degree-of-freedom model, is applied to the damping estimate.
It should be noted that the single-sided exponential window will produce a conservative estimate because of the
negative phase bias mentioned previously.

8.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Flight-test results of the first three flights of an aeroelastic research wing have been described. The flight
flutter-test technique used to obtain real-time damping estimates from fast-frequency sweep data was obtained and
the open-loop flutter boundary determined. Nyquist analyses of sweep maneuvers appear to provide additional
valuable information about FSS operation, both in terms of phase-margin estimates and as a means of evaluating
maneuver quality. An error in implementing the flutter-suppression system resulted in a one-half nominal gain
configuration, which caused the wing to be unstable at lower Mach numbers than anticipated, and the vehicle
experienced closed-loop flutter on its third flight. Real-time flutter-testing procedures have been improved, and
ARW- IR testing is scheduled to begin in the fall of 1982.
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TABLE 1. -NORMAL MODE FREQUENCIES PREDICTEI) BY NASTRIAN ANAI,YSIS
AND MEASURED IURING GROUNI) VIBRATION TEST

Frequency, ttz
Mode

NASTRAN GVT

Symmetric-
First wing bending 9.1 9.6
First fuselage bending 16.5 16.2
Wing bending-torsion 29.6 29.1

Antisymmetric-
First wing bending 12.3 13.5
First fuselage yaw 21.7 19.3
Wing bending- torsion 30.0 27.0
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Figure 1. DAST ARW-l/IR planform illustrating the flutter-
suppression system layout.
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Figure 2. Flutter-suppression system block diagram.
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A Estimated from flights I and 2 X FSS design point
IFSS OFF) L Flight 1 test point

B Predicted (FSS OFF, tip mass on) 0 Flight 2 test points
C Predicted IFSS OFF, tip mass off) 0 Flight 3 test points
D Predicted (FSS ON, tip mass oni 0 Flight 3 flutter point
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Figure 8. Flight envelope of the ARW- I showing predicted
flutter boundaries and flight-test points.
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Figure 10. Bending-mode frequency and damping at H 7.62 km (25, 000 ft).
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SUMMARY

Flight vibration testing is an important means for studyinq the flutter behaviour of
an aircraft. The paper gives a short summary of the most important flight excitation
systems developed and used in the last twenty years. Special emphasis is put on tne vane
excitation system. This system was developed for the flight vibration tests of the A o10
intermediate-range transport aircraft. The general, functional, and safety requirements
for this system are described. Also the preliminary tests, and the set-up and handling
of such a system are reported. Because the vane excitation can be measured precisely, rlh-
tip vane method offers the advantage of representing aircraft response in terms of trans-
fer functions rather than only autospectra. The transfer function so derived together
with a multi-mode matching technique were then used to determine the frequencies and
damping of the aircraft modes. The multi-mode matching technique is also described. '1:1.
paper also reports some results obtained by flight vibration testing of the A 300 and
A 310 aircraft.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the development of commercial or military aircraft it is standard procedure
to perform flight flutter tests to show that the aircraft is free of flutter within its
flight envelope. To determine the flutter behaviour of the aircraft, the frequency ann
damping values of the appropriate flight vibration degrees of freedom must be measureu
for various speeds and Mach numbers within the flight envelope. This is usually done
by installing transducers, such as accelerometers, gyros, poLentiometers, goniometers
and strain gauges at various points on the aircraft; then inducing vibrations in tlc
airframe by various natural or artificial means; and recording tile resulting oscillation
amplitudes and phase relations. The data are recorded on magnetic tape on board the
aircraft or transmitted by telemetry (PCM, pulse code modulation) to ground recording
equipment, or both.

As a means of exciting flight vibration modes control surfaces, auxiliary flaps,
natural or artificial turbulence, hydraulic or electrodynamic exciters, or bonkers have
all been used in the past. The excitation process may be harmonic, impulsive or random,
depending on the excitation system. Whenever possible the excitation force is also
recorded and processed. On the ground the data are usually filtered, digitized and
transmitted to a ground computer, which calculates power spectra, correlation, coherence,
and transfer functions, if possible. By matching these functions to appropriate mathema-
tical models the frequency and damping of each mode may be obtained. Figure 1 tlves a
schematic view of the excitation, measurement, and evaluation systems for flight vibra-
tion testing. Flight flutter tests are usually carried out by advancing flight speed and
Mach number in discrete steps. During each speed advance the test data is telemetered to
the ground for preliminary assessment to permit the aircraft to advance to the next
higher speed. Since each speed increase entails a certain risk for aircraft and crew,
the quick-look capability of telemetry has become a valuable tool in flight flutter
testing.
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FIG 1 FLIGHT VIBRATION TEST EQUIPMENT FOR EXCITATION
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION



2. EXISTING METHODS TO EXCITE AN AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT [11

To excite an aircraft in flight, various methods have been used in the past and
today. These methods may be divided into roughly two groups: those for which the deter-
mination of excitation force is impossible or unreasonable, and those for which these
forces can be determined, and where it makes sense to correlate them to the aircraft
response. For the following methods it is difficult or inappropriate to measure the
input forces:

2.1 EXCITATION BY ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

Except for the rigid-body modes of the aircraft (which are mainly relevant to
flight dynamics), where kaowledge of the turbulence at one location is available by vane
measurement, it is not possible to correlate incident turbulence with aircraft response
easily. The disadvantages of this method are thus as follows:

- no discrimination between symmetric and antisymmetric modes
- many flights are necessary to find turbulence of sufficient intensity
- poor sl.,'istical stationarity of turbulence in time and space
- input rces unknown
- no choice of excitation level at selected frequencies

On the other hand the advantages of the method are the simplicity of the equipment,
and the capability of attaining a high level of low-frequency energy as predicted by the
theoretical von Karman spectrum of atmospheric turbulence.

2.2 EXCITATION BY AVAILABLE CONTROL SURFACES

Excitation by actuating the control surfaces that are part of the standard air-
craft equipment offers a more selective choice than the previous method, because
symmetric and antisymmetric modes can be excited at will. The inputs are the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced on the wing by control surface motion, which, however, can-
not be measured in flight. It is also necessary to modify the electrical or hydraulic
control surface actuator3. The method is basically limited to low frequencies because
of the low-pass characteristics of the actuator transfer functions. This disadvantage
can be removed by exchanging the regular valves for other valves with higher control
velocities, but this exchange will alter the flight dynamic behaviour of the aircraft.
In any case the interference between the excitation loop and the pilot authority must
be suppressed.

2.3 EXCITATION BY BONKERS [2]

This kind of excitation is probably one of the oldest and most successful methods
developed for dynamic flight testing. Small solid-fuel rockets (bonkers) are attached
to the aircraft at various points, which on ignition impart a short-duration impulse
to the aircraft structure, thereby exciting a certain numler of aircraft eigen modes.
Figure 2 shows a number of bonkers for various thrust levels and durations. The varia-
tion of thrust with time produced by the bonker is roughly trapezoidal, and is shown
in Fig. 3 for a typical bonker. Although the thrust cannot be measured directly in
flight, bonkers may be easily calibrated on the ground, and selected to furnish the
desired thrust history. The level of thrust depends on the nozzle diameter and propel-
lant area, while the duration of the thrust is governed by the length of the propellant
charge. The duration of the thrust determines what range of frequencies are going to
be excited. In Fig. 4 the thrust is plotted against frequency for two propellant
areas.

Because the bonker system can be installed easily at a relatively low price, the
system is used widely for commercial and military aircraft. The drawbacks of the method
are as follows:

- Interpretation of the results is difficult, because there is no easy way of identi-
fying the individual vibration modes from the transient response curves.

- Degrees of freedom with small frequencies and large generalized masses cannot be
excited by bonkers

- The number of impulses per flight is limited
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In the methods described below the input forces can be measured for correlation
with the response.

2.4 EXCITATION BY INERTIAL SHAKERS

Another means of imparting vibrations to aircraft in flight is given by inertial
shakers, which exploit the acceleration of a more or less freely oscillating mass to
exert a reaction force on the aircraft structure. The magnitude of the excitation force
which is supplied by this system is proportional to the cscillation amplitude and the
square of the excitation frequency. The suspension of the mass is usually given a low
stiffness in the manner of a seismic platform to reduce elastic coupling with the
aircraft structure as much as possible.

FIG S ELECTRGYNAMIC SHAKER Fr 6 El FCTRODYNAMtC SHAKFRS ATTACHED 70 THE AIRCRAr'
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Fig. 5 shows an inertial shaker of the electrodynamic type, and Fig. 6 shows the
attachment system of the shaker to the aircraft. The electrodynamic type has a coil os-
cillating between two heavy U-shaped magnets. This arrangement is capable of producing
appreciable forces in the 4-15 Hz range; but its effectiveness decreases rapidly for
lower frequencies because of the amplitude limitations of the arrangement. Figure 7
shows a Nyquist curve obtained by electrodynamic excitation for the purpose of determi-
ning aircraft eigenfrequencies.

I T_

L _. [ ]_ . "

FIGS ELECTROMECHANICAL EXCITER WITH LARGE STROKE F69 MOUNTING OF AN ELECIROMECHANIC SHAKER AT 1-4f WIN

TIP CAP

A second type of inertial exciter, the electrolnechanic shaker, performs somewhat
better at low frequencies, achieving typically 200 N at 2 lz (see Fig. 8 and 9). There
a torque motor and an eccentric mass, instead of magnet and coil, produce the desired
forces. This arrangement allows larger amplitude at low frequencies, but is bulkier thtan
the electrodynamics type, and thus more difficult to instal in confined spaces (external
stores, tail, etc).
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The salient features of this system are thus:

- amplitude and phase of the excitation forces are easily determined and controlled
- performs well except at low frequencies
- does not alter the elastic properties of the aircraft, but changes its inertial
properties

- difficult to instal in confined spaces because of its bulkiness

2.5 VANE EXCITATION SYSTEM

Recently the choice of methods at the disposal of flight vibration testing has been
expanded by the development of vane excitation systems, which utilize a power driven
vane installed' especially for this purpose at a suitable point on the aircraft, to pro-
vide the oscillatory forces necessary for flight vibration tests. Such systems have been
developed in a number of countries, particularly by the Boeing and Lockheed corporations
in the U.S..

By proper design tile following characteristics may be realized by a vane system:

- The elasto-dynamic behaviour of the aircraft is not altered by the vane installation,
except for its additional masses

- The excitation forces are well defined and can be measured and controlled easily, and
also correlated with the induced vibration.

- If the vane chord is much smaller than the aircraft surface under investigation
(e.g. the wing) the reduced frequency of the vane is much smaller than the reduced wing
frequencies. This makes the unsteady vane airforces practically constant over the range
of aircraft frequencies.

- Undesirable moment and force reactions can be reduced by vane mass balanced design and
a suitable choice of the torque motor axis location near the vane aerodynamic centre.

3. THE TIP-VANE SYSTEM

3.1 GENERAL

For the development of a tip-vane excitation for aircraft, results of two indepen-
dent wind tunnel tests in the transonic speed range were used. One test series was
conducted with a movable tip vane driven by a mechanism similar to that on the aircraft.
However, only the tip part of the wing (scale 1), wa5 attached to the tunnel wall. In
this test the lift of a vane with an area of 0.163 m was measured for a constant alti-
tude as given in the following table:

M 0.75 0.8 0.84

Lift (N) 415 487 558

I.e. the lift coefficient L/M 2 is nearly constant. The limitation ,, the dynamic
amplitude is due to two parameters:

- the flow rate
- the shaft torsion induced by the inertial moment

In the other test series the vane and its position relative to the wing was optimi-
zed. The following results were obtained:

- The relative steady angle between the vane and the wing tip does not change the lint
curve slopc (Fig. 10) for a large range of wing incidence.

- The gap between vane and wing tip was varied from 7.9 % to 15.7 % of vane semispan
(with end plate), see Fig. 11. At the same time the wing incidence was varied from
-40 to 60, which took care of virtually all flight conditions. It is evident that
the lift curve slope is not sensitive to this parameter.

- Adding an end plate to the vane root is a possibility to improve the lift curve slope
slightly (Fig. 12). The rate of improvement is sufficient for a relatively small plate.
To reduce the moment of inertia of the vane it is advantageous to keep the size of the
end plate down.

The aim was to get a large lift for a vane with a small area. To prevent flow separation
for small vane incidences due to the high flow angle gradient of the tip vortex tile
vane was twisted.
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3.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS [3]

Without doubt, the optimum type of excitation for a tip vane, by which the largest
magnification factors may be obtained between excitation and response, is harmonic
excitation at resonance. Nevertheless, magnification factors close to those of harmonic
excitation can also be attained by'frequency sweeps: The only prerequisite for this is
that a suitable frequency sweep bandwidth is selected, and that the duration of excita-
tion is large enough compared with the period of the eigenmode. The vibration levels to
be generated in flight should be larger than the expected natural disturbance level
(approx. 0.15 g), but should not be higher than the strength limit (2.5 g rigid-body
acceleration by gusts). The frequency range of the vibrations should include enough
eigenfrequencies to characterize the dynamic behaviour of the wing. It will not he
possible in general to achieve these performance requirements equally well for all air-
craft eigenmodes, since the magnitude of the excitation acceleration dependo on:

- the point of application of force
- the place of measurement
- the damping to be overcome
- the mass to be accelerated
- the available excitation force

The optimum position for excitation and measurement is without any doubt the place of
maximum modal deformation. This has a different location for every mode and the mode
can change with speed and M-number. If only one excitation system is to be used, the
best compromise is to arrange the aerodynamically effective surfaces at the wing tips.
This is where most of the modes have their maximum deformation. For technical reasons,
the system must be installed approximately halfway between front and rear spar. In
contrast, the pick-ups can be positioned optimally without exception. Their dimensions
are small, and several pick-ups have to be fitted in the aircraft anyway.

As a compromise regarding the performance requirements for the A 31) tip vane, it
was required that at least + 1000 N must be achieved with a steady incidence of + 30 at
VMO/MMO, and that a frequency sweep of u) to 20 liz should be possible. In this way,
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most of the modes can be excited to measurable accelerations.

3.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND SECONDARY CONDITIONS

- A vane is installed at each wing tip.
- Each vane is fitted to a lorque shaft.

- The axis of the shaft is in the wing plane and perpendicular to the flow.
- A static angle of incidence of + 120 with reference to the last wing rib can be set.
- A dynamic angle which can be changed as a function of time, with a possible maximum
amplitude of 70 can be superimposed over the static angle.

- On option, the superimposition of the dynamic angle can either be symmetrical or anti-
symmetrical for both vanes.

- The dynamic angle can be controlled by a frequency generator in such a way that har-
monic vibrations and vibrations with a frequency sweep can be generated. The amplitu-
des of these vibrations are continously adjustable between 00 and 70. The frequencies
for harmonic motion are continously selectable between 0 and 20 fiz. As regards the
sweep, the frequency can be varied linearly as a function of time. The initial and
final frequencies can be selectedindependently from one another with values of 1.4;
2.8; 4; 5.6; 8; 11.2; 16; 22.4 lHz. The rate of frequency change can be selected with
12; 15; 20, 30; 40; 60; 180 sec/octave. The motion always starts and finishes at an
angle of O , to avoid the overlap in the FFT. When the selected maximum frequency has
been reached, the motion is continued with a decreasing frequency until the initial
frequency is reached. Subsequently, the procedure is repeated cyclically. In addi-
tion the purchased frequency generator has a pos":bility of exciting a random vi-
bration. In this case, step functions with a r.,stant amplitude are statistically
distributed over time. The frequency bandwidth and the sequence length are selectable.
The accuracy of the setting for all types of motion is better than + 0.010 and
+ 0.01 Hz.

- The motion is generated by a hydraulic swivel motor, furnishing a pure torque.
- The lift force of the vane is equally large for positive and negative angles of

attack (symmetrical profile).
- The centre of force application is approximately on the extended axis of rotation,

resulting in the minimum drive moment for vane motion. The unavoidable wanuerings

of the center of force application due to changing flight conditions iaainly take
place in the downstream area of the axis of rotation.

- Buffeting only occurs at angles of attack exceeding 70.
- All other components were designed as light as possible to keep the additional weight

and thus any influence on the vibrational behaviour of the aircraft as small as
possible.

- The stiffness of the components was selected to be as large as possible.
- The vane can be installed on, and dismounted from the aircraft from the outside.
- The spatial conditions in the wing tip cap had to be taken into account when deciding

on the geometrical design and arrangement of the components. Attachment is at the

last wing rib.
- The system is controlled from a console in the aircraft. This console also incorpora-

tes a digital indication for the lift forces, the static angle and the maximum am-

plitudes of the dynamic angles at both vanes.

3.4 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the actual requirements concerning the function, various co.iditions
that are of relevance to the safety have had to be fulfilled.

- Neither through its existence as such nor through its operation shall the excitation
system be detrimental to the flight properties of the aircraft.

- When not in operation, the tip vane is blocked in its defined zero position 6y a
brake, thereby precluding that uncontrolled vane movements aggravate fliqht condi-
tionS.

- A self-monitoring feature with an emergency-off function when a limit value is excee-
ded is provided for 8 selectable ;pick ups.

The monitored signals at each vane are as follows:

-- wing acceleration, vertical
-- engine acceleration, vertical
-- vane angle measured signal
-- reduced hydraulic pressure at motor inlet.

- The hydraulic supply is automatically switched off when the electrical power supply
fails.

- Emergency-off switches are provided for the pilot and flight test engineers.
- The installation of a pressure relief valve selves to prevent any excessive loading

of the vaneg torque shaft through the drive motor in the event of a failure.
- lift is measured by a linear combination of two unsteady bending moments measurci by

strain gauge bridges fixed on the rotation axis.
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3.5 SET-UP AND IJANDLING

For design and requirements reasons the tip vane excitation systeR y'onsists CA

- the aerodynamically effective surfaces, namely the tip vanus
- the support and fixtures
- the hydraulic drive
- and the control system including control circuits, monitoring circuits, and the

frequency generator.

The tip vane itself is an aluminium sheet contruction. Fig. 13 shows the arranje-
ment on the aircraft and Fig. 14 illustrates the drive system and system components.

AA A AA

'i I MNf . AP3O AIRCRAFT TO '. AN[

-True esAh-fNF wFth its baW;

- brakes
- hydraulic motor

are apparent. Attachment is via a bracket to the last end rih.

The system is controlled from a control unit arrangd in th, luselaye of the l-
craft.

fig. 15 shows thie airboine flighIt test work space: the limit valu , U monil rs;
the so cal led "operator control panels"; the freguency g(n(rator and t-h( r'couer lel

monitoring the measured values.



4. TEST DATA REDUCTION

4.1 GENERAL

During the flight flutter tests, the lift of the port and starboard vanes, and the
torque was measured and recorded on tape. With the lift of the vanes, the excitation
forces are known. Together with the signals of the acceleration 1pick-ups distributed
over the aircraft all functions necessary for good data evaluation can be calculated,
such as power spectra, cross power spectra, transfer and coherence functions. To deter-
mine the frequency and damping values for the various flight vibration modes the transier
function was used. Although the transfer function contains all the information necessary
to calculate the frequency and damping values as well as the complex modes, the coheren-
ce function indicates, how far the measured response of the airplane is due to the vane
excitation or an extraneous input. One of the most troublesome of these is atmos-
pheric turbulence. Therefore the flight tests with a vane excitation or another excita-
tion which do not use atmospheric turbulence as an excitation must be carried out at
small turbulence. Nevertheless it is reasonable to determine the coherence function in
any case, to be sure that the response is mainly produced by the installed excitation
mechanism. The values of frequency and damping for the various degrees of freedom can
be obtained by matching the theoretical transfer function with unknown values for fre-
quency and damping with the measured one. Taking into account the following aspects,
that

a) The measured transfer function is only an estimate of the actual transfer function

b) The matching of the theoretical transfer function with the measured one will be done
by a least square error method within a certain frequency range.

c) The theoretical transfer function does not represent the real one,

then it is clear that the values for damping and frequency obtained by the fitting
method are estimates with more or less large errors. The most difficult problem is to
determine these errors or, in other words, the confidence intervals for these calcula-
ted values. The coherence function alone is not sufficient to furnish an error estimate
for this kind of output.

4.2 METHODS USED FOR MATCHING

Before showing some results we will explain details of the method used. The trans-
fer function of a structure capable of oscillation with n degrees of freedom can be
expressed quite generally as a polynomial of 2-nth order in i:

2n 2
n 2n' (iw) 2 n

H =
2n ) 2n

The zeros of the denominator polynomial are the complex cigenvalues of tie system.
The functional of analysis was formulated as a linear equation of the polynomial coeffi-
cients, i.e.

2n 2n 2n 2n
H. 11 b2n(iW) - 02n(iW) 0

0 0

If approximate values for the polynomial coefficients are inserted into the func-
tional, the result deviates from the exact value of zero. This deviation is called
residue. Extremum values, including the minimum, of the sum of the squares of the resi-
dues for a number of frequencies can be found where the first derivative of the sum oi
the error squares goes to zero. These considerations lead to a directly solvable system
of 2 x 2 + 1 linear equations for the polynomial coefficients. With the known coelfi-
cients the eigenvalues of the structure as the zeros of the polynomial are calculated by
one of the known methods, e.g. by Rosenbrock [4] . Since it must be assumed in general
that measured transfer fanctions contain errors, or contain mode components that lie
outside the frequency ranqe of interest, an iterative correction may be superposed, it
necessary, on the direct calculation of the eigenvalues.

For this purpose "offset" corrections, which are constant or vary linearly with
frequency, are added to the real and imaginary parts of the measured transfer function.
Their absolute values are changed in such a way that the sum of the residue squares of
the polynomial coefficients, which itself is already a minimum, is further minimized.
This analytical method may be applied without limitations to arbitrary structures. The
lowest number of complex values of the transfer function necessary to calculate n com-
plex eigenvalue is 2n + 1. The maximum number is arbitrary. It can be shown, however,
that the effects of errors, or the extraneous components of the transfer function are
lowest, when the values that are used are taken from the immediate neighborhood of the
eigenfrequencies of interest. The formulation for this method was made by KMlniq, VFW,
details of which have not yet been published, hut it appears that this method is simi-
lar to the method of Dat and Meurzec [5] . Furthermore, two other methods usin, a Hew-
lett-Packard 2100 and a Nicolet computer should be mentioned. Accordinq to J.C. Copley[k]



we can in principle distinguish between two methods, the one described above, and
another method, which uses a functional formulated in terms of the eigenfrequencies and
the damping of the flight vibration degrees of freedom, with a partial fraction repre-
sentation of the transfer function for each degree of freedom. If the latter functional
is used in a least square method it leads to equations nonlinear in the frequency and
damping values which must be solved iteratively.

5. FLIGHT TEST AND TEST RESULTS

5.1

A series of tests were performed with the system described above aboard two aircraft.
One test series was conducted on the A 300 Nr. 3 aircraft to check the effectiveness of
the excitation system, to acquire experience in handling the system, and to decrease its
susceptibility to malfunction. The second test series was conducted with the A 310
Nr. 162 aircraft. This test series was conducted to show that the A 310 was free of flut-
ter in its entire flight envelope. The two test series showed that the effectiveness
of the vane was higher than indicated by the wind tunnel tests, i.e. the lift obtained
for a given amplitude was higher than the estimated value; and that buffeting appears
at a larger angle than expected.

WIN]

FIG 16 AUTOSPECTRUN OL VANL LIFT
FOR LINEAR FRLQUENCD ' NO

Fig 16 shows the autospectrum of the lift for a sweep between 1,4 and 5,6 liz. Theoreti-
cally the autospectrum of the lift must be rectangular. But this spectrum drops with
rising frequency. The reason for this decrease comes from the fact that the vane anqI]e
decreases slowly with rising frequency as seen in fig. 18.

Tests with different sweep times per octave show the optimum sweep rate to be
30 s/oct. for a complete sweep cycle. The autospectra and transfer functions that were
obtained were not improved for higher sweep times, and the response of the aircraft was
nearly the same as that for a harmonic excitation. Therefore this sweep time was used
in general, i.e. for horizontal flight conditions. In both test series, it could be
shown that nearly all modes with non-vanishing amplitudes on the wing in the measured
frequency range could be matched to those found in ground resonance test, and their
type could be identified.

5.2 VIBRATIO0 MEASUREMENTS ON TIHE A 310

Fig. 17 cjives a general view of the connected pick-ups. Most of them are accelera-
tion pick-ups, and position-, lift- and torque pick-ups for the vane. The view shows
that the pick-ups are well distributed over the aircraft, so that it was possible to
measure tile maximum amplitude of all modes, and to identify the type of tile mode. In
each case the signals of half the pick-ups were stored on magnetic tape and the signals
of ten of them were transmitted by PCM telemetry to the ground laboratory.

Fig. 18 gives a view of measured excitation and response signals for a Mach number
(,f 0.78 and 330 KCAS. The lift force, the torlue and the position of the vane are pre-
sented in sequence followed by the acceleration at the wing tip, at the engine in tile
z-direction, and at the engine in a lateral direction. The entire sweep-time is nearly
2,10 minutes. The frequency range is between 1,4 and 5,6 Hz, and the sweep rate is
30s'octave. That means that the frequency started from 1,4 Hz, went up to 5,6 Hz, down
to 1,4 Hz, and up again to a stop.
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FIG17 LOCATION OF TRANSDUCERS 0 18 TIME RECORDS OF EXCITATION AND RESPONSE

In Fig. 19 to 23 we find transfer functions in the frequency range from 1,4 to 5,6 Hz,
calculated for the lift of the vane and the responses due to the vane excitation at dif-
ferent positions on the olane, for a speed of 360 KCAS and a Mach number of 0.78. The
dynamic angle of the vane was + 40. The first four transfer functions are for a symme-
trical excitation, the last for antisymmetrical excitation.

Fig. 19 shows the transfer function obtained at the wing tip in the z-direction

Fig. 20 shows the transfer function obtained at the engine in z-direction

Fig. 21 shows the transfer function obtained at the engine in y-direction.
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Note that in figure 21 the peak contains two degrees of freedom, the symmetrical and an-
tisymmetrical lateral bending of the engine, which can be seen in the table above the
figure. Fig. 22 shows the transfer function obtained at the horizontal tail in the
z-direction, and we can notice frequencies on the tail not below 3,5 Hz in contrast to
the wing motion. Fig. 23 shows the transfer function obtained at the vertical tail in
the y-direction. It is remarkable that with the vane excitation on the wing, tail-modes
are excited. At the top of all pictures except fig. 23 we see the coherence-functions.
The heavy solid lines are the fitted curves. The excitation is nearly without extraneous
inputs.
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In he extfigre24 we see in one figure transfer functions of the same pick-up obtai-
ned or iffeentspeeds but for one Mach number 0,78. The remarkable feature of these
pictresis he hif ofthe peaks with speed. That means the frequencies decrease or

incrasewit inreaingsped. igue 2 shws or = ,78the frequencies for the
symetrcaldegeesof reeom:2-ndewing bending, lateral engine bending and engine

pitching versus speed. The solid lines are the calculated frequency; the symbols repre-
sent frequency values obtained by the flight vibration test. The calculation results
are based on a finite-element model for the structure and the doublet-lattice method
corrected for transonic effects for the unsteady aerodynamics. Airforces are included
for the vertical and lateral motion of the engine.
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A comparison was made between the flight test results and the calculation of the un-
steady transfer function. This was done by solving the flutter equation in which the
right side of the equation respresented the vane excitation at various frequencies.
Sweeps were made from 1 to 4.5 Hz, with a frequency increment of 0.02 Hz, 13 modes were
included. The theoretical unsteady force was applied at the same point on which the va-
ne lift acted, and the point at which response was measured was at the top of the wing
very close to the vane. The results correspond to a z-displacement transfer function.
It is necessary to multiply these values by w2 before comparing then to the flight test
acceleration results.

Fig. 26 shows the calculated Nyquist-Diagrams for speeds 330, 360, 390 and 420 KCAS,
M = 0.84. The change in the mode coupling for the first three degrees of freedor is
clearly recognizable. Fig. 27 shows the calculated transfer-functions for 330 and 420
KCAS, M = 0.84. It is easy to interprete the coupling as the transfer of energy between
the different modes.

330 KCAS 360KCAS

1 I . . . . . .

390 KCAS 420 KCAS v 330KCAS

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . fo7 3 01 0S 01 C6

FIG. 26 CALCULATED NYQUIST PLOTS FIG 27 CALCULATED WfNG TIP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
OF WING TIP RESPONSE FOR FOR TWO FLIGHT SPEEDS AT M = 0,84
SEVERAL FLIGHT SPEEDS AT

M =0,81

CONCLUSIONS

The vane excitation method developed by Airbus Industrie for the flight vibration
tests of the A 310 aircraft proved to be sucessful, and resulted in considerable savings
of time and expense in the flight test stage.

It seems appropriate to recall the advantages offered by this method. Its salient
features are:

- excitation amplitude and phase can be easily controlled and measured
- performs well at all frequencies
- does not alter the relevant properties of the aircraft
- easily installed and dismounted according to need
- excitation force is largely independent of frequency
- may be easily adapted to aircraft of different sizes.
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This paper describes the metuhodoloy drvsloped in AEVITALIA for a fe-w years ad -rrc-. y -

the separation of external storer- from the parent aircrafIt. The too lassed in this; proc
0
.- .

cal model, wind tunnel testinvgs, ground and flight trials, are presented and their asvar tats. . r

tapes briefly discussed.

Particularly, the role of the matching phase between data gathered by the differert t

bove to increase the reliability on store separation prediotions anhen '- t-ic te cca r

res from tihe parent ai rcraft, is presented arid discussed with a briel assesstrmct If tl,,

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of modern combat ai rcraft in relat ion to the comp lexi tv cf lie '^-ap
t  

n se,,:, i. th

capability to carry and release a wide range of' external stores and with dif'ferent loading c -i I,

has led to extensive requirements for invest igat ion of separat iaon charact er istirs w ih a I ai'y- shr, 1:

the overal 1 design effort . Two aspects converge in this design effnrt wi th regard t e x e rnI s' r,

separation as the aircraft has to be safely cleared from all stores in case of emerge! cy, and ri: '-,-

racy, to satisfy the operational requisites, for which all parameters affecting the ste o tr ct

the target have to be carefully appraised.

The present trend is to design the combat aircraft as a whole weapon system instead, as in h,

signing the aircraft in isolation and adding at a later st:rge the cxternal stores, ith till'

of having to accept either compromising features or expensiws and lengthy studies to -pt rise lh-, r..t:o-!",

between store configurations arid parent aireraft.

The capability to define design criteria of such a weapon system in relat ir to store -leparat:m i carac-

ristics depends upon the development and the proper use of different predictionl and iv'islisa-lut to,,v i s

and upon their integration. Experience has shown that thc proper, use of accurate predictive mthods liI

not only result in increased delivery capability and enhance the safety of weapon delivery and ettis, ,rii

ring flight testing and in service operation, but considerable saings of" timer and nones cain a , acsl

vrd. This technique gives in addition evidence of potential problem ar-as whi-ih could lecd to i-Sa;" -- ill

ca ion of tIre aircraft/store interface and/or to the optimization of store release seqaio'nces a::, it--rwa--

in the early stage of aircraft design.

A further convenience of this technique is the possibility to investigate and to clear aras of t!i :i-

se envelope which are not flight tested or to limit the extent rsf flight trials to a selected n ,

test cases, having identified in advance possible critical areas in the envelope to be cleree.

1. TECINIQUE TO PRODUCE A STORE SEPARATION CLEARANCE

Por the reasons discussed in paragraph 1 a theoretical and experimental techenqiue has b--rn d,,vlpo-d ;r:,-

several years agio and continuously refined by AERITALIA - Gruppo Velivli ia Combat t imentoI, t,, so--.l lh

characteristics of separat ion of external stores from the parent aircraft.

The method (see fig. 1) is set up in three successive phases, so that at the end of each individual lot e,

the following milestones are achieved:

- Build (ip of "the best" theoretical model

- Completion of flight trials and matching to experimental results

- Final updating of the model and theoretical extrapolation

2.1 - First phase: build rip of tire mathematical mod-l.

This phase lr-girns with tire patherin of all data that have ti fr Isl into the rith i-mat ri-il rod-l

They have to be analysed respert sri accurary and rompatibility and further to rrain :Icm-i in!irh inttl tio

problems which might he s'ncoLinterod along 01i cleara ne prresr;s, asnd ol io ;y hv, in addit i ,n 1,, h , -h

cringrusnt to the mathemat ical model input iat;i forma .

Ths- data ar- of ditier-nt type and iome Irm Iiffornt isot es ;r; i-tfi led ir parlt',rsl i.

The mathematiical model , having i-ser fed with fih input &0;1s;, is thlri i t o (' ir {slislt, th"I- - -- Irtrjs ,-

eles for the given flI ight condition.

At ths' trame t ime, ry ms-rr (f' us prop'rly Iv,lamicrl ly ri-al-rd irdsI , ,r1-sn i l Ih I lnrs-I itt i 1 l t !;I:

i li a r i ril to ;imulat. srtoIr sr- rslpalat I i n tra s-i to(ric; at i vfi fl s
I 
git r ondi i--rio.

Thi:; nrw rnt of tra ier tori-,:; is; cit pared t h i r h,- If 'i,- i(r t I v d , ' Vt--d , :11"i, II is--so! ; h, Ie lists -

tisal c I red i;l I:; pdat sd In t I -. porn Id atrs-s,rit brlw- ii wi s lu llne r ,h ' ; I ni It 'I r i t 1 - I-tsr , r1-LI -d.



The refining of the model is ittempted upon those entry data which, by past experi rncr', are guessed to be

less reliable.

At the end of this process, an "optimum" model becomes available to predict store separation characteri-

sties and to conform a flight test programme by sele-ting th( test points in th,- signi ticant areas of the

flight envelope to be cleared.

The flight test programme is formulated to start at the flight conditions whiih have been predicted to he

less critical and/or where the data, on which the theoretical predict ions are based are mr,, reliable;

further, steps are stated on the basis of paramet ic studies to evaluate the influence (it variables, like

speed, incidence, sideslip, gun thrust etc., on st:ore trajectory.

Therefore, the flight test programme as defined abov, is hacked up by store trajotory Predictions, which
also include appraisals of the deviation from the stanirLard trajectory due to toteiatic(.s on ctrin parame-

ters such as sideslip, load factor,, ERij performaince, etc.

2.2 - Second phase: flight trials and matching to experimental results

During flight the store initial trajectory is filmed by means of on-board cameras, and idditionally, in cra

so of stores such as bombs, for which the entire ballistic is requested, by range kinethe'odolites.

After fl iht, the films are analysed and the stoi separation Lraletory is reduced to its six components

vs. time, and therefore in a format which is directly comparable with the predictions.

The analysis of the deviations between the two trajectories allows identification of whi-'h input data of

the mathematical model have to be re'tified, with an iterative loop, to obtain i good agreemest between

the two trajectories.

Having updated in this way the model, the new predictions for the next flight test :;telr are computed.

At this point, the process (flight test, analysis and matching) is started arid repeated igain, until the

test programme is carried out and the model is validated th-" iglout Ibti r..quir ed fli'ht rvilope.

In addition to this excercise, the flight trials allow also an assessment of the fu-tioning of the arma-

ment system, e.g. arming sequences, mechanical and electrical interfaces etc. ant i assressment of the air

craft handling and structural response during the ejection phase.

2.3 - Third phase: theoretical extrapolation rind envelope clearance

During the third phase, which begins after the completion of the armament trials, the flipght tested jetti-

son envelope is theoretically extrapolated, by means of the mathematical model, now matched to flight data

to clear the jettison envelope requested by the customer, or, when limiting factors are found, to specify

the jettison envelope boundaries whithin which safe separation cran be griartinteed.

Aim of the extrapolation is:

a. To save flight trials, which being money and time consuming, have to be devoted to investigate only so-

me selected key points, as mentioned above.

b. To investigate the jettison behaviour at those conditions which might riot be flight tested pending cur-

rent limitations on the test aircraft, which often is a prototype aircraft.

c. To produce a complete set of deviations from standard trajectories due to tolerances on separation para-

meters and flight conditions to add a safe margin to the clearance.

In the light of the brief description of the three phases, it is evident that the results which build up

during the process allow for a timely intervention for modifications such as:

a. store configuration (e.g. fins)

b. store aircraft interface (e.g. ERU characteristics and throttle settings)

c. release sequences and intervals

which might be necessary to improve separation.

Though the process is mainly devoted to define safe separation ,learances, for those stores, such as bombs,
for which it is if relevance, an effort is also made during the three phases to identify parameters affec-

ting the separation accuracy in respect of ballistics.

3. INSTRUMENTS TO PRODUCE STORE SEPARATION TRAJECTORIES

The definition of store separation trajectories from the parent aircraft and of the consequent safe separa-

tion envelope are the result of the matching and of the integration of results obtained from different sour

ces: mathematical model, dynamically scaled jettison tests and flight trials. A brief description of these

three instruments, as well as an analysis of their advantages and disadvantages is given below.

3.1 - Input data of the mathematical model

To allow a better understanding of the meaning of the various input data of tire mathematical model and of

their mutual relations, it is convenient. to give a picture of the aerodynamic flow field with which the sito

re interacts alonp its separation trajectory. It can be schematically divided into the zones which follow

one after the other along the trajectory:

Interference field: in this zone, which is cloRe to the aircraft, the aerodynamic flow field is affected

by the mutual aerodynamic interference exerted among the different external stores and between them and

th- aircraft. The consequent flow fie'd is strongly distorted with non-stationary components which can

not always be neglected and which is dominated by viscous and compressibility effects. Furthermore, bear

ing in mind that the extreme proximity of the external stores causes the formation of several reflected
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shock waves, especially in the speed range in which the modern combat aircraft ,perate, it is evident
how the f[ow-flied is difficult to he theoretically simulated and ho the analysis of wind tunnel re-
sults should be cautious as well as matching, for example, data coming from diffe,-rt surces:i.e. sto-
re balance components and oil flow visualizations (fig. 2) to avoid misleadino interpretations of the
latter.
Nevertheless the knowledge of this zone of aerodynamic flow-field is of param-iut importance in predict
ing store separation trajectories, because the weapon release disturbance, which acts on the stiore in

this zone, influences the outer trajectory, particularly when the store has low density or when it has

a small aerodynamic stability margin.
- Near field: in this zone, which extends from about 1 meter down to 4 + 5 metres below the aircraft, the

effect of the mutual aerodynamic interference among external stores is practically negligible, .no the

aerodynamic flow-field is disturbed only by the presence of the aircraft. Therefore the aerodynamic
load acting on the released store in a fixed point can be determined by : uperposi' ion cf stnre free air

aerodynamics and aircraft flow-field characteristics (expressed in terms of local incidence, sidslip,
Mach number etc.) at that point in absence of the store.

It is clear that, being the flow-field perturbed, i.e. with its characteristic parameters varying from

point to point and then also along the store, the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on it are the

sum of the contributions of the different sections in which the store is divided and around which the

aerodynamic flow-field can be reasonably assumed constant.
- Far field: in this zone, because of its fairly large distance from the aircraft, the flow-field can be

assumed to be free stream and hence the aerodynamic force acting on the store is calculated by superpo-

sition of store free air aerodynamics and free stream characteristics.

If the purpose of the prediction of jettison trajectories is limited to the check of store safe separa-
tion, this zone is the less critical both because the flow-field can be assumed to be free stream and

hence constant, and because, being this zone quite far from the aircraft, it has a minor influence on

jettison safety for which the first part of the trajectory is determinant.
On the contrary, if the purpose includes the extrapolation of flight trials results with regard to the

ballistics of the stores, this zone is perhaps the most important because it influences for longer time
the store trajectory and, hence assuming the flow-field as constant, it might no longer lead to satisfac-

tory predictions. Therefore more detailed informations about flow field characteristics versus altitude
(velocity profiles) are needed.

3.1.1 - Store free air aerodynamics

The aerodynamic force acting on a store along its separation trajectory plays a fundamental, and in some
case decisive, role in determining the jettison safety: a fundamental role, because among the forces of
different nature acting on a store when dropped, the aerodynamic action is never secondary; a decisive role

when low density stores (empty fuel tanks, multiple store carriers, etc. are jettisoned as the aerodynamic

force is by far predominant over others.

It is therefore evident the primary importance of the knowledge of the stat, aerdynamic forces and mo-
ments acting on the isolated store and the accuracy required to measure 'hem. Much care has to be taken,

and a certain experience is also required, for example, in positioning translion bands on models (fWg. 3

shows a tipical arrangement) with the aim of approaching in the best possible way the flow-field around
the full scale body. Another critical problem is to minimize or in any case to quantify the aerodynamic in-

terference of the model support, particularly on the normal force and on the pitching moment for a suspen-

sion from the floor and on the axial force using a rear sting. A well known technique to quantify this in-
terference consists of using a dual sting (fig. 4), with which it is possible to calculate the interference

of the dummy sting by difference. This problem is however made worse by the particular incidence range re-
quired for some external stores (in a case it has been necessary to measure the aerodynamic force for an in

cidence traverse from 0* to 3600 and a sideslip range from 00 to 1800). This implies that the information

about the sting/wall aerodynamic interference obtained by means of the usual wind tunnel calibration models
is often not sufficient to solve the problem. A valid help sometimes comes from aerodynamic numerical codes
(panel method), which for selected speed/incidencq ranges allows the simulation of the effects of the sup-

porting strut and then to quantify its interference on model aerodynamics.

Another important set of input data of the mathematical model are aerordynamic damping derivatives, whose

knowledge is very useful to have a complete appraisal of store aerodynamics. These coefficients are normal-
ly obtained by wind tunnel tests using the forced oscillations method (a pilot-plant has been tested at AE-

RITALIA), but sometimes they are theoretically calculated using standard methods s'ich as Datcom. The theore

tical evaluation of aerodynamic damping derivatives, which at high incidence is little reliable, implies

however an increase of the subsequent matching activity at least for the first drops.

3.1.2 - Aircraft aerodynamic flow-field

The jettisoned store crosses along its trajectory a region of highly perturbed flow, mainly due to the pre-

sence of the parent aircraft; it is therefore of paramount importance to know in each point of this region

the characteristics of the flow.
It would be necessary, to carry out this research in the best way, to measure the flow-field for all the ex-

ternal store configurations or at least for some selected key configurations and to read across the others.

As this approach is extremely expensive, it is preferred to measure, or in some cases to calculate theore-

retically (pariel method) but with results not always satisfactory, the flow field relevant to the clean air
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craft (fig. 5) and to delegate to other types of wind tunnel tests the measure of the mutual aerodynamic

interference among stores and between them and the aircraft.

During the MRCA Tornado project the flow-field was measured in the A.R.A. transonic wind tunnel utilizing,
a rake of 16 five hole pressure measuring probes which swept the region beneath the aircraft model. In

each measuring station (10 underwing and 8 underfuselage) the local characteristics of flow-field were ta-
pe-recorded and then, by means of a reduction program, the local values of' incidence, sideslip, Mach num-

ber, total and dynamic pressures were obtained for different flight conditions ( 0( 13. ,M. ) and for

two values of tailplane setting. These data were then cross plotted to allow a check of the congruence a-
mong them, especially on the over-lap regions of the measure points, and afterwards they were stored in or
der to permit an easy read-across by the mathematical model. The greatest difficulties experienced during
these tests were the correct positioning of the rake close to the model due to the geometrical interferen-
ce, as well as the measure of the aerodynamic disturbance caused by the rake itself.

3.1.3 - Installed store loads

This kind of wind tunnel tests, together, with store trajectory load measurements, which will be described

in the following paragraph, is the most effective tool to derive the mutual aerodynamic interference among
external stores and between them and parent aircraft. In fact with this technique it is possible to measu-
re, for different flight conditions and external store configurations, the aerodynamic forces and moments
acting on a certain store when it is installed on the aircraft. The advantage of these wind tunnel tests
is that they allow a fairly accurate measurement of the forces and moments, because there are no problems
of sting interference, being the balance mounted inside the store consequently being able to simulate cor-
rectly the configuration geometry. On the other hand they are rather expensive because of the great number
of configurations to be tested. In fact their number is the product of the number of key configurations ti-
mes the number of possible configurational variants (which come out from the release sequence combinations
allowed by the Store Management System) and times the number of' selected aircraft configurations and flight
conditions (wing sweep angle, tailplane setting, Mach number etc.). In addition the results obtained from
these wind tunnel tests can be misleading, if not used with caution, in the theoretical prediction of sepa-
ration trajectories, because the aerodynamic force acting on the store just jettisoned can be different
from that acting on the installed store. A typical example is the case of two bombs carried on a twin car-
rier and flying at transonic speed (fig. 2). In all probability the channel between bombs will be choked
with a consequent increase of pressure on stores forebody, and this blockage effect will persist for reaso-
nable variations of upstream flow. On the contrary, when one bomb is dropped, the blockage effect vanishes
and hence the longitudinal components of tho aerodynamic force acting on the store change very quickly, as
well as the lateral ones due to the mutual suction.
Consequently the informations obtained from store instatled load measurements can be usefull input data in
producing separation trajectory predictions only if very carefully analysed and when possible matched to
results coming from other sources.

3.1.4 - Store trajectory loads

These wind tunnel tests are a generalization of the previous tests, in that they allow the measure of the
aerodynamic load acting on a store not only in the installed position but also along the separation tra-
jectory. The facility used is the same as the one employed for the Captive Trajectory System, i.e. utiliz-
ing a dual sting (fig. 6). In this case however position and attitude of the store model are not controlled
by the computer solving the motion equations, but they are varied with a grid scheme through the volume
expected to be crossed by separation trajectories of that store.
The advantage of these tests is to provide a rather accurate measure of the mutual aerodynamic intererence
between jettisoned store and aircraft or other weapons, providing therefore an usefull term of comparison
for results obtained from the matching of the previous wind tunnel tests. On the contrary, besides the di-
sadvantage of having to test many configurations, similarly to the tests described before, and here made
worse by the need to sweep several positions and attitudes for each external store, this technique presents
additional disadvantages:

- dual support. method may rrqaire alteration i.e the store afterbody to accomodate the sting and also rais-
es the question cjf~sti~ig effect on the store loads

- the poss-ibility to reach high store attitudes ilue to the geometric interference between secondary sting
and aircraft model

- the possibility to measure the aerodynamic forces and moments of' oine store at the time only
- weapon trajectories are often relatively short in duration because of the geometrical constraints of the

support.

3.1.5 - Store inertial characteristics

Store inertial characteristics, expressed in terms of mass, center of' gravity position and moments of iner-

tia along the three principal axes, are important input parameters in predicting separation trajectories.

Particularly, for low density stores and/or with narrow aerodynamic stability margins, the renter of' gravi-
ty position with respect to the centreline of the ejection release unit is determinant for Jettison safety,
because it. produces the initial pitching momrent. on the stnce (nose up -'r down) from which the course of the

trajectory depends. For this reason, while for non critical stores with regard to safe separation (hiph denr
aity stores or with a large separation velocity) it, is sufficient to know the inertial characteristics meiis
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sured on some standard samples, for critical stores it is necessary to measure with the highest accuracy

the inertial characteristics of each store to be released.

3.1.6 - ERU performances and missile booster thrust

There are basically two types of bomb ejection racks in common use, those with single ejection nistor and
those with dual ejection piston. The latter (a typical impulse performance is shown in fig. 7A) usually
have orifices which are ground adjustable to meter the flow of ballistic gas from the cartridges to the e-
jection pistons. This feature permits the force of each ejection piston to be indipendently varied from
completely closed to fully open. Thus the ejection forces and moments imparted to the store can be control
led over a wide range. The knowledge of the ERU performances versus different parameters like throttle set
ting, atmospheric temperature, rack supporting structure flexibility etc., is of paramount importan( in
predicting store separation behaviour. Performance curves (as shown in fig. 7B) are determined during a
ground rig test and are normally provided by the ERU's manufacturer without calibrations for temperature
and corrections for store aerodynamics loading or dynamic and elastic effect of rack/store carrier/ pylon/
wing. Adequate guidelines do not exist for correcting static bomb rack ejection data. The only known pro-

cedure to evaluate dynamic and elastic effect of rack supporting structure on ERU's performances are pit
drop tests which are detailed in the next paragraph.
As far as the propelled weapon is concerned, the necessary input data for a correct trajectory simulation
regard the state of booster thrust versus time, of which figure 8 shows a typical trend, arid its changes
with atmospheric temperature, as well as some information about launcher/missile mechanical constraints

and intervals/sequence of booster ignition.

These data arc normally provided by the missile suppliers.

3.1.7 - Pit drop tests

The information which is gathered from pit trials is ERU performances (in terms cf ejection force, cc-
tion velocity and initial store trajectory). The advantage of the pit drop trials is that sevral cases
can be tested, at low cost, when applicable, for different wing sweep, ERU throttle setting, slore centre

of gravity positions etc.
The separation dati obtained from pit drop tests are fed into the mathematical model during the first pha-
se (see paragraph 2.1).
The separation data are obtained by processing and analysing the film records of the cameras which have
been run during the separation of stores from the aircraft. For this purpose, cameras are installed both
in the aircraft (fuselage fairings and camera pods) at the same locations which are us-d for the flight
trials and externally at suitable positions to obtain the best camera coverage. The cameras are run at
high speed (200 + 500 frames per second) and the pictures from the different cameras are correlated bet-
ween them and with the aircraft on-board instrumentation, which normally records the armament events as
release button press and weapon gone's, to allow the triangulation analysis to output the store trajectory
and attitudes in the aircraft axis reference system.

The most accurate analysis is on the very initial trajectory. i.e. up to the end of the ERU gun stroke
(normally Olim), which provides, after further analysis, the actual ERU performance data.
The camera film readings are made by means of a film analyser, which outputs store and reference points po-
sition, recorded on cassettes, which are then processed at the Data Processing Center.
Details of the film analysis are given, being similar to the flight trials analysis, in the paragraph 3.4.
Beyond the separation analysis, the pit drop tests are envisaged to provide an assessment of the armament
loading procedures armament ancillaries operation and the evaluation of the aircraft structural response
when jettisoning external stores, as reference to the flight trials data.

3.2 - Mathematical model

The definition "mathematical model", whose lay out is shown if fig. 9, does not include just the computer
program which solves store motion equations and then calculates store jettison trajectories from the parnt
aircraft, but also comprises all input data which define store aerodynamic/inertial characteristics, ejec-
tion rack performances, aircraft flow-field to allow the numerical simulation of separation trajectories.
Therefore, after having described in the previous paragraphs the mathematical model "data bank" itself sto-
red in the computed memory, the numerical code and its outputs are briefly illustrated. Knowing the flight
conditions at which the drop will be performed (and they can be the most various as the numerical code al-
lows a representation of aircraft manoeuvres), aerodynamic forces and moments acting on store are calculat-
ed by superposition of store aerodynamic characteristics and aircraft flow-field. Installed store loads,

which ate reduced from the installed position to zero at adepth where it is considered that interferenie
effects are negligible, are then summed up to the previous aerodynamic loads, which, on the contrary, are
increased from zero to their actual values at the same depth and the results of' the sum are. matched t,, sti-
re trajectory loads, when they are available.

* F =K F .1< F
TOTAL I A/C flow-field 2 interferec,,

Aerodynamic forces are combined with physical forces such is store mass, eject ion forcps or m I;nI I e I lIru
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etc., and then the store velocity and displacement components are computed solving the Euler equationsof mo

tion for a body with six degrees of freedom. The differential equations of motion are transformed in fini-

te difference equations and then integrated by means of an iterative loop whose formulas are listed in fi-

gure 10.

The output of' the mathematical model is:

- position and attitude of the store versus time referred both to a ground frame and to a frame fixed to

the aircraft which of course during separation can be manoeuvering

- six component store velocity versus time referred toa body frame

- components of forces and moments acting on store versus time referred to the same reference frame

- plots of the three orthogonal projections of store trajectory referred to a reference frame fixed to

the aircraft. A typical example of these plots is shown in figure 11.

The experience gained till now, mainly from the Tornado project, has proved that the use of the mathemati-

cal model to co-ordinate different types of wind tunnel test data and to match flight trial results is in

general very reliable (fig. 12).

In addition, the mathematical model is an instrument to predict separation behaviours of a store from pa-

rent aircraft much more flexible, quick and cheap than dynamically scaled jettison tests and even more so

than flight trials.

Therefore, thanks to the good simulation that can be obtained with this tool after an adequate matching

with experimental results, the basic study has to be performed with the mathematical model, delegating to

experimentation, especially in flight, only the check of the most critical conditions or at least of the

most meaningful ones. Moreover the flexibility of the mathematical model permits the study, in relative-

ly short time and cheaply, of the possible variants of store shape and/or aircraft-weapon interface as

well as changes in release intervals/sequences and then to test only the solution found to be the most con

venient.

On the other hand the mathematical model is not an instrument which can straight fordwardly predict or

match the jettison trajectory for whatever flight condition or load configuration. Often instead, for tran

sonic flight conditions or for critical stores regarding safe separation, where compressibility or aerody-

namic interference effects are dominant, a considerable amount of analysis of the mathematical model in-

put/output and of matching to experimental results is necessary to understand in depth aerodynamic inter-

ference mechanisms and their effects on store jettison trajectory behaviour.

3.3 - Dynamically scaled jettison tests

The aim of these wind tunnel tests is to gain a better insight into store separation behaviour and to ob-

tain some experimental results with which to calibrate the mathematical model. In particular in the early

stage of a project the complete set of mathematical model input data is sometimes not available, or at

least some data have been guessed or theoretically derived (especially store aerodynamic damping derivati-

ves) and the effect of the aerodynamic interference is not quite clear; in these conditions an accurate

analysis of wind tunnel jettison test results can provide an useful key to identify the typical characte-

ristics of store separation in a certain configuration and the relationships which link them with the
flight conditions at which the jettison has been performed.

The geometry similarity between separation trajectories obtained both from flight and wind tunnel test. re-

quires that, besides the obvious geometrical similarity between full and model scale stores configuration,
also the dynamic similarity (i.e. involved forces and moments are in the same ratio both at full and mod(:l

scale) be complied. Three dynamic similarity laws are normally used in this kind of tests: heavy body,

light body and Froude's; each of them do not allow to duplicate all the involved parameters, so the choice

depends upon the problem to be solved, the gained experience and wind tunnel facilities. At Aeritalia,

Froude's similarity law (seldom light body law), is normally used, and the ratios between full and model-

scale quantities are enlisted in fig. 13. This law, as known, does not permit to duplicate Mach number, so

the simulation is limited to moderate speeds where compressibility effects can be neglected.

A dynamically scaled jettison test is set up in the following steps (fig. 14):
- the model of external store to be dropped is hung to the aircraft model, respecting the full scale load

ing configuration

- the flight conditions at which the jettison has to be performed are reached in . ilarity

- the store,pushed by two pneumatically driven pistons, leaves the aircraft

- the store positions along the separation trajectory are photographed by two cameras mounted in f£-ont

arid laterally to the aircraft model. Multiple exposures on the same frame are obtained by means of a

stroboscope
- from the front and side views of the store trajectory so obtained, the six components of store motion

versus time are derived.

A typical output of wind tunnel jettison tests is illustrated in figure V) which shows also the comparison

with theoretical results.

The main advantages of free-drop tests are the following:

- the possibility of simulating correctly store jettison trajectory from the parent aircraft, being able
to duplicate tho full scale store configurations, because there are no problems of sting aerodynamic in

terference
- the possibility to perform multiple releases

- the wind tunnel facilities necessary to carry out these tests are not so sophisticated as those requi-
red by other techniques

On the contrary dynamically scaled jettison test.s presents typical disadvantages:
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- the possibility to simulate store releases only at straight and level flight conditions
-weapon trajectories are often relatively short in duration because of the geometrical interference of"

wind tunnel wails
- the difficulty encountered in some cases in manufacturing dynamically scaled models (expecially those

representing low density stores) which implies the use of various :iaterials to respect the required i-

nertial characteristics

- the necessity to built many store models, being these damaged and therefore not re-usable, in general,
after every three or four drops.

3.4 - Flight trials

3.4.1 Preflight activity

Before armament flight trials commence, a certain amount of work has to be carried out on 1 'round to make
the acquisition system able to acquire with the necessary accuracy all the trajectory data needed to pro
perly match the mathematical model results to flight data. This work is illustrated below.

- As the appraisal of the store trajectories is made by means of cameras installed in the aircraft (fig.
16 - fuselage fairings and camera pods), the first step is the selection of the cameras to be used ftr-
every planned drop. The selection is made on the basis of the camera coverage, which should be at least

8 metres of vertical trajectory, taking into account the aircraft configuration (e.g. wing sweep), the
obscurations which may occur from other stores and/or pylons and the expected store trajectory. At
least two cameras are needed, to allow triangulation, but in general up to five cameras arc used tor

each drop.
- Special markers have to be painted, at suitable positions relative to the cameras, on the aircraft fu-

selage and pylons.
The X, Y, Z coordinates of the markers have then to be accurately measured, as they will be used as fix-

ed reference for the store trajectory analysis.

- In the case of a forward trajectory (missile firing trajectory analysis), the forward looking cameras

have to be "harmonized", i.e. the camera optical axis orientations have to be determined using a beard
with markers at known positions in respect to the aircraft axes reference system. The board is positii-
ned at right angles to the aircraft axis, at a distance from the cameras of about 30 metres.

- The stores should have a special painting, to ease the measurements of the pitch, yaw and roll mot ions:

special markers will be therefore painted at every 30 deg. around the store circumference at relevant
sections (e.g. centre of gravity). The coordinates of the markers have to be measured.

- The stores to be dropped must have the weight, centre of gravity position and moments of inertia deter-
mined.

3.4.2 Flight testing

The flight trials, for each external store configuration, are then started, at the test conditions predic-
ted by means of the mathematical model, to be significant or less critical.
After flight the trajectory data are analyzed (fig. 17) and compared to the predictions. The mathematical
model will then be updated, if necessary, so that an agreement is obtained between experimental and theore-
tical results.
The flight trials then progress, with a matching phase at every step, till the mathematical model is c lfi-
dently validated.

3.4.3 Postflight aalysis

The store trajectory is obtained by reading out the camera films from a film inalyser whose output is proces-
sed through a computer programme (fig. 18). Basically two programmes are currently in use for the analysis,
in order to have some flexibility depending on the type of store and the expected trajectory.
The two programmes care for the following store separations:

a - vertical separation of light and large stores.
b - vertical separation of heavy ;tores and light/small stores.
c - horizontal separation (missiles and rockets).
The programme for the separation of light and large stores (e.g. empty tanks) works on the concept of over-
imposion (form fitting) of sequential store positions in the space (with s ix degrees of freedom): it compa-
res the initial position of the store with those :-esultirig during separations, and thr accuracy, even in
the case of large lateral movements coupled to roll motions, Is very high.
The trajectories produced are computed individually from each c mvra (from 1 to ')) and then c mparedl; the
output will be a minimum deviation calculated trajectory. Each iridividual camera tra..ctory caa also b,
printed out to monitor the dispersion and hence the accuracy ,f' the analysis.
The other programme (fig. 19), for the separation (if heavy stores (e.g. bombs), I ight/smal I storet. and m!-
miles has several loops for computat ion; it is based in a triangulat ions concept and the ps! t ions otf -ach
store marker, during separation, is calculated similtaneoIsly from two selected camerrs, which havr to be
perfectly syncronised and correlated. The motion of the store ii obtained bymeasurinp. trtmth,, filmnrame the
coordinates of 3 store markers; the markers have to be the same for both camras. From ground harmonisa-
tions, the coordinates of the markers sre known in th airc-raft axis reference system, and thier-for thm mo.-
tion ran be referred to this systm. This pr' rm!; rni'lrs the in-fl ight harmonisat itn (f the two cafmera:,



i.e. the alignement of the cameras in respect of the aircraft axis system: for this purpose at least two

aircraft fuselage markers have to be visible from both cameras (fig. 20).

During the film reading, the store markers, whose coordinates are measured, can be changed (this is obviou

sly necessary in presence of large yaw and roll motions), provided that the markers are always the same

for both cameras.

4. GROUND/FLIGHT TEST RESULTS CORRELATION

The ground/flight test results correlation is presented here in two :iections: the First will shw the "-.h

nique t, match the theoretical predicitions to the experimental results from both wind tunnel and flight
trials; the second section will present a case history to demonstrate how that technique wa:; I'tpab.f'
videntiating the characteristic separation behaviour of a store from the par.nt aircraft and hitnc to

clear the separation envelope.

4.1 - Matching technique

The correlation process which is carried out after every in-flight test has three purposes:
- To evidentiate, on the basis of the accurate analysis of the time-histories of the six motion compo-

nents, the peculiar characteristics of the store separation trajectories.

- To correlate those characteristics to the parameter:- which may affect them (flight conditions at re lea-

se, store aerodynamics, ejection force etc.)

- To update accordingly the mathematical model input dati in order to duplicate the experimental trajecto-

ries.

At the end of the trials, and having fulfilled entirely the above purposes, beyond the validation of the
mathematical model a further important result has been achieved, i.e. the knowledge of the "weight" of each
parameter in determining the store separation characteristics.

The matching process begins with the re-computation of the trajectory theoretical prediction, but with the

flight conditions corresponding to the actual experimental release conditions. This is obviously necessary
as in fligth the release conditions may slightly differ from those for which the theoretical prediction

was computed. Though little changes to some of the flight test conditions (e.g. - 1 10 KCAS, - 2000 ft

height) do not produce noticeable effects on the trajectories, even little deviations from the nominal data

of other flight conditions (e.g. - 0.5 deg. incidence or sideslip) cannot be neglected as they might heavi

ly influence the store trajectory.

The second step of the matching process is the comparison between the theoretical predictions and the expe-

rimental results. The comparison is made at the same time over the store six motion components time histo-

ries, as in greater or less extent there is always a contection between the six components.

A typical example of this behaviour is given by a large empty external fuel tank which, because of a great

difference between lateral and pitch stability caused by the asymmetry of the tail fiiis, shows a nose up

tendency when rolled of about 90 degrees. Another typical characteristic of the motion of this tank is that

it couples an inner fin down rolling movement with a nose out yawing rotation and viceversa.

Therefore, when analysing thedifferences between the individual theoretical and experimental motion compo-

nents, one ought to be very cautious and able to put in evidence those indipendent variables on which the
greates;t part of the matching process is centered. In the typical case indicated above it was shown that,

by matching correctly the tank roll motion, the deviations between the theoretical and the experimental re-

sults of tank pitch attitude and of vertical displacement were largely reduced. It is clear that the g-a-

test care should be applied when matching the early flight test results as, after having gathered 'onfl'd,l-

ce on the separation characteristics of a store in a given configuration during trials progrets, tI, Iat-

ching process becomes generally straight forward.

The third step of the matching process consists in the investigation of' the reasons for the ,evizt i n:; tet-

ween the theoretical and experimental six motion components, i.e. to find the correlation of each typical
separation trajectory behaviour with one or more mathemat ical model input parameter. As every indlvidual
effect on trajetory may be apparently produred by several causes, as shown in fig.. 21, it is necessary t(,
proceed during this phase with a comparative analysis of" the input data of the model to invidiuite t| to pa:-

rameter, or sometimes those parameters, which real ly determines the deviation.
Also in this phase of the analysis it is of paramounit importance to examin the enti re tr;ijectry u;,t t,,ciiu-

se, as a pattern might be produced by different causes, it tie same way the vari:it i oi f a )give'n iniipit tara-

meter to the model might end with| several different effects on as much diI'eretvi motion c-mpiin,tis; it i1
therefore necessary to correlate the deviations between theoretical and experimnetitil rv;ult! to i ::;critiTia-
te the one, or more, input data re;ponsible for the ], viat Ion.

A further rule for the selet ion of th, input parameter:; t) he chai ged into the mathemat ical mo',ll i:! l;ts,,
on the level of their rel iabi lit y, i.e. whether they have been valued 1hor,t ially in ], )r m,, ;;rl1 -'xp-

rimentally (e.,. during wind tunnel and rit drop tests) ind, in the latter i'e, with which love'l ot ,'-ac

racy (number of ter;t points etc.). Again this analysis wrk might be rather ,sterisivo in the early
of the experimental phase, bit, ;is trials progress, even toward; |Ile eritical ar'v; , the flIk, t ,!,vlIpt
where the effects proluced by the different iipiit data ar mor-, remarkalble,, tlie matl'ii tglu 't vi tV y 'anrl t

corresponding updating of the mathematical model biecome !traitght For'w;trd ;1d I eo:; di fficuit .t' , , th iiI

experience gained on the role pl;iyed by th- several input parimter,.;.



4.2 - A typical case history

The value of' using thle matching pr-ocess and a wide range of' iriformat ion inputs to the mathematical model

can best he demonstrated by desc r ib inrg a t ypical caOse hi stor'y for, a p rac tice weapon di spenrse r. Tlie rea son
for which this store has been selec ted among thle many that have been cleared for, hie TlOR.NADOt ircralt is

that the dispenser has shown to be cri tical and has required a reievant matching act ivi ty.

It would be little significant to present a case history for a body non-critical f'rom a separ'ation point

of' view (and f'ortuniately most of' stores were non-critical , , ,s ilh, relation between r heor'cr i cal preict ionl

activity and envelope clearance is purely a straight f'orward matching activity because of' the good agree-

men t bet ween p red i cted Lind experimenfital t rajector i es

The prac tice weapon dispenser, i .spite of the li mi ted reqtaired jet t ison envelope, was a r'ather di ffi ci1

bodly to be cleared for separation because of the fol lowing reasons:

- it had to be cleared with di fferent pract ice bomb loaingo corrt'iguratiortr, inclIuding the asyrnmetr' c ones.

- in some of' above configurations it is a Low dens ity s ore with a tendenicy to f'loat ini ttic air,

- in some att ituide ranges the dispenser becomes aerodynam ical ly unsrtableo be inrg w ithou t tail finls

- thre itispenser lonigi tudirial centr-e of gravity posit ion in rcspect to the eject ion reclease urnit ctritic'-li

ne does not permit to achieve ttre necessary nose diowir p itclinig rrarreit.

In adtdi tion, the theoretical predict ion itself' was malte more difficult because of the lack of some input

data as:

- store instal lei/t rajeetory loraits;

- store ireroidynaomic damping de ri vartivyes;

- eject ion release thrust rcrlrct ion dute to wing and pylonr .lexibiIi ty;

- actual data on ERtt performance when asymmetric thr'ott Ic setting, is appied juttot' the Ii speriser the nomi -

nal thrust was 100M for the f'orwar-d ERU gun arid 2C% f'or the rear ic,);

- the l imi tedi ange of' attitudes (, 60 <_Oc_ - 60 deg, + 30 < 13 _< - 30 deg) f'or which the store

I'ree a ir aerodlynam ics were mieas ured . In general this 'rnge of- at! itred-9 it; aidequa te to ,o v er al1;
1 
attitui

des of' a store along its trajectory, brr', not for the d islperser which, hi rg atrodynim i cal lyintt

separate~s from the aircraft r'olling mainly in the longitudinal plane.

tHavinig therefore est imatedt theoretically the missing input data t'or tl'. malt toiat ial model,* tire salt'e si';a-

ration enivelopre of' the idispeniser was predicted. Alreiy lvFrom th iii uelini rac-y pvv'i'c Cti work it brecame

clear the treed to change the throt tle settilng ot- the eject ion i'clease irit, that was otirginral ly pilannled it,

be full thrust , tor improve the separation icharacterist ics of the dispens'e ill srrMe litWidIitg corrfilgr'a: iri1s

(i.e. empty or with two forward practice bombs, with the consequent. adlvance of* centre if' grazvity iii res;pect

of the eject ion re lease unit- cerrtre-lime which produced the dispensrer, tiose rip pitchiing momnirt at ri'lease

-see fig. 22).

A parametric stcyindicated thrat, try applying an asytinetri ejr'ect ion thus! (100% forward arid 10% rear),
the separation characteristics for the above loading ccrit'igrir'at ins were I argely i mpr'oved ti ti 'A,1, but

with rdetrimental eftf'ects, whren the dispenrser was lrradedt wi th only two revar pra't ii' brombs: in. tis cast'

the dispenser afterbody showed a tendency "to len' on) the aircraft pylIon, obviously because if i'e roy--

ter p itch down moment p rodrtr ed by the eject ion rceI iase un it i ti addli t ion to0 t hat one devyeIorpedt bc iris', if

the dispenser rear centre of gravity position.

Several proposals were marie to oivercotme thre problem, at;:
- to find an average thrrot tle' set tirig stritatile F'or' the di t'fererit loating eotifigur'ationrs

- to fit a rubber fairinig to the rear end rif tire itispenser,

At. the end , the Cus tomer recognized thrat thre ( 'e rgency jett is on oif'I ie ispenne r w i th t wur r'n' r hrili rrtnrtpro'

serrted only a consecutive dousbhle F'ai lure carte and the reqiiiti' to clear ttrat trrrt r'ilrt leadting r'.iiiiri

tron was dropped.

The results obtained with the dtynamical ly sr'attd Jet tisonr tests; rail cnrfirmn'ri, in generarl, itn' t t r'nnri troi

predict ions both with regard tri tire safe tseparat ionr enveliopre andt tn tire reed'orif ant asymmett r' t ti r'nt th tI v

ting (compare fig. 23 with 24).

The analysris nf tire deviatioins between; the'ori'tical and experiment ,nl t ra tectotries ttir'ther cov-11r 'it .',- Ill-

foirmat ion on the mutuial aerodynamic inrterferne bretwreen tire ditipen!tir andt thle ai r'rrat t liii; atllrwinrg t iii

uiprdat ing of tire mathemat ical model input dtar. Nit riata win, in thi othter handtrt, aehi evahlt ioni thre a('itIal

ERUt performance withr asymmetric t trr'tt te sitt ing anti tin th beftfect (if fl exitbiIitry of tire W inrgpy I in nt iii;

tirre as they are inprut darta for the winrd tuinnrel jeti'rson tenitsn.

Htav inrg the firstotmer dropped the reqiiremen t t'or t hi' ispenser' s;ide r'ocke t tiannivir-; , tire tiat homnt innI mod'el

hail to be set up again in retlation to thre srttore rierOiiytrmir'tr rnt ai flew Iraf Ii'nparat i n ernvelorpe hail tnt het

recalrculatedi. The resultsr which trave heen otainedt revealoti an imtr'rvitint it' tile, setiriat iotn itrarar'!ri'i -

ticis of the ditspenser t'or atlI practire bormb l oadiing r'onf'igrr;t ins, itetris- I' tire- re'ttiiit Ili ftintg an'ia.

!;imi larly io the previrois tests, t'rom the anatysis iof tire cntlt!; of' tire dlynamical ly nr'aleni ret! ttor

tenrts, in agreementi wi th the theoiretireal prredtic'tionts, trim,' ritit dtaon ito re ant i r rt'ratt isittnat ii! en

fererree thave been dierivedt to urpdtte the mathiemat ieal model . At tire entl iif tihe pco'itns!;, thei, mit reliab nlen

model has become ravailtable ,nrir it has beet; pomssihle tnt i'tnfiir'm t tie relevant fl ight testt pcit'g'mm' liv !e-

le'ting key tests points in the significant areas; of the jret titt-n enveltope andt !;rtithating tonri'rgrirationt;

sairt inrg itt coirt;v from thosre predti cted to he lent; criticl

At; Ftlighit. trials progrertcit, the, compar isn between heortire al anit expterimetal t rnjentotr'r n ivi ititi ia!'r

thie need1 to moirhfy srame if the mathiematrtitcal miii'I inptiit darta tit achi eve a giout agreein bet wen tire it-i-

jet'torienri. At, f irut, it becrame r erirly eviden'rt thti! thi' Ftitl ,er' ttion ttr-n' wn't'i hii ir thtait i-xpte i, tirn

to tire exi'e'rr iv' rentiiittion t i t iie inminal ttr'rr;t nvisakifet t i- take it i a-it'tunt theii witl), arnt pyo it tIxii

it y wich in turtn wars lotwer thanur expectedit. Art errl y ltrir ift thic 1 rt plit m hart it) tart fl neary bii, gi ve'n
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from the previous trials ott other stores and because of this, tihe ,)(ct ori lorce input data had to lie i-

creased, almost zeroing tie reduct ion e'Stimated for the ltexi ility. In the protd ice weapon di ipenuor r -

se this reduction had to be almost tcLally neglected because of the low mass of' the store .

A further source of problems came from the selection of differential throttl setti ogs due to the norIi-

nearity between ejection release forces and throttle size.

The analysis of the flight trial results also provided some indications on the mutual aerodynamic itrl,-

rence between the dispenser and the parent aircraft., and on the modif cat ion. to be appl ied , thee -t miu-

ted damping derivatives, which allowed for a further updating of the mathematical model.

The prliminary flight trial results also put in evidence the poor reliability of the store free i ir ro-

dynamic data fed into the mathematical model, which where measured in a relatively limited Or and I ran,-

and than theoretically extrapolated. The evidence of this problem came out from the difficulty to match

the experimental trajectory trend and in particular the vertical displacement and the picth attitude it)

that, for example, the typical rotation in the longitudinal plane could not he the lretically reproduced

(fig. 25). This behaviour was not revealed by ire dynamically scaled jettison tests because of' th. retail

vely short duration of the trajectories. For th s reason the disp, nser free air aerodynamics hau been fur

ther measured for an 0x traverse of 1600and B traverse of - 900. Having updated the model with the new

store aerodynamics a good matching was finally achieved (compare fig. 25 with fig. 26) thus allowing tle,

extrapolation of the flight tested jettison envelope to clear the required dispenser jettison zone of ope-

ration, with an adequate level of reliability and with a sufficient set of data to cover the tolerance ca-

ses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the discussions and the case history presented above it appears convenient to integrate theoretical

and expirimental work in the exercise of clearing the safe separation of a large range of external stores

from the parent aircraft. The achievement of the theoretical and experimental joint work will be, besides

the saving in terms of number of flights and time to provide the clearance, a thorough knowledge of the

various items governing the separation pattern of different stores and from that the background for fur-

ther developments.
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FIG. 24 -Experimental dispenser trajectory with asymmetric throttle setting

FIG. 25 -Dispenser trajectory prediction with early store free air aerodynamics
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HELICOPTER AIR INLETS

DESIGN PROCESS, WIND TUNNEL TESTING AND CORRELATIONS WITH FLIGHT DATA

by

F. TOULMAY
AEROSPATIALE (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT

The increasing demand for fuel efficient, high speed helicopters has triggered considerable research on engine air inlet design in
the past five years at AEROSPATIALE. Wind tunnel testing was found to be the most flexible and powerful tool in the long
iterative process that leads from the very first project drawings to certification.

This paper emphasizes major inlet design problems and ways of solving them through down-scaled models

- 'ressure loss

- :ynamic pressure recovery

- ressure distortion

- hot air re-ingestion
compatibility with FOD, sand and icing protection

- external drag
constraints due to engine and/or aircraft architecture.

Indications are given concerning the selection of model parameters, test procedure and real-time processing. Pending or unsolved
questions are be mentioned along with future developments.

ENTREES D'AIR D'HELICOPTERES

CONCEPTION. ESSAIS EN SOUFFLERIE. CORRELATIONS AVEC LES RESULTATS DE VOL

par
F. TOULMAY

AEROSPATIALE (FRANCE)

RESUME

La demande croissante pour des hdlicoptres rapides et consommant peu a ddclenchd un important effort de recherchesur
les entrees d'air depuis cinq ans. Les essais en soufflerie sont considdr~s comme l'outil. le plus souple et le plus puissant dans
le long processus itdratif qui conduit de i'avant-projet A ]a certification.

Cet article insiste sur les probl~mes majeurs de conception et les moyens de les rdsoudre A I'aide de maquette A chelle reduite

- pertes de charge

- recupEration de pression dynamique

- distorsion de pression

- rtingestion d'air chaud

- compatibilitd avec les protections contre les corps dtrangers, le sable, le givre

- trainde

- contraintes d'architecture du moteur et/ou de I'appareil.

Des indications sont fournies concernant le choix des paramitres de la maquette. la conduite d'essai et le dpouillement en temps
reel. Les probldmes non rdsolus sont mentionns, ainsi que les dveloppements envisages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Au debut Lie la courte histoire des hMicopt~res, les entrees d'air des moteurs ne faisajent pas l'objet die beaucouip d'attention dans
les bureaux d'6tude. Ceci tenait A deux raisons :d'une part. tous ics efforts taient focalis~s sur les problnmch cruciaux propres ~
ce type d'appareii (endurance des pikces mecaniques, vibrations, pilotage du rotor) ;d'autre part, itsi moteurs a pistons. alors
utilisods exciusivement, nidessitaient des &ebits d'air faibies et rnontraient une tolt~rance reiativemtent grande aux inaUVaises
conditions d'aiirentation. Aucun probi#me die fonictionnensent comparatle au pompage n'6tait a~ craindre et ]'influence des pertes
die charge sur la puissance di~iivrie restait limit~c.

Avec i'introduction des turbines ( 1955 - Aiouette 11). certaines prt~cautions 66iientajres devinrent nkcessaires afin d'assurer le
fonctionnement correct des comipressours adapter oin pavilion dentree pour riduire les pertes die charge et eviter les decoilements
s'assurer quc ies gaz d'&chappenient ne sont pas r~ingt rs par Ie moteur. (Cs pre~cautions t tant prises. le fonictionnemnent etait
assure. Les performances en vol die transiation restaient cependanit tdiocres. Le jeo die [a concurrence a alors pouss ies fabricants
A amn~Liorer ies performances die leurs ht~iicopt~res icls vitesses die croisi~r pass~rent progressiverient die 80 A 140 noeuds.

A forte vitesse, ies entrees d'air simipies qoi donnaient josqu'aiors satisfaction comnient;rent A cr~er des probl~rnes die pomipage.
Ceox-ci Etaient d'autant plus A craindre que ies mnarges au pompage des moteurs avaient parfois tendance A~ diniinuer. do fait die ia
recherche die consommations sp~cifiqoes pius faibles.

Avec l'augmentation brutaic do prix du pe~trole, i'objectif deconoinic sur le carburant s'imnposa egalement pour l'heiicopt~rc loi-
mdme (ref. I et 2). Tandis que i'on s'efforcait d'ain~liorer l'afrodynamnique des rotors et des fuseiages, ii devint t6vident que des
gains importants poovaient aussi &tre obtenus par I'am~iioration des entrees d'air. A i'AEROSPATIALE, un effort die recherche
ianc en i1977 s'est poursuivi jusqu'a cc jour. apportant des r~suitats Wrts significatifs. Parmni ics moyens mis en oeuvre, la souffierie
die Marignane irNtgrde au Bureau d'Etode offrait one soupiesse d'empioi qoi en a fait oin instrument privii~giti

Paralidement A Ia recherche proprement dite et grice as ceile-ci, one mdhodoiogie nioderne die conception et d'essai vit le jour et
s'ins~ra au for et a mesore des progr~s enregistrt~s dans ie cycie normai die deveioppemient des appareiis. Mais ie temps &~ant on
61 ment deerminant poor ia r~ussite d'un programme, ii faliait d'urgencc anidiorer la conduite d'essai afin die respecter ics delais
imposds tout en minimisant ies risqoes d'lchec. L'aotoniatisation des essais et do d&pouiiiemeiit a pemlis d'approcher cc but, si
bien qu'en retoor. la tiche du personnei des essais en voi a 6t considrablement alig~e :Ia inise au point en voi. empirique,
coi~iteuse parfois fort longue. a po etre itvitee pour piusieurs appareils rdcents. Le travaii effectue en voi s'est iriit A on simple
contr6ie die conformite aux normes do manuel d'instaliation do moteur. Les essais die soufflerie, effectu~s sor maqoette A &cheiie
rtedoite, donc peo co~teox ont. die ni~me. permnis d~viter Ie recoors A on bon nonibre d'essais au sol classiques. C'est seiement
lorsque [a realisation techinologiquc des pit~es (etancheite des joints, par exemple) pose des problkmes que les essais sol sont
strictement indispenisables et c'est IA l'occasion die pratiqoer des corrdlations int~ressantes.

Cet exposd a poor but die d&crire ]'ensemble des nitthodes otilis~es A I'AEROSPATIALE dans Ia conception et la mise ao point en
soufflerie des entrees d'air dl'hdicopt~res.

2. HISTORIQUE

L'originalit6 et l'avantagc d~terminant de l'bdicopt&e par rapport aux autres a~rodynes ncsident dans son aptitude au vol station-
naire. Pour prof iter die cette caractdristique unique. les premiers utilisateors (secours en 10cr, en niontagne. police, transport die
troupes) s'accomod~rent die performances modestes en vol die translation. Les missions s'effectuaient sor die courtes distances si
bien que le but dans l'M~ude des appareils die cette dpoque 6tait essentiellement d'aogmeiiter Ia charge payante d&collabie afn die
rentabiliser le co~it norme repr~sens par I'achat et Ia maintenance de cc niatriel. On gagnait die Ia masse en 61iminant toot
cartnage, ce qui n'avait gu~re die consdquences sur Ia vitesse. Isquelle tait plotdt liiNste par les vibrations et lai tn&aniqoe do
rotor.

Dans cc contexte. les entrees d'air devaient etre adaptees au vol stationnaire. et rester Ifges. Les premiers appareils tlDin Aoette
11 et ill) furent dotes doun simple pavilion en t~le (Fig. I ) dont le fonctionnement est parfait en vol stationnaire :i'accelcration
progressive die ['air grdice A~ on rapport RID) tt~s grand ( --H r~duit les pertes par frottensent A one valcur tettement faibte (< I nmb)
que les performances do moteur ne sont pas sensibiement modifnies par rapport au fonctionnement ao banc d'essai. En translation.
'ecoulement dans tel pavilion se degrtade considdrablement mais les cons~quences 6taient limit~es par la faible vitesse die croisi~rc

tie ces appareils.

Sur les appareils pius lourds (exemple :Puma), I'architccture g~n~rale facilite naturelicement la conception des entr~es d'air :les
moteors situds devant Ia BTP * perniettent die placer les entrdes A ['avant do fuselage (Fig. 2). Elics sont bien orientees. ddgag~s
die toot siliage. et les pavilions se raccordent sans discontinuiti! ao profil des capotages GTM * Dans ces conditions, alimentation
des moteurs est quasiment parfaite aussi bien en translation qo'cn vol stationnaire. Toutefois. Ia trainde avdrodynarnique peot varier
Wrs sensiblement soivant Ic soin apport6 At la forme do raccord entrc d'air - capot. La rdingestion die gaz chauds qoi parait
intuitivement improbable 6tant donn6 la position avancde des entrdes. petit. paradoxalement. cr~er des probi~mes sous I'effet do
champ des vitesses induites par Ie rotor en effet die sol. Ce plifnom~ne identifid sur Ie Super-Puma, a ttgaiement MtE signaW par
d'autres hdicoptdristes dans des cas analogues (Ref. 3. 4. 5).

*Bofte die Transmission Principale
*Groupe Tuirbo-Moteur
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Plus rtcemment, une nouvelle gintration de petits appareils (Ecureuil - Astar) a vu le jour. pour lesquels l'analyse de la valeur
(design to cost) fut appliqu~e avec rigueur. Le moteur dtant placd A l'arritre, l'entrde eat constitute par une simple ddcoupe rectan-
gulaire dans la face supdrieure du capot derrifre le mit rotor. Cette ddcoupe vient se raccorder aU conduit d'amende du moteur lors
de la fermeture du capot. La surface de cette entrde est choisie suffisarnment large pour que lea ddcollements prenant naissance sur
lea arites vives sojent rapidement 6limints par le gradient de vitesse positif dans le conduit (Fig. 3a). Ce dessin, satisfaisant en vol
stationnaire. conduit A un type d'dcoulement tres d~favorable en translation. Une large zone decollee obstrue les 2/3 de l'entrde en
translation rapide, avec des pertes de charge et des fluctuations de preasion importantes. A ce probitme s'ajoute [a rdingestion d'air
chaud du compartiment BTP qui s'6chappe par la large ouverture autour du mat et de- -ielles de commande. Les moteura des deux
versions (Arriel I A et LTS 10 1.600) disposent de marges suffisantes pour accepter ces 2,onditions de fonictionnement m~diocres au
prix toutefois de pertes d'avionnage importantes.

Un appareil bimoteur (Twinstar SA 355) a dtt ddrivd de cette famille. ['augmentation de consommation resultant de la configu-
ration bimoteur est partiellement compensde par la reduction des pertes d'entre en vol de translation, ceci dans le but de sauve-
garder un rayon d'action suffisant. A cutte fin, les entrdes sont montees lattralement (Fig. 4), hors des perturbations du mit rotor
et orienitees vera l'avant. Le flux d'air chaud isau des radiateurs d'huile eat eject A l'arritre.

Pour les appareils de taille moyenne (3000 A 4000 kg de masse maximale au d~collage), lea exigences du niarche civil ont poussa6
I'AEROSPATIALE AL rechercher le meilleur compromis entre lea objectifa de rapidit6, grande distance franchissable et economic de
carburant. Ces objectifa exigent un fonictionnement d'entrde d'air optimist pour le vol de croisitre. Dans ce but, lea entrees du
Dauphin 365 N (Fig. 5) sont placecs .1 lavant des capotages et reliees aux moteura situ~s derrire la BTP par des conduits longs
d'un me~tre environ. La perte de charge propre aux conduits eat compensee par l'absence de sillage. de couche limite et de recircula-
tion de gaz chauds. Ce concept s'est revdl6 globalement plus performant que celui du Dauphin 365 C, version antdrieure dont les
entrees d'air dites ostatiquso affleurent le profit du capot derridre le mat rotor.

Enfin, il convient de rappeler que lea helicopteres volent frequemment dana des conditions d'environnement tres severes telles que

-vol A basse altitude avec risque d'ingeation d'oiseaux

-atmosphdre givrante

-atmosphere chargee de sable ou pousitre.

Tr~s t6t. s'est imposee la ndcessitO de protdger lea moteurs par des diapositifs appropries grilles Sur lea appareils au standard serie
et filtres anti-sables aur option. L'adaptation des filtres anti-sable ,en par-ticulier, gdntre dea contraintes aupplementaires stir Ia
conception de la cellule de base. [cur misc au point souleva des probl~mes Sur de nombreux appareils du fait de pertes de charge
aux conaadquences ind~sirables Sur les performances, et surtout de la difficultd d'obtenir une efficacitd de filtrage suffisante.

3. CONCEPTION

3.1. Section d'enti~e

Comme illustrd pr~cddemment, le choix d'une configuration d'entr~c d'air relive d'un compromis entre de nombreux facteura
dont certains sortent des comp~tences de l'a~rodynamicien

- dtendue du domaine de vol (vitesse)
- qualitts dominantes recherchdes

- architecture de l'hdlicopt~re
- architecture du moteur.

Ce choix itant effectud, I'a~rodynamicien a pour mission d'optimiser le fonictionnement en precisant lea param~tres gdomdtriques:
surface de 1'entrte, forme des ltvres, gdomdtrie du conduit ..

Deux cas sont A diatinguer:I

- le plan d'entrde du conduit est paralltle Al]a direction gdndrale de l'dcoulement, on parle alors d'entrde d'air ((statique>s

-it fait face A l'~oulement, on parle alora d'entrde d'air odynamique>s.

Las appareils lea plus r~cents dtant tous dquipds d'entrdes dynamiques. lea m~thodes d~critcs dana la suite s'appliquent dirccte-
ment A celles-ci, toutefois elles pourraient facilement dtre adaptdes aux entrdes statiques.

En vol stationnaire. l'air brassd par Ie rotor cat animd d'une vitesse qui peut toujoura tre considdrde comme ndgligeable par
rapport A Ia vitesse de l'dcoulement dana l'entrde. L'air eat aspird. dana toutes lea directions, par l'entrde d'air comme par un
puits. si bien que Ia vitesse ne s'accroft notablement qu'au voisinage immddiat de celle-ci. (Fig. 6a).

Las lignes de courant provenant de l'avant aboutissent au centre de 1'entrde, avec une accdldration uniforme de l'air de V =0 a
V = V 1.Celles provenant de 1'arri~e aboutissent pr~s des parois en suivant leur courbure. L'acc~Idration centripdte due A Ia
courbure eat obtenue grice A une d~pression. done A une accdldration autour des W~res, jusqu'A une certaine vitesse VM
La ralentissement de VM A V I s'accompagne d'une recompression qoi peut conduire A un d~collement si le gradient de preasion
est trop fort. La survitesse VM / V I eat d'autant plus rdduite que Ie rapport e/h eat plus grand. Le d~collement peut donc etre
Eviti en augmentant l'Epaisseur relative des 16vres. De plus. Ia forme des livres influe Egalement Sur ]a vitesse maximale VM et
surle gradient. Pour une metme Epaiaseur. certains profits donnent one pointe de vitesse VM importante sur une courte
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distance, tandis que d'autres donnent une vitesse VM plus faible sur one distance plus longue avec une recompression 4galement
plus douce. Ce demiier cas est prefdrable afin d'~iter le d~collement.

En vol de translation. le charnile vitesse aultOUr de l'entr~e d'air est dktermind par la valeur do coefficient de dcbit

E Q en &oulement incompressible)
Al Q0 V0 A, V0

A faible vitesse, Etest grand et le point d'arrkt se situe sur la partie extere dec la ldvte comime en vol stationnaire. une sur-
vitesse apparaft A l'jntrieur. A grande vitesse, E diminue et le point d'arret se situe sur la partic interieure de la levre. Une sur-
vitesse apparaft cette fois sur la partie extdrieore. L-e dk~ollement qui peut survenir dans cc cas n'affecte pas le moteur. nsals
sugmente Ia traln~e parasite do fuselage. L'optinaum consisterait a choisir A1I de telle fa~on que C = I A la vitesse de croisi~re.
Toutefois. avee la vitesse dlev&e des appareils actoela. ce calcul conduit A one surface A lfaihle, ce qui augmenterait excessivement
les: pertes de charge en vol stationnaire. Le compromis actuellement en usage consiste A choisir A1I de telle sorte que E 0,8.

Pour le dessin de projet d'une nouvelle entrtc d'air, noos otilisons one m~thode de calcul par transformation conformre (m~thode
de I'hodographe- Ref. 6) qoi pernset de sp~cifter l'6volution do vecteur vitesse le long des parois et fournit la forme de la l~vre.
Cette methode bi-dimensionnelle (2D) en 6coulement plan. nessite one interpretation deicate des donrides et des resoltats car
I 'dcoulement rdel est toojoora fortement tri-dimensionnel.

Diverses m~thodes directes 3D et 2D - axisynitriques permettent de verifier que le dessin choisi ne conduit pas Lt une survitesse
excessive. Le critc utilMs est le suivant

V.,
--- 1.4 pas de risque de dcollensent

V,

VI

V2 > 2 decollement quasi-certain. Modifications do dessin ndcessaii-es
VI

Un calcul couple de couche limite 3D permettra d'affiner consid~rablement Ia prediction des dUcollements, d&s qu'une telle
methode se sera montie suffisamment souple poor one utilisation op~rationnclle.

3.2. Conduit

Le dessin do conduit dUpend de la position relative de I'entre et do plan de raccordement so nioteor. de I'orientation de ces
deux sections et de leurs surfaces. L'architeeture moteur peut conduire A deux cas tr~s differents (Fig. 7).

Si le compresseur est situk A l'avant du moteur, I'arrivee de l'air eat axiale et le diansetre de l'extremite do conduit correspond au
diatnete do premier 6tage. Cette section A-,, toujours plus reduite que A, permet A l'~oulement d'accel~rer dans Ie conduit.
Le gradient de pression negatif qui en resulte 6vite tout d~collement et amortit considerablement les perturbations presentes 4
1'entr~e. Pour rdduire les pertes de charge, il est possible de garder one section constante et sdgale aA I1 sur Is plus grande partie
do conduit. et de r~doire rapidement la section de A1I A A., aur one coorte distance devant Ie compresseur (Fig. 8). Le desaligne-
ment des extrdniit~s do conduit et l'encombrement des organes mndcaniques obligent souvent A courber son profit mais eels
n'entraine pas d'inconv~nient tant que la section eat constante 00 convergente et que le rapport R/D eat sotp~rieur A 2 (Fig. 9).

Si le compresseur W'est pas situk A l'avant du moteur. l'alimentation ne peut &tre que radiale. L'sir eat puis dana one chambre
qui entoure le carter d'entrde. Plus le volume de cette chanibre est important, plus I'alimcntation a des chances de se rs~partir
uniform~ment A I'entrde do carter. Encore faut-il pour cela que la vitesse A 1'entr~e de cette chambre soit suffisamnaent faible.
Le motoriste propose done gt~heralement one section A2 tr~s large et orientde perpendicolairement A l'axe de rotation do
compresseor. (Fig. 10). Le ct~iiduit reliant A1 A A2, sera done divergent et comportera on coude a 901. Uencombrement de
cc coude devra la plopart do temps Otre r~duit au minimum. cc qui ndcessite on rayon de courbure tr~s faible f(RID de I'ordre
de I ). Dana on coode. si prononc6. N'volution des sections ne peot en aucun eas ktre divergente. On retrouve done A 1'entrde
do coude one section A'2 sopstrieore 00 dgale A A2. Entre l'entr-e A1 et le coude A'2 . N'volution des sections diverge. Ceci
favorise de faibles pertes de charge mais destabilise I'sdeoolement. Poor on divergent rectiligne dont la fornme des sections
dvolue peu. l'angle de divergence moyen:

C<S ~2tan" Ai CA~I
ne devra pas exc~der 6 A 70, Si lea donnies A I ,A'2i , L conduisent A one valeur de c.< S sup~rieure a 70, on peot envisager les
actions soivantes:

I ) augmenter la longueur L en avanqant le plan d'entrde A1

2) choisir one surface A, plus grande en enfreignant la rdgle do EC 0,8.



La premire solution implique une augmentation die masse et die complexite technique. la seconde a lavantage die reduire les
pertes de charges mais conduit A i paissir fortement les levres pour dviter un decolletssent externe en vol die translation et l'aug-
mentation die trainee qui lui est lide.

Sidte plus, les extr~mites du conduit nie sont pas alignees ou si [a forme des sections evolue fortement. I'angle~ '< maximum
devra etre nettement infdrieur A 60, ce qui complique encore la decision die l'afrodynaniicien. Pans cc cas. le recours a des
essais au sol. ou en soufflerie devient imperatif avant die figer les plans die definition die l'appareil. tEn effet. aucune methode die
Prevision W'est aujourd'hui suffisarment sfzre pour s'en dispenser.

4. ESSMIS EN SOUFFLERIE

4.1. Moyens materiels

Le Bureau d'Etude die I'AEROSPATIALE dispose dans l'enceinte die l'usine. d'une soufflerie basse vitCess W(Via = 50 mIi S)i

retour non guide die type Eiffel. Li veine cylindrique non guid&e a un diansetre die 3 me1tres.

L'6chelle des maquettes utilises pour les 6tudes d'entrees d'air vanie die 1/2 a 1/3 suivant la taille die l'appareil a representer.
La partie haute dui fuselage. les capots supdrieurs. le moyeu rotor et le circuit d'entr&i d'air sont confonines a l'appareil par
contre. la partic inf~rieure du fuselage et la poutre die queue sont supprimees afin die limiter le blocage die la veine. Le debit des
ventilateurs qui simulent Ie flux moteur vanie die 0,2 A 0.3 kg/s suivant les pertes tic charge. cc qUi concorde oien avec Ia dimlen-
sion des entrees et la vitesse du vent. Le debit peut etre mesur6 A tout instant gr~ce ii un v,,ntui situe dans le circuit die refoule-
ment. L'instrumentation permettant die mesurer les performances die l'entree d'air est regroulpe dans un plan appele section die
mesure et qui cofnicide le plus souvent avec 1'entree du premier tage do compresseur a~ simoler. File se compose die prises die
pressions statiques pari~tales et die plusicurs (6 ou 8) peignes comportant chacon 4 A 6 prises dce pressions totales. File est
conforme A I'installation prdconisde par Ie motoriste pour les essais en vol lorsque celA semble souhiaitable. oo bien elle peut etre
remplacde par on peigne tournant qui offre l'avantage d'aogmenter considerablement Ia finesse du sondage en permettant Ie trace
de cartes die pression. vitesse. Mach..

Le nombre die pressions A~ mesorer etant eleve, on utilise on cominotateor die pressions autoniatis e i n unique capteor poor toutes
les pressions, y compris la mesure du debit ventilateor. et dui vent soufflerie. Cette m~thode pernict d'annuler pratiquernent
l'influence d'une erreor d'etalonnage ou d'une derive do coefficient die sensibilite du capteur. En effet. Ie depouillerrient des
r~sultats passe toujours. die maniere explicite ou non, par le calcul die coefficients die pression:

CP :: I o Pref. I _I rf . Pref 2 sont des pressions en deux points de re~ference de '&~oule iient

Pref.2-Pref. I

On constate aisement qo'one erreur d'etalonnage do capteur unique se r~percute die faqon identique sur le nunerateor et Ie domi-
niateor, si bien que C prcste inchange. A Ia limite, on peut totalement ignorer Ie coefficient d'0talonnage et cependant fournir des
rdsultats exacts !On doit tootefois s'assurer die Ia linearitti e [a chaine die mesure Ct connaftre ii chaque instant Ia derive du zero
electrique (tension d'offset) qui sont sources d'erreurs.

Outre les mesures die pression. on mesure quelquefois la trainee die Ia niaquette. Ces mesores nie sont significatives que par compa-
raison avec d'autres entrees d'air montdes sur Ia meme maquette. puisque les formes du fuselage ne sont que partiellenient re-
presentdes.

4.2. R~gles de similitudeI

Entre autres nombres sans dimension. il est bien connu que le nombre die Mach et le nombre die Reynolds sont les deux para-
metres fondamentaux A respecter pour s'assurer die la similitude de I'dcoulement soufflerie par rapport A ['6coulement autour die
l'hdficopt~re.

4.2.1. Nombre die Mach

Pans le cas particulier des entrees d'air, Ia conipressibilit6 intervient tr~s peu dans Ie chiamp O~udWs sauf au voisinage immiisliat
do compresseur o6i I'dcoulement acedlere rapidement jusqu'A Mach M 0.5 A 0.6 (Fig. 12).

On peut partager fictivement Ie champ adrodynamique en deux zones

une zone ocompressibleo au voisinage immediat du compresseur

une zone (dincompressibleo englobant l.,ut Ie reste.

Les phdnomenes 6tudids (decollements, tourbillons. pertes die charge, turbulence) trouvent tous leur onigine dans Ia zone in-
compressible. En effet, dans Ia zone compressible. I'accel~ration assure tin gradient die pression favorable qui ne risque pas dic
provoquer de tels problmes. La partie int~ressante die I'eoulement sc situe done enlie.rement dans I'deoulcment incomipres-
sible, pour lequet Ie riombre de Mach Wa ps d'influence sensible. Toutefois. Al est n0cessaire d'effectuct dets corrections dic
compressihilite sur Ics pressions statiques dans Ia zone compressible en utilisant pour cela les fortnules des s6coulcments isen-
tropiqucs.
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Les coefficients de pressions totales sont considdr6s comme ind~pendants du nombre de Mach. L'impossibilite de respecter
le nombre de Mach d~coule du fait que la vitesse sotifflerie ne peut pas atteindre les 80 m/s des h~licoptdres modernes.

4.2.2. Nombre de Reynolds

Le respect du nombre de Reynolds suir des maquettes A dchelle reduite ne peut pas etre observt! en souffierie. sauf dans les
soufflenies cryogeniques ou pressurisees. On opere done A un nombre de Reynolds reduit dans un rapport de 4 A 10.

En atmosphere non turbulente. il deVrait en resulter un recul (vera l'aval) de la transition de la couche limite danas les zones non
ddcoll~es. ainsi qu'une augmentation des coefficients de perte de charge. Or, ces variations ne sont gen~ralement pas observ~es
lorsque l'on fait varier le nombre de Reynolds sur utue maquette de soufflerie ou Iorsqu'on compare lea essais sur maquette
avec des essais en vol. Cette constatation surprenante peut s'expliquer par de nombreuses causes. qui sont toutes lices a
l'effet de Ia turbulence

la soufflerie de Marignane pr~sente un taux de turbulence particulierement dleve 1,8

- I'&tat de surface des maquettes n'est pas parfait :Icur fabrication par moulage d'un stratifi de r~sine et tissu de verre aur
un moule perdu en mousse synth~tique laisse de l~g~res ondulations dont l'amplitude eat de quelques centicmes de milli-
mi~tres. Les raccordements entre lea pikces peuvent donner lieu A des discontinuites de surfaces de quelques dixiemnes de
millimetres.

- Ia plupart des essais sont effectues avec une grille de protection sur l'entree d'air qui genrife tine turbulence supplementaire.

La representation correcte de ]a grille A echelle rdduite pose des difficultes particulifres :Ia reduction geometrique dans Ie
me~me rapport (1/2) que lea autres dimensions conduit A tin Reynolds (rapporte aui diametre du fil) inferieur au Reynolds
critique de 2000 (Fig. 17), donc .1 une augmentation des pertes de charge :+ 15 %. L'augmentation de la maille de faqon a
conserver le m~me Reynolds qu'en vol conduit A une disproportion entre la maille et l'entreavcc des interactions niodifi~es
et des prWblmes de realisation des pieces de fixation. Des nacaUres comparatives ont permis de conclure que Ia solution
interniddiaire conaistant A conserver sur Ia maquette Ia nidme maille que suT l'appareil donne lea meilleures correlations.

4.2.3. Angles d'incidence et de ddrapage

L'attitudc de Ia maquette petit tre rfglee A volonte dans lea limites suivantes

Incidence ±100

Ddrapage ±100

Des 6carts sup~rieurs sont techniquement possibles, mais l'augmentation importante du blocage de fa veine d'essai conduit d
des rdsultats peu significatifa.

La dissymetrie d'6coulement rdsultant du souffle rotor sur le fuselage apparait de maniere flagrante sur de nombreux resultats
d'essai en vol (Fig. 19). Le rotor de la maquette ne comprenant pas de pales, lea essais soufflerie effectues A derapage nul
fournissent des resultats symetriques, donc incorrects. C'est pourquoi un ddrapage calcule d'apres lea caracteriatiques du rotor
petit Wte appliqud A Ia maquette de faqon A simuler la dissymetric du vol. Cette technique nWest pas utiliace systenma tique [len I
du fait de sa validite approxiniative.

4.2.4. Coefficient de debit

La condition de similitude fondcarnentale eat le respect du coefficient de debit Equi fixe Ia frontiere du tube de courant
pdndtrant dana I'entree d'air. Chaque point du domaine de vol aimuler eat caractdrise par un coefficient de &ebit qu'il convient
de restituer en soufflerie. Au dUbut de chaque easai, le r~glage de C petit se faire de Ia maniere suivante

a) mesure du debit

b) calcul de la vitesse vent ntcessaire

c) r~glage du vent

d) mesure du dUbit

e) si Ic d~bit a vanE., recommencer A 1'6tape hi.

Le couplage vent - d~bit rend cette opdration d~licate et longue. Les conditions ambiantes variant d'un esai A I'autre. lea rE-
glages obtenus doivent Wte repris souvent.

On prtf~rc gdneralement r~gler l'alinientation des ventilateurs tine fois pour toute et effectuer plusicurs essais A vitesse crois-
sante sans chercher A ajuster C A une valeur d~tenaine. On trace alors lea r~sultats en fonction de E. cc qui permect d'apprecier
Ia cohdrence et Ia pr~cision des mesures aui vu de I'cart des points par rapport A tine courbe liss~e statiatiquement.

Les rdsultats correspondani A un cas de vol pr~cis. sont obtenus stir Ia courbe avec tine fiabilitE! bien sup~rietirc A ]a premie
mithode.
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4.3. Conduite des essais et exploitation

Le but des essais soufflerie consiste a mesurer les performances d'une entree d'air et A les comparer avec les performancps
pr~vues lots de la conception et avec celles des autres entrdes connues. On dolt en particulier. s'assurer que la distorsion reste
dans les limites fixdes par le motoriste, ceci dans tout le domaine de vol.

11 y a one dizaine d'annees. les mayens informatiques limit~s et centralises ne permettaient pas de depoujiller rapidement les r6-
soltats. Ceux-ci taient enregistres sor bande magnetique sous forme analogique 00 num~rique et trait~s en temps diffdre avec un
dUIai atteignant parfois plusieurs jours. On ne disposait en temps reel. que de mesures brutes difficilement exploitables.

L'arriv&e des micro-calcolateurs. souples et autonomes. a consid~rablernent dirminui! les ddlais d'exploitation en r~unissant sur

une mnme machine les fonictions suivantes (Fig. 13)

-~contr6le des conditions d'essais :calcul et affichage de la Masse voIlumique de l'air. des debits. de la vitesse do vent

-~acquisition des mesures (valeurs clectriques en Volt)

pr -dpouillement ct edition dies rt-ultats en va~etirs physiques

stockage sur cartouchemragnetique des rsultats en valeurs physiques pred hre nied itro

-- dition des risultats numt5riques; et de courbes directement au format du rapport d'essai dans les 3 minutes suivant la fin de
l'essai.

La mani~re dont sont prcsenties les informations finales rev~t une grande importance. Liles s'adressent en effet As des sp~cialistes
des torbomachines et des responsables de projet qui prd~rent des nombres relatifs as l'appareil lui-meine plut6t qu's une maquette
As eclelle rdduite. LUinterpretation des coefficients de pression, par exemple. necessite des calculs et la connaissance de conventions
relatives As la maquette qui deviennent superflus si ce travail d'interpretation est dejA inclus dans le traitement des donn~es. C'est
pourquoi une philosophic a &tt adoptee au service Airodynamique de I'AEROSPATIALE. Elie s'exprinic de ]a faqon suivante

-les essais soufflerie simulent des essais en vol

done. toutes les grandeurs doivent t~tre expriniees comnie si edles etaient Ie resultat de mesures sur appareil ri.~l 00 d'essais en
vol (dimensions geometriques. vitesse. debit. pressions.. )

-afiwi d'61iminer toute confusion. aucun resultat ;I 1'6chelle de Ia maquette ne figure dans les documents d'exploitation (s&.uf
mention contraire clairement indiqu~e). Y figurent par contre les limites de validite de Ia simulation :echelle re~duite. non
respect do Mach et du Reynolds. maquette partiellc

Les grandeurs suivantes sont g6n~ralement fournies (voir Fig. 14 -15 -16 et Annexe I I

les conditions altitude-pression et temp~rature :toujours le standard sol

-~le debit Wudit do moteur :cc parametrehqoivalent As on nombre de Mach, intervient directement dans le calcul des perfor-
mances do moteur

l a vitesse de vol rdduite :elle equivaut 5 on nombre de Mach et ne correspond is Ia vitesse propre et As Ia vitesse equivalente
indiqude par 1'andmomktre que dans les conditions standard sol

Ia recuperation de pression dynamnique (ou perte de charge en vol stationnaire) :r - P I-- P0 en !,. P1  pression
totale devant compresseor
Ce paramltre intervient directement dans le calcul des performances do moteur

l'indice de distorsion :selon Ia definition fixde par Ie motoriste

one carte de pression totale au niveao de Ia section de mesure.

Naturellement. les rdsultats archivds sor bande magn~tique sont les mesures brutes As l'~helle maquette et ils peuvent etre
consultds As tout moment at in de verifitr Ia validitd do ddpouillement.

5. CORRELATIONS SOUFFLERIE / VOL

La comparaison se trouve facilitde par Ia prdsentation adopt~e pour les rtesultats soufflerie :il suffit de reporter les points d'essais
en vol sur le meme graphique (apres corrections pour les conditions atmospheriques s) celles-ci diff~rent sensiblement do standard
sol). On a ainsi constat6 plosieors cas de tres bonne corrdlation sur l'indice de distorsion. Ia perte de charge en vol stationnaire et Ia
rdcupdration de pression dynamique en vol de translation. On a egalement pu comparer des cartes de pression totalc relevees grace
A des instrumentations parfaitement semblables (Fig. 20 - 21 - 22).

Cc% cas sont naturellement prdcieux puisqu'ils permettent dl'Caluer Ia validit6 des hypotheses et approximations diverses postulees
lors des essais soufflerie et de leur interpretation. Ces recoupements positifs ayant Wt constates. Ia souftierie est cooramment
utilisde sans que de telles correlations soient systematiquement Ctablics. ceci poor deox raisons:

a) salt que les essais sur maquette soient consideres comme on simple outil de recherche dans le hot de completer les moyens de
calcul encore insuffisants. auquel cas it n'y a. hien s~r. aucon essai en vol correspondant.
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b) soit, A l'inverse. que ces essais remplacent purement et simplement des niesures impossibles ou tr~s difficiles A pratiquer correcte-
ment dans l'environnement du vol :sondage dans le plan d'entrde du compresseur. peigne tournant, ou prises die pression tr~s
nombreuses. La qualitd des resultats que permet le calme et la securit6 de la terre fermie, compense alors largement les imperfec-
tions die similitude. Cos motifs ont permis die justifier ]a qualitti e )'installation motrice pour ]a certification die plusicurs appareils
sur la seute foi die resultats die soufflerie (et en l'absence die probl~mes die fonctionnement en vol).

Une e~tude systematique et nigoureuse des correlations entre les diffdrents moyens d'essai necessiterait des essais specifiques au so[
simulant des essais en vol effectu~s anidrieurement et dans des conditions parfaitement identifikes. Or, ii est evident que si l'on
dispose dtljA de tels resultats die vol. les essais soufflerie deviennent sliperfius du point die vue du developpement die l'appareil. C'est
pourquoi les correlations soufflerie / vol ne concernent qu'une faible proportion des travaux effectu&s

6. RESULTATS

L'amelioration des m~thodes die conception et d'essai a d~bouclh6 sur des gains importants die performiance. mesur~s en soufflericel
confirmes en vol

I ) Perte die puissance a I'avionnage des moteurs.

Fxemple:

vol stationnaire SA35C 194 - , 8I
(SA 365N ( 1978)

2) Distorsion

Exemple

reduite par on facteur 3 sur SA 365 N par rapport au SA 365 C

3) Train&~ parasite

Exem pie:
reduction die 10 ', die la trafnee do fuselage do AS 332 par affinement des entre~es d'air

11 semble que la poursuite die ces efforts permette prochainement die reduire la perte die puissance A mnoms die I1,5' en vol station-
naire. avec one recuperation diepression dynainique en croisifte die l'ordre die 2

7. CONCLUSION

Les essais die soufflerie constituent le complemnent ideal des m~thodes de conception dans la recherche de performances toujours
accrues pour les entrees d'air. L'introduction die la micro-in form atiq ue dans la condoite d'essai. l'acquisition et le depouillcment
permet die r~duire les delais et tie pre~senter des resultats directement com~parables aux essais en vol et exploitables ais#~nent pour
le calcul des performances moteur. Les essais en vol reels confirment globalenient les progr6s enregistres en soofflerie mais les cas
o6 l'on dispose simultan~ment die resultats die vol et die soufflerie dans des configurations rigoureusenient seniblables ne re-
presentent qo'une faible proportion do travail effectue au sol et en vol.

Ann~c die conception
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ANNEXE 1

Passage des variables maquette aux variables appareil

Introduisons d'abord les notations suivantes:

Xm = valeur de la variable x mesurde sur la maquette

Xa =valeur de la variable x au point homologue de l'appareil

x -a = facteur d'dchelle sur la grandeur x
Xm

xs =valeur standard sal de la variable x

La similitude du coefficient de debit s'erit:

Va Vm Q'a . E2  em I

Di- a Q e

ou Q Ia = a C'5 -S debit rdduit du rnoteur

TS Pa

FTV'a~ = a & vitesse rdduite de I'appareil
a Ta

E = chelle de la maquette

Cette relation permet de calculer la vitesse de l'appareil pour un ddbit donn6 du mateur dans le cas de vol carrespondant A un essai
soufflerie donn6.

Les pressions sont converties A N'chelle de l'appareil en utilisant la relation de conservation du coefficient de preasion

(O a 0  JaO a 0

Or. d'apr~s la similitude du coefficient de ddbit a

lO em (Q0 a) 2  E4

(P O 5  ( .PO)L (Q') E4  (2)
mLP- P in P s Qm

Cette relation est valable pour toute pression p (totale ou statique) mesurde dans la zone incompressible. Elie reste applicable dans
la zone compressible pour lea pressions totales. 11 n'existe pas de mdthode g~ndrale permettant de corriger lea pressions statiques pour
les effets de compressibilitt. Toutefois, dans Ie cas o6i lea pressions statiques et totales sont regroupdes dana une m~me section de
mesure, il est possible d'appliquer la procddure suivante

a) calculer Ia pression statique moyenne (P I) camp. connaissant le ddbit. Ia section. Ia temporature totale (Egale A la tempdrature
amiont), ta pression totale moyenne.

b) calculer les pressions statiques en chaque point par Ia formule (2). (rlonc sans tenir compte de Ia compressibilite) et leur moyenne

~)corriger les valeurs incompressibles par Ie fac'
0-o) Onp.
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SYMflLESIS OF RESPONSES TO AGAido-Fla QU_ZTflI AIiL1

Ol "PPEDICTIOII PIETE QLTS AND PLIQET CORUIATIL]U"

John Williams'
Formerly of Aerodynamics Department,
Royal Aircraft Establisiment, U., K.

SUI2,ARY

In connection with the Symposium of the AJ ARD Fliht echanics Panel on "round/Fi't et
Techniques and Correlation" (Turkey, October 1952), the Fila 2echical Prograr. Co.mittee imsued a
five-item questionnaire about prediction techniques and flight correlation. Part A of tis naper
introduces the basis of the iT questionnaire, the key t) tKe ori-ins of the responnec received from
nationally selected experts, and the broad scope of aircraft desi-n/prediction needs, art 7 collates
the detailed ,rritten responses received durin i- the period end-June to late-Septemier 19-2, w:ith mi.or
technical editing, but with essential re-arrangements and translation for consistency of ,resentatlcn.
This paper was initially prepared to stimulate contributions to the 'Roiud-laLle biscussion' at the PiT
Symposium. Part C now also presents further edited coments Lazed on aome 'Contributors' :Motes'
received soon after the Symposium.

PART A - IITRODUCTION

1. NATURE OF FPI QUESTMIOIAI[IRE AND RESPONSES

In connection with the Symposium of the AARD Flight Mechanics Panel on "Groud/iht Test
Techniques and Correlation" (Turkey, October 1982), the appointed Technical Pro-ram Committee
(Ph. Poisson-Quinton and F. I. Stoliker) issued a five-item questionnaire concerni.- tle status an

3

prospects of prediction techmiques and correlation against aircraft flight results. ELs immediate
synthesis of written comments received in the period July/Auemust/September 19,2, from the exmerts
selected nationally by six MATh Coiutries (US, UK, lITE, IT, M , FR) was prepared initially as an up-
to-date overview to stimulate the 'Round-Table Discussion' towards the end of the Symposium.
Subsequently the further inclusion of some constructive written comments, received from Round-Table
Memb ers and one other participant after the Symposium, proved possible in time for pullication as
part of the Symposium Proceedings.

The five specific questions were phrased as follows by the FIT Technical Program Committee.
1. What are the advantages/disadvantages of different prediction techniques?
2. What portions of the flight regime cannot/should-not be addressed by oround-based tec niques[
3. Are there areas where analytical prediction can be etter than windtwunel and/or simusasion

results; or vice-versa?
4. Are there methods of reducing differences between prediction and flight-test results?
5. Are there any new prediction techniques that should be emphasised?

A Key to the various Respondents is provided by the next Section (Part A, § 2), ta in-g the natio:
for corenience in reverse alphabetical order, which fortuitously correlates with the time-sequence in
which most of the replies were received, ranging from the end-Jiue deadline to late September The
remaining Section of this Introduction (Part A, § 3) broadly serves to stress

- The interdependency of aircraft design factors and the variation of allied prediction require-
ments according to the character and time-scale of the particular project.

- The variation in levels of sophistication and reliability of the required prediction metho-
dology according to the stages reached in the development of the particular project.

- The complementary nature of the prediction tools availab'le to the aircraft designers and the
potential operators.

In posing the questions, no special guidance appears to have been given to the recipients
concerning the intended scope or precise meaning of the particular technical terms used. Perhaps this
freedom has led to somewhat differing interpretations of the questions, lut probably has allowed wider
and stronger expressions of personal interests and opinions. Indeed, the informl nature of the
responses has been very gratifying; while, in the short time available for sytlesis, the extent has
been literally overwhelming - comprising over 10,000 words even uithout son.e supportin pul lished
papers.

The collated detailed responses are provided for the Questions 1 to 5 in Sections 1 to 5
respectively of Part B; for each question, the responses are taken in the same order as listed in the
'Key to Respondents'. My editing there has been properly restricted to some points of clarification/
translation without introducing any intentional bias on my part, though some re-arrangement of the
rwterial has been at times necessary to attempt consistency of presentation. Likewise, Part C presents
some edited comments based on 'Contributors notes' received soon after the Round-Table Discussion. The
primary areas of interest and views expressed during the whole Symposium will of course be summarised
and analysed further in the Technical Evaluation Report, to follow up pulication of the Symposium
Proceedings.

*Visiting Professor (part-time), Aeronautics and Astronautics Department, Southampton University,
Southampton, Rants S09 51M, U. K.
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2.1 United States

- USAIA - Prepare' ySA Ames Research Center; LanCley Research Center electe2 not to
respond, but to allow: the Anes comments to represent :AA'As views on the questions. eceixed throu-.

Kayten of .ASA HQ (Wias'ni ,-ton DC).
-. US/A - Provided . loey, Chief of Office of Manned Vehicles, Air Force Fli-ht Test

Center (Edwards AT:).
- U4/MAZE - Prepared iy the Naval Air Test Center (Patuxe.t River, Mar.). Keceived t:

R. C. A'Harrah of Naval Ai-- Developmet Center (War.mi-nster, ia.).
US/AIAVAIK - P'repared by E, C -ooney of :aval Air Systems Co-n"and (Xaston PC). received

throu hR , C, A'liarra of NAD.
US/AVRAZCOM - Prepared by I. C. Statler of Army 1::T R: a1 s, to represent current osinio:n of

",ot!: the Aeromechnics Lab. (Ames Research Center) and A.fA with respect to rotary-winC aircraft.
- Ulell IIl - Prepared by T. Wood (Aerodynamics) of ?ell ..'elicopter Textron (Fort Worth).
-US/AFdAL - Provided by K. . Anderson of W'right-Patterson Air Force hase (Dac;ton-), comprisin,'

three separate inputs oii Stability and Control, Htardling qualities, and 3round-tased Simulators.

tac that Fo N. Stoliker of Compater Sciences Corp (uxnard, Ca) stimulated and coordinated these
,:S actions.

2.2 United Kingdom

- L7h/Ae - Provided by T. Eh Saunders of Eritish Aerospace (.'Sarton Division): comprisinr
separate inputs from D. C. Leyland (Propulsion.,/Perfo,rnce), J. R. D)ovey (Aerodynamic loadin7),
D. Booker (Stability and Control), 1-. Ormerod (Dynamiics) and A. F. Darroch (Store release).

- U - Prepared by A. J. Ross of Royal Aircraft Establishment, and relatino specificall
to Flight Dynamics.

2.f, Netherlands

- IIEokker - Prepared by E. Obert (Aerodynamics) of Fokker BV (Schipol, Amsterdam).
- N TE - Prepared by A. Elsensar of iL Nigh Speed Tunnel (Amsterdam).

Note that both these contributions were received through N. A. 1ooiJ of IR (Amsterda;m).

2.4 Italy

- IT/AERIT - Prepared by J. Mautino and A. Filisetti of Aeritalia (Napoli).
- IT/NdD - Prepared by G. P. Marconi of the 'Ministero della Difesa' (Roma).

2.5 (lermany

- CE/DFVLR - Prepared by P. Hamel (Flight Mechanics) of DFVLR (Braunschweig).

2.6 France

- F/S4N..M - Prepared by Ph Roesce (Aerodynamics) of Aerospatiale/ifelicopters (Rarigrane).
- F-SIIASoT Provided by Aerospatiale/Aircraft (Toulouse).

-R/SIMCMA - Prepared by J. M. Hardy of SNICMA (Villaroche).
- R'BA - Provided by J. Czinczenheim of Marcel Dassault-BreLruet Aviation (Saint-Cloud).

Note that these four contributions were received through Ph. Poisson-Quinton of O11ERA
(Csti--on), the first three being originally in French.

3 PACKCROD U TO PREDICTION/DESIGN NEEDS

3.1 Increasing Technical Demands

Apart from the problems arising due to limitations of knowledge in particular disciplines
(e- aerodynamics, structures), the aircraft engineer is continually faced with enormous difficulties
in predictin," and guaranteeing the flight characteristics of new projects to the definition levels and
time-scales demanded, and of course in specifying optimum aircraft confifgurations. His problems are
usually aggravated by a variety of complementary factors over some of which he has no direct control.
For example:

i Estimates of performance and dynamics for conventional confi-urations at least, are usually
expected to be given to much higher levels of accuracy and confidence than previously, to reduce any
shortfall in ultimate aircraft performance and minimise development costs, or comply with more complex
or more severe certification requirements.

ii Improvements in aircraft performance or mission effectiveness are invariably required, often
with reduced or only small increase in operational costs, to ensure aircraft competitiveness on entry
into service and throughout subsequent developments.

iii There is often a tendency towards introducing a wider range ai speed/altitude maneouvre
requirements for greater mission effectiveness or flexibility; thus the aircraft design cannot be biased
so heavily towards one or two predominant aerodynamic conditions, or estimations for off-desin conditions
allowing extensive flow separations or/and severe shocks becro important.
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-i-a "-a-'-' fromn rreli. stde, detaile :rcec - 0n-ir
a' -'-earin - devel-orre't, "D ''roD a':- a- a, c " C t"a re'ae 'c eistioial
s"-'-'e-'--sz proceed '-""'- o .t ':e Coi~c -L, t! .:c re operatio'-a tar at", oaf" ''""a a-arm '"-'al

-eo-'i'-ren-tr, aircraft -- '--en: tr-als ''-' . -' rcovcr, avn a efore ful

aircraft oesi.ti an: 0. era. -i arien.: tO re~ns:.(: .eanr 5 ~~c~ne:maa .. x
__ ~ ~ ~ ~~x t 
9

t- scrseaece fron: Wos: rsa.' fli..'. resear-cs - inciudin'- that fror Trototysa)

coo~e or Techn.ical Considerations

-,.e interderendent elameints of aircrart fli-'Vt aredictior. falli"n-+2i th-e crovince of the Al:-
F'-h--t Laecianics ranel raturally relate to:

- Aircraft 7erformancei e.- airfield, rang.e/radi:us/loiter, clImi/combLat.
- Aircraft LDvnamcis; em C di. qualities, manoeuvre limitations, sp-in and recov.er;.
- Store b-e1Laviour; as carriage, release, delivery.

In setting up a particular prediction caral ility, a variety of practical ca)nsidorationz eutt
t.ome in mind, for example:

- Primary prediction c7oals and technical outputs, required.
- Flirh-t conditions to be examined and relative importance.
- Accuracy desired and error implications.
- holevant prediction tools available oi needed.
- Time scale and effort/funding allowed.
- Possiblle follow,-on prediction demands and probability.

2pecialised prediction techniques separately nv olvin,- theoretical calculations, -iduues
flig-ht or silators can profit often from a measure of direct competitiveness. Mo'Ireover, th~eir
relative priority will var in the preferred treatments for different practical problems of
performance or dynamics. Nevertheless, the complementary nature of all these predictiorl/dest-.n toola,
now available to the aircraft desigrner and the potential operators shiould he emphasised (sea Fisnire A.1).
Thle profitability of ti~eir Joint improvement as well as individual advances must frequently h e re-
assessed, so that prediction efforts can, continually be directed towards th-eir b-etter inter-ratiol. and
interdependent usage.

PART -COIIJS DETAflZU RESPONSES TO QUESTIOISAIE

ORG±ANISATICINAL NO0-E

The detailed responses on the F1-4F Questions 1 to 5 are presented with some editint- in tis
Part B, Sections 1 to 5 respectively. Under each Question,/Section Heading, the responses are taken in
the same order (country by country) as listed in the 'Key to Respondents' of Fart A. For example,
Section 4.1 here contains the responses received from the USA, while a typical deci,-nation U'/NIASA (4)
then reveals tile particular US source and the bracketed digit confirm the relevant question number.
Two Respondents preferred to ignore the direct questions, so for coinanience their comments are
included here under Section 1, where they are indicated without a bracketed number, ie by ()
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ti ti 'tates 0i)

d., A (-I)

I ledictiol. of fii t nrot'un ol' ei-nds o:!_wn gnal''Ie correct mt.erntica± rerrese'tto D- C_'

tIto aerod\'.oniic tor!!s ii. the equations of mo ao". 'i aco's-ate asseoament of ti.e W"CO'eL t
various Ztatic and dynIamic -toe ltic coefficient', '';.ic'. nae ur tie rati. model. 2 ."e are a '""' C-'

0 :yt 61 tin some 0 at 0c aD;. -talnc coeflcc et, ; C i: t:. co:::p.tatioa4 'err'

toee; ± ue -ofi t:.o aerodvia:'c;c coofl centr mu'e''"rovrnil le to comn-.uto, cu.(I ;one 01 t Ce

cule:' cionts are presentl,: i-n "pi'c le to determine experim-entally. Fli-Uit manoeuv:'es of ::occI(- a
tors, to,' example, reqiie lar-c -u'eso.atc, 11'cl are acomriazies; 'L, ll s'\ ewarstc.

co:%. licato. interactive voi ox flo.M do: ale Only - to u' derstao's oxierimontlly
oo pols i.eoeiia t.'!.icl. produce tl eo complex f'lows, a... it wil 'L e some timne ioefore t' cv c- e

calculatedl. ho' are Ini all evn al.il sta.'o of II ile to predict t oe fulil flt'h- . '-" ' o
ven~icles wi,.oae fli'ilt ia rotvernod 1- complex flora w,; tI.o total data '1z5e is inaodeou-tt D L
ti.e ad.vantag,,es/dIisadvantage 0f dilfereoat teclniq.

D'uring- our exuerionce wit'. t
1
.e brer ;durface 'll'> onccwpt (qn)and the Au,- ci toi -ii- Cot

LithE) Concert (AWjUR;A), we oave "A 't 'looted differi,.1t .-redictio'. teclous 5000 * t utt '':arae Jt
and, wh.Iere neceao'yv, ortl-roate, data intO taniutrdI ",at'. io~lz 'or ' oth si::ulation a:.- I adctio.D
,lorformanco. lIn Lreal, .-yree...ent 01 fllglI.t results with predictions 1a= been. good, I'ut
floant am:ount of flir7ht development war required to achieve predicted valnea Of paramneters miu*d, as lift
cooefficient.

indtunels

Advalltarea - very' effective provided proper attention is3 g.iven to:

a . matlint all potential flight conditions sod control positions, and
r.easuring, th.at thie model confitnn'ation truly reparesents the vehicle "as bcuilt", not "as

.005i"Iled".

Plisadvantagea - very expensive f or cortain flig-ht roi~u(or, high ach or high- angle-of-
attack). Could toe traded off in many cases with: conaervmt~ve flight teat ar)proaich. Lon'- lead time for
loot minute model updates, scheduling , setup, rorn and nalt-sis often result in correct w,.imdtiomiel
data being. unavailab-le prior to first fli:ghts. Transonlic data (0.9 to 1.7 bach. number)not
consistentlv correct for all vehicles, all collflrurations. Inability to simultaneously duplicate all
imuortant flirilt environmenit parameters (Mach, Reynolds nuomuor, density, real g-as, viscosity, eto).
CutiolVConservatism still required in use of windttulnel results.

Simulation (as urediction tech~nique)

Advalotag~es - combines several prediction tochnliques to predict total outcom:e. Effective in
ullcovering" system integrationl problems (C, deficiencies tint result fro:: interaction of sev:eral
suI-aystems or teclioical disciplines). Real time simulations call involve ma--il-tl.e-loar and are
b ecoming7 ilnvalual to for crew ti-mining".

Iisadvalitag4es - onlly as g~ood as nati. modemz usedi. Potenftial for g-eneratin' - hid-Ier lev-el of
con~fidencee ti-am really warranted. Complex, full-mission sirollatora are expenaive 15.0 usually bc:.
wor-saturated tlius forcingj, a fall-b:ack to part task simulations or oth~er predlvotion teciotiquer7 for
lower priority simulator work.

Theory (excluding computational aerodynamics)

Advantag-es - related to designi raraneters and In therefore useful in denim idao Only iraotical
source for rotary derivatives.

PisadwI 'tai7es - nlot precise for complex configirations. Interaction, othier local effects Often
missed.

Ii-fligi~t Simulation

Advalltaj-es - real world environment for mall-machine inlterface predictions. ftubl lout alrono:.
for lculdin'-, otiher lhiiI-pilot-1'aill tasks. Valuab le as final proof-of-concept before Ili-i.t.

Disadvantag-es - relatively expensive. Only as g-ood as inatil mollelc of nor -lynamico- all. fliJ',I.t
conltrol system (thus sensitive to all supporting, prediction schemes) . Nayw limnited iln -jl i i tv to-
simulate all aopects of flig-ht (visibility, side force, etc).

USA/*AI' (1)

parameter identification prediction techniques can be cater-ori.-ed b-y two criteria - the compu-
tational method and g-eneralized systems approacih. Computational metihods can le mulib:viled into three
aros - tile equation error metihods, output error metihods, st(I advanced metlods. Equation error metlolr
assume perfect measurements and optimize coot functions thant are l'amed 021 an assu.med fat-in of modlellilr
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error (process noise) . Output error teclniquer asst:.e tht :. ae. f tl e isste s cor'rect zuc;
optimize cost functions that are based oi measuremez.t -,.te:. %iuo a; A vi.cei metunas are t:os-
that accounlt for both process and measurement noise. Example: of eq ati err:-, otr-t err-or anO;
advanced methods are least-squares, Newton--aphson, ar-d "i"'5u:±' elio/ t:.-itels.< tecnilque.-,
respectively. If either process or measurement noise is presce.t, then one of t.ce Il r:t t.:s methods
can be in error; however, when using7 the advanced act'Ot t.eCc error zour'cc are ta<el j;.t account
and unbiased estintes can theoretically 1,e obtained.

Aas- of these three techniques can 1e adapted in1to a %Onerali--td tic a; Iroacl, to :te:.
identification. A -eneralized approaci. used at MAVAI IU C a u'.ipu- iite, rntei s--ste::: -,Qt --
fication procedure. 1'his integ-rated api-roach to syster. 0 ientif catlo.. -' : co iore> of t.e fn-i ' - -

steps*

- est input dlilt data r;-ocs-, "tin"., over::. -'
Parameter identification. M.odel verification.

Any system identification or saraseter ide:.t fica'ioi, a'roacl, t! at 6 es !.at c' ti. , ctel

process will be less successful thai. the approach ota e c FIr exa:ile, if caic is not u i
desit-:.the flight test measurement set -enerated nioli "t .ave te in-'ormnt !. coi.tent reuire<- t,
estimate or predict critical paraeters.

In the approach used at AVA'AIhit_ UU; a maxim:u:n likeli ood parar;eter ide.t flcati; alto1it .
h1as been modified to perform flig-ht data procesin- prior to tr.e etimnation of model sara:!eters.
This step involves esti:ating scale factor error" aid 1 iases aud :) taiuin- a -line-maticaly conci-tent
set of measiuemets. Any pirdiction teclinique that does u ot have this featuire .-i! int-o-ice errror
into model parameter estimates.

M.odel structure deten:inatio. is the next step in this process mimd its ::Las'cs ilurose i t iwentif-.
signLficant terms of a math model. pti!ual sul set re,:resslio is the :sdei st-uctu-e appyroac:. "e at
IIAVAIRIES'XP'I. iis type of approach is necessary in order to have a syste::atic m:.ethod of 6efini!.:-
the si-nificant parameters of nonlinear aerodr:.namic models. If t.e :::odel structu're ii!ase is i'arci
the identi fication process, then the model w-.ili be over Or under parameteris'c r.:i a ri-ar iill le
introduced into the final model nac-anmeter estimates.

inrauieter identification is the fizal data processing" stei' azr> provides t:-c refined estimntes of
tl:e model param-.eters. A maxirrus likelihood alt-orith; is tile para-;eter identificatioi technique use
at 'AVAIi fEiWCEIM ad is the technique most widely used in f

1
ic!t test applications- in ti.e United States.

Failure to use an adva:ced paramieter identification technique like the ikloi! ur likeliood -etlod w :ill
result in biased estimiates if both process and measurement noise are present.

ire final step is tile verification of the model and parameter esti :ates a.d tlolve[ the use of
estimation, uncertainty bounds and the prediction of aircraft responses. Engineering 5 n.cirt al.
plays a role in! tire verification process.

Tis five-step approach to integ~rated system identification is extremely- critical Iain attu::s
to sredict the model and parameters of a highly nonlinea- system. Th1.is approaci. has I eei succea:-liy
demonstrated on predicting- the nonlinear model parameters of the VA-191Pi vertical short tau :eoff
landin (SIUL) aircraft and tie F-4s fighter aircraft. In the VAff-191P application tile itel ei: i-a:- to
model th.e nonlinear aeradynaric, engine thrust and reaction control system during conventio:-Zal,
transition, and ihover fligTht. Data reconstruction, model structure determination, mid parameter
identification were applied to this problem and a sample of final param;eter estimaztes iv a ailal 2C.

'ilie application of tis technology in tire F-4S prog-ram was specifically aimed at the uolinear
hi-, angrle-of-attack fliir}t reCine. During this program 1igh angle-of-attack stall and deo aatrre
maioeuvres were analysed. Results from the instrumentation system analysis, n.ode structure deter-
mination parameter identification and verification process are availab-le.

U2Ai1AVAII (-1)

All five Fi' questions could relate to many aspects of aircraft crolund/fli-iA test teci'qrcs aior
corielations; ie, aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, flying qualities, etc. il 2, /.AAl i- ems-ser
are based our tire particular area of experience in the prediction ad fli,-I,t d0cu:, eitatior. }s -cesm af
air vehicle performance for US Navy aircraft.

Aalytical predictionL procedures vary gireatl in deg-ree of complexIty, accuracy a o c i-. i -
accuracy of the results is dependent on the applical ility of the method of tie aerots ,narc con
ratio. cur analysed. le simpler, less costly methods are lased on tire component is d-ri ir cer:
using ,-eometric information. These procedures may not account for (at least adequiately) im:'-rt:iut
interactions (is airframe/inlet and exhaust or rotor-inflow and rotor-bladc/tip-oritex' terf, reI1).
1hese procedures ma, ie adequate, however, for less complex aerodynmic/propnilior co-famir .
where interactions are expected to le small. When interactions must le considercei, V:0r i -
cated w ralytical proj-ram exist lut require judgment in modelling the interactions3 ad are - tie
costly. hrr.rs in 'mode-I.in;- the interactions may iesult in larl-e errors In tie renut. i,1t.s
lased prediction processes are very expensive 1ut have the advantage, at least pteitiallig of
evaluating the exact aerodynamic confi,-uration including- interactions. ie accu-racy of tie .i id-
tuiil lased predictloir may le ffected ly ti e winidtuniel test techniques, te effort expeioled to
isolate c.i accout for all aerodynamic mini propul:;io forces t tire 'cale eifsc.s ai us:-l:- 0o - .

scale iCo1 e - d : nurrier mri the acetuntal. ility for items not ieJ'irre:reuted air the visitis-,,c,.
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in -eneral, all of the prediction techniques for rotary-wins aircraft (w)ether te; ce for
rotor-i lade aerodynam:ic characteristics, aerodynamic interference effects, or rotor aix loadr mx emiction:)
are all! emirical or at least seini-em~irical. Each lIJ, helicopter casually h.as its olxo: sreolictlor
tech~nique 1 ased ron its ovit set of experimental data that is usually somewh!at uniquely oxjet tea tieC

ro'to)rerst co)Nfi urvtloped - Ll thiat comIuatl. It is i!%)pOSS_;t le to discumS in, aty jenexalit:-
the ad1van~tges altd disadvctta -ez; of thec prediction methoQds that aire emloedi th.e i.e icorter i

Motly , the differences relate to the 'modelling- of theo rotor wake and, th.ese rang-e from very is' e
uni1form inflow to hig:hly complex free-wake analysres. Even tle uniform% inflow model is axieqoate fo
some predliction, bLut even the most sophisticated free wane is still inadequate for oth~er amuslicatiic

UP/deli eCi

For rotarv-wltt- aircraft, prediction techniiques depend L largelyV upn empirical factors vs ac;sh .
satisfactory results, d ome tecioxliques depend upon tisory until the im:its, of the mati.e::avv ca- :.o o
are reach~ed. After that poinit, the differencse is made us withl empirical coxrectiotta. These correct
factors tend to mak-e the analysis g-ood for confi-trationfs that do not var:: to)o far from ti~ecox
rations used to determine the correctiotn factors. 1 tt exaso:le of such. coxu'c~tiao is thehae-ie
of the rotor wait e ont thie fuselageC, tail rotor, elevato)r, a'vi v-ertlcal fin. This interference can
prodiuce si-txificaxtt haxdling qualities effects which wouli e -isses, is jnost p rediction): technisueo
Thie ofvadtffe/eitadvedttages teelotiqucs then 1hecomes a jud-metnt call ont . ivar
of the ettgitteer bared Ott the stated problem.

US/ARPAL (1)

As reg-ards Stabcility andi Sottrol prediction tech~niques, te c vo:en ts -re zu- fo
1

lo'wsl:

- Em~irical - Accurate over data Lame raotge. very limitedi Int:!. tio
- eiemiia - lencrall- ta little i0ess alccurate. :oxc wdel applisa'Lle essecially ref:

confi-uration geometry.
- Theoretical - thtt rw-anse of xestrictive assumptions cnn, h.anle comletel; mo-i itrar-;

-Cometry. Can handle limited complexity; tto separat io n, tto igh,- ,etc. (At theo present time,
somte of titese limitations maky disappear as conasuters continue ts 'itLov".)

For flulix.- ities tite various short-period haditpa;-rmeters we investig-ated (for
IUL-F-8785) ar dicsed in APPAL-id-S1-j19, th:e forthecomizg hack-sm document fcr 57350. Calsp an'
(itt AFFU)L-Ti-72-J4i) and SIT (in AFF'DL-aE-73-70l had each, proposed. diffoex-en roll-aw souplittg require-
metnts, but w..e adopted neithter. While they should be useful f or desig-n -uidantce, Calapam's revised
definitions aotd boundaries atnd STI's xmdder- cordinatiotn parm etex- ao-e st -ill com'plicated atd seemn to ie
no more adequate than the present sequiremcttts fox specification use. Of complem,.entary interest is
EMoil antd vwx 6ool's discussion of a number of alternative lottlinudittal ax-d latex,--irectioxI flying
qualities parameters, in 1ULK The 7912AU and 5010-11,.

dirouxd-based Simulation fills tie gap teutweex paper/off-lite computer analysis atnd fli-ht testist-.
Its advantag e is to introduce the humanix factor elemenxtsal-, h-aicmtmb~tm einpaet
dleterm~ine flying; qualities, crew: statiotn dent -n capabi'lities, to vaidate dig-ital flight control laws:
ano, software, to estal limb, redundancy manag-emctt lois under a multitude of itgle nd com ination
failures atnd to explore the I oundasies of departuo-e and flighIt ettieloe- w~iil, would b e Itivth risk is
fi isi - t. Its pr imary disadaotta;-es are perceptual liits int visual and motiotn cues w-.hich maky lead to2
loss ox fidtel ity anxd tite introductiotn of false cues. Computatiotnal Ueid tranxspoxrt lags coil also
introduce ox-e2'ali tic d'toaMis effects, howe:ver, thec ad--!antaer of -tr-ae imrulatiot: fax-on2e' l
the disantantacen. 'horoucl. paper analysis is necessUary to validiate artS iunderstand! the limits of theo
aisulati 't. Ala , tle sirmlatiott model sh~ould' b~e updiated to correlate xv-itlt early; fli:ohi test resuilts
to pro' ide fidelity for xwpattded siMxtlmtiox. i1tVeSti-atitx'. Simullatiot: is a Cost effective method, to
Invtti v te zlo -e nur er: of mission sorties, to Cotnduct parameter vaoiatiaot senitivity studies, anto
to) oAtain ,tatisticl r-e-ults from a variety; of exterecdo nae~nc rwma r.Fi~ tes't
cost -- to a'rc plis ittve fo)r ol taiti ng- large0 savipie testing-.

AL: t ts itgtm

to litlex-far!avece i:pon it it cots~z tt' t.at:

- lejr a sull quicker and Citeaper- thn tetCtil-, nt least for chageso, 1; thierefore sod6 for
Ie . e'; tilut test tteeded to g-ive spot cottfit-aati ott artS overlli trstM~rr

tet ors a controlled ettvironmetnt voil r: ood itt- covet-il-- ttoge'C of jarametex-s ; !sees
ra -Et:: I' tot' C3 ttettietxt ear., cottfiguration develomernt

- t I Lv it tsi'appears ttomitnally g-ood I esause it ir a scs i arcraft; 1st there ar-c di ff1 multi en
. t% acc,,uacy and condi tiatty: x-latal le to a iefud rviticvotisal model. usi. wotrk reqiiites

c- aice:.tt-si .. nr orutl'able rathier thaet manty results-

p ret ordyn~aic 1. adini-s , tie relevattce ot o)ticxmi:l-eot) theoretical jt-edictd Otto tt5-elnto the
?-t! ;i citeiSce- roal :Lael. ttum ox t) wthicit ti'e aircraft ..-111 he snti ected at ii - k-a-:ic 1sreNtitx Ct.

1 ,~s-i -- etiod:are nltoqrttte foxr.1i values, of (zth/;a 1)
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From Stability and Control experience comes the fundamental point that a sound data base and
application model is essential for correct interpretation of flight measurements. The range of flight
measurements which can be taken is usually restricted by cost and timescales, also possibly by safety
considerations. The latter implies a good framework is needed on which to base extension of clearances
to corner points. Care with instrumentation and fli-ht-testing pays dividends in avoiding need for
repeat testing. 'ie pros/cons in respect of different prediction techniques include:

- Data-Sheet Methods - Restricted in applicability (although cheap) because of the information
on which they are based.

- Computational Fluid Mecanics - Limited generally to potential attached flow.
- indtiunuel testing - Restricted by tunnel interference, support system interference (except

free-flight), model distortion to fit support, usually low Reynolds number, and difficult reprr sxLtion
of intake/nozzle flow.

- Free-Fli,-ht Models - Li"mited usually to low speed, while Reynolds number nee - to be watched
and internal flow representation difficult.

For Dynamics prediction the status of structure and aerodynamics treatments are respectively:

- Basic linear dynamic behaviour of the Structure is well understood and can be accurately
modelled, while simple nonlinearities (backlash etc) can be represented and assessed. But structural
damping (crucial in the clearance of heavy underwing stores) is not well understood and at present is
arbitrarily treated. Ground Resonance Test (GRT) measured values are suspect because of deficiencies
in modal excitation, unrepresentative a/c suspension and complex modal interaction.

- Current Aerodynamic lifting-surface theories are adequate for isolated wing/tail/fin in pure
attached subsonic and supersonic flows. Predictions are very poor transonically and very careful
flight flutter testing is required. Windtunnel tests help here but there are severe difficulties in
designing and building a sufficiently accurate (and stroin) dynamically-scaled model.

From Ztore-release considerations purely theoretical methods are not really adequate for store
load estimation since non-linear effects due to separation at incidence are needed for most calculations.
They can be used for aircraft flowfield in some configurations at low incidence and sub-critical lach
numbers. But potential flow methods give poor answers in the wing dowunwash and upwasl fields close to
the leading and trailing edges. Some of these methods are also very expensive to use. Empirically-
based methods with non-linear effects represented are better for store load prediction.

Windtunnel tests are currently the most reliable source of data for trajectory calculations especially
if used in combination to build up and validate a mathematical model, as in the Warton "broad-based"
technique. Windtunnel tests are considered essential prior tc flight releases unless the store is
"heavy" and stable, eg a fixed geometry bomb. Disadvantages of windtunnel tests on stores, in addition
to the usual scale worries, are:

- Cost.
- Sting interference/distortion in Two-stinC testing in the presence of the aircraft or in

isolated store testing.
- Gravity deficiency in "light model" jettison testing.
- Repeatability and accurate trajectory measurement in jettison testing.

Ub/RAE (1)

This response relates to prediction of flight dynamics behaviour and is provided as Tables I and II
at end of text (pages 29 and 30).

1.- Netherlands (1)

NE/Fokker (1)

These remarks concern primarily Subsonic Transport aircraft, as is also true for Fokker responses
to the complementary questions.

'Zero-Lift' drag coefficient - The only useful method is the "flat-plate drag times shape factor"
method (KF x Cf x S t ) 

with shape factor either from model tests on particular configuration or from
-eneralized data. Nie really difficult item remains "roughness and miscellaneous" dra-. Furthermore

shape factors are less well defined than one would expect. (Fairly larg-e variations exist between
differei.t (ata sources.)

Induced drag factor ("e") - For modern jet transports with hi-h wing loading, induced draC
fernan important contribution to total climb and cruise drag. The induced drag factor can be taken
hotl, from .-eneralized data and from windtunnel tests, b oth have lower accuracy than is desirable. For

rio-sjeeh hit-lift configurations the windtiuuel seen to Ie the only useful tool up to now.

bow-speed C~ma and stall charac':eristics - Ri,:h Reynolds number tests (e- 5 x lCM) produce
the most accurate resus, ie. r 'I avaiaLc for initial desitn studies. p-11 theory may produce
useful data on tre'nds.

li,:h-cpeed drag - he-capalility of present wihndtunels in; insufficient for accurate determination
of dray creep and drag- rise.
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Simulation of high-Re conditions in present-day windtummels by varying the location of the transition
band is questionable. Programmes such as FLO2? seem to give useful indications on the effect of Re on
drag creep and drag divergence Mach numbers. EIBt should -,ive an. improvement. Induced drag7 at high C,
may remain a problem (tunnel wall effects).

buffet onset boundary - As buffet onset is a com ination of flow phenomena and structural
damping its determination prior to first flig-ht will al;ays le approximate. At present the emphasis
in any analysis lies on the aerodynamic component. Thie same can then e said aout buffet onset as
aiout high-speed drag-. Aain at present, modern transonic computer codes seem to give the only
indication of Reynolds nUmLer effects up to flight he-numiers.

Fli.ht characteristics at conditions beyond the onset of flow senaration - Unless the attention

is focussed on controlled flow reparation (vortex flow), this subiect lies still largely outside the
capabilities of our t.eoretical methods. For the determination of fivin!- c.aracteristics levond buffet
onset, both at cruise 'ach numbers aid 'Letween IL and ") t.e windtuwnel seems to be the most vseful
tool althougi. an increarse in Re-numbers capability is hishly desira le.

Stability and control ci.aracteristics in the normal fli:oht reg-i~e - AsT art from h. et.ods,
the estimation of lateral aid directional stability aid control derivatives oi a t.eoretical ;asisi
practically non-existent, in particular ant-ular-rate derivatives for take-off and landin c c:nfi-u-
rations. Although various aindtunel facilities are nowadays equipped withi dnamic test ric, t.e es olds
number in tests on these rigs is by necessity very low except perhaps with the new test fin in tine
OIMERA SI tunnel at lodane. In particular, in view of the increasing interest in active control
technology and in flight simulation, a much larger interest exists nowadays for an accurate knoxx, ee
of all stability and control derivatives. It would be worthwile if, on this new test ri,- -i the
O1ERA Si, a few configurations representative for modern transport aircraft could be investi,,ated aU-
a check and an extension of the present handbook methods.

Propeller/slipstream, effects - In terms of required accuracy for desig-n lur-.oses th e present
theoretical methods do not :o further than the preliminary design stage. Although the windtunnel 4-
here a much more effective tool a limitation can le the scale of the model. This ::

i
a severe%: limit

the power output of the propulsion unit and therefore the aclievai le Reynolds numb er,in n:articular
when high thrust coefficients have to be simulated.

1rbE-AlER (i)

'ie hER note that their answers are based on experience in wrindtunnel testing and close contact
with computational aerodynamics. Also that unfortuxately, indtunnel engineers have only a very
limited insight in the subsequent processing of windtunnel data and a comparison .-ith flicht tests by
the aircraft factories.

"ITrendoloy" - IL this technique, (well) established trends in the variation of different aircraf§
characteristics are used to extrapolate windtunnel data. Examples are the variation of C, -- uffet ':itl
ieynolds number, profile drag with airfoil thickness,etc. These trends can be based on "edata-sheets",
windtunnel tests or "in-house" indturel/flight.test comparisons. A typical example is the A -approach"
the observed difference between windtunnel and flight for a particular aircraft (and a particular
windtunnel"-) is added to the windturuel results for the new desigiLed aircraft. The advantages of this
teclnique are tint it is (most often) straight forward. It is very re-assuring to use well-established
techniques based on "integrated" experience. A main objection is that it is (very often) based on
poor physical modelling-. For that reason it does not exploit the full limits of present day knowledge.
lTis might be risky in the extrapolation of -w indtunnel data of designs that make use of new technologies.
A classical example is the prediction of Reynolds effects for supercritical airfoils.

"bouvndary-layer fixation ianipulation' - 11e state of the boundary laver (laminar or t-Lu'I u ent)
sas a creat influence on the aerodynamic ch~aracteristics il.is is generally consiere ac a rr-l !em
lut in some cases it h.as become practice to select ly artificial trippin such a 1 otunar7: iae-
development that "full-scale" results are obtained in the tndtuoel. A typ1ical example in "'h c,-
fixation" to determine Iuffet boudaries. 11ie reat advaita4-e is that full scale results are meaue:
directly. CI 1:ectiosn are that it is difficult t

o select the proper transition location (i a i

indtiuiel/fli-ht correlation. or computational aerodynamics) and that each point in the fli-'t esvel ',,c
requires a different fixation location (makil- ,,inritunnel measurements more expensive). In pr. :ciie,
one might ar-ue if the method is ,ustified at all on theoretical g-ronznds. This technique Is not
recom.ended, iunless it is used as an additional tool to investi-ate the sensitivity to chang-es in
I )u01,ry layer development.

"Computational aerodynamics" - At Present the mathematical sodellin,- f flow around aircraft
confi,-urationn h1a not reached the state where computational aerodynamics alone are able to predict
fliht test results. iowever, when used on a relative i asir and only for cpecific characteristics
(er dra,-) th ey might te u.seful or even essential to complement experiments, especially whcre t e
exhperirmelt is: limited p7 accuracy ,or model desis, considerations.

"ihrsicai modelling" - Understanding of the problem should be the basis for flight presict oi.
ilis can 1,e achieveIl i y careful dest,-ne experiments, phenomenolo, ical st,*'ies and nt sequent
met of) .-atlematical m)del lg. A typical exa:ple is The prediction of 1ufft' 1 oundarief ioe )i.n .
empirical correlation of shock :Lach numLer and local boundary condition;s, rnt.er than. a C-- ' ffet
ne-trend. In fact th:iL; tecnique shuld b e viewed as a "marriage" t etwee:. wisdtunnel tei n ,.
co!sutatio:al aerodynami cm. Its main disadvantage is that the time scale fir l tyE f et-irc: -

much lar-e th.an the avail-a ie time for aircraft development. il.eref re a c-:l In ,,. - "trei.
meti. hm ':itn upecial attenti)n to ir]l em areas, in conith.s .iel ::. ",: t-es:Vr.l

,r-, ably the most appr')pri.te technique.
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1.4 Itly(1)

Computational Fluid Dynamics is a fundamrental tool for dent-n whien used aviproprintely.; offerln,-
Ito th rapid flexille methods fo)r preliminary evaluationc, and :.rort complete Zn~aes for final evmluzctioo.

confim at -s quick analysis and posait ilities to carry out a aurA er of trad e-ff:- for ilffcre!A

-Disadvxltaes: I::poonit'-oll;ty at srvescn.t to lcmlate senarated! fl,), CDi1IiO!. or t--_ct
correctly detailed vojrtex lon Also difficu lty for data evaluation of coon:1-le zo: : co 0:

-onfiL7mirat ions.

indunltss rvd r ensetial too)l fo r acr-odvrnalic confimiLration ala> y-?- a!>--- for ata
collection.

- Advantages: Fossil ility to sirmulate w-iti. n--on aroroxinlatioil the co::victs acr-odv%'nvdM C 1 __,

of anl aircrafa cosnfic-vration inc~ud-.m :-t l interferesce, vortex (detao- :e' t-, no-iear e-u n
effects; then. can collect all thle data required; in aerodyai 3o' ', fli.- 7- necc.anics xr-
analysis.

- Disadvantages: Lon,- timie 1 - mv-el sti a..a--acun cos0t of traioic Ctest,
sophisticated facilities for sima> m.1to -f :1mch and h-e-no

1
s sum- era

For lD-namics studies -aro !a,/vtua) i eo)reti ca
1 

cm
1 

c,.zai 1 ,s are cost efetv
sarametric studies for preliminari-----------:eo-.t ">1 t1em)etio ca-c,--m-o- are. nore scour ate
lut limited to checks of frozen conf7I lat onr : ecause of 41Cost, -- 'o

4
"t Sufficcent to na.C

clearances with thle requiredi ap1r"-?-7:1a ion*:ihu amtcl- a*-airxt fi.-I res-- its *"__>-e t- core! - --'
ie-.ateady aerodynianico is effective for " al-sis of s i a n s~zersi c fiel, i t i e- e
and inaccurate in troanonic - wl crc wo "e odels (co" --) etco i.) are ir~re ev.en
expensive and not flexible in usae 7i-.Iciclence col.i 4it~ a, tse nce 0,I- seowwoun
models, now constructed inl carion fi s ci acorn-ate -efii l- of t.. .crL"i'1e

IT/Al C))

Thie maun g-rounid- pred iction teco~iiq lzea are xiJanonca a;-o c-i- -'a' co: a uter csc-" ' . vall,
thle aeronautical industries are still compelled to use t " e t- ''; :ely- wonoiinear effcts~
are involved. Diizital computer calcvlationa, ncevertheless, 1ae t- c a,,-lta Le r1 zn t of C.?!, a
low coat/effectiveness ratio, aid m c.1.I~ filexil ility. -vwit-, tl e Co-,. erf L-e, *- redu-'ce th e
number of windtui-rnel test pro-.-ranzncs, ail attractive souto tia toro! len. cx. c-.5Cott- -oa
wiadtuaael and computers.

1.5 dermany (1)

There are two kinds of predliction tech~niqduer. Firs~tly, th~ose, a-:ic:. n-re.'ct tho fli.-h't ino
and flight performance and, secondly meth.odc:-*oh-i i-eliot fi.t cr it ical eha;.v lru- (11, lur tali .. es).
11e first kind of prediction oLectives Is, he --yelated to sim:ulation 1uroced;Ures7 (dyn.ami-cs) as- -. eoll
an windituomel and. analytical tools (performance). Th, atrkn edc~el -:hich aet
d:erived fr-om equations of motion or w.inutunnel meari-ements.

If arediction techniques are tundernzood as vautlous- different ewnerimental i'nvesntin-ationmehd
(e.- static and dymaic w-.i:idtuz-.ce1 measurements, flow: visu.llisation:, node! littsin) the final
results o1 tamned wield mnore confidenlce t .e more of th ere tcnqehae eel.voch

i.( Franice (1)

-, e share entirely the oninio:: cysrenned in: the iesnolnsc (1AhICM ) concernn- th.e emyi-ical
character (or at least ncr-i-empirical-) of th~e pred.i tion tech~niques foi- helicopter load! calculantions
cu-rently used '-; the Firms. Wve a -x-e equa,,lly to thie comments made al out the tailorin.- of the
thecoretical moel used. to th~e n-ature of th.e pro! lem posed; very- oftec, a simpnle ph ysical model
correctly tuned to experimental resulta in hetter for prediction thian a complex - .erlatical ::od-el
--hose apliaio -ouli prove too Ion,- and costly for, some complete parametric suis

Ahese rew:ards rieate ir.Ly-to the fLt in4- qualities and the aerodymmlcs of trai.ru-.Ort aircraft. l
siedlict t).c t ehaviour of al. aircraft in flint), tirec principal complementary technjiques-areemoy:

- ileoretical calculation y,, compu,,-,ter; modlel tentin,- ill -indtulinels; siulto tudies.

a. F-lyinl,- qualities and piojti:,- constraints -

Calculation is very, efficien' arci not costly. lieveithielest;, it in ii capal is of r-epres-erctilc- the
11elvor of a humn r ilot , whiAle its, rellal ility is tied to) the quality of' the( aerolyimamic coefficients-
and structural (aercelasticity) coefficients %-1101- are used for calculatio)n. 01-iainisvucaec l>
ensepntial to take into accounit tc.e lerav- ar and c ud'-emeict of the humanl p il->t.
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bU. Aerodynamics-

Theoretical calculation pertmits a first etoice of inteerrnti; eilo-a:
how-ever fua'nisliin-: reliat le values for the set of aerodyna;:ic coefficients its-ed : :. t!. eo:. e 1<:
flyiiig qualities turd perfortriaice. B y contrast, it permiots inl t oot car-es a coodi nt2-edict-! JI0 t;.C
aerodynmic loads necessary for structural calculations (in.cludIng- aeroelastic effect-). it e-rn
deficient for the treatment of transonic viscotu flour, idt of strong>-: -sea aratedI 'ovrs

and reliability are tied to tire suor,:elitatlon of computer Powrer; nevertheless, it is c-or ei-;

provide a complete set of aerodynamic coefficients tr:Iieri arc rLni K-O tu jout ti.e e't tre fi'i.
domain.

iindtuiel testint- is thle ncecssary indtrlr-- ie coto -' ci thef ne -otrvnnsic cltac-
teristies of au aircraft before its first f] ight.l. Exrt~- -1D--'C~'l2t~~ czAl- 1e of0'

Reynolds numbers (F VdliiihA, 5rt/lA) pertmit F-ood pxe~liet tsr, U tlor- I r ti-out currently, tlun.- proper
account of ear-cins efflu:x effects (in contrast e.licorter rc tor 42 ,.' ecti e rinnolzlted!) "oe
windttooriels sti.ll remain deficient for correct ion: 1i-c--sect of c:.-n-,- niur err effce' s, %l 1

constraints and model supports; in contrast tie> do pol-1-i-t '-atirfaetor. aecou-nt to he tin? e' or n-f
efflux (by compressed air, or air-turbinies Tl12'). Al~ er-'ro'-e cult of -e:;sits oh tamler in itzuels
is inherently dependent ail reduction of 'tile folloririL, lifciesocies - tuie- leotter kIcowledge or thec
actual model forms wider higI. aerodynamic loads- (takenii, into -'ceout -- oel deformation.-) an-' l.e future
development of a transonic cryog-enic ttuiriel. In corciu,:ior, tire x-anorrsllel sill1 reman for a 1img time
tire best means of providingl a complete set of riil e aerodynam:ic coefficients: close to th~ose o1 the
real aircraft in fligh71t.

Fg/SIIEIam (i)

For propulsion studies, winttsilel tests and~ numerical simiulationl of thle flowno ore esmplementary.
Nlumerical simulation, being less onerous than 1sirrd.turorlel testingt7, permits definition- uVn ref±'t::et if
shapes; the wrindtonnel experiments say then he made o11 o-ptitmised geomtries to vorit: t~ 011 1 crio)r" u'C.c

The wiadtnnncl test usefully gives propulsioin n:o~io coefficients iii a directly iintet rate" tor- fon
direct measurement of airflow. and~ farces; by contrast it giversid mu -a approximate ! trolt iso e 01 'h
aerodynamic field. Thlus numerical f-ittnltiot: of tite test can: lend' to a very pri'fowli :'Th of t- o
aerodynamic fielil; comparisons of thteory and( eyotrtnetA int resspeet of surface r ret-smiA e'" oit

identification of aerodyn~amic phenomena. However, shortC'l the-tetinl earneteric-tic, are ecriavll'
marked because of Jet-eatrainsent. effects such as win--en-in l nte,-rntiotti it?: civil. aircraft, r
fit-lit conditions lead to trarsonic mixed flowis wit?: flreesa uc!: as r-ear-fuselnt e conoitiolts
w"itlr a sos? at aircraft near P! 1, then tire current state of calculantiont methodr does not lead to valid
predictions. Wiidtrororiel testing- allows the letter approach. to t?.e o~ro? let::.

FIV1-fllhA (-)

Performance anti fligh1t chiaracteristic or rireictiot. is at: a? solu te trecessi h:: iefore. the flitB.t-
testilli- of anly air-veiile. Thterefare, in our oitio , te malt: pr? et i ot to list thle ad-aitta-er
and disadvatia e" I-ut to improve anrd refitre o'ur prediction tecittiquies for o-c-rI ttew aircraft. :. theo

sae roirsot? i iitiisrel testiro at-l -oI: t teal- predi7ct? Dins !ntust h e donte it cottublinod to -uniter to)
solve adequitoly mos-t of tlie aerodynamic pro? letsu.

It call also Ie stated thiat, up] to iio, ,, tr cr is niot it a? solute cotnfidetnee int tire results oh taireh
venelt individuai prediction procednre. Our oexperientce, h acrh ont comprehtenmive flic-lt test results--

of marry dlifferen-t prol~ot'tper, indicate,- t t :,ie roediction tItotttods - siclt seemed sufficierrtly valid
for otre prototype -icrc riot adeqlizite for aitl~tcr one alt?."uh.; h cloni-iittg to tlte same aircraft fam.ily.
Atle same experieirce indicates, also titat, t :. urtin Ilot?, snircer of inrformtationr, rimit.s of predictiont
error-s tire si -xinfrc'itlx reduced.

l.eire i:r: a defirri te tneedl and~ Iosnith lity of hi:--Sitt. h oti. :,oO hotion rproeedres; for
exam~ple i-re ittfortrritiorr aunt h~e exhracted from nw-[to- sy fl -v--carvrrezmerrt' it v.i- dttilr art?, mre
oo ta.lci fltow it to rtnat iott "unt ile er-ivedl fro:: co-n iltit "r l l's' e orti

1
er a mr e ,rcloo mesh.rt-to or ott

a, tetter viscous, flow; model.

In: calirciuion, for ally f'h 1 . it re-into aid .:.-inteer ti e c :nflnrr'iathor, "ar 'r effort to obtain
ain accurate prediction must he made; r-nile the feel 1for c tlr'tatit it'-ov e'"-c't or, prelicti ottclt:d

atnd also of tile quali-ty of' tire flit-Itt test daltr J(,- I....IV all er-ver 'v ol Vod, it:l ir
VelhICd.C det-clor1Mett. Iiitisation of iirodi? tir error-- a x ital, h ectiltric an-. iat rioiifictrtiot:
rcqiiredl after the firs,-t fli-hit., of a prototyp-e hIa ! I;:t. rtamatic soia-eqience-, or. pror'ate cost trdi~
time sclirduile. iailly, it sh'ould I e mcrtio~i'd ttzi - h.e Io gtiiie.otiimitodl iei'e to corn-it-
tat? orial1 acrodx-tormicrliii nd tiitrrrrel preil ctioi teelrhqiir- in lt elenr to teds? ontes latied ot.
iiul it or's('n u u-I La;Cd W ia-flIi! -I, it) z II f.y !I I r mc is'lt;, an e I I art on t-lt srr'ai tun? > is. n,! test iie-,

etc.

-() l~ithc1" il 1t16111 idIlfil 1101- 1,iYc~rd~- ;t il,pUI P--PA tl ;E1 -%Q)S

'1 ?nile cii taten

ilie r it: lit piit -if, tite fil tA re-i i-e titnit r-.houlid riot Ie -t Cmliidate for imtproveid 7irouiid-?aoed
tecLt: ip rut, . lo-toter', t~erc are fliht otaracter? stic so rd plteriome-n r. ici., tit tIhc present timre, cmlrr-.n
i c lcipls .i it liiIctol o 'r ,r'rov-ldattii, techrnihque:;. i-li lt mot lorir thant ni-c governeod IY y tervl-timrr

tip1t:: %sIIc. tire i-hlu itoritar with iotatiortril rates )r %..-I ? ci lat-c s~trong- il''ramic crort-cirili-c
I etiteer:lrn ti ao? ail hater--iir-cct horn? moiicr: of numotn cnit.r,,ot ! proueri- tihrersoetcitier
exlner-imertn1 Ii ;; c,,irriitt-tiouiii ly yet.
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';ome af the other problem axreas are:

- HirhI muile-of-attack dynamilcs in controlled anid uiicentrleli'. fllchlt.
- Total vehlicle performance (eg7 L/1n).
- Flyilt' quailities of s-uperaugemented aircraft wrhose dyniam:ics: are do:-inated the fli-!;.t co ntrol

system', especially inl high Pilot gainl tasks.
- Aeroservoelast ic characteristics, especially for aer'oelar t icalby tailored. cctnyoc-ite -trxvctare

mal esciall" inl the transoltic regime.-
- .tatic flexibility Corrections.

Psr a propulsive-lift airplane, sutch as t1.e qSiiA too,, Q'bdh;A, it aii, ears that all aZrts Of theC f11 Lte
seine: are appropriate for evalua1,tionl With gts~dL-badl; falcilities LL a ur-eld to a fl ph ro! ra:vw'e .
Ltimitat: aits relative to Flight Dynmiics and P'erformanice and mnoeuvre loadsl are i~ n 0%aienee, lit thyc
predlictive accuracy based an grounud testis- is sufficient to miake thiis a cos~t effectiveonlaos Tr
to flig-ht, or as a prelude to extensrive deinchanges. Neasurem~ent of v'rolustd effect ap~pears to Le the0
only area wacere 'oindttooiel0 results hlav' el significanitly at variance wit!. fli'.t data. It also seems:
that sirmlation of the landJin-flare oLud touchdoin is iiot as g-ood as we ouddesire.

dotoreraft mawOloevt'e adtranisient loadsi cannot le adequatcly determnd ! n 'sout-! asox tchises
ili detailed flighIt dynaimics and pert sinan-ce liits duiring- manloeurres are list yet pse~lzcteu i-th
sufficient accuracy to h e duplicatedi On a fli, 1.t stemlatar. 1Furtheormore, -ar-t lads mall maaeul'resr alre
sot adequately sisulated in a windtxcoilel tLecause thetomal vehicle dynasties involved in, fligh-It contArol
cioutot beduplicated in the windtuillj. ike sinfcneOf this premise Is often overlooked.t Furthecr,
rotoocraft vitration cannot h e adequlately assessed fro::.g 'oesid-!I.asod tostin,-, b ecause the total
coupled rotor airframe ressoase caiotot 'i o simuzlated, in auit ote

LS/AFITC (2)

- 11,0 hligh al1titude, !I:,;- MaZc!, n'osltr re.lIne is- ver< colti'. t", ua lical ve partially.
iacranCters, of imoportattee canno,)t 7 e. simu1lted sit::u ta.eotl-

- erL pr-essare, tl'les(snace) onvirllvent colilcatee ad equately. Extc
integ-rated test setups often. create snestio)nal le resul~tc

- e;tall/ssint recin-e Ievond' the inltial diaretne.L P "Z' k re t:e/rotenot ncessvaril'.
feasi' ility. 'du'scao teot %el. city, tid r'o~' ,~t cl ea'tr.

-Lee-side a t ai"t ;.cl ac' 'a"''t er are aor e~ ll sediiioi.
tecoanques.

piot stiesz ezi-110 'cnt (rc I, r' mi c'.Im). w mt il 'iIe* -cilam o''- are
Ocasionally e'qlti macer; w.c. 5.C not iLVcC toin. a ee '''or
Ilic-h fide'l ,lnt i t 'w 'o t ' la i; r 'l t: le o"''z t ml ccto '"' te t'x- e v arti eriar
tak, iut in fli!-!t "'-'ltta ot.

All fi ",1 'e-I'e"''v' 'ioi tlr 'rotsei '-ae ee' fir 'it a; -"et SeiI'
te ardni, costs4 Ot :rinL ii 'itw , l C a Ie"tc"'rara' ee ot.
fllcit testuti cai: eo"'''o. t oe' e" (it onni- to v t, a ilA 4 o
f1.;-1.'t test to pcecc:) . GLof an wat,,a. I'lcA IS 'tc i t C c. '

d ecent ex-rerience ii a v~rl yP-rfia:-.CL i 'r :t: 1
fiemat po!u lens- still 0'1'-'t .sIr t111 ' 1' t Uc a',- '! -. ,, ta / tu lr ,C

orntinc i:1izlmtion1 + cc'" ile" tzi''- i'' ''i-i' cm - '.5 t( IC t. '14 't a'i

ioredlict all Of the r;pia modes of tl~l' 1.i 1,; i:tr 1' f. cc 1'", cm', 1' iC' ,Lit!.e flighIt pr aocmatinsit c iii ito L. L '''

data Lase writh, some 11010 cumet i'' tilOa il
1

" t' p-6ci et! "l t.. .lan-
in tis pIoramewa tiat t'L ;.'it-; ai, le atatttc. Cc I' Cl"'ILCCl-i ctC 11' L7'10- iI f

are still difficult to ,re ciiyt

hi/2IAVA.Lh (2)

Av:aila! lec Correlations teti cci ironSA so' ( -' i it C'lt Pi' .iC:'C -0!l
Unt'oae!drived! scrod' iamic c! atden ticu in tl e tiatiro'11 ica'V- ic o eLi '

lack: Of' Vrindti.,1l/fi. i~t cotlm,tioi, inl tl c, Orm' itacot ik>calsed 1.% "'l i7
iterfeveic- effects. Corr elation at helicopter computt , ro-1 T :s'.it 1,. aw . t aa a

rotor i lade stall in approached. die lack of correlation of theste itec:i:r shouli inot i:-:'iw th.at tlcr
s;hould not he addllied in the particular, prediction methlod, I ut U' at the resllts mIsut 0 ititi'' t

Or m'odified1 IL0 Osil o actual fli'!.t experience of pr'lor aircrafts.

Inl 'encral, viiindttiels 1r0 lnt work vcr' wel] foi' rotar".-ii' ' mit Cri it 'It etaIN lal f : 'i'0(

! ecanse of the0 red rditlatlolt of the rotor wake. F'or 'i rori ate
1 

in'I t1'' te '!, x' -- At
wiliiturnic 1, this ilnun. vpei in about Co knot . I oiF itr iot'n il ti't t'ne'wt 1 f
cali 1 c tested to al nit ;10 knots. Static pet fni..aice, we Lover' of n tot i 'cu el ithrl I li ciz! t t-1
,measuire iiccur-ate1:; . Montit ; is]1..r tower fact] it it ate F m"'l'c''-i '' n''""i C 1:, 'i e1't Co ,It it , ai ,' 1t I '!ZI l'

:'Ti'rvs1! iv!' trunctttren including Cii'l i tIn'.I- eaIVc' I'~e C:ICa! F) V1 . '' I' n) 'it rtzi', it i
iest;:.i'' ri a Faovor elartie i., is m rited I v roe.cu a i,! vfiiC v en ;v )'t; oi l%*' " d' t! e Iii 'li,

Vi'test fad~ I it'' of tfoeAi'ame~iv lit!11 ''i . I'''t A: t Ci '10 0 troxj
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Nevertielens, it still remainas that it is extremely difficult to 1 tai:I !it-)ly accurate measurements of
otain ercor:atce at low: speeds in 'otund-insed facilities. Until recently, it .-as impossi'Lle ta

o! tani. och data in fli-ht as well becatse the instrumentation %wa inadequate to separate the effects
of the rotor from the fuselas.e. lls problem is addressed ly the new iotor :;vstems iesearci. Aircraft
at che Amoes Researcht Center in %,hich all comuonents of the aircraft are joined thirou,-. lalnnce systems.
Cf course, just m: in the case of fixed-win- aircraft, it is impossille to otain accurate measurements
of man oeuvrintg loads in 'round-b asod techniques.

_,'ell iel (2)

For Rotary-wingt aircraft, hi-hly traisient amaloeuvres are difficult to be addressed yr grols-
based tecuiques. Such manoeuvres include hig anh-g noeuvres where the rotor is close to stall and
reacting" to iunsteady aerodynamics. 'ile limitations of the mathematical model leg-in to be very apparent

in this area resultin: in poor ag-ree!:ent between ground-iased ad flirht results. In-;-roud-effect
:mianoec res require spiecial attention to properly account for the -round vortex uad the non-unifon,:;
doxvtash of the rotor. If these areas are properly represented, then mkanoeuvres in this area soy I e
satisfactory. In any manoeuvre where the interference effects of the rotor on the fusela-e has a
sig-nificaint effect, the ;round-based technique will differ from the fli'I.t data.

UPS/APJIAL (2)

As regards Stability and Control, there are of course areas where ',7round-based' results are less

accurate, more difficult; eg, hiih- a (difficult to glet correct flow fields at ground-test Re).
Prediction is far more limited than ,roud-test. Cost is a factor, however, and may be prolii itive in
soMe ca-ses.

R 1anned simulators remain deficient in motion cues (fixed-base is sometimes l'otter to spurious
motion) and, at lot: altitude at Least, out.s7ide visual cues. itibe Iish-rain tasis such as lnodi.-
should be addressed in simulators, account must be taken of these inadequacies. %ie would also be some:i,at

sceptical of aerodynamics at extreme n-gles-of-attack and in i-round effect - althourh of course these
factors must be addressed in the windtiuulel.

Additional comments are t]Lat:

-Automtic terrain followinf,:, iaudiiq" systems, fire control systems, ete, must le validated i: a
variety of weather conditions, mission tasks, and combined environmental conditions to validate effects
on sensors. Sensor modellint effects under these adverse conditions are not sufficiently" adequate to
doend entirely on simlation.

- ';tall/departure/spin characteristics - iodel methods are inadequate to totally define hi itlw
nonlinear aerodynamic effects tunder very larg7e angles-of-attack and sideslip flitht. Certain modes
can be predcted, i-ut it is essential to fly in these adverse conditions with a spin chute to positivel F

identify all modes of departure and to detenine recovery control methods (if they exist).
- It is widely recocni:ed that -,round-based si:alators can not totally predict flyin!- qualities

:-iti 100 percent assura'ce. i]etter simlation equipment (primarily wider field-of-view visual syste:::s)
mi:d miproved experimental test processes can provide higher fidelity results. In-flikht simlators
have tad smck: -reater success in predicting PI0 effects and actual stress conditions tha ground-based
simulat ors.

.United Kingdom

hih,tJAe (2)

For Aerodyna::ic Loadin:s an attempt must be imde to predict all portions of thIe fli -!it regJime

actieveable by ma aircraft. Suc predictions must be based on aly availatle mean ma', where tiose means
are ielieed to have siortcominms, tolerances must be applied to ensue safety tefore cor.ittin- an

aircraft to suc. conditions. ktien safety is involved predictions must be i-acked up ly pro-jresoive fli-!L

data aitalyvsir U extrapolative re-prediction.

For PI , transonic predictions are especially poor. In g-eneral, all flutters a i1e identified

y calcu ti ,,,,i but need to be quantified in flig-ht.

For ;tore-releane -ivei aIl'opiae-iidtiUlel-teotins and trajectory m odelling, it is cons idored

tk.at all parts of the flight envelope casI be addressed. However, the accuracy of the prediction will
U reducek in tile tranf;oni.c reg-ime, or where flow separations are affecting\ tire releas;e (eg

° 
ki!kt

acicence), or where i ehavtour is stron-ly influenced 11y clone store-to-store or store-to-aircraft
rterference.

k /RkK' (,2)

iiloted oi::ilators cmanot adequately represent some critical aspects of the aerodynamic ciarac-
teriotics in the kixthematical model ued an cannot fully I-resent all the n1ecessary physical cockpit
cues to the pilot.

iae determination of handlint qualities at and near manioeuvre k oundaries t,erefore cannot l e

alkresred properly ky g-oUnd-!,ased techniques.
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NEt. Fokker (2).

"he bLehaviour of the aircraft, on1ce reparation start3, e ta. or I eonx: t. ~. C tall or
at or b eyond j.i4-re buftost ilawy ea ae i eal 1 c -"Lv'r
will ble required because of the Interrelations bletween:

- heynolds number effects,. 2.e tirnan-ic characterirtics 01 1 .e aircraft: i_'t_ reaczz'onr,:
Static and dynastc aero-elastic effects.

F'urthermore high1 an-d low,-speed performanuce (sino-le ai...........gr-ined climb,1, mcr' e fli.-ht) il
blasie a critical preriod i ieflich!t testing- of any-arrfeas ft~ o:jiae

b etween. aerodlyiamics and propulsion on one haund and ani increa..i t-htnn f '.erfso-'--r as marante
onthe other h1and.

i/ti(2)

:Io comrment.

II/AEUaT (2)

in Aerodynamics, the real probllem is act the possi'rility or convenience Of 'Invest'lgat4Ing fli'h1t-
envelozoe rortions b~y g-round-based techniques, bcut the reliabilt of the results. The Most diffi Cult
areas to predict w-ith g-round techniques, including- comutational fluid r.;-namicr and win4:-dttr.n-e. anet ons
aire:

-Hxi-! L1C.CILeCC characteristics, including prod lear- of 4ncbx'ice::t mix.- orvi-.rerirtant
paramet era.

-Interference b1etwe.-en o~ro-oulsio! an external acrodx'namicr; C!- -,:.:-.c*. e:'ectr of air-intk:e
flow: On C, of Tornado at high U, on AID[ long-itudinal control at lox: snrcd, w-,; ornaoo C1e effectEa

on fterbgn-
-Com.ixationo of hihILach. numo'ers ails high1 C and thec re!.evant lMi tatio,1-,; e- fl ox - or

teristics and loads of brando.2 Ic.aC

Noreover, the reliab ility of aeo ,nai ode,'Zto :. i~l a l -It o-
et-ex: x.'th windtuxmel data, owing- to frequent different ' e;.ov-'our o: th.e f!ox.': on .:n& "o'oel y:od els and
on th:e real aircraft, dlue to iieynoldoz numbLer effect::, fun( roat -ill': from:.o.-lna 4 ir /Xconiil

Again fo"- ):maaics, the tranronis field is yery difficult is> cni'_cxive( to deal trteither
theoretical calculations or bywindtuxinel0 test::-u a!P e" re 11 f PtI -Ctest: a~re nOcerrara. yn t:.in care.

There are a niuarer of flight conditiona,.....x 'i7e- I-n'' 20 . "- '11:0 >01. :..: o
exib it larre deviations- from fi -1,t beast resolIt:: if tad ".-"u.! o.l,: o . Is 41.>

L.5 e-rna (2)

.U1/DFVli (2)

It is hi -hiy recommended tha.,t all portionsr of t..c f' < .'..ca:.'r: ."4~
based tecluiiques. Oltherwiise technicai risks remaiin .rC .te :xr' 'I. I .s.: icb:lca
flig-ht vehicle can. Ie approach~ed. 2ec'niica.lao. en ac....... I0 a:I c C': ore: :: o:: .e
cured Only by hihcost solu-tionsz. If tiere ace t(I.ttn .'ac 5 ... 111

these techniques .ave to : e im provedl.

.:France

2o th~e specific prcl leari already: raire,:II tl.e :.513x21ur /,:-c ( ) e :
tesitng., Of heticoxters i::. stationary and, lox-ra~cd fI'it --, we :... a.* 1oc.:11 a r
determination of nm'u'oeuvre loads ox: the rotor i::tann '.'zxu -: o avl: t.exe 'Ire Pls
prob lear relatin.- to tlhe dynamic studies al.out ""Lake stal ility . 1 

%ixrat tons ofxx N' ox: iIII,

wiiere aeroelastic couplix:'r elax an important role a:xd for x'hici. ti.e i:Imiijarity. 1. ni ae citiecr co or..
tunderstood! Or difficult to comply :it!..

If for the litrnl flows of rear bLodies (g-enerally of revoliution,), ones athatnehr
-l.dturaxel testlix- nor numerical simulation a,.ve particu1ar dol-oti in; !.")t lx a:I ra

flo.n * In the tr-uer jixic I slain, with the b oudary-layeVr :7bond f Ic.'uxt hueI t 2oxs.t'-aNxr
ixteractioni, or for f-I1 .)wa free or forcedi repltxati on, nane: rical ir niuo:Lat 1
insufficient, CillICCI inlaj lialC1 ] a.
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AREt . 'biE UILLIICAL PR-EDICTIOH BEFER TA WIMnTUlal A! f/Oi SflThlATIOii RESULTS, OR VICE VERSA

-. 1 United States (5)

Li/D~dA (s)

Analytical prediction methods are useful where the aerodynamics are reasonably linear with
attitude and where the flirht vehicle is a fairly simple shape. Complicated cofisurations, flioht-
attitudes where the configuration experiences highly separated or interactive flows, maoeuvres at i..
rotationail rates, etc all tend to drive the means of assessing tihe aerodynamics to depen~d heavily on
w:indtiulnel experiments. Analytical predictions should be used in conijunction with experiments when
ossille on an interactive basis to optimize the value of the results and to minimize the test matrix.

US./AFiLC (3)

- Only analytical predictions are available for real gas effects at .i, -. altitude -nd ::ac. numier.
- Rotary derivatives are best obtained from analytical sources althou-i. :indtunnels :ave ee

effective in obtaining some of the rotary derivatives (C. + C , etc).

- It is too early to assess the role of computational aerody-namics, Lut it is ex7pecteo to pro:*,e
come powerful tools to -round prediction capability.

ISZ/NAIC (3)

Assuming that the analytical prediction teclniques are parameter or system i.eniification metions,
tnen significant imrovements can be achieved in prediction Capability. i.ese :.et.ods are used in
conj-isnction with flight test data to calibrate uindtunnel or analytical preiictions'. iZese teclniques
could also be used directly on ",windtunnel data to provide a more consistent nm- acciurate set of nero-
dynamic estimates.

I S/IIAVAIR (3)

Analytical predictions as be better tLanl windtunnel predictions w.en ru'!s iuteraCtins al'e
small but a very small scale model is employed for the -.:in'dtuel tests. IL. tics case 4ie , e
results could be misleading, because tice fidelity of tice model m- have to ie coma'romise a:co very
large scale effects (of questionable czreinitude) ma.st 1e aipplied to tie recu!:s. For rt cofi
rations, Uindtunnel testing is required.

US/AVkADCM (5)

For Rotary-wing aircraft, tie prediction methods rely to a lar-e extent on fliit or
test data because, as stated previously, all of tice predictio:; methods are at lens: semiempi-r'ical.
Well designed and executed indtunnel tests csn provide accurate results for maiv flirTht co .diaions.
If by simulation we mean man-in-loo flii.t s-mulation, then of course there are no ado: e iat e-
mtical models for the icumon, and so :e must rely on ma-in-loom simalation (1e it orro-------
in-flight).

US;dell Ilel (3)

For Roa. y-win,- aircraft, care must to exercised in usins all tree a pas. nlttomel
testing car. indicate some problems which do not exist in fli-sIt. Znerefore, aonstw'sto
windtunnel prograime must se run. lhe simulation results really depen -n t-e - -at- . el an'd tile method
by which the inputs were r-eneratoed. enerallv, these come from a co,.:iiatiD- of i oe an sxnap:-
tical results. In conclusion, it takes a comination of all tds-ee ratler t -:e on av one
area. Paper 16 of ACAI CP-17 is relevant, by J. II. brees on 'ilie Art Science of otary-..- Data
Correlation'.

UZ/AFdA.(L

For Stability and Control, the windttuznel is enerally better tic. aIl e ct , en
so, windtunnel results can be misapplied or misinterpreted, ie, poor results ca-L -. e U. a: not
reco-nised). Ref Simulation, there may be situations wiere r Id can se presicted ut not fotui --
simulation because of fixed based and/or motion washout, etc. Again, nt '. Q :< C tt
for some applications if cost is a factor.

-.c know of pilot-induced oscillations in flight which cad not teen. reel, i!. c ros :-baei soimulttin.
Yet we know of several analytical methods which should be aile to predict many suc iI0s" ::citer ol,
Aslkenas' pilot-vehicle analysis, Neal and Smith's peak resonance and pilot lead, equivalent or effective
time delay, Gibson's 0/ ., attenuation around -1SOO phase, .d a111. wits's n 7 !sh at the
frequency of a closed-loop pitch-control oscillation, for example.

Analytical design analysis is essential to fully understaid t.e I so'.ud, of 5' a: ii it-c C -a( :J. aci .as
marg;ins) and the sensitivity to parameter variations. lere haove t een numerous c cases of simulation
experimental designs which had major deficiencies that adequate aalysis aiid comi,a'iso:, witi. existing-
flying quality criteria would h.ave quickly identified I efore flieht testin-.
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UA2 United kingdom

Th/Ae ()

For performance prediction, the comment is ::lde that:

"'Theory r:ood for local shape chige; but test for complex :eometry £.6/or viscous: fion
dependence, et external stores, controls, after! ediet."

For aerodynamic loading- cosiderations at least, a compreiennivc nol',ticai aictci
pre-requisite for aly aircraft art, arly as: a asic :odel i. whic. to fit 'ztn fro:: ltir~ l rceo
and partly because not all required ii for -ttdon! in oh tain.i ie from :.'i:.tiuLnel oiej , that recours e
to theoretical methods is inevitable. i rfore for data wlhich is Ol tai nb le fro dt.l. odeo
the most vulnerat le areas are tiose associate 1 :ith iladequate scale representai* . trzv-soo.ic
conditions. More attention is required for the correlation of flit-ht data vors : ]rets ts
in these areas to evolve emirical metiods, or empirical corrections to :indtwo"!el cdata. i eoretical
methods in the areas most affected ty scale or transonic conditions are tital!; inai'}rojriate. :'ore
generally. there are :numerous areas wl.ere theory ma' be used as a g-uise or too-, I, Oe C '

effects can later be predicted uoin (simple) theoretical methods rather th.an e re1
w:here the resolution accu'acy of the windtuuiel balance may he inadequate.

In S: ,/Dh'namics, it Is noted that*

- Simulation results are o ly as good as tle mathematical model on %:hich it is iae .
- lure suhsonic and supersonic flutter aredictionz are pro: ah ly more accurate and certai',i;

more flexible and economic than %.nndtuniuel tests.

For Store-release predictions, windtunnel testing is considered to e t;e most relialle jani
currently.

UK/RAL()

In maioeuvi'ring fli:lt, a purely analytical amiproac!. cai n e~er e as resLal 1e as e:rer:mental
methods (to the same level of sophistication).

1.: eth~erlailds

1/Fokker (3)

Co.ment covered by Response Ill/Fokker (1).

li1/111, (3)

The question really is to what extent computational sna experimental aerodynamicc Lao0 com!. C -
menta2'>' with respect fo flight prediction. (There is no doubt that they a-re with resect to aircraft
dosiE-n') In general ex-perimental aerodynamics will have "t.e lead", especialy for t ese fi
conditions viiere separations are involved (most off-desin boundaries huffet-intensity s'1"50 oIn),
or for complex confi,-urations (stability and control). Hlow.ever, there are some aea wi;hro the
experiment is severely limited by accuracy or model desigTn considerations. In those cases co::m111-
tational aerodynamics are not only comlementary but essential. ivpical examples are dra--reictionrjs
(and drag" hreslcdown) and more complex flutter testing (where 2-) experimental resuits may h e usel ana.
input to a 3-D calculation met!.od to predict flight characteristics).
3.4 Italy

For Aerodynamic loads prediction by windtuoel measurements, aeroelastic factors sir lation
requires very complicated aid exp)ensive models. lerefore in such cases aimlytical prediction could
-ive cost and time advanta -es, valuable at least in the preliminary design phases.

For Dyvmics, analytical prediction can g'ive better results wlhen studying- th~e influence of
structural damping, factors, difficult to simulate in a model. The same applies to the effecto of t.e
control systems kinematics. Present alalytical metlods find their limitations in deatin'- wit;. 101:-
linear behaviour, both structural and aerodyncamic. Typical cases are free-play, friction, varil2e
stiffness, etc.

Another piarticulmr case where analytical prediction can be letter than windtusnel results io
the external-stores drop or ejection test, where the effects can hue introduced of thc manoew-rin lon.
factor at the ejection point and the correct correlation between flight vi rid Froude nun orn . A:
opposite case, in critical flightt conditions, is the PIC evaluation, 1.11en thLeoretical/epjirical criteria
are existing, haned on previous research; from these it is possible to obtal a : etter evCauatjo: Si
aircraft flying qualities compared to what cl be developed xI. th <'round simulation wlerc the iid is
difficult to reproduce.

If analytical prediction does not include namerical calculationu, then it caenot i c. I etter tha
windtunnel and/or simulation result,, u]ess ver particuu- Iro l ems not col.cernint. the aircraft "as
a whole" are considered.



:Ceo ct zois are inco0! thec availal le meth.ods of computational fluid dynamics.
tC e0 1C onl Ertotial t;.eOry' into ac3out. Ii' stis"n effect mai no:da c

::I, _-:I , ::a'.evnat teal 'to id0"c and, hience, applisal e in t .ere 'a"

:Ozetei~ :..w Paramneter ca'1e are m.ore easilt i"-pl)emeitec a comp uter.

As re,-ards t' e aere~i' ariic ci~aracter'-Istic- of 1.elicoster airfrx"' es tl-e %.iniuoel certainly
,,ilconstitutes today~ a test m!ethod irreulacat' 10s m-uch for tl a q ,:alit; Of t C ea'::es ac;.te.-

ale as for thIe detai
1 

ed kowledoce of thie compl1ete aerody;namic fiel, Iiicl -it t~ curren.t
a! a> tical tecioniques, ex-en the most develored, are still far fria it3 Coua 1 i of exa:myl c, w:e

cold.ite ti-c fuiaa'-ertrl nout relatively -mrnal pro- lein of the calcu1 
at- or. of tl~ C CrodynamIic dra<- of

a 1elicorter fuelleIich even, the most developed of analytical '-et' oc are st", 'cara.-le of
"erolviin - ia! a satisfact'ro' Cs~e Lthou;. au-tc" ntethods have toe'i cla' "ical1

'. L' "ze for conventiv!Lru
aircraft fo:r a Is"- time. sir relater"iz a 

1
ao' e "art to the 1x-noticullar a' -:itect'ate' of :Ctlis: tor,

':dse 'torm'ented' sliaper CiI!lii,(l' difficultien in the mojdellir - of tlseir s..akc Cc :Cs ;:oo' t itro
oucino- tuec intera ctions witi. the rotor rake).

As re -ards tlue means of sinmulatin- the Itelicorter in real time, we rfi'l 1o _ 'ot !.ave at 3nor
di[roral in Aeroovatiale rush anoprational testis,- mieth~od, 0-thou:-h sash- a :InosJ- mivm7,at: r lv sorreywi_
un~der Ldevelormenit. Our experience isc limnited! today to, silnulation mecthIods in 'non-real' tr;.:e, to -c-
vita the conception) and1 developm'ent of our equipyvent an-i onlsoara ctes

ltiySlEC>A CU)

Comment covered! vaeoI'o, _-e ::-/_ 72Ch IB

4.i UitedStato-,

US/=ASA (4)

Differences I etwcon i-li .t ter,-t resulty. anl I~i-i 022 sill Ce roedtL if - Thu
of the fliosht ve!Ins

1
e are pro'er>:: reurceeted. mathemati cally, a':d if the! u ' q,,,:tn u -fai

aerodyn-!amic coefficients cm~u Ye accvr'-ately, asoesred eith:er thou.epne "o "" ---- o
It is also iimportao .t t'~a t 'e determiination of thoe aerodyn1am-ilc pa1rame:ters-
num! er rallyce as fli '- t "a the data can. Ye extrapolated to- fu.ll-scab -

confidence.

2,e purpose of predictio' 3 +D o% - (or autect t t-' now), a 'rr or'i % at 4' i,-. t - - -

e . dtviovsly, imrxroea prediction tec' .Ii es %il leas~ie t; L i' ere'so - .ct--ee'' r--;,,-
fli- -it test results. ize oasesntial stew, in 1 "m'pro' p- re'i stis'- te ' c-

orsod ad flit-It tests. Ulti nate> , iii ILt te ti - a--'t 1 C use': to waitate .e'w c 'ce

fl.e data i-ained from ter,-ti:-j :izs" e sorrelated lit! ped ist e re"--i
1 

t" t oc, oct
fail1.

Us~e wyt: r ;uc ifferi cso ,et ,ee'. rre toct's' - n, fi t
larse-rcale windtio mel :ndelt- !i ti e cace of i ' A,,, :c2ItjI ali' fl.ve:.
teristics of' the lar -vcale '-odel ent-i'iec, al' -e airrt'tre ei,:-ine0 10 '.tOJ C-11 5C I
shLichi i-ad to I e sesol-;ed iz a ~ tl-.t devolopmetst I'ro~ramie. i -- AI
fullI-cale testis-wit fli:-l.t es-inea. In tl,.e case of thec rein"'- 1- . - 1: 1 - 1 -i
L eea1c:*",Ircraft an~d ti-C >2-15 Tilt Rotor Resecarchi Alircraft, ti c act'" yec'; er tc.

4r - ly So-ft wisd'tuanel.

Mistier aspect of tisi quertion is tue ahiility; to !leasul'e U:,- n'l 1-- , 1

cerrelat Lou with: predicted results. Wluie it is ems-v to Iireiiiet 501-oelf a 0 .7
it is not always easy to meastu'e tie:-. d1ir is, wliv a fti!-ht te:-, I xc iC1, cia'- t 'r- -

aeseareh Aircraft witi. its muiqu(. force atid mo ,ment 1 sluice iyr;t0:jC, j57 0s'!7(1etia tj1

cycle. Additionally, new flig-ht test data wnaly aim techniques, s-ues as -aruvneter ,c-l - I 5Iti !-: rt
startin- to hec effectively used to -lean resul1ts from: fli'iit-temt data wh1ich. .*err !12 -
oi tainahle I-itli standard data reduIctiols iethiodr.

US/VAFFiTC (14)

An energetic willdtiulel model coufi,aiiratios conltrol .r'o!-r'aam~C shi-il, i t 1,21 i50'e,12

tlirautgl the early deve' epsestal phase of a sew vehicle.

Special emi-hLviasi should he placed on Vise-cult windttuiIn tes~tsnd s, om.plete coverriC w-c t ec
expected fli-it spectrum ruid leysmil.

A better closed-loop exchai,-e of infoiiaat Lou i etlIeel the w-a :dunel :iil I ir-1 t-ter'I i(cac
dlissipliacs; should l e enitlf,-ed . Aftei'-tiec-fact-will'l'u Lnncl tesZts col I i e vorN lenet is ii6 a ltte
ullderstecidinsf of differences, it thexy arc, usu.ally i,-1t performed.
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ot.'th-e system: identlflcatlcn. tech ,.leue outl_7ned I... c.XI () hs e can to,
directly; addressed. il.e f ttest aerodyn.ami c -ysic . -c an ytem identof~cation. can. C
cors,,are:; to, xl'tioca or 1iotse rdcin to de-v.el ):a "' emp irical or spotecuatic ap~proac:. to
IncludT;s .e calib ratbIoi. factors ii; t:.w ul:untical :'lc ct' od.

'nnthe o, sortts.itv exssi. tiesearc:. or air "wcraf't deveClotnon:t 'r 'at'i'ie5, a
asses""'e't of tC e r'it jot .o/f'1' Oit Oeurnenat_'on''e-c "ho"l s e. ne for thec ooe of '"clot'n
Lunv erro"- sorc -in-~ pe!_ c it -TV , a' J "'OO _e' .c o'rocdure, :~tc __e

-ca, c&luit'i.s 11' '.'i'1tuJ'ed o1to, '" ,. C"""u~l f:10 fu ture apii icat ln. lie ilmiortas"
e le'-ento a'o'Jet"l of a y re core'. or '10ect.eti r'w"e clue tisi ol (cotove oic-a

1eictiD.o' :roce"" .rc t to octail is: req'irdcIn. t.c cc o:'ques n ro-cedures uce. iz t .e
""O rcss " 'r in st"'' C L La 70C, 0 1 0' ",! 1" eat 'tao " in'clude U tnorou-:. unuer"tandinc

I eIc -"etso :"' ci; tt i 'el't> cf t.e model; proper accosaLtabiit far t.Lc
OcT ,jt ""rten u'. ire:.ent to ala' ce for-ce "'easurc-"'el n ot "55 'ica' le to th.e aerodynamic confir -

rat ~ ~ e 01n of'odels an location oi "netric slit '1ines1required for ev.aluation of all aeroay'arnic
'Ce .1 st.related Laorce increments (may require separate ad/or coal inca f orce sac
meosurem.ents) , n: occoiuntab flit:: for 'couzndnr- layer transition, scale effect an tm

alTI"c 1 , ic full-scale vehicle wh ich. arceo incorporated on the model (leakage, ventilation,
-reces, ex-crescences, rou:-hn2ens, evc).

t lctienttlo I ecat ccurate oefuenn 01'e:.icle excess n;.rurt, proculsive force
o~, 'ttl e related force increments is reotireioi auefinition of the full1-scale aerod-ami c
c' oo'acte" sties. State-of-th.e-art ivirove::eits in accelcroonetcr measurem ent canea sorties n ave enhance.;

-e ~ ~ ~ ' aC'oa,, ) e..le eco"" C ~rust aeasue"et :eacuie:::tt of powx r oucsut for oltaft encases src
sora.-~ ioa''a u"t tl c a e acy of uroi-eller xn" rot0" "ai'a, "eqeired for theO conversion of cnine
cei out-ut to vropuis1 0 t rt , a:'cause prot. -e""'- tu!*,e 01 an t'uo'ofa-. ol--ered aircraft,

cu~r e educd f"- ' -i "'" c e messurem ents s an te nersture,
.1, to o'cc' ci 'nof' tloe-e ecuoe etE ''it' lod cell force me""s-_e"'e' E in an-

At'e est Foil' t". (Air). ie accuracy. 01 thi Srocedure mr, le affected 1'o' ti e en. ine test cell/
1.Xitnooentatia' sacd data transmission (t .e cots s'.stcm iescmutie and preaefi e ti rou,7h vse

2f crtaint'; an,; error oropags-tian. analysis 1Procea,.re"-); the de. roe of covers, e of the chicle 1Mach/
at -tue envelope ini "' c ATI asd the accounita ii t- 1 """nny en"ironmental effects ' etweer Llic-ht and
t..e A.C on instrn.ctotion esacireents sad t..e ,,o., iZ7.Z....i~e. verfomancc (require.. Lecause cnine
,Sericrmalcc is evaluated in quiescent air in the ALE, u'i:.ot ., around the -rou2on system.-).
because of these problems, redundancy of in-fli.t thrs measuremnent meth~ods and iterative testino of
en-incane betw.een th-e Afl' and Lli:-"ht may* te required. to) is:liote andi correct ay b ias errors in the in-
f7l4i'ht thrust measurement uroecas.

11-.ost4lran- Accountin,-. A uscatle thrust,/dra'- bookkecoin.' proceduo'e musrt e employed wnicn is
consi.stent bletween the rcdictio, and fli-.-ht documentation -crocesseso. 415 rocedure must le carable
of iselatinc all forces unc.are desired for comparison 1et,.cen the pred~ction and fl-i.'h-t documentation
processes.

-rcdictios4'li'-hi Docementation Grrelatioi..s. Asza:e et as- tos>t, consistent withi th-e
ch;.o s en thn7it/ra" aocounting- r:s ,tem and dletail cern. : lity in-c or' orated: in: t;.e co7T n: ~e:.' resicticti. in5

fli'i--.t documentation pnrocesses, shlould be conepareo. ."u'nestcIcsa.e.,000 n 1a ro
:ron7rams,,, are as follows:

- Minimum era,- variation w-it>:, E-ach numb-er (level and trendsc in theQ suisonic, trcc':sonic a:
s~umerronic Llic'ht rerimes).

- Induced drag- (variation w.ith lift coefficient one m'ach neater).
- Lift variationawith angrle-of-attack (lift-curve slope, E-ach and Reynoldsc nun>i e1' effects , onseQt

of buffet and maximum lift).
-Skin friction drag- variation with Reynolds anun er (lemmias or tur> ulent i otundar.' layer t'.eor'

Flat plate or curved surface?)

-Throttle dependent inlet sp~illagec dra,' variation wit!, inlet siass fI % atic.
- hrottle dependent noszle/nacelle or nossle/airfraae interferen.ce as affected: ;,y no: ole pJressure

ratio and nozzle geometry (if variable).
- Trim drar- incremente due to variations in vehicle center-of-i-ravitv.
- Accountability for the effects of items riot included on the winditunnel model (e~,e

ventilation, protruterences, excrescences, rougrhness, etc).

bS/AVPADCOM (4)

After the fligrht test, the data obtained can be used of course to modify the empirical cornstants,
and this has invariably shown an improvement in the accuracy of prediction.

US/Bell Hiel (4)

Provide more detailed measurements from flig-ht test on th~e areas where predict ion techniques arc the
most empirical. This will allow better empirical factors while the phiysics of the problems are b~eing,
understood and the mathematical model developed.
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JiR/sAL (4)

Po reduce differences between prediction and flight test results witi respect t,) fli,-ht
dynamic lehaviour, we need to improve:

- iTe stanldard of mthematical models used, especially at high ang'les-of-attack.
- Esti atlon methods, especially for chances in aerodynamics due to changes in confiurations.
- 'ie alility to measure ang-le-of-attack and sideslip in flicht, and to adopt Ietter cali1ratio:

ttan!dards for flirLt i:truments.
- 2!e accuracy of esti:.ntion of inertia characteristics.

4./ -',"etlkerlaunds (4)

Na/Yoirter (4)

Comment covered y Response I:/aokker (0) and (5).

.. o comm:.et.

4.4 italy (4)

li_/AE: (4)

Aerodyi"!iic Load prediction could 1o improved possilly by adopting sophisticated computational-
fnuoid-nynamics data, lut there could be an ,unaccepta le increase of cost to evaluate th:e larce number
of f!itht cases which need analysin- for selecting! the critical loads. Another ossille approaci. to
set up a large file of test results, os availalle in the i'ornado aircraft pro-ramome, ndt t hen usc it
for the definition of 'adjuotin - parameters' to the theoretical calculation proceoure.

For Flutter predic talility improvement, it is essential to increase the accuracy and fiei1 ilt;
of the theoretical unsteady tr.sonic methods, and to reduce their cost and computin- time. Allied
improvements are also required in the structural representation, to account for control laws of actuators,
dam:ers control loops and any kind of non-linearities.

IT/1Nd (4)

The lowest and acceptable differences between the predicted and flight test results can ie
obtained if the accuracy of the evaluation of aerodynamic, propulsive and inertial eeie,'e, :-
are improved for any test condition.

4.5 Germany

GE/DFVLR

Tie accuracy of a mathematical model can only be verified by flight tests; but the results of
flight test programmes are flight test data which have to be analysed critically. If all aspects of
the flight test aircraft are not well documented (weight, inertias, CG position, sensor positions and
dynamics, filter dynamics, etc), then the danger of identifying erroneous aircraft parameters from
flight tests is high. Especially, more importance should be paid to improved instrumentation includin c
documentation as well as manoeuvres for aircraft parameter estimation methods. Not only the aircraft
model parameters but also the model structure has to be verified. The last viewpoint is especially
important for highly augmented aircraft.

In order to improve the quality and reliability of windtunnel data, it is highly reco-mended to
use more redundant measuring techniques. It should become a standard practice to measure not only
standard strain gauge 6-component windtunnel data, but to acquire and analyse also all signal-time
histories from tapes.

Also, for redundancy reasons, dynamic model testing for the estimation of standard rotary
derivatives from dynamic balances should include the measurement of the model motions ty accelerometers.
In addition, control surface inputs and simulated gust inputs can improve the information content of
dynamic model testing in windtunnels. Finally so-called confidence levels should be superposed on
measured data in order to give the analyst a better means of evaluating the correlation of windtuaael
vs flight data.

4.6 France

FIVSIIAS.N (4)

As a general rule, the helicopter calculation models (semi-empirical) are re-adjusted each time
that extra measurements from flight will permit. The prediction models are therefore uder continual
refinement and the correlation of calculation/experiment are constantly being improved. The organisation
of data banks, which is taking place currently, should facilitate such revisions thanks to the systematic
utilisation of statistical exploitation procedures. it is nevertheless important to stress here the diffi-
culties which are sometimes presented in the interpretation of certain flight measurements, notably the
correlations of calculation/experiment for the torsional loads of the blades. To the poor knowledge of
the elastic behaviour of the materials, and to the imperfections related to the modelling of the aero-
dynamic moments of the profiles, above all in stallin and in the unsteady domain, may be added the special
difficulties of flight measurement of the torsional deformations of the blades, which greatly impede the
cross-checking between calculations and experiments.
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FiyIa01tiA (4)

One of the important sources of error in the prediction of fligit performance car arise ,unless
special care is taken, in the use of propulsion nozz.le coefficients deduced from model tests. Apart
from scale effects, hot gases, and techinolog ical losses which can Le evaluated, i. tuncertaiut reL::loi!.
associated with the determination of the 'mean' Generating quantities of the engine. In practice
there exists a heterogenity of pressure aid of temperature, radial and circumferential, t wLic. are
added fluctuations of pressure and temperature. The knowledg-e of the 'mean quantities' at a limited
number of points (comb traverse) in the flow at the gas-enoerator exit is insufficient to comiletely
characterise the flow.

The method which seems to us the most efficient is to adapt the model coefficients to the e-ince
by re-adjustment of the Generating conditions. Tie groiud-teut of the engine with flit-it rear-lody
and flitlt instrumentation permits not only k1,nowledge of the reference venerating conditions, but also
of the thrust an d flow-rate. In bringint together these elements and the nozzle coefficients oltained
durin C model tests, one can determine two adjustment coefficients of upstream conditions, one relating
to the grouping (D /), the other to the rate of expansion.

5 IMl PkIMf)ICTION ICiUIIQUES MEAT SHOULD i.E EIASISED

5.1 United States (5)

US/NASA (5)

Since the success of predicting flight depends on knowing7 the proper aero-miat model and
determinin- the numerical values of the model's coefficients, the emphasis for improvement in the
prediction of flight histories should be in the derivation and validation of proper aero-mat. models
sad the means to determine the appropriate coefficients.

US/AFFTC (5)

Computational aerodynamics offers a potentially powerful tool to fill the -ap between windtwujels
and tile flight environment. It could eventually replace all but very basic irindtunael testint- It
currently requires extensive computer capacity, thus high cost in today's environment. Computational
aero is relatively unproven and will require parallel, alternate predictions until well cstablished.

US/H1AX (5)

The integrated system identification approach, as discussed in th:e Response US/H1ATC (i), should Le
emphasised.

US/11AVAIR Q5)

No new techniques that would enhance the accuracy of the prediction procOsses are i:snows.
Development and improvement of existing techniques throug-h predictions versus fli-ht comarisons , as
discussed under Response US/AVAIR (4), should be emphasised.

US/AVRADCOM (5)

Perhaps it is not clear what the term "prediction techniques" meian in this g:eneral connotation.
It would seem that a prediction technique for air-loads or aircraft perform.ance is either purelv
analytical, semi-empirical, or empirical. These are the only categories, unless one becomes concerned
with the details of the mathematical models themselves as they affect the computer codes. As stated
previously, all of the prediction techniques for rotary-wing aircraft currently used are at least semi-
empirical. What is badly needed is the development of reliale and generally applical le analytical
methods that are not dependent on experimental data. A concerted effort needs to le made to cstal]js.
the experimental data base that is needed in order to develop the reliable mathematical models. This
is particularly evident in the case of modelling tile rotor wake, where there has l een a -reat deal of
effort in developing highly sophisticated computer codes but where there are very few good experimental
data that can be used for validation. Some of the new experimental facilities such as tie REA, the
40 x 80 x 120 ft windtunnel, and the anechoic hover test clamber will be oriented to this pro lea.

Efforts should be made to incorporate some of tile new fundamental aerodynamic developments into
the future prediction codes for rotor airloads. However, these must I e simplified I ecause already the
rotor computer programs are very elaborate. While significant advances have been made in recent years
towards understanding and predicting individual aerodynamic events such as rotor blade aerodynaric
characteristics and aerodynamic interference effects, much of this new information has yet to le
incorporated into the large prediction codes for rotor airloads. Moreover, as stated previously, t'he
comprehen sive and sophisticated analyses have generally not I eln tested ri,-orously a-sant tile most
complete and advanced sets of experimental data. Furthermore, none of the data sets appears to include
all of the information that would be needed to completely validate the lates t global computer models.
While additional and more comprehensive data are needed, we should also point out that even the existing-
measurements tend to be under-utilized. With the increasing complexity in the computer codes, emphuris
must also be given to structuring and managing these codes in a more unified and organized manler. A
current program sponsored by the US Army Aviation R&D Command called Second Generation Comprehensive
Helicopter Analysis System (200IIAS) is directed to a concept that will consist of modular subsystems
that can be individually modified to allow new technolory to be introduced or corrections to le made with
minimum effort and expense. The greatest limitation to the current g-eneration of helicopter airloads
prediction programs seems to be in extrapolating a riven program to a new or tunrelated rotor desig-n.



USA'cll Mel (5)

For rotaiy-wing aircraft, the prediction of the rotor wake in all flight regimes especially durin,
non-steady manoeuvres should be emphasised. A reliable math model would then allow the proper inter-
ference effects to be predicted. Thus, improvements in predicting iradlini qualities would allow Letter
desig-n prior to flight evaluation. Another area of interest is that of the tip region of the rotor fro:
a performance ad noise point of view.

US/AFI4AL Cs5)

As reg-ards Stability and Control, recommendations are:

- More Euler code solutions to reduce the amount of empiricism in some engineering methods.
Missile Datcom will be a new tool that should be of some value.

- A fast, efficient, interactive panel-type aerodynamic prediction program that .ill predict a
complete set of stability and control parameters.

For HIandlinr Qualities we would recommend our current specification, M -F-?735C. Ze are working
on a complete review and a 're-do', and shortly will be recommending thati see Fort 'orth paper 1',
Moorhouse and ',oodcock.

Also require emphasis on.

- Analysis of digital effects (w'donaain analsuis).
- Flyin- quality criteria for higher order systeis.
- Atmospheric effects models (turbulence, wind shear, wake, etc).
- Non-linear modelling.

5.2 United Kingdom

UK/1Ae (5)

For Propulsion/Performance predictions there is a need for implenentation of n ew C tech.nique
for easier and therefore more frequent use by the en-jneer. Also wore ui;e of l.,! h-reopo::one pressure
instrumentation in windtunnel and flight testin, to monitor for buffet, 1uno.:, vilration, intke fVow
distortion, at least to provide figure of merit if not absolute measurements.

SSC/Dynamics need in particular better treatment of unsteady transonic aerodyna:iics us:!. r-e::.s-
empirical techniques, and of high angle-of-attack aerodynamics prolally 1 . increasin - use of free-
flight models.

Store-release predictions require:

- Incorporation of non-linear effects and the effects of viscosity in theoretical methods so
that they can be used irth more confidence in a typical store release environment.

- Development of supersonic and transonic theoretical methods for off-! ody flow-field prediction:

and mutual interference effects.
- Development of windtunnel techniques for accurate nod repeataile jettison testing- and s;;!ul1telJ

Cravity.
- Development of in-flight trajectory recording to increase accuracy and alloi: real-time tra:.sfer

of the recorded trajectory to the ground.
- Development of fast, accurate trajectory analysis to complement real-time transfer of recCrdi1

,
-

and allow the possibility of multiple releases in one flight with clearance for envelope expansion
between releases.

UK/RAE (5)

As regards the prediction of flight dynamics characteristics, the new higher standards of Re now
available in windtunnels should be used for stability and control measurements, particularly to predict
the boundaries at high angles- of-attack. The use of dynamic rigs for directive measurements should be
extended into these high Re tunnels and free-flight models which employ active control systems should
be used wherever possible to take the prediction process further. Tis is particularly important for
projects having relaxed levels of static stability which rely on the design of such systems critically.

5.3 Netherlands

UTFokker (5)

Possibly a more intensive use of dynamic rigs with lare models in windtuvisels.

Perform much more repeat runs in windtunnel tests on a routine basis in order to introduce X,
element of statistics into the test data.
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The emphasis should be towards the improvement of mathematical modelling- through Letter physical
understaniding - supported by specially-desined experiments. Quote also J. D. Whitfield (AIAA-paper
S1-2474): "However, careful studies of Reynolds number trends, wall temperature effects, Mach numler
trends, confiLuration cwir,,es and turbulent effects are not as common today as they were years ago.
This could be danLgerous for future systems that require fundamental knowledge in the development cycle".

We are heading for more integration, not only of basic experimental and computational aerodynamics
but also of the analyses of windtuanel and flight test results. An effort should be made to close the
present g-ap between flight test evaluation and analysis of %windtunnel data.

5.4 Italy

IT/AERIT (5)

Most of the remarks made in respect of "Methods of reducing differences between prediction and
flig-ht test results" inherently imply which new prediction techniques should be emphasised.

IT/MdD (5)

T1e areas to be emphasised are:

- The non-linear optimisation techniques.
- Any fast and correct computer simulation technique of aircraft kinematics and dynamics, with

special reference to the non-linear range of the aircraft 'as a wholeI.

Special mention is made of a 'Real-Time Flight Dynamic Simulator' envisaged in the context of the
AGUSTA helicopter pro !rnime, to be utilised in both the desig-n-development phase and the operational-
development phase of a prototype.

5.5 Germany (5)

QiE/DFVLR (5)

Absolutely new prediction techniques cannot be emphasised. The experimental techniques can ie
improved by fully using the application potential of modern micro-digital electronics and instrumentation.

5.C France

FR/5111AS24 (5)

We believe that an important effort should be made to develop the tools of statistical treatment
for measurements effected in flight. This can take place through establishing data banks which will
permit a systematic exploitation of all the existinar test results, results which up till now remain
under utilised, in the absence of use of an adequate system of information acquisition, of data
m an-ement, and of treatment of the appropriate parameters. As regards the exploitation of tests on
flyin' qualities (where much remains to be done), it would be necessan to develop the application of
modern techniques of parametric identification to the determination of the aerodynamic characteristics
of helicopters (obtainment of stability coefficients).

These analysis tools are cruelly absent for the stage of aircraft development and would be
particularly useful for refining, simulation models. Finally, it is undeniable that an important
theoretical effort remains to be made in order to improve the reliability of pure analytical models
and to set up the experimental data banks necessary for the elaboration and qualification of these
models.

FR/SIX.HA (5)

The introduction of heterogenity considerations into the methods of calculation for the engine
efflux (gas-turbines) should permit quantification of these effects. Additionally, the utilisation of
a unique algorithm to exploit the results of theoretical calculation, windtunnel test, enrine tests,
and flight tests should lead to a reduction of prediction errors.

PART C - EXTRA'i' YROf, ROU}h) TABLE DISCUSSION

1. LIST OF ROUI)-TALE CONTIhBUTIOIS

The final half-day session of the FM1 Symposium began with a 40-minute survey of the background and
national responses to the FMI Questionnaire concerning prediction techniques and correlation against
aircraft flight results; see Parts A and B of this paper. Prepared overviews were next riven on
pre-selected topics by the 'Round-Table' mems'era in the order shown below, and complemented by
relevant comments expressed by other participants a as also listed).

1. Ph Poisson-Quinton (OIERA, Chatillon/FR) - 'Chairman's Introduction' of Road-Talle
Members and the chosen topics.

2. F. N. Stoliker (CXC, Oxnard/US) - 'Flight test technique developments'.
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I. Czinczeiieim MDBA, St Cloud/FR) - 'Performance prediction techniques'.

Extra comment by C de la Foye (STI'A Paris/Fl0.

4. 11. iunenber- (1ornier, Friedrichsafen/iE) - 'How. to cope with restrictions on time an.d
money I .

Extra comment By E. Oert (Foklter, Ansterdan0 -).

5. A. Filisetti (Aeritalia, Uorino/i) - 'hew aspects of structural deai-n'

Extra comment iU- A. Lote (K-I, Luchen/&iE).

6. C. Bore (BAe, Kinj-stob/UK) - 'Fluid 1ynamics Panel aspects'.

7. i1 Mooij (Pa, A-sterdamvt- - 'lodelling aid measurement in -rous' effect dynamics'

Extra comment by I. C. tatler (tiAL : L, Ames iCS).

. . Williams (SU, Sout4ampto:n/LK) - 'Susplementary remarks' .

Extra comments by J. iRenaudi (CEV, B.reti-nyA/i), J. ,. Britton and ). 6. Mi'ey (]EkE, Bedford/K)
and P. C. Leyland (Me, Warton/ti).

Shortly after tLe Round-Table some 'Contributor's otes' %were received for the forecoig Items 2,
4, 5, 6 and S. Correspondin C edited comm: ents could therefore be added here as the folloW-in- Sectio.s ,.
to 6 respectively, in time for publication with the Svs.osius iroceedin-C; Section 7 relater likewise
to uother written Note received from 1'. R. Lyn (Bell lie., Fort biort./bS). Lter, these Lnd otier
exressed views during7 the whole Symposium will I e ualvel (from tape-recording-s) for tie prepnration
of the final Technical Evaluation Report.

1- LIIT TET i=IlNIUE DEVEL'DIMZIS (F. ";. stoliker)

IBoth Flili~t and dround Test Techniques Lave certain~ly clan.-ed since I (AU) started in fli,-it test
in 1950. ihe standard instrmentation system at tInt time was a photo-panel and t.e standard sea's :
processin: data was a slide rule. Correlation of data Just from fli,-I.t-to-fli it :as often a ifficult
task, while the correlation of ground and fli-ht data was primarily for performance. handling qualities
fLiht-test results were larCely qualitative and based heavily on pilot comments. Syster. tests were
almost totally qualitative; you flew the system till it would not work and tie: tried to find out ,v
it broke and .ow to fix it'

IU3 this -. ymposium has noted, fli-ht and -round test teehniques have beccme vant-. M'e s-s nistcated,
aud rore sophistication is coming wit: cryof-enic indturonel and new computer tecin.iques. ;,e now
perform dynamtic -anoeuvres to cather performan ce data, much more data is rathered per fi in, iotu -ith
-reatly improved instrumentation and systems, anid the data repeatitilit is ;uci letter ,i'it the
advent of the better instrumentation, high capacity computers, and powerful softw-a'e tout. sucl as 24L,
:e ca now routinely extract ShC derivatives from fli-ht test. This in turn alios us totiise
simulators more confidently and thereby to support handlin±, qualities tests in ar'eas of 1ii], i a'.ard.
For example, in the P-16 high angle-of-attack tests, the simulator was Updated; ,tl flit-h test
derivatives on an almost daily basis to ensure the best matcl. between fli,-lt zvld simulator. c, t
I ilots would then spend as much as four hours in tle simulator to prepare for a one-i.our fI',-!A.

* ince the mid-60's, there has been an irmense increase in the on-Loaro avionics capailit tat i-
combined rith a computer. Of course, this can lead to lari-e amounts of on-l oard software t it :a. t le
evaluated, often under adverse conditions. Avionics simulators are in use or under constructiol in
several AsiARD) countries to imsrove test capability. Overall, fli,-t-test engiLneers are nowadm> "-ac!.
etter prepared for avionics and computer applications, while data reduction is nw often possile at

tle fli,-ht-test centre itself and even in real fli,-tit time - at leiat for pro!-rsa:le ouiidce.

Unfortunately, as R Wood pointed out, more sophisticated orozud afd flig-ht test tech-niques 1.ave
not necessarily improved our prediction capal ilities even for up-and-awVy flight. In part, poor
correlation of predicted data to fligdht test data can result from the various data evaluators not
properly knowing all the assumptions made iv another in preparin C data for presentation. Additionally,
in areas where pilot technique is a large factor in determining- aircraft ability, prediction 1 ecomer
less certain. For example, Ri Wood has mentioned tLat with a recent attack aircraft a 1V, increase
in take-off roll could result if the pilot over-rotated ly I

° 
rather than beinC able to rotate precisel,

to 10 pitch attitude.

Capabilities for obtaining ground and f]ipht test data iave certainly improved dramatically in
the past thirty years. In some cases predicted and flMtht data have Been shown to match very veil.
in other cases there is still room for improvement, some of wlilci hopefully car. come from the discus-cionr
at this meeting and similar future meetin-s.

HoW It) COPE W11[ REITRIC'flOltS ON Tn-11 AND MONEY (11. Wun:enbei,-)

This question will be discussed in the following" from the manufacturers point of view. ,int are
the main tasks a manufacturer Las to ful fill concerning" aerodynamic lnta withi, the development phase
of a new aircraft project.

o 'et all necessary l'erforance Data to i e ni le tm I-Lra.tee the required i elU'once values.
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-o -et all necessary stability and control coefficients aid derivatives to be alle to desi "m
the control system, define the trim and control effectiveness, aid with, t.at fulfill the required i
Criteria or Specifications.

thle required accuracy of the Performance Data depends on the allowed scatter ran-e, plus an.d:
values, which ma, he part of the contract. Th!e required accuracy of the stability and control data
:nay depend on the flexibility of the design to cha-res durin, the fli'_It tests or due to ti.e i.se!,-
tivity of the StaLility System Design.

To illustrate this a little bit, the design procedure for a simpler aircraft project for wis:. t:.c
time scale for the development and the budget to Le spent is limited, is discussed rou-hly

- Fast evaluation of a first set of perforruce data without H{Q conistrakints by ian :dook l,ethodo
and Sizing Computer Prog-rams based on own experience and available knowled;'e to define a first 1'.:-
speed d.)T Model.

- Low Speed WT Tests to update tine data. Checkin,- of t ee perforw.ce a evluati - .'.e -
problem areas.

- Revised aircraft confirration ar.d definition of a high-speed .2 el. In this so.ae alreaiy
the project office u.ill try to mainly freeze tle aircraft geometry for startin:- the structure desl n.

- High Speed and engine interference tests and parallel theoretical calculations to defi:.e rrob I-::.
areas and possible solutions in tme non-linear hih annle-of-attack and th.e transonic flit re-inc.

- The geometry will be frozen during this phase with minor chanL-es open to improve further
prot lens.

- Repetition or additional 'PT tests if necessary, eg high ne-nu mser tests.
- Data collection and basic definition of Performance and lIandlin,- Qualities before the first

Tlhe procedure leads to an extreme pressure on the aerodynamic desimn en-ineer to find a proper
configuration as early as possible with usually a fixed amount of money- to i e spent ...itl.. this
process. 2he prediction methods to be used have to Le selected therefore accordin,- to the ainswers of
the following questions:

- .d.t is the amotuit of time for preparation, and how accurate the reometry and overall
definition has to be for a successful use of the different prediction methods?

- Is the information and its accuracy level worth the amount of time and money tj ie spent on
them?

- Does the accuracy level of the prediction methods for the requested Performance n- s 1iidlin,-
Caracteristics correspond to the accuracy of the flight test equipment.

In answerin C these questions the following requirements for further .m.proveentc of t'e "reaented
state of the art in numerical methods, Wx" test techniques and flight test techniques C, Le e Ti-res.

- Further improvements of the Handbook methods as DAILCOM, DATA Sheets, EriT ... an,! itr comsiutcri:ed
versions, for more precise definition of a reasonable first confi,uration based on te i eoaetr;.

- Improvements of the numerical methods to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for v1"i -;. es-of-
attack and the transonic Potential/Euler equation at lower data preparing andcomputer sort for a fast
and precise finding of the problem areas and its possible solutions.

- Improvements of the 5t techniques in respect to PoT error reduction, interference effects af the
propulsion system, faster data reduction and data plotting.

- IMore comparison between prediction and fli-ht test results.
- Further improvements of the Parametric Identification IMethods and verhars a stu:dardisration of

the adequate accuracy of the fli-ht test equipment in relation to the .c accuracy. Ivy1 e ti.e latter
could be a task for AtIARD.

4- HEW ASPECTS OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN (A. Filisetti)

Trying to sumnarize the results of the Session IV on 'Structure Pesit-n and est', ',.e can. stint-s
the following points:

- There is the capability to develop an aircraft to the limits 9 f its true envelope with no
margins left and no associated costs.

This is accomplished through a process of theoretical prediction, -round tests (U/T , static tests
GRT + load calibration) and flight tests.

- Such a process is based on the common reference of mathemattical models, used from prediction
up to extrapolation of flight test results. These models are updated ly rtc),in,- the ex.ermental
results. Static and dynamic loads, flutter and stresses can follow tl.is technique. A clear examp.le
has Leen given for rapid rolling testing in flight, where interpretation of the osevious results is 'one
by matching the mathematical model with them, to enaLle the su)sequent flirht test predictions.

- The prediction capabilit. of the eroelatic stability of a tilt-rotor aircraft is encourag-ing!-.

Major shortcomings which appear in the state of the art may I e recalled a:.

- Poor reliability in prediction of structural loads in transonic reg'ion, owin t R eliynolds
effects and structural deformations.

- Difficulty in flutter analysis to account for non-linearities lot) structural (friction,
free-play), and aerodynamics (4 and a effects).
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- Interpretation of flutter flight-test results in critical conditiorx.
- Not achievement of a satisfactory intee:ration in the flutter tlheoretical analysin of the col.trol

system characteristics.
- Obvious consideration for the future is to propose improvemert of the iad thing tlo-oug Ji:proved

analysis and test methods, taking advantage of the present and future-generation electronic-computer
capabilities; in any case engineering judgement rill be always a basic requirement.

but future operational requirement. for military aircraft and th.e technolo,-ical advan.ces will
demand the design of the new weapon systems by an. integrated view, as i lustrated by the followil.-
exampler :

- The speed and manoeuvre performance of an interceptor and the radar detection performance rust
be defined in connection with the rangre capabilities of the SR missiles to maxinize coml-t effecticenesr.

- Tle Fire and the Propulsion control systems will be inteLgrated in the Fligit Co. rol System to
improve survivability and reduce pilot workload.

- Active Control Technolory will alleviate the conventional requirements for aerodynamics desirn'
(relaxed stability) and structural design (load alleviation, flutter suppression, etc) to redce uceii
and cost o " the aircraft.

Cross feeding of the new technolog ies is in fact an outstanding way to improve cost/effectve1s.

Having set the general requirements, the , tructural design of a new aircraft rmost follow an, auto:nautic
iteration process on the computer, following the subsequent steps; load analysis, stressing, weight
and stiffness computation, aeroelastic deformations, aeroelastic loads; and w1ith the conlstraints of
flutter and static aeroelastic requirements. Here the problem is now stressed by the fact that we 1.n.
to cope with a new kind of structures, made of advanced composite material. WHe all know that i'e are
living thronlgh a technological jump in the structural design and mauiufacturing, paramounit for the
aeronautical future.

The new composite rtructures are claracterized by hii! specific resistanit anisotropic =trial,
able to be tailored to the load path, with potential savini in weitht and cost of alout 25 to K).
The allowable may be of the order of the best aluminium alloys, but vith, specific wteight remouarkaly!v
lower. The design criteria must really take into account at first the rmanufacturing techniques, the
possibility to qualify hybrid structures, the non-destructive tests methods, the known allowalle
defined by the non-linearity of the strain versus stress and by the hot and wet conditions, which conl;
be quite severe in a supersonic combat aircraft. 'There is plenty of work to be done in order to
effectively exploit the new material and part of that could be solved Iy a structural optimnL.atioi.
process. A more detailed presentation of an optimization prohra=:e ca, no, be ivon b 1..r Al ert Pot.-u.

5. FLUID DYNAKICS PANF ASPECTS (C. L. Bore)

5.1 Introduction

What excuse do I (C111) have for being here? I am an interloper - a memer of the Fluid Iv -rK cs
Panel - sent to ensure fair play for fluid dynamics interests - but as usual I will discuss w:hatever
I fancy, What have we learnt from 30 or so papers by experts from all over UAI2Y. Quite a lot: so
much that I need some way of putting. the many different points intc rome order. I will try to set up
a framework appropriate for aircraft designers, rather tlan specialists. Let us consider the aircraft
design background for a minute.

The cost of every new design tends to double (after allowing- for inflation) relative to the previ ou:
one, and the time intervals are lengthening. Civil airlines are losing money, anid gover:ments are
reluctant to pour much money into new military aircraft, or the 1H&I) necessary. So our most basic
ob ective is to provide more value for money in future aircraft. ihat, I believe, ir the "name of the
game". Civil aircraft fly for so long every year that fuel consumption and mainteianvce costs are
dominant. So we have strong

, 
incentives to reduce drag and to reduce fnti,-ue loadln, actions, and to

increase confidence in performance estimates.

Military aircraft, however, fly perhaps only about 1/10 as long each year as the civil machinos,
and therefore fuel consumption affects costs less. Even the cost of buyin4 the aircraft amounts to only
perhaps 20% of the lifetime cost of an airforce - so our scope for giving better value for money lies
far more in increasing the value (or effectiveness) of the airforce than in reducing the costs. Thus
a 25 increase in effectiveness gives just as much improvement in effectiveness/cost as rivin the
aircraft to the airforce free. Now the military value or effectiveness is proportional to a number of
factors, related to: load transport capability; accuracy of delivery; and availability (including"
all-weathers, the availability of take-off pads after runway denial weapons have been used, and
vulnerability on the ground and in air). All these capabilities are competitive, so they have to be
assessed in relation to the capabilities of the enemy, or perhaps an allied competitor. Our risks
include not only the uncertainties of the enemy (in 10 years time) but also our own uncertainties
about the precise capabilities we will actually deliver.

In our present context, we can pick out some areas where there is still room for improvement,
namely:

- High L/D, better engine sfc and lower weight of aircraft are always welcome.
- For military aircraft, better controllability, more accurate weapon delivery and more aility

are primary aims. Here, buffet and post-stall behaviour enters.
- For all aircraft, better knowledge of loading actions, closer prediction of performance and more

reliable aeroelastic calculations; all add up to fewer mistakes. In this group, fatigue loading- actions
are important (and I do not believe we yet have full confidence on the relationship between load spectra
and service endurance of structures of all kinds).



5.2 What we have learnt here

Vindtunnel

The windtunnel data production rate has gone up by a factor of 10 in 10 years, aid windtuuel
repeatability is better. Optimisation of configurations in the windtunnel has been demonstrated.
Reynolds number uncertainties are being reduced with freat determination, by means of hig. Reynolds
number windtunnels, and improved understanding of boundary layers. We know adaptable-wall wi:.dtunnelr
are beino" developed. Turbine power units for windturnel models are in regular use.

BUT I have some reservations: firstly the hi- h Reynolds wrindtunnela will not be rmagic -
especially the cryogenic windtunnels. There will be problems to solve: involving the effects on
boundary layer of heat transfer, aircraft waviness and skin joints, and excrescences. Support inter-
ferences will not disappear. The models will be expensive, and will take a lonC time to make and to
alter. I have high hopes of adaptable wall windtunnels, when they come into regular use. We should
hear a good deal more about all this in next year's FDP Symposium on 'lindtunnels and Testing Techniques'
t be held at CESME (Turkey) 26-29 September 1983.

Computers

We all know how these are making enormous advances - invading windtunnels, design itself (through
optimisation and CAD), and the cockpit itself (through active control). More and more of the design
process - and eventually the flight operations - will integ-rate computers. Here it is wrth looking
again at Rubbert's diagram (Paper No 1). But, for a long time to come, the enCineer will have to be
vigilant to watch out for all the things that can cause trouble and yet are not yet computable. For
example, many sorts of flow separations, buffet, shockwaves, gross separations such as occur in the
narrow spaces near close-spaced stores, or those that attend militar stores attainin hii. incidences
when released.

Remotely Piloted Research Vehicles

It is interesting to find positive discussions of remotely piloted research aircraft, to
investigate problems not adequately addressed by windtunnel, or computer, or flight on full-scale
aircraft. They are clear of support interferences and wall constraints, and tLey can undertake researches
which might take far too long on a piloted aircraft, and some researches which might be hazardous -
such as flight buffet or flutter work. If these can be made much quicker and less exrensive, they seem
likely to come into more general use.

5.3 Miscellaneous Points

landbook/Chart Production

Despite all the progress made on major new techniques, like computer prograna and major windtunnels,
there remains a need to present concise concentrated data - such as design charts and tables and hand-
books - to guide the early stages of designs and to help assess the effects of proposed variations in
design. Here the ESDU is a valuable example, and some of the AGARD Working- Groups also play a useful
role.

Buffet and Wing Rock

Despite extra glimmerings of understanding on buffet, I suspect we have a long, way to go before
we can predict the magnitudes to be expected in flight with full understanding_. Indeed, other post-
stall behaviours remain to be understood thoroughly.

We have heard interesting observations on spin recovery - but I wonder why so little is said of
spin prevention? In the design of the Harrier wing, I went to a lot of care to ensure triat the spread
of boundary layer separation across the wings was slow, and was tie same on both win-s. 'This was to
avoid the phenomenon of wing rock (in our case this was an unsteady aerodynamic forcing motion) and
was achieved by a carefully evaluated set of leading-edge wing fences, sawteeth and vortex generators.
However, the flow remains symmetrical to high incidence - so much so that one can only spin the Harrier
deliberately, by pitching up rapidly to 30 or more and putting on full pru-spin controls. It then
spins gently, and comes out immediately on centring the controls. So I ask again: why accept spin?
Why not make the flow stay symmetrical?

Store Release

Finally, you will expect me to comment on store release. After all, for military aircraft,
accurate delivery is the whole aim of the airforce. There is no point in lavin- aircraft which manoeuvre
marvellously all the way to the target and then spew their weapons in a wide scatter (or iama-e the
parent aircraft on releasing stores). Progress has been made, of course, I ut this, is a very Ii-
subject, on which I have been trying to get an FDhL symposium to itself - if only I can persuade the
smaller NLATO countries without military aircraft industries to support this sul jest of such practical
importance.
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6. SUPPIIhEITARY IARKS (I. Williams)

In advance of the Technical Evaluation Report, I will add only three major cum:ientr of persona
concern from my synthesis presented earlier.

1. The individual prediction tools available (Figure A.l) must be continually revised, and
employed as complementary techniques towards minimisation of overall flight prediction errors. As
part of this continual process, it is nevertheless revealing- to analyse and assess the relative
advantages and disadvantages (merits and demerits) of the individual prediction tools and of their
cost-effective bias in combination.

2. Wider appreciation and use must now be made of parametric identification techniques for data
analysis in windtun els as well as in flight. At the same time we :ist continue to improve our
physical understandint, as a sound basis for theoretical frsnworks id calculations, even to the e'zten-
of testing special experimental and mathematical models for this purpose. bioreover, particularly ii.
flight, we need better information as to detailed airframe anJd propulsor beh.aviour under fliht load
conditions. For relia]tb comparisons, a realistic framework for modellin- the specific aircraft in
flircht is essential.

S. There is a reg-rettable absence here of any paper on the implication of lower noire
requirements/prediction as regtards aircraft performance an d desi-n corisiderations, including- loth
aeroplaues and helicopters. Externally propagated noise can cause not only civil anm-exance at ,-rouncl

level, but cani also promote the military risks of early acoustic detection - particularly if the radlar/
infra-red/visual signatures have teen reduced already. Internal noise anuid hich-frequency vilration
is important in both civil mid military; operations from ride-comifort and comun'ication aspects7, while
also affectinC flight operational effectiveness in respect of aircraft comlat aid weapon delivenv.
Indeed aircraft noise/vibration now presents ai inherent 1,peLiction prollom in aircraft fliht
performance aid dynamics.

7 A I[9ICO"iTU RESBAIRCI bIIIE-ElI116 VIWPIOIIIT (k. R. Ly~ji)

Althoug,-h a variety of interestir- aid informative topics have 1een csvere,: nero ry we -,reme
papers, there has been no hard look am to how we really stand in o:a, a ilit1 tn ealculuati ,erformcc,
staility, structural loadint:, mid the host of other parameters involved In de elopin,- ne aircraft
mid weapon systems; this is true irrespective of aircraft type. Consequently, we may Live pai!'te an
aura of capability that is incorrect, leading our v-overnments to exject system development. to
exactly as predicted, and thus exposin E ourselves to unmerciful casti ration un; we carry ou .be -i'aI
development activities associated with problems which are expected in all progr mes.

Here are some examples of where I (RRL) believe the helicopter industry stands in re-ect of te-t
correlations -rit!, prediction.

-lovering- out of dreund Effect, _3,_11 tross weiCit based on engine limit.

OEI Service Ceiling: Minimm power requirement ,6, (iL). Service ceiling .25 (ft).

-Vman. -6%.

Noise: Flyover 4_Adb. Approacl, jldb. Take-off +SdY. 'i7he last two totally empirical.

Oscillatory loads at VMx: Prediction area is about 30; at design stagre. Usually underpredict
blade inplane loads. The area is reduced to about l0,b when prediction is made of chant-es from a baseline
blade.

- Maximum Vibration hevel: With a good model, about 30b to 50b. Using full-scale shake tests
for modifications, about 30.

- Aeroelastic Stability: Damping predictions are vrithin about 1% of critical. For air ad ground
resonance, predicted damping is about 1% conservative at the least damped condition.

- TIASTRAII Analysis (simple, tailboom): About 3% error in frequencies for low frequency modes,
Frequency range of 6 to 20 Mz - error about 8. Higher frequency modes vary depending- on representation
of damping and input force.

- Handling Qualities: Flight mode stability, very poor correlation due to rotor fusela-e
interference effects and pylon control system coupling.

- Engine Compressor Stall - Altitude effects, trend data only. Rearward flight, no analytical

techniques available.

Overall, if we are faced with having to carry out such predictions for a new vehicle, then an
understanding of where we are antJytically is essential. This subject should have been debated much
more at the meeting,
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Firstly, I (,J) wish to express my appreciation to all the narmed Contributors and their
Establishments, for their efforts and cooperation in preparini- and transmitting the many responses
to the F W Questionnaire and the aide-memoires on their Round-Table observations. Here, for
consistency of presentation, these contributions have been subjected to some re-writing, re-arrani-erent,
free-translation and expurgation. Secondly therefore I would apolo,ise if, lacking adequate time for
checking with the particular originators, I may have unwittingly misrepresented or omitted any major
opinions or essential arguments. Finally, I would recall that the forthcoming Technical Evaluation
Report is intended to draw conclusions and recommendations, not only from the present Synthesis
(Questionnaire and Round-Table), but also from the views expressed in the Papers and ensuing discussions
of the whole Symposium.
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